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Foreword

The Department of Defense recruits and trains approximately 200,000 enlisted members
and officers each year, making it one of the largest employers in the U.S. Military Careers
has been developed to help educators and youth learn about the many career opportunities
the military has to offer. The book is a compendium of military occupational, training, and
career information and is designed for use by students desiring to explore the military

world of work.

Military Careers is a compilation of two previous books, Military Career Guide and, Military
Career Paths. The result is a single reference source for educators and students to use to
learn about the diverse opportunities available to young people in the military. The first
section, military occupations, contains descriptions of 197 enlisted and officer occupations.
Students who have taken the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) can use
their scores to estimate their chances of qualifying for enlisted occupations. The second
section, military career paths, describes the typical duties and assignments a person might
expect when advancing along the path of a 20-year military career. While the military
occupations section presents an overview of the typical job duties in a military occupation, the
military career paths section presents a more comprehensive description of work performed
at various stages of a military career.

Many individuals contributed to the development and production of Military Careers.
Pf imarily, we wish to thank the staff of BoozAllen and Hamilton Inc. who contributed to this
revision. Dr. Michael McDaniel managed contract support of the project. Ms. Signe Peterson
served as the lead desktop publishing technician. The contributions of Ms. Susan Becker,
Dr.'Jeffrey Worst, Mr. Asif Jalil, and Mr. Eric Braverman are gratefully acknowledged.

Many others have contributed to this publication. Various members of the Defense
Manpower Data Center, Personnel Testing Division, provided technical suggestions and
editorial review of this publication. Valuable assistance in obtaining photographs for the
book was provided by Major Mike Roddin, U.S. Army; Mr. Conrad Curry, U.S. Navy;
Lieutenant Colonel Paul Cook, U.S. Air Force; and Gunnery Sergeant Vince Martinez,
U.S. Marine Corps. The Manpower Accession Policy Working Group and their representa-
tives closely read revisions of the document and obtained the necessary cooperation and
approval from each of the Services. The Directorate for Accession Policy, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force Management and Personnel), headed by Dr. W. S.
Sellman, provided policy oversight for the program.

Finally, the project was directed by Dr. Janet Wall, Defense Manpower Data Center,
Personnel Testing Division. Monterey, CA. Her invaluable guidance ensured the quality,
accuracy, and utility of this book.

Christopher ehn
Assistant Secretary Defense for
Force Management and Personnel
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Introduction to Military Careers

Your future. It's coming just ahead.
One of the important decisions you will
need to make concerning your future is
what type of career you might want to
enter. In today's world, where there are
hundreds of occupations to choose from,
it is important to spend some time inves-
tigating different occupations that you
might be interested in pursuing. In order
to rnake an informed decision, you need
information about different occupations.
Career information resources are a
good place to start. Career information
resources contain detailed descriptions
of occupations, including the type of du-
ties performed, amount of education/
training required, career advancement
opportunities, and working conditions.

Military Careers is the leading career
information resource for the military world-
of-work. This book describes 197 enlisted
and officer occupations. It contains infor-
mation about the type of work performed,
as well as employment, training, and ca-
reer advancement opportunities for Army,
Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast
Guard occupations. Because many mili-
tary occupations are comparable to one or
more civilian occupations, civilian
counterparts are listed for all applicable
military occupations.

Military Careers is organized into two
sections:

Military Occupations

Military Career Paths

Military Occupations provides descrip-
tions of 127 enlisted and 70 officer occu-
pations. The section provides valuable in-
formation for each occupation, such as
primary work activities, training provided,
and work environment.

The Military Career Paths section de-
scribes the typical duties and assignments
a person could expect when advancing
along the path of a 20-year military career.
In total, this section describes the career
paths of 25 enlisted and 13 officer occupa-
tions from Military Occupations.

While the Military Occupations section
presents an overview of the typical job
duties in a military occupation, Military
Career Paths presents a more compre-
hensive description of work performed at
various stages of a military career.

12
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EXPLORING CAREERS

"What will I do when I finish high school?"
is a question all young people must an-
swer sooner or later. For some, the an-
swer is, "Get a job." For others, the answer
is, "Go to college or seek further training."
Although making this first decision is a
major step in the lifelong process of devel-
oping a career, it will not be the last.

Some people believe that once they
have decided which occupation to enter,
they will follow it for the rest of their life.
That is not necessarily true. The decision
on which occupation to enter does not
have to be permanent. People and jobs
change over time. For example, people
reevaluate their careers because their
interests and values change, because new
technology alters the skills necessary for
a certain career, or because of changing
economic factors.

You may now be asking yourself, "But
how do I go about exploring what careers
might be best for me?" There are two
basic steps to career exploration:

Learning about yourself

Learning about careers

The following paragraphs explain how to
go about career exploration using this
two-step process.

Military Careers
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LEARNING ABOUT YOURSELF

The first step is to spend some time
finding out about yourself. Your interests,
values, and abilities are important in mak-
ing career plans. They help you think
about what you might want in a career and
what you are likely to enjoy. Your coun-
selor can help you begin to clarify your
interests, values, and abilities. Your coun-
selor may also be able to give you tests
that measure interests and abilities.

Another resource for learning more
about yourself is Exploring Careers: The
ASVAB Workbook. Copies of this book
are available to all students who have
taken the Armed Services Vocational Ap-
titude Battery (ASVAB). Ask your coun-
selor for details on the ASVAB and on
obtaining a copy of the Workbook. Below
are some things for you to consider when
learning about yourself.

Interests

What do you enjoy doing or would you
like to do? Do you like to work on car
engines? Perhaps you enjoy writing sto-
ries or drawing pictures. Do you prefer to
work by yourself or as part of a group?
Exploring your interests is helpful at the
beginning of the career planning process:
knowing your interests will help you to
identify careers to investigate.

Your interests are also important to
your career development and enjoyment
of life. Working in an occupation that
interests you makes it easier to work harder
and advance in a career. One way to learn
more about your interests is to take an
"interest inventory." Exploring Careers:
The ASVAB Workbook contains such an
inventory, the Self-Directed Search".
Your counselor also can suggest several
inventories that will allow you to explore
your interests.

Values

What do you consider most important
or desirable in life? We all place a high
value on having food to eat and a place to
sleep. We also have values that affect
what we want from our careers. Some
people want careers that pay high salaries
almost immediately, even if the work is not
very interesting. Others are willing to ac-
cept careers with lower wages if the work
is challenging and exciting. Many con-
sider having flexible hours or opportuni-
ties to travel very important. Some people
value having time to pursue nonwork-
related interests such as being with their
families. Understanding your values is
important in planning your future. The
ASVAB Workbook contains several exer-
cises that can help you clarify your values.

"'Self- Directed Search is a trademark of Psychological Assessment Resources, Inc.

x
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Abilities

What do you do well? Are there school
subjects in which you get particularly good
grades? Are you physically strong and
well-coordinated? Can you communicate
well with others? Have you worked to
develop a skill such as playing a musical
instrument? Your abilities can help you
find occupations in which you may have a
successful career. But just because you
do not have the abilities for a certain
occupation now does not mean that you
cannot acquire them. Additional courses
and training may help you to develop your
abilities.

Also, it is possible that your interests
and abilities may not always match. People
are usually interested in things they do
well, but this is not always the case. For
example, you may be interested in be-
coming an electronics technician, but may
not have the manual dexterity to make the
precise adjustments needed to keep elec-
tronic equ:pment functioning. However,
with additional training, you may acquire
the skills needed to become an electrical
engineer or a computer programmer who
helps to design electronic equipment.

Each year, many high school students
take the ASVAB. The ASVAB is a test
that measures a person's academic and
occupational abilities. ASVAB scores,

Military Careers
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combined with information about your in-
terests, achievements, values, and other
test results, may help you select appropri-
ate areas for career exploration.

Exploring Careers: The ASVAB Work-
book will help you develop the necessary
skills for learning more about yourself. It

can help you identify your interests. clarify
your work values, and better understand
your abilities. You can use these skills
again and again as you explore different
career opportunities.

LEARNtnIG ABOUT OCCUPATIONS

Next. you will need to take the informa-
tion you have learned about yourself and
compare it to information about different
occupations. This process will allow you
to identify occupations that match your
interests. values. and abilities.

There are many ways to learn about
the broad variety of careers open to you
for exploration. To explore the military
world of work. use the Military Occupa-
tions section of this book. It describes 197
different occupations offered by the Army,
Navy. Air Force. Marine Corps. and Coast
Guard.

The Military Career Paths section of
this book can help you learn about career
progression. Military Career Paths ex-
plains the typical duties and assignments
a person could expect when advancing
along the path of a 20-year military career.

The Occupational Outlook Handbook
(OOH) provides occupational descrip
tions for about 200 civilian occupations.
In addition, many schools have a com-
puterized system that provides local, state,
and national occupational information for
individuals exploring the world-of-work.
Your counselor. teachers. or librarians
can direct you to these and other re-
sources.

While exploring various careers. you
need to be constantly asking yourself.
"How well does this career match my
current interests, values, and abilities?"
and "Will this career lead to a lifestyle I
desire?" Other questions you might want
to ask yourself are:

What do people do in this career?

In what type of environment do people
in this career work?

What kind and how much training is
needed to enter this career?

What are the opportunities for obtaining
work in this career?

Chances for a rewarding career are im-
proved if personal and career character-
istics are similar.

HOW TO USE MILITARY CAREERS

After learning something about your-
self, explore the various career opportuni-
ties described in the Military Occupations
section, Begin by reading the introduction
on page 3 for information on how to use
this section.

If one of the careers in the Military
Occupations section is of particular inter-
est to you, go to the Military Career Paths
section to see if there is a description of its
career path. Read the introduction on
page 347 for information on how to use
this section of the book. Even if there are
no careers described of interest to you.
you may want to browse through this
section to learn about the various occupa-
tions and added responsibilities people
encounter as they progress through a
career.

xii 1,6
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Introduction to
Military Occupations

Military Occupations provides an overview of the military world-of-
work and was developed specifically to help students explore different
military occupations. This section is divided into two partsmilitary
enlisted occupations and military officer occupations.

Enlisted personnel carry out the fundamental operations of the mili-
tary. They are people like the carpenters, tank drivers, mechanics, and
air traffic controllers in the military work force. Enlisted personnel are
usually high school graduates and are required to meet minimum
physical and aptitude standards before enlisting: Enlistment qualifica-
tions are described on pages 14 and 15.

The enlisted occupations section provides general information and
descriptions of 127 enlisted occupations. Each enlisted occupational
description contains valuable information such as the primary work
activities, training provided, employment opportunities, and civilian coun-
terparts. Descriptions of the enlisted occupations can be found on pages
55 to 203. A graph is included for each occupation so you can estimate
your chance of qualifying for the occupation. To use these graphs, you
first must have taken the ASVAB. See your counselor or local recruiter
for information on how to take the ASVAB.

Officers are the leaders of the military and usually are college gradu-
ates. Their roles are like those of corporate managers or executives.
Officers develop plans, set objectives, and lead other officers and
enlisted personnel in attaining their goals. Young men and women
hoping to become officers must meet the minimum entrance require-
ments set by each military service. The qualifications required for being
commissioned as an officer are described on page 213.

The officer occupations section provides general information on being
an officer and descriptions of 70 officer occupations. Each officer
occupation contains important information similar to that provided for
enlisted occupations. For a description of how to read the officer
occupations, read pages 206 and 207. Descriptions of the officer
occupations can be found on pages 251 to 343.

, You may also find the indexes on pages 446 through 473 helpful. If

there is a civilian occupation of interest to you, the indexes will help you
learn if the military has a similar occupation.

Military Careers 18 3
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How to Read .the Enlisted
Occupational Descriptions

The purpose of Military Careers is to
introduce students, parents, and coun-
selors to the military world-of-work. Military
Careers can be used to explore the many
employment and training opportunities
available in the enlisted and officer forces
of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,
and Coast Guard.

Military Careers contains descriptions
of 197 military occupations. The enlisted
occupational section of Military Careers
contains descriptions of 127 enlisted
military occupations. Each enlisted
description has standard sections as
shown in the example on the opposite
page. An explanation for each section of
the description is also provided.

When reading any of the 127 enlisted
descriptions, remember that it is a
summary of similar job specialties across
two or more of the military services. For
example, the Divers description in the
sample represents 18 distinct diving
specialties across four services. There-
fore, individual job specialties may differ
somewhat from the general occupations
described in this book. If you are interested
in learning more about a particular service
or occupation, you should contact a
recruiter for details.

Occupational Title

The occupational title names the mili-
tary occupation. An alphabetical listing of
titles is in the index beginning on page
466 in Military Careers.

What They Do

"What They Do" describes the main
work activities performed by workers in
the occupation. Because job specialties
vary from one service to another, some of
the activities listed may not apply to all
services.

Special Requirements

Special requirements must be met to
enter certain occupations. Typing ability,
fluency in a foreign language, and suc-
cessful completion of certain high school
courses are examples of special qualifica-
tions. This section also identifies combat
occupations from which women are
excluded by law.

Summary

"Summary" contains background infor
mation about the military occupation.

Physical Demands

Some military occupations place phys-
ical demands on workers. For example.
strength for moderate or heavy lifting is a
common physical demand noted in Military
Careers. Other physical demands include
running, climbing, swimming, clear speech.
and special vision or hearing requirements.

ASVAB Qualification Graph

The ASVAB is a test offered in most high
schools and postsecondary schools. If
you have taken the ASVAB, you can use
your Military Careers Score with these
graphs.

For each of the 127 enlisted occupa-
tions described in Military Careers, a graph
is included that relates your Military Ca-
reers Score to military occupations. See
page 8 for instructions on using these
graphs.

6 Military Careers



Training Provided

The military provides job training to all
new workers. Most job training is provided
in a classroom setting. For some occu-
pations, training is provided on the job. In
"Training Provided," the length of class-
room training and course content are sum-
marized. Course content and length of
training may vary for each service. When
applicable, this section also names the
services that offer apprenticeship pro-
.grams certified by the Department of Labor.

Military Service Representation

The military services listed next to the
title offer employment and training oppor-
tunities in the occupation. Not all services
offer every occupation described in Mili-
tary Careers.

Army .

.Navy
Marine' Corps
Coast Guard

Sometimes. military tasks such as shop
repair. construction. and patrolling must

Ai, be done underwater Divers in the military
1PP perform this work. They usually specialize

either as scuba divers, who work just
below the surface. or as deep sea divers.
who may work for long periods of time in
depths up to 300 feet.

40. What They Do

Divers in the military perform some or all
of the following duties'

Inspect and clean ship propellers and
hulls

Patch damaged ship hulls using
underwater welding equipment

Patrol the waters below ships at
anchor

Salvage (recover) sunken equipment

Assist with underwater construction of
piers and harbor facilities

Survey rivers. beaches. and harbors
for underwater obstacles

Use explosives to clear i..ndenvater
obstacles

1110. Physical Demands

Divers must be good swimmers and
physically strong

'1- .4i'se

Training Provided

Job training consists of 5 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in diving and repair work. Training length
varies depending on specialty Course
content typically includes.

Principles of scuba diving

Underwater walding and cutting

Use and care of hand and power tools

Maintenance of diving equipment

Special Requirements Further training occurs on the lob and

Although there are women divers some
through advanced courses

specialties in this occupation are open
only to men
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Helpful Attributes 4
Helpful school subjects include shop

mechanics and building trades. Helpful
attributes include.

Interest in underwater diving

Ability to slay calm under stress

A high degree of self .reliance

Work Environment 4

Helpful Attributes

"Helpful Attributes" include interests,
school subjects taken, experience, and
other personal characteristics that may be
helpful for training and working in the
military occupation. These are not
requirements.

Work Environment

Divers work underwater However.they
plan and prepare for work on land or
aboard ships. Because diving is not usu-
ally a lull-lime job. divers often have an-
other job specialty in which they work

Civilian Counterparts 4
Civilian divers work for oil companies.

salvage companies. underwater con-
struction firms. and police or lire rescue
units They perform duties similar to divers
in the military

Opportunities 4
The services have about 700 divers On

average. they need about 50 new divers
each year After job training covers work
in teams headed by experienced divers
Eventually, they may become master di
vers and supervise diving operations

Military CareersCareers

"Work Environment' describes the typ-
ical work settings and conditions for the
occupation. Work settings may be in-
doors or outdoors, on land, aboard ships.
or in aircraft.

Civilian Counterparts

Most military occupations are compara-
ble to one or more civilian occupations
because they require similar duties and
training. "Civilian Counterparts" identifies
these civilian occupations and the kinds of
companies or organizations in which they
are located. The Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles (DOT) Code Index, beginning
on page 454, provides a complete listing
of counterpart civilian occupations for each
military occupation.

Opportunities

"Opportunities" contains information on
the total number of enlisted personnel
working in the occupation and the average
annual need for new personnel. Military
career advancement in the occupation is
also summarized in this section.

Military Careers 22,
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How to Use the ASVAB Graph

What is the ASVAB?

The ASVAB is a test that can help you
with educational and career planning.
ASVAB scores can be used to explore
occupations that interest you. For each of
the 127 enlisted occupations described in
the occupations section of Military
Careers, a graph is included that relates
ASVAB scores to enlisted military
occupations. The officer occupational
descriptions do not include an ASVAB
graph because the ASVAB is not used in
the selection process for officers. Using
the graphs in this book and your ASVAB
results, you can estimate your chances of
qualifying for entry into enlisted military
occupations. If you have not taken the
ASVAB and would like to, ask your school
counselor for information on how to do so.

Which ASVAB Score Should I Use?

On your Student Results Sheet, you will
find a section marked ASVAB Scores (see
sample on opposite page). At the bottom
of this section is your Military Careers
Score. You can use this score to estimate
your chances of qualifying for any of the
enlisted occupations in this book.

What is my Military Careers Score?

Each of the enlisted military occupa-
tions described in this book requires a
`minimum aptitude score. The minimum
score required may vary from occupation
to occupation. The Military Careers Score
is based on your math, verbal, mechani-
cal, and electronic abilities, as indicated
by your ASVAB Scores. By using your
Military Careers Score with the graphs
found in the enlisted occupational descrip-
tions, you can estimate your chance of
qualifying for any of the enlisted occupa-
tions described.

For those students in the 10th or 11th
grade, it is important to remember that
your Military Careers Score may improve
as you get older and receive more school-
ing. If you took the ASVAB when you were
in the 10th grade, and then again in the
12th grade, your later Military Careers
Score would probably be higher. An im-
proved Military Careers Score would allow
you to qualify for a greater number of
enlisted occupations. Therefore, in order
to have the best possible chance of quail-

.,efying for an occupation, you should stay in
school, get your high school diploma, and
then take the ASVAB again.

How Do I Use My Military Careers
Score?

Using your Military Careers Score to
estimate your chances of qualifying for
military occupations described in this book
involves four steps. To help you learn
these steps, a sample ASVAB graph is
provided on the opposite page. Pretend
the graph is from an occupational
description that interests you.

STEP 1

On your Student Results Sheet, in the
section marked ASVAB Scores, find your
Military Careers Score. For example, the
sample results sheet on the opposite page
shows you have obtained a Military Careers
Score of "200."

STEP 2

Find yo;4. score on the bottom line of the
ASVAB graph. In this example, the arrow
points to yo. it score of "200" on the sample
graph. (You will need to estimate the
location of your score if it falls between the
numbers shown on the bottom line of the
graph.)

8 Military Careers



STEP 3

Read up in a straight line from your
score until you come to the curve drawn
on the graph.

Sample Military Career Guide ASVAB Graph
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Sample ASVAB Results Sheet

STEP 4

Now, follow straight across to the left
from the curve to the number on the side
of the graph. The number indicates the
percentage of people with a particular
Military Careers Score who qualify for this
military occupation. In the example, 70
percent of the people who obtained a
Military Careers Score of "200" qualified
for this occupation. This means your
score of "200" gives you an estimated 70
percent chance of qualifying for one or
more job specialties in the occupation.
Turn to the next page for further explanation
of what the percentage means.
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What Does the ASVAB Percentage
Mean?

In the example, your Military Careers
Score of "200" gave you an estimated 70
percent chance of qualifying for one or
more job specialties in the occupation. A
70 percent chance of qualifying is similar
to a weather forecaster's prediction of a
70 percent chance of rain. This prediction
means that. under certain weather condi-
tions, it rains 70 times out of 100. The
ASVAB percentage means that 70 out of
every 100 people who obtain a Military
Careers Score of "200" have the aptitude
to qualify for one or more of the occupa-
tions in the example.

When using the ASVAB graphs.
remember that ASVAB estimates are not
precise measures. No test can provide a
completely accurate measure of apti-
tudes. Your scores may change some-
what if you take the ASVAB again. For
example. students who take the ASVAB
during their sophomore or junior year
usually find their scores improve some-
what if they retake the ASVAB during
their senior year.

Also. keep in mind that aptitude is only
one of several qualifications needed to
enter occupations in the military. For ex-
ample. specific physical requirements must
be met to qualify for some occupations.
The next section of this book describes
some of the other requirements.

The ASVAB information in Military
Careers is provided so that you may
explore your chance of qualifying for
military occupations. Specific information
about whether you qualify for a particular
service job specialty is available through a
local service recruiter.
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General Information on
Enlisted Occupations

For the last 40 years, the military's
personnel requirements and overall
strategies have been shaped by the need
to be prepared to deal with a short-notice,
global war with the Soviet Union. Given
the recent dramatic developments in
Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, the
military services are refocusing their
strategy on a peacetime mission and on
readiness for regional conflicts and con-
tingencies.

As the military plans for the 1990s, it
will reduce the number of enlisted military
personnel on active duty. Overall, enlisted
personnel will be downsized from 1.8
million to about 1.4 million or approxi-
mately 25 percent. This reduction will
occur from 1991 through 1995.

Although the active -duty military ser-
vices will decline in size, they will still need
substantial numbers of new recruits to fill
the many entry -level jobs that will be
available.

Enlisted members are the supervisors
and workers who carry out and maintain
the basic operations of the military. Their
roles are like those of company employ-
ees or supervisors. Enlisted members
serve in occupations as diverse as com-
puter programmers, automobile mechan-
ics, medical laboratory technicians, and
personnel specialists. Enlisted members
may also advance to supervisory posi-
tions. As supervisors, enlisted members
are responsible for the well-being of other

enlisted members and for the care of equip-
ment and property under their control.
Overall, the services have available a broad
range of enlisted occupations that require
personnel with various types of knowl-
edge, skills, and abilities.

MILITARY ENLISTED
OCCUPATIONS

Besides being the single largest em-
ployer in the nation, the military offers the
widest choice of career opportunities.
Together, the five services offer training
and employment in over 2,000 enlisted job
specialties. To help you explore the en-
listed world-of-work, these specialties are
grouped into 127 enlisted occupations in
this book. The 127 occupations are organ-
ized into 12 broad groups:

Human Services
Media and Public Affairs
Health Care
Engineering, Science, and Technical
Administrative
Service
Vehicle and Machinery Mechanic
Electronic and Electrical Equipment
Repair
Construction
Machine Operator and Precision Work
Transporta, in and Material Handling
Combat Specialty

Figure 1 shows the distribution of en-
listed members across the 12 occupa-
tional groups.
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Figure 1
Distribution of Enlisted Personnel by Occupational Group

1. Human Services 7. Vehicle and Machinery Mechanic
2. Media and Public Affairs 8. Electronic and Electrical Equipment Repair
3. Health Care 9. Construction
4. Engineering, Science, and Techn:cal 10. Machine Operator and Precision Work
5. Administrative 11. Transportation and Material Handling
6. Service 12. Combat Specialty
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Table 1 General Enlistment Qualifications*

Age Must be between 17 and 35 years. Consent of parent or legal
guardian required if 17.

Citizenship Must be either (1) U.S. citizen, or (2) an immigrant alien legally

Status admitted to the U.S. for permanent residence and possessing
immigration and naturalization documents.

Physical Must meet minimum physical standards listed below to enlist.

Condition Some military occupations have additional physical standards.

Height For males: Maximum 6'8"
Minimum - 5'0"

Education

Aptitude

Moral
Character

Marital
Status and
Dependents

Waivers

For females: Maximum 6'8"
Minimum 4'10"

Weight There are minimum and maximum weights,
according to age and height, for males and females.

Vision There are minimum vision standards.

Overall Health Must be in good health and pass a medical

exam. Certain diseases or conditions may exclude
persons from enlistment: for example, diabetes. severe
allergies, epilepsy, alcoholism, and drug addiction.

High school graduation is desired by all services and is a
requirement under most enlisted options.

Must make the minimum entry score on the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). Minimum entry scores
vary by service and occupation.

Must meet standards designed to screen out persons likely to
become disciplinary problems. Standards cover court
convictions, juvenile delinquency. arrests, and drug use.

May be either single or married; however, single persons with
one or more minor dependents are not eligible for enlistment
into military service.

On a case-by-case basis. exceptions (waivers) are granted
by individual services for some of the above qualification
requirements.

Each service sets its own enlistment qualification require-
ments. If you are interested in a specific service's enlistment
requirements. see the "Service Information on Enlisted
Occupations" section beginning on page 31, or contact a

military recruiter.

In order to function as a self-sufficient
community, the military must employ indi-
viduals with many different skills and abili-
ties, The services need auto, ship. and
aircraft mechanics to keep their many
forms of transportation moving; food
service specialists to provide meals for
thousands of soldiers: and computer
programmers to maintain information
and communication systems. Therefore.
the military has a wide spectrum of occu-
pations.

Over 75 percent of all military occupa-
tions have counterparts in the civilian world-
of -work. For example, dental hygienist. air
traffic controller. computer programmer.
aircraft mechanic. and electronic techni-
cian occupations exist in both the military

and civilian work forces.

The services offer training and an op-
portunity to progress in each occupation.
No matter which occupation newly en-
listed personnel enter. they will find a well-
defined career path leading to higher pay
and increased responsibility.

ENLISTMENT

Enlisted personnel are usually high
school graduates and must meet mini-
mum standards such as physical and ap-
titude requirements before enlisting. The
general qualifications required for enlist-
ment are shown in Table 1. If you are
interested in a specific service's enlist-
ment requirements or programs. see the
"Service Information on Enlisted Occupa-
tions" section beginning on page 31.

14 29
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Service Obligation

Joining the military involves entering
into a legal contract called an enliStment
agreement. The service agrees to provide
a job, pay, benefits, and occupational
training. In return. the enlisted member
agrees to serve fora certain period of time,
which is called the service obligation. The
standard service obligation is eight years,
which is divided between active military
duty, and reserve duty. Depending on the
enlistment program selected, enlisted
members spend two to six years on active
duty. with the balance of the eight-year
obligation period spent in reserve status.

Enlistment Programs

Enlistment programs vary by service.
The services adjust the programs they
offer to meet changing recruiting needs.
Major enlistment options include cash
bonuses for enlisting in certain occupa-
tions and guaranteed choice of job train-
ing and assignments. Currently. all ser-
vices also offer a Delayed Entry Program
(DEP). an option that is used by many
high school students who wish to enlist
now, but wait a short while before entering
into active duty. By enlisting under the
DEP option. an applicant delays entry into

active duty for up to one year. High school
students often enlist under the DEP during
their senior year and enter a service after
graduation. Other qualified applicants
choose the DEP because the job training
they desire is not currently available, but
will be within the next year.

Enlistment Contracts

The enlistment contract specifies the
enlistment program selected by the appli-
cant. It contains the enlistment date, term
of enlistment, and other options, such as
a training program guarantee or a cash
bonus. If, for any reason, the service can-
not meet its part of the agreement (for
example, to provide a specific type of job
training), then the applicant is no longer
bound by the contract. If the applicant
accepts another enlistment program, a
new contract is written.

High School Graduates

The military encourages young people
to stay in high school and graduate. Re-
search has shown that high school gradu-
ates are more likely to adjust to military life
and complete an initial tour of duty. There-
fore. the services accept very few non-
high school graduates.
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ENLISTING IN THE MILITARY

Enlisting in the military involves a four-
step process.

Step 1: Talking with a Recruiter

If you are interested in applying for one
of the military services, you must talk with
a recruiter from that service. Recruiters
can provide detailed information about the
employment and training opportunities in
their service, as well as answer specific
questions about service life, enlistment
options, and other topics. They can also
provide details about their service's enlist-
ment qualification requirements.

If you decide to apply for entry into the
service, and the recruiter identifies no
problems (such as a severe health prob-
lem), the recruiter will examine your edu-
cational credentials. The recruiter will then
schedule you for enlistment processing.

Step 2: Qualifying for Enlistment

Full enlistment processing occurs at
one of the more than 60 Military Entrance
Processing Stations (MEPS) located
around the country. At the MEPS, appli-
cants take the ASVAB if they have not
already done so and receive medical ex-
aminations to determine if they are quali-
fied to enter the service. The ASVAB may
also be administered at Mobile Examining
Team (MET) sites.

ASVAB results are used to determine if
an applicant qualifies for entry into a serv-
ice and if the applicant has the specific
aptitude level required to enter job spe-
cialty training programs. If you have taken
the ASVAB at your school, you can use
your scores to determine if you qualify for
entry into the military services, provided
the scores are not more than two years
old. Applicants with current ASVAB scores
are not required to take the ASVAB a
second time.

Step 3: Meeting with a Service
Classifier

A service classifier is a military career
information specialist who helps applicants
select military occupations. For example.
if you are applying for entry, the classifier
would inform you of service job training
openings that match your aptitudes and
interests. Specifically, the classifier would
enter your ASVAB scores into a comput-
erized reservation system. Based on your
scores, the system would show the career
fields and training programs for which you
qualify and when job training would be
available.

After discussing job training options
with the classifier, you would select an
occupation and schedule an enlistment
date. Enlistment dates may be scheduled
up to one year in the future to coincide with
job training openings. This option is called
the Delayed Entry Program (DEP).

Following selection of a military train-
ing program, you would sign an enlistment
contract and take the oath of enlistment.
If you chose the DEP option, you would
return home until your enlistment date.

Step 4: Enlisting in the Service

After completing enlistment process-
ing, applicants who select the immediate
enlistment option receive their travel pa-
pers and proceed to a military base for
basic training. Applicants who select the
DEP option return to the MEPS on their
scheduled enlistment date. At that time.
applicants officially become "enlistees"
(also known as "recruits") and proceed to
a military base.

In the uncommon event that your guar-
anteed training program, through no fault
of your own, is not available on the re-
Lerved date, you have three options:

Make another reset ation for the same
training and return at a later date to
enter the service

Select another occupation and job
training option

Decide not to join the service and be
free from any obligation.
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MILITARY TRAINING

The military operates one of the largest
training systems in the world. The five
services sponsor nearly 300 technical
training schools offering more than 10,000
separate courses of instruction.

Education and training provided by the
services offer service members valuable
opportunities for career development. The
services spend billions of dollars each
year training service members for jobs
ranging from air traffic controller to medi-
cal service technician. The main purpose
of training is to prepare individuals to per-
form jobs in the service. Training also
helps individuals meet personal goals and
prepares them to assume greater respon-
sibility in the service work force.

The military generally provides four
kinds of training for its personnel:

Recruit training

Job training

Advanced training

Leadership training.
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Recruit Training

Recruit training, popularly called basic
training, is a rigorous orientation to the
military. Depending on the service, recruit
training lasts from six to ten weeks and
provides a transition from civilian to mili-

4
tary life. The services train recruits at
selected military bases across the coun-
try. Where an enlistee trains depends on
the service and the job training to be
received. Through basic training, recruits
gain the pride, knowledge. discipline, and
physical conditioning necessary to serve
as members of the Army. Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps. and Coast Guard.

Upon reporting for basic training, re-
cruits are divided into training groups of 40
to 80 people. They then meet their drill
instructor, receive uniforms and equip-
ment. and move into assigned quarters.

During basic training. recruits receive
instruction in health, first aid, and military
skills. They also improve their fitness and
stamina by participating in rigorous daily
exercises and conditioning. To measure
their conditioning progress. recruits are
tested on sit-ups, push-ups. running, and
body weight.
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Recruits follow a demanding schedule
throughout basic training; every day is
carefully structured with time for classes,
meals, physical conditioning, and field in-
struction. Some free time (including time
to attend religious services) is available to
recruits during basic training. After com-
pleting basic training, recruits normally
proceed to job training.

Job Training

Through job training, also called tech-
nical or skill training, recruits learn the
skills they will need to perform their job
specialties. The military provides its per-
sonnel with high-quality training because
lives and mission success depend on how
well people perform their duties. Military
training produces highly qualified work-
ers, and for this reason many civilian em-
ployers consider military training excellent
preparation for civilian occupations.

The type of job specialty determines
the length of training. Most training lasts
from 10 to 20 weeks. although some
nuclear specialities require over one year
of training.

Military training occurs both in the class-
room and on the job. Classroom training
emphasizes hands-on activities and prac-
tical experience, as well as textbook learn-
ing. For example, recruits who will be
working with electronic equipment prac-
tice operating and repairing the equip-
ment, in addition to studying the principles
of electronics.

At their first assignments, enlisted
members continue to learn on the job.
Experienced enlisted members and su-
pervisors help service men and women
further develop their skills. In addition, the
military offers refresher courses and ad-
vanced training to help military personnel
maintain and increase their skills. As
personnel advance in rank. they continue
their training with leadership and manage-
ment courses.

Three services, the Army, Navy, and
Marine Corps, offer apprenticeship pro-
grams for some job specialties. These
programs consist of classroom and on-
the-job training that meet U.S. Department
of Labor apprenticeship standards. After
completing an apprenticeship program.
personnel receive a Department of Labor
apprenticeship certificate. To military
commanders and civilian employers, these
certificates demonstrate that the worker
has acquired specific skills and qualifica-.
tioris.

For each of the 127 enlisted occupa-
tions described in the Military Occupa-
tions section of this book, a summary of
the typical training content and length is
provided.

Advanced Training

Hundreds of advanced training courses
have been developed by the services to
improve the technical skills of the enlisted
work force. These courses offer instruc-
tion in skills not covered in initial training.
An automobile mechanic, for example,
may take advanced instruction in trou-
bleshooting (identifying engine problems)
or preventive maintenance techniques.
Advanced training also includes courses
covering new or additional job-related
equipment. An auto mechanic may go to
school to learn how to repair a new type of
vehicle, or a radiological technician may
take instruction in the use of ultrasound
equipment. Advanced training is espe-
cially important in high technology areas
where military technicians are constantly
being exposed to newer and more sophis-
ticated equipment. Other advanced
courses provide instruction in supervising
and managing the daily operations of mili-
tary units. such as repair shops or medical
facilities.
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Some advanced training involves class-
room training, but the services also pro-
vide enlisted members with a wide choice
of self-study correspondence courses.
Some of these are general courses and
address most duties of a job. Other courses
are designed to cover highly complex tasks

or job-related skills. Self-study courses
are particularly important to individual ca-

reer advancement. Completing a self
study course can provide a service mem-
ber with the job skills and knowledge to
perform more advanced job duties. Self-
study courses also include material that
prepares enlisted personnel to take the
competitive examinations required to ad-
vance through the noncommissioned offi-

cer (NCO) ranks.

Leadership Training

Each service has schools and courses
to help supervisors be more effective in

managing the day-to-day operations of
their units. These classes are designed
primarily for noncommissioned officers.
Courses include instruction in leadership
skills, service regulations, and manage-
ment techniques needed to train and lead
other service members.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT,
GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING

Almost every military base has an
education center. At these centers, coun-
selors are available with information about
education and training (military and civil-
ian) and requirements for career advance-
ment. They can also provide information
about retraining for other military occupa-
tions.

Counselors coordinate the services'
education programs and help service men
and women set educational goals. They
can explain the many opportunities avail-
able and help service members enroll in
programs or courses. The counselors
help enlisted personnel tailor their educa-
tional programs to meet their career goals.

Continuing Education

The services recognize the value of
education, both military and civilian. Mili-
tary training helps enlisted personnel
perform their job duties and develop lead-
ership and supervisory skills. Continuing
civilian education, regardless of the sub-
ject, also helps an enlisted person to be-
come a more well-rounded individual,
better prepared to deal with the challenges
of service life. The services offer many

programs to help and encourage enlisted
men and women to continue their civilian
educations. Enlisted personnel may en-
roll in courses to earn college degrees,
improve work skills, or simply for personal
enjoyment. Each service's training de-
partment offers self-study courses on many
different topics in which any enlisted per-
son can enroll. If you are interested in a
specific service's continuing education
programs, see the "Service Information on
Enlisted Occupations" section beginning
on page 31.

Defense Activity for Nontraditional
Education Support (DANTES)

DANTES is an organization within the
Department of Defense designed to sup-
port education in all of the services It
helps develop and administer education
programs. In addition to supporting indi-
vidual service programs, DANTES aiso
offers many different programs for active-
duty service members. The College Level
Examination Program (CLEP) allows
service members to obtain college credits
through examination without attending
courses. The Independent Study Pro-
gram allows enlisted personnel to take
high school through graduate-level self-
study courses offered by accredited col-
leges and universities.

Service Members Opportunity
Colleges (SOC)

The Service Members Opportunity
Colleges are a consortium of colleges and
universities that help enlisted personnel
satisfy the requirements for college de-
grees. Because enlisted personnel are
frequently reassigned, they can find it dif-
ficult to complete their coursework for a
degree at one college or university. In this
program, more than 400 participating col-
leges and universities accept credits
earned at other schools and award credit
for some military training courses. Through
the SOC, enlisted personnel can more
easily complete the requirements for a
college degree.

Other College Programs

The services offer tuition assistance
programs that pay from 75 to 100 percent
of the fees for off-duty study in most courses
at accredited schools, depending upon
the availability of funds. Enlisted person-
nel can use these courses to pursue
bachelor's or advanced degrees. The
services also have agreements with many
colleges and universities that allow the
schools to hold classes on the base. Simi-
lar programs also offer courses at over-
seas locations and aboard ships.

Military Careers
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ENLISTED CAREER
ADVANCEMENT

A military career is more than just a job.
The military offers the opportunity to ad-
vance in exciting careers. Motivated men
and women advance by improving their
job skills and taking on greater responsi-
bility. Advancement means recognition
for a job well done, a promotion to more
responsible duties, and increased military
rank and pay grade. Pay grade and length
of service determine a service member's
pay. Figure 2 shows the insignias for the
ranks of each service. It also depicts the
relationship between rank and pay grade.

Enlisted Promotion

Men and women in the lower pay grades
(E-1 to E-3) usually advance to the next
grade based on their length of service and
time in their present pay grade. They must
also receive their commanding officer's
approval and be satisfactorily progressing
in their training and job performance. Only
individuals who show superior perfor-
mance may be promoted to E-4.

Enlisted personnel can qualify for fur-
ther promotions based on their length of
service, time in present pay grade, job
performance, leadership ability, and
awards or commendations. Each service
sets minimum standards for the length of
service and time in current pay grade that
must be met before a person can compete
for promotion to the next higher pay grade.

Figure 2
Enlisted Insignia of the United States Armed Forces
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Figure 3 shows the average time an en-
listed member has been in the military
(time-in-service) when he or she is pro-
moted to each pay grade. For example, it
takes an average of one year to reach pay
grade E-3 and nine years to reach E-6.
The time-in-service and advancement in-
formation shown is developed from data
provided by each of the services.

All enlisted personnel are led, super-
vised, and evaluated by senior enlisted
personnel and officers. Factors that qual-
ify an enlisted person for promotion in-
clude:

Performance of job duties
Ability to work with others
Educational achievement through
technical, on-the-job, or civilian in-
struction
Knowledge of service regulations, dis-
cipline, and ability to carry out orders
Appearance and behavior.

Figure 3
Average Enlisted Time-In-Service

When Promoted to Each Pay Grade
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Good performance reports are essen-
tial to continue along a career path. Al-
though a good performance report does
not automatically qualify an individual for
promotion. a less than satisfactory rating
severely limits chances for promotion. By
selecting from among qualified individuals
for promotion to each rank, the services try
to ensure that the best qualified personnel
are promoted. Because the number of
enlisted positions is limited by Congress.
the competition for promotion at the senior
levels is intense. Changes in the number
of personnel in a particular specialty. or in
the armed services as a whole, can also
affect promotion.

Enlisted Commissioning Programs

Officers and enlisted personnel ad-
vance along separate career paths.
However, each service has programs that
enable selected enlisted personnel to
become commissioned officers. The en-
trance standards for these programs are
high. and the competition strong.

Typically, there are two ways for en-
listed personnel to earn commissions:
through direct appointment to officer train-
ing and through service programs that
send enlisted personnel to college full
time to obtain a degree. Direct appoint-
ment programs usually require an out-
standing performance record and a col-
lege degree. Individuals selected for these
.j..7-,nrams go to officer training schools
operar.,! by their service. Enlisted per-
sonnel selected to complete their college
degree attend college through an ROTC
program or one of the service academies.
After completing officer training, these in-
dividuals are awarded commissions as
officers in their services.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

The five services have similar systems
for assigning personnel to jobs. Each
system is designed to satisfy the staffing
needs of the particular service. For ex-
ample, if the service needs a machinist at
a remote location, a service member
trained as a machinist is assigned there.
However, at the same time. the services
also atiempt to meet the desires of the
individual service member and provide
opportunities for career development. The
duty assignment process determines
where enlisted personnel work, how often
they move, and the opportunities open to
them.

Assignment Decisions

The services use noncommissioned
officers who are familiar with a particular
occupation to manage assignments for
people in that job. Although they cannot
always meet each person's needs or de-
sires. these noncommissioned officers try
to make duty assignments that will enhance
each service member's career.

Each service tries to give enlisted
members job assignments in different types
of organizations. Gaining a range of ex-
perience is more important to people at
supervisory levels, because with each as-
signment. service members learn more
about their jobs and gain confidence in
their abilities to react effectively to unex-
pected events or to assume greater re-
sponsibility.

Possible Location

All services require their members to
travel. Enlisted personnel are stationed in
each of the 50 states and in countries all
over the world. They are routinely reas-
signed after two-, three-, or four-year tours
of duty. To many people, this is one of the
attractive parts of service life and, in fact,
many men and women join for the oppor-
tunity to travel, live in foreign countries.
and see different parts of the United States.

Nearly three-quarters of all service per-
sonnel are assigned to duty in the United
States. Each service also has personnel
stationed overseas; many personnel are
located in Europe. in countries such as
Great Britain, Italy. and Germany. En-
listed personnel are also assigned to the
Pacific and Far East. in countries such as
Japan, South Korea, and Australia. Dur-
ing their careers, many service members
will serve at least one overseas assign-
ment. Several of the services have pro-
grams that allow enlisted personnel re-
turning from overseas to select the loca-
tion in the United States where they will be
stationed.

Length of Tours

The time that an enlisted person spends
at a particular duty assignment is called a
"tour." The length of a tour varies by
service and geographic location. Typi-
cally, a tour lasts from three to four years.
although there are many exceptions.
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frr WOMEN IN THE MILITARY

Military women make important contri-
butions, to national defense. As shown in
Figure 4, military women have increased
in numbers to 11 percent of active duty
personnel. The total number of women in
the enlisted forces was-177,500 in 1992.
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Not only has the percentage of women
risen, but also women's opportunities in
the military have expanded. Women are
currently eligible to enter almost 90 per-
cent of all military job specialties. Ex-
amples of the many occupations women
occupy include helicopter mechanic, mis-
sile maintenance technician, computer
programmer, environmental health spe-
cialist, and heavy equipment operator.

Historically, women have not been
assigned to duty that involves a high
probability of exposure to direct combat.
This policy is currently being reviewed.
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RESERVE FORCES

Seven different forces make up the
Reservesthe Army, Navy, Air Force,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard Reserves
and the Army and Air National Guard.
Currently, over 1.6 million Americans serve
as Reservists. Each year. the military
needs about 228,000 new Reservists.

The Reserves are important to our
overall national defense. In a national
emergency, Reservists can be called up
immediately to serve on active duty,
because they are highly trained by the
services and drill regularly.

During peacetime, the Reserves per-
form many functions to support active-
duty forces in our country's defense, such
as reconnaissance, rescue missions, air
defense for the continental U.S., installa-
tion and repair of communications equip-
ment. and transport of troops. material.
and medical support.

Enlistment

To enlist in the Reserves, applicants
must meet physical, aptitude, citizenship,
educational, and moral requirements
similar to those that active-duty applicants
must meet. They must also be between 17
and 35 years of age. Parental consent is
required for 17-year-olds. Specific age
standards vary by service.

Reservists normally enlist for eight
years. They serve an initial period on
active duty while completing basic training
and receiving job training. After the train-
ing period. which usually lasts several
months, Reservists return to civilian life.
For the remainder of their service obliga-
tion, they attend training sessions and
perform work in their job specialty one or
two days per month (usually in the even-
ing or on weekends) with their local unit.
Once a year (usually during the summer),
Reservists participate in an active-duty
training session of 10 to 14 days.

Pay and Promotions

Reservists are paid at the same rate as
active-duty members for the time they
spend working or training. Pay grade and
length of service determine their rate of
pay.

The Reserves have promotion systems
similar to, but separate from, the regular
services. Reservists compete only with
other Reservists for promotion; advance-
ment is based on performance and length
of service.

Training

The military generally offers the same
basic and initial job training to Reservists
as it does to active-duty members. Re-
servists may attend the same schools and

complete similar training programs. Be-
sides basic training and initial job training,
Reservists may enroll in advanced train-
ing courses by correspondence or may
attend regular service training classes.

PAY AND BENEFITS

Military personnel in all five services
are paid according to the same pay scale
and receive the same basic benefits. Mili-
tary pay and benefits are set by Congress,
which normally grants a cost-of-living pay
increase once each year. In addition to
pay, the military provides many of life's
necessities, such as food, clothing, and
housing, or pays monthly allowances for
them. The following sections describe
military pay, allowances, and benefits in
more detail.

Enlisted Pay Grades

Enlisted members can progress
through nine enlisted pay grades during
their career. Pay grade and length of ser-
vice determine a service member's pay.
Figure 2, on page 23, shows the relation-
ship between pay grade and rank in each
service and also illustrates the insignia for
the ranks.
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GI Bill Benefits

Individuals entering active duty after
June 30, 1985. are automatically enrolled
in the Montgomery GI Bill Program unless
they choose not to participate. Those
enrolled in the program have their basic
pay reduced by $100 per month for their
first 12 months of service. Upon comple-
tion of three years of continuous active
duty, indiviouals are eligible for $300 per
month for 36 months, for a maximum of
$10,800 in basic benefits for full-time
schooling (individuals who complete a two-
year obligation will receive $250 per month
for 36 months).

Basic Pay

The major part of an enlisted member's
paycheck is basic pay. Pay grade and
total years of service determine an en-
listed member's basic pay. Table 2 con-
tains information on annual basic pay as of
1992. Cost-of-living increases generally
occur once a year.

Incentives and Special Pay

The military offers incentives and spe-
cial pay (in addition to basic pay) for cer-
tain types of duty. For example, incen-
tives are paid for submarine and flight
duty. Other types of hazardous duty with
monthly incentives include parachute
jumping, flight deck duty, and explosives
demolition. In addition, the military gives
special pay for sea duty, diving duty, spe-
cial assignments, duty in certain foreign
places. and duty in areas subject to hostile
fire. Depending on the service, bonuses
are also paid for entering certain occupa-
tions.

Table 2 -1992 Basic Pay for Enlisted Members (Annual Figures)

Years of Services

°.0>. fa
4.,3 a

Under
2 yrs 2 3 4 6 8 10 26

E-9 . . * a $28,271 $36,392

E-8 * $23,706 24,383 32,501

E-7 $16.594 $17,867 $18,529 $19,177 $19,829 20,462 21,118 29,243

E-6 14,242 15,520 16,168 16,855 17,485 18,115 18,781 21,348

E-5 12,496 13,601 14,263 14,882 15,862 16,506 17,161 18,115

E-4 11,653 12,308 13,032 14,040 14,594 14,594 '

E-3 10,980 11,585 12,046 12,521 . . . . a

E-2 10566 a
. . . . ...

E-1 9,428 a ' '
Less than
4 months

8,719 ' a * a

' E-1 Basic Pay for the first four months is about $727 per month ($8,719 on an annual basis).

' Military Personnel with this many years of service will probably not be in this pay grade.

(Pay scale between 10 and 26 years not shown.)
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Allowances

Most enlisted members, especially in
the first year of service, live in military
housing and eat in military dining facilities
free of charge. Those living off base re-
ceive quarters (housing) and subsistence
(food) allowances in addition to their basic
pay. In 1992. the monthly housing allow-
ance ranged from $169 to $551, depend-
ing on pay grade and number of depend-
ents. The food allowance ranged from
$178 to $288 per month, depending on
living circumstances. Because allow-
ances are not taxed as income, they pro-
vide a significant tax savings in addition to
their cash value.

When added up, housing and food
allowances, together with their tax sav-
ings, are substantial additions to basic
pay. Table 3 contains information on the
total value of basic pay, allowances, and
tax savings, called Regular Military Com-
pensation. The table represents the
amount of pay a civilian worker would
need to earn to realize the same "take
home" pay as a service member. These
figures provide a more realistic basis of
comparison between military and civilian
wages than do the figures in Table 2.

Table 3 -1992 Regular Military Compensation (Annual Figures)

Years of Services

15
p.... CO
R. a

Under
2 yrs 2 3 4 6 8 10 26

E-9 a a a
. ' ' $49,601

E-8 * . ' a $24,383a 44,780

E-7 ' $31,233 $31,911 32,576 40,785

E-6 $24,704 $26,082 $26,708 $27,437 28,090 28,727 29,401 '
E-5 21,924 23,029 23,713 24,364 25,372 26,027 26,694 a

E-4 19,774 20,461 21,215 22,210 22,756 ' a *

E-3 18,535 19,152 19,622 20,107 * a a

E-2 17,244 * ' * ' .

E-1 15,634 .
a

. . - .

Less than
4 months 14,693' a ' .

* ' '
E-1 Regular Military Compensation reflects basic pay, allowances, and the value of the
tax advantage for allowances.

' E-1 Regular Military Compensation for the first lour months is roughly $1224 per month
($14,693 on an annual basis).

Military Personnel with this many years of service will probably not be in this pay grade.
(Pay scale between 10 and 26 years not shown.)
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Employment Benefits

Military personnel receive substantial
benefits in addition to their pay and allow-
ances. While they are in the service, en-
listed members' benefits include health
care. vacation, legal assistance. recrea-
tional programs. educational assistance.
and commissary/exchange (military store)
privileges. Families of service members
also receive some of these benefits. Table
4 contains a summary of these employ-
ment benefits.

Retirement Benefits

The military offers one of the best re-
tirement programs in the country. After 20
years of active duty. personnel may retire
and receive a monthly payment equal to
40 percent of their average basic pay for
their last five years of active duty. Persons
who retire with mare than 20 years of
service receive higher pay. Other retire-
ment benefits include medical care and
commissary/exchange privileges.

Veterans' Benefits

Veterans of military service are entitled
to certain veterans' benefits set by Con-
gress and provided by the Veterans Ad-
ministration. In most cases. these include
guarantees for home loans. hospitaliza-
tion. survivor benefits. educational bene-
fits, disability benefits. and assistance in
finding civilian employment.

Vacation

Medical,
Dental, and
Eye Care

Continuing
Education

Recreational
Programs

Exchange
and
Commissary
Privileges

Legal
Assistance

Table 4 Summary of Enlisted Employment Benefits

Leave time of 30 days per year.

Full medical, hospitalization, dental, and eye care services for
enlistees and most health care costs for family members.

Voluntary educational programs for undergraduate and
graduate degrees or for single courses, including tuition
assistance for programs at colleges and universities.

Programs include athletics, entertainment, and hobbies:

Softball, basketball, football, swimming, tennis, golf,
weight training, and other sports

Parties, dances, and entertainment

Club facilities, si .uck bars, game rooms,, movie
theaters, and lounges

Active hobby and craft clubs, book and music libraries.

Food, goods, and services are available at military stores,
generally at lower costs than regular retail stores.

Many free legal services are available to assist with personal
matters.
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Army

OVERVIEW

Today's "Army of Excellence" is a modern and powerful
military force redesigning to a goal of 69,000 officers, 11,500
warrant officers, and 450,000 enlisted soldiers: Army men and
women work in many types of jobs, ranging from general
administration to the operation and maintenance of the Army's
many thousands of weapons, vehicles, aircraft, and highly
technical electronic systems.

Soldiers, working as a team, perform the Army's mission of
protecting the security of the United States and its vital re-
sources. The Army stands constantly ready to defend American
interests and the interests of our allies through land-based
operations anywhere in the world.

The Army needs approximately 80,000 to 90,000 new enlist-
ees each year. Those who enlist into the Army will find hundreds
of challenging career opportunities that can offer a lifetime of
security and excitement to them and their families.

ENLISTMENT

Enlistment in the Army may be for two, three, four, five, or six
years. Applicants must be from 17 to 35 years old, American
citizens or registered aliens, and in good health and physical
condition. To determine what careers they are best suited for,
all applicants must take the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB). The ASVAB is offered at most high schools
and at military enlistment processing sites.

In most cases, qualified applicants can be guaranteed their
choice of training or duty assignment. There are often combina-
tions of guarantees that are particularly attractive to those who
are qualified. For those who wish to be guaranteed a specific
school, a particular area of assignment, or both, the Army offers
the Delayed Entry Program (DEP). An applicant for the DEP can
reserve a school or an assignment choice as much as one year
in advance of entry into active duty. Other enlistment programs
include the Army Civilian Acquired Skills Program, which gives
recognition to those skills acquired through civilian training or
experience. This program allows enlisted members with previ-
ously acquired training to be promoted more quickly than they
ordinarily would be. In some cases, the Army also offers en-
listment bonuses.

Enlistment programs and options vary from time to time. Local
Army recruiters always have the latest information and are ready
to answer inquiries without obligation.
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TRAINING

Initial Army training is provided in two phases: basic training
and Advanced Individual Training (job training).

Basic Training

Basic training is a rigorous eight-week orientation for men and
women entering the Army. Basic training transforms new
enlistees from civilians into soldiers. During basic training,
new soldiers gain the discipline, spirit, pride, knowledge, and
physical conditioning necessary to perform Army duties.

Army basic training is given in several locations throughout
the country, including training centers in New Jersey, South
Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, Alabama, Oklahoma, and Mis-
souri.

Upon reporting for basic training, new soldiers are assigned to
a training company and are issued uniforms and equipment.
They are introduced to their training leaders, otherwise known
as drill sergeants. Drill sergeants are experienced noncommis-
sioned officers who direct soldiers' training to ensure that they
are successful.

Army basic training stresses teamwork. Soldiers are trained
in groups known as squads or platoons. These groups range
from nine to approximately 80 soldiers; they are small enough
that each soldier can be recognized for his or her special
abilities. Such groups tend to become closely knit teams and
develop group pride and camaraderie during the eight weeks of
rigorous training they experience together.

Basic training is conducted on a demanding schedule, but
each soldier progresses at the rate he or she can handle best.
Soldiers attend a variety of classes and field instruction that
include military training, weapons familiarization, physical con-
ditioning, and military drills. All training emphasizes team work
and therefore includes classes in human relations. These
classes help trainees from different backgrounds learn to work
closely together. Only limited personal time is available during
basic training, but there is plenty of time for receiving and
answering mail, for personal care, and for attending religious
services.

Job Training (Advanced Individual Training)

After basic training, Army soldiers go directly to Advanced
Individual Training in the occupational field that they have
chosen and qualified for, where they learn a specific Army job.
Advanced Individual Training schools are located at many Army
bases throughout the country.

The Army offers skills training in a wide range of career fields
that include programs maintenance, administration, electronics,
health care, construction, and combat specialty occupations, to
name a few.

rr,

Advanced Individual Training students generally attend tradi-
tional classes very similar to those in a high school or college.
These classes are supplemented with demonstrations by highly
qualified instructors and by practical exercises that use "hands-
on" training, Army equipment, or Army procedures in a way that
prepares students for their jobs. Many soldiers also receive on-
the-job training, learning job skills by. working at a job with other
soldiers under the guidance of qualified instructors.

Some Advanced Individual Training courses are registered
with the U.S. Department of Labor as certified apprenticeship
training programs. Generally, this training qualifies participants
for both federal and state apprenticeship programs and helps
secure future civilian employment in their chosen trade.

ADVANCEMENT

Every job in the Army has a career path leading to increased
pay and responsibility with well-defined promotion criteria. After
six months of service, new soldiers advance to Private (E-2).
The next step in the promotion ladder is Private First Class
(E-3), which occurs after the 12th month. Promotion to
Corporal or Specialist (E-4) occurs after established time-in-
grade and time-in-service requirements are met. These times
vary, but every soldier can ordinarily expect to become a
corporal within his or her first three years of service. Starting with
grade E-5, promotions to Sergeant through Sergeant Major
are accomplished on a competitive basis. At each grade, there
are minimum periods of time in service and time in grade that
must be met before a soldier can be considered for promotion.
In some cases, there also are educational requirements that
must be met for promotion.
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The Army offers a number of ways to advance beyond enlisted
status as either a warrant officer or commissioned otficer. These
programs usually are reserved for only the best qualified sol-
diers. Warrant officers perform duties similar to commissioned
Army officers. Many warrant officers are directly appointed from
the enlisted grades as vacancies occur. These opportunities
usually exist in the technical fields, especially those involving
maintenance of equipment. Other opportunities are available in
Army administration, intelligence, and law enforcement. Unique
among the Armed Forces is the Army's Warrant Officer Aviator
Program. Qualified personnel may enlist for Warrant Officer
Candidate School and. upon completion, receive flight training
and appointment as Army warrant officer aviators.

Enlisted soldiers may also compete for a limited number of
selections to attend Officer Candidate School (OCS) or the
United States Military Academy. Upon graduating from OCS or
the academy. soldiers receive officer commissions. For soldiers
with college degrees. there are opportunities for direct commis-
sioning.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

For enlisted personnel, the Army has a well-defined system
for progressive service school training. Soldiers are often able
to volunteer for this schooling or. in some cases. they are
selected on a competitive basis.

As a soldier progresses in his or her career, advanced
technical training opportunities are offered. These courses
include. but are not limited to. advanced noncommissioned
officer courses at the staff sergeant grade level and the Ser-
geants Major Academy at the E-8 and E-9 levels.

Civilian education is stressed as a means to improve both the
soldier's work performance and preparedness for life in a
technical and competitive society. The Army Continuing Educa-
tion System provides counseling, academic set's. ices, and voca-
tional - technical services at little or no cost. In a few cases, the
Army sends its soldiers to college. but generally they are
encouraged to pursue college training during off-duty time.

Army personnel are also eligible to participate in educational
assistance programs with the government. such as the
Montgomery GI Bill, which can provide up to $10.800 for future
educational needs. Additionally. the Army College Fund may
add additional monetary incentives to qualified soldiers' au-
counts.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Students who wish to learn more about specific military jobs
and careers are encouraged to use this manual to its fullest.
In addition, many career information systems found in high
schools and libraries have information about Army careers.
The most up-to-date information about Army programs or
careers is always available from an Army recruiter. For the
Army recruiter nearest you. check the Yellow Pages or call
1-800-USA-ARMY for details. There is no obligation.
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Navy

OVERVIEW

The Navy plays an important role in helping to maintain the
freedom of the seas. It defends the right of our country and its
allies to travel and trade freely on the world's oceans and helps
protect our country during times of international conflict. Navy
sea and air power make it possible for our country to use the
oceans when and where our national interests require it.

The Navy is a large and diverse organization. It is made up of
about 550,000 officers and enlisted people. Navy personnel
operate and repair more than 500 ships and over 6,000 aircraft;
they serve in such diverse fields as radio operators, dental
specialists, seamen, computer programmers, photographers,
ship electricians, and boiler technicians and work in many other
exciting careers. Navy people serve on ships at sea, on sub-
marines under the sea, in aviation positions on land and sea,
and at shore bases around the world.

The Navy recruits about 100,000 officers and enlisted people
each year to fill openings in Navy career fields.

ENLISTMENT

To qualify for enlistment in Navy programs, men and women
must be between the ages of 17 and 34. Parental consent is
required for all 17-year-olds. In the nuclear field, the maximum
enlistment age is 23, 029 to extensive training requirements.
Since most Navy programs require enlistees to be high school
graduates, the Navy orefers young people to graduate first
before entering the Navy.

Enlistees must be citizens of the United States or immigrant
aliens with immigration and naturalization papers. A physical
examination and the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Bat-
tery (ASVAB) test must be completed.

Initial enlistment in the Navy usually is for four years. How-
ever, two-, three-, five-, or six-year enlistments are also avail-
able for men and women, depending on the programs they
select.

After going through the enlistment process at a Military
Entrance Processing Station, Navy people usually are placed in
the Delayed Enlistment Program (DEP). Recruits in the DEP are
guaranteed training assignments. The DEP allows enlistees to
finish high school, take care of personal business, or just relax
before reporting for duty.

There is extra pay in the Navy for sea duty, submarine duty,
demolition duty, diving duty, work as a crew member of an
aviation team, or jobs that require special training. Because the
nuclear field is such a critical and unique area of the Navy,
quicker promotions are earned and bonuses are available when
the training in this field is completed and also when sailors with
nuclear training reenlist.
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TRAINING

The Navy is known for the excellent training it provides. The
Navy provides both recruit training and job training.

Recruit Training

The first assignment for every Navy enlistee is recruit training.
It is a tough eight-week period of transition from civilian to Navy
life. It provides the discipline, knowledge, and physical condi-
tioning necessary to continue serving in the Navy.

Navy recruit training centers are located in Orlando, Florida;
Great Lakes, Illinois; and San Diego, California. Women recruits
train only at Orlando. After reporting, recruits are placed into
training companies, issued uniforms and equipment, and as-
signed living quarters.

The recruit's day starts at 0530 (5:30 a.m.). Taps (ligh s out)
is at 2130 (9:30 p.m.). During weekdays, the daily schedule is
based on 11 periods of physical fitness and classroom instruc-
tion, each lasting 40 minutes.

Physical fitness training includes push-ups, sit-ups, sit-reach,
distance running, water survival, and swimming instruction.
Recruits are tested for physical fitness at the beginning and end
of recruit training. The test requirements differ slightly for men
and women.

Recruits are given classroom and field instruction covering
more than 30 subjects, including aircraft and ship familiarization,
basic deck seamanship, career incentives, decision-making,
time management, military drill, Navy mission and organization,
military customs and courtesies, and the chain of command.

Job Training

After recruit training, most Navy people go directly to the
technical school (called class A school) they signed up for at the
Military Entrance Processing Station.

The Navy has more than 60 job fields from which enlistees
may choose. They are grouped in occupational categories
similar to the 127 occupations described in Military Careers.

Navy class A schools are located on military bases throughout
the United States, including Great Lakes, Illinois; San Diego,
California; Newport, Rhode Island; Millington, Tennessee; and
Pensacola, Flo.rida. They range in length from a few weeks to
many months, depending on the complexity of the subject.

Those who complete recruit training arid are still undecided
about what career path they want to take in the Navy can begin
an on-the-job apprenticeship training program. One such pro-
gram for men is the Subfarer Program, which trains men to serve
aboard submarines. The Divefarer Program trains personnel in
diving specialties, and the Aircrew Program trains enlistees in
inflight maintenance and tactical crew duties in naval aircraft.

When apprenticesapprentices finish on-the-job training, they should have
an idea of what type of job (rating) they want to pursue during the
rest of their Navy service. They may then apply to class A school
for training in that rating. Advanced training in most job fields
is available later in a Navy person's career.

The Office of Education Credit of the American Council on
Education regularly reviews and evaluates Navy training and
experience. It has recommended that colleges and universities
award credits for nearly all Navy courses.

ADVANCEMENT

Like other branches of the service, the Navy has nine enlisted
pay grades, from E-1 to E-9. A new enlistee entering the Navy
is an E-1 (Seaman Recruit). After about six months in the Navy,
the E-1 normally is eligible for advancement to E-2 (Seaman
Apprentice).

Navy promotions are based on: 1) job performance, 2) com-
petitive examination grades, 3) recommendations of super-
visors, 4) length of service, and 5) time in present level of work.
It is impossible to predict exactly when promotions will occur;
however, every job in the Navy has a defined career path leading
to supervisory positions.

People with highly developed skills in certain critical occu-
pations may enter the Navy at advanced pay grades. Some
people qualify for one of the specialized technical training
programs in the electronics or nuclear fields, where advance-
ment is often rapid.
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Enlisted petty officer ratings (E-4 through E-9) are not to be
confused with Navy commissioned officer rankings. Most Navy
enlisted personnel are not college graduates, while most Navy
commissioned officers have college degrees. However, the
Navy does offer several programs that allow enlisted personnel
to advance to officer status.

Two Navy programs, Limited Duty Officer (LDO) and Warrant
Officer (WO), permit career enlisted Navy people to advance to
commissioned officer status without a college education. En-

listed Navy people interested in officer commissions through
these two programs should start planning for them early in their
careers. These commissions are limited to successful career
petty officers; the competition is keen and the standards are
high.

The Enlisted Commissioning Program enables an eligible
enlisted man or woman with previous college credits and be-
tween 4 and 11 years of active service to earn a bachelor's
degree in 24 months or less while assigned to Naval Reserve
Officers' Training Corps (NROTC) college. Because these
students may not actually have to participate in the NROTC
program at college, they earn their commissions as Navy
officers after graduating from Officer Candidate School (OCS).

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Navy believes that the more education people receive,
the better equipped they are to perform their jobs and fulfill
personal goals. A program called Navy Campus provides
opportunities for enlisted members to take continuing education
classes throughout their Navy careers. Through Navy Campus,
enlisted members can pursue all levels of education and train-
ing, from high school equivalency to vocational certificate to
college degree, wherever they are stationed. Navy Campus
offers on-duty and off-duty study to provide a complete package

of educational benefits to Navy people. They can enroll in any
combination of Navy Campus programs and keep adding cred-
its toward a civilian college degree or vocational certificate of
their choice.

The Navy offers enlisted members two officer preparatory
programs to improve their academic status so they may com-
pete for a commissioning program such as the NROTC or the
United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland. These
preparatory programs are the Broadened Opportunity for Officer
Selection and Training (BOOST) and the Naval Academy Pre-

paratory School (NAPS).

The United States Naval Academy offers a fully subsidized
four-year college educationplus a monthly salary. About
1,300 people are selected for the Naval Academy each year
from nominations by Senators, Representatives, the President
and Vice President of the United States, and the Secretary of the

Navy.

Candidates must be U.S. citizens, aged 17 to 22, and single
with no children. Enlisted Navy men and women applying to the
academy must have served at least one year of active duty by
the date of entrance. Graduates receive a bachelor of science
degree and a commission.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The occupational information provided in Military Careers can
be useful in exploring career opportunities in the Navy. Many
career information systems found in high schools and libraries
have similar information about military careers. However, to
learn more detailed information about the latest training and
enlistment programs, contact your local Navy recruiter. There
is no obligation. The Navy toll free number for recruiting infor-

mation is 1-800-327-NAVY.
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Air Force

OVERVIEW

The mission of the Air Force is to preserve the United States
as a free nation through the use of the world's most technologi-
cally advanced aerospace forces. The Air Force flies and
maintains aircraft, such as long-range bombers, supersonic
fighters, Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) air-
craft, and many others, whenever and wherever necessary, to
protect the interests of America and American allies. Almost
500,000 highly trained officers and airmen make up today's Air
Force. Some pilot aircrafteverything from helicopters to the
Space Shuttle. Many others do the jobs that support the Air
Force's flying mission; they may work as firefighters, aircraft
mechanics, security police, or air traffic controllers or in many
other Air Force career fields. the Air Force currently recruits
about 30,000 to 40,000 men and women each year to fill
openings in hundreds of challenging Air Force careers.

ENLISTMENT

Applicants for enlistment in the Air Force must be in good
health, possess good moral character, and make the minimum
scores on the ArMed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) required for Air Force enlistment. They must also be
at least 17 years of age.

Prior to taking the oath of enlistment, qualified applicants may
be guaranteed either to receive training in a specific skill or to be
assigned within a selected aptitude area. The Guaranteed
Training Enlistment Program guarantees training and initial
assignment in a specific job skill. The Aptitude Area Program
guarantees classification into one of four aptitude areas
(mechanical, administrative, general, or electronic); specific
skills within these aptitude areas are selected during basic
training.

After choosing one of these programs, applicants may also
qualify for the Delayed Enlistment Program (DEP). DEP
enlistees become members of the Air Force Inactive Reserve
with a delayed date for active-duty enlistment. They do not
participate in any military activities or earn pay or benefits while
in the DEP. The individual agrees to enter acl. a duty on a
certain date, and the Air Force agrees to accept him or her (if still
qualified) and provide training and initial assignment in the
aptitude area or job specified.

TRAINING

The Air Force provides two kinds of training to all enlistees:
basic training and job training.

Basic Training

All Air Force Basic Military Training (BMT) is conducted at
Lackland Air Force Base (AFB) in San Antonio, Texas. BMT
teaches enlistees how to adjust to military life, both physically
and mentally, and promotes pride in being a member of the Air
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Force. It lasts six weeks and consists of academic instruction,
confidence courses, physical conditioning, and marksmanship
training. Trainees who enlist with an aptitude-area guarantee
receive orientation and individual counseling to help choose a
job specialty compatible with Air Force needs and with their
aptitudes, education, civilian experience, and desires. After
graduation from BMT, recruits receive job training in their
chosen specialty.

Job Training

Most BMT graduates go directly to one of the Air Training
Command's Technical Training Centers for formal, in-residence
training. In-residence job training is conducted at Keesler AFB,
Biloxi, Mississippi; Lackland AFB, San Antonio, Texas; Sheppard
AFB, Wichita Falls, Texas; Goodfellow AFB, San Angel; , Texas;
and several other locations nationwide. In formal classes and
practice sessions, airmen learn the basic skills needed for first
assignment in their specialty. Some airmen proceed directly to
their initial duty station and receive instruction in their skill
through on-the-job training (OJT).

Air Force training does not end with graduation from basic
training or a technical training school. Upon arriving at their first
permanent duty station, airmen begin OJT. OJT is a two-part
program consisting of self-study and supervised job perform-
ance. Airmen enroll in skill-related correspondence courses to
gain broad knowledge of their Air Force job, and they study
technical orders and directives to learn specific tasks they must
perform. They also work daily with their trainers and supervisors
who observe them during hands-on task performance. Through
OJT, they develop the job skills needed to progress from
apprentice airmen to skilled noncommissioned officers. Airmen
are also offered advanced training and supplemental formal
courses throughout their careers to increase their skills in using
specific equipment or techniques.

MANAGEMENT TRAINING

In addition to becoming skilled in their specialties, Air Force
airmen and noncommissioned officers (NCOs) are also leaders
and supervisors. Schools in the professional military education
(PME) system teach airmen and NCOs to be more effective in
the operation of the Air Force. PME is a progressive system
consisting of leadsrship schools for airmen, NCO academies for
intermediate NCOs, and the Senior NCO Academy for selected
Master Sergeants, Senior Master Sergeants, and Chief Master
Sergeants. Through PME, airmen and NCOs develop manage-
ment abilities that are valuable in any chosen career, military or
civilian.

ADVANCEMENT

Airman Basic (pay grade E-1) is the initial enlisted grade.
However, persons who have completed a Civil Air Patrol pro
gram or Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps (JROTC) for
any service or have attained certain levels of college credit may.
qualify for enlistment in a higher grade.

Every job in the Air Force has a defined career path leading to
supervisory positions. Airman Basic enlistees are normally
promoted to Airman (E-2) upon completion of six months of
service and to Airman First Class (E-3) after 16 months of
service. Promotion to Senior Airman (E-4) usually occurs at the
three-year point of service. However, some airmen qualify for
accelerated promotion. Local Air Force recruiters have all the
details on qualifications for accelerated promotions and ad-
vanced enlistment grades.

Promotions to the higher enlisted grades of Staff Sergeant
(E-5), Technical Sergeant (E-6), Master Sergeant (E-7), and
Senior and Chief Master Sergeant (E-8 and E-9) are competi-
tive. Eligible airmen compete with others worldwide in the same
grade and skill, based on test scores, performance ratings,
decorations, and time in service and grade. All airmen receive
a promotion scorethat shows how they stand in relation to others
in their specialty and where improvement may be needed.
Additionally, E-8 and E-9 candidates are reviewed by a selection
board.
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Chief Master Sergeants occupy the top enlisted grade, and
they have great responsibility and prestige in the Air Force. They
have the management ability to head several enlisted special-
ties related to their own skill or they may be the top enlisted
expert in a highly technical field.

Normally, enlisted airmen and commissioned officers ad-
vance along separate career fields. However, the Air Force
offers two programs through which airmen can receive commis-
sions: the Air Force ROTC Scholarship Commissioning Pro-
gram and the Airman Education and Commissioning Program.
The Air Force ROTC Scholarship Commissioning Program
allows airmen to complete their college degrees and earn officer
commissions through two-, three-, and four-year Air Force
ROTC scholarships. If selected for the program, the individual
is transferred from active duty into the Air Force Reserve, then
attends college (at the same time enrolling in the college's Air
Force ROTC program) for completion of degree requirements.
This highly competitive program pays tuition, fees, and a
monthly allowance.

In addition to the AFROTC Scholarship Commissioning Pro-
gram, airmen can also apply for a commission as an Air Force
officer under the Airman Education and Commissioning Pro-
gram (AECP). Enlisted personnel who possess bachelor's
degrees or who can complete degree requirements under this
program in areas of critical need may be accepted into the
Officer Training Group. They are commissioned upon gradua-
tion.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Air Force has many special education programs to help
men and women pursue their educational goals while serving in
the Air Force. These programs are in addition to educational
benefits set up by the federal government for members of all
services. All Air Force bases have education service centers,
where trained counselors help airmen decide on a program or
combination of programs and help them enroll. Some of these
programs are:

Community College of the Air Force

The Community College of the Air Force (CCAF) offers
education programs directly related to Air Force specialties;
graduates are awarded the associate in applied science degree.

The college works with Air Force training schools, regional
accrediting agencies, and hundreds of cooperating civilian
colleges and universities. Since the technical nature of most Air
Force courses places them on a level with college study, airmen
earn fully recognized college credits for most of what they learn
in job training and on-the-job training. They can combine those
credits with attendance at off-duty courses from civilian colleges
to earn a two-year accredited associate degree in applied
sciences from CCAF. The college offers more than 80 fields of
study, ranging from police science to environmental services
technology. Registration is free, and CCAF establishes a
special study program for each student. Professional, industrial,
and governmental organizations that issue licenses and certi-
fications and set standards for civilian work recognize Air Force
training and education through CCAF.

The College Level Examination Program

This rapidly expanding program allows airmen to receive
credit for selected college courses by examination. The pro-
gram is free, and education services centers maintain a current
list of college tests available.

The Extension Course Institute

The Extension Course Institute (ECI) is the Air Force's corre-
spondence school. It offers, free of charge, nearly 400 courses
to some 250,000 students who register for ECI each year.
These courses include everything from fundamentals of solid
state devices to apprentice carpentry. Air Force personnel may
voluntarily enroll in courses such as auto mechanics, plumbing,
carpentry, or electrical wiring simply for background knowledge.

Tuition Assistance

The Air Force will pay 75 percent of the tuition costs of most
college courses. Many of these courses are offered on Air Force
bases, with local college professors coming to the base.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Local Air Force recruiters have the latest information on
enlistment programs and career opportunities; contact them if
you have any questions. High school guidance counselors can
also give you advice on Air Force ROTC programs and the
USAF Academy.
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Marine Corps
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OVERVIEW

The Marine Corps has become one of the most elite fighting
forces in the world. Since its creation on November 10, 1775, the
U.S. Marine Corps has allowed America to project power far
from its shores. Against the Barbary pirates off the coast of
Tripoli, Libya, the Marines, from 1801 through 1805, launched a
series of punitive raids in retaliation for attacks on U.S. ships.
The attacks ceased. Almost 200 years later, when Saddam
Hussein sent his forces into Kuwait in August 1990. the Marines
rushed to the region, arriving just seven days after President
Bush ordered U.S. forces to respond. The Marines brought the
first heavy tanks and artillery to prevent Hussein's advance into
Saudi Arabia.

The Marines are a part of the Department of the Navy and
operate in close cooperation with U.S. naval forces at sea. The
Marine Corps' mission is unique among the services. Marines
serve on U.S. Navy ships, protect naval bases, guard U.S.
embassies, and provide a quick, ever-ready strike force to
protect U.S. interest anywhere in the world. All Marines can
move on short notice to match up with equipment stored on
floating bases on the world's oceans. In the post-Cold War
world, this remains an essential capability for the U.S. With their
inherent flexibility and global reach, the Marines serve as
America's force of choice to met the main threats of the 1990s.

To perform the many duties of the Marine Corps, approximately
188,000 officers and enlisted Marines fly planes and helicopters:
operate radar equipment; drive armored vehicles; gather
intelligence; survey and map territory; maintain and repair
radios, computers, jeeps, trucks, tanks, and aircraft; and perform
hundreds of other challenging jobs. Each year, the Marine
Corps recruits approximately 37,000 enlisted men and women
to fill openings in its numerous career fields. The Marine Corps
training programs offer practical, challenging, and progressive
skill development. The Marine Corps stresses professional
education for all ranks and emphasizes the development of
mental strength as well as traditional physical prowess. In this
way, the Marine Corps provides the Nation with a modern well-
armed force that is both "tough" and "smart."

ENLISTMENT

Marine Corps enlistment terms are for three, four, five, or six
years, depending on the type of enlistment program. Young
men and women enlisting in the Marine Corps must meet
exacting physical, mental, and moral standards. Applicants
must be between the ages of 17 and 29, American citizens or
registered aliens, and in good health to ensure that they can
meet the rigorous physical training demands. The Armed
Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB), described in
this guide, is used by the Marine Corps to assess each person's
vocational aptitudes and academic abilities. Some applicants
for enlistment may have taken the ASVAB while still in high
school. For those applicants who have not previoUsly taken the
ASVAB, a Marine recruiter can arrange for them to do so.
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Applicants for enlistment can be guaranteed training and duty
assignment with a wide variety of options, depending upon the
degree of education and the qualifications they possess. Women
are eligible to enlist in all occupational fields, with the exception
of combat armsinfantry, artillery, and tank and amphibian
tractor crew members.

In addition to regular enlistment, the Marine Corps offers
special enlistment programs.

Delayed Entry Program

Students who wish to complete the Marine Corps enlistment
process before graduating from high school or a community
college may enlist in the Marine Corps Delayed Entry Program
(DEP). Enlistment in the DEP allows applicants to postpone
their initial active-duty training for up to a full year. Enlisting in
the DEP has two principal benefits: the student can finish high
school or community college, and the highly desirable enlist-
ment programs that are available in limited numbers, such as all
computer specialties and many aviation specialties, can be
reserved early.

Musician Enlistment Option Program

The Musician Enlistment Option Program gives graduates
with musical talent an opportunity to serve in Marine Corps
bands or the Marine Corps Drum and Bugle Corps. The
program's incentives include formal school training, accelerated
promotions, and duty station choices.

Enlistment Options Program

The Enlistment Options Program guarantees well-qualified
applicants, before they enlist, assignment to one of several
military occupational specialties (MOS) in an MOS cluster. The
MOS clusters contain every job available in the Marine Corps,
ranging from combat arms to motor transport to high technology
avionics, electronics, and computer science. Some enlistment
options feature cash bonuses as well as formal training programs.

College and Duality Enlistment Program

The College Enlistment Program is for highiy qualified young
men and women for enlistment and assignment primarily to
technical occupational fields. The program provides incentives
to all high school graduates with post-high school degrees or
vocational/community college certificates who want to enlist for
four, five, or six years.

The Quality Enlistment Program is for highly qualified young
men and women for enlistment and assignment primarily to
technical occupational fields. The program provides incentives,
including choice of geographic assignment, to all qualified high
school graduates or seniors who enlist for six years.

-

TRAINING

Marine Corps training occurs in two sections: recruit training
and job training.

Recruit Training

Upon completing the enlistment process, all applicants enter
Marine Corps recruit training. Young men undergo recruit train-
ing either at Parris Island, South Carolina, or in San Diego,
California. All young women attend recruit training at Parris
Island. Recruit training is rigorous, demanding, and challeng-
ing. The overall goal of recruit training is to instill in the recruits
the military skills, knowledge, discipline, pride, and self-confi-
dence necessary to perform as United States Marines.

In the first several days at the recruit depot, a recruit is
assigned to a platoon, receives a basic issue of uniforms and
equipment, is given an additional physical, and takes further
assignment classification tests. Each platoon is led by a team
of three Marine drill instructors. A typical training day for recruits
begins with reveille at 0500 (5:00 a.m.), continues with drill,
physical training, and several classes in weapons and conduct,
and ends with taps at 2100 (9:00 p.m.).

Job Training

Upon graduation from recruit training, each Marine takes a
short vacation, then reports to the School of Infantry for combat
skills training. Upon graduation from the School of Infantry.
Marines then report either to a new command for formal school
training or to the on-the-job training to which he or she has been
assigned. The Marine Corps sends students to over 200 basic
formal schools and to over 300 advanced formal schools. The
length of formal school varies from four weeks to over a year,
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depending on the level of technical expertise and knowledge
required to become proficient in certain job skills. For example,
different MOSs within the electrical and electronic repair occupa-
tional field require from 10 to 50 weeks to complete; different
MOSs in the vehicle and machinery mechanic occupational field
require from six to 18 weeks to complete.

Marines assigned to an MOS within the combat specialty
occupational field conduct most of their training in the country-
side. Marines receiving training in highly technical MOSs
receive most of their training in a classroom. The main thrust of
Marine Corps training is toward "hands-on" training and practi-
cal application of newly acquired skills. As soon as possible
after classroom instruction is completed, students are placed in
an actual work environment to obtain practical experience and
to develop confidence. After completing entry-level MOS
training, most Marines are assigned to operational units of the
Fleet Marine Forces to apply their skills. Marines assigned to
the more technical MOSs may require more advanced training
prior to their first operational duty assignment.

Job performance requirements in a number of MOSs are
comparable to requirements needed for journeyman certifica-
tion in civilian occupations. A Marine assigned to these MOSs
may apply for status as a registered apprentice.

ADVANCEMENT

Advancement is directly linked to an individual's performance
in an MOS and development as a Marine. Each Marine is
evaluated based on job performance, experience, and ability to
apply newly learned skills. While promotion criteria rely heavily
upon individual job performance, Marines are also in competi-
tion with others of the same rank in the same MOS. Promotion
becomes increasingly competitive as Marines advance in rank.
The normal time-in-grade requirements for promotion are as
follows: Private to Private First Class, six months; Private First
Class to Lance Corporal, eight months; Lance Corporal to
Corporal, eight months; and Corporal to Sergeant, 24 months.
Promotions above Sergeant to the staff noncommissioned
officer (SNCO) ranks are determined by promotion boards.

The Meritorious Promotion System is used to recognize
Marines who demonstrate outstanding job performance and
professional competence. Marines recommended for meritori-
ous promotion are carefully screened for accelerated advance-
ment. Qualified enlisted Marines can compete for and be
accepted into the officer corps through several different pro-
grams. Competition is keen, and only the best qualified Marines
are accepted.

The Enlisted Commissioning Program

This program provides the opportunity for enlisted Marines
with two years of college to apply for assignment to the Officer
Candidates School and subsequent appointment as unrestricted
commissioned officers.

Enlisted Commissioning Education Program

The Marine Corps Enlisted Commissioning Education Pro-
gram provides to selected enlisted Marines (who have had no
college experience) the opportunity to earn baccalaureate de-
grees by attending a college or university as full-time students.
Marines in this program who obtain their baccalaureate degrees
and subsequently complete officer candidate training are com-
missioned as Second Lieutenants.

The Warrant Officer Program

Warrant officers are technical specialists who are assigned to
duties only in their area of expertise. All other officers are said
to be "unrestricted" and are assigned to a wide variety of
assignments during their career. The Warrant Officer Program
provides for the selection and appointment to permanent war-
rant officer those qualified applicants who are in the grade of
Sergeant or above at the time of application.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

All Marines on active duty are encouraged to continue their
education by taking advantage of service schools and Marine
Corps funded off-duty courses at local civilian colleges. Three
educational assistance programs are available to enlisted
Marines.

The Marine Corps has developed an extensive professional
military education program to provide Marine leaders with the
skill, knowledge, understanding, and confidence that will better
enable Marines to make sound military decisions.

Tuition Assistance Program

The Marine Corps Tuition Assistance Program provides Ma-
rines with financial assistance to pursue educational programs
at civilian secondary and postsecondary institutions during off-
duty time. Tuition assistance may only be used to fund courses
at a higher academic level than the degree or diploma currently
held by the Marine.

Servicemembers' Opportunity Colleges

The Servicemembers' Opportunity Colleges (SOC) is a con-
sortium of colleges and universities that have agreed to help
military personnel gain access to higher education by minimiz-
ing residency requirements, recognizing nontraditional educa-
tion attainment, such as the College Level Examination Pro-
gram (CLEP) tests, easing the transfer of college credit of
similarly accredited institutions, and granting credit for formal
military training.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The above information provides the general scope of enlist-
ment policies, recruit training, follow-on training, and educa-
tional opportunities found in the Marine Corps today. Young
men and women who are interested in joining the Marine Corps
should contact a Marine recruiter.
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Coast Guard

OVERVIEW

The Coast Guard constantly performs its mission of protecting
America's coastlines and inland waterways by enforcing cus-
toms and fishing laws, combating drug smuggling, conducting
search and rescue missions, maintaining lighthouses, and pro-
moting boating safety. The Coast Guard is part of the Depart-
ment of Transportation; in time of war it may be placed in the
Department of Defense under the command of the Navy. A vital
part of the Armed Services, the Coast Guard has participated in
every major American military campaign. With a work force of
about 6,000 officers and over 32,000 enlisted personnel, Coast
Guard personnel perform in many different occupations to
support the missions of the Coast Guard. Each year, the Coast
Guard has openings for about 4,000 new enlistees in a wide

range of challenging careers.

ENLISTMENT

Applicants for enlistment in the Coast Guard must be in good
health, possess good moral character, and make at least the
minimum required scores on the Armed Services Vocational
Aptitude Battery (ASVAB). Coast Guard regular enlistments are
for four or six years of active duty. Provided class openings
are available, qualified applicants can be guaranteed their
choice of specific occupational training under the Coast
Guard's Guaranteed School Program. Qualified applicants
may also enlist up to 12 months prior to beginning active duty.
Coast Guard recruits must be at least 17 years old and must
not have reached their 28th birthday on the day of enlistment.

RESERVE COAST GUARD

There are approximately 12,000 Coast Guard Reservists. For
those without prior service, enlistment into the Coast Guard
Reserve is for a period of eight years. The Coast Guard has four
programs for individuals with no prior serviceexperience. Three
of the programs are for individuals who are at least 17 and who
have not reached their 28th birthday. The other program is for
individuals who are at least 26 but have not reached their 36th
birthday. The programs all include a period of basic trainingand
class A school or on-the-job training and then release frominitial
active duty for training. Upon completion, these reservists return
to their home and drill with their Reserve units monthly. One of
the four programs is a direct petty ofiicer program for persons
who possess specialized civilian skills and can convert these
skills to the various ratings in the Coast Guard Reserve. Reserv-
ists augment the regular Coast Guard component on a regular
basis, keeping the spirit of the "One Coast Guard Family."
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TRAINING

Two types of training are provided to Coast Guard recruits:
recruit training and job training.

Recruit Training

After completing the enlistment process, all Coast Guard
recruits attend recruit training, or "boot camp," at Cape May,
New Jersey. Boot camp lasts approximately eight weeks; it is
designed to provide a transition from civilian life to that of service
with the Coast Guard. The course is demanding, both physically
and mentally. Coast Guard recruit training instills in each trainee
a sense of teamwork and discipline. Coast Guard history,
missions, customs, and basic discipline are all part of the
training course. Boot camp includes physical training, class-
room work, and practical application of the subjects studied.

Job Training

The Coast Guard maintains basic petty officer (class A)
schools for formal training in specific occupational specialties.
Courses of study in these class A schools vary from 8 to 42
weeks, depending on the rating or specialty area taught. Each
school provides a course of study that leads to advancement to
the Petty Officer Third Class level. Specialty schools in the other
services can be used by Coast Guard personnel in addition to,
or in place of, Coast Guard schools for training in certain ratings.
Upon successful completion of class A school, the graduate
becomes a qualified specialist and can expect assignment to a
field unit for duty and further on-the-job training in his or her
specialty.

Opportunities for additional professional training are available
to qualified, career-oriented personnel in the form of advanced
petty officer (class B) and special (class C) schools. These
advanced schools range in length from a few weeks to several
months, depending on the skills taught. Senior enlisted person-
nel in certain ratings are also eligible to compete for assignment
to special degree programs within their occupational specialty
areas.

ADVANCEMENT

The Coast Guard enlisted rating structure consists of paths of
advancement from pay grade E-1 through E-9. Two general
apprenticeships are available within pay grades E-1 through
E-3: Fireman (FN) and Seaman (SN). Approximately 25 oc-
cupational fields, called ratings, exist in pay grades E-4 through
E-9.

Every job in the Coast Guard has a career path leading to
increased pay and responsibilitywith well-defined promotion
criteria. A Coast Guard Seaman Recruit (E-1) is promoted to
Seaman Apprentice (E-2) upon completion of basic training.
Eligibility for promotion to Seaman or Fireman (E-3) is based on
four requirements: adequate time-in-grade, successful demon-
stration of military and professional qualifications, recommen-
dation of the commanding officer, and completion of correspon-
dence courses.

To earn petty officer ratings (E-4 through E-9), an individual
must. in addition to the requirements above, pass the Coast
Guard-wide competitive examination for the rating.

A Coast Guard enlisted member can expect to spend the
majority of his or her career within the 48 contiguous states,
primarily on the East, West, or Gulf Coast. The Coast Guard
also has a number of units on the Great Lakes and along the
Midwest's river system. At some point in his or her career, a
Coast Guard member should expect to serve one or more tours
of duty in an overseas assignment. Tour lengths vary from one
to four years, depending upon the location of the assignment,
the nature of the duty, and the preferences of the individual. The
amount of sea duty varies according to the individual's rating
and might range from a slight majority to a small fraction of the
career. The Coast Guard, the smallest of the military forces,
prides itself on its ability to give personal consideration to the
needs of its members in the personnel assignment process.

Military Careers 49
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Coast Guard believes strongly in the continued education
of its members. The Coast Guard offers several education
assistance programs, including:

Tuition Assistance Program

The Coast Guard sponsors a tuition assistance program for
off-duty education within the limits of available funds. This
program allows Coast Guard personnel, both officer and en-
listed, to enroll in off-duty courses at accredited colleges,
universities, junior colleges, high schools, and commercial
schools. Seventy-five percent of the tuition is paid by the
Coast Guard for all courses not in excess of six credits per
semester (or quarter) or for any course not extending beyond
one semester or a maximum of 17 weeks, whichever is longer.

Physician's Assistant Program

The physician's assistant program is a two-year, full-time
course of study at the Duke University Medical Center, Durham,
North Carolina. The program includes nine months of elemen- ,
tary scientific principles, terminology, and basic medical science
and 15 months of clinical training. Upon successful completion,
Coast Guard graduates receive their certificates as physician's
assistants and a direct commission as Chief Warrant Officer
(Physician's Assistant). In some cases when the student has
had additional college courses, completion of the program may
result in a bachelor's degree in health science.

Electronics Technology Course

The advanced electronics training program for enlisted per-
sonnel is conducted at several locations throughout the country.
While the specific courses of study utilized by the Coast Guard
vary somewhat from school to school, they all provide a practical
and theoretical mix of current state-of-the-art electronics. Elec-
tronics technology institutions prepare a Coast Guard member
for duty as an engineer's assistant. During their careers,
engineer's assistants participate in the design and specification
of equipment and equipment modification at headquarters,
headquarters' units, district offices, larger shore units, and
aboard major vessels. The programs at these institutions are all
full-time resident courses and, in most cases, result in the
awarding of an associate degree.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Although the preceding section gives a general overview of
the Coast Guard and its programs, it by no means covers the
wide range of opportunities available in the Coast Guard. Use
Military Careers to begin exploring career possibilities in the
Coast Guard. Your local Coast Guard recruiter would be
pleased to supply you with current, more detailed career infor-
mation. There is no obligation.
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Just like some civilians, some military
personnel can develop problems with drug
or alcohol abuse. Others may develop
depression or other emotional problems.
Caseworkers and counselors help military
personnel and their families to overcome
social problems. They work as a part of
a team that may include social workers,
psychologists, medical officers, chaplains,
personnel specialists, and commanders.

What They Do

Caseworkers and counselors in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Interview personnel who request help
or are referred by their commanders

Identify personal problems and
determine the need for professional
help

Counsel personnel and their families

Administer and score psychological
tests

Teach classes on human relations

Keep records of counseling sessions
and make reports to supervisors

Physical Demands

Caseworkers and counselors need to
speak clearly and distinctly in order to
teach classes and work with personnel
who have problems.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include health,
biology, psychology, sociologl , social
science, and speech. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in working with people

Patience in dealing with problems that
take time and effort to overcome

Sensitivity to the needs of others

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Caseworkers and counselors usually
work in offices or clinics.

Training Provided.

Job training consists of 8 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in counseling. Course content typically
includes:

Orientation to counseling and social
service programs

Interviewing and counseling methods

Treatments for drug and alcohol
abuse

Psychological testing techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian caseworkers and counselors
work in rehabilitation centers, hospitals,
schools, and public agencies. Their du-
ties are similar to duties in the military.
Civilian caseworkers and counselors,
however, are usually required to have a
college degree in social work, psychology,
or counseling. They may be called group
workers, human relations counselors, or
drug and alcohol counselors.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,000 case-
workers and counselors. On average,
they need about 150 new caseworkers
and ccunselors each year. After job train-
ing, caseworkers and counselors work
under close supervision. With experience,
they work more independently and may
supervise other caseworkers.
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The military has personnel from many
religions and faiths. The military provides
chaplains and religious program special-
ists to help meet the spiritual needs of its
personnel. Religious program specialists
assist chaplains with religious services,
religious education programs, and related
administrative duties. Turn to page 400
for more information about religious pro-
gram specialists.

What They Do

Religious program specialists in the mil
itary perform some or all of the following
dr.'ies:

Assist chaplains in planning and
preparing religious programs and
activities

Assist chaplains in conducting
religious services

Prepare religious, educational,
and devotional materials

Organize charitable and public
service volunteer programs

Maintain relations with religious
communities and public service
organizations

Perform administrative duties for
chaplains, such as scheduling
appointments, handling
correspondence, maintaining
files, and handling finances

Physical Demands

The ability to speak clearly and distinctly
is required to enter this occupation.

1

Helpful Attributes
Helpful school subjects include English,

public speaking, accounting, and typing.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in religious guidance

Sensitivity to the needs of others

Knowledge of various religious
customs and beliefs

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in administrative work

Work Environment

Religious program specialists in the
military usually work indoors. They also
serve aboard ships or with land and air
units in the field.
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Training Provided
Job training consists of 7 to 8 weeks of

classroom instruction. course content
typically includes:

Principles of religious support
programs

Guidance and counseling techniques

Leadership skills

Office procedures

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian religious program specialists
help manage churches and religious
schools. Their duties are similar to those
performed by military religious program
specialists, including planning religious
programs and preparing religious edu-
cational materials. They are also called
directors of religious activities.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,500 religious
program specialists. On average, they
need about 150 new specialists each year.
After job training, religious program spe-
cialists help chaplains and supervisors
with administrative matters. With expe-
rience, they gain more responsibility
for organizing activities and working in
the local community. In time, they may
supervise other specialists.

Military Careers
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Audiovisual Production Specialists
,Graphic Designers and Illustrators_
Interpreteri and Tranilators
Motion Picture Camera Operators
Musicians
Photographers

. Radio and Television Announcers
Reporters and Newswriters
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AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION
SPECIALISTS

Army
Navy,

Air Force
Marine.Corps
Coast Guard

Audiovisual productions are an important
part of military communications. Typical
productions include training films,. TV and
radio broadcasts, and recordings. They
require the teamwork of many specialists.
Audiovisual production specialists assist
producers, directors, and script writers in
producing audiovisual materials. They
perform many specialized tasks, ranging
from script editing to operating special
effects devices.

What They Do

Audiovisual production specialists in the
military perform some or all of the following
duties:

Assist producers and directors in
selecting and interpreting scripts

Work with writers in preparing and
revising scripts

Determine the type of presentation
needed to convey the message as
intended

Plan and design production scenery,
graphics, and special effects

Help plan the activities of audiovisual
production crews

Operate media equipment and special
effects devices

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Television studio operations

Television production operations

Graphic techniques

Scripting and special effects
techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers

Work Environment

Audiovisual production specialists usu-
ally work in television or movie studios.
They may work outdoors while filming or
staging field exercises, sports events, or
military parades.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include graph-
ics, art, speech, and drama. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in creative and artistic work

Preference for working as part of a
team

Experience in school plays or making
home movies

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with scenery, stage settings, graphics,
and other color production aids.

The ability to speak clearly is required
for some specialties.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian audiovisual production special-
ists work for advertising agencies, radio
and television stations, motion picture
studios, and educational and training
agencies. Their duties are similar to those
'performed in the military.

Opportunities

The services have about 800 audiovis-
ual production specialists. On average,
they need 60 new specialists each year.
After job training, specialists work under
close supervision assisting with various
productions. With experience, they gain
responsibility for planning parts of pro-
ductions. In time, they may supervise
others and become production crew
superintendents.
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'GRAPHIC DESIGNERS:.
AND ILLUSTRAtwwS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

The military produces many publica-
tions, such as training manuals, newspa-
pers, reports, and promotional materials.
Graphic artwork is used in these publica-
tions and for signs, charts, posters, and
TV and motion picture productions.
Graphic designers and ill istrators pro-
duce graphic artwork, drawings, and other
visual displays.

What They Do

Graphic designers and illustrators in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Produce computer-generated graphics

Draw graphs and charts to represent
budgets, numbers of troops, supply
levels, and office organization

Develop ideas and design posters
and signs

Help instructors design artwork for
training courses

Draw illustrations of parts of the
human body for medical training

Draw cartoons for filmstrips and
animation for films

Make silkscreen prints

Work with TV and film producers to
design backdrops and props for film
sets

Physical Demands

Coordination of eyes, hands, and fin-
gers are needed to draw sketches.

Normal color vision is required to work
with paints, watercolors, and other art
materials.

Work Environment

Graphic designers and illustrators usu-
ally work in offices on land or aboard
ships.

Training Provided

Job training consists of about 12 weeks
of classroom instruction including prac-
tice in preparing graphic designs and
illustrations. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Introduction to graphics, lettering,
drawing, and layout techniques

Illustration and television graphic
techniques

Theory and use of color

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps
offer certified apprenticeship programs
for some specialties in this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include art,
drafting, and geometry. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in artwork or lettering

Ability to convert ideas into visual
presentations

Neatness and an eye for detail

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian graphic designers and illustrators
work for government agencies, advertis-
ing agencies, print shops, and engineer-
ing firms. They also work for many large
organizations that have their own graph-
ics departments. Their duties are similar to
military graphic designers and illustrators.
They may be known as commercial artists
or graphic arts technicians.

Opportunities
The services have about 1,200 graphic

designers and illustrators. On average,
they need about 150 new designers and
illustrators each year. After job training,
graphic designers prepare tables, signs,
and graphics under close supervision. With
experience, they help formulate and pro-
duce more complex designs. In time, they
may supervise others and lead large
projects. Eventually, they may manage
graphics departments.

Military Careers
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The military must be able to read and
understand the many languages of the
world. Information from foreign language
newspapers, magazines, and radio
broadcasts is important to the nation's
defense. Interpreters and translators
convert written or spoken foreign lan-
guages into English or other languages.
They usually specialize in a particular
foreign language.

What They Do

Interpreters and translators in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Translate written and spoken foreign
language material to and from
English, making sure to preserve the
original meaning

Interrogate (question) prisoners of
war, enemy deserters, and civilian
informers in their native languages

Record foreign radio transmissions
using sensitive radios

Prepare written reports about the
information obtained

Translate foreign documents, such el;
battle plans and personnel records

Translate foreign books and articles
describing foreign equipment and
construction techniques

Physical Demands

Normal hearing and the ability to speak
clearly and distinctly are usually required
to enter this occupation.

Special Requirements

Fluency in a foreign language is required
to enter most specialties within this occu-
pation. Although there are women inter-
preters and translators, some specialties
in this occupation are open only to men.

Work Environment

Interpreters and translators normally
work on military bases, aboard ships, or in
airplanes.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include speech
and typing. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in foreign languages

Interest in working with people

Interest in reading

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 20 weeks of
classroom instruction including practice
in interpretation. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Longer training
is necessary for specialties that do not
require foreign language fluency prior
to entry. For these specialties, foreign
language training for 6 to 12 months is
provided. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Interrogation (questioning) methods

Use and care of radios

Procedures for preparing reports

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian interpreters and translators work
for government agencies, embassies,
universities, and companies that conduct
business overseas. Their work is similar
to the work of military interpreters and
translators.

Opportunities

The military has about 7,800 interpreters
and translators. On average, the services
need about 1,200 new interpreters and
translators each year. After job training,
interpreters and translators work unc;er
the direction of more experienced workers
and supervisors. With experience, they
work more independently. In time, inter-
preters and translators may become direc-
tors of translation for large bases.
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MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA OPERATORS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Television and film productions are an
important part of military communications.
Films are used for training in many military
occupations. They are also used to record
military operations, ceremonies, and news
events. Motion picture camera operators
film actual or simulated scenes using
motion picture equipment. They also
operate television cameras in military TV
studios.

What They Do

Motion picture camera operators in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Set up and operate motion picture
equipment, including cameras, sound
recorders, and lighting

Operate television cameras in TV
studios and remote sites

Follow script and instructions of film or
TV directors to move cameras, zoom,
pan, or adjust focus

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include photog-
raphy, art, and mathematics. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Interest in photography

Experience in making home movies

Ability to follow detailed, spoken
directions

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to adjust
light filters and camera controls.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 14 weeks of
instruction, including practice in motion
picture filming. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Motion picture equipment operation

Filming controlled and uncontrolled
events

Composition and camera movement

TV studio operations

Audio recording

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for one
specialty in this occupation.
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Work Environment

Motion picture camera operators work
in studios and outdoors on location. They
sometimes film from aircraft or ships. They
travel and work in all climates.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian motion picture camera oper-
ators work for film production companies,
TV networks and stations, and govern-
ment audiovisual studios. Some work as
independent film makers. Their duties are
similar to military motion picture camera
operators.

Opportunities

The services have about 900 motion
picture camera operators. On average,
they need about 80 ;rew operators each
year. After job truing, operators assist
with many aspects of film or TV produc-
tion. With experience, they become more
involved in planning and directing pro-
ductions. Eventually, they may become
directors of photography for one or more
film crews or technical chiefs of TV stu-
dios.

Military Careers



Music is an important part of military life.
Service bands and vocal groups have a
strong tradition of performing at ceremo-
nies, parades, concerts, festivals, and
dances. Musicians and singers perform in
service bands, orchestras, and small
groups. They perform many types of mu-
sic, including marches, classics, jazz, and
popular music.

What They Do

Musicians in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Play in or lead bands, orchestras,
combos, and jazz groups

Sing in choral groups or as soloists

Perform for ceremonies, parades,
concerts, festivals, and dances

Rehearse and learn new music when
not performing

Play brass, percussion, woodwind, or
string instruments

Special Requirements

To qualify for E. service band, applicants
must pass one or more auditions. They
must be fairly accomplished musicians
and have good music sight-reading ability.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include band,
music theory, harmony, and other music
courses. Helpful attributes include:

Poise when performing in public

Ability to play more than one
instrument

Ability to sing

Work Environment

Musicians play indoors in theaters, con-
cert halls and at dances; outdoors at
parades and open-air concerts. They
travel regularly.

Military Careers

Training Provided

Although musicians must be musically
proficient to enter the service, music train-
ing is given to new band members. Job
training consists of 11 to 24 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
playing instruments. Training length var-
ies depending on musical specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Music theory

Group instrumental techniques

Sight-reading musical scores

Dance band techniques

Further training occurs on the job through
regular rehearsals and individual practice.

111

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian musicians work for many types
of employers, including professional
orchestras, bands, and choral groups.
They work in nightclubs, concert halls,
theaters, and recording studios.

Opportunities

The service have about 5,000 musi-
cians. On average, they need about 450
new musicians each year. After job train-
ing, musicians are assigned to band units
located with U.S. forces around the world.
They perform as members of bands and
vocal groups. In time, they may become
head of their instrument section and,
possibly, bandleader or orchestra con-
ductor. The most outstanding performers
are selected for the official service bands
or orchestras of their service.
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The military uses photographs for many
purposes, such as intelligence gathering
and news reporting. Aerial photographs
record foreign military movements and
weapon placement. Photographs are also
used for news, publicity, training, and map-
making. Photographers take and develop
still photographs in color or black and
white.

What They Do

Photographers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Select camera, film, and other
equipment needed for photo
assignments

Determine camera angles, lighting,
and any special effects needed

Take still photos of people, events,
military equipment, land areas, and
other subjects

Develop and retouch negatives

Print and duplicate photos or slides

Write captions or news articles about
the subjects in the photographs

Work Environment
Photographers routinely travel to photo-

graph their subjects on location. They
work both indoors and outdoors in all
climates. They sometimes take photo-
graphs from aircraft or ships.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color photography.

A
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Training Provided
Job training consists of 7 to 22 weeks of

instruction, including practice in taking and
developing photographs. Length of train-
ing varies depending on the specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Principles of photojournalism

Photographic processing and
reproduction

Operation and maintenance of
photographic equipment

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for one
specialty in this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include photog-
raphy, art, chemistry, and mathematics.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in photography

A good eye for composing subjects to
be photographed

Ability to recognize interesting photo
subjects

Civilian Counterparts
Civilian photographers work for photoa-

raphy studios, newspapers, magazines,
advertising agencies, and large ousi-
nesses. Some photographers free-lance
(work independently). Depending on the
specialty, they may be known as photo-
journalists, aerial photographers, or still
photographers.

Opportunities
The services have about 2,400 photog-

raphers. On average, they need about
250 new photographers each year. After
job training, photographers work under
supervision on special assignments. With
experience, they are given responsibility
to select photo subjects and are permitted
to work more independently. In time, they
may become supervisors of photographic
laboratories or of news offices.

Military Careers
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The military uses radio and television to
present news, entertainment, and infor-
mation of special interest to military per-
sonnel. Radio and TV provide a special
link to home for U.S. military forces over-
seas. Radio and television announcers
write and present news programs, music
programs, and radio talk shows. In small
stations, they may also produce and direct
programs.

What They Do

Radio and television announcers per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Investigate and write news stories

Choose topics of special interest
for broadcast

Narrate special event broadcasts

Interview guests

Assist public affairs officers in
responding to inquiries from
commercial broadcast media

Maintain tape, film, and record
libraries

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 12 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in actual announcing. Course content
typically includes:

Newswriting

Announcing and interviewing
techniques

Programming and production
techniques

Military broadcasting procedures

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include English,
journalism, public speaking, and typing.
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to write clearly and concisely

Strong, clear speaking voice

Interest in music, sports, and current
events

Military Careers

a

Work Environment

Radio and television announcers usu-
ally work in broadcasting studios on land
or aboard ships.

Special Requirements

Basic typing ability is required to enter
some specialties in this occupation.

Opportunities

The military has about 300 radio and
television announcers. On average, the
services need about 20 new announcers
each year. Radio and television announc-
ers usually work with little supervision. As
they gain experience, they may manage
broadcasting stations.

'
.

.

Minaef..

Physical Demands

Radio and television announcers are
required to pass a voice audition. A clear
speaking ability is also required.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian radio and television announcers
work for commercial and public broad-
casting firms, as well as other businesses
in the entertainment industry. They per-
form duties similar to their military counter-
parts. They are err ,:toyed as newscasters,
disc jockeys, writers, directors, and pro-
ducers. Civilian radio and television
announcers may also work as station
managers or supervisors.
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REPORTERS AND
NEWSWRITERS.

Army
Navy

Air Forte
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The military publishes newspapers and
broadcasts television and radio programs
for its personnel and the public. These
news services are an important source of
general information about people and
events in the military. Reporters and
newswriters investigate and write news
articles for publication and broadcast. Turn
to page 402 for more information about
reporters and newswriters.

What They Do

Reporters and newswriters in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Gather information for military news
programs and publications

Write radio and TV scripts

Develop ideas for news articles

Arrange and conduct interviews

Collect information for commercial
media use

Select photographs and write captions
for news articles

Write news releases, feature articles,
and editorials

Helpful Attributes
Helpful school subjects include English,

journalism, speech, typing, and media com-
munications. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to keep detailed and accurate
records

Interest in researching facts and
issues for news stones

Ability to write clearly and concisely

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for some
specialties for taking and developing pho-
togrcphs.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 11 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typical, y includes:

Ne, iswriting and research

Interviewing techniques

Newspaper format and layout

Photojournalism (writing news stories
featuring pictures)

Radio and television programming
and production
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Work Environment

Reporters and newswriters work in-
doors or outdoors, depending upon the
research needed for their articles.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian reporters and newswriters work
for newspapers, magazines, wire ser-
vices, and radio and television stations.
Their duties are similar to those performed
by military reporters and newswriters.
However, civilians often specialize in one
area of coverage, such as politics, sports,
film, or foreign affairs. They may be called
copy writers, editors, news editors, edito-
rial assistants, or correspondents.

Opportunities
The military has about 2,300 reporters

and newswriters. On average, the ser-
vices need about 200 new reporters and
newswriters each year. After job training,
they research news stories under close
supervision. With experience, they work
more independently and are given more
editorial control over news stories. Even-
tually, reporters and newswriters may
become editorial assistants or editors of
military publications or broadcast pro-
grams.

Military Careers
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- Cardiopulmonary and EEG Technicians
Dental Specialists
Medical Laboratory Technicians
Medical Record Technicians
Medical Service Technicians

_ Nursing Technicians
:'Occupational Therapy Specialists- Operating Room Technicians

c- Optometric Technicians,
. Orthopedic Technicians

1-,-,..--;r:1".Orthotic Specialists
''Pharinacy Technicians

Therapy Specialists
(X-Flpy) Technicians

Respiratory Therapists
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Military health care includes medical
treatment for heart, lung, and brain dis-
orders. Doctors need sophisticated tests
to help diagnose and treat these prob-
lems. Cardiopulmonary and EEG (electro-
encephalograph) technicians administer
a variety of diagnostic tests of the heart,
lungs, blood, and brain. They operate com-
plex electronic testing equipment.

What They Do

Cardiopulmonary and EEG technicians
in the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Take patients' blood pressure
readings

Attach electrodes or microphones
to patients' bodies

Help doctors revive heart attack
victims

Adjust settings and operate test
equipment

Watch dials, graphs, and screens
during tests

Talk to physicians to learn what
tests or treatments are needed

Keep records of test results and
discuss them with medical staff

Operate electrocardiographs,
electroencephalographs, and
other test equipment

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
chemistry, biology, or related courses.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in electronic equipment

Ability to follow strict standards and
procedures

Interest in learning how the heart,
lungs, and blood work together

Ability to keep accurate records

Work Environment

Cardiopulmonary and EEG technicians
usually work in hospitals and clinics. In
combat situations, they may work in mo-
bile field hospitals.

Military Careers

\;)

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for some
specialties in order to set up and monitor
equipment.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 26 to 30 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Diagnostic procedures

Operation and maintenance of
diagnostic equipment

Preparation of patients for testing

Methods of resuscitation

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian cardiopulmonary and EEG
technicians work in hospitals, clinics, and
doctors' offices. Their duties are similar to
those performed in.the military. They may
specialize in either cardiovascular (heart),
pulmonary (lungs), or electroencephalo-
graphic (brain) testing.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,700 cardio-
pulmonary and EEG technicians. On
average, they need 60 new technicians
each year. After job training, new techni-
cians are assigned to hospitals and clinics,
where they work under the supervision of
physicians and senior technicians. With
experience, they may supervise others
and assist in managing clinics.
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Dental care is one of the health services
provided to all military personnel. It is
available in military dental clinics all over
the world. Dental specialists assist mili-
tary dentists in examining and treating
patients. They also help manage dental
offices.

What They Do

Dental specialists in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Help dentists perform oral surgery

Prepare for patient examinations by
selecting and arranging instruments
and medications

Help dentists during examinations by
preparing dental compounds and
operating dental equipment

Clean patients' teeth usir.g scaling
and polishing instruments and
equipment

Operate dental X-ray equipment and
process X-rays of patients' teeth,
gums, and jaws

Provide guidance to patients on daily
care of their teeth

Perform administrative duties, such
as scheduling office visits, keeping
patient records, and ordering dental
supplies

Civilian Counterparts
Civilian dental specialists work in dental

offices or clinics. Their work is similar to
work in the military. They typically special-
ize in assisting dentists to treat patients,
provide clerical support (dental assistants),
or clean teeth (dental hygienists).

AIL

Physical Demands

Dental specialists must sometimes stand
for long periods.

Special Requirements

A minimum age of 18 is required for this
occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include biology
and chemistry. Helpful attributes include:

Good eye-hand coordination

Ability to follow spoken instructions

Ability to follow detailed procedures

Interest in working with people
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Training Provided
Job training consists of 9 to 14 weeks of

classroom instruction, including practice
in dental care tasks. Course content typi-
cally includes:

Preventive dentistry

Radiology (X-ray) techniques

Dental office procedures

Dental hygiene procedures

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Navy
offers a certified apprenticeship program
for one specialty in this occupation.

Work Environment

Dental specialists in the military usually
work indoors in dental offices or clinics.
Some specialists may be assigned to duty
aboard ships.

Opportunities

The military has about 7,500 dental spe-
cialists. On average, the services need
about 800 new specialists each year. After
job training, new specialists are assigned
to dental offices or clinics, where they
work under the supervision of dentists.
With experience, dental specialists per-
form more difficult tasks involving patient
care. In time, they may become respon-
sible for assisting dental officers in the
management of dental programs.

Military Careers



Medical laboratories are an important
part of the military health care system. The
staffs of medical laboratorieS perform clin-
ical tests required to detect and identify
diseases in patients. Medical laboratory
technicians conduct tests on the tissue,
blood, and body fluids of medical patients.

What They Do

Medical laboratory technicians in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Use lab equipment to analyze
specimens (samples) of tissue,
blood, and body fluids

Examine blood and bone marrow
under microscopes

Test specimens for bacteria or
viruses

Draw blood from patients

Assist in collecting specimens at
autopsies (medical examinations
of the dead)

Record and file results of laboratory
tests

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 36 weeks
of classroom and on-the-job instruction,
including practice in testing specimens.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Medical laboratory procedures

Study of human parasites and
diseases

Laboratory administration and
record keeping

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian medical laboratory technicians
usually work for privately owned laborato-
ries, hospitals, clinics, or research insti-
tutions. They perform duties similar to
military medical laboratory technicians.

Work Environment

Medical laboratory technicians work in
medicai centers, clinics, and hospitals on
land or aboard ships.

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include biology,
chemistry, and algebra. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in scientific and technical
work

Ability to follow detailed procedures
precisely

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with colored chemicals and dyes.

V' st,

Opportunities

The military has about 5,200 medical
laboratory technicians. On average, the
services need about 650 new technicians
each yea: After job training, technicians
perform rouune laboratory tests under
close supervision. With experience, they
do more complex testing and analysis and
work more independently. After demon-
strating job proficiency, medical labora-
tory technicians help train new techni-
cians and supervise laboratory personnel.
In time, they may advance to laboratory
management positions.
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Medical records are important for health
care delivery. To provide proper treat-
ment, doctors need complete and accu-
rate information about patient symptoms,
test results, illnesses, and prior treatments.
Medical record technicians prepare and
maintain patient records, reports, and cor-
respondence.

What They Do

Medical record technicians in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Fill out admission and discharge
records for patients entering and
leaving military hospitals

Assign patients to hospital rooms

Prepare daily reports about patients
admitted and discharged

Organize, file, and maintain medical
records

Type reports about physical
examinations, illnesses, and
treatments

Prepare tables of medical statistics

Maintain libraries of medical
publications

Work Environment

Medical record technicians work in
admissions or medical records sections of
hospitals and clinics. They work in land-
based facilities and aboard ships.

A
ANL

Helpful Aitri butes

Helpful school subjects include general
science and business administration.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Ability to communicate well

Interest in using typewriters and other
office machines
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 18 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typidally includes:

Medical terminology

Medical records preparation and
maintenance

Maintenance of medical libraries

Basic typing skills

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian medical record technicians
usually work for hospitals, clinics, and
government health agencies. They per-
form duties similar to military medical
record technicians. However, civilian
medical record techr .clans tend to spe-
cialize in areas such as admissions, ward,
or outpatient records. Those working in
admission or discharge units are called
admitting or discharge clerks.

Opportunities
The services have about 12,700 medi-

cal record technicians. On average, they
need about 750 new technicians each
year. After training, new technicians are
assigned to hospitals or clinics, where
they work under close supervision. With
experience, they may assume supervi-
sory positions and may manage medical
record units or admission or discharge
units.

Military Careers



MEDICAL SERVICE
TECHNICIANS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Coast Guard

In emergencies or in combat, physi-
cians are not always immediately avail-
able to treat the injured or wounded. When
a doctor is not available, medical service
technicians provide basic and emergency
medical treatment. They also assist med-
ical officers in caring for sick and injured
patients. Turn to page 386 for more infor-
mation about medical service technicians.

What They Do

Medical service technicians in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Examine and treat emergency or
battlefield patients

Interview patients and record their
medical histories

Take patients' temperature, pulse,
and blood pressure

Prepare blood samples for laboratory
analysis

Keep health records and clinical files
up to date

Give shots and medicines to patients

Work Environment

Medical service technicians usually work
in hospitals and clinics on land or aboard
ships. Medical service technicians may
give emergency medical treatment in the
field.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 16 to 54 weeks
of classroom instruction, depending on
specialty. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Emergency medical treatment

Basic,nursing care

Study of the human body

Minor surgical procedures

Clinical laboratory procedures

Methods for diagnosing diseases

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers

Physical Demands

Medical service technicians may have
to lift and carry wounded or injured per-
sonnel during emergency situations. Air
medical evacuation specialists must pass
a flight physical exam.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian medical service technicians work
in hospitals, clinics, nursing homes, and
rehabilitation centers. They perform du-
ties similar to those performed by medical
service technicians in the military. Civilian
medical service technicians are known for
the type of work they do: emergency
medical technicians treat victims of acci-
dents, fire, or heart attacks; medical assis-
tants work for physicians and perform
routine medical and clerical tasks; medi-
cation aides give shots and medicine un-
der the close supervision of physicians;
and physician assistants perform routine
examinations and treatment for physicians.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include chemis-
try, biology, psychology, general science,
and algebra. Helpful attributes include:.

Interest in helping and caring for
others

Ability to communicate effectively

Ability to work under stressful
conditions

Opportunities

The services have about 35,900 medi-
cal service technicians. On average, they
need about 6,200 new technicians each
year. After job training, technicians are
assigned to serve in their medical spe-
cialty. They work under the direction and
supervision of medical officers and expe-
rienced medical service technicians.
Eventually, they may advar ice to supervi-
sory positions and help manage a medical
facility.
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The military provides medical care to all
men and women in the services. Nursing
teams give patients the personal treat-
ment and individual attention required to
help them recover from illness or injury.
Nursing technicians assist doctors and
registered nurses in providing care and
treatment to patients.

What They Do

Nursing technicians in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Provide bedside care in hospitals,
including taking the body tempefature,
pulse, and respiration rate of patients

Serve food and feed patients requiring
help

Bathe and dress patients

Change bed linens and clean hospital
rooms

Observe patients and inform nurses or
doctors if problems develop

Give medication to patients, under the
direction of doctors and nurses

Drive ambulances and assist doctors
and nurses in providing emergency
treatment

Physical Demands

Nursing technicians may have to lift and
support patients. Air medical evacuation
sp,:cialists must pass a flight physical
exam.

Work Environment

Nursing .technicians work in hospitals
and clinics on land or aboard ships. In
combat situations, they may work in mo-
bile field hospitals.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 40 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in patient care. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Basic hospital procedures

Patient care techniques

Emergency medical techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
science, biology, and psychology. Help-
ful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Interest in working in the health field

Ability to follow directions precisely

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian nursing technicians work in
hospitals, nursing homes, rehabilitation
centers, psychiatric hospitals, or doctors'
offices. Their work is similar to duties
performed in the military. Those with less
than a year of formal training may be
called nurses aides, orderlies, or psychi-
atric aides. Those who have completed
practical nurse training are called practical
nurses or licensed practical nurses.

Opportunities

The services have about 11.900 nurs-
ing technicians. On average, they need
about 1,000 new technicians each year.
After job training, technicians are assigned
to hospitals and clinics, where they work
under close supervision. With experience,
they work more independently and may
help train others. With additional training,
they may transfer to related health care
service occupations, such as radiology
technician or medical lab technician.

Military Careers



Occupational therapy is a program of
exercise and treatment for patients dis-
abled by illness or injury. Occupational
therapy helps patients adjust to disabil-
ities, regain independence, and prepare
to return to work. Occupational therapy
specialists help rehabilitate patients with
physical or emotional problems. They
assist occupational therapists in admin-
istering therapy programs.

What They Do

Occupational therapy specialists in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing citifies:

Interview patients to determine the
extent of problems

Test patients to determine physical
and mental abilities

Assist occupational therapists to plan
exercise schedules

Schedule patients for treatment

Fit and adjust artificial limbs
(prostheses)

Teach patients new mobility skills

Set up and maintain equipment, such
as exercise machines and whirlpools

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
science, biology, and psychology. Help-
ful attributes include:

Interest in working with and helping
people

Patience to work with long-term
disabilities

Ability to communicate effectively

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian occupational therapy special-
ists work for hospitals, schools, rehabilita-
tion centers, and community mental health
centers. They perform duties similar to
military occupational therapy specialists.
Civilian occupational therapy specialists
tend to specialize in the types of patients
they serve, such as children, persons who
have lost arms or legs (an.putees), or the
elderly. They may also be called occupa-
tional therapy assistants or occupational
therapy aides.

Military Careers

3.

Work Environment

Occupational therapy specialists work
in hospitals and clinics.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 25 to 31 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in applying occupational therapy
techniques. Course content typically
includes:

Anatomy, physiology, and psychology
(the study of the body, body functions,
and the mind)

Methods of therapy, including
massage, electric therapy, and
radiation therapy

Procedures for assisting occupational
therapists

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Physical Demands

Occupational therapy specialists must
sometimes lift and support patients during
exercises and treatments.

Opportunities

The military has about 200 occupational
therapy specialists. On average, the ser-
vices need about 30 new specialists each
year. After job training, occupational
therapy specialists provide routine ther-
apy care, such as operating whirlpool
equipment, under the direction of super-
visors. With experience, they work with
patients with more serious problems.
Eventually they have the opportunity to
become supervisors, planning and direct-
ing the activities of other occupational
therapy specialists.
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Surgery is a major element of the med-
ical care provided by the military. It is
required to treat many injuries and dis-
eases. During combat, surgery is often
required to treat the wounded. Surgical
operations are performed by teams of
doctors, nurses, and other health care
specialists. Operating room technicians
prepare operating rooms, equipment, and
supplies for use during surgery. They also
remove stitches, hold instruments, and
supply sterile materials as directed by
surgeons.

What They Do

Operating room technicians in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Prepare patients for surgery

Clean and disinfect operating rooms

Sterilize instruments

Prepare surgical supplies and
equipment

Keep count of sponges, needles, and
instruments used in surgery

Pass sterile instruments and supplies
to surgeons

Physical Demands

Operating room technicians need suffi-
cient strength to lift and move patients
while preparing them for surgery. They
must have a normal skin condition to guard
against infection.

Work Environment

Operating room technicians usually work
in hospitals or clinics on land or aboard
ships. In combat situations, they may work
in mobile field hospitals.
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Army
Navy

Por Force
Coast Guard

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
science, biology, chemistry, hygiene, and
psychology. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in helping others

Ability to follow spoken instructions

Ability to work under stressful or
emergency conditions

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 26 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in operating room procedures. Training
length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Methods of sterilizing surgical
equipment and instruments

Identification and care of surgical
instruments

Scrub assistant duties

Pre- and post-operative patient care

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian operating room technicians work
in hospitals, surgical clinics, and emer-
gency medical clinics. Their duties are
similar to those performed in the military.

Opportunities
The services have about 2,800 operat-

ing room technicians. On average, they
need about 300 new technicians each
year. After job training, new technicians
are assigned to hospitals or medical units,
where they work under the direction of
operating room nurses. With experience,
they may advance to supervisory posi-
tions or assist nurses and surgeons in
specialized fields. In time, they may help
manage operating room facilities.

Military Careers
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Optometry, or vision care, is one of the
many health benefits available to military
personnel. The military operates its own
clinics to examine eyes and fit glasses or
contact lenses. Optometric technicians
assist optometrists in providing vision care.
They work with patients and manage clinic
offices.

What They Do

Optometric technicians in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Perform screening tests of patients'
vision and record results

Order eyeglasses and contact lenses
from prescriptions

Measure patients for eyeglass frames

Fit eyeglasses to patients

Make minor repairs to glasses

Place eyedrops and ointment into
patients' eyes

Keep records in optometry offices

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
geometry, biology, and related courses.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in helping people

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Ability to communicate effectively

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in optometric procedures. Course content
typically includes:

Preparing and fitting glasses and
contact lenses

Vision testing

Maintenance of optometric instruments

Further training occurs on the job.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for some
specialties to use optometric instruments.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Optometric technicians normally work
in optometric clinics.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian optometric technicians work in
private optometry offices, clinics, and gov-
ernment health agencies. They perform
duties similar to those performed by mili-
tary optometric technicians. Optometric
technicians are also called optometric
assistants.

Opportunities

The services have about 700 optometric
technicians. On average, they need 90
new technicians each year. After training,
new technicians give simple wision tests
under close supervision and perform office
duties. As they gain experience, they
work with less supervision and perform
more difficult tasks. In time, they may help
to manage optometric clinics.
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Orthopedics is a medical specialty for
treating patients with broken or injured
arms and legs. Orthopedic devices, such
as splints and casts, are made to support
injured limbs while they heal. Orthopedic
technicians assist doctors in treating
patients with arm and leg injuries. They
make casts, traction devices, and splints
according to doctors' instructions.

What They Do

Orthopedic technicians in the military
perform some or all of the following
duties:

Make and apply plaster casts for
broken arms and legs

Construct splints for setting broken
bones

Assemble and adjust traction devices

Prepare patients for orthopedic
surgery

Assist surgeons during surgery

Remove casts

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects are general
science and biology. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in helping others

Ability to follow instructicos precisely

Ability to work skillfully with their
hands

A

11116._

Physical Demands

Orthopedic technicians may have to lift
and support patients for brief periods.
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Work Environment

Orthopedic teci inicians normally work
in hospitals and clinics on land or aboard
ships. In combat situations, they may
work in mobile field hospitals.

Training Provided
Job training consists of 12 weeks of

classroom instruction, including practice
in making orthopedic devices. Course
content typically includes:

Study of the body and bony systems

Orthopedic terminology

Plaster casting techniques

Handling of orthopedic patients

Further training occurs on the job.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian orthopedic technicians work in
hospitals and clinics. Their work is simi-
lar to the work of military orthopedic tech-
nicians. They are also known as ortho-
pedic physician assistants or orthopedic
assistants.

Opportunities
The services have about 600 orthope-

dic technicians. On average, they need
60 new technicians each year. After job
training, new technicians make splints
and simple casts under close supervi-
sion. In time, they perform more difficult
tasks and may supervise others. Even-
tually, they may help manage health care
facilities.

Military Careers



The military provides medical treatment
to personnel disabled by injury or disease.
Some disabilities require orthotic devices,
which include spinal and limb braces and
supports for weakened muscles. These
devices must be tailored to each patient.
Orthotic specialists make and repair braces
and surgical supports for disabled pa-
tients. They work as part of medical teams
that include physicians and therapists.

What They Do

Orthotic specialists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Design orthotic devices as requested
by physicians

Make plaster casts for injured arms or
legs

Prepare blueprints for parts of braces
and supports

Operate lathes and grinders to make
plastic or steel parts

Adjust devices to fit patients

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include biology,
drafting, and shop mechanics. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to use hand and power tools

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Sensitivity to the needs of others

Training Provided

Job training consists of 50 to 52 weeks
of classroom instruction. This includes
practice in assembly of orthotic devices.
Course content typically includes:

Basic physiology and anatomy

Blueprint reading

Use of welding equipment

Metal and plastic fabrication

Construction of spacial shoes

Adjustment and repair of braces

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Orthotic specialists work in shops lo-
cated in or near hospitals and clinics. They
wear goggles, gloves, and special cloth-
ing when sanding, grinding, and welding.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian orthotic specialists work in hos-
pitals, rehabilitation centers, or private
laboratories. They perform duties similar
to those of military orthotic specialists.
Civilian orthotic technicians often spe-
cialize. Those who fabricate parts using
hand and power tools are called orthotic
technicians. Those who make casts of
body parts and repair or adjust orthotic
devices are called orthotic assistants.
Those who design orthotic devices and fit
them to patients are called orthotists.

a
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Opportunities

The services have about 150 orthotic
specialists. On average, they need 20
new specialists each year. After job train-
ing, specialists make orthotic devices
according to instructions given by super-
visors. With experience, specialists are
given the responsibility of measuring
patients and making plaster casts of body
parts. In time, they may become capable
of designing and fitting complicated
orthotic devices. Eventually, they may
supervise orthotics shops.
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Prescription drugs and medicines are
important to medical treatment. Patients
and physicians depend on military phar-
macies to fill their prescriptions accurately.
Pharmacy technicians prepare and dis-
pense prescriber' drugs and medicines
under the supervision of pharmacists or
physicians. They also maintain pharmacy
supplies and records.

What They Do

Pharmacy technicians in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Read doctors' prescriptions to
determine the types and amount of
drugs to prepare

Weigh and measure drugs and
chemicals

Mix ingredients in order to produce
prescription medications

Prepare labels for prescriptions

Dispense medications to patients

Keep records of drugs prescribed

Store shipments of drugs and
medications

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
chemistry, biology, physiology, anatomy,
and typing. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in body chemistry

Ability to work using precise
measurements and standards

Ability to follow strict procedures
and directions

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 17 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Pharmacy laws and regulations

Drug types and uses

Mixing and dispensing drugs
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required as is the
ability to speak clearly. Some specialties
may involve heavy lifting.

Work Environment

Pharmacy technicians usually work in
hospitals and clinics on land or aboard
ships. They may also work in field hospitals.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian pharmacy technicians work in
pharmacies, drug stores, hospitals, and
clinics under the direction of pharmacists.
They are usually known as pharmacy
helpers and generally do not have re-
sponsibility for the compounding and dis-
pensing of drugs. They perform simple
tasks, such as storing supplies, cleaning
equipment, and delivering prescriptions.
While military pharmacy technicians gen-
erally have more job responsibilities than
civilian pharmacy helpers, they do not
have the qualifications needed to become
civilian pharmacists. Pharmacists must
complete a college pharmacy degree pro-
gram, pass a state board exam, and serve
in a pharmacy internship.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,400 phar-
macy tec icians. On average, they need
about 300 new technicians each year.
After job training, new technicians work
under the supervision of experienced
pharmacy technicians and pharmacists.
With experience, they work more inde-
pendently. Eventually, they may super-
vise other technicians and may manage
military pharmacies.

Military Careers



Physical therapy is a program of special
treatments and exercises designed to
rehabilitate patients disabled by illness or
injury. Physical therapy is one of the
medical benefits offered to all service per-
sonnel. Physical therapy specialists aid
physical therapists in helping disabled
patients regain strength and mobility.

What They Do

Physical therapy specialists in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Assist physical therapists in planning
therapy programs for patients

Give patients massages and heat
treatments

. Help patients improve their mobility
through special exercises

Teach patients to use artificial limbs,
braces, and other such devices

Care for therapy equipment such as
exercise macnines and whirlpools

Keep records and reports of patients'
care and progress

Physical Demands

Physical therapy specialists may have
to lift and support patients during exercise
and treatment.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include biology
and physical science. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in working with people

Patience in working with people
whose injuries heal slowly

Ability to communicate ideas,
effectively

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Physical therapy specialists work in
hospitals, clinics, and rehabilitation cen-
ters.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 11 to 28 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in therapy methods. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Theory and application of therapy
procedures

Handling and positioning of patients

Principles of rehabilitation

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian physical therapy specialists work
for hospitals, nursing homes, and rehabil-
itation clinics. They perform duties similar
to military physical therapy specialists.
Civilian physical therapy specialisis usu-
ally specialize in the types of patients
they work with, such as children, the se-
verely disabled, or the elderly.

Opportunities

The services have about 700 physical
therapy specialists. On average, they need
about 90 new specialists each year. Atter
job training, physical therapy specialists
work under the direction of physical ther-
apists or more experienced specialists.
Physical therapy specialists may advance
to supervisory positions, where tney plan
physical therapy programs and manage
clinics.
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Radiology (the use of X-rays) is a health
care service provided to men and women
in the military. X-ray photographs help
doctors detect injuries and illnesses. Radi-
ology is also used to treat some diseases,
such as cancer. Radiologic technicians
operate X-ray and related equipment used
in diagnosing and treating injuries and
diseases. They work as part of a medical
team of doctors and specialists to provide
health care to patients. Turn to page 398
for more information about radiologic
technicians.

What They Do

Radiologic technicians in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Read requests or instructions from
doctors to determine each patient's
X-ray needs

Position patients under radiologic
equipment

Adjust X-ray equipment to the correct
time and power of exposure

Process X-ray pictures

Prepare and administer radioactive
solutions to patients

Keep records of patient treatment

Work Environment

Radiologic technicians work in hospi-
tals and clinics. In combat situations, they
may work in mobile field hospitals. They
follow strict safety procedures to minimize
exposure to radiation.

A

A

A
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 19 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice with rauiologic equipment. Extensive
on-the-;ob training is also provided. Train-
ing length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typicolly includes:

Operation of X-ray equipment

Radioactive isotope therapy

X-ray film processing

Anatomy and physiology

Additional training occurs through ad-
vanced courses.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
biology, and other sciaice courses. Help-
ful attributes include:

Interest in activities requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Ability to follow strict standards and
procedures

Interest in helping others

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian radiologic technicians work in
hospitals, diagnostic clinics, and medical
laboratories. They perform duties similar
to military radiologic technicians. They
may specialize in various areas of radiology
and may be called X-ray technologists or
nuclear medical technologists.

Opportunities

The military has about 3,100 radiologic
technicians. On average, the services need
about 300 new technicians each year.
After job training, technicians start taking
routine X-rays. With experience, they may
specialize in nuclear medicine and admin-
ister radiation and radioisotopic treatment
and therapy. In time, they may advance to
become supervisors of radiologic units.

Military Careers
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Asthma and emphysema (lung disease)
patients suffer from breathing difficulties.
Victims of heart failure, stroke, or near
drowning may also have long-term
breathing problems. Respiratory therapy
is provided to patients with breathing
problems. Respiratory therapists help
patients regain breathing f unctions through
therapy, exercise, and medication.

What They Do

Respiratory therapists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Assist in reviving patients who are no
longer breathing or whose hearts
have stopped

Operate and monitor respiratory
therapy equipment during treatment

Observe and record patients'
responses to respiratory therapy

Clean, sterilize, and maintain
respiratory therapy equipment

Instruct patients in breathing
exercises to help clear lungs of fluids

Instruct patients on how to operate
home respiratory therapy equipment

Physical Demands

Respiratory therapists may have to lift
and position patients for treatment.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
science, chemistry, and biology. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to deal with stressful situations

Ability to respond quickly to
emergencies

Interest in helping others

Work Environment

Respiratory therapists usually work in
hospitals or clinics. In combat situations.
they may work, in mobile field hospitals.

;EST COPY AVAILABLL
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 32 to 41 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in providing respiratory therapy.
Course content typically includes:

Procedures for operating respiratory
therapy equipment

Methods for providing emergency
care

Techniques of respiratory therapy

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian respiratory therapists work in
hospitals and clinics and for ambulance
services. Their duties are similar to those
of military respiratory therapists. Civilian
respiratory therapists may be called inha-
lation therapists or pulmonary therapists.

Opportunities

The military has about 450 respiratory
therapists. On average, the services need
about 30 new therapists each year. After
job training, therapists provide treatment
under the direction of a supervisor. With
experience, they advance from caring for
patients with minor respiratory problems
to caring for patients with more serious
problems. They may also supervise and
direct the work of other respiratory thera-
pists.
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Every day, hundreds of military airpianes
and helicopters take off and land all over
the world. Their movements are closely
controlled in order to prevent accidents.
Air traffic controllers direct the movement
of aircraft into and out of military airfields.
They track aircraft by radar and give voice
instructions by radio. Turn to page 360
for more information about air traffic
controllers.

What They Do

Air traffic controllers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Operate radio equipment to issue
take-off, flight, and landing
instructions to pilots

Relay weather reports, airfield
conditions, and safety information
to pilots

Use radar equipment to track aircraft
in flight

Plot airplane locations on charts
and maps

Compute speed, direction, and
altitude of aircraft

Maintain air traffic control records and
communication logs

Physical Demands

Normal color vision, normal hearing and
a clear speaking voice are required to
enter this occupation. Controllers must
pass a special physical exam.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include English,
general mathematics, and typing. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to work under stress

Skill in math computation

Ability to make quick, decisive
judgments

Ability to remain alert while performing
repetitive tasks

Special Requirements

Certification by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) normally must be
obtained during training.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Air traffic controllers work in land-based
and shipboard control centers.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Air traffic control fundamentals

Visual and instrument flight
procedures

Radar and other landing approach
procedures

Communication procedures

Additional training occurs on the job. Air-
craft carrier air traffic controllers receive
specialized training.

1.

ra

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian air traffic controllers work for the
FAA in airports and control centers around
the country. They perform duties similar to
military air traffic controllers. They may
specialize in specific areas, such as air-
craft arrivals, departures, ground control,
or en route flights.

Opportunities

The services have about 10,800 air traf-
fic controllers. On average, they need
1,100 new controllers each year. After job
training, new controllers normally perform
duties such as ground control or work in
airfields with light air traffic. With experi-
ence, they perform more difficult controller
duties. In time, they may become super-
visors of other controllers.
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Every day, the military produces radio
and television programs for broadcast
within the U.S. and overseas. The ser-
vices also produce films for training and
publicity. Audio (sound) equipment is used
to record live programs and create lifelike
soundtracks for productions. Broadcast
and recording technicians operate audio
recording devices and broadcast equip-
ment.

What They Do

Broadcast and recording technicians in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Set up and adjust microphones and
tape recorders

Monitor the level and quality of sound
during broadcasts

Record sound effects and background
music for film, radio, and television

Operate sound mixing boards to
control the sound levels from several
microphones

Set up and operate public address
systems

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include audio-
visual communications, drama, speech,
and photography. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Interest in working with audiovisual
equipment

Ability to work well as a member of
a team

A

A
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 52 weeks of
instruction, including practice in operating
audio equipment. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Techniques for recording motion
pictures

Radio and television broadcasting

Maintenance of public address sound
equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
Marine Corps offer certified apprentice-
ship programs for some specialties in this
occupation.
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Work Environment

Broadcast and recording technicians
work indoors, in recording and broadcast-
ing studios, and outdoors when recording
or broadcasting in the field.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian broadcast and recording techni-
cians work for television and radio studios,
motion picture studios, and other media
centers. Their work is similar to work in the
military. Civilian technicians tend to spe-
cialize in particular fields, such as radio,
television, motion pictures, or advertising.
They may he called sound mixers, record-
ing engineers, or sound cutters.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,000 broad-
cast and recording technicians. On aver-
age, they need about 80 new technicians
each year. After job training, new techni-
cians operate broadcasting and recording
equipment under close supervision. With
experience, they work more independently
and, in time, may direct audiovisual pro-
ductions.

Military Careers
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The military is one of the largest users of
data processing equipment in the world.
Information about communications, per-
sonnel, finance, and supply is kept in its
many high-speed computers. This informa-
tion is important for planning and manage-
ment. Computer programmers plan and
prepare instructions, called programs, that
command computers to solve problems
and organize data. Turn to page 372 for
more information about computer pro-
grammers.

What They Do

Computer programmers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Organize and arrange computer
programs into logical steps which
direct computers to solve problems

Draw diagrams and charts illustrating
the steps in programs

Code programs into languages that
computers can read, such as COBOL,
FORTRAN, or BASIC

Test or debug computer programs to
see that the desired information is
produced

Prepare detailed instruction sheets for
computer operators who run programs

Review and update old programs as
new information is received or
changes are needed

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 13 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in program coding. Course content
typically includes:

Program structuring, coding, and
debugging

Analysis and design of computer
systems

Preparation of block diagrams, flow
charts, and program codes

FORTRAN, COBOL, and other
computer languages

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses in specific
computer systems and languages. The
Army offers a certified apprenticeship
program for one specialty in this occupa-
tion.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
business administration, and computer
science. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to understand math concepts

Interest in solving problems using
rules of logic

Interest in computers

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian computer programmers work
for such organizations as manufacturing
firms, banks, data processing organiza-
tions, government agencies, and insur-
ance companies. These employers han-
dle large amounts of information that pro-
grammers help organize for convenient
use. Civilian computer programmers per-
form duties similar to those in the military.

Work Environment

Computer programmers normally work
in office settings. Some work aboard ships,
in missile facilities, or in space command
centers.

Opportunities

The military has about 4,300 computer
programmers. On average, the services
need about 400 new programmers each
year. After job training, programmers are
assigned to data processing units. Pro-
grammers may work alone or with sys-
tems analysts and computer operators.
With experience, programmers may ad-
vance to supervisory positions, such as
programming chiefs. Some programmers
become computer systems analysts after
several years of programming experience
and further training.
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COMPUTER.
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

_J Army
NaVy

Air Force
Marine Corps..

Setting up large computer systems re-
quires careful planning. Decisions must
be made concerning what information will
go into the computer, how it will be pro-
cessed, and, most importantly, what the
system will produce. Computer systems
analysts plan and design systems. They
also design software programs that permit
information to be entered into the com-
puter, stored, processed, and retrieved in
a way that meets the military's needs.

What They Do

Computer systems analysts in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Help military units determine their
data processing needs

Develop systems plans, including
input, output, and processing steps,
and information storage and access
methods

Develop flow charts, documentation,
and block diagrams of systems for
use by programmers

Help programmers program, test, and
debug computer software

Make systems secure from unofficial
access

Work Environment

Computer systems analysts usually work
in offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 18 weeks
of instruction. Training length depends
upon specialty. Course content typically
includes:

Planning and designing data
processing systems

Methods of flow charting and
documenting systems

Systems testing and evaluation

Additional training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include geom-
etry, algebra, and computer science.
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to solve abstract problems

Ability to communicate effectively

Preference for work requiring attention
to detail

Civilian Counterparts

Civilians in this field work for a wide
variety of employers, such as banks,
insurance companies, hospitals, large re-
tailers, research firms, manufacturers, and
government agencies. Their work is simi-
lar to work in the military. They are called
programmer/analysts, systems analysts,
and systems programmers. Most civilian
computer systems analyst jobs require a
4-year college degree.

Opportunities

The servic6s have about 1,900 com-
puter systems analysts. On average, they
need about 200 new systems analysts
each year. After job training, new analysts
work under the direction of experienced
analysts. They may work alone on indi-
vidual projects, but usually work with other
analysts and programmers as part of a
team. With experience, they may become
managers of computer facilities.

Military Careers
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The military builds and repairs many
airstrips, barracks, roads, and other
projects each year. Construction crews
need plans to identify the locations,
designs, and materials to be used during
construction. Drafters prepare detailed
plans and drawings for construction
projects.

What They Do

Drafters in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Make scale drawings of roads,
airfields, buildings, and other military
projects from engineers' instructions
and sketches

Draw diagrams for wiring and
plumbing

Identify concrete, lumber, and other
materials needed to construct projects

Compute the cost of materials

Work with engineers and construction
supervisors to change drawings when
needed

Special Requirements

Courses in algebra and geometry are
required to enter some specialties in this
occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful high school subjects include
drafting, algebra, and geometry. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with drafting
equipment

Ability to print and draw neatly

Ability to convert ideas into drawings

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded maps and drawings.

Military Careers

,

Work Environment

Drafters in the military usually work in
office settings. At times, they work out-
doors at construction sites.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 11 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Site plan drafting techniques

Preparation of briefing charts

Architectural and structural drawing

Elevation and building details

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Navy
offers certified apprenticeship programs
for some specialties in this occupation.

If

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian drafters usually work for archi-
tectural or engineering firms, government
agencies, mining firms, and manufactur-
ing industries. Civilian drafters perform
duties similar to military drafters. They
usually specialize in a particular type of
drafting, such as mechanical, electrical,
aeronautical, structural, or architectural
drafting.

Opportunities

The military has about 1,100 drafters.
On average, the services need about 100
new drafters each year. After job training,
drafters usually make simple drawings
and material estimates under supervision.
With experience, they may supervise other
drafters and lead planning work on a proj-
ect. In time, they may become chief draft-
ers or supervisors of construction units.
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The military prepares for emergencies
or natural disasters by developing de-
tailed warning, control, and evacuation
plans. Emergency management spe-
cialists prepare emergency plans and
procedures for all types of disasters, such
as floods, earthquakes, hurricanes, or
enemy attack.

What They Do

Emergency management specialists in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Assist in preparing and maintaining
disaster operations plans

Train military and civilian personnel on
what to do in an emergency

Operate and maintain nuclear,
biological, and chemical detection and
decontamination equipment

Conduct surveys to determine needs
in the event of an emergency

Monitor disaster preparedness
activities and training operations

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
chemistry, physics, geometry, and trigo-
nometry. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to communicate effectively

Ability to plan and organize

Ability to work calmly under stress

A

A

A

Work Environment

Emergency management specialists
work indoors when conducting training
sessions and preparing disaster plans.
Sometimes they work outdoors while
operating decontamination equipment and
monitoring disaster training.
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is needed to identify
chemical agents.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in the use of nuclear, biological, and chem-
ical detection and decontamination equip-
ment. Course content typically includes:

Defensive procedures for nuclear,
biological, and chemical warfare

Preparation of emergency plans

Further training pccurs on the job and
through advance t courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian emergency management spe-
cialists worn for federal, state, and local
governments, including law enforcement
and civil defense agencies. They perform
duties similar to military emergency man-
agement specialists.

Opportunities

The services have about 11,900 emer-
gency management specialists. On aver-
age, they need 1,200 new specialists each
year. After job training, some prepare
emergency plans under close supervi-
sion. With experience, they work more
independently and assist in surveys and
inspections. Other specialists conduct
inspections and operate decontamination
equipment. Eventually, they may become
supervisors of emergency management
programs.

Military Careers



ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
SPECIALISTS

Army
Navy

Air Force .

Marine Corps
Coast guard

Each military base is a small commu-
nity. The health and well-being of the
residents is a major concern of the services.
Keeping military work places and living
areas sanitary helps to prevent illness.
Environmental health specialists inspect
military facilities and food supplies for the
presence of disease, germs, or other con-
ditions hazardous to health.

What They Do

Environmental health specialists in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Inspect food service, storage, and
dining facilities

Inspect foods for quality and
freshness

Inspect water and waste disposal
facilities

Conduct health and sanitation surveys
of living quarters and buildings

Plan the disposal of radioactive and
toxic wastes

Prepare health inspection reports

Give hearing exams and monitor
noise levels at job sites

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
biology, chemistry, and general science.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in gathering information

Preference for work requiring attention
to detail

Interest in protecting the environment

Work Environment

Environmental health specialists work
indoors while inspecting food facilities and
buildings. They work outdoors while in-
specting waste disposal facilities and field
camps.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to in-
spect foods for quality and freshness.

Military Careers

Special Requirements

Some specialties require a minimum
age of 18 to enter this occupation.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 11 to 19 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in making health and sanitation inspec-
tions. Training length varies depending on
specialty. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Identification of health hazards

Inspection of food products and food
service operations

Inspection of wastewater and waste
disposal facilities

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian environmental health spe-
cialists work for local, state, and federal
government agencies. Their duties are
similar to the duties of military environ-
mental health specialists. They may be
called food and drug inspectors or public
health inspectors.

Opportunities

The services have about 4,000 environ-
mental health specialists. On average,
they need about 500 new specialists each
year. After job training, environmental
health specialists help to make inspec-
tions. With experience, they work more
independently and may supervise other
environmental health specialists. Eventu-
ally, they may become superintendents of
environmental health programs at large
military bases.
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Fuels and oils must be free of water and
other contaminants to be safely used in
aircraft or vehicles. The same is true for
chemicals and other materials used by the
military. Fuel and chemical laboratory
technicians test fuels, oils, chemicals, and
other materials for quality, purity, and
durability.

What They Do

Laboratory technicians in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Obtain petroleum test samples from
storage tanks, barges, and tankers

Test fuels and oils for water,
sediment, and other contaminants
using laboratory equipment

Analyze chemicals for strength, purity,
and toxic qualities

Perform chemical and physical tests
on clothing, food, paints, and plastics

Keep detailed laboratory records and
files

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to per-
form chemical tests.

Some specialties may require moder-
ate to heavy lifting.

Work Environment

Fuel and chemical laboratory techni-
cians work in laboratories on military bases
and aboard ships.

A

Training Provided

Job training consists of 2 to 13 weeks of
instruction, including practice in testing
different products. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Testing methods

Use of lab equipment, such as
centrifuges and spectrometers

Physical and chemical properties of
fuel, oils, and other products

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army
and the Navy offer certified apprentice-
ship programs for one specialty in this
occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include chemis-
try and mathematics. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in performing technical work

Interest in working with chemicals and
lab equipment

Ability to follow detailed procedures

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian laboratory technicians work for
petroleum refineries, chemical companies,
manufacturing firms, and government
agencies. They perform duties similar to
military laboratory technicians. Civilian
laboratory technicians specialize in par-
ticular industries, such as petroleum,
food processing, or medical drugs. They
also may be called chemical laboratory
technicians or laboratory testers.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,800 fuel and
chemical laboratory technicians. On aver-
age, they need about 700 new laboratory
technicians each year. After job training,
laboratory technicians work in testing
laboratories under close supervision. With
experience, they work more independ-
ently and perform more complex analy-
ses. In time, laboratory technicians may
supervise or manage test laboratories.

Military Careers



.Military intelligence is information
needed to plan for our national defense.
Knowledge of the number, location, and
tactics of enemy forces and potential battle
areas is needed to develop military plans.
To gather information, the services rely on
aerial photographs, electronic monitoring
using radar and sensitive radios, and
human observation. Intelligence specialists
gather and study the information required
to design defense plans and tactics.

What They Do

Intelligence specialists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Study aerial photographs of foreign
ships, bases, and missile sites

Study foreign troop movements

Operate sensitive radios to intercept
foreign military communications

Study land and sea areas that could
become battlegrounds in time of war

Store a, .1 retrieve intelligence data
using co, nputers

Study foreign military codes

Prepare intelligence reports, maps,
and charts

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 24 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in intelligence gathering. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Planning aerial and satellite
observations

Preparing maps and charts

Analyzing aerial photographs

Preparing intelligence reports

Using computer systems

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include typing,
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and
geography. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in reading maps and charts

Interest in gathering information and
studying its meaning

Ability to organize information

Ability to think and write clearly

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for some
specialties in order to work with color
coded maps.

Work Environment

Intelligence specialists work in offices
on land and aboard ships, and in tents
when in the field.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian intelligence specialists generally
work for federal government agencies such
as the Central Intelligence Agency or the
National Security Agency. Their duties are
similarto those performed by military intel-
ligence specialists. The analytical skills of
intelligence specialists are also useful in
other fields, such as research or business
planning.

Opportunities

The services have about 17,400 intel-
ligence specialists. On average, they need
about 1,900 new specialists each year.
After job training, intelligence specialists
collect information and prepare maps and
charts under close supervision. With expe-
rience, they are given more responsibility
for organizing and studying intelligence
data. Eventually, they may become chiefs
of intelligence units.
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The military has its own judicial system
for prosecuting lawbreakers and handling
disputes. Legal technicians assist military
lawyers and judges in the performance of
legal and judicial work. They perform legal
research and prepare legal documents
needed for military courts.

What They Do

Legal technicians in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Research court decisions and military
regulations

Process legal claims, appeals, and
summonses to appear in court

Interview clients and take statements

Prepare trial requests and make
arrangements for courtrooms

Maintain law libraries and trial case
files

Type claims, trial reports, pretrial
agreements, and other legal
documents

Prepare military punishment and
discharge orders

Physical Demands

A clear speaking ability is necessary to
interview clients.

Special Requirements

Some specialties require the ability to
type at a rate of 25-50 words per minute.

A

Work EnvironmentEnvironment

Legal technicians work in military law
offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 8 weeks of
instruction. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Legal terminology

Legal research techniques

How to prepare case files, appeals,
and other legal documents

How to conduct military investigations
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include busi-
ness mathematics, typing, speech, and
shorthand. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in office work

Ability to use library card catalogs

Interest in the law

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian legal technicians work for pri-
vate law firms, banks, insurance compa-
nies, manufacturing firms, and government
agencies. They perform duties similar to
military legal technicians. Civilian legal
technicians may also be called legal assis-
tants, paralegal assistants, or legal clerks.

Opportunities

The services have about 3,200 legal
technicians. On average, they need about
300 new technicians each year. After
training, legal technicians are assigned to
an attorney, usually called a legal officer or
judge advocate. They work under the close
supervision of experienced legal techni-
cians. With experience, legal technicians
perform more demanding paralegal activi-
ties. In time, they may become super-
visors of other legal technicians.

Military Careers



NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTERS
Navy

Air Force

Military equipment is often placed under
heavy stress. An airplane's landing gear
absorbs heavy runway impact. Submarine
hulls withstand tremendous pressure in
the ocean depths. In time, stress may
cause structural weakening or damage.
Non-destructive testers examine metal
parts for stress damage. They use X-rays,
ultrasonics, and other testing methods
that do not damage (are non-destructive
to) the parts tested.

What They Do

Non-destructive testers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Inspect metal parts and joints for wear
and damage

Take X-rays of aircraft and ship parts

Examine X-ray film to detect cracks
and flaws in metal parts and welds

Operate ultrasonic, atomic absorption,
and other kinds of test equipment

Conduct oil analysis and heat damage
tests to detect engine wear

Prepare inspection reports

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in testing metal parts. Course content
typically includes:

Methods for inspecting parts and
welds

Operation of X-ray and film processing
equipment

Operation of ultrasonic test equipment

Preparation of test reports

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and metal shop. Helpful attributes include:

Thoroughness and dependability

Interest in operating test equipment

Interest in machines and how they
work

Special Requirements

Applicants must be 18 or older.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Non-destructive testers work indoors in
laboratories and aircraft hangars. They
also work outdoors in shipyards and in the
field.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian non-destructive testers work for
commercial testing laboratories, airlines,
aircraft maintenance companies, and
industrial plants. They perform duties sim-
ilar to military non-destructive testers and
may be called radiographers.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to read
color-coded diagrams.

Opportunities

The military has about 1,400 non-
destructive testers. On average, the
services need about 100 new testers each
year. After job training, testers are assigned
to testing units, where they perform tests
under supervision. With experience, they
work more independently. In time, non-
destructive testers may become super-
visors of testing laboratories or mainte-
nance units.
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RADAR. AND SONAR
OPERATORS

Radar and sonar devices work by bounc-
ing radio or sound waves off objects to
determine their location and measure dis-
tance. They have many uses, such as
tracking aircraft and missiles, determining
positions of ships and submarines, direct-
ing artillery fire, forecasting weather, and
aiding navigation. Radar and sonar oper-
ators monitor sophisticated radar and sonar
equipment. They normally specialize in
either radar or sonar. Turn to page 394 for
more information about radar and sonar
operators.

What They Do

Radar and sonar operators in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Detect and track position, direction, and
speed of aircraft, ships, submarines,
and missiles

Plot and record data on status charts
and plotting boards

Set up and operate radar equipment
to direct artillery fire

Monitor early warning air defense
systems

Send and receive messages using
radios and electronic communication
systems

Work Environment

Radar and sonar operators in the mili-
tary primarily work indoors in security-
controlled areas. They work in operations
centers and command posts either on
land or aboard aircraft, ships, or subma-
rines. Some may work in a mobile field
radar unit.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include geome-
try, algebra, and science. Helpful attributes
include:

Ability to concentrate for long periods

Interest in working with electronic
equipment

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to enter
this occupation.

Specialties involving flying require
passing a special physical exam.

Special Requirements

Although there are women radar and
sonar operators, some specialties in this
occupation are open only to men.
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Army
Navy

Air Force
fVfarine Corps
Coast Guard '

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction and practice oper-
ating radar or sonar equipment. Training
length varies by specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Operation and maintenance of various
types of radar and sonar equipment

Identification of ships, submarines,
aircraft, and missiles

Computation and recording of aircraft
or missile speed, direction, and
altitude

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

There are no direct civilian counterparts
to military radar and sonar operators.
However, workers in civilian occupations
that use radar and sonar equipment in
their jobs include weather service techni-
cians, air traffic controllers, ship navigators,
and ocean salvage specialists.

Opportunities

The services have about 23,100 radar
and sonar operators. On average, they
need about 1,600 new operators each
year. After job training, new operators
operate radar or sonar equipment under
close supervision. With experience, they
work more independently and may even-
tually become supervisors of ground, air-
borne, or shipboard radar or sonar units.

Military Careers



RADIO- INTELLIGENCE.
OPERATORS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

Knowing about the military forces of
foreign governments helps our military
plan the nation's defense. One way of
learning about foreign military forces is to
listen to their radio transmissions. Troop
locations, battle tactics, and other secrets,
can be learned from listening to foreign
military units sending messages to one
another. Radio intelligence operators in-
tercept, identify, and record foreign radio
transmissions.

What They Do

Radio intelligence operators in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Record radio signals coming from
foreign ships, planes, and land forces

Study radio signals to understand the
tactics used by foreign military forces

Tune radios to certain frequencies
and adjust for clear reception

the source of foreign radio
signals using electronic direction-
finding equipment

Translate Morse code signals into
words and type them for review by
superiors

Keep logs of signal interceptions

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
speech, typing, and foreign languages.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with radio
equipment

Interest in finding clues that help
answer questions

Ability to remain alert while doing
repetitive tasks

A long attention span

Special Requirements

Although there are women radio intelli-
gence operators, some specialties in this
occupation are open only to men.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Radio intelligence operators may work
indoors or outdoors, depending on as-
signment. They may also work in airplanes,
ships, and land vehicles.

Physical Demands

Radio intelligence operators may have
to sit for long periods and listen to radio
transmissions.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 17 to 24 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in operating radio equipment. Course
content typically includes:

Use of specialized radio receivers

Security operations

Morse code

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian radio intelligence operators work
for government agencies like the National
Security Agency, the Central Intelligence
Agency, and the Federal Bureau of Inves-
tigation. They also work in related jobs for
private electronics and communications
companies. They perform duties similar to
military radio intelligence operators and
may also be called electronic intelligence
operations specialists.

Opportunities

The military has about 17,600 radio
intelligence operators. On average, the
services need about 2,200 new intelligence
operators each year. After job training,
radio intelligence operators typically
perform routine radio monitoring work
under close supervision. With experience,
they work more independently analyzing
radio signals. In time, they may advance to
positions of increased responsibility, such
as supervising other radio intelligence
operators.
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Radios are a vital part of the military's
communication system helping to link to-
gether air, sea, and ground forces. Radio
operators transmit and receive messages
using radio equipment.

What They Do

Radio operators in .the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Transmit, receive, and log radio
messages according to military
procedures

Encode and decode classified
messages

Set up and tune field radio equipment

Monitor emergency frequencies for
distress calls

Maintain radio and teletype equipment

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include typing,
English, and speech. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in working with radio
equipment

Interest in understanding secret codes

Work Environment

Radio operators may work either in-
doors or outdoors, depending on their
assignment. They may be assigned to
ships, aircraft, land bases, or mobile field
units.

A

7

Physical Demands

Normal color vision, normal hearing,
and the ability to speak clearly and distinctly
are required to enter this occupation.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 15 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in operating radio equipment. Course
content typically includes:

Use of various types of radio and
teletype equipment

Procedures for setting up field radio
equipment

Maintenance and care of radio and
teletype equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian radio operators work in airports,
harbors, police stations, fire stations, and
aboard ships. Their duties are similar to
duties assigned to military radio opera-
tors, although civilian radio operators do
not usually work in field units. They may be
called airline radio operators, radio offi-
cers, or radiotelephone operators, depen-
ding on their specialty.

Opportunities
The military has about 46,000 radio

operators. On average, the services need
about 5,900. new operators each year.
After job training, radio operators prepare
and send messages under supervision.
With experience, they work more inde-
pendently. In time, they may become
managers of one or more communicat-
ions stations.

Military Careers
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Orbiting satellites and other space vehi-
cles are used for communications, weather
forecasting, and collecting intelligence
data. In the future, more and more military
operations will involve space systems.
Space systems specialists operate and
repair spacecraft ground control command
equipment, including electronic systems
that track spacecraft location and opera-
tion.

What They Do

Space systems specialists in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Transmit and verify spacecraft
commands using aerospace ground
equipment

Monitor computers and telemetry
display systems

Analyze data to determine spacecraft
operational status

Repair ground and spacecraft
communication equipment

Assist in preparing spacecraft
commands to meet mission objectives

Operate data handling equipment to
track spacecraft

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include physics,
geometry, algebra, and trigonometry.
Helpful attributes include.:

Interest in operating electronic
equipment and systems

Interest in working as part of a team

Ability to work with formulas to solve
math problems

Interest in space exploration

Work Environment

Space systems specialists work in space
operations centers.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to enter
this occupation.

Military Careers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 17 to 30 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in spacecraft command and control
operations. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Operation of electronic transmitting,
receiving, and computing equipment

Analysis of data that indicate
spacecraft operational status

Application of electronic and satellite
system principles

Alignment of ground and spacecraft
communication systems

Space command and control system
operational procedures

The Navy offers a certified appren-
ticeship program for one specialty in this
occupation.

A

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian space systems specialists work
for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the U.S. Weather
Service, and private satellite communi-
cations firms. They perform duties similar
to military space systems specialists.

Opportunities

The military has about 5,600 space sys-
tems specialists. On average, the ser-
vices need about 450 new specialists each
year. After job training, space systems
specialists are assigned to space opera-
tions centers, where they operate and
repair space systems equipment under
close supervision. After gaining experi-
ence, they work more independently and
may help train new workers. Eventually,
space systems specialists may advance
to become supervisors of space opera-
tions centers.
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The military uses surveys and maps to
locate military targets and plot troop
movements. It also uses surveys and
maps to plan construction of airfields,
roads, and docks. Surveying and map-
ping technicians conduct land surveys
and make maps showing natural and
man-made features such as hills, rivers,
roads, and buildings.

What They Do

Surveying and mapping technicians in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Draw maps and charts using drafting
tools such as easels, templates, and
compasses

Understand and use survey
measurements

Compute survey results using
mathematical formulas

Draw land elevations, distances
between points, and locations of
landmarks on maps

Build scale models of land areas out
of wood, clay, and paper that show
hills, lakes, roads, and buildings

Piece together aerial photographs of
airfields, harbors, and other military
sites to form large photomaps

Work Environment

Surveying and mapping technicians
work both indoors and outdoors in all
climates and weather conditions. Those
assigned to engineering units sometimes
work outdoors with survey teams. Those
assigned to intelligence units may work on
ships as well as on land.

A A
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Physical Demands

Good depth perception is required to
study aerial photos through stereoscopes.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 31 weeks of
classroom instruction, depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typica "y includes:

Principles of mapmaking

Ground survey principles

Use of surveying instruments

Aerial photo interpretation

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
Marine Corps offer certified apprentice-
ship programs for some specialties in this
occupation.

Helpful Attributes -

Helpful school subjects include algebra,
geometry, and trigonometry. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Ability to convert ideas into working
drawings

Interest in maps and charts

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian surveying and mapping techni-
cians work for construction, engineering,
and architectural firms and government
agencies such as the highway depart-
ment. Their work is used for planning
construction projects such as highways,
airport runways, dams, and drainage
systems. Surveyors and mapmakers are
also called cartographers, cartographic
technicians, and photogrammetrists.

Opportunities

The military has about 4,500 surveying
and mapping technicians. On average,
the services need about 550 surveying
and mapping technicians each year. After
job training, surveying and mapping tech-
nicians trace photos, perform basic sur-
vey duties, or help make maps under
close supervision. With experience, they
work more independently. Eventually,
they may supervise mapmaking laborato-
ries, intelligence units, or surveying teams.

Military Careers
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Weather information is important for
planning military operations. Accurate
weather forecasts are needed to plan troop
movements, airplane flights, and ship traf-
fic. Weather observers collect information
about weather and sea conditions for use
by meteorologists. They make visual ob-
servations and take readings from weather
equipment, radar scans, and satellite pho-
tographs.

What They Do

Weather observers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Launch weather balloons to record
wind speed and direction

Identify the types of clouds present
and estimate cloud height and amount
of cloud cover

Take readings of barometric pressure,
temperature, humidity, and sea
conditions

Operate radio equipment to receive
information from satellites

Plot weather information on maps and
charts

Forecast weather based on readings
and observations

Training Provided
Job training consists of 7 to 18 weeks of

classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Basic meteorology (study of weather)
and oceanography (study of the
ocean)

Methods for plotting weather data

Analyzing radar and satellite weather
information

Preparation of weather reports

Advanced training in weather forecasting
is available for some specialties. The
Marine Corps offers a certified apprentice-
ship program for one specialty in this
occupation.

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include geogra-
phy, mathematics, and physical science.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with formulas,
tables, and graphs

Ability to communicate effectively

Interest in learning how weather
changes

Interest in gathering and organizing
information

-

.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to use
color-coded maps and weather charts.

Some specialties may involve heavy
lifting.

Work Environment
Weather observers usually work in of-

fices either on land or aboard ships. They
work outdoors when making visual weather
observation3 and launching weather bal-
loons.

Civilian Counterparts
Civilian weather observers work for

government agencies (such as the U.S.
Weather Service), commercial airlines,
radio and television stations, and private
weather forecasting firms. They perform
duties similar to military weather observ-
ers. Civilian weather observers may also
be called oceanographer assistants and
weather clerks.

Opportunities
The services have about 6,100 weather

observers. On average, they need about
500 new observers each year. After job
training, new observers collect weather
information under the supervision of expe-
rienced workers. With experience, they
perform more complex collection and
analysis tasks.and may become weather
forecasters. Eventually, they may become
managers of weather observation units.
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Accounting Specialists
Administrative Support Specialists
Computer Data Entry Specialists
Computer Operators
Court Reporters
Dispatchers
Flight Operations Specialists _ .

Lodging Specialists ytik; ;;a.

Maintenance Data AnalistS
Payroll Specialists
Personnel Specialist's

. . .

Postal Specialists 4 a

Recruiting Specialists
_ . ,

:Sales and Stock Specialists
Shipping and Receiving-Specialists

_ Stock and Inventory Specialists
-.--Telephone Operators

Teletype Operators
Trainers
Transportation Specialists kf-
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Millions of paychecks are issued and
large amounts of materials are purchased
by the services each year. To account for
military spending, exact financial records
must be kept of these transactions. Ac-
counting specialists organize and keep
track of financial records. They also audit
(check the accuracy of) accounting rec-
ords and develop cost information for bud-
get estimates.

What They Do

Accounting specialists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Record details of financial
transactions on accounting forms

Prepare forms for putting payment
information into computers

Audit financial records

Prepare bills for payment

Compute cost information on supplies
and equipment

Organize information on past
expenses to help plan budgets for
future expenses

Special Qualifications

Depending on the specialty, entry into
this occupation may require courses in
mathematics, bookkeeping, or account-
ing.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include mathe-
matics, statistics, business machines,
bookkeeping, accounting, and typing.
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to work with numbers

Interest in operating office machines
such as computers, calculators, and
bookkeeping machines

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Military Careers

-Oraighm

Work Environment

Accounting specialists work in offices
on land or aboard ships.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in accounting techniques. Course content
typically includes:

Accounting principles and procedures

Statistical analysis to interpret
financial data

Auditing techniques

Techniques for preparing budgets and
financial reports

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian accounting specialists work for
all types of businesses and government
agencies. They perform duties similar to
military accounting specialists. Civilian
accounting specialists are also called
bookkeepers, accounting clerks, audit
clerks, cost clerks, budget clerks, or statis-
tical clerks.

Opportunities

The services have about 7,900 ac-
counting specialists. On average, they
need about 500 new specialists each year.
After job training, specialists may work
alone or with others under the direction of
supervisors. With experience, they are
given more difficult tasks, such as audit-
ing, and may become responsible for
checking the work of others. In time,
accounting specialists may become su-
pervisors or managers of accounting units.
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The military must keep accurate infor-
mation for planning and managing its
operations. Written and automated records
are kept on equipment, funds, personnel,
supplies, and all other aspects of the mil-
itary. Administrative support specialists
record information, type reports, and
maintain files to assist in the operation of
military offices. Turn to page 356 for more
information about administrative support
specialists.

What They Do

Administrative support specialists in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Type letters, reports, requisition
(order) forms, and official orders

Proofread written material for spelling,
punctuation, and grammatical errors

Organize and maintain files and
publications

Order office supplies

Greet and direct office visitors

Sort and deliver mail to office workers

Schedule training and leave for unit
personnel

Answer phones and provide general
information

Take dictation and make notes
meetings using shorthand or
stenotype machines

Work Environment

Administrative support specialists work
in office settings, both on land and aboard
ships.

a

A

Helpful Attributes

Helpful schooi subjects include English,
math, shorthand, and typing. Helpful at-
tributes include:

Interest in keeping organized and
accurate records

Preference for office work

Interest in operating typewriters, word
processors, and other office machines

Ability to organize and plan

Ciiilian Counterparts

Civilian administrative support special-
ists work in most business, government,
and legal offices. They perform duties
similar to military administrative support
specialists and are called clerk typists,
secretaries, general office clerks, admin-
istrative assistants, or office managers.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in various office functions. Course content
typically includes:

English grammar, spelling and
punctuation

Typing and clerical skills

Setting up and maintaining filing and
publication systems

Preparing forms and correspondence
in military style

Further training occurs on the job.

Opportunities

The military has about 47,200 adminis-
trative support specialists. On average,
the services need about 3,600 new spe-
cialists each year. After job training, spe-
cialists develop their skills under close
supervision. As they gain experience,
specialists are assigned more difficult tasks
and work more independently. In time,
they may supervise and eventually man-
age an office. With experience and addi-
tional training, they may become secretar-
ies, legal technicians, personnel special-
ists or enter related fields.

Military Careers



COMPUTER DATA
ENTRY SPECIALItTS

Army.
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The military uses computers to store
and process data on personnel, weather,
finances, and many other operations.
Before this information can be processed
by a computer, it must first be in a form the
computer can read. Computer data entry
specialists operate keyboard equipment
to enter information into computers or
onto tape, disk, or punch cards that the
computer can read.

What They Do

Computer data entry specialists in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Operate keypunch machines to
prepare computer punch cards

Code data onto data processing tape
-using magnetic tape writers

Use automatic typewriters to enter
data on computer paper tapes

Key information into disk storage

Check arid correct computer input
data using verifying machines

Prepare tapes and cards for computer
input and processing

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include typing
and computer science. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Skill in using electric typewriters

Preference for work that involves
machines more than people

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in using data entry machines. Training
length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Operation of keypunch, tape writer,
and verifier machines

Data processing security procedures

Computer systems concepts

Computer system equipment
operation

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Computer data entry specialists usually
work in office settings. They work in land-
based computer centers, mobile combat
units, or shipboard computer rooms.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian computer data entry specialists
work in every industry that uses com-
puters. They may work for computer man-
ufacturers, government agencies, univer-
sities, public utilities, or data processing
centers. They perform duties similar to
military computer data entry specialists.
However, civilian computer data entry
specialists usually specialize in operating
one specific machine and are called key-
punchers, data coders, or verifier machine
operators.

enrvelt.

Physical Demands

Computer data entry specialists may sit
and key information for long periods.

Opportunities

The services have about 4,500 com-
puter data entry specialists. On average,
they need about 450 new computer data
entry specialists each year. After job train-
ing, specialists are assigned to automated
data processing sections on land or aboard
ship. Initially, they work with other com-
puter data entry specialists under the di-
rection of a supervisor. With experience,
they work with less supervision and are
given more responsible tasks. Eventually,
they have the opportunity to advance to
computer data entry supervisor positions.
Often, they receive additional training and
become computer operators or program-
mers.
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Computer systems include various de-
vices such as tape and disk drives, pro-
cessing units, printers, communication
devices, and. control consoles. Computer
operators monitor, operate, and control
computer system operations.

What They Do

Computer operators in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Mount tapes and disks onto drives
following programmer instructions

Operate computers by entering
commands through consoles

Operate and maintain high speed
printers

Monitor operations and locate causes
of problems that occur

Schedule the flow of jobs with
programmers

Operate specialized computers that
calculate position, target weapons,

, and operate machinery

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
math and computer science. Helpful at-
tributes include:

Interest in working with computers

Ability to follow detailed instructions

Ability to work quickly and accurately

A 14

Aa
.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 11 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in computer and peripheral equipment
operation. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Introduction to computer systems

Use of computer consoles and
peripheral equipment

Procedures for ensuring computer
security

Computer system maintenance

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army of-
fers certified apprenticeship programs for
some specialties in this occupation. .
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Work Environment
Computer operators work in computer

rooms, which may be located aboard ships,
in mobile units, or in office buildings.

Civilian Counterparts
Computer operators work for govern-

ment agencies, computer firms, and all
types of businesses. They perform duties
similar to military computer operators.

Opportunities

The service.: have about 14,700 com-
puter operators. On average, they need
about 1,400 new operators each year.
After job training, operators are usually
assigned to data processing centers. Some
computer operators are assigned to units
such as supply or communications where
computer systems are used in daily oper-
ations. They work as part of data process-
ing teams under the direction of
supervisors. With experience, computer
operators work under less supervision. In
time, they may advance to supervise com-
puter center operations.

Military Careers



The military has its own judicial system
for enforcement of the military code of law.
Military courts conduct hearings, investi-
gations, courts of inquiry, and courts-
martial. They rule on cases ranging from
insubordination (refusing to obey a superior
officer's command) to traffic violations on
military bases. Court reporters record legal
proceedings to maintain an accurate record
of testimony and decisions delivered.

What They Do

Court reporters perform some or all of
the following duties:

Type text from stenotyped records,
shorthand notes, or taped records of
court proceedings

Prepare records of hearings,
investigations, courts-martial, and
courts of inquiry

Prepare legal forms and documents

Process incoming and outgoing
correspondence and maintain legal
files

Maintain the legal calendar, law
library, and reference file of pending
cases

Special Requirements

The ability to type 40 words per minute
is required to enter some specialties in this
occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include English,
business math, typing, and commercial
law. Helpful attributes include:

A good memory,

Ability to listen carefully

Ability to keep accurate records

Interest in legal proceedings

Military Careers

Work Environment

Court reporters work in offices and court
MOMS.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 10 weeks of
instruction, including the use and o, .;ra-
tion of stenotype machines. Course con-
tent typically includes:

High speed transcription

Legal forms and records management

Military judicial processes

Physical Demands

Court reporters are required to have
good hearing and clear speech to record
and read aloud court proceedings.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian court reporters often work for
government agencies, law firms, or local,
state, and federal courts and legislatures.
They may be called court clerks or court
recorders. They perform duties similar to
military court reporters.

Opportunities
The services have about 500 court re-

porters. On average, they need about 10
new reporters each year. After job train-
ing, court reporters are assigned to legal
offices, where they work under close super-
vision. In time, they gain more responsi-
bility and may help train other reporters.
Eventually, they.may become managers
of legal support staff units. Some special-
ties are entered only after 1 or 2 years of
experience as an administrative support
specialist.
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Military trucks, buses, and other vehi-
cles carry freight and passengers millions
of miles each year. Trips and maintenance
are carefuh. chedulee to make the best
use of vehicles and drivers. Dispatchers
assign motor vehicles and drivers for the
transportation of freight or passengers.
They also schedule repair and mainte-
nance of motor vehicles and equipment..

What They Do

Dispatchers in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Schedule the use of motor vehicles

Assign drivers for trucks, buses, and
cars

Determine which vehicles to use
based on freight or passenger
movement requirements

Schedule repair and maintenance of
vehicles

Determine transportation routes

Review requests for using vehicles

Prepare reports about fuel used, miles
driven, and number of vehicles
needing repair

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
math, driver's education, and auto
mechanics. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in planning and scheduling
the work of others

Preference for working with figures

Physical Demands

The ability to speak clearly and distinctly
is required to enter some specialties in this
occupation.

Training Provided

Job training may consist of on-the-job
training or classroom instruction, de-
pending on the specialty. Training length
varies from 7 to 17 weeks. Course content
typically includes:

Procedures for transporting
passengers and freight

Motor vehicle maintenance scheduling

Vehicle scheduling procedures

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.
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Work Environment

Dispatchers work in the dispatch offices
of motor pools and motor transport termi-
nals. Sometimes, they work outdoors while
dispatching vehicles during field maneu-
vers.

Special Requirements

Dispatchers must have a clear speak-
ing voice to communicate over the radio.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian dispatchers work for bus lines,
trucking firms, police departments, auto
repair garages, taxi companies, and mo-
tor vehicle dealerships. They perform
duties similar to military dispatchers. They
usually specialize in either dispatching
passenger carriers or freight transports.

Opportunities

The services have about 10,800 dis-
patchers. On average, they need about
1,300 new dispatchers each year. After
job training, dispatchers work under close
supervision. With experience, they work
more independently. In time, they may
advance to supervisory positions in the
transportation field. In some specialties,
recruits may start out as truck drivers
before becoming dispatchers.

Military Careers



The military operates one of the largest
fleets of aircraft in the world. Hundreds of
transport, passenger, and combat air-
planes and helicopters fly missions every
day. Accurate flight information keeps
operations safe and efficient. Flight oper-
ations specialists prepare and provide flight
information for air and ground crews.

What They Do

Flight operations specialists in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Help plan flight schedules and air
crew assignments

Keep flight logs on incoming and
outgoing flights

Keep air crew flying records and flight
operations records

Receive and post weather information
and flight plan data, such as air routes
and arrival and departure times

Coordinate air crew needs, such as
ground transportation

Plan aircraft equipment needs for air
evacuation and dangerous cargo
flights

Check military flight plans with civilian
agencies

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
math and typing. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in work involving computers

Ability to use typewriters and office
machines

Interest in work that helps others

Ability to keep accurate records

Work Environment

Flight operations specialists work in-
doors in flight control centers or air termi-
nals.

Physical Demands

The ability to speak clearly and distinctly
is required.

Military Careers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 14 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Introduction to aviation operations

Procedures for scheduling aircraft and
assigning air crews

Flight planning and airfield operations

Preparing flight operations reports and
records

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian flight operations specialists work
for commercial and private airlines and air
transport companies. They perform duties
similar to military flight operations special-
ists.

Opportunities

The services have about 6,800 flight
operations specialists. On average, they
need about 600 new specialists each year.
After training, new specialists keep logs
and type schedules. With experience, they
schedule air crews. In time, they may plan
flight operations and supervise others.
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Military personnel occasionally travel
for training and work. When traveling, per-
sonnel often stay in temporary lodging on
military bases. Lodging specialists oper-
ate and manage temporary lodging facili-
ties for military personnel.

What They Do

Lodging specialists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Register personnel and assign them
rooms

Issue courtesy items, such as alarm
clocks and towels

Receive payments and keep financial
records

Operate switchboards to relay calls
and provide information to callers

Keep accurate records on room
occupancy

Arrange hotel accommodations wi,en
lodging on base is unavailable

Physical Demands

Lodging specialists must be able to
speak clearly in order to communicate with
guests.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and bookkeeping. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Interest in meeting and serving people

Ability to work independently

Ability to communicate effectively

A
Ali

Training Provided

Job training may consist of on-the-job
training or classroom instruction, de-
pending on the specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Lodging management

Front desk operations

Contract quarters management
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Work Environment

Lodging specialists usually work in hotel-
type facilities located on military bases.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian lodging specialists work for ho-
tels or motels. They perform many of the
same duties as military lodging special-
ists; however, they may specialize as reg-
istration clerks, bookkeepers, cashiers, or
telephone operators.

Opportunities

The military has about 14,700 lodging
specialists. On average, the services need
about 1,300 new specialists each year.
After job training, they perform routine
duties under the direction of a supervisor.
With experience, they are assigned more
challenging tasks, such as bookkeeping
activities. In time, lodging specialists may
supervise others and eventually manage
lodging facilities.

Military Careers
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Regular maintenance extends the use-
ful lives of aircraft, vehicles, and machinery.
To make sure military equipment is well
maintained, the services prepare detailed
maintenance schedules. Maintenance
data analysts promote equipment mainte-
nance. They watch schedules and notify
mechanics about upcoming maintenance
needs.

What They Do

Maintenance data analysts in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Review maintenance schedules and
notify mechanics about the types of
service needed

Compare schedules to records of
maintenance work actually performed

Prepare charts and reports on
maintenance activities

Calculate how many mechanics and
spare parts are needed to maintain
equipment

Operate computers and calculators to
enter or retrieve maintenance data

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to read
and interpret maintenance charts and
graphs in some specialties.

Some specialties require the ability to
speak clearly.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
math and algebra. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Interest in working with numbers and
statistics

Preference for work requiring attention
to detail

Ability to use mathematical formulas

Interest in working with computers

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Maintenance data analysts usually work
in office settings.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 15 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length var-
ies depending on specialty. Course con-
tent typically includes:

Equipment maintenance management
concepts

Accounting procedures

Statistical reporting methods

Parts and supply inventory control
procedures

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian maintenance data analysts work
for government agencies, airlines, and
large transportation firm:,. They also work
for firms with large numbers of machines.
They perform duties similar to military
ma,. ,tenance data analysts.

Opportunities

The services have about 13,700 main-
tenance data analysts. On average, they
need 1,300 new analysts each year. After
job training, new analysts work under close
supervision. As they gain experience,
they are given more responsibility and
more difficult work assignments. Eventu-
ally, they may become supervisors of
maintenance control units.
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The military is the largest employer in
the United States. Every month, millions of
military and civilian personnel are paid by
the services. Payroll specialists compute
payrolls and other allowances and pre-
pare payments for military personnel.

What They DO

Payroll specialists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Compute basic pay and allowances,
bonuses, and other payments

Compute social security, income tax,
insurance, and other deductions

Prepare pay and travel vouchers
(checks), earnings and deductions
statements, and financial accounts
and reports

Compute travel distances and travel
pay allowances

Prepare, maintain, and audit
personnel financial records

Disburse cash, checks, advance
travel pay, and bonds

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
accounting, business machines, and typ-
ing. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with numbers

Ability to use typewriters, computers,
and calculators

Preference for work requiring
accuracy and attention to detail

.

Training Provided

Job training consists of between 6 and 8
weeks of classroom instruction. Course
content typically includes:

Preparation and maintenance of
financial records

Office operations and payroll and
travel pay procedures

Operation and use of calculators and
other office machines

Computation of pay and deductions
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Work Environment

Payroll specialists usually work in office
settings on land or aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian payroll specialists work for
schools, hospitals, government agencies,
and almost every kind of industrial and
business firm. They perform duties similar
to military payroll specialists and are
commonly called payroll clerks.

Opportunities

The military has about 7,700 payroll
specialists. On average, the services need
about 800 new specialists each year. After
job training, specialists work in pay or
travel sections and perform routine pay
and finance activities. Initially, they work
under the close supervision of an experi-
enced payroll specialist. With experience,
they work more independently. In time,
they help train and supervise other payroll
specialists. Eventually, they may become
office managers or supervisors of pay and
finance centers.

Military Careers
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Personnel management helps individ-
uals develop their military careers. It also
serves the military's need to fill jobs with
qualified workers. Personnel specialists
collect and store information about the
people in the military, such as training, job
assignment, promotion, ar,d health infor-
mation. They work directly with service
personnel and their families. Turn to page
390 for more information about personnel
specialists.

What They Do

Personnel specialists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Organize, maintain, and review
personnel records

Enter and retrieve personnel
information using computer terminals

Assign personnel to jobs

Prepare organizational charts, write
official correspondence, and prepare
reports

Provide career guidance

Assist personnel and their families
who have special needs

Provide information about personnel
programs and procedures to service
men and women

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 9 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Basic typing skills

Preparation of military
correspondence and forms

Personnel records management

Computer update and retrieval
procedures

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include English,
speech, and typing. Helpful attributes
include:

Ability to follow detailed procedures
and instructions

Ability to compose clear instructions
or correspondence

Interest in working closely with others

Work Environment

Personnel specialists normally work in
office settings on land or aboard ships.

if

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian personnel specialists work for
all types of organizations, including in-
dustrial firrhs, retail establishments, and
government agencies. They perform duties
similar to military personnel clerks. How-
ever, specific jobs vary from company to
company.

Opportunities

The services have about 21,200 per-
sonnel specialists. On average, they need
about 2,000 new specialists each year.
After job training, specialists process per-
sonnel actions and add information to
records. In time, they may supervise other
personnel specialists and eventually may
manage personnel offices.
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POSTAL SPECIALISTS

The military operates its own postal
service for official military communications
and messages. In addition, it delivers mail
to thousands of service men and women
all over the world. Postal specialists pro-
cess incoming and outgoing mail between
military arid civilian postal systems. They
also sell stamps and money orders and
provide services to postal customers.

What They Do

Postal specialists in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Process mail using metering and
stamp-canceling machines

Weigh packages, using scales, to
determine postage due

Examine packages to ensure that they
meet mailing standards

Process and sort registered, certified,
and insured mail

Receive payment for and issue money
orders and stamps

Prepare postal reports and claims for
lost or damaged mail

Work Environment

Postal specialists work in post offices
and mailrooms on land or aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian postal specialists work for the
United States Postal Service and for pri-
vate courier or express mail firms. They
perform many of the same duties as mili-
tary postal specialists. They are usually
called postal clerks.

ti

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard _

Physical Demands
Postal specialists may have to lift and

carry heavy sacks of mail or large pack-
ages.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include English,
math, and typing. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Courteous manner and patience

Ability to check names and numbers
with speed and accuracy

Preference for work requiring attention
to detail
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Training Provided
Job training consists of 3 to 4 weeks of

classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Post office operations and procedures

Mail and postal item processing and
sorting

Domestic and international mail
delivery procedures

Use of metering, stamp canceling,
and other machines

Postal reports and the processing of
customer claims and complaints

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Opportunities
The military has about 7,700 postal spe-

cialists. On average, the services need
about 800 new specialists each year. After
job training, they work alone in small mail
rooms or with other postal specialists in
larger postal centers. With experience,
they may help train new workers and may
become supervisors of other postal spe-
cialists. Eventually, they may become
superintendents of postal centers.

Military Careers



RECRUITING SPECIALISTS

Each year, the military services enlist
over 300,000 young men and women.
Attracting young people with the kinds of
talent needed to succeed in today's mili-
tary is a large task. Recruiting specialists
provide information about military careers
to young people, parents, schools, and
local communities. They explain service
employment and training opportunities,
pay and benefits, and service life.

What They Do

Recruiting specialists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Interview civilians interested in military
careers

Describe military careers to groups of
high school students

Explain the purpose of the ASVAB
(Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery) and test results to students
and counselors

Participate in local job fairs and career
day programs

Talk about the military to community
groups

Counsel military personnel about
career opportunities and benefits

Work Environment

Recruiting specialists work in local re-
cruiting offices, on high school campuses
and career centers, and in local communi-
ties. They may have to travel often.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 6 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Recruiting procedures

Interviewing techniques

Public speaking techniques

Community relations practices

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include the so-
cial sciences, speech, psychology, and
English. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with youths

Ability to speak before groups

Ability to work independently

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian recruiting specialists work for
businesses of all kinds sear thing for tal-
ented people to hire. Recruiters also work
for colleges seeking to attract and enroll
talented high school students.

-441111112/

Opportunities

The services have about 10,900
recruiting specialitts. Normally, person-
nel must be in the service for several years
before they are eligible to become
recruiters. About 350 military personnel
become recruiters each year. Recruiters
may choose to make a career of recruiting
and, in time, may supervise one or more
recruiting offices. Many recruiters, how-
ever, spend only a few years in recruiting,
and make their careers in other occupa-
tions.
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SALES AND STOCK
SPECIALISTS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The military operates retail stores and
snack bars for its personnel on bases and
aboard ships in the United States and
overseas. Military stores, called ex-
changes, sell merchandise similar to that
sold in civilian stores but at a discount.
Sales and stock specialists operate retail
food and merchandise stores for military
personnel.

What They Do

Sales and stock specialists in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Operate snack bars, laundries, and
dry cleaning facilities

Order and receive merchandise and
food for retail sales

Inspect food and merchandise for
spoilage or damage

Price and mark retail sales items,
using markers and stamping
machines

Stock shelves and racks for the
display of products

Count merchandise and supplies
during inventories

Record and account for money
received and prepare bank deposits

Work Environment

Sales and stock specialists work on
land and aboard ships in retail stores,
snack bars, and storerooms.

Physical Demands

The ability to speak clearly is required.
Sales and stock specialists may have to lift
and carry heavy objects.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 7 weeks of
classroom instruction for some specialties.
For others, training occurs on the job.
Course content includes:

Stock procedures

Vending machine operation and
maintenance

Record keeping and bookkeeping
procedures

Further training occurs on the job.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include book-
keeping, mathematics, and typing. Help-
ful attributes include:

Interest in marketing and sales work

Ability to use cash registers,
calculators, and adding machines

Interest in working with people

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian sales and stock specialists work
in many kinds of retail businesses, such as
grocery stores and department stores.
They perform duties similar to military
sales and stock specialists. They may
also be called sales clerks or stock clerks.

Opportunities

The services have about 4,800 sales
and stock specialists. On average, they
need about 300 new specialists each year.
After job training, sales and stock special-
ists are assigned to bases or shipboard
retail stores and storerooms. Initially, they
work under close supervision. With expe-
rience, they work more independently,
train new workers, and assume more
responsibility for sales and stock activi-
ties. In time, they may become depart-
ment supervisors or retail store super-
visors.

Military Careers
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The services ship many tons of supplies
and equipment each day. Everything from
tanks and missiles to magazines and soft
drinks is shipped to bases around the
world. Shipping and receiving specialists
prepare goods for shipment by land, sea,
and air. They also handle goods at the
receiving end.

What They Do

Shipping and receiving specialists in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Prepare shipping papers for goods to
be shipped

Choose the kind of transport and
route

Calculate shipping costs based on the
shipping rates of commercial carriers

Pack, crate, weigh, and mark goods
for shipment

Load and unload crates, using
forklifts, hand trucks, and conveyers

Inspect goods received for damage

Check shipping papers and goods
received to make sure the correct type
and amount of goods were shipped

Physical Demands

Shipping and receiving specialists may
need to lift and carry heavy crates. Normal
color vision, good eyesight, and normal
hearing may be required for some special-
ties.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and typing. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in operating forklifts and
conveyers

Preference for a combination of
physical and office work

Ability to keep detailed records and
operate office equipment

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Shipping and receiving specialists in
the military work mainly indoors, in supply
centers, or in storerooms aboard ships.
They may work outdoors when loading or
inspecting shipments.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 3 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Procedures for receiving, packing,
and shipping goods

Procedures for handling and storing
food, medicine, ammunition, and other
supplies needing special handling

Record keeping methods

Operation of forklifts and conveyors

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian shipping and receiving special-
ists work in business or government ware-
houses and stockrooms. They perform
duties similar to military shipping and re-
ceiving specialists. They may also be called
shipping and receiving clerks or cargo
agents.

Opportunities

The services have about 23,300 ship-
ping and receiving specialists. On aver-
age, they need about 2,600 new special-
ists each year. After job training, specialists
prepare shipments' under close super-
vision. With experience, they work more
independently and may supervise other
specialists. In time, they may become
supply or warehouse superintendents.
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STOCK AND INVENTORY
SPECIALISTS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The military maintains a large inventory
of food, medicines, ammunition, spare
parts, and other supplies. Keeping the-
military's supply system operating
smoothly is an important job. The lives of
combat troops in the field may depend on
receiving the right supplies on time. Stock
and inventory specialists receive, store,
record, and issue military supplies.

What They Do

Stock and inventory specialists in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Locate and catalog stock, usually
using microfiche viewers

Verify the quantity and description of,
stock received

Give special handling to medicine,
ammunition, and other delicate
supplies

Select the correct stock for issue

Load, unload, and move stock using
equipment such as forklifts and hand
trucks

Keep records on incoming and
outgoing stock

Prepare storage space

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian stock and inventory specialists
work for factories, parts departments in
repair shops, department stores, and gov-
ernment warehouses and stockrooms.
They perform duties similar to military
stock and inventory specialists. Civilian
stock and inventory specialists may also
be called stock control clerks, parts clerks,
or storekeepers.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
bookkeeping, accounting, business admin-
istration, and typing. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Ability to keep accurate records

Preference for physical work

Interest in operating forklifts and other
warehouse equipment

Preference for work requiring attention
to detail

Physical Demands

Stock and inventory specialists may
have to lift and carry heavy boxes of
ammunition and other supplies. Normal
color vision is required for specialties that
handle color-coded parts, supplies, and
ammunition.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 6 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in handling and storing stock. Course con-
tent typically includes:

Stock control and accounting
procedures

Procedures for shipping, receiving,
storing, and issuing stock

Procedures for handling medical and
food supplies

Movement, storage, and maintenalce
of ammunition

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Work Environment

Stock and inventory specialists work in
large general supply cente.s, small spe-
cialized supply rooms, or ship storerooms.

Opportunities

The services have about 72,100 stock
and inventory specialists. On average,
they need about 6,700 new specialists
each year. After job training, specialists
stock shelves, learn about different parts
and supplies, and fill supply requests. In
time, they also estimate needs, order stock,
and supervise others. Eventually, they
may become superintendents of supply
centers.

Military Careers



The telephone plays a big part in military
communications. Portable telephone
systems are used by units in the field to
send and receive orders. Intercom sys-
tems are used aboard ships and in build-
ings. Telephone operators direct tele-
phone traffic. They relay incoming and
outgoing calls through switchboards.

What They Do

Telephone operators in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Operate different types of telephone
switchboards

Install and operate switchboards in
the field

Patch long distance calls through local
exchanges

Respond rapidly to emergency calls

Receive and deliver messages or
battle commands

Maintain switchboard equipment

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include speech
and mathematics. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Ability to remain calm in an
emergency

Good organizational skills

Interest in work requiring attention
to detail

Patience and courtesy

Ability to follow spoken instructions

Physical Demands

Normal color vision, hearing, and the
ability to speak clearly are required. Oper-
ators must often sit for long periods.

Special Requirements

Although most telephone operator spe-
cialties are open to both men and women,
one specialty in this occupation is open
only to men.

Military Careers
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 22 weeks
of instruction, including practice with
switchboards. Course content typically
includes:

Proper operation of telephone
switchboards

Procedures for installing field
switchboard units

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army
offers a certified apprenticeship program
for one specialty in this occupation.

Work Environment

Telephone operators may work indoors
or outdoors, depending on specialty. Some
work in offices or aboard ships. Others
often work in the field, where they install
and operate portable switchboards.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian telephone operators work for
telephone companies, police stations,
telephone answering services, and many
businesses. They perform duties similar
to military telephone operators, but do not
install equipment. Civilian operators usually
specialize as central office operators, long
distance operators, or directory assistance
operators. They may also be called PBX
operators, switchboard operators, or tele-
phone-answering service operators.

Opportunities

The military has about 9,100 telephone
operators. On average, the services need
about 850 new operators each year. After
job training, telephone operators work at
switchboards under supervision. With
experience, they work more independently
and supervise other telephone operators.
Eventually, they may manage communi-
cations sections.
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Teletype machines are special type-
writers that can send and receive mes-
sages over telegraph lines. Teletypes that
disguise messages using secret codes
are called cryptographic machines. Tele-
type operators send and receive mes-
sages using teletype and cryptographic
machines.

What They Do

Teletype operators in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Prepare and send messages through
teletype and cryptographic machines

Receive and decode incoming
messages, following security
procedures

Categorize and stamp messages with
the proper security classification:
"Secret," "Top Secret," etc.

Keep logs of messages

Help install and maintain equipment

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include typing
and English. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in operating te!etype machines

Ability to remember and follow specific.-
procedures

Interest in working with codes

Work Environment

Teletype operators may work indoors in
offices. They may also work outdoors in
tents with field units.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is needed to install,
operate, and maintain teletype and crypto-
graphic equipment.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian teletype operators work for tele-
graph companies, businesses, govern-
ment, and law enforcement agencies. They
perform duties similar to military teletype
operators, but are less likely to use secret
codes.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 15 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
with teletype machines. Training length
varies depending on speciality. Course
content typically includes:

Use and care of teletype and
cryptographic equipment

Keyboard technique

Procedures for transmitting and
receiving secret messages

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army
offers a certified apprenticeship program
for one specialty in this occupation.

Opportunities

The military has about 14,100 teletype
operators. On average, the services neA
about 1,600 new operators each year.
After job training, operators type and file
messages under close supervision. With .

experience, they work more indepen-
dently, coding and decoding messages.
In time, they may become supervisors of
communication centers.

Military Careers
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The military trains new personnel in the
job skills needed to begin their careers in
the service. The military also offers ad-
vanced training and retraining to nearly all
personnel. Instruction in electronics, health
care, computer sciences, and aviation are
just a few of the many vocational and
technical areas for which the military has
training programs. Trainers teach classes
and give demonstrations to provide mili-
tary personnel with the knowledge needed
to perform th ?ir jobs.

What They Do

Trainers in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Prepare course outlines and materials
to present during training

Select training materials, such as
textbooks and films

Teach classes and give lectures in
person, over closed-circuit TV, or on
videotape

Work with students individually when
necessary

Test and evaluate student progress

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include public
speaking. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in teaching

Ability to communicate effectively. in
writing and speaking

Interest in counseling and promoting
human relations

Military Careers

Physical Demands

Trainers must be able to speak clearly
and distinctly.

-

'
. .

Training Provided

Training consists of 2 to 14 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
teaching. Length of training varies de-
pending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Lesson planning

Instructional methods

Communications skills

Work Environment

Trainers in the military work either in-
doors or outdoors, depending on the type
of training they provide and their specialty
area.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian trainers work for vocational and
technical schools, high schools, colleges,
businesses, and government agencies.
Their duties are similar to those performed
by military trainers. Civilian trainers may
be called teachers, instructors, or training
representatives.

Opportunities

The services have about 7,300 trainers.
On average, they need about 550 new
trainers each year. Because trainers must
have an in-depth knowledge of a subject
to be effective, only experienced person-
nel may become trainers. Normally, train-
ers are selected from those workers in
each occupation who are both good in
their work and have shown an ability to
teach. Often, they divide their time be-
tween regular work and training duties.
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The military constantly moves passen-
gers and cargo. Personnel often travel to
meetings, training sessions, and new
assignments. Supplies and equipment to
support troops must be shipped regularly.
Transportation specialists plan air, sea,
and land transportation for people and
cargo. Some assist passenger travel as
gate agents and flight attendants.

What They Do

Transportation specialists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Arrange for passenger travel via
plane, bus, train, or boat

Arrange for shipment and delivery of
household goods

Find the least expensive and most
direct shipping routes for cargo

Prepare transportation requests and
shipping documents

Check in passengers and baggage
before boarding military transport
flights

Serve as military airplane flight
attendants

Inspect cargo for proper packing,
loading, and marking

Work Environment

Transportation specialists usually work
in offices. They may work outdoors when
escorting passengers or processing ship-
ments. Flight attendants work on land and
in airplanes.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 9 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in making transportation arrangements.
Course content typically includes:

Planning transportation for personnel
and cargo

Proper cargo handling, shipping, and
storing methods

Analysis of transportation documents

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include mathe-
matics, English, and typing. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Interest in arranging travel schedules

Interest in using adding machines,
computers, and typewriters

Interest in serving people

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian transportation specialists work
for airlines, shipping firms, and commer-
cial freight lines. They perform duties sim-
ilar to military transportation specialists.
Civilian transportation specialists may also
be called travel clerks, reservation clerks,
or transportation agents.

Opportunities

The military has about 6,500 transpor-
tation specialists. On average, the ser-
vices need about 900 new specialists each
year. After job training, they make travel
and shipping arrangements under direct
supervision. Some may specialize as flight
attendants and gate agents. With experi-
ence, they may become supervisors of
other transportation specialists. In time,
they may manage transportation offices.

Military Careers
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CORRECTIONS SPECIALISTS
Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

The military operates its own correc-
tional facilities, which are called brigs,
stockades, or disciplinary barracks. Per-
sonnel who violate military laws may be
placed in one of these facilities. Corrections
specialists guard inmates in military cor-
rectional facilities.

What They Do

Corrections specialists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Stand guard at gates, cellblocks, or on
towers

Search inmates and cells for
contraband (illegal goods)

Search vehicles entering and leaving
correctional facilities

Participate in informal counseling
sessions with inmates

Investigate prisoner disturbances

Inspect facilities to see if they are
clean and safe

Perform fire and riot control duties

Work Environment

Corrections specialists in the military
usually work indoors. They may work out-
doors when guarding prisoners in exer-
cise yards.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 5 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction including practice in
guard techniques. Course content typi-
cally includes:

Prisoner control and discipline
procedures

Ways of searching for contraband

Inmate counseling techniques

Procedures for moving prisoners
between buildings and facilities

Proper treatment and care of inmates

Techniques for inspecting facilities for
health and safety hazards

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

interest in safeguarding and caring for
others

Ability to remain calm under pressure

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian corrections specialists work in
city and county jails, federal and state
prisons, reformatories, and other correc-
tional facilities. They perform duties simi-
lar to military corrections specialists. They
may be called guards, correction officers,
or deputy guards.

Special Requirements

Some specialties have minimum age
and height requirements.

Opportunities

The military has about 8,400 corrections
specialists. On average, the services need
about 850 new specialists each year. After
job training, specialists are assigned to
correctional facilities, where they work
under the direction of experienced cor-
rections specialists. With experience, cor-
rections specialists may supervise and
help train new workers. In time, they may
become correction facilities superinten-
dents.
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Military police forces are responsible for
conducting criminal investigations. Detec-
tives investigate crimes committed on mil-
itary property or that involve military per-
sonnel. They also conduct investigations
to guard against espionage.

What They Do

Detectives in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Investigate crimes against the U.S.
(espionage and treason) and against
government property (sabotage)

Help special agents investigate
possible terrorist activities

Investigate criminal activities (theft,
assault, drug selling)

Interview witnesses and question
suspects, sometimes using polygraph
(lie detector) machines

Help with ballistic (bullet movement)
and forensic (police lab) studies for
clues

Testify at trials

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include foreign
languages, chemistry, speech, and gov-
ernment. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in law enforcement and crime
prevention

Willingness to perform potentially
dangerous work

Interest in gathering and analyzing
information

Work Environment

Detectives in the military work mainly
indoors, but may work outdoors while
conducting investigations.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian detectives work in federal, state,
and local intelligence and law enforce-
ment agencies. Some work as self-
employed private detectives. Civilian
detectives perform duties similar to mili-
tary detectives. They may be called plain-
clothes officers, homicide detectives,
private investigators, or undercover
agents.
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to enter
this occupation.

fraining Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 12 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Investigation procedures and
techniques

Collection and evaluation of evidence

Civil and military laws

Ballistics, fingerprinting, and
polygraph techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,800 detec-
tives. On average, they need 250 new
detectives each year. After job training,
new detectives help more experienced
detectives conduct investigations. In time,
they may lead investigations and work on
moo difficult cases. Eventually, detec-
tives may become chiefs of detectives or
suoerintendents of military police oper-
wions for bases or ships.

Military Careers



Military bases have their own protection
services, including fire departments. Mil-
itary firefighting units are responsible for
protecting lives and property from fire.
Firefighters put out, control, and help pre-
vent fires in buildings, aircraft, and aboard
ships.

What They Do

Firefighters in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Operate pumps, hoses, and
extinguishers

Force entry into aircraft, vehicles, and
buildings in order to fight fires and
rescue personnel

Drive firefighting trucks and
emergency rescue vehicles

Give first aid to injured personnel

Inspect aircraft, buildings, and
equipment for fire hazards

Teach fire protection procedures

Repair firefighting equipment and fill
fire extinguishers

Physical Demands

Good vision without glasses and a clear
speaking voice are required to enter some
specialties in this occupation. Firefighters
have to climb ladders and stairs. They
must also be able to lift and carry injured
personnel.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include health
and general science. Helpful attributes
include:

Ability to remain calm under stress

Willingness to risk injury to help others

Ability to think and act decisively

Work Environment

Firefighters work indoors and outdoors
while fighting fires. They are exposed to
the smoke, heat, and flames of the fires
they fight.

Military Careers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 11 weeks of
classroom training, including practice in
fighting fires. Course content typically
includes:

Types of fires

Firefighting equipment operations

Firefighting procedures

First aid procedures

Rescue procedures

Further training occurs on the job. The
Army and the Navy offer certified appren-
ticeship programs for some specialties in
this occupation.

got
4 :
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian firefighters work for city and
county fire departments, other govern-
ment agencies, and industrial firms. They
perform duties similar to those performed
by military firefighters, including rescue
and salvage work.

Opportunities

The services have about 16,700 fire-
fighters. On average, they need about
1,500 new firefighters each year. After
training, new firefighters perform work
under close supervision. With experi-
ence, they work more independently and
may supervise others. Eventually, they
may become chiefs of base fire depart-
ments or similar units.
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Every day, more than one million meals
are prepared in military kitchens. Some
kitchens prepare thousands of meals at
one time, while others prepare food for
small groups of people. Food service
specialists prepare all types of food ac-
cording to standard and dietetic recipes.
They also order and inspect food supplies
and prepare meats for cooking. Turn to
page 378 for more information about food
service specialists.

What They Do

Food service specialists in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Order, receive, and inspect meat, fish,
fruit, and vegetables

Prepare standard cuts of meat using
cleavers, knives, and bandsaws

Cook steaks, chops, and roasts

Bake or fry chicken, turkey, and fish

Prepare gravies and sauces

Bake breads, cakes, pies, and
pastries

Serve food in dining halls, hospitals,
field kitchens, or aboard ship

Clean ovens, stoves, mixers, pots,
and utensils

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include home
economics, math, accounting, and chem-
istry. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in cooking

Interest in working with the hands

A

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 14 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in food preparation. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Standard and dietetic menus and
recipes

Preparation and cooking of various
foodstuffs and bakery products

Food and supply ordering

Storage of meats, poultry, and other
perishable items

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

.
. .
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Work Environment

Food service specialists normally work
in clean, sanitary kitchens and dining
facilities. They may sometimes work in
refrigerated meat lockers. Sometimes they
work outdoors in tents while preparing and
serving food under field conditions.

Physical Demands

Food service specialists may have to lift
and carry heavy containers of foodstuffs
and large cooking utensils.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian food service specialists work in
cafes, restaurants, and cafeterias. They
also work in hotels, hospitals, manufactur-
ing plants, schools, and other organiza-
tions that have their own dining facilities.
Depending on specialty, food service spe-
cialists are called cooks, chefs, bakers,
butchers, or meat cutters.

Opportunities

The services have about 34,400 food
service specialists. On average, they need
about 4,600 new specialists each year.
After job training, food service specialists
help prepare and serve food under close
supervision. Some food service special-
ists specialize as bakers, cooks, butchers,
or meat cutters. With experience, they
work more independently and may train
new food service specialists. Eventually,
they may become head cooks, chefs, or
food service supervisors.

Military Careers



The services have their own police forces
for many of the same reasons that civilians
do: to control traffic, prevent crime, and
respond to emergencies. Military police
protect lives and property on military bases
by enforcing military laws and regulations.
Turn to page 388 for more information
about military police.

What They Do

Military police perform some or all of the
following duties:

Patrol areas on foot, by car, or by boat

Interview witnesses, victims, and
suspects in the course of investigating
crimes

Collect fingerprints and other
evidence

Arrest and charge criminal suspects

Train and walk with police dogs

Testify in court

Guard entrances and direct traffic

Training Provided,

Occupational training consists of 8 to 12
weeks of classroom instruction, including
practice in police methods. Course con-
tent typically includes:

Military and civil laws and jurisdiction

Crime and accident investigation
procedures

Evidence collection procedures,
including fingerprinting and suspect
questioning

Use of firearms

Traffic and crowd control procedures

Arrest and restraint of suspects

Hand-to-hand defense techniques
(judo, karate, etc.)

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Navy
offers a certified apprenticeship program
for one specialty in this occupation.

..1;Z:,;;:f COPY AWAILADL
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Work Environment

Military police work both indoors and
outdoors. They may work on foot, in cars,
or in boats.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include govern-
ment and speech. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Interest in law enforcement and crime
prevention

Ability to remain calm in stressful
situations

Ability to think and react quickly

Physical Demands

Normal color vision, hearing, and a clear
speaking voice are usually required to
enter this occupation. Some specialties
have minimum height requirements.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian police officers generally work
for state, county, or city law enforcement
agencies. Some work as security guards
for industrial firms, airports, and other
businesses and institutions. They perform
duties similar to military police.

Opportunities

The military has about 59,500 military
police. On average, the services need
about 8,600 new military police each year.
After job training, military police guard
and patrol bases, and direct traffic. With
experience, they question crime suspects
and collect evidence. They may also
supervise other police officers. In time,
they may become station chiefs or police
superintendents.
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Aircraft Mechanics
Automobile Mechanics
Automotive Body Repairers
Divers
Engine Mechanics
Heating and Cooling Mechanics
Heavy Equipment Mechanics
Marine Engine Mechanics
Powerhouse Mechanics
Riggers
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AIRCRAFT MECHANICS
Army-
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Military aircraft fly hundreds of missions
each day for transport, patrol, and flight
training. They need frequent servicing to
remain safe and ready to fly. Aircraft
mechanics inspect, service, and repair
helicopters and airplanes. Turn to page
364 for more information about aircraft
mechanics.

What They Do

Aircraft mechanics in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Service and repair helicopter, jet, and
propeller aircraft engines

Inspect and repair aircraft wings,
fuselages (bodies), and tail
assemblies

Service and repair aircraft landing
gear

Repair or replace starters, lights,
batteries, wiring, and other electrical
parts

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in work involving aircraft

Interest in engine mechanics

Ability to use hand and power tools

Training Provided

Job training consists of 3 to 17 weeks of
classroom instruction, including inspec-
tion and repair of aircraft engines and
equipment. Training length varies depend-
ing upon the specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Engine disassembly and repair

Repair of hydraulic, fuel, and electrical
systems

Repair of aluminum, steel, and
fiberglass airframes and coverings

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Military Careers

Work Environment

Aircraft mechanics work in aircraft han-
gars and machine shops located on air
bases or aboard aircraft carriers.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian aircraft mechanics work for air-
craft manufacturers, commercial airlines,
and government agencies. They perform
duties similar to military aircraft mechan-
ics. They may also be called airframe or
powerplant mechanics.

Physical Demands

Some specialties require moderate to
heavy lifting. Normal color vision is re-
quired to work with color-coded wiring.

Opportunities

The services have about 147,500 air-
craft mechanics. On average, they need
about 12,900 new mechanics each year.
After job training, mechanics are assigned
to an aircraft maintenance unit, where
they perform routine maintenance and
simple repair jobs. In time, they may per-
form more difficult repairs and train and
supervise new mechanics. Eventually,
they may become inspectors, shop super-
visors, or maintenance superintendents.
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Jeeps, autos, and light trucks are used
by the military to move troops and sup-
plies. Jeeps fitted with guns and armor
plate are also used as attack vehicles.
Automobile mechanics maintain and repair
automotive vehicles, such as jeeps, cars,
and light truckS. Turn to page 366 for more
information about automobile mechanics.

What They Do

Automobile mechanics in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Troubleshoot problems in vehicle
engines, electrical systems, steering,
brakes, and suspensions

Tune and repair engines using engine
test equipment

Replace clutches, brakes,
transmissions, and steering assemblies

Repair auto pollution control
equipment

Replace starters, water pumps, and
fuel pumps

Establish and follow schedules for
maintaining vehicles

Keep records of repairs made and
parts used

Work Environment

Auto mechanics usually work inside
large repair garages. They work outdoors
when making repairs in the field.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for some
specialties to work with color-coded wiring
and to read diagrams.

A

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in repairing motor vehicles. Longer train-
ing is necessary for some specialties.
Course content typically includes:

Tune-up of diesel and gasoline
engines

Troubleshooting mechanical and
electrical problems

Use of manuals and repair diagrams

Record keeping

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include auto
mechanics and industrial arts. Helpful
attributes include:

Preference for physical work

Interest in troubleshooting mechanical
problems

Interest in automobile engines and
how they work

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian automobile mechanics work for
service stations, repair garages, and auto
dealers. They perform duties similar to
military automobile mechanics. Civilian
mechanics may also be called garage
mechanics, carburetor mechanics, trans-
mission mechanics, or radiator mechan-
ics, depending on their specialty.

Opportunities

The services have about 37,000 auto-
mobile mechanics. On average, they need
about 5,700 new mechanics each year.
After job training, automobile mechanics
repair vehicles under the direction of
supervisors. With experience, they work.
more independently and are given more
challenging repair problems. In time,
automobile mechanics may advance to
manage motor pools or maintenance units.

Military Careers
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Military vehicles are used to support all
types of military operations. They are driven
off-road over rocks and rough ground, and
they are driven in combat. The hard use
they undergo often damages the frames
and bodies of these vehicles. Automotive
body repairers straighten bent vehicle
frames and repair damaged body parts of
jeeps, trucks, and autos.

What They Do

Automotive body repairers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Pound out dented panels and fenders
using mallets, hammers, and pry bars

Weld damaged body parts and frames

Straighten fenders, doors, hoods, and
frames to their original shape and
position

Replace damaged body parts,
including bumpers, body panels, and
radiators

Refinish bodies using body fillers;
primers, and paints

Cut and install safety glass in
windows

Keep accurate records of parts and
supplies used and repairs made

Training Provided

Job training consists of 11 to 15 weeks
of instruction, including practice in auto
body repairing and welding. Course con-
tent typically includes:

Repairing and replacing body panels,
fenders, and radiators

Refinishing and painting auto bodies
and parts

Checking and repairing vehicle frame
alignment

Welding body panels, frames, and
parts

Cutting and installing automotive
glass

The Army offers certified apprenticeship
programs for some specialties in this
occupation.

Military Careers
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian automotive body repairers work
in auto body shops and repair garages.
They perform duties similar to military
automotive body repairers.

. 11

Physical Demands

Automotive body repairers may have to
lift heavy body parts and move heavy tools
and equipment. They sometimes have to
stoop, kneel, and work in cramped posi-
tions. Normal color vision is required to
match paint colors and set and adjust
welding torches.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include auto
mechanics, auto body repair, and indus-
trial arts. Helpful attributes include:

Preference for doing physical work

Ability to use hand and power tools

Interest in working with cars and
trucks

Work Environment

Automotive body repairers work in mili-
tary auto repair shops and garages.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,000 automo-
tive body repairers. On average, they need
about 100 new automotive body repairers
each year. After job training, they perform
work in teams under close supervision.
With experience, they work more inde-
pendently and perform more complicated
repairs. In time, they may supervise and
help train other automotive body repair-
ers. Career-minded automotive body re-
pairers may advance to manage repair
and maintenance departments.
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DIVERS

Sometimes, military tasks such as ship
repair, construction, and patrolling must
be done underwater. Divers in the military
perform this work. They usually specialize
either as scuba divers, who work just
below the surface, or as deep sea divers,
who may work for long periods of time in
depths up to 300 feet.

What They Do

Divers in the military perform some or all
of the following duties:

Inspect and clean ship propellers and
hulls

Patch damaged ship hulls using
underwater welding equipment

Patrol the waters below ships at
anchor

Salvage (recover) sunken equipment

Assist with underwater construction of
piers and harbor facilities

Survey rivers, beaches, and harbors
for underwater obstacles

Use explosives to clear underwater
obstacles

Physical Demands

Divers must be good swimmers and
physically strong.

Special Requirements

Although there are women divers, some
specialties in this occupation are open
only to men.

Army
Navy

Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Training Provided
Job training consists of 5 to 13 weeks of

classroom instruction, including practice
in diving and repair work. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Principles of scuba diving

Underwater welding and cutting

Use and care of hand and power tools

Maintenance of diving equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics and building trades. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in underwater diving

Ability to stay calm under stress

A high degree of self-reliance

Work Environment

Divers work underwater. However,they
plan and prepare for work on land or
aboard ships. Because diving is not usu-
ally a full-time job, divers often have an-
other job specialty in which they work.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian divers work for oil companies,
salvage companies, underwater con-
struction firms, and police or fire rescue
units. They perform duties similar to divers
in the military.

Opportunities
The services have about 700 divers. On

average, they need about 50 new d;vers
each year. After job training, divers work
in teams headed by experienced divers.
Eventually, they may become master di-
vers and supervise diving operatioris.

Military Careers
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Keeping the military's fleet of over 50,000
trucks and buses on the road is a demand-
ing job. Hard-driven engines need regular
maintenance. Engine breakdowns need
prompt repair. Engine mechanics main-
tain and repair combustion engines. They
usually specialize by engine type, such as
diesel or gasoline, or by vehicle type, such
as truck.or bus. They also repair the en-
gines in mobile power generators.

What They Do

Engine mechanics in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Troubleshoot engine problems using
engine analyzers and other test
equipment

Adjust and repair ignition, fuel,
electrical, and steering systems

Remove engines using hoists and
jacks

Replace pistons, rings, and valves

Repair and replace clutches and
transmissions

Lubricate engines and other vehicle
parts

Keep records of repairs made and
parts used

Physical Demands

Engine mechanics may have to lift heavy
engine parts, tools, and equipment.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include indus-
trial arts and auto mechanics. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in finding out why engines do
not work and choosing the correct
method of repair

Preference for physical work

Ability to use hand and power tools

Ability to accurately interpret charts
and diagrams

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Engine mechanics usually work inside
garages. Sometimes, they make emer-
gency repairs in the field or on the road-
side.

. .

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 23 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in repairing engines. Training length var-
ies depending on specialty. Course con-
tent typically includes:

Engine troubleshooting using test
equipment

Disassembly and repair of gasoline
and diesel engines

Maintenance and repair of fuel,
electrical, and hydraulic components

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for this occupa-
tion.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian engine mechanics usually work
for garages, service stations, construction
firms and truck or bus companies. They
perform duties similar to military engine
mechanics. They are also called truck,
bus, and diesel mechanics.

Opportunities

The military has about 19,900 engine
mechanics. On average, the services need
about 2,400 new mechanics each year.
After job training, new mechanics make
simple repairs under the direction of
supervisors. With experience, engine
mechanics may specialize by type of
engine and work with less supervision on
more difficult repair tasks. In time, engine
mechanics may supervise others or man-
age repair shops.
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Air conditioning and heating equipment
is used to maintain comfortable tempera-
tures in military buildings, airplanes, and
ships. Refrigeration equipment is used to
keep food cold and to keep some missile
fuels at sub-zero storage temperatures.
Heating and cooling mechanics install and
repair air conditioning, refrigeration, and
heating equipment.

What They Do

Heating and cooling mechanics in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Install and repair furnaces, boilers,
and air conditioners

Recharge cooling systems with
refrigerant gases

Install copper tubing systems that
circulate water or cooling gases

Replace compressor parts such as
valves, pistons, bearings, and
electrical motors on refrigeration units

Repair thermostats and electrical
circuits

Physical Demands

Heating and cooling mechanics may
have to lift or move heavy equipment.
They are often required to stoop, kneel
and work in cramped positions. Normal
color vision is required for locating and
repairing color-coded wiring.

ii
A

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include science,
math, and shop mechanics. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Ability to use hand and power tools

Interest in working on machines

Interest in solving problems
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Work Environment

Heating and cooling mechanics may
work inside repair shops. Frequently, they
work wherever equipment is to be in-
stalled or repaired.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 22 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in repair work. Training length varies de-
pending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Refrigeration theory

Installation and repair of refrigeration
and air conditioning units

Installation and repair of furnaces and
boilers

Use of diagrams and blueprints

Additional training is available on the job
and in advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian heating and cooling mechanics
work for contractors that install home fur-
naces and air conditioners or for firms that
repair refrigerators and freezers in homes,
grocery stores, factories, and warehouses.
Heating and cooling mechanics in civilian
life often specialize more than those in the
military. They may be called heating, air
conditioning, refrigeration, or climate con-
trol mechanics.

Opportunities

The military has about 11,000 heating
and cooling mechanics. On average, the
services need about 900 new mechanics
each year. Atter job training, mechanics
maintain and repair equipment under
supervision. With experience, they may
learn to diagnose mechanical problems
and perform complicated repairs. Even-
tually, they may become superintendents
of utilities for large bases.

Military Careers



Keeping heavy equipment in good
working condition is vital to the success of
military missions. Breakdowns in con-
struction equipment can delay airfield and
road building. Stalled combat vehicles can
weaken defense forces. Heavy equipment
mechanics repair bulldozers, power shov-
els, and other construction equipment.
They also repair tanks, self-propelled
missile launchers, and other combat vehi-
cles.

What They Do

Heavy equipment mechanics in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Locate engine problems, using test
equipment

Place engines and transmissions in
bulldozers and other heavy equipment
using hoists and jacks

Adjust or replace engine and
transmission parts using power and
hand tools

Repair brake, steering, and electrical
systems

Inspect bearings, gears, and other
parts for wear

Replace or repair hydraulic arms or
shovels and grader blades

Repair tank turrets

Physical Demands

Heavy equipment mechanics may have
to lift heavy parts and tools.

Special Requirements

Although some women are heavy
equipment mechanics, some specialties
in this 3K4upation are open only to men.

Work Environment

Heavy equipment mechanics usually
work in repair shops. They may work out-
doors when making emergency repairs on
heavy equipment.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include auto
mechanics and industrial arts.. Helpful
attributes include:

Preference for doing physical work

Interest in locating and repairing
mechanical problems

Interest in working with repair tools

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 29 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
repairing heavy equipment. Training length
varies depending on speciality. Course
content typically includes:

Engine disassembly and repair

Maintenance and repair of steering,
brake, hydraulic, and suspension
systems

Adjustment and repair of fuel systems

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
Marine Corps offer certified apprentice-
ship programs in this occupation.

Civalan Counterparts

Civilian heavy equipment mechanics
work for construction equipment dealers,
farm equipment companies, and state
highway agencies. They perform duties
similar to military heavy equipment
mechanics. They may also be known L's
construction equipment mechanics and
endless track vehicle mechanics.

Opportunities

The military has about 11,400 heavy
equipment mechanics. On average, the
services need about 1,600 new mechan-
ics each year. After job training, mech-
anics begin repairing equipment under
the direction of a supervisor. With experi-
ence, heavy equipment mechanics work
more independently and perform more
challenging tasks. In time, they have the
opportunity to supervise other workers
and possibly manage repair shops.
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The military operates many types of
watercraft from small motor launches to
large ships. Many of these vessels are
powered by gasoline or diesel engines.
Marine engine mechanics repair and
maintain gasoline and diesel engines on
ships, boats, and other watercraft. They
also repair shipboard mechanical and
electrical equipment. Turn to page 384 for
more information about marine engine
mechanics.

What They Do

Marine engine mechanics in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Repair and maintain shipboard
gasoline and diesel engines

Locate and repair machinery parts,
including valves and piping systems

Repair ship propulsion machinery

Repair and service hoisting machinery
and ship elevators

Repair refrigeration and air
conditioning equipment on ships

Repair engine-related electrical
systems

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in fixing engines and
machinery

Ability to use hand and power tools

Preference for doing physical work

A
Ala

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded diagrams and wiring.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 24 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in marine engine maintenance and repair.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Internal combustion engine theory

Repair of shipboard electronic and
electrical machinery systems

Service and repair of fuel injection
systems

Use and care of hand and power tools

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army
offers a certified apprenticeship program
for one specialty in this occupation.

Work Environment

Marine engine mechanics work aboard
ships, normally in the engine or power
rooms. Sometimes they work in repair
centers on land bases. Working condi-
tions in engine rooms tend to be noisy and
hot..

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian marine engine mechanics work
in many industries, including marine trans-
portation, commercial fishing, and oil
exploration and drilling. They perform du-
ties similar to military marine engine
mechanics.

Opportunities

The military has about 18,500 marine
engine mechanics. On average, the ser-
vices need about 1,300 new mechanics
each year. Atter job training, they work
under close supervision in repair centers
or shipboard engine rooms. With experi-
ence, they work more independently and
may supervise other mechanics. In time,
marine engine mechanics may become
supervisors of marine engine repair cen-
ters or shipboard maintenance sections.

Military Careers



Power generating stations (power-
houses) provide electric power for military
bases, ships, and field camps. There are
many types of powerhouses, from small
gas generators to large nuclear reactors.
Powerhouse mechanics install, maintain,
and repair electrical and mechanical
equipment in power generating stations.

What They Do

Powerhouse mechanics in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Install generating equipment, such as
gasoline and diesel engines, turbines,
and air compressors

Repair and maintain nuclear power
plants

Inspect and service pumps,
generators, batteries, and cables

Tune engines using hand tools, timing
lights, and combustion pressure
gauges

Diagnose (troubleshoot) engine and
electrical system problems

Replace damaged parts such as fuel
injectors, valves, and pistons

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics and math. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in repairing machines and
equipment

Preference for doing physical work

Interest in nuclear power

Physical Demands

Powerhouse mechanics may have to lift
and move heavy electrical generators or
batteries. Normal color vision is required
to work with color-coded wiring and cables.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian powerhouse mechanics work
for a wide variety of employers, such as
utility and power companies, manufactur-
ing companies, and others that operate
their own power plants. They perform
duties similar to military powerhouse
mechanics.

Military Careers

Training Provided

Job training for non-nuclear specialties
consists of 12 to 24 weeks of classroom
instruction, including practice in repairing
power generating equipment. Training
length varies depending on the specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Principles of electricity

Gas and diesel engine theories

Hydraulic (fluid pressure) and
pneumatic (air pressure) system
maintenance

Instrumentation of power generating
systems

Nuclear specialties have training programs
that last 1 year or more, covering all as-
pects of nuclear power plant operations.
Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army of-
fers a certified apprenticeship program for
this occupation.

. . I

Work Environment

Powerhouse mechanics work in equip-
ment repair shops, power plant stations,
or power generating rooms aboard ships.
Sometimes they work outdoors while re-
pairing substation generating equipment.

Special Requirements

Nuclear power plant specialties are open
only to men and require course work in
algebra.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,500 power-
house mechanics. On average, they need
about 300 mechanics each year. After job
training, mechanics are assigned routine
tasks maintaining and repairing generat-
ing equipment under close supervision.
With experience, they perform more com-
plex repair work and operate more inde-
pendently. In time, they may become
powerhouse repair crew supervisors or
power plant operations managers.
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Hoisting devices are used to load and
unload ship cargo, such as heavy machin-
ery and supplies. They are also used to
move construction materials at job sites.
Riggers assemble hoisting devices such
as cranes, pulleys, and block and tackle.

What They Do

Riggers in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Splice wire and rope cables to make
slings and block and tackle devices

Assemble rigging devices such as
cranes and winches

Select the correct cables, ropes,
pulleys, and winches for the size and
weight of loads

Attach grappling devices (for holding
cargo) to cranes or winches

Give hoisting directions to crane and
winch operators

Guide cargo being moved using guide
ropes

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to work closely with others as a
member of a team

Attention to safety requirements

Preference for doing physical work

Physical Demands

Riggers ri,:ed strength and endurance
to work with heavy equipment and mate-
rial.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in assembling and using hoisting devices.
Course content typically includes:

Use of rigging devices

Methods for splicing ropes and cables

Procedures for assembling hoisting
equipment

Further training occurs on the job. The
Navy offers a certified apprenticeship pro-
gram for one specialty in this occupation.

Work Environment

Riggers work inside ships, on docks,
and at construction sites.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian riggers work in shipyards and
dockyards. They also work for large con-
struction companies and cargo and plea-
sure cruise shiplines. Civilian riggers per-
form duties similar to those of military
riggers. They may also be called crane
riggers, hook tenders, slingers, and yard
riggers.

Opportunities

The services have about 7,000 riggers.
On average, they need about 250 new
riggers each year. After job training, rig-
gers work under the direction of experi-
enced supervisors. With experience, they
may supervise other riggers. In time, they
may become superintendents of ware-
houses or dockyards.

Military Careers
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Aircraft Electricians
Computer Equipment Repairers
Electrical Products Repairers
Electronic Instrument Repairers
Electronic Weapons Systems Repairers
Line Installers and Repairers
Ordnance Mechanics
Photographic Equipment Repairers
Power Plant Electricians
Precision Instrument Repairers
Radar and Sonar Equipment Repairers
Radio Equipment Repairers -
Ship Electricians



AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS

Airplanes and helicopters have com-
plex electrical systems. Instruments, lights,
weapons, ignition systems, landing gear,
and many other aircraft parts are powered
by electricity. Aircraft electricians main-
tain and repair electrical systems on air-
planes and helicopters.

What They Do

Aircraft electricians in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Troubleshoot aircraft electrical
systems using test equipment

Repair or replace defective generators
and electric motors

Inspect and maintain electrical
systems

Replace faulty wiring

Solder electrical connections

Repair or replace instruments, such
as tachometers, temperature gauges,
and altimeters

Read electrical wiring diagrams

Work Environment

Aircraft electricians usually work indoors,
in aircraft hangars, airplanes, and repair
shops. They may also work on aircraft
parked outdoors.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 18 to 25 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in repairing electrical systems. Training
length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Electrical theory

Troubleshooting procedures

Soldering techniques

Electrical system maintenance

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army
and the Navy offer certified apprentice-
ship programs for one specialty in this
occupation.

Military Careers

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

S

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school courses include math
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in solving problems

Interest in electricity and how electri-
cal equipment works

Ability to work with tools

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian aircraft electricians work mainly
for airlines and aircraft maintenance firms.
They may also work for aircraft manufac-
turers and other organizations that have
fleets of airplanes or helicopters. Their
duties are similar to those of military air-
craft electricians.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring.

Opportunities

The military has about 12,900 aircraft
electricians. On average, the services need
about 800 new aircraft electricians each
year. After job training, aircraft electri-
cians perform maintenance and routine
repairs under close supervision. With ex-
perience, they are assigned more com-
plicated troubleshooting and repairs and
may supervise other electricians. In time,
they may become supervisors of aircraft
maintenance shops.
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The military relies on computers to sup-
port weapon systems, communications,
and administration. Keeping systems "up"
is crucial for all military operations. Com-
puter equipment repairers install, test,
maintain, and repair computers and re-
lated data processing equipment.

What They Do

Computer equipment repairers in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Install computers and other data
processing equipment

Inspect data processing equipment for
defects in wiring, circuit boards, and
other parts

Test and repair data processing
equipment using electrical voltage
meters, circuit analyzers, and other
special testing equipment

Locate defective data processing
parts using technical guides and
diagrams

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and electronic equipment repair. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with electrical and
electronic equipment

Physical Demands

Specialties that involve flying require
passing a special physical exam. Normal
color vision is required to work with color-
coded wiring.

IP A
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WorlecEnvironment

Computer equipment repairers usually
work indoors in repair shops or data pro-
cessing centers on land or aboard ships.
Some specialties involve flying.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 25 to 35 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in repairing computer equipment.
Course content typically includes:

Electronic principles and concepts

Operation of various computer
systems and equipment

Use of test equipment

Repair of data processing equipment

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for some
specialties in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian computer equipment repairers
work for computer manufacturers, repair
services, and other businesses with large
computer facilities. They perform duties
similar to military computer equipment re-
pairers. They may also be called computer
service technicians.

Opportunities
The services have about 8,400 com-

puter equipment repairers. On average,
they need about 600 new equipment re-
pairers each year. After job training, re-
pairers are assigned to maintenance units
or data processing centers. They perform
routine maintenance and simple repair
jobs under dose supervision. In time, they
may perform more difficult repairs and
supervise and help train other repair per-
sonnel. Eventually, they may become
supervisors or managers of computer
maintenance departments.

Military Careers
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Much of the military's equipment is elec-
trically powered. Electric motors, electric
tools, and medical equipment require
careful maintenance and repair. Electrical
products repairers maintain and repair
electrical equipment. They specialize by
type of equipment.

What They Do

Electrical products repairers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Maintain, test, and repair electric
motors in many kinds of machines,
such as lathes, pumps, office
machines, and kitchen appliances

Inspect and repair electrical, medical,
and dental equipment

Inspect and repair electric
instruments, such as voltmeters

Replace worn gaskets and seals in
watertight electrical equipment

Maintain and repair portable electric
tools, such as saws and drills

Maintain and repair submarine
periscopes

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 22 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in repairing electrical products. Training
length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Maintenance and repair procedures

Use of electrical test equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Military Careers

Work Environment

Electrical products repairers usually
work in repair shops on land or aboard
ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian electrical nroducts repairers work
in many industries, including hospitals,
manufacturing firms, and governmental
agencies. They also work in independent
repair shops. They perform duties similar
to military electrical products repairers.
They may be called electric tool repairers,
electrical instrument repairers, electro-
medical equipment repairers, or electric
motor repairers.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
electricity, and shop mechanics. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to use tools

Interest in electric motors and
appliances

Interest in solving problems

Opportunities

The military has about 6,900 electrical
products repairers. On average, the ser-
vices need about 450 new repairers each
year. After job training, they normally
make simple repairs under the direction of
more experienced workers. With experi-
ence, they perform more complicated
repairs. In time, repairers may become
electrical repair shop supervisors.
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ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT
REPAIRERS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The military uses electronic instruments
in many areas, including health care,
weather forecasting, flight control, and
combat, to name a few. Electronic in-
strument repairers maintain and repair
electronic instruments, such as precision
measuring equipment, navigational con-
trols, photographic equipment, and bio-
medical instruments. Electronic instrument
repairers normally specialize by type of
equipment or instrument being repaired.
Turn to page 374 for more information
about electronic instrument repairers.

What They Do

Electronic instrument repairers in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Test meteorological and medical
instruments, navigational controls,
and simulators using electronic and
electrical test equipment

Read technical diagrams and manuals
in order to locate, isolate, and repair
instrument parts

Replace equipment parts such as
resistors, switches, and circuit boards

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and electronic equipment repair. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with electronic
equipment

Interest in solving problems

Attention to detail

vto'
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Work Environment

Electronic instrument repairers usually
work in repair shops and laboratories.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring. Some specialties
require a minimum age of 18 to enter.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 15 to 30 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in repairing and replacing equipment
parts. Training length varies depending on
specialty. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Principles of electronics

Use and maintenance of electrical
and electronic test equipment

Equipment repair exercises

The Navy and the Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for some
specialties in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian electronic instrument re-
pairers work for manufacturing, medical
research, satellite communications firms,
or commercial airlines. They may also
work for government agencies, such as
the Federal Aviation Administration, the
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-
tration, or the National Weather Service.
They perform the same kind of duties as
military instrument repairers. They are
called electronics mechanics, dental equip-
ment repairers, or biomedical equipment
technicians, depending on their specialty.

Opportunities
The services have about 21,000 elec-

tronic instrument repairers. On average,
they need about 1,900 new repairers each
year. After job training, they are assigned
to an operations or equipment mainte-
nance unit. They perform routine mainte-
nance and simple repair jobs. In time, they
may perform more difficult repairs and
supervise other repair personnel. Eventu-
ally, they may become supervisors or
managers of electronic equipment main-
tenance units.

Military Careers



Most modern military weapons systems
have electronic parts. From large ballistic
missiles to small field artillery, electronics
are used to locate targets, aim weapons,
and fire them. Electronic weapons sys-
tems repairers maintain and repair elec-
tronic and electro-optical weapons sys-
tems fired from ships, planes, and ground
stations. Turn to page 376 for more infor-
mation about electronic weapons systems
repairers.

What They Do

Electronic weapons systems repairers
in the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Install electronic components (parts)
in weapons systems

Test and adjust weapons firing,
guidance, and launch systems using
electronic test equipment, calibrators,
and other precision instruments

Maintain electronic weapons systems
on a regular schedule

Repair and maintain missile mounts,
platforms, and launch mechanisms
using hand and power tools

Clean and lubricate gyroscopes,
sights, and other electro-optical fire
control components

Prepare inspection, maintenance, and
other repair reports and logs

Training Provided

Job training consists of 15 to 30 weeks
of classroom instruction and practical expe-
rience. Training length varies depending
on specialty. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Electronic and mechanical principles
and concepts

Use of electronic, electrical, and
mechanical test equipment

Use of schematics, drawings,
blueprints, and wiring diagrams

Operation, testing, and maintenance
of specific types of weapons systems

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Military Careers
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Physical Demands

Some specialties involve moderate to
heavy lifting. Normal color vision is re-
quired to read color-coded charts and
diagrams.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include science
and math. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with electronic or
electrical equipment

Ability to do work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Civilian Counterparts

Special Requirements

Although there are women weapons
systems repairers, some specialties in
this occupation are open only to men.

Work Environment

Electronic weapons systems repairers
work indoors in workshops when testing
and repairing electronic components. They
may work outdoors while inspecting and
repairing combat vehicles, ships, artillery,
aircraft, and missile silos.

Civilian electronic weapons systems
repairers work for firms that design, build,
and test electronic weapons systems for
the military. They perform duties similar to
military electronic weapons systems re-
pairers. They may also be called elec-
tronic mechanics, avionics technicians, or
missile facilities repairers.

Opportunities

The services have about 19,800 elec-
tronic weapons systems repairers. On
average, they need about 2,000 new
repairers each year. After job training,
they are assigned to electronic weapons
operations or maintenance units. They
perform routine maintenance and work
under close supervision. With experience,
they may work more independently and
train new personnel. Eventually, they may
become managers of missile facilities,
avionics, or electronics maintenance units
or shops.
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When the military sets up a new base, it
installs its own electrical and phone sys-
tems. Electrical cables are installed con-
necting the power plant to buildings and
equipment. Likewise, a network of com-
munications lines is installed to provide
the base with a telephone system. Line
installers and repairers install, maintain,
and repair electrical cables and communi-
cation lines.

What They Do

Line installers and repairers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Erect utility poles

Operate mechanical lifts ("cherry
pickers") or climb poles to attach
conductors and insulators

String overhead communications and
electric cables between utility poles

Install streetlights and airfield lighting
systems

Operate mechanical plows to dig
trenches for underground cables

Splice arid seal cables to keep them
watertight

Install and adjust telephone
switchboxes, electrical transformers,
and voltage reyulators

Physical Demands

Line installers and repairers have to
climb utility poles and work from heights.
They have to lift and work with heavy wires
and cables. Normal color vision is required
to work with color-coded wires.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Ability to work as a member of a team

Ability to use hand and power tools

Preference for working outdoors

Preference for doing physical work
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Work Environment

Line installers and repairers work out-
doors in all kinds of weather conditions.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction including practice in
line installation and repair. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Installation and repair of electric
power and telephone lines

Use of hand and power tools

Pole climbing techniques and safety
procedures

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army
offers certified apprenticeship programs
for some specialties in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian line installers and repairers work
for telephone and power companies. They
perform duties similar to military line in-
stallers and repairers. They may special-
ize in certain areas, such as line installing,
cable splicing, or cable testing.

Opportunities

The services have about 12,500 line
instaliers and repairers. On average, they
need about 2,100 new installers and
repairers each year. After job training,
workers install and repair lines in teams.
With experience, they learn to troubleshoot
and perform more difficult repairs.
Eventually, they may become construc-
tion chiefs or managers of utilities main-
tenance units.

Military Careers
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Ordnance is a military term for ammuni-
tion and weapons. To be effective, weap-
ons must be kept in top working condition.
Ammunition must be handled carefully
when being moved. Ordnance mechanics
keep weapons, ammunition, and related
equipment ready for use by combat forces.

What They Do

Ordnance mechanics in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Load nuclear and conventional
explosives and ammunition on
aircraft, ships, and submarines

Inspect and maintain mounted guns,
bomb release systems, and missile
launchers

Repair and maintain tank weapons
and fire control systems

Repair and maintain artillery, naval
gun systems, and infantry weapons

Check the accuracy of radar sighting
systems

Assemble and load explosives

Defuse unexploded bombs

Training Provided

Job training consists of 15 to 25 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in ordnance maintence and repair.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Maintenance, testing, and repair of
aircraft weapons systems

Maintenance of nuclear weapons

Maintenance and repair of shoulder-
fired weapons, machine guns,
mortars, and handguns

Handling, testing, and maintenance of
missiles and rockets

Operation and maintenance of fire
control systems on ships

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Military Careers
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Physical Demands

Ordnance mechanics may have to lift
and carry artillery shells and other heavy
ordnance.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
science and shop mechanics. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with guns and
explosives

Ability to remain calm under stress

Ability to maintain concentration

-
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Special Requirements

Although there are women ordnance
mechanics, some specialties in this occu-
pation are open only to men.

Work Environment

Ordnance mechanics work both indoors
and outdoors. They work in repair shops
while assembling explosives and repair-
ing weapons. They work outdoors while
repairing equipment in the field and load-
ing weapons on tanks, ships, or aircraft.

Civilian Counterparts

There are no direct civilian counterparts
for many of the military ordnance mechan-
ics specialties. However, there are many
occupations that are related. For example,
civilians work for government agencies
and private industry doing ordnance
research and development. Others work
for police or fire departments as bomb-
disposal experts. Some also work as
gunsmiths or work for munitions manu-
facturers and firearms makers.

Opportunities

The services have about 62,000 ord-
nance mechanics. On average, they need
about 5,400 new ordnance mechanics
each year. After job training, ordnance
mechanics work under close supervision.
With experience, they Work more inde-
pendently and perform more complex
duties. In time, they may become trainers
or supervisors. Eventually, they may be-
come managers of weapons maintenance
units.
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The photographic equipment used by
the military has many sensitive mecha-
nisms. Still cameras, motion picture
cameras, and darkroom equipment need
regular attention to stay in working order.
Photographic equipment repairers adjust
and repair military cameras and photo-
processing equipment.

What They Do

Photographic equipment repairers in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Adjust and repair camera shutter
mechanisms, focus controls, and flash
units

Maintain and repair aerial cameras
mounted in airplanes

Maintain aerial sensors that detect
foreign military activities

Maintain and repair motion picture
cameras and sound recording
equipment

Repair photoprocessing equipment
such as enlargers, film processors,
and printers

Diagnose problems in all types of
cameras

Work Environment

Photographic equipment repairers work
in repair shops on land or aboard ships.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring.

A

A ID

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 32 weeks of
classroom instruction including practice in
repairing photographic equipment.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Test and repair of still cameras and
darkroom equipmenV

Maintenance andi.epair of motion
picture cameras, tape recorders,
synchronizers, and similar equipment

Test and repair of aerial sensor
equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
Navy offer certified apprenticeship pro-
grams for some specialties in this occu-
pation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and science. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in solving problems

Ability to use repair tools

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian photographic equipment
repairers work for photographic labora-
tories, engineering firms, and government
agencies. They perform duties similar to
those performed in the military. Depend-
ing on specialty, they may also be called
camera repairers, motion picture equip-
ment machinists, or photographic equip-
ment technicians.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,000 photo-
graphic equipment repairers. On average,
they need about 200 new photographic
equipment repairers each year. After job
training, photographic equipment repair-
ers make routine adjustments and simple
repairs under close supervision. In time,
they make more difficult repairs and may
supervise others. Eventually, they may
become chiefs of one or more military
photographic labs.

Military Careers
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Each military baseanywhere in the
worldmust have its own electricity.
Power plant electricians maintain and
repair electricity generating equipment
in mobile and stationary power plants.

What They Do

Power plant electricians perform some
or all of the following duties:

Maintain and repair motors,
generators, switchboards, and
control equipment

Maintain and repair power and lighting
circuits, electrical fixtures, and other
electrical equipment

Detect and locate grounds, open
circuits, and short circuits in power
distribution cables

Connect emergency power to the
main control board from an
emergency switchboard

Operate standard electrical and
electronic test equipment

Read technical guides and diagrams
to locate damaged parts of generators
and control equipment

Work Environment

Power plant electricians work in repair
shops on land, aboard ships, or wherever
generating equipment needing repair is
located.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 17 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in maintaining electrical power systems.
Course length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Generator and power plant operations

Electrical generation and distribution

Diesel generator operation,
disassembly, inspection, and
maintenance

Principles of electrical and electronic
circuitry

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army of-
fers certified apprenticeship programs for
one specialty in this occupation.

Military Careers
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Special Requirements

Although there are women power plant
electricians, some specialties in this occu-
paiion are open only to men.

Physical Demands

Normal color visic.n is required to work
with color-coded wiring.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include electri-
cal and electronic theory, math, and tech-
nical drawing. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to use hand and power tools

Interest in working with large
machinery

Interest in electricity

54'

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian power plant electricians often
work for construction companies, manu-
facturers, and utility companies. They
perform duties similar to military power
plant electricians.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,600 power
plant electricians. On average, they need
about 100 new power plant electricians
each year. After job training, power plant
electricians perform routine maintenance
and repairs under supervision. In time,
they perform more complex tasks and
may help train others. Eventually, they
may become supervisors of power plant
operations.
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Precision instruments are measuring
devices. They can be as simple as a
thermometer or as complex as a gyrocom-
pass. Precision instruments are used by
the military to measure distance, pres-
sure, altitude, underwater depth, and many
other physical properties. Precision in-
strument repairers keep measuring de-
vices in good working order. They cali-
brate (adjust) gauges and meters to give
correct readings.

What They Do

Precision instrument repairers in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Calibrate weather instruments, such
as barometers and thermometers

Repair gyrocompasses

Adjust and repair weapon-aiming
devices, such as range finders,
telescopes, periscopes, and ballistic
computers

Calibrate engineering instruments,
such as transits, levels, telemeters,
and stereoscopes

Calibrate and repair instruments used
in aircraft

Repair watches, clocks, and timers

Calibrate electrical test instruments

Work Environment

Precision instrument repairers usually
work in repair shops on land or aboard
ships.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
science, electronics, and shop mechan-
ics. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in machines and how they
work

Ability to solve mechanical problems

Ability to work with tools
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring and repair manu-
als.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 34 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in repaying precision instruments.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Calibration and repair of precision
measuring instruments

Use of blueprints and schematics

The Army and Navy offer certified appren-
ticeship programs for some specialties in
this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian precision instrument repairers
work for firms that manufacture or use
precision instruments. These include
manufacturing firms, airlines, machinery
repair shops, maintenance shops, and
instrument makers. Civilian precision
instrument repairers perform duties simi-
lar to military precision instrument repair-
ers. They may also be called instrument
mechanics or calibration specialists.

Opportunities

The services have about 8,500 preci-
sion instrument repairers. On average,
they need 700 new precision instrument
repairers each year. After job training,
precision instrument repairers calibrate
instruments under the direction of super-
visors. With experience, they perform more
complicated repairs and may supervise
others. In time, precision instrument re-
pairers may become managers of instru-
ment repair shops.

Military Careers



Radar and sonar equipment locates
objects by bouncing radio and sound waves
off them. This equipment is used to detect
and track enemy ships, planes, and mis-
siles. It is also used for ship and plane
navigation and weather observation. Ra-
dar and sonar equipment repairers install,
maintain, repair, and operate sonar and
radar equipment. Turn to page 392 for
more information about radar and sonar
equipment repairers.

What They Do

Radar and sonar equipment repairers
perform some or all of the following duties:

Test radar systems using electronic
and electrical test equipment

Monitor the operation,of air traffic
control, missile tracking, air defense,
and other radar systems to make sure
there are no problems

Repair sonar and radar components
(parts), using soldering irons and
other special hand and power tools

Install receivers, transmitters, and
other components using technical
manuals and guides

Read wiring diagrams, designs, and
other drawings to locate parts and
components of radar equipment

Physical Demands

Specialties involving flying require
passing a special physical exam. Normal
color vision is required to work with color-
coded wiring.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and physics. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with electrical and
electronic equipment

Ability to apply electronic principles
and concepts

Work Environment

Radar and sonar equipment repairers
work in repair shops and laboratories on
land or aboard ships. Some specialties
involve flying.

Military Careers
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Special Requirements

Although there are women radar and so-
nar equipment repairers, some specialties
in this occupation are open only to men.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 20 to 30 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in repairing radar and sonar equip-
ment. Course content typically includes:

Application of electronic principles and
concepts

Inspection techniques and procedures

Use of electrical and electronic test
equipment

Repair and replacement of radar and
sonar equipment

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for some
specialties in this occupation.

.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian radar and sonar equipment re-
pairers work for engineering firms, the
federal government, or aircraft and mili-
tary hardware manufacturers. They per-
form duties similar to military radar and
sonar equipment repairers. They may also
be called communications technicians.

Opportunities

The services have about 24,900 radar
and sonar equipment repairers. On
average, they need about 1,400 new
equipment repairers each year. After job
training, radar and sonar equipment
repairers are assigned to a radar or sonar
maintenance unit. They perform routine
maintenance and simple repair jobs under
close supervision. In time, they may per-
form more difficult repairs and supervise
others. Eventually, they may become
managers or chiefs of communications
units or avionics maintenance shops.
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The military relies on radio equipment to
communicate between ground, sea, and
air forces. Through radio, the military can
track and direct troop, aircraft, and ship
movements. Radio' equipment repairers
install, maintain, and repair radio commu-
nication equipment. Turn to page 396 for
more information about radio equipment
repairers.

What They Do

Radio equipment repairers perform
some or all of the following duties:

Maintain, test, and repair radio
equipment in broadcasting and relay
stations, tanks, ships, and aircraft

Maintain, repair, and replace circuitry,
frequency controls, and other radio
parts using special hand and power
tools

Adjust, tune, and gauge microwave,
satellite, aircraft, and other radio
equipment using electronic testing
equipment

Locate and isolate defective parts of
radio equipment using technical
guides and diagrams

Work Environment

Radio equipment repairers usually work
in repair shops and laboratories. They
may work in the field when making repairs
on mobile radio equipment.

Special Requirements

Although there are women radio equip-
ment repairers, some specialties in this
occupation are open only to men.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 25 to 40 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in repairing radio equipment. Course
content typically includes:

Electronic principles and concepts

Radio equipment repair

Preventive maintenance procedures

Communication security policies and
procedures

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship training programs
for some specialties in this occupation.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include algebra
and radio and television repair. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with electrical and
electronic equipment

Interest in solving problems

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian radio equipment repairers often
work for firms that design and make aero-
space communications and electronic
equipment. They may also work for the
federal government. They perform duties
similar to military radio equipment repair-
ers. They may be called radio repairers,
radio mechanics, or radio electricians.

Opportunities

The services have about 57,500 radio
equipment repairers. On average, the
services need about 4,600 new repairers
each year. After job training, repairers are
assigned to a radio maintenance unit and
perform routine maintenance and simple
repair jobs under close supervision. In
time, they may perform more difficult re-
pairs and train and supervise other repair
personnel. Eventually, they may become
managers or chiefs of communications
units or maintenance shops.

Military Careers



Electrical systems supply power to oper-
ate ships and submarines. Lights, radar,
weapons, laundry and cooking appliances,
and machinery all need electricity. Ship
electricians operate and repair electrical
systems on ships. They keep electrical
power plants, wiring, and machinery in
working order.

What They Do

Ship electricians in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Install wiring for lights and equipment

Troubleshoot electrical wiring and
equipment using test meters

Inspect and maintain devices that
distribute electricity throughout ships,
such as circuits, transformers, and
regulators

Monitor and maintain electrical
devices connected to the ship's main
engines or nuclear reactors

Repair motors and appliances

Special Requirements

Nuclear specialties are open only to
men and require successful completion of
high school algebra.

Training Provided

Job training for non-nuclear specialists
consists of 18 to 25 weeks of classroom
instruction, including practice repairing
electrical systems. Course content typi-
cally includes:

Electrical theory

Troubleshooting procedures

Maintenance and repair procedures

Reading diagrams and calculating
amperage, voltage, and resistance
levels

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school courses include math
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in electricity and how
electrical machines work

Interest in solving problems

Ability to use tools

Work Environment

Ship electricians usually work indoors,
aboard ships or submarines. They also
work in ship repair shops on land.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian ship electricians work for ship-
building and drydock firms and shipping
lines. They perform duties similar to mili-
tary ship electricians. Other civilian electri-
cians, such as building electricians and
electrical products repairers, also perform
similar work. Civilian nuclear power plant
electricians perform duties similar to ship
electricians who work with nuclear plants
on ships and submarines.

Opportunities

The military has about 10,300 ship elec-
tricians. On average, the services need
about 500 new ship electricians each year.
After job training, ship electricians perform
maintenance work and repair electrical
problems. Eventually, they may become
superintendents of electrical repair shops
or of ship electrical systems.
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TELEPHONE TECHNICIANS
Army
Navy

Air Force
!Vienne Corps /

th- Coast Guard

The military operates its own telephone
systems to send messages and orders.
Phones are used on military bases, ships,
and in the field. Telephone technicians
install, maintain, and repair military tele-
phone systems.

What They Do

Telephone technicians in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Determine the cause of equipment
failure

Install interior wiring and switching
equipment

Connect telephones and switchboards

Check telephone equipment using test
meters

Repair or replace broken equipment

Repair short circuits in wiring

Read wiring diagrams to determine
installation steps

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 38 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in installing and repairing telephone
systems. Training length varies depending
on specialty. Course content typically
includes:

Repair of office telephone systems

Wiring installation techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for some spe-
cialties in this occupation.

Physical Demands

Telephone technicians may have to work
from ladders or on tall utility poles. Normal
color vision is required to work with color-
coded wiring and diagrams.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school courses include math,
electricity, and shop mechanics. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to use hand tools

Interest in solving problems

Interest in learning how telephone
systems work
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Work Environment

Telephone technicians work indoors
when installing or repairing interior wiring
and telephone equipment. They work out-
doors when connecting communications
lines to utility poles or underground termi-
nals.

Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian telephone technicians work
for telephone companies. They perform
duties similar to military telephone techni-
cians, although they usually specialize in
either installation or repair. They may be
called central office repairers, PBX re-
pairers, central office installers, station
installers and repairers, or telephone
maintenance mechanics, depending on
specialty.

Opportunities

The military has about 8,800 telephone
technicians. On average, they need about
1,200 new telephone technicians each
year. After job training, telephone techni-
cians install and repair telephones under
the direction of supervisors. With experi-
ence, they may become supervisors of
other telephone technicians. Eventually,
they may become superintendents of
communications centers.

Military Careers



TELETYPE REPAIRERS

Army
Navy

Air .Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The military depends on teletype and
cryptographic machines to link air, sea,
and ground forces during operations. If
equipment breaks down during military
operations. it must be repaired imme-
diately. Teletype repairers install, main-
tain, and repair teletype communications
equipment.

What They Do

Teletype repairers perform some or all
of the following duties:

Test and repair communications
equipment using frequency meters,
circuit analyzers. and other electrical
and electronic test equipment

Monitor operation of cryptographic
(coded message) systems. terminals.
and teletypewriters

Read wiring diagrams and technical
manuals

Install and repair circuits and wiring
using soldering irons and hand tools

Calibrate and align equipment
components using scales. gauges,
and other measuring instruments

Training Provided

Job training consists of 20 to 30 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice repairing various types of cryptographic
and teletype equipment. Course content
typically includes:

Application of electronic and
mechanical concepts

Fundamentals of electronic
communications security

Use and maintenance of test
equipment

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for some
specialties in this occupation.

Helpful Attributes
Helpful school subjects include math

and electronic equipment repair. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with
electromechanical equipment

Interest in solving problems

Military Careers

Work Environment

Teletype repairers usually work indoors
in repair shops and laboratories.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring.

Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian teletype repairers work for
electronic communications equipment
manufacturers and firms providing tele-
type and communications equipment
maintenance service. They perform duties
similar to military teletype repairers.

Opportunities
The services have about 11,600 tele-

type and cryptographic equipment
repairers. On average, they need about
750 new equipment repairers each year.
After job training, new equipment repairers
are assigned to a fixed or mobile commu-
nications unit. They perform routine main-
tenance and simple repair jobs under close
supervision. With experience, they per-
form more difficult tasks and may help
train new personnel. Eventually, they may
become managers or chiefs of mainte-
nance in communications centers or elec-
tronics maintenance shops.
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BLASTING SPECIALISTS

Using explosives instead of machines
can save time in excavating and quarrying
work. Blasting specialists use explosives
to clear rock and earth from construction
sites. They also loosen rock in quarries to
make gravel for paving.

What They Do

Blasting specialists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Determine the amount of explosives
required for each job

Transfer explosives from magazines
(storage) to blasting areas

Determine the placement of
explosives for the safest and most
efficient results

Drill holes in rocks, tree stumps, or
structures at the proper depth and
spacing

Select explosives and assemble
charges, fuses, and blasting caps

Place explosives in drilled holes and
detonate using electric detonators

Oversee the storage of explosives

Keep records of explosives used

Work Environment

Blasting specialists work outdoors at
construction sites or quarries.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in working with explosives. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Types of explosives and blasting
materials

Safety procedures

Methods of placing explosive charges

Storing and transporting explosives

Further training occurs on the job. The
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer cer-
tified apprenticeship programs for this
occupation.

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include science
and math. Helpful attributes include:

Emotional stability

Ability to stay calm under pressure

Ability to observe strict safety
procedures

Physical Demands

Some specialties require that workers
have no history of heart or vascular prob-
lems because of the stress of working with
explosives. Normal hearing and color vi-
sion are required to work with explosives.

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian blasting specialists work for
construction companies or rock quarries.
They perform duties similar to military
blasting specialists and are commonly
called blasters.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,500 blasting
specialists. On average, they need about
200 new specialists each year. After job
training, blasting specialists work under
close supervision. With experience, they
work more independently and may help
train new specialists. In time, they may
become construction superintendents.
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The military uses concrete and masonry
(bricks, stone, and concrete blocks) in
many of its building projects. Concrete is
used for foundations, dams, bridges, and
bunkers. Brick, stone, and block are used
in constructing buildings, walls, and fences.
Bricklayers and concrete masons build
and repair all types of structures made of
concrete and masonry. They work with
engineers and other building specialists
as part of construction teams.

What They Do

Bricklayers and concrete masons in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Build foundations and walls, with
brick, cement block, or stone

Set masonry in correct position using
mortar

Cut and shape masonry using power
saws, chisels, and hammers

Mix and pour concrete to form
footings, foundations, and floor slabs

Finish surfaces of poured concrete
using finishing tools, such as floats,
screeds, and edgers

Plaster inside walls and ceilings

Set ceramic tile on walls and floors

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Preference for doing physical work

Ability to work with blueprints

Preference for working outdoors

A

A

Training Provided

Job training consists of 5 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in working with tools and materials. Course
content typically includes:

Use and care of masonry tools and
equipment

How to mix concrete, mortar, and
plaster

Methods of pouring concrete

Masonry construction methods

The Navy offers a certified apprenticeship
program for one specialty in this occupa-
tion.
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Physical Demands

Bricklayers and concrete masons work
with relatively heavy materials. Sometimes
they are required to climb and work from
ladders and scaffolds.

Work Environment

Bricklayers and concrete masons work
indoors and outdoors on construction sites.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian bricklayers and concrete ma-
sons work for construction firms and as
independent contractors. They perform
duties similar to military bricklayers and
concrete masons. They may also be called
brickmasons, stonemasons, cement ma-
sons, or cement finishers.

Opportunities

The military has about 3,900 bricklayers
and concrete masons. On average, the
services need about 500 new bricklayers
and masons each year. After job training,
bricklayers and masons work on construc-
tion projects under close supervision. With
experience, they work more indepen-
dently and may supervise others. In time,
bricklayers and concrete masons have
the opportunity to become construction
superintendents.

Military Careers



The military uses electricity to do many
jobs, including lighting hospitals, running
power tools, and operating computers.
Building electricians install and repair
electrical wiring systems in offices, repair
shops, airplane hangars, and other build-
ings on military bases.

What They Do

Building electricians in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Install and wire transformers, junction
boxes, and circuit breakers, using wire
cutters, insulation strippers, and other
hand tools

Read blueprints, wiring piens, and
repair orders to determine wiring
layouts or repair needs

Cut, bend, and string wires and
conduits (pipe or tubing) .

Inspect power distribution syStems,
shorts in wires, and faulty equipment
using test meters

Repair and replace faulty wiring and
lighting fixtures

Install lightning rods to protect
electrical systems

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include science
and math. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to use hand tools

Preference for doing physical work

Interest in electricity

Work Environment

Building electricians usually work in-
doors while installing wiring systems. They
work outdoors while installing transformers
and lightning rods.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for work-
ing with color-coded wiring and circuits.

Military Careers
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in the installation and repair of electrical
wiring systems. Course content typically
includes:

Fundamentals of electricity

Electrical circuit troubleshooting

Safety procedures

Techniques for wiring switches,
outlets, and junction boxes

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
Marine Corps offer certified apprentice-
ship programs for some specialties in this
occupation.

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

a. 1

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian building electricians usually work
for building and electrical contracting firms.
Some work as self-employed electrical
contractors. They perform duties similar to
military building electricians.

Opportunities

The military has about 1,600 building
electricians. On average, the services need
about 200 new electricians each year.
After job training, building electricians work
under close supervision. As they gain
experience, building electricians work more
independently. In time, they may be pro-
moted to supervisors of one or mor a work
crews. Eventually, they may become con-
struction superintendents.
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CARPENTERS
Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps.
Coast Guard

The military builds many temporary and
permanent structures each year. Lumber,
plywood, plasterboard, and similar mate-
rials are the basic building materials for
many of these projects. Carpenters build
and repair buildings, bridges, and other
wooden structures. They work with engi-
neers and other building specialists on
military construction projects. Turn to page
370 for more information about carpen-
ters.

What They Do

Carpenters in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Erect wood framing for buildings using
hand and power tools, such as
hammers, saws, levels, and drills

Lay roofing materials, such as roofing
felt and asphalt, tile, and wooden
shingles

Install plasterboard and paneling to
form interior walls and ceilings

Lay wood and tile floors and build
steps, staircases, and porches

Operate precision power tools, such
as drill presses, table saws, and
lathes

Build temporary shelters for storing
supplies and equipment while on
training maneuvers

Physical Demands

Carpenters may have to lift and carry
heavy building materials, such as lumber
and plasterboard. Also, they may have to
climb and work from ladders and scaffold-
ing.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
woodworking, and industrial arts. Helpful
attributes include:

Preference for physical work

Ability to use woodworking tools

Interest in construction work
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Work Environment

Carpenters work in woodworking shops,
which can be dusty and noisy. They also
work inside buildings, laying floors and
installing plasterboard walls. Carpenters
sometimes work outdoors, constructing
temporary buildings.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 8 weeks of
instruction, including practice with carpen-
try tools. Course content typically includes:

Use and care of carpentry tools

Building construction

Types and uses of construction joints
and braces'

Interpretation of blueprints and
drawings

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs in this occupa-
tion.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian carpenters usually work for
construction or remodeling contractors,
government agencies, utility companies,
or manufacturing firms. Other carpenters
are self-employed contractors. Civilian
carpenters perform duties similar to military
carpenters. Civilian carpenters often
specialize in finished or rough carpentry or
cabinetmaking.

Opportunities

The military has about 3,600 carpen-
ters. On average, the services need about
400 new carpenters each year. After job
training, carpenters work in teams under
close supervision. Initially, they perform
simple work, such as form building and
rough framing. With experience, they
perform more difficult tasks. In time, they
may supervise and train other carpenters.
They may become construction superin-
tendents.

Military Careers



PAVING EQUIPMENT
OPERATORS

:k

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

The military uses concrete and asphalt
to pave its airfields, roads, and sidewalks.
Paving equipment operators mix batches
of concrete and asphalt and then spread it
with paving machines. They also operate
rock quarries to make gravel.

What They Do

Paving equipment operators in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Operate rock crushers and other
quarry equipment to make gravel

Operate mixing plants to make
batches of concrete and asphalt

Spread asphalt and concrete with
paving machines

Operate pavement rollers to smooth
asphalt surfaces

Inspect pavement for damage or wear

Patch worn pavement

Take samples and test asphalt or
concrete quality

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in operating paving equipment. Training
length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Concrete and asphalt paving

Road and runway repair and
maintenance

Operation and care of paving
equipment

Physical Demands

Some specialties require heavy lifting.

Work Environment

Paving equipment operators work out-
doors in all kinds of weather conditions.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include science
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Preference for working outdoors

Interest in working with large
machines and equipment

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian paving equipment operators
work for construction companies, paving
contractors, and state highway agencies.
They perform duties similar to military
paving equipment operators.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,300 paving
equipment operators. On average, they
need about 300 new paving equipment
operators each year. After job training,
paving equipment operators are assigned
to pavement maintenance units, where
they perform routine tasks as paving crew
members. With experience operating
paving equipment, they may become crew
leaders and help train new workers. Even-
tually, paving equipment operators have
the opportunity to become maintenance
supervisors or construction superinten-
dents.
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Military buildings and equipment require
pipe systems for water, steam, gas, and
waste. Pipe systems are also needed on
aircraft, missiles, and ships for hydraulic
(fluid pressure) and pneumatic (air pres-
sure) systems. Plumbers and pipe fitters
install and repair plumbing and pipe sys-
tems.

What They Do

Plumbers and pipe fitters in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Plan layouts of pipe systems using
blueprints and drawings

Bend. cut, and thread pipes made of
lead, copper, and plastic

Install connectors, fittings, and joints

Solder or braze pipe and tubing to join
them

Install sinks, toilets, and other
plumbing fixtures

Troubleshoot, test, and calibrate
hydraulic and pneumatic systems

Keep accurate records of tasks
completed and materials used

Physical Demands

Plumbers and pipe fitters have to lift and
carry heavy pipes and tubes.

Work Environment

Plumbers and pipe fitters work both
indoors and outdoors on land and aboard
ships.

r

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in repairing plumbing systems. Course
content typically includes:

Installation, operation, and repair of
pipe systems

Installation and repair of plumbing
fixtures and boiler controls

Installation and repair of water
purification and distillation systems

Maintenance and repair of hydraulic
and pneumatic systems

Methods of soldering, welding, silver
brazing, and cutting

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for some
specialties in this occupation.
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Marine. Corps
Coast Guard

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Preference for doing physical work

Ability to work with detailed plans

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian plumbers and pipe fitters usu-
ally work for mechanical or plumbing
contractors or as self-employed contrac-
tors. Some plumbers and pipe fitters work
for public utilities. Civilian plumbers and
pipe fitters perform duties similar to those
performed in the military.

Opportunities

The military has about 3,600 plumbers
and pipe fitters. On average, the services
need about 400 new plumbers and pipe
fitters each year. After job training, plumb-
ers and pipe fitters work under close super-
vision. With experience, they work more
independently and may supervise others.
Eventually, they may advance to become
managers of utilities departments, con-
struction units, or missile maintenance
units.

Military Careers
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Fresh drinking water is not always avail-
able in areas where the military needs to
set up a base or camp. Wells, drilled deep
in the earth, are sometimes the only source
of water. Well drillers operate drilling rigs
that bore through rock and earth to make
water wells.

What They Do

Well drillers in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Select drilling sites

Erect and position derricks (towers for
supporting drilling equipment)

Drill wells using drilling rigs

Study drilling core samples to find the
best places to drill

Test well water for purity

Repair drill bits, drilling rigs, and
related equipment

Physical Demands

Well drillers may have to lift and carry
heavy equipment, such as drill bits and
casings. Normal color vision is required to
enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
science and geology. Helpful attributes
include:

Preference for working outdoors

Interest in working with machines and
equipment

'tr.tiVAILAIL!

Military Careers

Work Environment

Well drillers normally work outdoors in
all types of climates. They work indoors
while testing water for purity and repairing
drilling tools.

Training Provided
Job training consists of 8 weeks of

classrocm instruction, including practice
in maintaining well drilling equipment.
Cou.se content typically includes:

Drilling site selection techniques

Operation and maintenance of well
drilling equipment

Methods for testing well water purity

Analysis of drilling core samples

Civilian Counterparts
Civilian well drillers work for independe it

water well drillers and construction con-
tractors. They perform duties similar to
military well drillers.

Opportunities
The services have about 1,100 well

drillers. On average, they need about 200
new well drillers each year. After job train-
ing, well drillers work as members of a well
drilling crew. With experience, Iiicy work
more independently and may train other
well drillers. Eventually, well drillers may
advance to become drilling team super-
visors and, possibly, construction superin-
tendents.
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Boilers are high pressure tanks that
convert water into steam. The steam is
used to drive large turbines, which power
many ships. Boiler technicians operate
and repair the large boilers that provide
power for military ships. Turn to page 368
for more information about boiler techni-
cians.

What They Do

Boiler technicians in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Operate main and auxiliary boilers

Operate the steam turbines that
generate power for the ship

Maintain the heat source, high
pressure fittings, and other boiler
parts

Operate and maintain automatic boiler
controls

Repair valves, pumps, and forced-air
blowers

Align fuel, water, and air piping
systems using hand and power tools

Test water and fuel for quality and
purity

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 16 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in boiler equipment repair and main-
tenance. Course content typically includes:

Basic marine engineering

Use and care of hand and power tools

Repair of propulsion systems

Boiler maintenance

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include metal
shop and math. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with machines and
equipment

Preference for doing physical work

Ability to work in confined areas

Military Careers

Physical Demands

Boiler technicians may have to lift or
move heavy pumps, airbiowers, and other
equipment. They may have to stoop and
kneel and work in awkward positions while
repairing boilers.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian boiler technicians, called boiler-
makers, work for shiplines, boiler repair
shops or factories. They perform duties
similar to military boiler technicians. Boiler
technicians also build and install boilers,
as well as operate and repair them. Be-
sides shipping, boilers are used in build-
ings and factories for steam heat and
power.

von

Work Environment

Boiler technicians work below deck in
ship boiler rooms, which are often hot and
noisy.

Opportunities

The sei v:ces have abcut 2,500 boiler
technicians. On average, they need about
200 new boiler technicians each year.
After job training, boiler technicians are
assigned to ships where they operate
boilers under close supervision. With
experience, they make repairs to boiler
parts and control systems. In time, boiler
technicians may advance to supervisory
or management positions in ship engi-
neering.
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The military uses many items made of
cloth or canvas, including uniforms and
tents. Clothing and fabric repairers alter
and repair clothing and canvas. They also
sew name tags and patches on uniforms.

What They Do

Clothing and fabric repairers in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Inspect and mark items received for
repair

Repair tents, covers, and other
canvas equipment

Mend worn or damaged fabric and
rubber goods

Measure and mark uniforms for
alterations

Alter and repair uniforms

Operate and maintain sewing
machines

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to sew by hand or with
machines

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Work Environment

Clothing and fabric repairers work in-
doors in repair shops on land or aboard
ships.

A k

A

d

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in repairing fabrics. Course content typi-
cally includes:

Procedures for marking items for
repair or alterations

Hand sewing techniques

Use and care of sewing machines

Further training occurs on the job. The
Army offers a certified apprenticeship
program for one specialty in this occupa-
tion.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian clothing and fabric repairers work
for retail clothing stores, tailor shops, and
firms that manufacture covers for boats,
cars, and other equipment. Some clothing
and fabric repairers work for laundries or
dry cleaning shops. Civilian clothing and
fabric repairers perform duties similar to
military clothing and fabric repairers. De-
pending on specialty, civilian clothing and
fabric repairers may also be called
menders, canvas repairers, alteration tai-
lors, or garment fitters.

Opportunities

The military has about 3,200 clothing
and fabric repairers. On average, the ser-
vices need about 200 new clothing and
fabric repairers each year. After job training,
clothing and fabric repairers work under
the direction of more experienced workers
and supervisors. In time, they may super-
vise other clothing and fabric repairers.
Eventually, they may become superinten-
dents of large maintenance repair facili-
ties.

Military Careers



-COMPRESSED GAS
TECHNICIANS

Navy
Air Force

Marine Corps

Compressed gases have many uses in
the military, such as breathing oxygen for
jet pilots, divers, and medical patients and
fuel for missiles and welding torches.
Compressed gas technicians operate ano
maintain the machinery used to compress
or liquefy gases.

What They Do

Compressed gas technicians in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Operate valves to control the flow of
air through machinery that
compresses or liquefies gases

Remove impurities, such as carbon
dioxide, from gases

Fill storage cylinders with compressed
gas

Test cylinders for leaks, using
pressure gauges

Operate dry ice plants

Maintain compressed gas machinery

Training Provided

Job training consists of 14 to 19 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice working with compressed gases.
Course content typically includes:

Operation and maintenance of
systems that produce liquefied and
compressed gases

Storage, distribution, and handling of
liquid gas and dry ice

Procedures for changing and handling
compressed gas cylinders

Safety precautions

The Navy offers a certified apprenticeship
program for one specialty in this
occupation.

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with machines

Preference for doing physical work

Work Environment

Compressed gas technicians in the mil-
itary normally work indoors in shops on
bases or aboard ships. Working with air
compressors may be noisy and hot.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian compressed gas technicians
work for a wide range of industrial compa-
nies and processing plants, especially dis-
tilling and chemical firms. They perform
duties similar to military compressed gas
technicians. They may also be called oxy-
gen plant operators, compressed gas plant
workers, or acetylene plant operators.

Opportunities

The military has about 1,800 com-
pressed gas technicians. On average, the
services need about 150 new technicians
each year. After job training, compressed
gas technicians work under the direction
of supervisors. With experience, they work
more independently and may eventually
manage compressed gas production

Physical Demands plants.

Normal color vision is usually required
to enter this occupation.
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Dental laboratories provide military den-
tists with braces to straighten crooked
teeth, dentures to replace missing teeth,
and crowns to repair damaged teeth.
Dental laboratory technicians make and
repair braces, dentures, crowns, and
other dental devices.

What They Do

Dental laboratory technicians perform
some or all of the following duties:

Read instructions from dentists to
make dentures, oraces, and other
dental devices

Make dentures or crowns using molds
made from teeth impressions

Grind and polish dentures to match
natural teeth and to fit properly in
patient's mouth

Match the color of artificial teeth to
natural tooth color following
prescription orders from dentists

Harden and cure new dentures in
high temperature ovens

Construct, repair, and align metal
braces and retainers

Order, store, and issue lab supplies

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include biology
and chemistry. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to use precision tools and
instruments

Interest in working in a laboratory
setting

Interest in work requiring attention to
detail

A

Training Provided

Job training consists of 22 to 24 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in making and repairing dental de-
vices. Course content typically includes:

Dental terminology and laboratory
procedures

Making full and partial dentures,
crowns, and bridges

Making braces and retainers to
straighten teeth

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Navy
offers a certified apprenticeship program
for one specialty in this occupation.
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Work Environment

Dental laboratory technicians work in-
doors in dental labs.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to match
color of artificial teeth with natural tooth
color.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian dental laboratory technicians
normally work for small, privately owned
dental laboratories. However, some are
employed in large dental offices. They
perform duties similar to military dental
laboratory technicians. However, civilian
technicians often specialize in one of iive
dental areas: full dentures, partial den-
tures, crowns and bridges, ceramics, or
orthodontics (tooth straightening).

Opportunities

The services have about 1,900 dental
laboratory technicians. On average, they
need about 150 new dental laboratory
technicians each year. After job training,
dental laboratory technicians work under
very close supervision. With experience,
they work more independently and are
given more difficult tasks. Eventually, they
may become supervisors or managers of
dental laboratories.

Military Careers



Sometimes when engines or machines
break down, the parts needed to repair
them are not available. In these cases, the
broken parts must be repaired or new
ones made. Machinists make and repair
metal parts for engines and all types of
machines. They operate lathes, drill
presses, grinders, and other machine shop
equipment. Turn to page 382 for more
information about machinists.

What They Do

Machinists in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Study blueprints or written plans of
the parts to be made

Set up and operate lathes to make
parts such as shafts and gears

Cut metal stock using power
hacksaws and bandsaws

Bore holes using drill presses

Shape and smooth parts using
grinders

Measure work using micrometers,
calipers, and depth gauges

Special Requirements

Although there are women machinists,
some specialties in this occupation are
open only to men.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
general science, metal working, and
mechanical drawing. Helpful attributes
include:

Preference for working with the hands

Interest in making things and finding
solutions to mechanical problems

Ability to apply mathematical formulas

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Machinists work in machine shops,
which are often noisy.

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 12 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in machine operation. Course content
typically includes:

Machine types and uses

Machine setup and operation

Uses of different metals

Safety procedures

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
Navy offer certified apprenticeship pro-
grams for this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian machinists work for factories
and repair shops in many industries, in-
cluding the electrical product, automotive,
and heavy machinery industries. They
perform duties similar to military machin-
ists.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,600 machin-
ists. On average, they need about 450
new machinists each year. After job train-
ing, machinists perform routine repairs
under close supervision. In time, they per-
form more difficult repairs and may train
others. Eventually, they may become
managers of one or more machine shops.
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The military provides eye care to all
service men and women as part of its
comprehensive health service program.
Eyeglasses are frequently needed to
correct nearsighted or farsighted vision.
Opticians grind corrective lenses for eye-
glasses. They also fit and adjust glasses
for eye care patients.

What They Do

Opticians in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Calculate the correct lens sire and
thickness from written prescriptions

Grind and polish lenses using power
grinders and polishers

Smooth lens edges using hand or
power tools

Dye lenses to prescribed tints and
apply lens coatings for protection

Harden lenses using heat-treating
equipment

Assemble eyeglass frames and
lenses using optical tools

Fit and adjust glasses for eye care
patients

Special Requirements

Successful completion of high school
algebra is required to enter some special-
ties in this occupation.

Training Provided
Job training consists of 21 to 26 weeks

of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in grinding and fitting corrective lenses.
Optician candidates who already have
an optician's license or have completed a
1-year optician course may be exempted
from some or all of the military job training.
Course content typically includes:

Study of the structure, function, and
diseases of the eyes

Optical laboratory operating
procedures

Techniques for adjusting, fitting, and
dispensing eyeglasses
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Helpful Attributes
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to follow detailed instructions
and work procedures

Ability to do precise work

Interest in working with one's hands

Work Environment

Opticians normally work in optical labo-
ratories and in examination and dispens-
ing offices.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian opticians work for optical labo-
ratories and retail opticians. They perform
duties similar to military opticians. They
may also be called ophthalmic laboratory
technicians.

Opportunities

The services have about 300 opticians.
On average, they need about 30 new
opticians each year. After job training,
opticians are assigned to optical labs and
dispensaries, where they work under close
supervision. With experience, they work
more independently and may help train
new opticians. In time, opticians may
supervise optical laboratories.

Military Careers



PHOTOPRO
SPECIA

The services operate photographic labo-
ratories to develop the thousands of pho-
tographs and motion picture films taken
each year by the military. Photoprocessing
specialists develop still and motion picture
film using film processors and printers.

What They Do

Photoprocessing specialists in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Develop film "negatives" by using a
series of chemical and water baths

Produce prints from negatives

Operate developing machines that
make prints from film

Monitor the flow of film and printing
paper through automated processors

Operate photo enlargers

Maintain photographic lab equipment

Work Environment

Photoprocessing specialists in the mili-
tary work in photographic laboratories on
bases or aboard ships.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 24 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in developing film. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Chemistry of photographic
development

Operation of automatic film
processors

Darkroom procedures

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Military Careers
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to pro-
duce accurate color prints.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include chemis-
try and photography. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in photography and
photoprocessing

Interest in chemistry

Ability to do work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian photoprocessing specialists
work for large commercial photograph
developers, portrait and studio labs, news-
paper and magazine publishing com-
panies, and advertising agencies. They
perform duties similar to military photo-
processing specialists. They may also be
called film developers, automatic print
developers, or print controllers.

Opportunities
The services have about 1,300 pho-

toprocessing specialists. On average, they
need about 100 new photoprocessing
specialists each year. After job training,
photoprocessing specialists work under
the direction of experienced workers and
supervisors. With experience, they work
more independenty and may supervise
others. In time, photoprocessirg special-
ists may advance to become managers of
photographic laboratories.
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PQWER PLAN OPERATORS

Power plants generate electricity for
ships, submarines, and military bases.
The military uses many different types of
power plants. Some are fueled by oil,
others run on coal. Many ships and sub-
marines have nuclear power plants. Power
plant operators control power generating
plants on land and aboard ships and sub-
marines. They operate boilers, turbines,
nuclear reactors, and portable generators.

What They Do

Power plant operators in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Monitor and operate control boards fo
regulate power plants

Operate and maintain diesel
generating units to produce electric
power

Monitor and control nuclear reactors
that produce electricity and power
ships and submarines

Operate and maintain stationary
engines, such as steam engines, air
compressors, and generators

c Operate and maintain auxiliary
equipment, such as pumps, fans, and
condensers

Inspect equipment for malfunctions

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math
and shop mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in working with large
machinery

Interest in nuclear power

Army
Navy

14,!r Force
Markne,Corps
Coast Guard

Physical Demands

Power plant operators lift heavy parts or
tools when maintaining power plants.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 20 to 25 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in operating power plants. Course
content typically includes:

Operation of pressure boilers

Operation and maintenance of reactor
control systems

Operation and maintenance of
mechanical systems on nuclear
powered ships and submarines

Nuclear specialties have training programs
that last 1 year or more, covering all as-
pects of nuclear power plant operations.
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Special Requirements

Nuclear specialties are open only to
men and require successful completion of
high school algebra.

Work Environment

Power plant operators usually work in-
doors. They are subject to high tempera-
tures, dust, and noise.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian power plant operators work for
power companies, factories, schools, and
hospitals. They perform duties similar to
military power plant operators. Depending
on the specialty, power plant operators
may also be called boiler operators, sta-
tionary engineers, nuclear reactor opera-
tors, or diesel plant operators.

Opportunities

The services have about 15,500 power
plant operators. On average, they need
about 950 new power plant operators each
year. After job training, power plant oper-
ators work under the close direction of
supervisors. With experience, they may
gain greater responsibility for plant oper-
ations and supervise other operators.
Eventually, they may become superinten-
dents of utilities for large bases or chiefs of
ships' engineering departments.

Military Careers
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The military produces many printed pub-
lications each year, including newspapers,
booklets, training manuals, maps, and
charts. Printing specialists operate print-
ing presses and binding machines to make
finished copies of printed material.

What They Do

Printing specialists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Reproduce printed matter using offset
lithographic printing processes

Prepare photographic negatives and
transfer them to printing plates using
copy cameras and enlargers

Prepare layouts of artwork,
photographs, and text for
lithographic plates

Produce brochures, newspapers,
maps, and charts

Bind printed material into hardback
or paperback books using binding
machines

Maintain printing presses

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics. Helpful attributes include:

Preference for doing physical work

interest in learning about printing

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 20 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in operating printing presses. Training
length varies by specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Photolithography techniques

Operation of offset presses

Techniques for making printing plates

Binding techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs in this occupa-
tion.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Printing specialists work indoors in print
shops and offices located on land or aboard
ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian printing specialists work for
commercial print shops, newspapers,
insurance companies, government offices,
or businesses that do their own printing.
They perform duties similar to military
printing specialists. They may be called
offset printing press operators, lithograph
press operators, offset duplicating machine
operators, lithograph photographers, or
bindery workers.

T.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to enter
some specialties in this occupation.

Opportunities

The military has about 1,800 printing
specialists. On average, the services need
about 200 new specialists each year. After
job training, specialists normally operate
printing and binding machines under di-
rect supervision. With experience, they
work more independently, setting up and
operating machines. in time, printing spe-
cialists may become supervisors of print-
ing plants.
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SHEET METAL WORKERS
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Sheet metal is used as a building mate-
rial in many military construction projects.
Sheet metal workers make and install
sheet metal products, such as roofs, air
ducts, gutters, and vents. They also make
custom parts to repair ships, buildings,
and equipment.

What They Do

Sheet metal workers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Read blueprints and lay out work on
sheet metal

Cut metal using shears or tin snips

Bend metal using breaks or bending
rolls

Solder, weld, rivet, or screw sheet
metal parts together

Smooth seams and edges with files
or grinders

Measure work with calipers,
micrometers, and rulers

Physical Demands

Good color vision is needed for locating
and marking reference points and dimen-
sions on sheet metal.

Work Environment

Sheet metal workers work in i netal shops
on land and aboard ships. They also work
outdoors at construction sites.

ra

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in making and installing sheet metal prod-
ucts. Training length varies depending on
specialty. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Sheet metal layout

Sheet metal duct work

Use and care of soldering and welding
equipment

Use and care of hand and power tools

Further training occurs on the job. The
Navy offers a certified apprenticeship
program for this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include math,
mechanical drawing, and metal working.
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to use hand and power tools

Preference for doing physical work

Interest in making and repairing things

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian sheet metal workers work for air
conditioning contractors, metal repair
shops, or construction companies. They
perform duties similar to those performed
by sheet metal workers in the military.
However, civilians usually specialize in
certain areas, such as making heating and
air conditioning ducts, gutters, or metal
roofs.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,200 sheet
metal workers. On average, they need
about 250 new sheet metal workers each
year. After job training, new workers install
and repair sheet metal products under the
direction of a supervisor. With experience,
they work more independently and may
help train new workers. In time, sheet
metal workers may be promoted to shop
supervisors.

Military Careers



Ocean storms, underwater pressure, or
combat may cause damage to ships.
Shipfitters repair the hulls and other struc-
tural parts of ships, submarines, boats,
and landing craft.

What They Do

Shipfitters in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Inspect hulls, hatches, and decks for
leaks

Weld or rivet metal plates onto hulls
and decks to repair damage

Repair the walls (bulkheads) that
separate ship compartments

Repair holes in small boats by
applying fiberglass mixtures

Smooth patches to match hull shape
with hand tools, such as files and
sanders

Apply paint to seal and protect repair
work

Repair hatches and watertight doors

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 13 weeks
of classroom instruction, including prac-
tice in ship repair. Course content typically
includes:

Operation of welding, soldering, and
brazing equipment

Blueprint reading

Hull inspection

Fiberglass patching

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Navy of-
fers a certified apprenticeship program for
this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Preference for doing physical work

Ability to use hand and power tools

Ability to remain calm in emergencies

Preference for working outdoors

Military Careers
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Physical Demands

Shipfitters may have to lift heavy steel
plates. They may have to work in crouch-
ing or kneeling positions. Normal color
vision is required to adjust welding equip-
ment and to match paints.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian shipfitters work for shipyards,
drydock repair firms, or other marine serv-
icing companies. They tend to specialize
by size of craft. They perform duties sim-
ilar to military shipfitters and may also be
called marine services technicians.

Work Environment

Shipfitters perform most of their work
outdoors.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,000
shipfitters. On average, they need about
200 new shipfitters each year. After job
training, shipfitters perform basic welding
and patching work under supervision. With
experience, they perform more difficult
repairs and supervise others. Eventually,
shipfitters may become '"Jperintendents
of ship repair yards.
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Military personnel often have hazardous
assignments. They depend on survival
equipment (parachutes, rescue equip-
ment) to protect their lives in case of
emergencies. Survival equipment special-
ists inspect, maintain, and repair survival
equipment such as parachutes, aircraft
life support equipment, and air-sea rescue
equipment.

What They Do

Survival equipment specialists in the
military perform some or all of the following
duties:

Inspect parachutes for rips and
tangled lines

Pack parachutes for safe operation

Repair life rafts and load them with
emergency provisions

Test emerrency oxygen regulators on
aircraft

Stock aircraft with fire extinguishers,
flares, and survival provisions

Train crews in the use of survival
equipment

Work Environment

Survival equipment specialists in the
military work in repair shops on land or
aboard ships.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded wiring and repair charts.

A

A

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics and science. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in working for the safety of
others

Ability to do work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in working with survival equipment. Course
content typically includes:

Parachute rigging techniques

Repair of inflatable rafts and other
survival equipment

Maintenance of oxygen equipment

Maintenance of air-sea rescue
equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through additional courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian survival equipment specialists
work for commercial airlines, parachute
rigging and supply companies, survival
equipment manufacturing firms, and some
government agencies. They perform du-
ties similar to military survival equipment
specialists. Those that specialize in para-
chutes are called parachute riggers.

Opportunities

The military has about 8,100 survival
equipment specialists. On average, the
services need about 900 new specialists
each year. After job training, survival
equipment specialists work on survival
equipment under the close direction of
supervisors. With experience, they work
with less supervision and perform more
challenging tasks. In time, survival equip-
ment specialists may become supervisors
assisting in the management of survival
equipment repair facilities.

Military Careers
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Military bases operate their own water
treatment plants when public facilities
cannot be used. These plants provide
drinking water and safely dispose of sew-
age. Water and sewage treatment plant
operators maintain the systems that purify
water and treat sewage.

What They Do

Water and sewage treatment plant oper-
ators in the military perform some or all of
the following duties:

Operate pumps to transfer water from
reservoirs and storage tanks to
treatment plants

Add chemicals and operate machinery
that purifies water for drinking or
cleans it for safe disposal

Test water for chlorine content,
acidity, oxygen demand, and
impurities

Regulate the flow of drinking water to
meet demand

Clean and maintain water treatment
machinery

Keep records of chemical treatments,
water pressure, and maintenance

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include chemis-
try, math, and shop mechanics. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with mechanical
equipment

Interest in chemistry and pollution
control

Work Environment

Water and sewage treatment plant
operators work indoors and outdoors. They
may be exposed to strong odors.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is needed to exam-
ine water for acidity and impurities.

Military Careers
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
operating water and sewage treatment
equipment. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Operation of treatment systems

Water testing and analysis

Maintenance and repair of pumps,
compressors, and other equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
the Navy offer certified apprenticeship
programs for some specialties in this
occupation.

-

-
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian water and sewage treatment
plant operators work for municipal public
works and industrial plants. Their work is
similar to military water and sewage treat-
ment plant operators. Civilian plant
operators usually specialize as water
treatment plant operators, waterworks
pump station operators, or wastewater
treatment plant operators.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,400 water
and sewage plant operators. On average,
they need 300 new plant operators each
year. After job training, new operators
work under close supervision in water or
sewage treatment plants. With experience,
they may supervise plant operations.
Eventually, they may become base utili-
ties superintendents.
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WELDERS
Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Ships, tanks, and aircraft are made of
heavy metal armor. Many tools, pipes, and
other military equipment are also made of
metal. To repair this equipment, the mili-
tary must be able to cut and join metal
parts. Welders operate electric and gas
welding rigs to cut and join steel, iron, or
other metals.

What They Do

Welders in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Select welding equipment, torch tips,
and fill rods, based on the type of
welding to be done

Weld, braze, or solder metal parts
together

Forge and repair small items and tools

Connect piping

Cut away unneeded metal using arc
(electric) welders or acetylene (gas,
torches

Clean metal surfaces before welding

Operate automatic welding machines
to connect metal parts

Work Environment

Welders work indoors in metalworking
shops and aircraft hangars and outdoors
at construction sites or in the field. Weld-
ing is sometimes hot work and often in-
volves lifting heavy objects.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required for set-
ting and adjusting torches.

711'
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in basic welding skills. Course content
typically includes:

Use and care of welding equipment

Types of welding joints

Procedures for cutting, brazing, and
heat treating

The Army, Navy, and Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for some
specialties in this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics, metal working, and mechani-
cal drawing. Helpful attributes include:

Preference for doing physical work

Good hand-eye coordination

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian welders work in many settings,
including welding shops, pipeline com-
panies, ship builders, and aircraft manu-
facturing plants. They perform the same
basic duties as welders in the military.

Opportunities

The ser vices have about 4,200 welders.
On average, they need about 300 new
welders each year. After job training,
welders perform simple welds and cuts
under close supervision. With experience,
they work more independently and per-
form more complex welding tasks. They
may also become supervisors and may
eventually become construction super-
intendents or managers of maintenance
depots.

Military Careers
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Air Crew Members
Aircraft Launch and Recovery Specialists
Cargo Specialists
Construction Equipment Operators
Flight Engineers
Petroleum Supply Specialists
Quartermasters and Boat Operators

. Seamen
Truck Drivers
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The military uses aircraft of all types and
sizes to conduct combat and intelligence
missions, rescue personnel, transport
troops and equipment, and perform long-
range bombing missions. Air crew mem-
bers operate equipment on board aircraft
during operations. They normally special-
ize by type of aircraft, such as bomber,
intelligence, transport, or searcn and res-
cue. Turn to page 358 for more informa-
tion about air crew members.

What They Do

Air crew members in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Operate aircraft communication and
radar equipment

Operate and maintain aircraft
defensive gunnery systems

Operate helicopter hoists to lift
equipment and personnel from land
and sea

Operate and maintain aircraft in-flight
refueling systems

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 9 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practical
experience in aircraft systems .operation
and maintenance. Course content varies
by specialty and may include:

Operation of aircraft gunnery systems

Operation of aircraft in-flight refueling
systems

Cargo, munitions, and fuel load
planning

Rescue and recovery operations

Further training occurs on the job through
actual flying time. There are additional
courses covering air crew survival, scuba
diving, parachuting, aircraft maneuvering,
and combat crew training. The Army, Navy,
and Marine Corps offer certified appren-
ticeship programs for one specialty in this
occupation.

Special Requirements

Although there are women air crew
members, some specialties in this occu-
pation are open only to men.

Military Careers

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include mathe-
matics and mechanics. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in flying

Ability to work under stress

Ability to work as a team member

Work Environment

Air crew members work inside all sizes
and types of aircraft based on land or
aboard ships. They fly in all types of weather
and in both hot and cold climates.

Physical Demands

Air crew members must be in excellent
physical condition and pass a special
physical exam in order to qualify for flight
duty. They must be mentally sound and
have normal hearing.

Civilian Counterparts

There are no direct civilian equivalents
to military air crew members. However,
some of the skills gained in the military
could be useful in civilian government and
private agencies that provide emergency
medical services. Also, weight and load
computation skills are useful for civilian air
transport operations.

Opportunities

The services have about 6,700 air crew
members. On average, they need about
900 new air crew members each year.
After receiving their "air crew qualified"
rating, air crew members are assigned to
a flying unit. They may work on one of
many types of aircraft under direction of
the aircraft commander. With experience,
they may supervise and train other en-
listed air crew members. They have the
opportunity to become air crew chiefs,
combat crew chiefs, or supervisors of res-
cue and recovery units.
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The military operates thousands of air-
craft that take off and land on aircraft
carriers all over the world. The successful
launch and recovery of aircraft is important
to the completion of air missions and the
safety of flight crews. Aircraft launch and
recovery specialists operate and maintain
catapults, arresting gear, and other equip-
ment used in aircraft carrier takeoff and
landing operations. Turn to page 362 for
more information about aircraft launch and
recovery specialists.

What They Do

Aircraft launch and recovery specialists
in the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Operate consoles to control launch
and recovery equipment, including
catapults and arresting gear

Operate elevators to transfer aircraft
between flight and storage decks

Install and maintain visual landing
aids

Test and adjust launch and recovery
equipment using electric and
mechanical test equipment and hand
tools

Install airfield crash barriers and
barricades

Direct aircraft launch and recovery
operations using hand or light signals

Maintain logs of airplane launches,
recoveries, and equipment
maintenance

Special Requirements

This occupation is open only to men.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working on hydraulic and
mechanical equipment

Ability to use hand tools and test
equipment

Interest in aircraft flight operations

Training Provided

Job training consists of 9 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in maintaining launch and recovery equip-
ment. Course content typically includes:

Operating launch and recovery
equipment

Installing crash barriers and barricades

Maintaining launch and recovery
equipment

Handling aircraft
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with color-coded parts and the wiring of
launch and recovery equipment.

Work Environment

Aircraft launch and recovery specialists
work outdoors aboard ships while
operating and maintaining launch and re-
covery equipment or holding visual land-
ing aids for incoming aircraft. They are
exposed to noise and fumes from jet and
helicopter engines.

Civilian Counterparts

There are no direct civilian counterparts
to military aircraft launch and recovery
specialists. However, many of the skills
learned are relevant to jobs performed by
ground crews at civilian airports.

Opportunities

The services have about 3,200 aircraft
launch and recovery specialists. On aver-
age, they need about 300 new specialists
each year. After jot training, specialists
are assigned to an aircraft launch and
recovery section aboard an aircraft carrier
or at an airfield. Initially, they perform
maintenance and repair on equipment,
working under close supervision. With
experience, they perform more complex
operation and maintenance activities. In
time, they may train and supervise other
aircraft launch and recovery specialists.
Eventually, they may supervise activities
on carrier flight and storage decks.
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The military delivers supplies., weap-
ons, equipment, and mail to American
forces in many parts of the world. Military
cargo travels by ship, truck, or airplarie. It
must ?. handled carefully to ensure safe
arrival at the correct destination. Cargo
specialists load and unload military sup-
plies and material using equipment such
as forklifts and cranes. They also plan and
organize loading schedules.

What They Do

Cargo specialists in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Load supplies into trucks, transport
planes, and railroad cars using
forklifts

Load equipment such as jeeps,
trucks, and weapons aboard ships,
using dockyard cranes

Pack and crate boxes of supplies for
shipping

Inspect cargo for damage

Plan and inspect loads for balance
and safety

Check cargo against invoices to make
sure the amount and destination of
material are correct

Physical Demands

Cargo specialists must lift and carry
heavy cargo.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 2 to 6 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in loading cargo. Course content typically
includes:

Operation and care of forklifts, power
winches, and cranes

Techniques for loading and storing
cargo

Techniques for planning and
scheduling cargo shipments

Safety procedures for handling
potentially dangerous cargo

Further training occurs on the job.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
office and business mathematics. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with forklifts and
cranes

Preference for physical work

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian cargo specialists work for truck-
ing firms, air cargo companies, and ship-
ping lines. They perform duties similar to
military cargo specialists. Depending on
specialty, they may also be called indus-
trial truck operators, stevedores, long-
shoremen, material handlers, or cargo
checkers.

Work Environment

Cargo specialists work outdoors on
loading docks and indoors in warehouses.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,400 cargo
specialists. On average, they need about
800 new cargo specialists each year. After
job training, cargo specialists work in teams
preparing and loading cargo for shipment
under the direction of supervisors. In time,
they may advance to become team lead-
ers or supervisors of other cargo special-
ists. Eventually, they may become ware-
house managers.
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Each year the military completes hun-
dreds of construction projects. Tons of
earth and building materials must be moved
to build airfields, roads, dams, and build-
ings. Construction equipment operators
operate bulldozers, cranes, graders, and
other heavy equipment used in military
construction.

What They Do

Construction equipment operators in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Drive bulldozers, roadgraders, and
other heavy equipment to cut and
level earth for runways and roadbeds

Lift and move steel and other heavy
building materials using winches,
cranes, and hoists

Dig holes and trenches using power
shovels

Remove ice and snow from runways,
roads, and other areas using scrapers
and snow blowers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in operating heavy
construction equipment

Preference for working outdoors

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to iden-
tify colored flags and stakes.

A
ID

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 9 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
operating construction equipment. Course
content typically includes:

Operation of different types of
construction equipment

Maintenance and repair of equipment

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army and
the Navy offer certified apprenticeship
programs for one specialty in this occupa-
tion.
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Work Environment

Construction equipment operators work
outdoors in all kinds of weather condi-
tions. They often sit for long periods and
are subject to loud noise and vibrations.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian construction equipment oper-
ators work for building contractors, state
highway agencies, and other large-scale
construction firms. They perform duties
similar to military construction equipment
operators. Civilian construction equipment
operators may also be known as operat-
ing engineers or heavy equipment oper-
ators.

Opportunities

The services have about 6,100 con-
struction equipment operators. On aver-
age, they need about 900 new construc-
tion equipment operators each year. After
job training, construction equipment oper-
ators work as members of construction
crews under the direction of supervisors.
They normally gain experience by oper-
ating one piece of equipment. With time,
they have the opportunity to operate a
variety of equipment. Eventually, con-
struction equipment operators have the
opportunity to become construction
superintendents.
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FLIGHT ENGINEERS

The military operates thousands of air-
planes and helicopters. Pilots and air
crew members rely upon trained person-
nel to keep aircraft ready to fly. Flight
engineers inspect airplanes and helicop-
ters before, during, and after flights to
ensure safe and efficient operations. They
also serve as crew members aboard mil-
itary aircraft.

What They Do

Flight engineers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Inspect aircraft before and after
flights, following pre- and post-flight
checklists

Plan and monitor the loading of
passengers, cargo, and fuel

Assist pilots in engine start-up and
shut-down

Compute aircraft load weights and
fuel distribution

Compute fuel consumption using
airspeed data, charts, and calculators

Monitor engine instruments and adjust
engine controls following pilot orders

Check fuel, pressure, electrical, and
other aircraft systems during flight

Inform pilot of aircraft performance
problems and recommend corrective
action

Training Provided

Job training consists of 17 to 24 weeks
of classroom instruction and practical
experience in aircraft inspection. Course
content typically includes:

Operation of electronic, pressure, and
fuel systems

Inspection of aircraft engines,
structures, and systems

Operation of aircraft engine
instrument controls

Preparation of aircraft performance
records and logs

Further training occurs on the job during
flight operations.

Military Careers
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Special Requirements

Although there are women flight engi-
neers in the military, some specialties in
this occupation are open only to men.

Work Environment

Flight engineers live and work on air
bases or aboard ships in all areas of the
world. They fly in hot and cold climates
and in all types of weather.

Navy
Air Force

Marine Corps
Cbast Guard

Physical Demands

Flight engineers, like pilots and navi-
gators, have to be mentally alert and
physically sound to perform their job. They
must be in top physical shape and pass a
special physical exam to qualify for flight
duty.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include general
mathematics and shop mechanics. Help-
ful attributes include:

Skill in using wiring diagrams and
maintenance manuals

Interest in working with mechanical
systems and equipment

Strong desire to fly

Ability to work as a member of a team

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian flight engineers work for pas-
senger and cargo airline companies. They
perform the same duties as in the military.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,500 flight
engineers. On average, they need about
40 new flight engineers each year. After
receiving their "air crew qualified" rating,
they are assigned to an airplane or heli-
copter flying unit. With experience, they
work more independently and may super-
vise or train others. They have the oppor-
tunity to become flight engineer chiefs or
air crew chiefs.
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PETROLEUM. SUPPLY
SPECIALISTS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Ships, airplanes, trucks, tanks, and other
military vehicles require large amounts of
fuel and lubricants. These and other pet-
roleum products require special storage
and handling. Petroleum supply special-
ists store and ship petroleum products,
such as oil, fuel, compressed gas, and
lubricants.

What They Do

Petroleum supply specialists in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Connect hoses and valves and
operate pumps to load petroleum
products into tanker trucks, airplanes,
ships, and railroad cars

Test oils and fuels for pollutants

Repair pipeline systems, hoses,
valves, and pumps

Check the volume and temperature
of petroleum and gases in tankers,
barges, and storage tanks

Prepare storage and shipping records

Store and move packaged petroleum
products using forklifts

Physical Demands

Petroleum supply specialists may have
to perform moderate to heavy lifting.

Work Environment

Petroleum supply specialists work out-
doors in all types of weather while filling
storage tanks and refueling airplanes,
ships, and tankers.

"7
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in using petroleum pumping equipment.
Course content typically includes:

Testing oil and fuels

Operating airplane refueling systems
and equipment

Operating pumps, pipelines, and
tanker equipment

Planning and scheduling petroleum
transport

Safety regulations and procedures for
handling dangerous materials

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for one specialty
in this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include shop
mechanics and business math. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in working with machines
and equipment

Ability to follow spoken instructions

Preference for physical work

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian petroleum supply specialists
work for oil refineries, pipeline companies,
and tanker truck and ship lines. They may
also refuel airplanes at large airports. They
perform many of the same duties as mili-
tary petroleum supply specialists.

Opportunities

The services have about 14,100 petro-
leum supply specialists. On average, they
need about 2,300 new specialists each
year. After training, specialists work in
teamshile performing oil and fuel pump-
ing operations. Each team works under
the direction of a supervisor. With experi-
ence, petroleum supply specialists may
become team leaders, pipeline or pump
station supervisors, or petroleum storage
supervisors.

Military Careers
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The military operates many small boats
for amphibious troop landings, harbor
patrols, and transportation over short dis-
tances. Quartermasters and boat opera-
tors navigate and pilot many types of small
watercraft, including tugboats, PT boats,
gunboats, and barges.

What They Do

Quartermasters and boat operators in
the military perform some or all of the fol-
lowinc duties:

Direct the course and speed of boats

Consult maps, charts, weather
reports, and navigation equipment

Pilot tugboats when towing and
docking barges and large ships

Operate amphibious craft during troop
landings

Maintain boats and deck equipment

Operate ship-to-shore radios

Keep ship logs

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 22 weeks of
classroom instruction including practice in
boat operations. Course content typically
includes:

Boat handling procedures

Log and message-handling
procedures

Use of compasses, radar, charts,
and other navigational aids

Navigational mathematics

Work Environment

Quartermasters and boat operators work
aboard all types of boats and in all types of
weather conditions. When not piloting
boats, they may work on or below deck
repairing boats and equipment or over-
seeing cargo storage. When ashore, they'
may work in offices that make nautical
maps or in harbor management offices.
Some boats are operated in combat situ-
ations.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include mathe-
matics. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to work with mathematical
formulas

Interest in sailing and navigation

Ability to follow detailed instructions
and read maps

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian quartermasters and boat opera-
tors may work for shipping and cruise lines,
piloting tugboats, ferries, and other small
vessels. They perform duties similar to
military quartermasters and boat opera-
tors. Depending upon specialty, they may
also be called tugboat captains, motorboat
operators, navigators, or pilots.

Physical Demands

Quartermasters and boat operators may
have to stand for several hours at a time.
They must be able to speak clearly. Some
specialties require normal depth percep-
tion and hearing.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,300 quarter-
masters. On average, they need about 300
new quartermasters and boat operators
each year. After job training, new quarter-
masters and boat operators assist more
experienced enlisted operators in main-
taining logs, handling passengers, oper-
ating navigational equipment, and keep-
ing charts. After gaining experience, they
perform more difficult tasks, such as oper-
ating navigational equipment and calcu-
lating ship position. In time, thry pilot boats
and help train new quartermasters and boat
operators.
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All ships must have teams of individuals
with "jack-of-all-trades" skills who make
things run smoothly above deck. Seamen
perform many duties to help operate and
maintain military ships, boats, and sub-
marines.

What They Do

Seamen in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Operate hoists, cranes, and winches
4o load cargo or set gangplanks

Operate and maintain on-deck
equipment and ship rigging

Supervise firefighting and damage
control exercises

Handle lines to secure vessels to
wharves or other ships

Stand watch for security, navigation,
or communications

Supervise crews painting and
maintaining decks and sides of ships

Physical Demands

Seamen may have to climb ships' rig-
ging and perform work at heights. Their
work often involves moderate to heavy
lifting.

Work Environment

Seamen and deckhands work aboard
all types of ships and submarines. On
ships, they often work outdoors.on deck
while servicing shipboard equipment.

ti

Training Provided

Although classroom training of 6 to 12
weeks is provided to seamen, most training
occurs on the job. Training programs vary
depending on service and specialty.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include mathe-
matics and shop mechanics. Helpful at-
tributes include:

Ability to work closely with others

Interest in sailing and being at sea

Preference for physical work
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian seamen work primarily for ship-
ping companies, sometimes called the
Merchant Marine. They also work for cruise
ship lines. They perform many duties sim-
ilar to military seamen. They are called
able seamen, deckhands, or boatswains.

Opportunities

The services have about 38,900 sea-
men. On average, the services need about
16,400 new seamen each year. New sea-
men work together on teams led by expe-
rienced supervisors. Through practice,
they learn the many tasks they must per-
form. In time, seamen supervise one or
more teams. Eventually, they may be-
come managers responsible for planning
and directing the work of many seamen.
Often, seamen receive additional training
that prepares them for other occupations
in their service.

Military Careers



The military uses trucks and buses to
transport its troops, equipment, and sup-
plies. Together, the services own and
operate about 50,000 heavy trucks and
buses. Truck drivers operate all types of
heavy military vehicles. They drive fuel or
water tank trucks, semi-tractor trailers,
heavy troop transports, and passenger
buses.

What They Do

Truck drivers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Read travel instructions to determine
travel routes, arrival dates, and types
of cargo

Make sure vehicles are loaded
properly

Check oil, fuel and other fluid levels,
and tire pressure

Drive vehicles over all types of roads,
traveling alone or in convoys

Keep records of mileage driven and
fuel and oil used

Wash vehicles and perform routine
maintenance and repairs

Helpful Attributes

Helpful school courses include driver
education. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in trucks and truck driving

Interest in mechanics

Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 8 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in driving trucks. Course content typically
includes:

Accident prevention

Safety check procedures

International road signs

Basic vehicle maintenance

The Army and the Marine Corps offer
certified apprenticeship programs for one
specialty in this occupation.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Truck and bus driving involves long
periods of sitting. Drivers sometimes must
change heavy tires.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian truck drivers work for trucking
companies, moving companies, bus
companies, and businesses with their own
delivery fleets. They perform duties sim-
ilar to military truck drivers. They may
specialize as tractor-trailer truck drivers,
tank truck drivers, heavy truck drivers, or
bus drivers

. .

4

T.
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Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to read
road maps.

Opportunities

The services have about 23,800 truck
drivers. On average, they need about
4,400 new truck drivers each year. After
job training, truck drivers are assigned to
motor pools or motor transport units. They
generally work without close supervision.
In time, truck drivers may advance to
supervisory positions assisting in the
management of motor transport units.
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Artillery Crew Members
Combat Engineers
Infantrymen
Special Operations Forces
Tank Crew Members
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ARTILLERY CREW MEMBERS
Army
Navy-

Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Artillery includes weapons that fire large
shells or missiles. The military uses artil-
lery to support infantry and tank units in
combat. Artillery is also used to protect
land.and sea forces from air attack. Artil-
lery crew members position, direct, and
fire artillery guns, cannons, howitzers,
missiles, and rockets to destroy enemy
positions and aircraft. They normally spe-
cialize by type of artillery.

What They Do

Artillery crew members in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Determine target location using
computers or manual calculations

Set up and load artillery weapons

Prepare ammunition, fuses, and
powder for firing

Fire artillery weapons according to
instructions from artillery officers

Clean and maintain artillery weapons

Drive trucks and self-propelled artillery

Physical Demands

Artillery crew members must have
physical stamina to perform strenuous
activities for long periods without rest.
They are also required to have normal
color vision to identify color-coded
ammunition and to read maps and charts.

Work Environment

Artillery crew members work outdoors
when on land maneuvers. Some work in
sheltered fire control stations. At sea, they
mainly work below deck.

Z.

89

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to think and remain calm under
stress

Ability to work as a member of a team

Interest in cannon and rocket
operations

Ability to perform a wide variety of
duties

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of artillery crew mem-
ber has no equivalent in civilian life, the
close teamwork, discipline, and leader-
ship experiences it provides are helpful in
many civilian jobs.
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Special Requirements

This occupation is open only to men.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 14 weeks
of classroom instruction and field training
under simulated combat conditions.
Course content typically includes:

Methods of computing target locations

Ammunition-handling techniques

Gun, missile, and rocket system
operations

Artillery tactics

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. The Army,
Navy, and Marine Corps offer certified
apprenticeship programs for one specialty
in this occupation.

Opportunities

The services have about 64,300 artil-
lery crew members. On average, they
need about 11,500 new crew members
each year. After job training, new crew
members work as part of an artillery team.
Leadership ability and job performance
are the most important factors for
advancement in the artillery field. Those
with leadership potential may assume
supervisory positions. In time, they may
lead gun crews or supervise firing batteries .

consisting of several large guns or missiles.

Military Careers
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COMBAT- ENGINEERS Ar;-ny
Marine Corps

Combat situations often require rapid
travel across difficult terrain and swift-
flowing rivers. A combination of combat
ability and building skill is necessary to do
field construction for fighting forces.

What They Do

Combat engineers perform some or all
of the following duties:

Construct trails, roads, and temporary
shelters

Erect floating or prefabricated bridges

Lay and clear mine fields and booby
traps

Construct field fortifications, such as
bunkers and gun emplacements

Erect camouflage and other
protective barriers for artillery and
troop positions

Load, unload, and move supplies and
equipment, using planes, helicopters,
trucks, and amphibious vehicles

Construct airfields and perform
ground traffic control duties

Participate in combat operations as
infantrymen

Physical Demands

Combat engineers must meet very de-
manding physical requirements. They
need agility and balance and must be able
to perform strenuous physical activities
over long periods of time. Combat engi-
neers lift and move heavy objects. Some
specialties require good swimming abili-
ties.

t
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Special Qualifications

This occupation is open only to men.

Work Environment

Because combat engineers must be
prepared to support operations anywhere
in the world, they work and train for long
hours under all kinds of weather condi-
tions and in all climates. Combat engi-
neers work, eat, and sleep outdoors dur-
ing training exercises and in real combat
situations. Most of the time, combat engi-
neers are assigned to military bases.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful school subjects include mathe-
matics, general science, and industrial
arts. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to use hand and power tools

Ability to think and remain calm under
stress

Preference for working outdoors

Training Provided

Job training for combat engineers is
mainly provided on the job. On-the-job
training consists of manual work in a vari-
ety of construction projects covering the
following:

Basic construction methods

Bridge building

Road maintenance and repair

Rough carpentry and rigging

Use of hand and power tools

The Marine Corps offers a 6-week course
in basic combat engineering skills. Com-
bat training in infantry skills is also pro-
vided to combat engineers.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of combat engineer
has no direct equivalent in civilian life,
experience as a combat engineer is re-
lated to occupations in several civilian
fields. These include the logging, mining,
construction, shipping, and landscaping
industries. Civilians in these jobs are
called forestry aides, loggers, blasters,
and construction workers.

Opportunities

The military has about 10,900 combat
engineers. On average, the services need
about 3,100 new combat engineers each
year. After basic training, combat engi-
neers are assigned to jobs requiring the
application of basic skills and use of
common construction tools. After gaining
knowledge and improving skills, they may
be selected for additional training in vari-
ous construction specialties, such as road
and bridge building. Eventually, they may
supervise others and assist in managing
engineering units.

Military Careers
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The infantry is the main land combat
force of the military. In peacetime, the
infantry's role is to stay ready to defend
our country. In combat, the role of the
infantry is to capture or destroy enemy
ground forces and repel enemy attacks.
Infantrymen operate weapons and equip-
ment to engage and destroy enemy ground
forces. Turn to page 380 for more in-
formation about infantrymen.

What They Do

Infantrymen perform some or all of the
following duties:

Operate, clean, and store automatic
weapons, such as rifles and machine
guns

Parachute from troop transport
airplanes while carrying weapons and
supplies

Fire armor-piercing missiles from
hand-held antitank missile launchers

Carry out scouting missions to spot
enemy troop movements and gun
locations

Operate two-way radios and signal
equipment to relay battle orders

Drive vehicles mounted with machine
guns or small missiles

Perform hand-to-hand combat drills
that involve martial arts tactics

Set firing angles and fire mortar shells
at targets

Dig foxholes, trenches, and bunkers
for protection against attacks

Training Provided

Infantry training starts with basic train-
ing of about 7 or 8 weeks. Advanced
training in infantry skills lasts for another 8
weeks. While some of the training is in the
classroom, most is in the field under sim-
ulated combat conditions. In reality, train-
ing for an infantry soldier never stops.
Infantry soldiers keep their skills sharp
through frequent squad maneuvers, tar-
get practice, and war games. War games
conducted without live ammunition allow
soldiers to practice scouting, troop move-
ment, surprise attack, and capturing tech-
niques.
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Physical Demands

The infantry has very demanding phys-
ical requirements. Infantrymen must per-
form strenuous physical activities, such as
marching while carrying equipment, dig-
ging foxholes, and climbing over obsta-
cles. Infantrymen need good hearing and
clear speech to use two-way radios, and
good night vision and depth perception to
see targets and signals.

Special Requirements

This occupation is open only to men.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Readiness to accept a challenge and
face danger

Ability to stay in top physical condition

Interest in working as a member of a
team

Work Environment

Because infantrymen must be prepared
to go anywhere in the world they are
needed, they work and train in a,t climates
and weather conditions. During training
exercises, as in real combat, infantrymen
work, eat, and sleep outdoors. Most of the
time, however, infantrymen work on mili-
tary bases.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of infantrymen has no
equivalent in civilian life, the close team-
work, discipline, and leadership experi-
ences it provides are helpful in many civil-
ian jobs.

Opportunities

The military has about 64,600 infantry-
men. On average, the services need about
11,400 new infantrymen each year. Lead-
ership ability and job performance are the
main factors for advancement in the infan-
try. Those who have the ability to motivate,
train, and supervise others assume greater
responsibility. As infantrymen advance in
their careers, they become more involved
in planning and supervision.

Military Careers
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When the military has difficult and dan-
gerous missions to perform, they call upon
special operations teams. These elite
combat forces stay in a constant state of
readiness to strike anywhere in the world
on a moment's notice. Special operations
forces team members conduct offensive
raids, demolitions, intelligence, search and
rescue, and other missions from aboard
aircraft, helicopters, ships, or submarines.
Due to the wide variety of missions, spe-
cial operations forces team members are
trained swimmers, parachutists, and sur-
vival experts, in addition to being combat
trained. Turn to page 404 for more in-
formation about special operations forces.

What They Do

Special operations forces team mem-
bers in the military perform some or all of
the following duties:

Go behind enemy lines to recruit,
train, and equip friendly forces for
guerrilla raids

Carry out demolition raids against
enemy military targets, such as
bridges, railroads, and fuel depots

Clear mine fields, both underwater
and on land

Conduct missions to gather
intelligence information on enemy
military forces

Conduct offensive raids or invasions
of enemy territories

Destroy enemy ships in coastal areas,
using uncle' water explosives

Special Requirements

This occupation is open only to men.

A

Physical Demands

The special operations forces have very
demanding physical requirements. Good
eyesight, night vision, and physical condi-
tioning are required to reach mission ob-
jectives by parachute, overland, or under-
water. Also required is excellent hand-eye
coordination to detonate or deactivate
explosives. In most instances, special
operations forces team members are re-
quired to be qualified divers, parachutists,
and endurance runners.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to work as a team member

Readiness to accept a challenge and
face danger

Ability to stay in top physical condition

Ability to remain calm in stressful
situations
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Work Environment

Because special operations forces team
members must be prepared to go any-
where in the world they are needed, they
train and work in all climates, weather
conditions, and settings. They may dive
from submarines or small underwater craft.
Special forces team members may also
be exposed to harsh temperatures, often
without protection, during missions in en-
emy-controlled areas. Most of the time,
however, they work and train on military
bases or ships and submarines.

Training Provided
Job training consists of up to 72 weeks

of formal classroom training and practice
exercises. Course content typically in-
cludes:

Physical conditioning, parachuting,
swimming, and scuba diving

Using land warfare weapons and
communications devices

Handling and using explosives

Bomb and mine disposal

Additional training occurs on the job. Ba-
sic skills are kept sharp through frequent
practice exercises under simulated mis-
sion conditions.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of special operations
forces team members has no equivalent
in civilian life, training in explosives, bomb
disposal, scuba diving, and swimming may
be helpful in such civilian jobs as blaster,
police bomb disposal specialist, diver, or
swimming instructor. The discipline and
dependability of special operations forces
are assets in many civilian occupations.

Opportunities

The services have about 27,600 special
operations team members. On average,
they need about 3,900 new team mem-
bers each year. After training, new team
members practice their skills under ck,se
supervision. With experience, they me
supervise and train other team members.
They may also work alone on certain mis-
sions. Eventually, they may become team
leaders.

Military Careers
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In peacetime, the role of tank and armor
units is to stay ready to defend our country
anywhere in the world. In combat, their
role is to operate tanks and amphibious
assault vehicles to engage and destroy
the enemy. Tanks also conduct scouting
missions and support infantry units during
combat. Tank crew members work as a
team to operate armored equipment and
fire weapons to destroy enemy positions.
Tank crew members normally specialize
by type of armor, such as tank or amphib-
ious assault vehicle.

What They Do

Tank crew members in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Drive tanks or amphibious assault
vehicles in combat formations over
roadways, rough terrain, and in heavy
surf

Operate target sighting equipment to
aim guns

Load and fire guns

Operate two-way radios and signaling
equipment to receive and relay battle
orders

Gather and report information about
the terrain, enemy strength, and target
location

Perform preventive maintenance on
tanks, guns, and equipment

Read maps, compasses, and battle
plans

Special Requirements

This occupation is open only to men.

Am.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 9 weeks of
classroom and field training under simu-
lated combat conditions. Course content
typically includes:

Tank operations

Armor offensive and defensive tactics

Tank gunnery

Map reading

Scouting techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through training exercises. Tank crews
often take part in war games, which simu-
late combat conditions. They divide into
teams and practice battle tactics on mili-
tary exercise ranges. Instead of firing live
ammunition, tanks "shoot" harmless light
beams at one another to determine war
game victors.
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Physical Demands

Tank crew members must be in good
physical condition and have exceptional
stamina. They muss be able to work inside
the confined area of a tank for long periods
of time. Good vision and normal color
vision are required in order to read maps,
drive vehicles around obstacles, and lo-
cate targets.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to work as a member of a team

Readiness to accept a challenge and
face danger

Ability to follow directions and execute
orders quickly and accurately

Work Environment

Tank crew members, like other combat
troops, work in all climates and weather
conditions. During training exercises, as
in real combat conditions, tank crew mem-
bers work, eat, and sleep outdoors and in
tanks.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of tank crew member
has no equivalent in civilian life, the close
teamwork, discipline, and leadership
experiences it prov ides are helpful in many
civilian jobs.

Opportunities

The services have about 31,500 tank
crew members. On average, they need
about 5,100 new tank crew members each
year. After job training, new tank crew
members help operate weapons and con-
trol their armored vehicles. Leadership
potential and job performance are the
most important factors for advancement in
this field. In time, crew members may
become tank or vehicle commanders.

Military Careers
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How to Read the Officer
Occupational Descriptions

The purpose of Military Careers is to
introduce students, parents, and coun-
selors to the military world-of-work. Military
Careers can be used to explore the many
employment and training opportunities
available in the enlisted and officer forces
of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps,
and Coast Guard.

Military Careers contains descriptions
of 197 military occupations. The Officer
Occupations section contains descriptions
of 70 officer occupations. Each officer
description has standard sections, as
shown in the example on the opposite
page. An explanation for each section of
the description is also provided.

When reading any of the 70 officer occu-
pational descriptions, remember that it is a
summary of similar job specialties across
all of the military services. For example,
the Air Traffic Control Managers descrip-
tion in the sample represents 10 distinct
air traffic controller specialties across four
services. Therefore, individual job spe-
cialties may differ somewhat from the gen-
eral occupations described in this book. If
you are interested in learning more about
a particular service or occupation, you
should contact a recruiter for details.

Occupational Title

The occupational title names the mili
tary occupation. An alphabetical listing of
titles is in the index beginning on page 466
in Military Careers.

What They Do

"What They Do" describes the main
work activities performed by workers in
the occupation. Because job Specialties
vary from one service to another, some of
the activities listed may not apply to all
services.

Work Environment

"Work Environment" describes the typ-
ical work settings and conditions for the
occupation. Work settings may be in-
doors or outdoors, on land, aboard ships,
or in aircraft.

Summary

"Summary" contains background infor-
mation about the military occupation.

Physical Demands'

Some military occupations place
physical demands on workers. For exam-
ple, strength for moderate or heavy lifting
is a common physical demand noted in
Military Careers. Other physical demands
include running, climbing, swimming, clear
speech, and special vision requirements.

Helpful Attributes

"Helpful Attributes" include interests,
fields of college study, experience, and
other personal characteristics that may
be helpful for training and working in the
military occupation. These are not re-
quirements.

206 Military Careers
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Military Service Representation

The military services listed next to the
title offer employment and. training
opportunities in the occupation. Not all
services offer every occupation described
in Military Careers.

se

Air traffic control centers often have
several sections giving instructions to mili-
tary aircraft One section gives take -off
and landing instructions Another gives
ground instructions A third section tracks
planes in flight Air traffic control man.
agers direct the operations of air traffic
confrol centers.

Whit They Do

Air traffic control managers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties

Plan work schedules for air traffic
controllers

Evaluate lob performance of
controllers

Manage air traffic control center
operations 10 ensure safe and efficient
eights

Inspect control center facilities and
equipment

Direct tests of racier equipment and
controller procedures

Investigate and find solutions to
problems in control center operations

Control air traffic using radar and
radios

Direct training for air traffic controllers

Physical Demands

Air traffic control personnel must pass a
demanding physical exam as required by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)

Work Environment

Air traffic control managers work in air
traffic control towers and centers at air
fields and aboard ships

se MIK

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields Or study include aeronau
tical engineering, computer science and
liberal arts Helpful attributes include

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Abilty to remain calm in stressful
situations

Decisiveness

Ability to manage in accordance with
strict standards

298

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally re-
quired to enter this occupation. Certifica-
tion by the FAA must usually be obtained
during military training

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to t t weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending "n specialty Course
content typically inuudes.

Air traffic control management

Operational procedures for air traffic
control

Communications and radar
procedures

Aircraft recognition

Take.oe, landing. and ground control
procedures

Civilian Counterparts

Cva.an air franc control managers work
at commercial airports They perform du.
ties similar to those performed by military
air traffic control managers

Opportunities

I-

The services have about 600 air traffic
control managers On average. they need
10 new air traffic control managers each
year. Alter lob training, managers are as-
signed to air traffic control centers at air
fields or aboard ships. where they gain
ernperence in air traffic control manage-
ment They may advance to senior man-
agement and command positions in the
aviation field

Military Careers

Special Requirements

Special requirements must be met to
enter certain occupations. College degree
requirements, professional certifications
and licenses are examples of special
requirements. This section also identifies
combat occupations from which women
are excluded by law.

Training Provided

The military provides job training for
most of its new officers. Most job training
is provided in a classroom setting. For
some occupations, training is provided on
the job. In "Training Provided," the length
of training and course content are summa-
rized. Course content and length of train-
ing may vary for each service.

Civilian Counterparts

Most military occupations are compara-
ble to one or more civilian occupations
because they require similar duties and
training. "Civilian Counterparts" identifies
these civilian occupations and the kinds
of companies or organizations in which
they are located. The Dictionary of Occu-
pational Titles (DOT) Code Index begin-
ning on page 454 provides a complete
listing of counterpart civilian occupations
for each military occupation.

Opportunities

"Opportunities" contains information on
the total number of officers working in the
occupation and the average annual need
for new personnel. Military career
advancement in the occupation is also
summarized in this section.
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General Information on
Officer Occupations

For the last 40 years, the military's
personnel requirements and overall strat-
egies have been shaped by the need to be
prepared to deal with a short-notice,
global war with the Soviet Union. Given
the dramatic developments in Eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union, the military
services are refocusing their strategy on
a peacetime mission and on readiness for
regional conflicts and contingencies.

As the military plans for the 1990s, they
will reduce the numLars of active-duty
officers. Overall, officers will be down-
sized from 300,000 to about 225,000 or
approximately 25 percent. This reduction
will occur from 1991 through 1995. There
are no planned changes for reductions in
the Reserves or the Coast Guard.

Although the active-duty military ser-
vices will decline in size, they will still need
substantial numbers of new officers. New
officers are usually college graduates with
bachelor's degrees. They must meet the
physical, academic, and moral standards
set by their service to be accepted into
programs for becoming an officer (com-
missioning programs). The qualifications
required for acceptance into the various
programs are described in this section on
page 213.

Officers usually begin their careers
gaining experience in their chosen occu-
pational field. Working closely with more
senior officers, they also begin super-
vising small groups of enlisted people. As
officers become more experienced and
advance in responsibility and rank, they
direct more enlisted personnel, begin to
lead other officers, and may eventually

become the senior leaders and managers
of the military. Commanding officers are
responsible for every detail of U.S. ground
and naval forces, ships, flying squadrons,
and amphibious assault forces.

MILITARY OFFICER
OCCUPATIONS

Officers lead and manage activities in
every occupational specialty in the mili-
tary. They must be able to learn detailed
information quickly to be effective in the
changing assignments and environments
they will experience during their careers.

One of the characteristics of the suc-
cessful leader is willingness to serve.
Officers serve their country daily, some-
times placing themselves in danger. They
are responsible for the well-being, train-
ing, and readiness of the people they lead.

Officers are also trained in specific occu-
pational skills. They manage the military
supply system and care for the health of
combat and support personnel and their
dependents. They analyze military intelli-
gence and lead technicians on land or
aboard ships.

Some officers, such as infantry and
submarine officers, work in jobs directly
related to combat. These occupations are
open only to men. In other occupations,
certain combat-related duty assignments
are closed to women. According to federal
law and policy, women may not be as-
signed to duty where there is a high proba-
bility of direct exposure to combat.

Military Careers



Figure 5
Distribution of Officers by Occupational Group

1. Executive, Administrative, and Managerial 6. Engineering, Science, and Technical

2. Human Services 7. Service

3. Media and Public Affairs 8. Transportation

4. Health Diagnosing and Treating Practitioner 9. Combat Specialty
5. Health Care

A large number of men and women in
the military work in occupations that sup-
port the combat forces. They are essential
to the readiness and strength of the com-
bat forces.

Together, the five services offer em-
ployment opportunities in over 1,500 offi-
cer job specialties. To help you explore
military officer careers, these specialties
are grouped into 70 occupations in this
book. The 70 occupations are organized
into nine broad groups:

Executive, Administrative, and
Managerial
Human Services
Media and Public Affairs
Health Diagnosing and Treating
Practitioner
Health Care
Engineering, Science, and Technical
Service
Transportation
Combat Specialty

Figure 5 shows the distribution of offi-
cers across the nine occupational grbups.
Over two-thirds of all military officer oc-
cupations have counterparts in the civilian
world-of-work. For example, there are per-
sonnel managers, optometrists, electronic
engineers, lawyers, and public affairs offi-
cers in both the military and civilian work
forces.

The services offer training and advance-
ment opportunities in each occupation.
No matter which occupation newly com-
missioned officers enter, they find a well-
defined career path leading to increased
responsibility and higher pay.
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2 Figure 6
Pathways to Newly Commissioned Officers

1. Service Academies 3. Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC)
2. Officer Candidate School (OCS) 4. Direct Appointment

and Officer Training School (OTS) 5. Other

GENERAL QUALIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS

Each year, approximately 23,000 men
and women become commissioned offi-
cers in the military. The term "commis-
sioned" refers to the certification that offi-
cers receive upon meeting all qualification
requirements. The certification confer's
military rank, authority, and obligation. To
join the military as a commissioned officer,
applicants must have a four-year college
degree. Certain scientific, technical, and
professional fields require an advanced
degree. In addition, mental aptitude, physi-
cal, and moral standards must be met.
The general qualification requirements for
military officers are presented in Table 5
on page 213. Specific requirements vary
by service. For additional information on
officer qualification requirements, see the
"Service Information on Officer Occupa-
tions" section beginning on page 227. For
detailed questions, it is necessary to con-
tact a recruiter.

Pathways to Becoming an Officer

There are four main pathways to be-
coming a commissioned officer:

Service Academies
Officer Candidate School (OCS) and
Officer Training School (OTS)
Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC)
Direct Appointment.

Figure 6 shows the percentage of newly
commissioned officers who became offi-
cers through these pathways. A descrip-
tion of each pathway follows:
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Service Academies

The four service academies are:

United States Military Academy at West
Point, New York (Army)
United States Naval Academy at Anna-
polis, Maryland (Navy and Marine Corps)
United States Air Force Academy at
Colorado Springs, Colorado (Air Force)
United States Coast Guard Academy at
New London. Connecticut (Coast Guard)

The competition for entry into the acad-
emies is keen. Among candidates who
meet all the eligibility requirements, the
academies offer admission to only the
most qualified. To be eligible for admis-
sion to any of the academies, a young
person must be at least 17 years of age, a
citizen of the United States, of good moral
character, and academically and physi-
cally qualified. In addition, candidates for
the Army, Navy, and Air Force Academies
must have a nomination to be considered
for admission. Nominations are not nec-
essary for admission to the Coast Guard
Academy. Most candidates seek a nomi-
nation from their members of Congress. It
is not necessary to know Senators or
Representatives personally to receive a
nomination from them. The recommended
time to apply for nomination is the spring of
the junior year in high school.

The academies all offer a four-year
program of study leading to a bachelor of
science degree in one of many disciplines.
Students, called cadets or midshipmen,
receive free tuition, room, board, medical
and dental care, and a monthly allowance.
Graduates receive a commission as a
military officer and must serve on active
duty for at least five years. Each year,
about 13 percent of the military's new
officers are graduates of these four acad-
emies. For more information about the

Table 5 General Officer Qualifications*

Age Must be between 19 and 29 years for Cv:S/OTS; 17 and 21
years for ROTC; 17 and 22 years for the service academies.

Citizenship Must be U.S. citizen.
Status

Physical
Condition

Must meet minimum physical standards listed below. Some
occupations have additional physical standards.

Height For males: Maximum - 6'8"
Minimum - 4'10"

For females: Maximum - 6'8"
Minimum - 4'10"

Weight There are minimum and maximum weights, according
to age and height, for males and females. .

Vision There are minimum vision standards.

Overall Health Must be in good health and pass a medical
exam. Certain diseases or conditions may exclude persons
from enlistment, such as diabetes, severe allergies,
epilepsy, alcoholism, and drug addiction.

Education Must have a four-year college degree from an accredited
institution. Some occupations require advanced degrees
or four-year degrees in a particular field.

Aptitude Must achieve the minimum entry score on an officer
qualification test. Each service uses its own officer
qualification test.

Must meet standards designed to screen out persons unlikely
to become successful officers. Standards cover court
convictions, juvenile delinquency, arrests, and drug use.

May be either single or married for ROTC, OCS/OTS, and
direct appointment pathways. Must be single to enter and
graduate from service academies. Single persons with
one or more minor dependents are not eligible for officer
commissioning.

Waivers On a case-by-case basis, exceptions (waivers) are granted
by individual services for some of the above qualification
requirements.

Moral
Character

Marital
Status and
Dependents

'Each service sets its own qualification requirements for
officers. For additional information on a particular service's
requirements, refer to the "Service Information on Officer
Occupations" section beginning on page 227, or contact a
military recruiter.
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service academies, see the "Service Infor-
mation on Officer Occupations" section
beginning on page 227 and your school
counselor.

Officer Candidate/Tr,aining School

Each service offers a program for col-
lege graduates with no prior military train-
ing who wish to become military officers.
These programs are called Officer Candi-
date School (OCS) or Officer Training
School (OTS), depending on the service.
Interested candidates should apply through
a local recruiter in the fall of their senior
year of college. After graduation, young
men and women selected for OCS/OTS
join the military as enlisted members for
the duration of their OCS/OTS training.
Depending on the service, OCS/OTS lasts
up to 20 weeks. After successful com-
pletion. candidates are commissioned as
military officers and have a minimum ac-
tive-duty service obligation of four years.
Each year. about 21 percent of the military's
new officers are commissioned through
OCS/OTS. For more information, contact
a recruiter.

Reserve Officers' Training Corps

Undergraduate students in public or
private colleges or universities may re-
ceive training to become officers under
the Reserve Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC). ROTC programs for the Army,
Navy, Air Force, and Marine Corps are
available in over 1,400 colleges and uni-
versities nationwide.

Depending on the service and ROTC
option selected, students train for two,
three, or four years. Often, they receive
scholarships for tuition, books, fees,
uniforms and a monthly allowance. In

addition to their military and college course
work, ROTC candidates perform drills for
several hours each week and participate
in military training exercises for several
weeks each summer. Graduating ROTC
candidates become commissioned as
military officers and either go on active
duty or become members of Reserve or
National Guard units. Each year, about 44
percent of the military's new officers are
gained through ROTC programs. For more
information about service ROTC programs,
see the "Service Information on Officer
Occupations" section beginning on page
227. For information on the colleges and
universities that offer ROTC programs for
a particular service, contact a recruiter
from that service.

Direct Appointments

Medical, legal, engineering, and reli-
gious professionals who are fully qualified
in their field may apply to receive direct
appointments as military officers. These
individuals enter military service and be-
gin practicing their profession with a mini-
mum of military training. The service obli-
gation for officers entering through direct
appointment is two years. Some scholar-
ship programs are available to assist stu-
dents in these fields with their professional
schooling in return for several years of
service. Each year, direct appointments
make up about 11 percent of the military's
new officers. For information about oppor-
tunities for direct appointment in a particu-
lar service, contact a recruiter from that
service.

Enlisted Commissioning Programs

In addition to the four main pathways
described above, the services each have
programs for qualified enlisted personnel

to earn commissions as officers. Once
selected to an enlisted commissioning
program, enlisted personnel must follow
one of the four major pathways described
above in order to receive their commis-
sion. These programs are exclusive, as
they account for only 10 percent of newly
commissioned officers each year.

SERVICE SUPPORT FOR
CAREER ADVANCEMENT

From the time officers are commissioned
until the last day of duty, the services play
an important role in supporting their career
development. The military offers a wide
range of training and development oppor-
tunities to help each officer build a career.
However, to succeed, officers must take
advantage of the opportunities provided.

Officer Training and Education

Training and education are ongoing
throughout a military officer's career. Al-
though each service has its own programs
for officer professional development, all
services view training and education, fol-
lowed by practical experience, as the nor-
mal course for officer development. The
military provides five kinds of training and
educational opportunities to its officers:

Basic officer training
Job training
Advanced training
Professional military education
Leadership training.

These five types of training are discussed
on the following pages.
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1) Basic Officer Training

An important part of every pathway
leading to officer commissioning is train-
ing on the basic knowledge required to
become an officer. The topics covered in
this training include:

The role and responsibilities of the
officer
Military laws and regulations
Service traditions
Military customs and courtesies
Career development
Military science
Administrative procedures

In addition, most commissioning pathways
involve physical conditioning consisting of
calisthenics, running, and drills.

The duration and timing of officer train-
ing may vary with the commissioning
pathway followed. For example, ROTC
candidates receive basic officer training
over the course of their two- to four-year
ROTC programs. The same is true for
cadets or midshipmen at the service acad-
emies. In contrast, OCS/OTS candidates
receive their basic officer training in the
12- to 20-week OCS/OTS programs they
attend after graduation from college.

2) Job Training

After earning their commissions, offi-
cers normally receive job training in pre-
paration for their first duty assignment.
Depending on the occupational field
entered, initial job training may last from
several weeks to two years. Officer train-
ing, however, does not end after this initial
training.
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Because officers are the professional
leaders of the military, they must develop
knowledge of the broad areas they might
command. For example, supply officers
must understand the entire supply sys-
tem, from contracting to warehouse man-
agement, to one day command supply
operations for an entire base. Therefore,
supply officers are assigned to several
different jobs during their career. Through-
out a career, the services provide training
to allow officers to maintain and increase
their skills. In addition to technical train-
ing, the services provide training that fo-
cuses on military strategy and history as
well as developing the leadership, writing,
and management skills required for posi-
tions of greater responsibility.

Forcertain occupations, the military does
not provide job training. Doctors, vet-
erinarians, nurses, therapists, dieticians,
lawyers, engineers, social workers, and
other professionals may only enter the
military after they have been fully trained
and, in most cases, certified by a state
board.

3) Advanced Training

There are advanced traininn courses
for virtually every officer occupation. These
courses fall into two basic categories. In
the first category are those courses that
teach the technical or administrative skills
needed for an officer's next assignment.
For example, transportation officers with
truck and vehicle experience may receive
training in landing craft maintenance man-
agement before they are transferred to a
landing craft assignment.
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In the second category are the courses
that train officers in the overall mission of
their occupation. For example, infantry
officers need instruction in coordinating
combat actions with artillery and aircraft
units, while ship officers need to learn how
to coordinate operations of ships and air-
craft to hunt submarines.

4) Professional Military Education

Professional military education (PME)
prepares officers for the increasingly
challenging leadership, planning, opera-
tions, and management responsibilities
they assume as they rise in rank. PME is
highly recommended for career-oriented
officers, regardless of their occupational
specialty.

PME courses teach techniques for com-
bat-support operations in battle. Officers
study military history, strategy, tactics (how
to maneuver forces on the battlefield),
planning, and organization. They learn
how each service supports the others, and
how the services work together to defend
our nation.

PME is divided into two courses of study
that correspond to specific points in career
development. Officers may be selected to
attend full-time resident programs to com-
plete PME. If not, they are strongly en-
couraged to complete the courses by cor-
respondence. Resident PME courses are
usually taught at service "war colleges."
Each service has its own PME programs,
but the levels of instruction and many
subjects are similar. There are even op-
portunities for members of one service to
attend full-time resident programs at the
school of another service.

5) Leadership Training

Officers receive leadership training
throughout their career. There are formal
courses of leadership and management,
and leadership is discussed in many occu-
pational courses. Additionally, officers re-
ceive advice and on-the-job instruction in
leadership from more senior officers.

Continuing Education

Continuing education is an important
part of an officer's professional develop-
ment. It allows officers to broaden their
knowledge and earn advanced degrees in
military science, technical subjects related
to their occupations, management tech-
niques, and subjects in which they are
interested. Although having an advanced
degree does not guarantee career ad-
vancement, it can be an important factor.

The services offer several programs for
officer continuing education:

Service Colleges and Postgraduate
Schools

Service-oriented institutions, like the
Naval Postgraduate School and the Air
Force Institute of Technology, offer ad-
vanced degree programs in many fields.
Both correspondence courses and resi-
dent programs are available. There is in-
tense competition for entrance into these
programs, and selections are based on
service need as well as officer preference.
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Tuition Assistance

Up to 75 percent of tuition costs at state
and private institutions may be reimbursed
for officers enrolled in night school or
correspondence courses. To participate,
officers must meet the entrance require-
ments of the institution and meet service
guidelines. In some case the service will
select officers to attend graduate degree
programs full-time and pay all costs plus
their salary. Opportunities are limited, and
selections are based on service need.

OFFICER PROMOTION

Officers can progress through 10 officer
pay grades during their careers. Figure 7
contains information on the relationship
between pay grade and rank and also
illustrates the insignia for the ranks in each
service.

Officers in the lower pay grades. (0-1
and 0-2) usually advance by the action of
administrative boards. The boards screen
the officers' performance records. They
ensure that all necessary qualifications
are being completed, that officers are rec-
ommended for promotion by their com-
manding officers, and that candidates have
spent the required time in a pay grade.
Usually, the competition for promotion at
the junior level is not intense. However,
early career performance becomes im-
portant as competition increases for pro-
motion to more senior ranks.

Officers are continually evaluated by
more senior officers. Individual perform-
ance is compared with the performance of
all other officers in similar pay grades and
occupations. At the 0-3 level and above,
a selection board thoroughly examines
every aspect of each officer's career per-
formance to select only the best qualified
officers for promotion.

Figure 7
Officer Ins'gnia of the United States Armed Forces
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Selection boards are made up of expe-
rienced senior officers. Each selection
board evaluates performance from the
time each officer entered service to the
time the board meets. The members of the
selection board evaluate each officer's
record for promotion. Factors that qualify
officers for promotion include:

Career-long performance of job duties,
leadership, and management
Pursuit of, and success in, positions of
increasing responsibility
Successful completion of required
qualifications and professional military
education
Appearance and behavior.

By selecting the best qualified officers
for promotions, the services ensure they
have the best possible leadership. Excel-
lent performance reports are essential to
career advancement. Although a series of
excellent performance reports does not
guarantee an individual's promotion, a
less-than-excellent record severely limits
chances for advancement. Since the
number of officer positions is limited by
Congress, the competition at senior levels
is intense.

Figure 8 shows the average time an
officer has been in the military (time-in-
service) when he or she is promoted to
each pay grade. For example, most offi-
cers will advance to 0-2 in two years and
to 0-4 in 10 years. A very few outstanding
officers may be selected for promotion
earlier than indicated.

Figure 8
Average Commissioned Time-in-Service

When Promoted to Each Pay Grade
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DUTY ASSIGNMENT

The five services have similar systems
for assigning personnel to jobs. Each sys-
tem is designed to satisfy the present and
future staffing needs of the particular ser-
vice. For example, if the service needs a
meteorologist or pilot at a remote location,
officers in those occupations will be as-
signed there. However, at the same time,
the services also attempt to meet the
desires of individuals and provide the best
opportunity for career development. The
duty assignment process determines
where officers work, how often they move,
and the opportunities open to them.

Assignment Decisions

The services use mid- to senior-level
officers who are familiar with a particular
occupation to manage assignments for
officers in that occupation. Assignment
officers try to assign officers to different
units to give them a broad range of ex-
perience. Both range and depth of expe-
rience are important to officer advance-
ment. Although these officers cannot
always meet each person's needs or
desires, they try to make duty assign-
ments that will enhance each officer's
career.

Possible Location

All services require their officers to travel.
Military officers are stationed in each of
the 50 states and in countries all over the
world. They are routinely transferred after
one-, two-, three-, or four-year tours of
duty. To many people, this is one of the
attractive parts of service life and they join
for the opportunity to travel, live in foreign
countries, and see different parts of the
United States. Nearly three-quarters of
all service personnel are assigned to duty
in the United States. Every service also
has people stationed overseas; most of
them are located in Europe, in countries
such as Germany, Great Britain, and Italy.
Many officers are also assigned to the
Pacific Islands, including countries such
as Japan. Typically, officers will have two
overseas assignments during their ca-
reer.

Length of Tours

The time that an officer spends at a
particular duty assignment is called a tour.
The length of a tour varies by service and
geographic location. Typically, a tour lasts
from three to four years, although there
are many exceptions.
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Figure 9
Women Officers
1980 -1992

WOMEN OFFICERS

Military women are recognized today
for the important contributions that they
make to national defense. As shown in
Figure 9, military women have increased
to about 12 percent of active duty officers.
The total number of women in the officer
ranks reached over 33,700 in 1992.

According to federal laws and policies,
women may not be assigned to duty that
involves a high probability of exposure to
direct combat. Through studies, the ser-
vices have determined which occupations
have the highest probability of exposure to
direct combat. Examples of these occu-
pations include infantry officer, artillery
officer, and tank officer.

Despite federal laws and policies that
restrict women from entering combat-
related occupations, the scope of women's
opportunities in the military has expanded.
Women are currently eligible to enter about
90 percent of military job specialties. Ex-
amples of the many occupations in which
women serve include airplane pilot, envi-
ronmental health officer, physicist, and
intelligence officer. The outlook for women
officers in the military suggests that the
future will provide even greater oppor-
tunities.
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RESERVE FORCES

Seven forces make up the Reserves:

Army Reserve
Navy Reserve
Air Force Reserve
Marine Corps Reserve
Coast Guard Reserve
Army National Guard
Air National Guard.

Reserve Forces Role
I

The Reserves have an important role in
our national defense. Their primary mis-
sion is to stay prepared to respond to
events that threaten our country's secu-
rity. In a national emergency, the Re-
serves can be "called up" to serve tempo-
rarily on active duty to expand our regylar
armed forces.

In peacetime, the Reserves perform
many duties to support the regular active-
duty forces, such as air patrols, search
and rescue missions, air defense'watch,
installation and repair of communications
equipment, transport of troops and sup-
plies, and provision of medical services.

In addition to serving the national de-
fense, National Guard units serve their
states and communities during natural
disasters and civil emergencies. Guard
members have been called upon to res-
cue flood and hurricane victims, fight for-
est fires, and assist local authorities during
evacuations.

Becoming a Reserve Forces Officer

Currently, there are nearly 176,000 of-
ficers in the seven Reserve Forces. Each
year, the Reserves need approximately
22,000 new officers. Although most Re-
serve Forces officers have prior experi-
ence as officers in the active-duty forces,
young men ar women without prior mili-

ry eirwierlbe may join the Reserves if
they quali The basic qualification re-
quirements are the same as for active-
duty officers, shown in Table 5 on page
213.

There are several pathways to becom-
ing a Reserve Forces officer, including
ROTC and National Guard training. For
more information, refer to the "Service
Information on Officer Occupations" sec-
tion beginning on page 227, or contact a
military recruiter.

Service Obligation

To become a Reserve Forces officer,
individuals without prior experience as
active-duty officers must commit them-
selves to an eight-year service obligation
and undergo an initial training program at
a military base. This training lasts between
six and 18 weeks, depending on the Re-
serve Force selected.

After initial training is successfully com-
pleted, Reserve Forces officers live and
work as civilians in their own communities
and train part-time with a nearby Reserve
unit.

Reserve Unit Training

Reservists in organized units are re-
quired to attend training assemblies or drill
regularly throughout the year. Reserve
units are required to conduct a minimum of
48 training assemblies/drills a year. These
assemblies are held in the evenings or on
weekends or a combination of both. One
weekend is the equivalent of four training
drills.

Reservists must also spend from 12 to
17 days in full-time training each year. The
annual training period is normally sched-
uled during the summer. Annual training
may be conducted at a site away from the
member's community, thus requiring
Reservists to be away for this period.

Reserve Pay

A Reservist's pay is based on the
same pay grade and length of service as
military personnel on active duty. Mem-
bers receive one day's pay for each drill
attended. In addition, they receive one
day's pay for each day of annual training.
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PAY AND BENEFITS

Military officers in all five services are
paid according to the same pay scale and
receive the same basic benefits. Military
pay and benefits are set by Congress.
which normally grants a cost-of-living pay
increase once each year. In addition to
pay, the military provides many of life's
necessities. such as food, clothing, and
housing. The following sections describe
officer pay, allowances, and benefits in
more detail.

Officer Pay Grades

Officers can progress through 10 officer
pay grades during their careers. Pay grade
and length of service determine an officer's
pay. Figure 7 on page 218 contains infor-
mation on the relationship between pay
grade and rank and also illustrates the
insignia for the ranks in each service.

Most newly commissioned officers be-
gin at pay grade 0-1. Those who have
certain professional qualifications and
receive direct appointment may enter at
a higher pay grade. After two years, offic-
ers usually move up to 0-2. After an
additional two years, the military generally
promotes officers to 0-3 if job perform-
ance is satisfactory and other require-
ments are met.
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Basic Pay

The major part of an officer's paycheck
is basic pay. Pay grade and total years of
service determine an officer's basic pay.
Table 6 contains information ors annual
basic pay as of 1992. Cost-of-living in-
creases generally occur once a year. Us-
ing this table. you can find that a person
who has been in the service for eight
years. and advanced to pay grade 0-3,
receives a basic pay of $34,236 pe' year.

Incentives and Special Pay

The military offers incentive and special
pay (in addition to basic pay) for certain
types of duty. For example, incentives are
paid for submarine and flight duty. Other
types of hazardous duty with monthly in-
centives include parachute jumping, flight
deck duty, and explosives demolition. In
addition, the military gives special pay for
sea duty. diving duty, duty in some foreign
countries. and duty in areas subject to
hostile fire. Special pay is also provided for
officers in certain occupations, such as
doctors, dentists, and veterinarians.

w-0
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Table 6 Basic Pay for Officers (Annual Figures)

Years of Services

Under
2 yrs 2 3 4 6 8 10 26

0-10 * a * $104,800

0-9 93,614

0-8 . . . 84,820

0-7 * 74,858

0.6 * $44,572 65,768

0-5 * 39,380

0-4 . $35,456 37,876

0-3 $28,508 $31.543 $33,052 34,236 36,090

0.2 $20,797 $22,712 27.292 28.206 28.793

0-1 18,058 18,796 22,712 *
.

Military Personnel with this many years of service will probably not be in this pay grade.

(Pay scale between 10 and 26 years not shown.)
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Allowances

Many officers and their families live free
of charge in military housing on the base
where they are assigned. Those living off
base receive a quarters (housing) allow-
ance in addition to their basic pay. In 1992.
the monthly housing allowance ranged
from $302 to $848, depending on pay
grade and if the officer had dependents.
Each officer also received a subsistence
(food) allowance of $134 per month. Be-
cause allowances are not taxed as in-
come, they provide a significant tax sav-
ings in addition to their cash value.

When added together, housing and food
allowances, along with their tax savings,
are substantial additions to basic pay.
Table 7 contains information on the total
value of basic pay, allowances, and tax
savings, called Regular Military.Compen-
sation. The table represents the amount of
pay a civilian worker would have to earn to
realize the same lake home" pay as a
military officer. These figures provide a
more realistic comparison between mili-
tary and civilian salaries than the figures in
Table 6.
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Table 7 1992 Regular Military Compensation (Annual Figures)

Years of Services

Under
2 yrs 2 3 4 6 8 10 26

0-10 $127.250

0-9 *' 115,801

0-8 . .
* 106,572

0-7 a 96295

0-6 - ' 85.085

0-5 ' $55,862. .

0-4 $49,777 52,393

0-3 $40,557 $43,592 $45,100 46,285 48,208

0-2 $30,498 $32,592 37,598 38,517 39.104 * *

0-1 26.291 27,030 31,289 *

Regular Military Compensation reflects basic pay, allowances, and the value of the

tax advantage for allowances.

Military Personnel with this many years of service will probably not be in this pay grade.

(Pay scale between 10 and 26 years not shown.)
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Employment Benefits

Military officers receive substantial bene-
fits in addition to their pay and allowances.
While they are in the service, officers'
benefits include health care. vacation time.
legal assistance. recreational programs,
educational assistance, and commissary/
exchange (military store) privileges. Fami-
lies of officers also receive some of these
benefits. Table 8 contains a summary of
these employment benefits.

Retirement Benefits

The military offers one of the best retire-
ment programs in the country. After 20
years of active duty, officers may retire
and receive a monthly payment equal to
40 percent of their average basic pay for
their last five years of active duty. Officers
who retire with more than 20 years of
active service receive higher pay. Other
retirement benefits include medical care
and commissary/exchange privileges.

Veterans' Benefits

Veterans of military service are entitled
to certain veterans' benefits set by Con-
gress and provided by the Veterans Ad-
ministration. In most cases. these include
guarantees for home loans. hospitaliza-
tion, survivor benefits, educational ben-
efits. disability benefits, and assistance in
finding civilian employment.

Table 8 Summary of Employment
Benefits for Officers

Vacation Leave time of 30 days per year.

Medical, Full medical. hospitalization, dental, and eye care services
Dental, and for officers and most health care costs for family members.
Eye Care

Continuing Voluntary educational programs for undergraduate and
Education graduate degrees or for single courses, including tuition

assistance for programs at colleges and universities.

Recreational Programs include athletics, entertainment, and hobbies:
Programs

Exchange
and
Commissary
Privileges

Legal
Assistance

Softball, basketball, football, swimming, tennis,
golf, weight training, and other sports

Parties, dances, and entertainment

Club facilities, snack bars, game rooms, movie
theaters, and lounges

Active hobby and craft clubs, book and music
libraries.

Food, goods, and services are available at military stores,
generally at lower costs than retail stores.

Many free legal services are available to assist with personal
matters.
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Army

OVERVIEW

Today's Army is composed of a highly trained team of indi-
viduals. The individual soldier, the noncommissioned officer
(NCO), and the officer make the Army's sophisticated tech-
nology work. They operate tanks, fly helicopters, and launch
missiles. They build bridges, calibrate and operate computers.
and apply state-of-the-art tools and methods to solve critical
problems. Working together. these elements enable the Army to
accomplish its mission to deter war and be prepared to fight and
win should deterrence fail.

The Army is made up of nearly 750,000 bright, well-trained
men and women, including more than 88,970 officers and
15,307 warrant officers. These men and women compose the
best-trained. best-disciplined, and most self-assured Army in
recent history. The Army needs about 7,000 new officers each
year.

BECOMING AN OFFICER

You may become an officer in the U.S. Army through one of
four commissioning programs: The United States Military
Academy, The Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC).
the Officer Candidate School (OCS), or direct appointment. All
require, as a minimum, that the applicant be a high school
graduate, pass a medical and physical exam. and be at least 17
years old. In order to be competitive for these programs, an
individual needs to be working toward or already have acquired
a four-year college degree.

U.S. Military Academy

The United States Military Academy, located at West Point.
New York. offers bachelor of science degrees with majors in
both engineering and liberal arts. Graduates earn a commission
as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army.

Admission to the academy is very competitive. Appointments
are generally made through nominations from United States
Senators and Representatives. Applicants should begin their
quest for entry into the academy no later than the middle of their
junior year in high school.

Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC)

Army ROTC is the primary source for college-trained officers
for the Army. The ROTC program is currently offered at over 300
host institutions and through agreements at more than 1,000
colleges and universities.

Army ROTC is divided into two partsthe Basic Course and
the Advanced Course. The Basic Course covers the freshman
and sophomore years of college. Students may withdraw at any
time. and no military obligation is incurred. Selected students
may enroll in the Advanced Course during the final two years of
college. Students in the Advanced Course receive uniforms.
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necessary textbooks, and a subsistence allowance of up to
$1,000 each year. Cadets are scheduled for a six-week ad-
vanced camp during the summer between their junior and senior
years of college.

Competitive scholarships are available for two, three, and four
years. All ROTC scholarships pay for tuition up to $7,000 per
year or 80 percent, whichever is greater; provide an allowance
for textbooks, supplies, and equipment, lab fees, and other
education expenses; and provide a $1,000 subsistence allow-
ance each year.

Officer Candidate School (OCS)

Officer Candidate School (OCS) is a 14-week course to train
enlisted personnel, warrant officers, and civilians with a college
degree to be Army officers. Enlisted soldiers and warrant
officers must have 60 hours of college before applying for OCS.
Civilian applicants must have a bachelor's degree.

Direct Appointment

The Army offers direct appointment opportunities for special-
ists from selected legal, medical, ministerial, and technical
career fields. Professional experience can even earn a higher
entry grade for qualified applicants.

Warrant Officers

An Army warrant officer is an officer appointed by warrant of
the Secretary of the Army, based on a sound level of technical
and tactical competence. The warrant officer is a highly
specialized expert and trainer who gains progressive levels of
expertise and leadership by operating, maintaining, administering
and managing the Army's equipment, support activities or
technical systems for an entire career.

Becoming a warrant officer requires great skill in a specific
occupational specialty. As an Army warrant officer, you must
demonstrate leadership abilities and have the desire and dedi-
cation to perfect your technical proficiency through professional
development, training, and education. Through schooling,
experience, assignments and promotions, you are trained to
perform effectively in the highest, most demanding positions
within your career specialty. Your local Army recruiter can
provide you with up-to-date information about how you can
qualify to become a warrant officer.

OFFICER TRAINING

Newly commissioned officers attend an Officer Basic Course
(OBC), which prepares them for their first assignment. OBC
contains a mix of classroom education and physical training.
Much of the time is devoted to practicing leadership skills in a
work-like environment. During OBC, which lasts about four
months, lieutenants also participate in a vigorous physical
fitness program. OBC instruction is provided by the branch of

the Army that utilizes an officers specialty. For example, newly
commissioned infantry officers attend OBC at the U.S. Army
Infantry School at Fort Benning, Georgia.

Special skills that may be needed by new officers are devel
oped at a functional training course. Pilots complete their flight
training after OBC. Army infantry lieutenants may volunteer for
Airborne (parachute) or Ranger training. Some infantry officers
complete certification courses as Bradley fighting vehicle com-
manders if they are being assigned to units equipped with that
vehicle.

Army officers are also provided advanced training and refresher
instruction to meet the needs of the Army or their next assign-
ment. These courses usually are not more than six months in
length. For example, Army supply officers can take advanced
courses in material management, air delivery of cargo, and food
services management. Specialized courses are available in
every career area.

At various points during a career as an Army officer, there are
opportunities to participate in professional military education
such as the Combined Arms Services Staff School or the
Command and General Staff School. These programs prepare
officers for the increasing responsibilities associated with career
advancement to the more senior grades in the Army. They are
primarily the study of how to be an officer and provide the
command and staff knowledge required to be a professional
officer.

ADVANCEMENT

Most new Army officers begin their careers as Second Lieu-
tenants. A few officers receive a direct appointment to a higher
grade. There are established points (time-in-service) at which
time an officer is considered for promotion. Army officers are
selected for advancement based on their being qualified to meet
the requirements of the Army. The Army promotion process is
designed to ensure advancement of the best officers, promote
career development, and promote officers with the greatest
demonstrated potential.

Promotion to the grade of First Lieutenant usually occurs at
one and one-half years of service. After an additional two years
of service, qualified officers are promoted to Captain. After
being in the Army a total of nine to 11 years, an officer becomes
eligible for promotion to Major. This and subsequent promotions
are more competitive, with only the best qualified officers
selected for promotion. While all officers compete with each
other for promotion, the Army recognizes a need to retain the
right number of officers with the skills to meet Army require-
ments. A selection board evaluates the potential of all eligible
officers and recommends the best qualified in each career area
for promotion. There are provisions for early promotions of
outstanding performers (limited to less than 10 percent of
promotions).
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EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Advanced education is a goal for most Army officers. Some
officers may be selected to pursue full-time studies toward a
master's or doctorate degree through programs paid by the
Army. Many officers pursue advanced education on their own
time. Here are some of the programs offered by the Army for the
advanced education of its officers:

Advanced Degree Program

The Army Educational Requirements System determines the
Army's need for officers with advanced degrees. Selected
officers are provided an opportunity to attend graduate school
for up to three years in a discipline required by the Army. After
completing their graduate studies. these officers are assigned to
positions that utilize their education. These officers can also
anticipate future assignments that capitalize on their specialized
knowledge. Officers are considered for this program after com-
pleting six to eight years of active duty.

"Top Five Percent"

This program it for selected USMA or ROTC cadets in the top
5 percent of their graduating class. As a result of their academic
standing and cadet performance, selected cadets are invited to
pursue a master's degree at a civilian school. The program
offers up to 18 months of advanced civilian education. Graduate
studies are approved only in disciplines for which the Army has
an established requirement.

Fully Funded Legal Education Program (FLEP)

The Judge Advocate General's Funded Legal Education
Program allows up to 25 officers to be selected each year to
attend a regular course of instruction leading to a Juris Doctor
(J.D.) or Bachelor of Law (LL.B.) degree at an approved civilian
law school. These programs are provided at government
expense and usually last three academic years. Upon comple-
tion of schooling. the officer is required to accept an appointment
in the Judge Advocate General's Corps for the period of active-
duty obligation.

Training With Industry (TWO Program

This program provides training in industrial procedures and
practices not available through military or civilian schools. The
TWI program provides officers with vital knowledge. experience
and perspective in management and operational techniques.
This experience is necessary to fill positions of significant
responsibility in Army commands and activities that normally
deal with civilian industry. Currently, these programs are con-
centrated in the areas of artificial intelligence, aviation logistics.
communications-electronics, finance, marketing, ordnance.
physical security, procurement, public affairs. research and
development. systems automation. and transportation. These
programs are normally one year long. with a predetermined
follow-on assignment.

RESERVE OFFICERS

In thousands of cities and towns across America. men and
women work full-time in their communities and serve their nation
part-time in one of the Army's reserve components. There are
more than 7.000 units of the Army Reserve and the Army
National Guard. These units are trained and equipped to
accomplish Army missions worldwide on very shcrt notice. They
are a vital part of the total Army team, often training alongside
active-duty Army personnel at home and overseas.

There are about 11.000 officers currently serving in Army
National Guard and Army Reserve units. They serve in all career
fields found in the active component of the Army. Often they
serve in a career field that is the same as their civilian profession.
Many serve in military units that offer them an exciting and
demanding change froi n their full-time job. Most reservists will
agree that the skills and qualities that are necessary for success
in civilian life are enhanced by their military training and experi-
ence.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Students who wish to learn more about specific military
occupations are encouraged to use this book to the fullest. In

addition, many career information systems found in high schools
and libraries have information about Army careers. The most
up-to-date information about Army commissioning programs is
available from an Army recruiter. Feel free to contact the one
nearest you. There is no obligation.
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Navy

OVERVIEW

The Navy operates throughout the world to help preserve
peace. Navy cruisers, destroyers. frigates, submarines, aircraft
carriers, and support ships are ready to maintain the freedom of
the seas. Navy sea and air power are available to assist in the
defense of our allies or engage enemy forces in the event of war.

The United States Navy is a large and complex organization.
It includes nearly 600 ships, 6,000 aircraft, and bases around the
world. Over 550,000 officers and enlisted personnel make up
today's Navy. Many of the nearly 70,000 officers serve as ship
or submarine officers, pilots, flight officers, nuclear power in-
structors, and F.pecial warfare officers. Others perform special-
ized duties in intelligence, engineering, law, medicine, and
scientific careers. Between 6,000 and 7,000 men and women
join the Navy as officers every year.

BECOMING AN OFFICER

A Navy officer must be a mature person capable of assuming
a wide variety of duties at sea, in the air, and ashore. Applicants
must be physically fit, at least 19 years old, and United States
citizens. They must have at least a bachelor's degree. The
major fields of study required vary depending on the officer
specialty.

There are several ways to become a Navy officer. Commis-
sioning programs are available for students still in college and
for college graduates. Specialists in certain professional and
scientific fields may qualify for a direct commission. Programs
leading to a commission as a Navy officer include the Naval
Reserve Officers' Training Corps and the U.S. Naval Academy.

Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps

The Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps (NROTC) pro-
gram offers tuition and other financial benefits worth up to
$70,000 at more than 60 of the country's leading colleges and
universities. Two-year and four-year subsidized scholarships
are offered. Participants receive a monthly cash allowance.

Two-year and four-year nonsubsidized NROTC programs are
also offered. These are referred to as college programs and
provide for monthly cash allowances during the junior and senior
years.

U.S. Naval Academy

The United States Naval Academy (USNA) provides a free
four-year undergraduate education program. The USNA pro-
gram leads to a bachelor's degree in a wide range of major
subjects and a commission as a Navy or Marine Corps officer.
Students are paid a monthly salary while attending the aca-
demy.
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Students must be single with no children and must serve on
active duty for at least five years after graduation, depending on
follow-on training and designation. Admission to the Naval
Academy is made through nominations from United States
Senators, Representatives, the President and Vice President of
the United States, and the Secretary of the Navy.

Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate Programs

The Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate (NUPOC) program
is for college juniors and seniors pursuing a bachelor's degree
in physics, chemistry, mathematics, or an engineering disci-
pline. College graduates with a bachelor's or higher degree may
also qualify for the NUPOC program. Cash bonuses are offered
for joining and completing the Navy's NUPOC program.

The only Navy requirement is that the student maintain
excellent grades in required subjects and earn a degree. While
in the NUPOC program, the student can enjoy many of the same
benefits received by regular Navy officers. Upon graduation
from college, NUPOCs begin their naval officer training at
Officer Candidate School (OCS) in Newport, Rhode Island.

Aviation Officer/Naval Flight Officer Programs

Aviation Officer Candidate (AOC) and Naval Flight Officer
Candidate (NFOC) programs are for college seniors and grad-
uates interested in becoming Navy pilots or flight officers. If
qualified and accepted, they attend the Aviation Officer Candi-
date School in Pensacola, Florida.

Warrant Officers

The Warrant Officer Program is open to all enlisted Navy
people with the frank of Chief Petty Officer or above and have
completed at least 12 years of naval service. Warrant officers
are senior to all enlisted Chief Petty Officers and junior to all
Ensigns.

Limited Duty Officers

The Limited Duty Officer Program is open to warrant officers
with more than two years of service as warrants and to enlisted
people who are petty officers with at least eight years of naval
service. If qualified, they earn a Navy officer commission
because of their high quality and experience in a specialty, but
are limited to duties of that specialty.

Direct Commission

Direct commission (appointment) may be attained by a pro-
fessional person who is already established in his or her special-
ty field, but who is interested in the challenging and rewarding
career and lifestyle of a Navy officer. The Navy has programs
to help medical, dental, law, and theology students complete
their professional training and earn commissions as Navy offi-
cers.

OFFICER TRAINING

Before receiving their first active-duty assignment, all new
Navy officers go through a period of initial training. This training
is designed to acquaint individuals with the Navy way of life, its
rules, regulations, and responsibilities. The training also covers
naval operations, organization, and administrative procedures.
NROTC candidates and Naval Academy midshipmen receive
this training as part of their college program. Other prospective
officers are required to go to one of three schoolsOfficer
Candidate School (OCS), Officer Indoctrination School (OIS), or
Aviation Officer Candidate School (AOCS).

Each school consists of a full schedule of academic studies
and rigorous physical training. OCS is a course for new surface
warfare, nuclear submarine, engineering, supply, and diving
and salvage officers. OIS is a course for officers who have
received a direct commission in the field of medicine or law.
AOCS is the training ground for prospective Navy pilots, naval
flight officers, intelligence officers, and aviation maintenance
duty officers.

Navy officers also go through specialized or technical training
before their initial assignment. Initial advanced training after
being commissioned an officer is usually at the Navy specialty
school that pertains to the officer's major field of education or for
which he or she qualified when entering the Navy. Here the new
officers learn how to apply that specialty to naval operations.

For instance, cryptology officers go to the Naval Security
Group orientation course; intelligence officers go to the Navy
and Marine Corps Intelligence School; supply corps officers go
to the Navy Supply School; civil engineer corps officers go to the
Civil Engineer Corps School; and Navy chaplains go to the
Chaplains' School. Pilots and naval flight officers receive their
flight training and learn to operate the complex communications
and weapons systems on Navy aircraft.

These schools may be several months to more than a year in
length, depending on the complexity of the specialty and the
advanced training needed. Other than the Navy aviation team,
officers in the nuclear power program have the k gest overall
training period. After OCS, they go to Nuclear Power School in
Orlando, Florida, for 24 weeks, then to a nuclear power training
unit for 26 weeks, then to either the Submarine Officer Basic
Course for 13 weeks or the Surface Warfare Officer School for
17 weeks before being assigned aboard a nuclear-powered
vessel. The Navy's nuclear power training program is the
broadest and most comprehensive anywhere.

Navy officers are also given short courses of special and
refresher instruction to meet the needs of the service and their
assignment. These courses usually are not more than six
months in length. Specialized courses offered Navy officers are
in communications, basic and advanced electronics, civil engi-
neering, transportation management, naval justice, and petro-
leum products and supply.
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Navy officers are also provided an opportunity to attend one
of the service colleges. These are considered necessary for
higher command leadership. A naval officer should possess a
thorough knowledge of the principles and methods of naval
strategy and tactics and of joint operations with other branches
of the armed forces. To achieve these objectives, courses are
given at the Armed Forces Staff College, the Inter-American
Defense College, the National Defense University, the Naval
War College, and Foreign Service Colleges.

ADVANCEMENT

Most college graduates begin their Navy, officer career as
an Ensign. After two years, they are eligible for promotion
to Lieutenant Junior Grade. Another two-year period makes
them eligible for promotion to Lieutenant. After being ii, the
Navy a total of nine to 11 years, an officer becomes eligible for
promotion to Lieutenant Commander. A Lieutenant Com-
mander must have 15 to 17 years of service to be eligible to
become a Commander. A Commander must have been in the
Navy 21 to 23 years to be promoted to Captain.

Promotion to the ranks of Lieutenant Commander and above
are very competitive, and only the best officers are selected for
advancement. A selection board evaluates the past perform-
ance of each eligible officer and recommends the best qualified
for promotions.

Each Navy officer is given a new assignment, or tour, as it is
called, every few years. Every effort is made to match personal
desires with the needs of the Navy. Assignments may be in the
officer's chosen field or in a different field where there is a need.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Education and training are a continuous process throughout
a Navy officer's career. As an officer's career develops, he or
she may have the opportunity to take advantage of an advanced
educational program. Presented below are some of the oppor-
tunities offered by the Navy in the professional development of
its officers.

Postgraduate Education Program

The goal of the Navy's Postgraduate Education Program is to
provide specialized education at the master's and doctorate
level in technical and non-technical fields of study. The program
is conducted mainly at the Naval Postgraduate School in
Monterey, California. The program is supplemented by using
civilian universities for many courses. It also makes use .of
appropriate courses provided by other agencies of the
Department of Defense.

Correspondence and Extension Courses

Correspondence and extension courses are encouraged for
all Navy officers. Most of the courses are provided by the Naval
Correspondence Course Center. Others are offered by the
Naval War College, the Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
military medical and dental schools, the Defense Intelligence
School, and the Naval Submarine School.

Officers may also enroll in courses given by other services and
in graduate and undergraduate level education offered by
colleges and universities.

THE NAVAL RESERVE

Navy officers who leave active duty for civilian careers can
retain many of the benefits of a Navy career by joining the Naval
Reserve Force.

The Naval Reserve Force is a team of highly trained people
available in a national emergency to meet the expanded needs
of the regular Navy. Most Reservists serve in a part-time status,
consisting of one weekend a month and an annual two-week
period of duty, called annual training (AT). These training
periods can be taken on an individual basis or with a Reserve
unit.

A Naval Reserve Force medical program works the same way
for medical specialists who wish to serve their country and at the
same time continue their civilian medical practice.

The Naval Reserve Force is a fast-growing military organiza-
tion. Its officer force numbered more than 24,000 members in
mid-1986, but is projected to rise to more than 25,000 by 1992.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The occupational information in Military Careerscan be useful
in exploring career opportunities in the Navy. Many career
information systems found in high schools and libraries have
similar information about military careers. However, to obtain
detailed information about the latest commissioning programs,
contact your local officer programs recruiter. There is no
obligation. The Navy's toll free number for recruiter information
is 1-800-327-NAVY.
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Air Force
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OVERVIEW

The United States Air Force is the primary aerospace arm of

our nation's armed forces. The men and women of the Air Force

fly, maintain, and support the world's most technically advanced
aerospace forces, including long-range bombers, supersonic
fighters, Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft,

and many others. These forces are usedwhenever and wherever

necessary to protect the interests of the United States and our
allies. The Air Force is made up of almost 500,000 men and
womendisciplined, dedicated, and professionally trained
officers and airmenfrom all walks of life. Nearly 100,000
officers pilot multimillion-dollar aircraft, launch satellites, gather
sensitive intelligence data, manage maintenance and other
logistical support, or do one of many tasks vital to the Air Force
mission. The Air Force currently commissions about 4,000 men
and women each year to fill openings in a wide variety of
challenging careers.

BECOMING AN OFFICER

The Air Force commissions only United States citizens who

possess a bachelor's degree from an accredited college.
Depending on the career field an applicant selects, additional
academic qualifications may be required (e.g., a graduate
degree, specific courses). Applicants for a commission must
also be physically fit and of high moral character. Typically, men
and women may earn a commission through one of three
precommissioning sources: The U.S. Air Force Academy, Air
Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps (AFROTC), or Officer
Training Group (OTG). Individuals in some professions may
obtain a direct commission without attending one of the above

commissioning programs.

U.S. Air Force Academy

Located at the foot of the Rocky Mountains near Colorado
Springs, Colorado, the Air Force Academy annually accepts
about 1,400 young men and women into its four-year program.
Graduates earn a bachelor of science degree and an Air Force

commission.

The program is intense, with a well-balanced curriculum that

"re
includes the physical and social sciences, humanities, and
math. In addition, the academy provides cadets with a back-
ground in space operations through courses such as
astrodynamics and aeroengineering.

Admission to the Air Force Academy is generally made

1,7
through nominations from United States Senators or Represen-
tatives, but other avenues to receive an admission appointment

are available.
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Air Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps (AFROTC)

This program gives college students a unique opportunity to
earn a commission while they complete their degree require-
ments. The AFROTC offers a four-, two- and one-year program
(in selected fields) at more than 800 colleges and universities
across the nation. You apply for the four-year AFROTC program
by simply enrolling in the aerospace studies course at the time
you register for your other freshman courses. You may apply for
the two-year AFROTC program if you have at least two years of
undergraduate work remaining. Each cadet receives $100 a
month tax free during the final two academic years. See your
AFROTC representative about details on the new one-year
AFROTC Program.

Scholarships are available for all programs on a competitive
basis. Scholarships pay for most tuition, laboratory and inci-
dental fees, and textbooks. Scholarship cadets also receive
$100 tax free each month during the school year. High school
students interested in the four-year scholarship should apply
late in their junior year or early in their senior year of high school.
College freshman and sophomores can apply by contacting the
professor of aerospace studies at their college or university.

Officer Training Group

The Officer Training Group (OTG) at Lackland Air Force Base
near San Antonio, Texas, is a great opportunity for those who
already have a bachelor's degree. Its rigorous 12-week program
guides college graduates or degree airmen to commissions as
Second Lieutenants. OTG cadets acquire the knowledge to
perform as effective Air Force officers.

Direct Appointment

The Air Force directly commissions men and women in certain
professions. Individuals are eligible for direct appointmen4 'f
they are fully qualified in the medical, legal, or religious field.
Individuals who believe they may be qualified for a direct
commission should contact their nearest Air Force recruiter.

OFFICER TRAINING

Most new officers attend a technical training course immedi-
ately after coming on active duty. Technical training equips new
officers with the specific skills required by their job specialty.
Depending on the specialty, technical training lasts from a few
weeks to over a year. (Some officers go directly to their first
assignment without attending technical training.) Technical
training centers are located at military installations throughout
the United States. Upon completion of initial technicai training,
officers are assigned to an Air Force unit where they put their
newly acquired skills to work.

At various points during a career as an Air Force officer, there
is an opportunity to participate in professional military educa-
tionsuch as Squadron Officers School, Air Command and
Staff College, and the Air War College. These programs prepare
officers for the increasing responsibilities associated with.career
progression to the more senior grades in the Air Force. In
addition, they provide the command and staff knowledge
required to be a professional officer. Other educational
opportunities are also available to Air Force officers.

ADVANCEMENT

Most newly commissioned officers enter the Air Force as
Second Lieutenants. A few officers receive a direct appointment
to a higher grade. There are established points when an officer
is considered for promotion. Air Force promotions are based on
the individual officer's performance. Promotion to the grade of
First Lieutenant usually occurs after two years of service. After
an additional two years of service, most officers are promoted
to Captain.

Subsequent promotions are competitive, and only the best
qualified officers are selected for promotion. All officers (except
doctors, nurses, lawyers, and chaplains) compete with each
other for promotions without regard to their specific career
specialty. There are provisions for early promotion of outstand-
ing performers.

Most young officers (Lieutenants) start out in small units. As
they gain experience and progress in rank (Captain), they are
assigned to larger units, overseeing the operation of several
smaller units. More senior officers (Majors and Lieutenant
Colonels) are usually assigned as commanders of squadrons
and are responsible for accomplishing that squadron's mission,
as well as for the welfare .of the men and women under their
command. Colonels typically command large units or head
major staff functions. Generals command combat organizations
and oversee thousands of personnel and hundreds of millions
of dollars in aircraft, supplies, and equipment.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Air Force will sponsor advanced education for qualified
officers. Officers attending graduate school in their off-duty time
can have the Air Force pay up to 75 percent of their tuition. The
Air Force also sponsors officers' advanced education at the Air
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) or at one of the many
civilian colleges throughout the country. The Air Force pays for
all tuition, fees, hooks, and equipment and continues to provide
full pay and benefits. AFIT provides scientific, technological,
and other specialized education to satisfy Air Force require-
ments. Air Force-sponsored education leads to degrees in
engineering, management, social sciences, and many other
fields.
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RESERVE FORCES

The reserve forces consist of two components, the Air Na-
tional Guard and the Air Force Reserve. Their mission is to
provide trained units and qualified personnel for active duty in
the Air Force in time of war or national emergency; and at such
other times as the national security requires.

The reserve forces are highly trained, combat ready, and
available for immediate call up to serve on active duty. They
train (drill) regularly and provide a significant contribution to the
daily operations of the Air Force as a by-product of their training.
Guard and Reserve air crews currently fly the Air Force's front
line aircraft.

Air National Guard

The Air National Guard (ANG) provides 92 major flying units
and several hundred mission support units, with at least one
flying unit in every state. During peacetime, the Guard also has
a state mission of disaster relief, maintaining peace and order
and civilian defense. Guard units are under the control of the
state governors through their Adjutants General. There are
approximately 117,000 men and women in the: ANG.

Criteria for appointment as an officer in the ANG are similar to
those for active Air Force officers and are spelled out in Air Force
regulations. However, selection and appointment to fill ANG unit
vacancies are prerogatives of the states, with the Air Force
granting federal recognition as reserve officers of the Air Force.
Nonprior-service line officers selected for appointment in the
ANG must attend six weeks of precommissioning training at the
ANG Academy of Military Science, McGhee-Tyson AB, Knox-
ville, Tennessee, where they are prepared for their initial com-
missioned service in the ANG. Upon commissioning, many new
ANG officers are scheduled to attend further Air Force training
in their specialty. There are approximately 14,000 ANG officers,
of which over 4,000 are pilots.

Air Force Reserve

The Air Force Reserve is a federal force. It provides 60 flying
squadrons and more than 300 mission support units. The Air
Force Reserve has both "equipped" units with their own aircraft
and "associate" units that fly and maintain active force aircraft
and augment their active force counterparts during wartime or
times of crisis.

The Air Force Reserve consists of approximately 85,000 men
and women who train regularly, either in the units or as Individual
Mobilization Augmentees (IMAs). IMAs are individual Reserv-
ists who train with active-duty Air Force organizations and who
will augment those organizations upon mobilization. There are
approximately 11,000 IMAs.

Criteria for appoinInnent as an officer in the Air Force Reserve
are similar to those for active-duty Air Force officers and are
discussed elsewhere in this guide. Nonprior-service personnel
selected to be candidates for pilot or navigator training or to
become engineers are sent to the Officer Training Group along
with the active-force line officer candidates. Medical officers
attend an active-force short course provided at Sheppard AFB,
Texas. Each year, a small number of "deserving airmen" are
selected to be commissioned from the enlisted ranks of the Air
Force Reserve. They attend a two-week course at Lackland
AFB, Texas, to learn officer skills.

There are approximately 17,000 Air Force Reserve officers
(including IMAs). Approximately 3,000 are pilots and 700 are
navigators. Over 21 percent of Reserve officers are women.
The vast majority of the officer corps of the Air Force Reserve
consists of prior-service officers who were commissioned through
the Air Force Reserve Officers' Training Corps, the Air Force
Academy, or the Officer Training Group and who served several
years in the active Air Force before leaving extended active duty
and joining the Air Force Reserve.

The focal point for recruiting officers in the Air Force Reserve
and Air National Guard is the unit, since officers are basically
recruited from the local area surrounding each unit. The
Consolidated Base Personnel Offices, .located at each flying
unit, are aware of all officer vacancies in botlUhe flying units and
the mission support units they service.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

High school guidance counselors and Air Force Recruiters
can give you advice and information on Air Force ROTC pro-
grams and the Air Force Academy. Local Air Force selection
officers have the latest information on commissioning programs
and career opportunities; contact them if you have any ques-
tions.
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Marine Corps
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OVERVIEW

The United States Marine Corps was created on November
10, 1775, by a resolution of the Continental Congress. Since
then, the Marine Corps has grown to be one of the most elite
fighting forces in the world. The Marine Corps' mission is unique

among the five services; Marines serve on U.S. Navy ships,
protect naval bases, guard U.S. embassies abroad, and serve
as an ever-ready strike force to quickly protect the interests of
the U.S. and its allies anywhere in the world. To perform the
many duties of the Marine Corps, approximately 181,000 offi-
cers and enlisted Marines in the Corps fly planes and helicop-
ters; operate radar equipment; drive armored vehicles; gather
intelligence; survey and map territory; maintain and repair
computers, jeeps, radios, trucks, tanks, and aircraft; and per-
form hundreds of other challenging jobs. Each year, the Marine
Corps accepts approximately 1,500 new officers into its ranks to

maintain its approximately 17,000-person officer corps.

BECOMING AN OFFICER

The Marine Corps recruits young men and women of high
moral standards who have or will have a four-year college
degree, are physically fit, and have demonstrated potential for
leadership. Applicants must be American citizens and pass the
initial Marine Corps physical fitness test. Additionally, appli-
cants must take either the SAT, ACT, or ASVAB aptitude tests.
Minimum acceptable scores are: SAT combined verbal and
math scores of 1000; ACT 45; and ASVAB Electronics

Repair composite 120. The only age requirement is that a
person must be at least 20 and no older than 28 at the time of

commissioning. Applicants for law programs must score a
minimum of 30 on a 50-point scale or 150 on a 180-point scale

of the LSAT.

Marine Corps officers are selected from various sources,
including the Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps (NROTC)
Program, the United States Naval Academy, the Platoon Lead-
ers Class (PLC) Program, and the Officer Candidate Class
(OCC) Program.

Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps

The NROTC Scholarship Program offers tuition and other
financial benefits worth as much as $70,000 at one of more than

62 of the country's leading colleges and universities. Four-year
NROTC scholarships are available to high school graduates on
a competitive selection process in which consideration is given
to such factors as high school record, college board scores,
extracurricular activities, and leadership qualities.

Two- and three-year NROTC scholarships are available to
college freshmen, sophomores, and juniors meeting basic re-
quirements. Recipients are selected in a competitive process
similar to that for the four-year scholarship.
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U.S. Naval Academy

Beginning in 1883, Marine Corps officers were commissioned
from the U.S. Naval Academy, where graduating midshipmen
earn a bachelor of science degree either in one of seven different
engineering programs or in one of eleven disciplines offered
apart from engineering programs. Today, nearly 17 percent of
each graduating class receives a regular Marine Corps commis-
sion.

Platoon Leaders Class

The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) Program is for those
college freshmen, sophomores, and juniors who have made the
decision to pursue a Marine Corps officer commission. Appli-
cation to this program may be made upon successful completion
of the first semester or quarter of the freshman year. Applicants
must be enrolled in a four-year accredited college and are
eligible to receive $100 per month in financial assistance after
successful completion of their first summer of training.

PLC officer candidates attend summer training sessions at
the Marine Corps Officer Candidates School in Quantico, Vir-
ginia. Freshmen and sophomores participate in two six-week
sessions and juniors participate in one 10-week session.

Aviation guarantees in the PLC-Aviation Program are avail-
able to those who qualify. In this program, individuals receive
real flight experience and instruction to familiarize themselves
with flying before military flight training begins.

PLC-Law is a post- oaccalaureate degree program for law
school attendees. Active duty is postponed until a student
obtains a law degree and passes the bar examination.

Officer Candidate Class

The Officer Candidate Class (OCC) Program is precommission
training for college seniors and graduates who desire to be
Marine Corps officers. Upon graduation from college, candi-
dates attend one 10-week officer training course and receive a
reserve commission upon successful completion of training.

Women Officer Candidate Program

The Women Officer Candidate (WOC) Program is open to
women in their junior and senior years of college or who have
graduated from a four-year accredited institution. Training
consists of a 10-week summer course in consolidated officer
candidate companies. Women candidates participate in many
of the same rigorous screening programs as their male counter-
parts, and when they successfully complete training, they receive
a reserve commission as well.

In addition to the programs described above, the Marine
Corps has programs for qualified enlisted personnel to earn
commissions as officers.

OFFICER TRAINING

The Marine Corps has developed career patterns to prepare
its officers to assume progressively higher command and staff
responsibilities. These career patterns are designed to provide
individual training and education, followed by operational as-
signments. They allow officers to learn their professions and
progress to sequentially more demanding assignments.

Officer training can generally be divided into three types. First,
the Marine Corps maintains a system of professional military
education that is progressive in nature. This education prepares
offices for the increasing responSibilities associated with career
progression to more senior grades in the Marine Corps. It is
primarily the study of how to be an officer and the command and
staff knowledge required of a professional. Examples of this
type of training are the 23-week Basic Officers Course, which all
newly commissioned officers attend, and the 43-week Com-
mand and Staff College for midgrade officers.

The second type of training encompasses the many specific
skill-producing courses that are conducted to enable the officer
to perform in a specialized area immediately upon assignment.
Most Marine Corps officers attend one of these courses spon-
sored by the Corps, but they may also attend others conducted
by the Navy or another service. An example of this type of initial
training is pilot training conducted by the Navy. An example of
follow-on skill progression training is the Weapons and Tactics
Instructor Course designed for highly qualified aviation and
command and control officers.

The third type of training provided toselected officers is either
in-house or civilian advanced academic education. This type of
training is designed to meet the Marine Corps' need for officers
trained in specific technical, scientific, engineering, or manage-
rial fields. Examples of this type of training are the U.S. Naval
Test Pilot School and the U.S. Army Management of Defense
Acquisition Contracts Course.

Every Marine Corps officer's training begins with the physically
and mentally demanding Basic Officers Course and progresses
to individual training specifically designed for his or her military
occupational specialty (MOS). This unique training of the Marine
Corps air-ground team provides all Marine Corps officers with a
common background that is independent of their MOS.

ADVANCEMENT

Marine Corps officers are selected for advancement based on
their being best and fully qualified to meet the needs of the
Marine Corps. Each individual's qualifications and performance
of duty must clearly demonstrate that he or she would be
capable of performing the duties normally associated with the
next higher permanent grade. Every aspect of an officers
performance is carefully evaluated during the selection process
to ensure that those seiected for promotion are truly the best
qualified.
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The Marine Corps has an established career counseling
system to provide officers with proper career guidance and
counsel. Broad guidelines help to channel all officers to a
rewarding, successful career.

After initial qualification in an MOS, officers are offered con-
tinued professional education, various duty assignments, and
further MOS training. Junior officers can expect to perform not
only as leaders, but as technicians and managers. Commonly,
junior officers are put in charge of units consisting of anywhere
from three or four to over 100 Marines.

As junior officers become more proficient in their fields,
opportunities arise for more challenging assignments and in-
creased responsibility. Performance in these challenging situ-
ations directly relates to the continuance of a Marine Corps
career. Although promotion boards review many factorsper-
formance is the key to advancement.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Marine Corps offers career education at every level in the
officer ranks. Not only is formal schooling provided to enhance
the professional development of officers, but the Marine Corps
has an extensive correspondence course program available to

all officers.

Especially inviting are the various graduate education pro-
grams made available to qualified officers; the Special Educa-
tion Program, the Advanced Degree Program. the Excess
Leave Program-Law, and the Funded Law Education Program.

Special Education Program

The Special Education Program (SEP) is a fully funded
program designed to build up the Marine Corps' pool of officers
with specialties in both technical and nontechnical disciplines.
Officers accepted into and completing the program earn mas-
ter's degrees in designated disciplines by attending the Naval
Postgraduate School, the Air Force Institute of Technology, or
approved civilian schools.

Advanced Degree Program

Under the Advanced Degree Program (ADP), expenses for
the cost of a master's degree are partially funded. Officers are
selected to study in a particular technical or nontechnical disci-
pline and may attend the accredited school of their choice. While
in this and the SEP program, officers continue to receive all pay
and allowances.

A sample of the types of disciplines officers may study while
in either the ADP or the SEP includes space systems oper-
ations, defense systems analysis, management, public rela-

tions, computer science, electronic engineering, and telecom-
munications management.

Excess Leave Program-Law

The Excess Leave Program-Law (ELP-L) provides qualified
Marine Corps officers the opportunity to take time off from active
duty to attend an accredited law school at their own expense.
While participating in the ELP-L, officers receive no pay or
allowances.

Funded Law Education Program

Under the Funded Law Education Program (FLEP), Marine
Corps officers attend an accredited law school of their choice,
with the Marine Corps paying their tuition and expenses. Full

pay and allowances are provided to those officers in the FLEP.

RESERVE OFFICERS

The Marine Corps Reserve plays a vital role in the augmenta-
tion of the regular force. Hard work and dedication are keys to
maintaining a combat-ready force capable of responding, at any
time, to the call to active duty. Reserve officers have an
especially challenging role in maintaining this ready force.

rwrently, 8,900 Reserve officers serve on active duty, and
7,500 Reserve offiders are assigned to Selected Marine Corps
Reserve (SMCR) units or the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR).

Reserve officers serve in the same types of duties and job
assignments as their regular counterparts. The main difference
is that they serve part-time, one weekend each month and two
weeks of continuous duty each year. Regular officers serve full-
time, all year round.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The above information is only a broad overview of the exciting
challenges available to Marine Corps officers. Young men and
women desiring more information about Marine Corps officer
opportunities should talk to a local Marine Corps officer selection
officer.
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Coast Guard

OVERVIEW

The United States Coast Guard regularly performs many
functions vital to maritime safety. The Coast Guard's most
visible job is saving lives and property in and around American
waters. The Coast Guard also enforces customs and fishing
laws, protects marine wildlife, fights pollution on our lakes and
along the coastline, and conducts the International Ice Patrol.
The Coast Guard is also responsible for monitoring traffic in
major harbors, keeping shipping lanes open on ice-bound lakes,
and maintaining lighthouses and other navigation aides.

The Coast Guard is a part of the U.S. Department of Transpor-
tation. In time of war it may be placed under the command of the
Navy Department. A vital part of the Armed Services, the Coast
Guard has participated in every major American military cam-
paign. The Coast Guard is the smallest of the armed services,
with about 5,000 officers and 32,000 enlisted personnel on
active duty. Coast Guard officers perform in many different
occupations to support the mission of the Coast Guard. Each
year, the Coast Guard has openings for about 400 new officers
in a wide range of challenging careers.

BECOMING AN OFFICER

There are three programs leading to a commission as an
officer in the U.S. Coast Guardthe Coast Guard Academy,
Officer Candidate School, and direct commissioning. Appli-
cants for all programs must be physically fit, United States
citizens, and of high moral character.

The U.S. Coast Guard Academy

The U.S. Coast Guard Academy, located in New London,
Connecticut, accepts about 270 young men and women into its
program each year. The four-year academic program leads to
a bachelor of science degree in a variety of majors. Approxi-
mately 75 percent of the academy graduates earn degrees in
technical areas such as engineering, sciences, and mathemat-
ics.

Each major provides a sound undergraduate education in a
field of interest to the Coast Guard and prepares the cadet to
assume initial duty as a junior officer. Upon graduation, the
cadet is commissioned as an ensign in the Coast Guard.

Appointment as a cadet is based solely on an annual nation-
wide competition. It is not necessary to obtain a nomination from
a Senator or Representative. The competition includes either
the College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or the Amer-
ican College Testing Assessment (ACT), your high school rank
in class, and your leadership qualities. Interested students
should apply during the fall of their senior year in high school.
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Officer Candidate School

The Officer Candidate School (OCS) is precommissioning
training for college graduates who want to become Coast Guard
officers. Candidates attend a 17-week officer training course at
Yorktown, Virginia. The physical and academic curriculum is
demanding. In addition to physical training, OCS candidates
study navigation, ship's operations, seamanship, Coast Guard
orientation, and leadership. After completing OCS, candidates
are commissioned as Ensigns in the Coast Guard Reserve.

Direct Commissions

Graduates from a law school accredited by the American Bar
Association are eligible to receive commissions as Lieutenants
in the Coast Guard Reserve. The applicant must be admitted to
the bar of a state or federal court within one year of receiving a
commission. Qualified graduates of state and federal maritime
academies may also be eligible for a commission as an Ensign
or Lieutenant Junior Grade in the Coast Guard Reserve. Addi-
tionally, direct commissions are available for ROTC/NROTC/
AFROTC students at selected colleges and universities. Prior-
trained military officers may also compete for this program and
are awarded commissions based on experience. Engineers are
highly sought and may be directly commissioned up to the rank
of Lieutenant. Qualified military pilots may compete for direct
commissions as aviators in the rank of Ensign or Lieutenant
Junior Grade in the Coast Guard Reserve.

TRAINING

Newly commissioned officers are offered a wide variety of
mission opportunities for their first assignment. This duty will be
in one of the Coast Guard s primary missions, such as search
and rescue, marine law enforcement, drug interdiction, or aids
to navigation. All officers are encouraged to apply for postgrad-
uate education or specialized training. The Coast Guard pro-
vides training in a range of career areas. Coast Guard pilot
training is available to selected graduates of the Coast Guard
Academy or Officer Candidate School. Pilot trainees attend 14
months of basic and advanced flight training at naval air stations
in Pensacola, Florida, Corpus Christi, Texas, or Mather AFB in
Sacramento, California. Many other courses are provided to
instruct officers in specific skills needed for a particular assign-
ment. In addition, there is an opportunity to participate in
professional military education such as the Armed Forces Staff
College, the Industrial College of the Armed Forces, or one of the
colleges run by another branc1 of the service.

THE MINORITY OFFICER RECRUITING EFFORT
(MORE)

The Coast Guard offers up to two-year scholarships to eligible
students enrolled full time in four-year college programs.
Technical majors are preferred, but not essential for participa-
tion. Selections are based on nationwide competition with
selection announcement in early spring. College sophomores
and juniors may compete. Upon successful completion of the
MORE program, acceptance into OCS is guaranteed.

EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Coast Guard believes strongly in the continued education
of its members. The Coast Guard offers several education
assistance programs, including:

Tuition Assistance Program

The Coast Guard sponsors a tuition assistance program for
off-duty education within the limits of available funds. This
program allows Coast Guard officers to enroll in off-duty courses
at accredited colleges and universities. The tuition is paid by the
Coast Guard for all courses not in excess of six credits per
semester (or quarter) or for any course not extending beyond
one semester or a maximum of 17 weeks, whichever is longer.

Physician's Assistant Program

The Physician's Assistant Program is a two-year, full-time
course of study at the Duke University Medical Center, Durham,
North Carolina. The program includes nine months of elemen-
tary scientific principles, terminology, and basic medical science
and 15 months of clinical training. Upon successful completion,
Coast Guard graduates receive their certificates as physician's
assistants and direct commissions as Chief Warrant Officers
(Physician's Assistants). In some cases when the student has
had additional college courses, completion of the program may
result in a bachelor's degree in Health Science.

Postgraduate Education Program

The Coast Guard offers qualified officers an opportunity to
obtain advanced education on a full-time basis at Coast Guard
expense. Each year, approximately 125 officers are selected for
this program. They attend various colleges and universities in
over 30 major curriculum areas. Entry into this program is
competitive, and only the best qualified officers are selected.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Although the preceding section gives a general overview of
the Coast Guard and its programs. it by no means covers the
wide range of opportunities available in the Coast Guard. Use
Military Careers to begin exploring career possibilities in the
Coast Guard. Your local Coast Guard recruiter would be
pleased to supply you with current, more detailed Coast Guard
career information. There is no obligation.
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The military spends billions of dollars
each year on personnel, equipment, and
supplies. Complete and accurate records
of these expenditures are needed for
planning and budgeting. Accountants and
auditors prepare and examine financial
records and reports. They also advise
commanders on financial and accounting
matters.

What They Do

Accountants and auditors in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Develop ways to track financial
transactions

Direct and help in the collection and
analysis of financial data

Examine records of financial
transactions to make sure they are
recorded correctly

Review audit reports and expenditure
records

Recommend ways to improve
accounting and auditing operations

Develop accounting and auditing
training programs

Direct the activities of accounting and
auditing staff

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Recog-
nition as a Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) is desired.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include account-
ing, finance and business, or public admin-
istration. Helpful attributes include:

Preference for working with numbers
and statistics

Interest in work requiring accuracy and
attention to detail

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Accountants and auditors work in large
accounting and finance offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 16 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Military accounting

Financial management

Duties of accounting and finance
officers

Personnel management and payroll
procedures
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian accountants and auditors work
for accounting firms, government agen-
cies, and all types of business organiza-
tions. They perform duties similar to those
performed by military accountants and
auditors. They usually specialize in cer-
tain areas of accounting, such as budgets,
internal auditing, or cost accounting. Some
civilian employers require that account-
ants hold a CPA.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,100 ac-
countants and auditors. On average, they
need 40 new accountants each year. Af-
ter job training, accountants and auditors
are assigned to accounting and finance
offices. Initially, they perform work in
accounting, auditing, or financial man-
agement operations. With experience,
they advance to senior management or
command positions.
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Information about the military capabili-
ties of foreign countries is vital to our
national defense. Our leaders need to
know the strengths and weaknesses of
both friendly and unfriendly countries.
Attaches collect, analyze, and report in-
formation about foreign countries to be
used for military planning.

What They Do

Attaches in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Collect and report information about
the military forces of foreign countries

Hold meetings with foreign military
and government officials

Analyze political, social, and
economic matters in foreign countries

Project foreign political trends

Advise commanders about situations
in foreign countries

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require an advanced degree.
Knowledge of the people and language of
one or more foreign countries may be
required.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include political
science, history, and international affairs.
Helpful attributes include:

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in collecting and analyzing
data

Interest in living and working in a
foreign country

Interest in working closely with people
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Work Environment

Attaches work mainly in offices of U.S.
embassies and missions located over-
seas.

Training Provided

Job training is provided in some special-
ties. Training length varies by entry require-
ments and specialty area. Course content
typically includes:

Political and cultural awareness

Development of foreign area expertise

Organization and functions of
diplomatic missions

Further training occurs on the job.

I I

Civilian Counterparts

Civilians who perform work similar to
the work of attaches are employed mainly
by government agencies, such as the
Department of State. Called foreign ser-
vice officers, they work in U.S. embassies
and missions overseas. Other civilian
counterparts include political scientists,
university instructors, and advisors to cor-
porations doing business overseas.

Opportunities

The services have about 450 attaches.
On average, they need 2 new attaché
each year. Normally, attaches are se
lected from among officers who have
several years of military experience. They
are selected from a variety of military
career tields. Officers selected to be atta-
chés usually return to their main career
field after several years of duty as an
attaché.

Military Careers
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Instant worldwide communication
among air, sea, and land forces is vital to
military operations. The services operate
some of the largest and most complex
communication networks in the world.
Communications managers plan and di-
rect the operation of military communica-
tion systems. They also manage person-
nel in communications centers and relay
stations.

What They Do

Communications managers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Develop rules or procedures for
sending and receiving
communications

Direct personnel who operate
computer systems and electronic
telecommunications and satellite
communications equipment

Develop ways to track and ensure
security of communications

Direct personnel who maintain and
repair communications equipment

Develop budgets for communication
centers

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree, preferably in
engineering, mathematics, computer sci-
ence, or related fields, is required to enter
this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with computers,
radios, and eiectronic equipment

Interest in technical work

Work Environment

Communications managers usually
work in communications centers on land
or aboard ships.

A
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 32 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Communication theory and security

Communications-electronics
management

Satellite communications, including
tactical ground terminals

Electronic principles, technologies,
and systems

Tactical combat communications
systems

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian communications managers work
for private firms involved with telephone
and telegraph communications, radio and
TV broadcasting, and satellite communi-
cations. They perform duties similar to
those performed by military communi-
cations managers. Depending on their
specialty, they may also be called station
managers, operations managers, and
communications superintendents.

Opportunities

The services have about 7.800 commu-
nications managers. On average, they
need 500 new communications managers
each year. After job training, communicat-
ions managers are assigned to manage or
assist in managing a communications cen-
ter. With experience, they may advance
to senior management or command posi-
tions.
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The military uses computers in almost
every aspect of its operations Military
computers are used to process payroll
and personnel information, control the
targeting and firing of weapons systems,
account for money, and make it easier to
communicate around the world Com-
puter systems managers direct the oper-
ations of computer centers

What They Do

Computer systems managers in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties

Prepare data processing plans and
budgets

Develop policies and procedures for
computer facility operations

Develop and monitor contracts for
data processing equipment and
services

Direct teams of programmers,
systems analysts, systems engineers,
and computer operators

Plan and direct ti aining for computer
facility personnel

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in computer
science, mathematics, business adminis-
tration, industrial management. or engi-
neering management is required to enter
this occupation. Some specialties require
a master's degree.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with computers

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others
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Work Environment

Computer systems managers in the mil-
itary work in offices or computer centers.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 13 weeks
of classroom instruction, including man-
agement exercises. Training length varies
depending on specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Administration and management of
data processing centers

Fiscal and contract management

Computer systems project
management

Computer systems personnel training
and development

Assessment of computer equipment
needs

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian computer systems managers
work for a wide variety of employers, such
as banks, hospitals, manufacturers, finan-
cial firms, insurance companies, and gov-
ernment agencies. They perform duties
similar to those performed by military
computer systems managers. They may
also be called data processing managers,
ADP managers, EDP managers, informa-
tion systems directors, and management
information systems directors.

Opportunities

'The services have about 1,700 corn-
puter systems managers. On average,
they need 60 new computer systems
managers each year. After job training,
computer systems managers are assigned
to manage small computer installations or
small units in large installations. With expe-
rience, they may become managers of
large installations or advance to senior
management and command positions in
the computer systems field.

Military Careers
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The military must be prepared for all
types of emergencies, from natural disas-
ters, such as floods, earthquakes and
hurricanes, to enemy attacks. Emergency
management officers prepare warning,
control, and evacuation plans. They also
coordinate emergency response teams
during natural disasters.

What They Do

Emergency management officers in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Organize emergency teams for quick
responses to disaster situations

Research ways to respond to possible
disaster situations

Conduct training programs for
specialized disaster response teams

Develop joint disaster response plans
with local, state, and federal agencies

Obtain supplies, equipment, and
protection equipment

evelop warning systems and safe
/shelters

Direct disaster control centers

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include physical
and environmental sciences, engineer-
ing, law enforcement, and business or
public administration. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in developing detailed plans

Ability to remain calm in stressful
situations

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Emergency management officers usu-
ally work in offices while developing disas-
ter response plans. They work outdoors
while inspecting shelters or directing
emergency response teams.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 2 to 9 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Disaster planning

Procedures for nuclear, biological.
and chemical decontamination

Effects of radiation

Procedures for nuclear accident
teams
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian emergency management offi-
cers work for federal, state, and local
governments, including law enforcement
and civil defense agencies. They perform
duties similar to those performed by mili-
tary emergency management officers.

Opportunities

The services have about 600 emer-
gency management officers. On average,
they need 30 new Pmergency manage-
ment officers each year. After job training.
emergency management officers are as-
signed to command centers or planning
sections. where they develop emergency
plans and training programs. In time, they
may advance to senior management posi-
tions.
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FINANCIAL MANAGERS

Each year, the services issue millions of
paychecks and buy great quantities of
equipment and supplies. Only through
careful management can military funds be
put to their best use. Financial managers
direct the financial affairs of the military.
They study current spending trends and
set major economic objectives.

What They Do

Financial managers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Set policies for the use of military funds

Direct the preparation of budgets and
financial forecasts

Compare actual spending to what
was planned

Study ways to improve the use of
personnel, materials, and funds

Revise budgets to reflect unexpected
changes in spending needed for
salaries and equipment

Advise management personnel on
accounting, budgeting, and fiscal
matters

Direct budget and accounting staff

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in accounting,
finance, or a related field is required to
enter this occupation. Some specialties
require a master's degree in business
administration or recognition as a Certi-
fied Public Accountant (CPA).

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Preference for working with numbers
and statistics

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others
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Work Environment

Financial managers work in offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 2 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Budgetary review and analysis

Financial management techniques

Budget preparation and accounting
operations

Statistical analysis and fiscal planning

Army.
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian financial managers work for
businesses, universities, hospitals, or
government agencies. They perform du-
ties similar to those performed by military
financial managers. In large businessfirms,
they may be called executive controllers
or company treasurers.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,400 financial
managers. On average, they need 50 new
financial managers each year. After job
training, financial managers are normally
assigned to fiscal or budget management
positions. They may also be assigned as
financial advisors to base or unit com-
manders. After demonstrating leadership
abilities, they may advance to senior man-
agement and command positions.

Military Careers
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The military serves food to hundreds of
thousands of service members each day.
Meals must be carefully planned and pre-
pared to ensure good nutrition and variety.
Food service managers direct the facilities
that prepare and serve food.

What They Do

Food service managers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Manage the cooking and serving of
food at mess halls

Direct the operation of officers' dining
halls

Determine staff and equipment
needed for dining halls, kitchens, and
meat-cutting plants

Set standards for food storage and
preparation

Estimate food budgets

Maintain nutritional and sanitary
standards at food service facilities

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include food serv-
ice management, nutrition, and business
administration. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in nutrition and food
preparation

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Food service managers usually work in
food service facilities. They may manage
facilities in field camps or aboard ships.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 16 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Food service operations and
management

Resource management

Nutritional meal planning

Hotel management
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian food service managers work for
hotels, restaurants, and cafeterias. They
perform duties similar to those performed
by military food service managers.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,500 food
service managers. On average, they need
600 new food service managers each
year. After job training, food service man-
agers may work independently or under
the supervision of other officers. With expe-
rience, they may manage one or more
large facilities. In time, they may advance
to senior management positions.
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In hospitals and clinics,all of the depart-
mentsemergency, X-ray, nursing, main-
tenance, administration, and food service
must work together to provide quality
health care. Health services adminis-
trators manage hospitals, clinics, and other
health care facilities. They also manage
individual departments or specific health
care programs within a hospital.

What They Do

Health services administrators in the
military perform some oral! of the following
duties:

Develop and manage budgets for
health care facilities or programs

Meet with hospital department heads
to plan services and keep the health
care facility running smoothly

Direct personnel activities, such as
hiring, employee evaluation, staff
development, and recordkeeping

Plan for delivering health services
during emergencies and test these
plans during exercises

Direct the day-to-aay operations of
the nursing department

Direct the operations of support
departments, such as maintenance,
food services, or administration

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in health care,
public health, business, nursing admin-
istration, or a related field is required to
enter most of the specialties in this occu-
pation. Some specialties require further
education or prior experience in the health
services field.

A

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Interest in working closely with people

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in health care

Work Environment

Health services administrators work in
hospitals, clinics, and other health care
facilities. Most work at facilities on land,
but some work aboard hospital ships and
ships with large sick bays.

. .

Training Provided

Job training is provided for some spe-
cialties in this occupation. This training
consists of 10 to 12 weeks of classroom
instruction and practical exercises. Course
content typically includes:

Planning and directing health services

Patient unit management

Nursing service administration

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian health services administrators
usually work for hospitals, clinics, nursing
homes, health maintenance organizations
(HMOs), or other health care facilities.
They may also work for colleges and uni-
versities, public health agencies, insur-
ance companies, or health management
firms. Civilian health services adminis-
trators perform duties similar to those
performed in the military. Depending on
the programs or facilities they manage,
civilian health services administrators may
also be called hospital administrators,
nursing services directors, emergency
medical services coordinators, and outpa-
tient services directors.

Opportunities

The services have about 3,800 health
services administrators. average, they
need 350 new health services adminis-
trators each year. After job training, health
services administrators may be assigned
to a variety of positions depending on their
specialty. Usually, they work under the
direction of experienced officers. With
experience. they may manage one or more
departments in a facility. In time, they may
direct a health services facility. Eventu-
ally, they may advance to senior manage-
ment positions responsible for planning
health services at many facilities.
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Good management minimizes waste
and inefficiency. By improving its man-
agement techniques, the military makes
the best use of its human and material
resources. Management analysts study
and suggest better ways to organize, staff,
and manage military activities.

What They Do

Management analysts in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Measure work load and calculate how
many persons are needed to perform
the work

Study the information needs of
managers and design manual or
computerized systems to satisfy them

Design organizations for new or
existing offices

Analyze work to be performed and
develop an efficient implementation
plan

Design rules or procedures for work
activities or information flow

Gather data for studies by conducting
interviews and reviewing records

Write reports and give briefings on
findings

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include manage-
ment, operations research, and business
or public administration. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in solving problems

Interest in collecting and analyzing
data

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Management analysts normally work in
offices, although they sometimes study
work that occurs outdoors.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Management engineering techniques

Methods of statistical analysis

Internal review and analysis
techniques

Sy6lems analysis procedures
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian management analysts often
work in private management consulting
firms. Many others work in hospitals, uni-
versities. government agencies, or manu-
facturing firms. Civilian management
analysts perform duties similar to those
performed in the military. They may spe-
cialize in areas such as records manage-
ment analysis or systems management
analysis.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,300 man-
agement analysts. On average, they need
50 new management analysts each year.
After job training, management analysts
are assigned to analysis teams. With expe-
rience, they may advance to senior man-
agement or command positions.
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As with civilian employers, the military
tries to find the best person for each job
and encourages each individual to realize
his or her full potential Personnel man-
agers direct programs to attract and select
new personnel for the services, assign
them to jobs, provide career counseling,
and maintain personnel records

What They Do

Personnel managers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties

Plan recruiting activities to interest
qualified young people in the military

Direct testing and career counseling
for military personnel

Classify personnel accoiding to job
aptitude and interest and service need

Direct the assignment of personnel to
jobs and training

Direct personnel recordl'eeping
operations

Establish standards to determine the
number of people to assign to
activities

Study military jobs to see how they
can be improved and kept up-to-date
with technology

Plan for hiring, training, and assigning
personnel for the future

Develop programs to prevent and
resolve equal opportunity problems

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Work Environment

Personnel managers work in offices.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include personnel
management, organizational develop-
ment, industrial psychology, and labor
relations Helpful attributes include

Interest in working closely with people

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Interest in working with computers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 5 to 16 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Military personnel policies and
objectives

Automated personnel systems

Career development programs

Equal opportunity problems

Management and organizational
concepts

Further training occurs in advanced
courses.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian personnel managers work for
all types of businesses and industries, as
well as for government agencies They
perform to those performed
by military pers nel managers. Depend-
ing on their specialty, they may also be
called employment relations directors,
employment managers, occupational
analysts, industrial relations directors,
equal employment opportunity represen-
tatives, or affirmative action coordinators.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,700 person-
nel managers. On average, they need
150 new personnel managers each year.
After job training, personnel managers
may be assigned to many different types
of work, depending on their specialties.
Usually, they begin by working under expe-
rienced personnel managers. In time,
they may advance to senior management
and command positions.

Military Careers



The military operates its own postal
system, which is an extension of the U.S.
Postal Service. This system handles mail
sent between the services and civilians.
Postal directors manage the postal oper-
ations for military bases and naval fleets.

What They Do

Postal directors in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Direct the operation of post offices
and mail rooms on military bases and
ships ?- ,
Work with the U.S. Postal Service to
forward service mail

Keep information on the location
and mailing addresses of military
personnel

Prepare reports on postal operations

Inspect post office activities and
records

Investigate postal irregularities

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include business
or public administration and transporta-
tion management. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Ability to plan and organize

Interest in administrative work

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in working closely with others

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Postal directors usually work in offices
and postal facilities.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Organization of postal operations

Post office services, such as money
orders and certified mail

Procedures for handling international
mail
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian postal directors work for the
U.S. Postal Service. Also called postmas-
ters, they perform duties similar to those
performed by military postal directors.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,500 officers
working as postal directors. On average,
they need 20 new postal directors each
year. Postal directors are usually selected
from among officers who make their ca-
reer in the various administration or man-
agement fields. Postal operations is only
one of many administrative specialties
they may work in at some time during their
military career. Officers normally do not
have a career exclusively in postal oper-
ations.
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The military buys billions of dollars worth
of equipment, supplies, and services from
private industry each year. The services
must make sure their purchases meet
military specifications and are made at a
fair price. Purchasing and contracting
managers negotiate, write, and monitor
contracts for purchasing equipment, 'ma-
terials, and services.

What They Do

Purchasing and contracting managers
in the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Review requests for supplies and
services to make sure they are
complete and accurate

Prepare bid invitations or requests for
proposals for contracts with civilian
firms, which specify the type, amount,
price, and delivery date for supplies or
services

Review bids or proposals and award
contracts

Prepare formal contracts, specifying
all terms and conditions

Review work to make sure that it
meets the requirements of contracts

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include manage-
ment and business or public administra-
tion. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to develop detailed plans

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Interest in negotiating
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Work Environment

Purchasing and contracting managers
work in offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 3 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Purchasing and accounting
procedures

Use of computers in contract
administration

Supply and financial management

Further training occurs through advanced
courses.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian purchasing and contracting
managers work for a wide variety of em-
ployers, including engineering, manufac-
turing, and construction firms. They per-
form duties similar to those performed by
military purchasing and contract managers.
They may also be called procurement
services managers, purchasing directors,
supply managers, or material control
managers.

Opportunities

The services have about 7,200 pur-
chasing and contracting managers. On
average. they need 300 new purchasing
and contracting managers each year. After
training, purchasing and contracting man-
agers work with and advise commanders
on contract proposals. With experience,
they may advance to senior management
and command positions.
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Each year, over 300,000 young men
and women enlist in the military, making it
the country's largest employer of youth.
The services recruit young people with the
kinds of talent needed to succeed in to-
day's military. Recruiting managers plan
and direct the activities of recruiting spe-
cialists who provide information to young
people about military careers.

What They Do

Recruiting managers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Plan programs to inform young
people about military careers

Direct staff in local recruiting offices
who carry out programs to inform the
public about military careers

Speak with local civic groups,
schools, parents, and young people
about military careers

Prepare reports and brief
commanders on recruiting goals
and results

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include personnel
management, communications, and pub-
lic relations. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working closely with people

Ability to speak effectively to large and
small groups

Work Environment

Recruiting managers usually work in
offices.

Military Careers
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Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian recruiting managers work for
personnel departments in business and
government, searching for employment
candidates. Thay also work for colleges,
directing the activities of recruiters in their
effort to attract talented high school stu-
dents.
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Opportunities

The services have about 400 recruiting
managers. On average, they need 10 new
managers each year. Normally, officers
must be in the military for a few years
before they are eligible to become recruit-
ing managers. They do not always make a
career in the recruiting field. Some spend
only a few years in recruiting and then
change to another occupation, often in the
field of personnel or administration. Offi-
cers remaining in recruiting may advance
to senior management or command posi-
tions in this field.
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The military operates retail stores for
the convenience of service men and
women. In some areas, particularly over-
seas, the goods and services offered at
military stores, laundries, and barbershops
are not otherwise available. Store man-
agers direct the operation of retail service,
food, and merchandise outlets. They also
manage personnel who store food, sup-
plies, and equipment.

What They Do

Store managers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Direct personnel in purchasing,
pricing, and selling food, supplies,
and equipment

Direct personnel in receiving, storing,
and issuing supplies and equipment

Supervise the inspection, care, and
testing of products before their use
or sale

Plan training programs for new
workers

Direct inventory, accounting, and
other record keeping activities

Plan and prepare store budgets

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include manage-
ment, accounting, marketing, business
administration, and industrial manage-
ment. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in planning work schedules

Interest in managing a business

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others
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Work Environment

Store managers work in retail stores or
warehouses on land and aboard ships.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 5 to 10 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Accounting and record keeping

Inventory control

Retail store and warehouse
management

Personnel and office administration

Budget management
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian store managers may work in
many kinds of retail businesses. Some
manage grocer;, department, discount,
and other large stores. Others manage
warehouses that receive, store, and issue
merchandise and supplies for retail out-
lets. Civilian store managers perform duties
similar to those performed in the military.
They may also be called retail store man-
agers and distribution warehouse man-
agers.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,000 store
managers. On average, they need 70 new
store managers each year. After job train-
ing, store managers are assigned to sup-
ply, exchange, or food service units. With
experience, they may advance to senior
management and command positions.
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The military needs vast amounts of sup-
plies to feed and supply their personnel.
Tons of materials such as food, fuel, med-
icine, and ammunition must be ordered,
stored, and distributed each day. Supply
and warehousing managers plan and di-
rect personnel who order, receive, store,
and issue equipment and supplies. Turn
to page 432 for more information about
supply and warehousing managers.

What They Do

Supply and warehousing managers in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Analyze the demand for supplies and
forecast future needs

Direct personnel who receive,
inventory, store, and issue supplies
and equipment

Manage the inspection, shipping,
handling, and packaging of supplies
and equipment

Direct the preparation of reports and
records

Evaluate bids and proposals
submitted by potential suppliers

Study ways to use space and
distribute supplies efficiently

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include business
administration, inventory management,
and operations research. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Supply and warehousing managers
usually work in offices and warehouses.
At times, they may be exposed to loud
noise from machines and equipment.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 2 to 16 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Warehousing and si 'rage procedures

Handling and packaging procedures

Administrative procedures

Field supply management

Planning for future supply needs
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian supply and warehousing man-
agers work for storage companies, man-
ufacturers, hospitals, schools, and gov-
ernment agencies. They perform duties
similar to those performed by military sup-
ply and warehousing managers. They may
also be called warehouse managers or
operations managers.

Opportunities

The services have about 14,200 supply
and warehousing managers. On average,
they need 600 new managers each year.
After job training, supply and warehousing
managers are assigned to positions in
supply or munitions management. With
experience, they may advance to senior
management or command positions.
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The military provides training and edii-
cational opportunities for all personnel
Teachers and instructors conduct classes
in such academic subjects as engineer-
ing, physical science, social science, and
nursing Teachers and instructors teach
military personnel subjects that are re-
lated to their military occupations

What They Do

Teachers and instructors in the military
perform some or all of the following duties

Develop course content, training
outlines, and lesson plans

Prepare training aids, assignments,
and demonstrations

Deliver lectures

Conduct laboratory exercises and
seminars

Give tests and evaluate student
progress

Diagnose individual learning
difficulties and offer help

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require a master's degree.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in teaching

Preference for working closely with
people
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Work EnvironmentEnvironment

Teachers and instructors usually work
in classrooms and lecture halls.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian teachers and instructors work in
junior colleges, colleges, and universities.
They perform duties similar to those per-
formed in the military. They may teach
several different courses within the same
field of study.
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Opportunities

The services have about 2,100 officers
working as teachers or instructors. On
average, 100 officers become military
teachers and instructors each year. They
are usually selected from officers trained
and working in a military occupation. Many
officers return to their regular occupations
after teaching, but some remain as full-
time teachers. Eventually, teachers may
become tenured professors at the service
academies or other military colleges or
managers of education programs.

Military Careers
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The military places great importance on
training to prepare service men and women
for their military careers. Programs in-
clude training in technical skills, physical
fitness, and leadership development.
Education and training directors plan, de-
velop, and manage education and training
programs for military personnel.

What They Do

Education and training directors in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Develop new training courses

Review and approve course material
and training outlines prepared by
instructors

Plan and evaluate new teaching
methods

Assign duties to instructors,
curriculum planners, and training
aids specialists

Evaluate the progress of students
and instructors

Train instructors in course subject
matter

Develop training and educational
policies and objectives

Coordinate training for military
pe sonnel at civilian schools or
through correspondence courses

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require a master's degree.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include education,
physical education, organizational devel-
opment, personnel management, and
industrial psychology. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in developing educational
programs

Preference for working with people

Interest in work involving many
subject areas

Work Environment

Education and training directors work in
offices and classroom training facilities.
Those directing physical training work in
gyms or outdoor settings.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian education and training directors
work in schools, colleges, universities,
vocational and technical schools, and
training departments in business and
industry. They perform duties similar to
those performed by military education and
training directors. They may also be called
educational program directors, vocational
training directors, and education super-
visors.

Opportunities

The services have about 2,500 officers
working as education and training direc-
tors. On average, they need 150 officers
to become training directors each year.
Education and training directors are usu-
ally selected from officers in many different
occupational fields. They may direct train-
ing in their own or another occupational
field. This occupation is normally available
to officers who have had experience in an
occupation besides education.
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The military's transportation system is
made up of many different kinds of car-
riers, including ships, aircraft, trucks, and
buses. Repair and maintenance sched-
ules for each type of vehicle must be
carefully planned and managed. Trans-
portation maintenance managers direct
'personnel who repair and maintain the
military's transportation equipment.

What They Do

Transportation maintenance managers
in the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Direct repair shop and garage
operations

Set work schedules for repair shop
staff

Oversee the ordering and use of
repair parts, equipment, and supplies

Check repairs to make sure they are
complete and finished on schedule

Oversee the preparation of
maintenance records and reports

Develop maintenance standards and
policies

Plan and develop training programs
for staff

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include business
administration, transportation manage-
ment, vehicle and maintenance operations,
and mechanical engineering. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Interest in developing detailed plans
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Work Environment

Transportation maintenance managers
work in offices located in maintenance
yards, shops, and garages.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 16 to 22 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Management of aircraft or aircraft
electronics (avionics) maintenance

Management of vehicle, railroad.
and other equipment maintenance

Use of management information
systems
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian transportation maintenance
managers work in auto, bus, truck, and
heavy construction equipment repair ga-
rages. They also work for aircraft service
companies, aircraft builders, and com-
mercial airline companies. They perform
duties similar to those performed by mili-
tary transportation maintenance man-
agers.

Opportunities

The services have about 5,700 trans-
portation maintenance managers. On
average, they need 150 new transporta-
tion maintenance managers each year.
After job training, transportation mainte-
nance managers gain experience manag-
ing maintenance personnel. In time, they
may become managers of larger mainte-
nance facilities and advance to command
positions.

Military Careers



TRANSFrOOTATION
MANAGERS

Each year, the military transports thou-
sands of service men and women and
tons of material to bases across the U.S.
and overseas. Ships, aircraft, trucks.
buses, and trains are all part of the mili-
tary's transportation system. Transporta-
tion managers direct the transport of mili-
tary personnel and material by air, road.
rail, and water. Turn to page 434 for more
information about transportation manag-
ers.

What They Do

Transportation managers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Determine the fastest and most
economical way to transport cargo
or personnel

Direct the packing and crating of
cargo

Direct the loading of freight and
passengers

Schedule shipments to ensure fast
and timely deliveries

Schedule pick-up and delivery of
shipments

Oversee the handling of special items,
such as medicine and explosives

See that transport forms, records,
and reports are prepared correctly

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include transpor-
tation management. supply management.
operations research, and business or
public administration. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Ability to work under tight schedules

Military Careers
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Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Work Environment

Transportation managers work in cargo
and passenger terminals and depots.

Training Provided

Job training consists of between 8 and
12 weeks of classroom instruction. Train-
ing length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Transportation management

Ways to work with civilian and other
military service carriers

Freight classifications

Handling of special items, such as
medicine and explosives

. t.1
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian transportation managers work
for airlines, railroads, bus lines, trucking
companies, and shipping firms. They per-
form duties similar to those performed by
military transportation managers. How-
ever, civilian transportation managers
normally specialize in one area of trans-
portation, such as air, water, truck, or
railroad transportation.

Opportunities

The services have about 9.200 trans-
portation managers. On average, they
need 300 new transportation managers
each year. After job training, transporta-
tion managers gain experience on the job.
In time, they may advance to senior man-
agement or command positions in cargo
transportation operations.
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The military provides for the spiritual
needs of its personnel by offering religious
services, moral guidance, and counseling.
Chaplains conduct military worship
services for military personnel and per-
form other spiritual duties covering beliefs
and practices of all religious faiths.

What They Do

Chaplains in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Conduct worship services in a variety
of religious faiths

Perform religious rites and
ceremonies, such as weddings and
funeral services

Visit and provide spiritual guidance to
personnel in hospitals and to their
families

Counsel individuals who seek
guidance

Promote attendance at religious
services, retreats, and conferences

Oversee religious education
programs, such as Sunday school
and youth groups

Train lay leaders who conduct
religious education programs

Prepare religious speeches and
publications

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Sensitivity to the needs of others

Special Requirements

A master's degree in theology is re-
quired to enter this occupation. Ordination
and ecclesiastical endorsement from a
recognized religious denomination are also
required.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 3 to 7 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Role and responsibility of military
chaplains

Administration and leadership
techniques

Training and education methods

Procedures for planning programs

Pastoral counseling methods

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Work Environment

Chaplains in the military usually work in
offices, hospitals, and places of worship.
Those assigned to sea duty work aboard
ships. Those assigned to land combat
units sometimes work outdoors.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian chaplains work in places of wor-
ship, hospitals, universities, and correc-
tional institutions. They perform duties
similar to those performed in the military.
However, they are almost always affiliated
with a particular religious faith. Chaplains
are also called clergy, ministers, preach-
ers. priests, or rabbis.

Opportunities

The services have about 3.000 chap-
lains of various faiths. On average, they
need 150 new chaplains each year. Mili-
tary chaplains may advance to become
directors of religious programs in their
services.
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The military needs close cooperation
and a spirit of teamwork among its men
and women. Social workers focus on
improving conditions that cause social
problems, such as drug and alcohol abuse,
racism, and sexism.

What They Do

Social workers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Counsel military personnel and their
family members

Supervise counselors and
caseworkers

Survey military personnel to identity
problems and plan solutions

Plan social action programs to
rehabilitate personnel with problems

Plan and monitor equal opportunity
programs

Conduct research on social problems
and programs

Organize community activities on
military bases

Physical Demands

Social workers need to be able to speak
clearly and distinctly to work with clients.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in social work
or related social sciences is required to
enter this occupation. Some specialties
require a masters degree.

Work Environment

Social workers in the military usually
work in offices or clinics.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Sensitivity to the needs of others

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in research and teaching

Training Provided

Job training consists of 16 to 24 weeks
of instruction. Course content typically
includes:

Ways of controlling drug and alcohol
abuse among military personnel

Management of equal opportunity
programs
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian social workers work for hospi-
tals, human service agencies, and fed-
eral. state. county, and city governments.
They perform duties similar to those per-
formed by military social workers. How-
ever, civilian social workers usually spe-
cialize in a particular field. such as family
services. child welfare. or medical ser-
vices. They may also be called social
group workers. medical social workers.
psychiatric social workers, and social wel-
fare administrators.

Opportunities

The services have about 500 social
workers. On average, they need 30 new
social workers each year. After job train-
ing. social workers are assigned to coun-
seling or assistance centers. With experi-
ence. they may advance to seniol man-
agement positions.

Military Careers
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AUDIOVISUAL
PRODUCTION DIRECTORS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

The services produce many motion
pictures, videotapes, and TV and radio
broadcasts. These productions are used
for training, news, and entertainment.
Audiovisual production directors manage
audiovisual projects. They may direct day-
to-day filming or broadcasting or manage
other directors.

What They Do

Audiovisual production directors in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Plan and organize audiovisual
projects, including films, videotapes,
TV and radio broadcasts, and artwork
displays

Determine the staff and equipment
needed for productions

Set production controls and
performance standards for
audiovisual projects

Direct the preparation of scripts and
determine camera-shooting schedules

Direct actors and technical staff during
performances

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include audio-
visual production, cinematography, com-
munications, and graphic arts. Helpful
attributes include:

Interest in organizing and planning
activities

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Ability to transform ideas into visual
images

Military Careers

Work Environment

Audiovisual production directors usu-
ally work in studios or offices. They may
direct film crews on location in military
camps or combat zones.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 15 to 99 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Public information management
principles

Management of military broadcasting
facilities

Motion picture and television
production management
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian audiovisual production direc-
tors work for television networks and sta-
tions, motion picture companies, public
relations and advertising firms, and gov-
ernment agencies. They perform duties
similar to those performed by military
audiovisual directors.

Opportunities

The services have about 250 audio-
visual production directors. On average,
they need 10 new audiovisual production
directors each year. After job training,
audiovisual production directors work in
production units directing the work of
audiovisual technicians and specialists. In
time, they may advance to management
positions in the broadcasting and public
affairs fields.
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Bands have a long tradition in the armed
services. Military bands all over the world
provide music for marching and parade
activities. concerts, and stage presenta-
tions. Band managers plan, develop, and
direct the activities of military bands. They
also conduct hand performances during
concerts and parades.

What They Do

Band managers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Plan musical programs

Lead bands and choirs in
performances

Supervise training and rehearsal of
musicians and choirs

Determine funding needs for bands
and choirs

Plan purchases of instruments,
equipment, and facilities

Provide commanders with ideas for
musical programs and ceremonies

Physical Demands

A "good ear" for musical notes is re-
quired.

Special. Requirements

A 4-year college degree in music or
music education is required to enter this
occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in music theory

Appreciation for many types of music,
including marches, classics, pop. and
jazz

Interest in planning and organizing the
work of others
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Work Environment

Band managers usually work in offices
and band halls. They may work outdoors
when conducting or practicing for parades.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 20 to 40 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Band arranging and conducting

Concert and marching band styles
and techniques

Band administration and management

2

Civilian Counterparts

Many civilian band managers work for
college and high school music depart-
ments and civic and community orches-
tras. Others work in the motion picture,
television, and studio recording industries.
Civilian band managers perform duties
similar to those performed in the military.
They may also be called band directors,
band leaders, orchestra leaders, or con-
ductors.

Opportunities

The services have about 100 band
managers. On average, they need 2 new
band managers each year. After job train-
ing, band managers are assigned to mili-
tary band units, where they plan and direct
musical programs. With experience, they
may assume command of larger military
bands or direct the activities of several
bands.

Military Careers



PUBLIC
INFORMATION OFFICERS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

The services have public information
officers to keep the public informed about
the military. These officers answer ques-
tions from the news media. members of
Congress. private citizens, and service
personnel. They also prepare reports and
news releases about activities on military
bases and service policies and opera-
tions.

What They Do

Public information officers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Supervise the preparation of reports
and other releases to the public and
the military

Brief military personnel before they
meet with the public and the news
media

Provide information to news:,apers.
TV and radio stations, and civic
organizations

Schedule and conduct interviews and
news conferences

Plan activities to improve public
relations

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include journal-
ism. communications. public relations, and
advertising. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to write clearly and simply

Ability to speak effectively in public

Interest in news and current events

Military Careers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 weeks of

classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Department of Defense policies

Principles of public information and
community relations

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian public information officers work
for large corporations, government agen-
cies, colleges and universities, and com-
munity groups. They perform duties sim-
ilar to those performed by military public
information officers. They may also be
called public relations representatives and
corporate communications specialists.
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Work Environment

Public information officers usually work
in offices.

Opportunities

The services have about 800 public
information officers. On average, they need
20 new public information officers each
year. After job training, public information
officers normally direct specialists who
gather information for reports, respond to
requests for information, and write news
releases. With experience, public infor-
mation officers prepare and give briefings,
speeches. and interviews. Eventually, they
may advance to senior public affairs posi-
tions.
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Dental care is a basic health service
provided to men and women in the mili-
tary. Military dentists examine, diagnose,
and treat diseases and disorders of the
mouth. They may practice general den-
tistry or work in one of several specialties.

What They Do

Dentists in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Examine patients' teeth and gums to
detect signs of disease or tooth decay

Examine X-rays to determine the
soundness of teeth and the alignment
of teeth and jaws

Locate and fill tooth cavities

Perform oral (mouth) surgery to treat
problems with teeth, gums, or jaws

Develop and fit dentures (artificial
teeth) to replace missing teeth

Construct and fit dental devices,
such as braces and retainers, for
straightening teeth

Plan dental health programs for
patients to help prevent dental
problems

Special Requirements

A doctor of dentistry degree and addi-
tional training in a dental specialty are
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Good eye-hand coordination

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Dentists work in hospitals and dental
clinics on land and aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian dentists work in private prac-
tice, public health facilities, and dental
research organizations. They perform
duties similar to those performed in the
military and specialize in similar areas.
Depending on their specialty, dentists may
also be called oral pathologists, endodon-
tists. oral surgeons. orthodontists, pedo-
dontists. prosthodontists, periodontists, or
public health dentists.
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Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Opportunities

The military has about 4,300 dentists.
On average, the services need 300 new
dentists each year. Newly commissioned
dentists are assigned to dental clinics to
practice general dentistry or a dental spe-
cialty. Dentists who demonstrate leader-
ship and managerial qualities may ad-
vance to administer dental facilities and
programs.
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Eye care is part of the full health cover-
age provided to military personnel. The
most common eye problem is the need for
corrective lenses. Optometrists examine
eyes and treat vision problems by pre-
scribing glasses or contact lenses. They
refer patients with eye diseases to oph-
thalmologists (eye medical doctors).

What They Do

Optometrists in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Check patient vision using eye charts

Examine eyes for glaucoma and other
diseases

Measure patient nearsightedness.
farsightedness. depth perception. and
other vision problems using optical
instruments .

Prescribe corrective lenses

Prescribe training exercises to
strengthen weak eye muscles

Instruct patients on how to wear and
care for contact lenses

Special Requirements

A doctor of optometry degree and a
state license to practice optometry are
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Preference for working closely with
people

Desire to help others

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail
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Work Environment

Optometrists work in clinics and hospi-
tals.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. The Army has a
program to provide financial support to
optometry students in return for a period of
obligated service.
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Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian optometrists work in pri-
vate practice. Some work for hospitals.
clinics, public health agencies, or optical
laboratories. Civilian optometrists perform
duties similar to those performed in the
military.

Opportunities

The services have about 450 optome-
trists. On average, they need 50 new
optometrists each year. Newly commis-
sioned optometrists are assigned to clin-
ics or hospitals. In time, they may ad-
vance to senior management positions in
the health service field.

Military Careers



Military physicians and surgeons repre-
sent all of the major fields of medical
specialization. Physicians and surgeons
are the chief providers of medical services
to military personnel and their depen-
dents. They examine patients, diagnose
their injuries or illnesses, and provide med-
ical treatment. Turn to page 426 for more
information about physicians and sur-
geons.

What They Do

Physicians and surgeons in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Examine patients to detect
abnormalities in pulse, breathing,
or other body functions

Determine presence and extent of
illness or injury by reviewing medical
histories, X-rays, laboratory reports,
and examination reports

Develop treatment plans that may
include medication. therapy, or
surgery

Perform surgery to treat injuries or
illnesses

Advise patients on their health
problems and personal habits

Coordinate the activities of nurses.
physician assistants, medical
specialists. therapists. and other
medical personnel

Conduct medical research

Special Requirements

A doctor of medicine or osteopathy de-
gree and advanced training in a medical
specialty are required to enter this occu-
pation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Physicians and surgeons work in hospi-
tals and clinics on land and aboard ships.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However, ad-
vanced courses and programs in medical
specialties are available. In addition,
scholarships for advanced medical train-
ing are available in return for an obligated
period of military service.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian physicians work for hospitals or
clinics or in private practice. They perform
the same duties and work in the same
areas of specialization as military physi-
cians.
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Opportunities

The services have a total of about 10,900
physicians and surgeons, including all
general practitioners and specialists. On
average, they need 1,100 new physicians
and surgeons each year. The services
give several hundred scholarships yearly
to attend civilian medical schools or the
Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences in Bethesda, Maryland,
in return for an obligated period of military
service after graduation. The services
normally hire physicians who have com-
pleted medical school and their internships.
However, some services have programs
to grant early officer commissions to civil-
ians who are in medical school, internship,
or residency status in return for an obli-
gated period of service. After gaining
experience in the military, physicians and
surgeons may advance to senior manage-
ment or command positions in the ser-
vices' medical corps.
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The military provides the full range of
health carc setvices to its personnel. Some
military doctors specialize in treating cer-
tain parts of the body. Podiatrists diag-
nose and treat foot injuries or diseases.

What They Do

Podiatrists in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Examine feet to discover the causes
of ailments

Arrange for laboratory tests and
diagnostic X-rays

Treat foot ailments. such as fractures,
muscle damage, bunions, and
ingrown toenails

Perform foot surgery when necessary

Plan rehabilitation programs to help
patients regain full use of their feet

Instruct and supervise assistants

Special Requirements

A medical degree in podiatry is required
to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Patience in working with people
whose injuries heal slowly

Work Environment

Podiatrists work in clinics and hospitals
on land and aboard ships.
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Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian podiatrists work for hospitals or
clinics and in private practice. They per-
form duties similar to those performed by
military podiatrists.
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Opportunities

The services have about 80 podiatrists.
On average, they need 10 new podi-
atrists each year. Newly commissioned
podiatrists are assigned to medical units.
where they treat patients. With experi-
ence. they may advance to senior man-
agement or command positions in the
medical corps and become responsible
for health service administration.

Military Careers



Psychological research and treatment
are important to national defense. Re-
search can show how to improve military
training, job assignment, and equipment
design. Treatment can help personnel
cope with stress. Psychologists conduct
research on human behavior and treat
patients with mental problems.

What They Do

Psychologists in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Conduct research on human and
animal behavior, emotions, and
thinking processes

Conduct research on aptitude and job
performance

Give psychological tests and interpret
results to diagnose patients' problems

Treat patients individually and in
groups

Conduct experiments to determine
the best equipment design, work
procedures, anc.; training course
content

Write research reports

Direct research projects performed by
outside contractors

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in psychology
is required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require a master's degree.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Interest in scientific research

Interest in mathematics and statistics

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Psychologists usually work in offices,
hospitals, clinics, and other medical fa-
cilities on land and aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Some civilian psychologists treat pa-
tients in private practice, hospitals, school
systems, and mental health centers. They
are called clinical psychologists, counsel-
ing psychologists, or educational psychol-
ogists. Other civilian psychologists con-
duct research work for universities, re-
search firms, and government agencies.
They are called experimental psycholo-
gists, social psychologists, and psycho-
metricians.
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Training Provided

No initial job training is provided for
officers in this occupation. Advanced
courses are available in some specialties.

Opportunities

The services have about 650 psycholo-
gists. On average, they need 50 new
psychologists each year. Newly commis-
sioned research psychologists assist
experienced officers in conducting experi-
ments and research. With experience,
they may lead projects of their own. New
clinical psychologists may treat patients in
military clinics. Eventually, both research
and clinical psychologists may become
directors of offices or laboratories.
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The military is the largest employer of
veterinarians in the United States. Military
veterinarians help protect the health of
military personnel by studying diseases
transmitted to humans from food and ani-
mals. They inspect food and food proc-
essing plants for disease and parasites.
They also treat guard dogs, horses, and
other animals.

What They Do

Veterinarians in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Inspect food to determine its condition
and quality

Inspect meat packing, food
processing, and food storage 'plants
for cleanliness

Plan measures to control contagious
diseases that may be transmitted by
food or animals

Inoculate animals against infectious
diseases such as rabies and
encephalitis

Study the effects of diseases,
poisons, and radiation on laboratory
animals

Treat sick or injured military guard
dogs, horses, and other animals

Research animal diseases

Special Requirements

A doctor of veterinary medicine degree
and experience in a veterinary specialty
are required to enter this occupation.

Work Environment

Veterinarians work in food processing
or storage plants or in veterinary clinics
and laboratories. They may work outdoors
while examining animals or inspecting mil-
itary facilities for sanitary conditions.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Interest in medicine and medical
research

Interest in working with animals

Interest in collecting and analyzing
scientific data

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However, ad-
vanced courses are offered it' food in-
spection and hygiene.

98

Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian veterinarians work in pri-
vate practice providing medical care and
treatment for animals. Some veterinarians
work in government agencies such as the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration and
U.S. Public Health Service. Few civilian
veterinarians perform the food inspection
functions of military veterinarians.

Opportunities

The military has about 500 veterinar-
ians. On average, the services need 40
new veterinarians each year. Newly com-
missioned veterinarians are assigned var-
ious veterinary specialties, ranging from
disease research to food inspection. After
demonstrating leadership qualities, veter-
inarians may advance to senior manage-
ment or command positions within the
veterinary field.

Military Careers
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Dietitians are part of the military's health
care staff. They are experts in the nutri-
tional needs of hospital patients and out-
patients. Dietitians manage medical food
service facilities and plan meals for hospi-
tal patients and outpatients who need spe-
cial diets.

What They Do

Dietitians in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Set policies for hospital food service
operations

Inspect hospital food service and
preparation areas to be sure they
meet sanitation and safety standards

Plan and organize training programs
for medical food service personnel

Develop special diets for patients
based on instructions from doctors

Plan ..ienus for hospital meals

Interview patients to determine
whether they are satisfied with their
diet

Develop hospital food service budgets

Provide information on nutrition to the
military community

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in food and
nutrition or institutional management is
required to enter this occupation. Scme
specialties require completion of a gen-
eral dietetic internship.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Interest in nutrition and food
preparation

Interest in interpreting scientific and
medical data

Military Careers

Work Environment

Dietitians work in hospitals, clinics, and
aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian dietitians work in hospitals,
clinics, and other health care facilities.
They perform duties similar to those
performed by military dietitians. Dietitians
also work for college food services,
restaurants, industrial food services, and
research institutions. Civilian dietitians may
specialize in specific areas of dietetics,
such as consultation, clinical dietetics, and
community health.
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Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However, the Air
Force and A, my offer internship programs
in dietetics that are approved by the Amer-
ican Dietetic Association.

Opportunities

The services have about 300 dietitians.
On average, 30 new dietitians are needed
each year. Newly commissioned dietitians
are assigned to military hospitals, clinics,
or ships, where they plan and direct the
work of food service personnel. They may
advance to senior management positions
in hospital food service programs.
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The services take great care to ensure
safe working conditions and a clean envi-
ronment. A clean, safe, and healthy envi-
ronment results in happier employees and
better work. Environmental health spe-
cialists study the air, ground, and water to
identify and analyze sources of pollution
and its effects. They also direct programs
to control safety and health hazards in the
work place.

What They Do

Environmental health specialists in the
military perform some or all of the follow-
ing duties:

Determine methods to collect
environmental data for research
projects and surveys

Analyze data to identify pollution
problem areas

Inspect food samples to detect any
spoilage or disease

Develop pollution control plans and
policies

Conduct health education programs

Work with civilian public health
officials in performing studies and
analyzing results

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. A de-
gree in biomedical or biological science is
required to enter some specialties in this
occupation.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include chemis-
try, biology, environmental sciences, soil
science, civil engineering, and veterinary
science. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in protecting the environment

Interest in conducting research or
analytical studies

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Work Environment

Environmental health specialists nor-
mally work in offices or research laborato-
ries. They work outdoors while conducting
environmental studies and surveys or in-
specting facilities.

+.4

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian environmental health special-
ists work for engineering firms, manufac-
turing firms, and government agencies.
They perform duties similar to those per-
formed by military environmental health
specialists. Depending on their specialty,
they may be called environmental scien-
tists, air pollution analysts, soil analysts,
industrial hygienists, or water quality ana-
lysts.

Opportunities

The services have about 350 environ-
mental health specialists. On average,
they need 20 new environmental health
specialists each year. New environmental
health specialists are assigned to environ-
mental health teams. After demonstrating
leadership qualities, they may advance to
senior management or command posi-
tions.

Military Careers



Occupational therapy is a program of
treatment and exercise for patients dis-
abled from illness or injury. Through ther-
apy patients learn to adjust to disabilities,
regain independence, and prepare to re-
turn to work. Occupational therapists plan
and administer therapy to help patients
with physical, mental, or emotional dis-
abilities. They give special treatment and
exercises and sometimes fit patients with
artificial arms and legs (prostheses).

What They Do

Occupational therapists in the military
perform some or all of the following du-
ties:

Plan and manage occupational
therapy programs

Test and interview patients to
diagnose the extent of their disabilities

Consult with doctors and other
therapists to determine appropriate
therapy

Supervise occupational therapy
specialists in treating patients

Evaluate the progress and
improvement of patients during
therapy

Teach treatment, exercises, and the
use of artificial devices to new
therapies

Set up and maintain therapeutic
equipment, such as exercise
machines and whirlpools

Physical Demands

Occupational therapists may have to
lift and support patients during therapeu-
tic exercises and treatment.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Interest in developing detailed plans
and treatments

Patience to work with people whose
injuries heal slowly

Ability to communicate effectively

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in occupational
therapy and completion of a clinical pro-
gram in occupational therapy are required
to enter this occupation. Depending on
specialty, eligibility for registration with
the American Occupational Therapy Asso-
ciation may also be required.

Work Environment

Occupational therapists work in hospi-
tals, clinics, and rehabilitation centers.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian occupational therapists work in
hospitals, rehabilitation centers, schools,
and community mental health centers.
They perform duties similar to those per-
formed by military occupational therapists.
Civilian occupational therapists often
specialize in treating a particular type of
patient, such as children, the elderly, or
those who have lost arms or legs (ampu-
tees).

Opportunities

The services have about 150 occupa-
tional therapists. On average, they need
10 new therapists each year. Occupa-
tional therapists have the opportunity to
advance to senior management or com-
mand positions in medical administration.

303
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Drugs and medicines are sometimes
prescribed by doctors when treating pa-
tients in military hospitals and clinics.
Pharmacists manage the purchasing,
storing, and dispensing of drugs and med-
icines.

What They Do

Pharmacists in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Manage pharmacy technicians who
prepare, label, and dispense orders
for drugs and medicines

Advise doctors and patients on the
proper use and side effects of drugs
and medicines

Train medical, nursing, and pharmacy
staffs on the use of drugs

Consult on drug and medicine
research programs

Chec,, Jrug and medicine supplies
and reorder when necessary

Direct pharmacy record keeping

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in pharmacy
and a state license to practice pharmacy
are required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in understanding the effects of
drugs and medicines

Interest in chemical formulas

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail
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Work Environment

Pharmacists work in hospitals and clin-
ics on land and aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian pharmacists work for pharma-
cies, drug stores, and drug departments of
stores and supermarkets. They also work
for hospitals, nursing homes, and clinics.
They perform duties similar to those per-
formed by military pharmacists. Civilian
pharmacists who specialize in radioactive
drugs (radioisotopes) are known as
radiopharmacists.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Opportunities

The services have about 500 pharma-
cists. On average, they need 40 new
pharmacists each year. Newly commis-
sioned pharmacists are assigned to mili-
tary hospitals or clinics, where they man-
age daily operations. In time, pharmacists
plan and direct pharmacy or other health
programs.

Military Careers



Physical therapy is a program of treat-
ment and exercise to rehabilitate patients
disabled because of illness or injury.
Physical therapists plan and administer
treatments to restore strength and mobil-
ity to ill or injured patients.

What They Do

Physical therapists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Test and interview patients to
determine the extent of their
disabilities

Consult with doctors to discuss and
evaluate patients' progress

Plan individual physical therapy
programs

Counsel patients and their families to
help create a positive attitude for
recovery

Conduct exercise programs and give
heat and massage treatments

Conduct physical therapy research

Instruct physical therapy specialists in
methods and techniques of physical
exercise

Plan and help develop rehabilitation
facilities containing exercise
machines, whirlpools, and other
equipment

Military Careers

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in developing detailed plans
and treatments

Preference for working closely with
people

305

Physical Demands

Physical therapists may have to lift and
support patients during exercise and
treatment.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in physical
therapy, completion of a physical therapy
internship program, and a state license to
practice physical therapy are required to
enter this occupation.

Work Environment

Physical therapists work in hospitals,
clinics, and other medical facilities.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian physical therapists work in hos-
pitals, rehabilitation centers, and nursing
homes. They perform duties similar to
those performed by military physical ther-
apists. Civilian physical therapists often
specialize in treating a particular type of
patient, such as children, the severely
disabled, or the elderly.

Opportunities

The services have about 450 physical
therap:.:ts. On average, they need 30 new
therapists each year. Physical therapists
may advance to senior management posi-
tions in military health care administration.
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PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS
Army
Navy

Air Force
Coast Guard

Physician assistants provide routine
health care for patients, freeing physi-
cians to concentrate on more serious health
problems. Physician assistants examine,
diagnose, and treat patients under the
supervision of medical doctors.

What They Do

Physician assistants in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Record medical histories, examine
patients, and make initial diagnoses

Treat common illnesses or injuries,
calling in supervising physicians for
serious health problems

Perform routine physical examinations
and collect specimens for laboratory
tests

Order laboratory studies, such as
blood tests, urinalysis, and X-rays

Provide information to patients about
diet, family planning, use of drugs,
and the effect of treatments

Provide emergency care in situations
where doctors are not available

Special Requirements

Graduation from an accredited training
program for physician assistants that is
recognized by the services is normally
required to enter this occupation. Depend.
ing upon the service, however, military job
training may be available.

Work Environment

Physician assistants work in hospitals
and clinics on land and aboard ships.
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Training Provided

Job training, when available from the
services, consists of about 40 weeks of
classroom instruction, including practice
in providing patient health care. Course
content typically includes:

Fundamental medical care
procedures

Principles of behavioral and dental
science

Health care administration techniques

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian physician assistants work in
hospitals, clinics, doctor's offices, and nurs-
ing homes. They perform duties similar to
those performed by military physician
assistants.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Self-confidence and the ability to
remain calm in stressful situations

Patience with others, especially those
in pain or stress

Desire to help others

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Opportunities

The services have about 700 physician
assistants. On average, they need 20 new
physician assistants each year. After job
training, physician assistants provide
health care under close supervision. With
experience, they work more indepen-
dently, although they remain under the
supervision of a doctor. In time, they may
advance to management positions in the
military health care field.

Military Careers
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Nurses are a key part of the staff at
military hospitals and clinics. Registered
nurses direct nursing teams and give pa-
tients individual care to help them recover
from illness or injury. Turn to page 428 for
more information about registered nurses.

What They Do

Registered nurses in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Help physicians treat patients

Give injections of pain killers,
antibiotics, and other medicines
as prescribed by physicians

Change bandages and dressings

Assist physicians during surgery

Provide life support treatment for
patients needing emergency care

Provide care for mental health
patients

Keep records of patients' condition

Supervise practical nurses, nurse
aides, and other support personnel

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Self-confidence and the ability to
remain calm under pressure

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian registered nurses work in hospi-
tals, clinics, and private medical facilities.
They also work for public health agencies,
nursing homes, and rehabilitation cen-
ters. Civilian registered nurses perform
duties similar to those performed in the
military. They often specialize and may be
known as public health nurses, nurse
practitioners, or general duty nurses.

Military Careers
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Special Requirements

Graduation from an accredited school
of nursing and a license to practice nurs-
ing are required to enter this occupation.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 14 to 27 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Practices and principles of military
nursing

Care of emotionally disturbed patients

Health care for children

Nursing techniques

Anesthesia, respiratory therapy, and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation

30'7

Work Environment

Registered nurses work in hospitals and
clinics. Some work in sick bays aboard
ships or in mobile field hospitals. Others
work in airplanes that transfer patients to
medical centers.

Opportunities

The services have about 9,800 regis-
tered nurses. On average, they need
1,000 new registered nurses each year.
Depending on the prior experience that
nurses bring with them to the military, their
job assignments may vary. After job
training, inexperienced nurses work under
close supervision. Experienced nurses
normally work under less supervision. In
time, nurses may become nurse super-
visors. Eventually, they may become direc-
tors of nursing in hospitals or advance to
senior health service management
positions.
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Speech therapists work as part of mili-
tary medical teams. Speech therapists
evaluate and treat patients with hearing
and speech problems.

What They Do

Speech therapists in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Talk with patients to discuss hearing
and speaking problems and possible
causes and treatment

Identify speaking and language
problems

Examine the ears, including the entire
auditory (hearing) system

Evaluate examination and test data to
determine the type and amount of
hearing loss

Treat hearing problems using hearing
aids and other treatments

Assist patients in selecting and using
hearing aids

Conduct programs to help patients
improve their speaking skills

Research new techniques for treating
hearing and speaking problems

Special Requirements

A master's degree in either audiology or
speech therapy is required to enter this
occupation depending on the occupational
specialty.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupational group.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Desire to help others

Interest in scientific work

Patience to work with people whose
injuries heal slowly

Work Environment

Speech therapists work in therapy labs,
clinics, and medical centers.

366

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian speech therapists work in hos-
pitals, clinics, schools, and research cen-
ters. They perform duties similar to those
performed by military speech therapists.
Depending on their specialty, civilian
speech therapists may also be called au-
diologists or speech pathologists.

Opportunities

The services have about 100 speech
therapists. On average, they need 10 new
therapists each year. After displaying
leadership abilities, speech therapists may
advance to senior management and com-
mand positions in the medical field.

Military Careers
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AEROSPACE ,ENGINEERS
tt

Navy
Air Force

Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Although private companies build the
military's aerospace equipment, military
engineers are responsible for seeing that
all equipment meets service needs. Aero-
space engineers design and direct the
development of military aircraft, missiles,
and spacecraft.

What They Do

Aerospace engineers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Plan and conduct research on aircraft
guidance, propulsion, and weapons
systems

Study new designs for aircraft,
missiles, and spacecraft

Help select private companies to
build military aircraft, missiles, and
spacecraft

Monitor production of aircraft,
missiles, and spacecraft

Decide what tests should be
conducted of prototypes (full-scale
test models)

Conduct stress analysis and
tunnel tests with aircraft and missile
prototypes

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in aeronautical,
astronautical, or mechanical engineering
is requi, ed to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in concepts and principles of
engineering

Interest in working with mathematical
formulas

Interest in planning and directing
research projects

Military Careers
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Woik Environment

Aerospace engineers work in offices or
laboratories.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian aerospace engineers usually
work in the aircraft manufacturing indus-
try. Some work for the Department of
Defense, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA), and other
government agencies. As in the military,
civilian aerospace engineers may spe-
cialize in one type of aerospace product,
such as aircraft, missiles, or space vehi-
cles. They may also specialize in engi-
neering specialties such as product de-
sign, testing, or production research.
Depending on their specialty, they may be
called aeronautical engineers, aeronauti-
cal test engineers, or stress analysts.
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Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Opportunities

The services have about 4,200 aero-
space engineers. On average, they need
350 aerospace engineers each year.
Newly commissioned aerospace engi-
neers are usually assigned to engineering
research and development units or labo-
ratories. They work under the direction of
experienced officers conducting research.
With experience, they may serve as re-
search and development managers or
laboratory managers.
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Air traffic control centers often have
several sections giving instructions to mili-
tary aircraft. One section gives take-off
and landing instructions. Another gives
ground instructions. A third section tracks
planes in flight. Air traffic control man-
agers direct the operations of air traffic
control centers.

What They Do

Air traffic control managers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Plan work schedules for air traffic
controllers

Evaluate job performance of
controllers

Manage air traffic control center
operations to ensure safe and efficient
flights

Inspect control center facilities and
equipment

Direct tests of radar equipment and
controller procedures

Investigate and find solutions to
problems in control center operations

Control air traffic using radar and
radios

Direct training for air traffic controllers

Physical Demands

Air traffic control personnel must pass a
demanding physical exam as required by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA).

Work Environment

Air traffic control managers work in air
traffic control towers and centers at air-
fields and aboard ships.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include aeronau-
tical engineering, computer science, and
liberal arts. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Ability to remain calm in stressful
situations

Decisiveness

Ability to manage in accordance with
strict standards

Army.
Navy

s, Air Force
Marine Corps

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally re-
quired to enter this occupation. Certifica-
tion by the FAA must usually be obtained
during military training.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 11 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Air traffic control management

Operational procedures for air traffic
control

Communications and radar
procedures

Aircraft recognition

Take-off, landing, and ground control
procedures

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian air traffic control managers work
at commercial airports. They perform du-
ties similar to those performed by military
air traffic control managers.

Opportunities

The services have about 600 air traffic
control managers. On average, they need
10 new air traffic control managers each
year. After job training, managers are as-
signed to air traffic control centers at air-
fields or aboard ships, where they gain
experience in air traffic control manage-
ment. They may advance to senior man-
agement and command positions in the
aviation field.

Military Careers



The military conducts research in chem-
istry and biochemistry to develop new
materials for military equipment, better
medicines, and defenses against biologi-
cal and chemical agents. Chemists con-
duct and manage research in chemistry,
chemical engineering, and biology.

What They Do

Chemists in the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Conduct experiments in chemical
synthesis, structure, and interactions

Establish strength and durability
standards for materials used to build
aircraft, ships, and other equipment

Test materials to identify defects and
determine if they meet minimum
military standards

Conduct chemical research for military
and medical uses, such as protecting
people from radiation. chemicals, and
biological agents

Oversee research projects under
contract to universities and industrial
firms

Prepare technical reports and make
research recommendations

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with mathematical
formulas

Interest in scientific study and
research

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Chemists work in laboratories and of-
fices. Although they observe strict safety
precautions, chemists may be exposed to
hazardous substances.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian chemists usually work in re-
search and development for private
industry, primarily in new product devel-
opment. They also work for government
agencies, colleges, and universities. Civil-
ian chemists perform duties similar to those
performed by chemists in the military. They
sometimes specialize in areas such as
organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry,
physical chemistry, or biochemistry.

Special Requirements

A 4-year degree in chemistry, chemical
engineering, or biology is required to enter
this occupation.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,600 chem-
ists. On average, they need 200 new
chemists each year. Newly commissioned
chemists are usually assigned to military
laboratory facilities. where they perform
duties in a chemistry specialty area. With
experience, they may manage research
and development units and advance to
command positions.
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Airfields, roads, bridges, buildings,
power plants, docks, and water treatment
plants on military bases around the world
are continually being built, repaired, and
improved. Civil engineers plan, design,
and direct the construction of military
facilities. Turn to page 414 for more infor-
mation about civil engineers.

What They Do

Civil engineers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Study the need for roads, airfields,
buildings, and other facilities

Direct surveys of construction areas

Design construction projects

Help select contractors to build
facilities

Check construction progress to see
that it meets plans

Plan and direct facility maintenance
and modernization

Plan temporary facilities for use in
P-.-argencies

Keep master plans for military bases
up to date

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in civil, arch-
itectural, sanitary, or environmental engi-
neering, or another closely related field is
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in engineering principles and
concepts

Interest in working with mathematical
formulas

a

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However,
advanced courses are offered to support
medical service and environmental con-
trol building programs.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian civil engineers work for engi-
neering firms, construction companies,
and government agencies. Some may
work for public utilities, railroads, and
manufacturing firms. Civilian civil engi-
neers perform duties similar to those per-
formed in the military; however, they often
specialize in certain types of projects.

"
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Work Environment

Civil engineers work in offices when
designing projects or reviewing reports.
They work outdoors when overseeing
survey or construction activities.

Opportunities

The services have about 8,100 civil
engineers. On average, they need 600
new civil engineers each year. Newly
commissioned civil engineers usually as-
sist senior engineering officers in plan-
ning and design. With experience, they
may manage construction projects and,
eventually, engineering offices. In time,
they may advance to senior management
or command positions in the engineering
field.
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine, Corps
Coast Guard

Setting up large computer systems takes
careful planning. Many decisions must be
made about the input, output, and soft-
ware needed to 'tore information and solve
problems. Computer systems develop-
ment officers plan and design computer
systems. They also design software used
in computerized radar and communica-
tions equipment.

What They Do

Computer systems development offi-
cers in the military perform some or all of
the following duties:

Work with military units to determine
their data processing needs

Develop flow-chart diagrams or
mathematical models of new
computer systems

Design and maintain computer
software and data bases

Design computer-to-computer
linkages (interfaces)

Write, test, and debug software

Make systems secure from unofficial
access

Manage teams of systems analysts
and programmers working on the
designs of large systems

Special Requirements

A 4-year degree in computer science,
mathematics, computer or industrial engi-
neering, or a related field is required to
enter this occupation.

Work Environment

Computer systems development offi-
cers usually work in offices.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Ability to work with abstract problems

Interest in developing plans and
procedures

Interest in working with computers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 18 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies by specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Systems analysis techniques

Principles of computer equipment

Computer systems development and
management
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian computer systems developers
work for organizations that have large
computer systems, including banks, insur-
ance companies, hospitals, large retailers,
research firms, manufacturers, and gov-
ernment agencies. They perform duties
similar to those performed by computer
systems development officers in the mili-
tary. They may also be called systems
analysts and software engineers.

Opportunities

The services h've about 3,200 com-
puter systems development officers. On
average, they need 200 new computer
systems development officers each year.
After job training, computer systems de-
velopme officers may perform systems
analysis work as part of a team. They may
also manage teams of systems analysts
and programmers. With experience, they
may advance to senior management and
command positions.
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Determining the types of computer
equipment needed for new data processing
systems is a complex task. Storage, mem-
ory, and processing needs must be esti-
mated. Input, output, and communications
needs must also be considered. Com-
puter systems engineers determine the
types and amounts of computer hardware
needed for computer systems.

What They Do

Computer systems engineers in the mil-
itary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Estimate memory and processing
needs to determine the size of the
computer needed

Determine the number of peripherals
needed, such as terminals, disk
drives, and printers

Determine equipment and software
needs for telecommunications
linkages with remote equipment

Plan and oversee the installation of
new equipment

Set standards for and evaluate
performance of new computer
systems

Monitor contracts for hardware or
computer services

Solve technical problems that arise in
computer systems

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in computer
science, computer engineering, or a re-
lated field is required to enter this occu-
pation.

Work Environment

Computer systems engineers usually
work in offices or at computer sites on
military bases or aboard ships.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with mathematical
models and formulas

Interest in technical work

Interest in working with computers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 5 to 13 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending upon specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Organization and management of
computer systems facilities

Techniques for analyzing computer
hardware and software performance

Computer system life cycles

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian computer systems engineers
work for computer and electronic commu-
nications systems manufacturers and
suppliers, government agencies, public
utilities, and firms that design and test
computer systems. Some may be em-
ployed as private computer systems con-
sultants. Civilian computer systems engi-
neers perform duties similar to those
performed in the military. They may also
be called information processing engi-
neers.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,100 com-
puter systems engineers. On average,
they need 70 new computer systems en-
gineers each year. After job training,
computer systems engineers are usually
assigned to teleprocessing or data proc-
essing units where they work with other
engineers, systems analysts, and com-
puter programmers. With experience and
demonstrated leadership, they may ad-
vance to management positions, such as
communications director or data process-
ing manager.
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ELECTRICAL AND
ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Equipment such as radar, missile guid-
ance systems, and communication equip-
ment depends on advanced electronics.
Electrical and electronics engineers de-
sign, develop and test electrical and elec-
tronic equipment. They also direct equip-
ment installation and repair.

What They Do

Electrical and electronics engineers in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Direct research to improve and
develop computer, navigation, and
other electronic systems

Direct equipment installation and
repair

Develop test standards and operating
instructions for electrical and
electronic systems

Design and develop test instruments

Test new or modified equipment to
check its performance and reliability

Review test data, report results, and
recommend actions

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in electrical,
electronic, or communications engineer-
ing is required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in engineering concepts and
principles

Interest in planning and directing
research projects

Interest in working with mathematical
formulas

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Electrical and electronics engineers
usually work in offices while planning re-
search studies and designing electronic
systems. They may work outdoors when
overseeing the installation of new equip-
ment.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian electrical and electronics engi-
neers work for manufacturers of electrical
and electronic equipment. Many work for
government agencies, public utilities, and
engineering firms. Civilian electrical and
electronics engineers perform duties sim-
ilar to those performed in the military.
However, they usually specialize in prod-
uct areas, such as computers, communi-
cations, or aerospace systems. They may
also be called electronics design engi-
neers and electronics test engineers.
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Training Provided

Initial job training is usually provided on
the job. Classroom training is provided for
some specialties in this occupation. Course
content typically includes:

Combat and tactical communications
systems

Telecommunications center systems

Signal center site defense systems

Opportunities

The services have about 3,900 electri-
cal and electronics engineers. On aver-
age, they need 200 new engineers each
year. After job training, electrical and
electronics engineers are usually assigned
to engineering research and development
units or to communications centers. Ini-
tially, they conduct studies and supervise
research and development staff. With
experience, they may advance to senior
management positions, such as engi-
neering staff officer, research and devel-
opment manager, or communications
center director.
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Because the military is so large, small
savings in personnel or equipment costs
can result in savings of millions of dollars.
Industrial engineers design ways to im-
prove how the military uses its people and
equipment.

What They Do

Industrial engineers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Study how workers and tasks are
organized

Measure work load and calculate how
many people are needed to perform
work tasks

Study and improve the way work is
done and equipment is used

Develop and direct environmental
health and safety programs

Plan and oversee the purchase of
equipment and services

Plan and direct quality control and
production control programs

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in industrial
engineering, industrial management, or a
related field is required to enter this occu-
pation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in technical work

Ability to plan and organize studies

Interest in working with mathematical
models and formulas

Interest in working closely with people
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Work Environment

Industrial engineers usually work in of-
fices. They may work outdoors while per-
forming field studies or overseeing the
installation of equipment and systems.

Training Provided

Job training is offered for some.
specialties. Training length varies from 8
to 16 weeks of classroolii instruction, de-
pending on the specialty. Course content
typically includes:

Management standards, principles,
and policies

Problem analysis and decision making

Production and purchasing methods

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian industrial engineers work pri-
marily in manufacturing and consulting
firms. They also work in other industries
and businesses, including insurance
companies, retail stores, banks, public
utilities, and hospitals. Civilian industrial
engineers perform duties similar to those
performed in the military. Depending on
the specialty, they may also be called
production engineers, safety engineers,
production planners, or quality control en-
gineers.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,000 indus-
trial engineers. On average, they need 50
new industrial engineers each year. After
job training, industrial engineers are usu-
ally assigned to an engineering, manage-
ment evaluation, or procurement unit. With
experience, they may advance to com-
mand or policy-making positions in engi-
neering, administration, or other fields.
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INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS

Information about the size, strength,
location, and capabilities of enemy forces
is essential to military operations and na-
tional defense. To gather information, the
services rely on aerial photographs, hu-
man observation, and electronic monitor-
ing using radar and super-sensitive radios.
Intelligence officers gather technical intel-
ligence needed for military planning. Turn
to page 418 for more information about
intelligence officers.

What They Do

Intelligence officers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Direct sea, ground, and aerial
surveillance

Prepare plans to intercept foreign
communications transmissions

Direct the analysis of aerial photos
and other intelligence data

Oversee the writing of intelligence
reports

Brief commanders on intelligence
findings

Help plan military missions

Direct the use of computer systems to
store and process intelligence data

Gather and analyze technical
intelligence

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include cryptol-
ogy, computer science, mathematics, and
engineering. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in solving problems

Interest in collecting and analyzing data

Ability to organize and manage activities

Ability to work with abstract problems

Military Careers

Training Provided

Job training consists of 23 to 26 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Air, ground, and sea intelligence
operations

Photograph interpretation and
evaluation

Use of radar and electronic surveil-
lance equipment

Reconnaissance equipment and
weapons systems

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian intelligence officers generally
work in federal agencies, such as the
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
They perform duties similar to those per-
formed by military intelligence officers.
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Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Work Environment

Intelligence officers work in offices on
land and aboard ships. They may work in
the field on maneuvers and military
exercises.

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to work
with map overlays and color photos.

Opportunities

The services have about 10,700 intelli-
gence officers. On average, they need
500 new intelligence officers each year.
After job training, intelligence officers are
assigned to intelligence units, military
operations sections, or command posts.
With experience, they may become com-
manders of intelligence units or directors
of information gathering sections.
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The military has its own system of laws
and courts. Lawyers administer activities
within the military judicial system. They
also perform legal research, prosecute
and defend court cases, and preside over
military courts. They provide legal services
for military personnel and represent the
services in civil and international legal
matters. Turn to page 420 for more infor-
mation about lawyers.

What They Do

Lawyers in the military perform some or
all of the following duties:

Give legal advice about government
real estate, commercial contracts,
patents, and trademarks

Prepare pretrial advice for clients in
court-martial cases

Act as prosecuting attorney, defense
attorney, or judge in court cases

Prepare legal documents, such as
wills and powers of attorney

Interpret laws, directives, regulations,
and court decisions

Preside over court cases and make
judgments based on the Uniform
Code of Military Justice

Help train new lawyers

Special Requirements

A degree in law is required to enter this
occupation. In addition, most specialties
require a membership to the bar in either
federal court or the highest court of a state.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in working with and
researching legal concepts

Ability to write clearly and concisely

Ability to speak effectively in public

Sensitivity to the needs of others
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Work Environment

Lawyers work in legal offices and court-
rooms on land and aboard ships.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 12 weeks
of classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Military trial procedures

Application of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice

Methods of obtaining evidence

Court-martial advocacy techniques

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian lawyers work in private practice
and for law firms, government, corpo-
rations, and nonprofit groups. They per-
form duties similar to those performed by
military lawyers. Civilian lawyers, how-
ever, usually specialize in a particular field.
There are several fields of civilian law,
such as divorce, trade, and antitrust that
military lawyers do not practice.

Opportunities

The services have about 4,200 lawyers.
On average, they need 350 new lawyers
each year. With experience, lawyers may
be appointed military judges. In time,
lawyers may advance to senior manage-
ment positions in the legal field.
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The military conducts studies of human
and animal diseases to understand their
causes and to find treatments. Harmful
pests and bacteria are studied to find ways
to protect people and food against illness
or infection. Life scientists study the biol-
ogy and chemistry of living organisms.

What They Do

Life scientists in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Study bacteria and parasites to
determine how they invade and affect
humans or animals

Study the effects of drugs, chemicals,
and gases on living organisms

Study ways of protecting humans
through immunization from disease

Direct blood banks and study blood
chemistry

Study the effects of aerospace flight,
temperature, and movement on
human physiology

Study food storage and handling
methods

Study ways of keeping bases and
ships free from pests

Conduct experiments and write
technical reports

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require a master's degree.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include biochem-
istry, biology, microbiology, and pharma-
cology. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in scientific work

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

Interest in mathematics, chemistry,
and biology

Work Environment

Life scientists work in medical, clinical,
and research laboratories. They may work
outdoors while conducting field work on
land or aboard ships.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However,
advanced courses are available in some
specialties.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian life scientists work for universi-
ties. government agencies, medical labo-
ratories, blood banks, pharmaceutical
firms, and chemical companies. They
perform duties similar to those performed
by military life scientists. Depending on
their specialty, civilian life scientists may
be called biochemists, biologists, entomo-
logists, immunologists, medical technolo-
gists, pharmacologists, physiologists, or
toxicologists.

Opportunities

The services have about 900 life scien-
tists. On average, they need 60 new life
scientists each year. Newly commissioned
life scientists are normally assigned to a
laboratory, where they conduct research
under the direction of more experienced
scientists. In time, life scientists may
manage their own research projects and
direct other officers. Eventually, they may
become directors of research laboratories
or hold other senior management posi-
tions in the health research field.
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Ships and submarines must be designed
for speed, strength, stability, and safety.
Improvements in ship equipment, hull
design, and deck layout can improve oper-
ations. Marine engineers design ships,
submarines, and other watercraft for mili-
tary use. They also oversee the construc-
tion and repair of ships and marine equip-
ment.

What They Do

Marine engineers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Study new ways of designing and
building ship hulls

Develop and test shipboard combat
and salvage equipment

Oversee the construction,
maintenance, and repair of ship
hulls and equipment

Manage research programs to solve
naval engineering problems

Oversee the installation, operation,
and repair cf marine equipment and
systems

Evaluate marine research data and
prepare technical reports

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in marine engi-
neering is required to enter this occupa-
tion.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in technical work

Ability to plan and organize research
projects

Interest in ships and shipbuilding

AL

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian marine engineers work in the
shipbuilding industry. They also work for
government agencies and ship machinery
manufacturers. Civilian marine engineers
perform duties similar to those performed
in the military. They may also be called
marine equipment research engineers,
marine architects, marine equipment
design engineers, marine surveyors, and
port engineers.

Work Environment

Marine engineers do much of their work
outdoors at shipyards while overseeing
shipbuilding and repair activities. They
work in offices while directing vessel de-
sign and development activities.

Opportunities

The services have about 300 marine
engineers. On average, they need 10 new
marine engineers each year. Newly com-
missioned marine engineers may be as-
signed to engineering or marine research
and development laboratories. They may
also be assigned to work in shipyards with
vessel maintenance and repair units. With
experience, marine engineers may ad-
vance to senior engineering management
and command positions.
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Meteorology is the study of the weather
and weather forecasting. Military oper-
ations such as troop movements, airplane
flights, missile launches, and ship move-
ments rely on accurate weather informa-
tion. Meteorologists study weather condi-
tions and prepare current and long-range
weather forecasts. Turn to page 422 for
more information about meteorologists.

What They Do

Meteorologists in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Direct personnel who collect weather
data

Observe weather conditions from
airplanes

Interpret weather data received from
satellites and weather balloons

Prepare short-range and long-range
weather forecasts

Relay forecast updates and violent
weather warnings to military and
civilian authorities

Train staff in data collection and
interpretation

Physical Demands

Meteorology specialties involving air
observation require applicants to pass a
demanding flight physical exam.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in scientific work

Interest in collecting and analyzing
data

Interest in working with mathematical
formulas

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree, with course
work in meteorology, is usually required to
enter this occupation.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 15 weeks of
classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Identification of common weather
patterns

Methods of analyzing weather
conditions

Use of radar and satellite systems for
weather data collection

Use of computers for compiling,
analyzing, and plotting weather data

Techniques and procedures of
forecasting

Work Environment

Meteorologists usually work in weather
stations or operations centers where
weather information can be collected,
analyzed, and plotted using computers.
Sometimes they work outdoors while
making weather observations.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian meteorologists work for govern-
ment agencies, radio and television sta-
tions, and airlines. They perform duties
similar to those performed by military
meteorologists.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,500 meteor-
ologists. On average, they need 60 new
meteorologists each year. After job train-
ing, meteorologists are assigned to land-
based or shipboard weather stations. With
experience, they may advance to senior
management and command positions.
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The military has been a pioneer in the
use of nuclear energy. The military uses
nuclear energy for power plants, strategic
weapons, and defense systems. Nuclear
engineers direct research and develop-
ment projects to improve military uses of
nuclear energy. They also direct nuclear
power plant -.:.perations. Turn to page 424
for more information about nuclear engi-
neers.

What They Do

Nuclear engineers in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Direct projects to improve nuclear
power plants in ships and submarines

Direct research on the uses and
effects of nuclear weapons

Develop safety procedures for
handling nuclear weapons

Assist high-level officials in creating
policies for developing and using
nuclear technology

Direct operations and maintenance of
nuclear power plants

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in physics,
chemistry, or nuclear engineering is
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties in this occupation require a
master's degree.

Work Environment

Nuclear engineers work in offices,
research laboratories, and power plant
control centers, either on land or aboard
nuclear-powered ships and submarines.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in scientific and technical
work

Interest in planning and directing
complex research projects

Interest in working with mathematical
formulas

Interest in concepts and principles of
engineering

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However,
advanced training is available.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian nuclear engineers work for firms
that build and operate nuclear power plants
and that develop and manufacture nu-
clear weapons. Many also work for public
utilities, government agencies, and col-
leges and universities. Civilian nuclear
engineers perform duties similar to those
performed in the military.

Opportunities

The services have about 350 nuclear
engineers. On average, they need 20 new
nuclear engineers each year. Newly com-
missioned nuclear engineers are usually
assigned to nuclear research laborato-
ries, nuclear power plants (on shore or
aboard ships), or other defense facilities.
With experience, they may advance to
senior management or command posi-
tions.
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The military needs navigational charts
and maps to safely travel the oceans.
Accurate oceanographic and weather
forecasts are also needed to plan military
operations. Oceanographers study ocean
tides, currents, weather, and the physical
features of the ocean floor.

What They Do

Oceanographers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Direct personnel who collect
oceanographic data

Conduct research on the effects of
water and atmosphere on military
warning and weapon systems

Direct the preparation of ocean, sea,
and waterway charts, maps, and
publications

Oversee the preparation of
oceanographic and weather forecasts

Collect information on ice conditions
in ocean shipping lanes

Collect information about ocean
currents for support of military
operational planning

Advise commanders about ocean and
sea conditions to assist in search and
rescue missions

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include oceanog-
raphy, geology, marine engineering, and
hydrology. Helpful attributes include:

Preference for doing scientific work

Interest in sailing and being at sea

Interest in conducting research or
analytical studies

Military Careers

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian oceanographers usually work
for colleges and universities, where they
are primarily involved in research. Some
work for federal government agencies,
such as the National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration (NOAA) and for state
and local governments that border on the
ocean. Civilian oceanographers perform
duties similar to those performed in the
military.
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Work Environment

Oceanographers work outdoors in all
climates while collecting oceanographic
information. They work in offices while
preparing oceanographic publications and
charts.

Opportunities

The services have about 200 oceanog-
raphers. On average, they need 10 new
oceanographers each year. Newly
commissioned oceanographers work in
their specialty areas, usually with a senior
officer. With experience, they work more
independently. In time, they may advance
to senior management or command posi-
tions.
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OPERATIONS RESEARCH
ANALYSTS & MATHEMATICIANS

Army
Navy

Au Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Some parts of military operations are so
large that planning for them must be done
by computer. Setting up supply lines, for
example, requires knowing which sup-
plies are required, how much and when
they are needed, and where they should
be shipped. Operations research analysts
and mathematicians study large and com-
plex problems and solve them using oper-
ations research, systems analysis, and
computer modeling techniques.

What They Do

Operations research analysts and
mathematicians in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Develop research designs for
analyzing and evaluating military
operations and processes

Solve supply, equipment, and other
logistics problems using mathematical
models, simulation, and analytical
techniques

Design new or improved operational
and management procedures based
on results of studies

Develop and analyze war games to
find ways to improve the nation's
defenses

Construct computer mathematical
models to analyze research data on
foreign military capabilities

Prepare research reports

Use computers to design or break
cryptographic codes

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Work Environment

Operations research analysts and
mathematicians work in offices on military
bases or aboard ships.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include engineer-
ing, statistics, mathematics, computer sci-
ence, operations research, economics,
and business or public administration.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in planning and conducting
analytical studies

Preference for working with numbers
and statistics

Interest in solving problems

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation. However,
advanced training is available in some
specialties.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian operations research analysts
and mathematicians may work in man-
agement consulting firms, manufacturing
plants, government agencies, and col-
leges or universities. Civilian operations
research analysts and mathematicians
perform duties similar to those performed
in the military. They ma' also be called
statisticians, mathematicians, or oper-
ations researchers.

Opportunities

The services have about 750 operations
research analysts and mathematicians.
On average, they need 30 new operations
research analysts and mathematicians
each year. Newly commissioned opera-
tions research analysts and mathemati-
cians may be assigned to engineering,
operational research, or management eval-
uation units. They usually work with other
analysts on large projects. With experi-
ence, they may advance to senior man-
agement or command positions.
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The goal of military research is to im-
prove the technologies used for national
defense. Through physics research, new
materials for building ships, aircraft, and
weapons are discovered. Physicists di-
rect research and development projects
on physical matter and energy.

What They Do

Physicists in.the military perform some
or all of the following duties:

Plan and conduct experiments in
aerodynamics, optics, geophysics,
biophysics, and astrophysics

Conduct research to improve methods
of radiation detection and protection

Analyze strength, flexibility, weight,
and other properties of metals,
plastics, and other materials

Conduct studies regarding the use of
nuclear-powered engines

Write technical reports on
experiments performed

Assist in research and development
projects to improve radio and other
communications equipment

Oversee research projects under
contract to universities and industrial
firms

Manage laboratories or field staff to
conduct experiments

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in physics,
chemistry, or nuclear engineering is
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require a master's degree.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in scientific and technical
work

Interest in mathematics and physics

Interest in conducting research and
analytical studies

Work Environment

Physicists usually work in research and
development laboratories.

Training Provided

No initial job training is provided to offi-
cers in this occupation.
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Civilian Counterparts

Civilian physicists work primarily in re-
search and development for private in-
dustry, colleges and universities, and gov-
ernment agencies. They perform duties
similar to those performed by military
physicists. Civilian physicists usually
specialize in one area of physics, such as
nuclear, astronomical, health, or medical
physics.

Opportunities

The services have about 500 physi-
cists. On average, they need 30 new
physicist each year. Newly commissioned
physicists work as part of research teams.
With experience, they may lead research
projects of their own. After demonstrating
leadership abilities, they may advance to
senior management positions in a variety
of scientific fields.
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Orbiting satellites and other space vehi-
cles are used for national security, com-
munications, weather forecasting, and
space exploration. Space operations offi-
cers manage space flight planning, train-
ing, mission control, and other activities
involved in launching and recovering
spacecraft. They may also command
space flights or serve as crew members.

What They Do

Space operations officers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Manage activities of the flight control
facility, including mission planning
and training

Manage operation of guidance,
navigation, and propulsion systems
for ground and space vehicles

Develop space flight simulation
exercises to train astronauts

Plan space stations

Direct space center launch and
recovery activities

Command and pilot space shuttles

Perform in-orbit tasks and
experiments aboard spacecraft

Monitor foreign space flights and
missile launches

Physical Demands

Astronaut testing and training are very
physically demanding. Officers must be in
top physical shape to qualify for the astro-
naut shuttle program. Space operations
officers must have normal color vision to
read charts, graphics, and control panels.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree in science or
engineering is required to enter the space
operations field. A bachelor of science
degree in engineering, mathematics,
physical science, or life science is re-
quired to qualify as an astronaut.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful a-tributes include:

Interest in scientific research

Decisiveness

Ability to work well as a member of a
team

Interest in space travel and desire to
explore new frontiers

Civilian Counterparts

Most civilian space operations officers
work for NASA in launch and mission
control. They perform duties similar to
those performed by military space oper-
ations officers. Some civilian space oper-
ations officers work for private corporations
and firms that operate space satellites.

Work Environment

Launch and mission control space op-
erations officers work in offices. Astro-
nauts are required at times to work in a .
zero gravity environment in training as
well as in space flight.

Training Provided

Job training for mission control officers
consists of about 1 year of classroom
instruction and practical experience.
Course content typically includes:

Evaluation of space transport systems

Development of space mission plans

Methods for conducting space flight
training programs

Development of space flight
simulation exercises

Further training occurs on the job and
through academic courses. Astronauts
must complete the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) astro-
naut candidate training school. They also
receive 1 year of practical training in space
transport systems.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,300 space
operations officers. On average, they need
90 new space operations officers each
year. After job training, new space oper-
ations officers are assigned to space oper-
ations, launch and mission control centers,
or research facilities. With experience and
special t. aining, they have the opportunity
to work in various areas such as astro-
nautics or space flight control. Eventually,
they may manage a space and ballistic
missile warning facility, a satellite com-
mand center, a space launch system, a
space systems analysis facility, or a
manned space flight. Although Army and
Marine Corps officers may become astro-
nauts and hold other positions !n space
operations, at present only the Navy and
Air Force have defined career programs in
this area.
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The military conducts land surveys to
construct roads, airfields, and bridges.
Land measurements are also needed to
make maps and charts of unknown areas.
Surveying and mapping managers plan
and direct surveying and mapmaking op-
erations.

What They Do

Surveying and mapping managers in
the military perform some or all of the
following duties:

Plan surveys and aerial photography
missions

Direct the activities of survey teams

Direct the calculation of latitude and
longitude. slope. elevation, and other
features of the land

Direct mapmaking operations

Advise commanders about distance
and location during military operations

Special Requirements

A4 -year college degree in photographic
science, cartography, photogrammetry, or
a related field is required to enter this
occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful attributes include:

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Ability to visualize land features from
maps and charts

Interest in construction and
engineering

Physical Demands

Normal color vision is required to read
color maps and aerial photographs.

Military Careers
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Work Environment

Surveying and mapping managers
usually work in engineering offices. They
may work outdoors when assisting survey
teams or during military operations.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 10 to 13 weeks
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Mapmaking and charting techniques

Survey methods

Management of mapmaking programs

3

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian surveying and mapping man-
agers usually work for engineering firms,
where they manage construction project
planning. They perform duties similar to
those performed by military surveying and
mapping managers. They may also be
called land surveyors, cartographic super-
visors, or photogrammetric engineers.

Opportunities

The services have about 750 surveying
and mapping managers. On average, they
need 30 new managers each year. After
job training, surveying and mapping man-
agers are usually assigned to engineer-
ing, surveying, or intelligence units or to
mapmaking laboratories. Eventually, they
may advance to senior management or
command positions in the engineering field.
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The military services have their own
police forces to protect lives and property
on military bases and to patrol ourcoas,_,1

waters. Law enforcement directors com-
mand military police units that enforce
laws and investigate crimes.

What They Do

Law enforcement directors in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following

duties:

Direct the enforcement of military law

Develop policies and programs to
prevent crime and reduce traffic
accidents

Direct programs to patrol coastal
waters and harbors

Assign military police and detectives
to patrols and investigations

Manage investigations of crimes

Supervise the arrest, custody,
transfer, and release of offenders

Review arrest reports, charges, and
evidence to make sure they are
complete and accurate

Manage military correctional facilities

Work Environment

Law enforcement directors usually work
in offices while planning and directing law
enforcement activities. They may work,
outdoors while directing investigations,
observing prisoners, and supervising the
arrest of offenders.

Military Careers
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 28 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Law enforcement administration

Harbor security and safety

Military law

Security procedures

Management of correctional facilities
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Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties require further education or
prior experience in law enforcement.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include business
administration, corrections, psychology,
sociology, and public administration. Help-
ful attributes include:

Interest in law enforcement and crime
prevention

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Interest in working closely with others

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian law enforcement directors work
for federal, state, and local police forces
and private security companies. Some
also operate their own security firms or
become private detectives. Civilian law
enforcement directors perform duties sim-
ilar to those performed in the military.
They may also be called police chiefs,
chief inspectors, prison wardens, or chief

deputy sheriffs.

Opportunities

The services have about 3,000 law en-
forcement directors. On average, they
need 150 new law enforcement directors
each year. After job training, law enforce-
ment directors are assigned to command
police, security, or investigative units.
Depending on ability and experience, law
entorcement directors may be assigned to
direct one or more large law enforcement
units.
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Military bases contain weapons, sup-
plies, equipment, and information vital to
the national defense. Careful measures
must be taken to guard against theft,
destruction, and unauthorized access.
Security officers plan and directprograms
to protect military property, communi-
cations, and classified information.

What They Do

Security officers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Plan for the security of military bases
and office buildings

Direct security procedures, such as
issuing passes, fingerprinting,
recordkeeping, and patrolling

Direct training programs on how to
maintain tight security

Manage programs to classify and
protect sensitive information

Develop programs to secure
communications systems from
attack or unofficial use

Inspect security systems

Work with investigators to solve
possible security problems

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include law
enforcement and business or public admin-
istration. Helpful attributes include:

Interest in activities involving careful
planning

Ability to express ideas clearly and
concisely

-
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Work Environment

Security officers usually work in offices.
They may work outdoors when inspecting
facilities and security systems or training
security personnel who protect the base.

Training Provided

Training consists of 7 to 15 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training lengthvar-
ies depending on specialty. Course con-
tent typically includes:

Physical security planning

Management of security problems

Communications security

Crime prevention

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian security officers work for indus-
trial firms, government agencies, hotels,
hospitals, colleges, and universities. They
also work for private security manage-
ment and consulting firms. Civilian secu-
rity officers perform duties similar to those
performed in the military. They may also
be called security managers or plant pro-
tection superintendents.

Opportunities

The services have about 700 security
officers. On average, the services need
20 new security officers each year. After
job training, security officers help com-
manders plan security programs and di-
rect security activities. After demonstrat-
ing leadership qualities, security officers
may advance to senior management or
command positions.
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The services have their own internal
security forces responsible for protecting
military personnel and property against
criminal or terrorist activities. Special
agents manage the military's internal se
curity forces. They plan and direct inves-
tigations to solve crimes and to discover
any threats to military security.

What They Do

Special agents in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Plan investigations of suspected
treason, sabotage, espionage, and
other security violations

Perform counterterrorism and
counterintelligence investigations with
other law enforcement agencies

Assign detectives to conduct
homicide, arson, burglary and other
criminal investigations

Direct the preparation of investigation
reports and special studies

Work with civilian and military
agencies to arrange protection for
U.S. and foreign officials

Direct the collection, evaluation, and
storage of evidence

Help in ballistics, forgery,
fingerprinting, and polygraph (lie
detector) examinations

Physical Demands

Excellent vision, normal hearing, and
clear speech are required to enter some
specialties in this occupation.

Special Requirements

Experience or education in law enforce-
ment is usually required to enter this oc-
cupation. Most specialties also require
a 4-year college degree.

Military Careers
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include law
enforcement, criminology, and business
or public administration. Helpful attributes
include:

Interest in planning and organizing
activities

Ability to motivate and lead others

Interest in law enforcement and crime
prevention

Work Environment

Special agents in the military work mainly
in offices while directing investigations.
They may work outdoors while assisting
detectives or conducting security studies.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of 7 to 12 weeks of
classroom instruction. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Investigation procedures and
reporting

Collection and evaluation of evidence

Counterintelligence and
counterterrorism operations

Techniques for interviewing witnesses
and questioning suspects

Criminal photography and
fingerprinting

Polygraph examination

Further training occurs in advanced
courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian special agents may work in fed-
eral, state, and local intelligence and law
enforcement agencies. They perform
duties similar to those performed in the
military. They may specialize, however, in
areas such as forensics, ballistics, for-
gery, fingerprinting, or polygraph exami-
nation.

Opportunities

The services have about 400 special
agents. On average, they need 20 new
special agents each year. After job train-
ing, special agents work as part of inves-

. tigating teams gathering evidence and
interviewing people. In time, they may
lead investigations. Eventually, they may
become commanders of law enforcement
or security departments.
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Pilots rely on the precision and skill of
the navigatorto keep the aircraft ori course.
Airplane navigators use radar, radio and
other navigation equipment to determine
position, direction of travel, intended
course, and other information about their
flights. Turn to page 410 for more infor-
mation about airplane navigators.

What They Do

Airplane navigators in the military per-
form some or all of the following duties:

Direct aircraft course using radar,
sight, and other navigation methods

Operate radios and other
communication equipment to send
and receive messages

Locate other aircraft using radar
equipment

Operate bombardier systems during
bombing runs

Inspect and test navigation and
weapons systems before flights

Guide tankers and other airplanes
during in-fiight refueling operations

Provide pilots with instrument
readings, fuel usage, and other flight
information

Physical Demands

Airplane navigators, like pilots, have a
physically and mentally demanding job.
Navigators are required to have excellent
vision and must be in top physical shape.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is required to
enter this occupation. Although there are
women airplane navigators, some spe-
cialties are open only to men.
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Work Environment

Airplane navigators perform their work
in aircraft. They may be stationed at air-
bases or aboard aircraft carriers anywhere
around the world.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 6 to 12 months
of classroom instruction. Course content
typically includes:

Principles and methods of navigation

Operation of communication, weapon,
and radar systems

Inspection and testing of navigation
equipment and systems

Combat and bombing navigation
procedures and tactics

Practical experience in navigation is
gained through training in aircraft simu-
lators and through about 100 hours of
actual flying time. Further training occurs
on the job and through advanced courses.

. Navy
Air Force

Marine Corps
Coast Guard.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include cartog-
raphy, geography, and surveying. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to read maps and charts

Interest in work requiring accuracy
and attention to detail

Ability to respond quickly to
emergencies

Strong desire to fly

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian airplane navigators work for
passenger and cargo airlines. They per-
form many of the same duties as performed
by military navigators.

Opportunities

The services have about 10,000 air-
plane navigators. On average, they need
100 new navigators each year. After job
training, airplane navigators are assigned
to flying sections for duty. They work as
officer crewmembers on bombers, tank-
ers, fighters, or other airplanes. In time,
they may advance to senior management
or command positions.
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AIRPLANE PILOTS

The military operates one of the largest
fleets of specialized airplanes in the world.
Supersonic fighters and bombers fly com-
bat missions. Largetransportscarrytroops
and equipment. Intelligence gathering
airplanes take photographs from high alti-
tudes. Military airplane pilots fly the thou-
sands of jet and propeller airplanes oper-
ated by the services. Turn to page 412 for
more information about airplane pilots.

What They Do

Airplane pilots in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Check weather reports to learn about
flying conditions

Develop flight plans showing air
routes and schedules

Contact air traffic controllers to obtain
take-off and landing instructions

Fly airplanes by controlling engines,
rudders, elevators, and other controls

Monitor gauges and dials located on
cockpit control panels

Perform combat maneuvers, take
photographs, transport equipment,
and patrol areas to carry out flight
missions

Physical Demands

Airplane pilots must pass the most
demanding physical test of any job in the
military. To be accepted for pilot training,
applicants must have 20/20 vision and be
in top physical condition. They must have
very good eye-hand coordination and have
extremely quick reaction times to maneu-
ver at high speeds.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally re-
quired to enter this occupation. Although
the military has many Women pilots, spe-
cialties involving duty in combat airplanes
are open only to men. Because all Marine
Corps planes are combat planes, there
are no women pilots in the Marines.
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Army
Navy.

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Work Environment

Airplane pilots may be stationed at air-
bases or aboard aircraft carriers anywhere
in the world. They fly in all types of weather
conditions. Military pilots take off and land
on airport runways and aircraft carrier
landing decks.

Training Provided

Pilot training is a 2-year program cover-
ing 1 year each in initial and advanced
training. Initial training includes time spent
in flight simulators, classroom training,
officer training, and basic flight training.
Course content typically includes:

Aircraft aerodynamics

Jet and propeller engine operation

Operation of aircraft navigation systems

Foul weather flying

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
regulations

This is among the most challenging train-
ing given by the services; not everyone
who attempts this training can meet the
strict requirements for completion. Ad-
vanced training begins when pilots suc-
cessfully complete initial training and are
awarded their "wings." Advanced training
consists of instruction in flying a particular
type of aircraft.

L7- . t)101.: r'

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include physics
and aerospace, electrical, or mechanical
engineering. Helpful attributes include:

Strong desire to fly airplanes

Self-confidence and ability to remain
calm in stressful situations

Determination to complete a very
demanding training program

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian airplane pilots who work for pas-
senger airlines and air cargo businesses
are called commercial pilots. Other civil-
ian pilots work as flight instructors at local
airports, as crop dusters, or as pilots trans-
porting business executives in company
planes. Many commercial pilots began
their career in the military.

Opportunities

The services have about 24,600 air-
plane pilots. On average, they need 400
new pilots each year. After initial and ad-
vanced training, most pilots are assigned
to flying squadrons to fly the types of
aircraft for which they were trained. In
time, pilots train for different aircraft and
missions. Eventually, they may advance
to senior management or command posi-
tions.

Military Careers
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Helicopters can take off from and land
on small areas. They can also hover in
one spot in the air. The military uses these
versatile aircraft to transport troops and
cargo, perform search and rescue mis-
sions, and provide close combat support
for ground troops. Helicopter pilots fly the
many helicopters operated by the services.

What They Do

Helicopter pilots in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Prepare flight plans showing air routes
and schedules

Fly helicopters by controlling engines,
flight controls and other systems

Monitor gauges and dials located on
cockpit control p4nels

Perform combat maneuvers, spot and
observe enemy positions, transport
troops and equipment, and evacuate
wounded troops

Check weather reports to learn about
flying conditions

Physical Demands

Helicopter pilots must pass the most
demanding physical tests of any job in the
military. To be accepted for pilot training,
applicants must have excellent vision and
be in top physical condition. They must
have very good eye-hand-foot coordina-
tion and have quick reflexes.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Some
specialties in the Army do not require a
4-year college degree, but are only open
to personnel who have been in the service
for several years and who are selected for
a special pilot training program. Although
there are women helicopter pilots, some
specialties are open only to men. The
Marine Corps has no women helicopter
pilots because all specialties involve duty
in combat aircraft.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include physics
and aerospace, electrical, or mechanical
engineering. Helpful attributes include:

Strong desire to fly aircraft

Determination to complete a very
demanding training program

Self-confidence and ability to remain
calm under stress

Training Provided

Job training consists of 1 to 2 years of
academic and flight instruction. Flight
training consists of at least 80 hours of
flying time. Training length varies depend-
ing on specialty. Course content typically
includes:

Principles of helicopter operation

Principles of helicopter inspection

Flying techniques and emergency
procedures

Combat skills and tactics

c01 3. ;i

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Work Environment

Helicopter pilots are stationed at mili-
tary bases or aboard aircraft carriers
around the world. They fly. in all types of
weather conditions. Helicopter pilots take
off and land from airports, forward landing
areas, and ship landing decks.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian helicopter pilots work for police
forces, local commuter services, and pri-
vate businesses. They also work as crop
dusters, fire fighters, traffic spotters, and
helicopter flight instructors.

Opportunities

The military has about 6,100 helicopter
pilots. On average, the services need 150
new pilots each year. After receiving their
pilot rating, helicopter pilots are assigned
to flying uniis. With experience, they may
become group leaders or flight instructors.
Helicopter pilots may advance to senior
management and command positions.

Military Careers
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Ships and submarines are organized by
departments, such as engineering, com-
munications, weapons, and supply. Ship
and submarine officers work as a team to
manage the various departments aboard
their vessels. Turn to page 430 for more
information about ship and submarine of-
ficers in the military.

What They Do

Ship and submarine officers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Command vessels of all sizes at sea
or in coastal waters

Plan and manage the operating
departments, under the captain's
direction

Plan and manage training exercises,
such as target practice, aircraft
operations, damage control drills, and
searches for enemy submarines

Evaluate subordinate personnel and
recommend awards and promotions

Direct search and rescue missions

Physical Demands

Good vision and normal color vision are
required for reading color-coded charts
and maps and, for submarine duty, for
adjusting to red-light vision prior to surfac-
ing at night.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Although
there are women ship officers, some as-
signments, such as submarine duty, are
open only to men.

Work Environment

Ship and submarine officers work aboard
their vessels. Engineering officers are
subjected to hot, humid, and noisy envi-
ronments. Submarine officers work in
confined spaces for extended periods.
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Training Provided

Job training consists of classroom in-
struction and practical experience in one
of the following departments: air, weap-
ons, operations, communications, engi-
neering, deck, administration, or supply.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Management and organization of ship
or submarine operations

Responsibilities of the individual
departments

Piloting and navigation of ships

Interpretation of maritime laws and
policies

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian ship officers work for private
maritime passenger, freight, and tanker
firms. With the exception of duties that are
combat related, their duties are similar to
those performed by military ship officers.
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Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include engineer-
ing, oceanography, mathematics, and
computer science. Helpful attributes in-
clude:

Ability to organize and direct the work
of others

Interest in sailing and being at sea

Ability to motivate and lead others

Opportunities

The services have about 6,900 ship and
submarine officers. On average, they need
200 new ship and submarine officers each
year. After job training, officers are as-
signed to management positions in one of
the ship's departments working under more
experienced officers. With experience and
demonstrated ability to lead, they assume
greater responsibility. Depending on their
specialty, ship and submarine officers gain
experience in more than one department.
Also, they are regularly reassigned to dif-
ferent ships or submarines where they
meet and work with new people. Between
sea tours they work and attend training at
shore bases. Eventually, ship and sub-
marine officers may be selected to com-
mand a vessel.
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Engines are a ship's main source of
power for propulsion, heat, and electricity.
Ship engines are massive; some are as
large as the power plants that generate
electricity for small cities. Ship engineers
direct the engineering departments aboard
ships and submarines. They are respon-
sible for engine operations, maintenance,
and repair. They are also responsible for
shipboard heating and power generation.

What They Do

Ship engineers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Diract engine room operations in
nuclear or diesel-powered vessels

Direct crews that inspect and maintain
the electrical generators that supply
power for lights, weapons, and
equipment

Direct crews that inspect and maintain
the heating plants and air conditioning
systems

Direct crews that inspect and maintain
ship transmission and propulsion
systems

Direct engine room repairs

Special Requirements

A 4-year college .degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Nuclear
specialties require a 4-year college de-
gree in nuclear engineering.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include civil,
mechanical, and electrical engineering.
Helpful attributes include:

Interest in planning and directing the
work of others

Interest in engines and machines

Work Environment

Ship engineers work in engine rooms,
where the noise levels and temperatures
may be high.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 3 to 12 months
of instruction. Training length varies de-
pending on specialty; the time required for
nuclear specialties is the longest. Course
content typically includes:

Inspection and maintenance of marine
engines, electrical systems, and fuel
systems

Operation and maintenance of steam
plants and related machinery

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses. Nuclear spe-
cialties involve extensive training in reac-
tor operations.

Army
Navy

Coast Guard

Civilian Counterparts

Civilian ship engineers work for ship-
ping lines, transport companies, and some
government agencies. They perform du-
ties similar to those performed by military
ship engineers. Civilian ship engineers
may also be called engineers or marine
engineers.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,500 ship
engineers. On average, they need 20 new
ship engineers each year. After job train-
ing, ship engineers work as assistant
engineers under the direction of a chief
engineer. With experience, they may
advance to become chief engineer in
charge of an engineering department.
Eventually, they may advance to senior
management and command positions.
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ARTILLERY OFFICERS

The military uses artillery to support
infantry and tank units in combat and to
protect land and sea forces from air attack.
Artillery officers direct artillery crew mem-
bers as they position, maintain, and fire
guns, cannons, howitzers, and rockets at
enemy positions and aircraft. They nor-
mally specialize by type of artillery.

What They Do

Artillery officers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Direct training activities of artillery and
gun crew members

Direct fire control operations and firing
procedures

Direct naval gunnery operations

Select location of artillery and
coordinate their use with infantry and
tank units

Direct air defense missile system
operations

Direct maintenance of artillery fire
control equipment

Physical Demands

Physical requirements vary depending
upon the type of artillery unit to which the
officer is assigned. In most instances,
artillery officers must meet very demand-
ing physical requirements. They must be
able to perform for long periods of time
without rest and to work under stress.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Although
there are women artillery officers, some
specialties in this occupation are open
only to men.
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Navy,

Marine Corps
Coast Guard

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include engineer-
ing, physics, and chemistry. Helpful attri-
butes include:

Ability to motivate and lead others

Decisiveness

Willingness to accept a challenge and
face danger

Training Provided

Job training consists of 3 to 19 weeks of
classroom instruction and field training
under simulated combat conditions.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Artillery tactics

Ammunition handling procedures

Fire direction control procedures

Air defense artillery duties

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

f-i
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Work Environment

Artillery officers live and work under the
same conditions as the personnel they
lead. Some artillery officers spend a lot of
time in field training exercises, where they
work, eat, and sleep outdoors and in tents.
Others work and live aboard ships.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of artillery officer has
no equivalent in civilian life, the leadership
and administrative experiences it provides
are similar to those used in many civilian
management occupations.

Opportunities

The services have about 13,900 artil-
lery officers. On average, they need 1,100
new artillery officers each year. After train-
ing, new artillery officers usually assist
commanders in directing artillery units.
After demonstrating leadership ability, they
may advance to command positions.

Military Careers
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In peacetime, the infantry stays ready to
defend the country anywhere in the world.
In combat, the infantry is deployed to
capture or destroy enemy forces on the
ground and to repel enemy invasions.
Infantry officers direct, train, and lead
infantry units. Turn to page 416 for more
information about infantry officers.

What They Do

Infantry officers in the military perform
some or all of the following duties:

Gather and evaluate intelligence on
enemy strength and positions

Develop offensive and defensive
battle plans

Coordinate plans with armor, artillery,
and air support units

Direct construction of bunkers,
fortifications, and obstacles to support
and camouflage infantry positions

Direct the use of infantry weapons
and equipment, such as machine
guns, mortars, rocket launchers, and
armored personnel carriers

Develop and supervise infantry unit
training

Direct administrative activities

Physical Demands

Infantry officers must meet the same
demanding physical requirements as the
infantrymen they command. They must
be in excellent physical condition to per-
form strenuous activities over long periods
of time, sometimes without sleep or rest.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. This
occupation is open only to men.
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Work Environment

Because infantry officers must be pre-
pared to lead their troops anywhere in the
world that the infantry is needed, they
work and train in all climates and weather
conditions. During training exercises, as
in real combat situations, infantry officers
work, eat, and sleep outdoors and in tents.
When not in the field, infantry officers
perform administrative and management
duties in offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 8 to 14 weeks of
classroom instruction and field training
under simulated combat conditions.
Training length varies depending on spe-
cialty. Course content typically includes:

Infantry leadership roles

Infantry squad and platoon tactics

Modern offensive and defensive
combat techniques

O( 3 00

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include engineer-
ing, history, physical education, and busi-
ness or public administration. Helpful at-
tributes include:

Ability to motivate and lead others

Willingness to accept a challenge and
face danger

Interest in land battle history and
strategy

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of infantry officer has
no equivalent in civilian life, the leadership
and administrative skills it provides are
similar to those used in many civilian man-
agerial occupations.

Opportunities

The services have about 12,900 infan-
try officers. On average, they need 1,000
new infantry officers each year. After job
training, infantry officers are assigned to
infantry units as platoon leaders. They
direct training and tactical exercises for
wargames. Advancement in the infantry
is based on ability to lead. Infantry officers
with proven ability to lead may assume
command positions.

Military Careers
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Ballistic missiles are powerful weapons
that travel thousands of miles to their
targets. They are fired from underground
silos, submarines, and land-based
launchers. Missile system officers direct
missile crews as they target, launch, test,
and maintain ballistic missiles.

What They Do

Missile system officers in the military
perform some or all of the following duties:

Stand watch as members of missile
launch crews

Direct testing and inspection of missile
systems

Direct missile maintenance operations

Direct early-warning launch training
exercises

Direct security operations at missile
sites

Direct the storage and handling of
nuclear warheads

Direct operation of fail-safe and code
verification systems

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. For some
specialties, a master's degree in manage-
ment is preferred.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include engi-
neering, physics, computer science, and
business or public administration. Helpful
attributes include:

Ability to motivate and lead others

Ability to remain calm in stressful
situations

Ability to learn and precisely follow
complex procedures
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Work Environment

Missile system officers work in under-
ground launch command centers, in sub-
marines, and in ground-level missile sites.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 12 to 19 weeks
of classroom instruction and training on
missile system simulations. Training length
varies depending on specialty. Course
content typically includes:

Missile targeting

Security and code authentication

Launch operations

Maintenance programs

Further training occurs on the job and
through advanced courses.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of missile system offi-
cer has no equivalent in civilian life, the
leadership skills it provides are similar to
those used in many civilian occupations.

Opportunities

The services have about 3,100 missile
system officers. On average, they need
700 new officers each year. After jcb train-
ing, new missile system officers normally
learn the details of missile operations by
focusing on one aspect at a time under the
direction of experienced officers. In time,
they manage one or more divisions at a
missile site, assuming more responsibility.
Eventually they may advance to senior
management and command positions in
missile operations or other areas in their
service.

Military Careers





SPECIAL
OPERATIONS OFFICERS

Army
Navy

Air Force
Marine Corps

Each service has specially trained forces
to perform rapid strike missions. These
elite forces stay in a constant state of
readiness to strike anywhere in the world
on a moment's notice. Special operations
officers lead special operations forces in
offensive raids, demolitions, intelligence
gathering, and search and rescue mis-
sions. Due to the wide variety of missions,
special operations officers are trained
swimmers, parachutists, and survival ex-
perts.

What They Do

Special operations officers in the mili-
tary perform some or all of the following
duties:

Train personnel in parachute, scuba
diving, and special combat techniques

Plan missions and coordinate plans
with other forces as needed

Train personnel for special missions
using simulated mission conditions

Lead special forces teams in
accomplishing mission objectives

Direct and supervise administrative
activities of special forces units

Physical Demands

Special operations officers must meet
very demanding physical requirements.
Good eyesight, night vision, and physical
conditioning are required to reach mission
objectives by parachute, over land, or
under water. Good eye-hand coordination
is required to detonate or deactivate ex
plosives. In most instances, special oper-
ations officers are required to be qualified
swimmers, parachutists, and endurance
runners.
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Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. Selec-
tion as a special operations officer is very
competitive. This occupation is open only
to men.

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include physical
education, engineering, physical sciences,
history, and business or public administra-
tion. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to remain calm and decisive
under stress

Willingness to accept a challenge and
face danger

Willingness to stay in top physical
condition

Determination to complete a very
demanding training program

Work Environment

Because special operations officers
must be prepared to go anywhere in the
world they are needed, they train and work
in all climates, weather conditions, and
settings. They may work in cold water and
dive from submarines or small underwater
craft. They may also be exposed to harsh
temperatures, often without protection, dur-
ing missions into enemy-controlled areas.

3u

Training Provided

Job training consists of up to 20 weeks
of formal classroom training and practical
experience. Training length varies depend-
ing on specialty. Course content typically
includes:

Physical conditioning, scuba diving,
swimming, and parachuting

Mission planning techniques

Handling and using explosives

Reconnaissance techniques

Additional training occurs on the job. Ba-
sic skills are kept sharp through planning
and conducting exercises under simulated
mission conditions.

CAviiibil Counterparts

Although the job of special operations
officer has no equivalent in civilian life, the
leadership and administrative skills it pro-
vides are similar to those used in many
civilian management occupations, partic-
ularly law enforcement.

Opportunities

The services have about 1,900 special
operations officers. On average they need
20 new special operations officers each
year. After training, special operations
officers usually assist commanders in di-
recting special operations forces. After
demonstrating leadership ability, they may
assume command positions.

Military Careers
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In peacetime, tank and armor units stay
ready to defend the country anywhere in
the world. In combat, they operate tanks,
armored vehicles, and amphibious as-
sault vehicles to engage and destroy the
enemy. Tank officers lead tank and armor
units. They normally specialize by type of
tank unit, such as armor, cavalry, or
amphibious assault.

What They Do

Tank officers in the military perform some
or all of the following dities:

Gather and evaluate intelligence or
enemy strength and positions

Formulate battle plans

Coordinate actions with infantry,
artillery, and air support units

Plan and direct communications

Direct operations of tanks,
amphibious assault vehicles, and
support equipment

Plan and supervise tactical and
technical training of a tank unit

Direct unit administrative activities

Helpful Attributes

Helpful fields of study include engi-
neering, geography, physical sciences,
history, and business or public admini-
stration. Helpful attributes include:

Ability to motivate and lead others

Willingness to accept a challenge
and face danger

Decisiveness

Interest in tanks and battlefield
strategy
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Work Environment

Tank officers work and train in all climates
and weather conditions. To remain ready
for combat, tank units must regularly train
under simulated combat conditions. Dur-
ing these exercises, tank officers are on
the move, working, eating, and sleeping
outdoors and in tents. When not in training,
tank officers perform administrative duties
in offices.

Training Provided

Job training consists of 4 to 20 weeks of
classroom and field training. Training
length varies depending on specialty.
Course content typically includes:

Weapons and equipment
maintenance

Tank and armor operations,
principles, and tactics

Night maneuvers

Role of the platoon leader

Further training occurs on the job and
through specialized courses.

356

Physical Demands

Tank officers must meet the same de-
manding physical requirements as the
troops they command. They must be physi-
cally fit and able to hold up under the
stress of combat conditions.

Special Requirements

A 4-year college degree is normally
required to enter this occupation. This
occupation is open only to men.

Civilian Counterparts

Although the job of tank officer has no
equivalent in civilian life, the leadership
and administrative skills it provides are
similar to those used in many civilian man-
agerial occupations.

Opportunities

The services have about 6,300 tank
officers. On average, they need 500 new
tank officers each year. New tank officers
are assigned to tank and armor units as
platoon leaders. Advancement in armor
is based on ability to lead. Tank officers
with proven ability to lead may assume
command positions.

Military Careers
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Introduction to
Military Career Paths

The Military Career Paths section provides a general description of the
military career development process. The Military Career Paths section is
divided into two partsenlisted career path information and officer career path
information.

Enlisted personnel are the workers who carry out and maintain the day-to-
day operations of the military. They work as computer operators, aircraft
mechanics, plumbers, or firefighters. Enlisted personnel are usually high
school graduates and are required to meet minimum physical and aptitude
requirements before enlisting. The qualifications for becoming an enlisted
service member are described in the General Information on Enlisted Occupa-
tions section of Military Careers (p. 11).

The enlisted part of Military Career Paths provides descriptions of 25 enlisted
career paths found in the Military Occupations section. Each enlisted career
path description includes valuable information such as duty assignment, related
military occupations, advancement requirements, specializations, training pro-
vided, and typical career path. Also included in the career path description is a
"career profile" summarizing the career progression of an actual service
member. The enlisted career path descriptions are located on pages 356 to 405.

Officers are the professional leaders of the military and usually are college
graduates. Officers perform duties similar to those of a corporate manager or
executive. They develop plans, set objectives, and direct the efforts of other
military personnel in meeting their objectives. Young men and women hoping
to become officers must meet the minimum entrance requirements set by the
services. The qualifications required for being commissioned as an officer are
described in the General Information on Officer Occupations section of Military
Careers (p. 209).

The officer part of Military Career Paths provides descriptions' of 13 officer
occupations found in the Military Occupations section. Each career path
description contains information similar to that provided for enlisted careers.
The officer career path descriptions are located on pages 410 to 435.

Also included in Military Career Paths are two exercises to help you use this
section more effectively and plan for a career. To use Military Career Paths,
begin by reading pages 348 and 349. You will learn how to read both the
enlisted and officer career path descriptions.
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How to Read the Career
Path Descriptions

The purpose of the Military Career Paths
section is to explain military career oppor-
tunities to students, counselors, and par-
ents. It can be used to explore enlisted
and officer careers in the Army, Navy, Air
Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.
Military Career Paths describes the typical
duties and assignments for a person ad-
vancing along the path of a military career.
In total, 25 enlisted and 13 officer occupa-
tions are illustrated in the Military Career
Paths section. Each career path descrip-
tion has standard sections as shown in the
example below.

When reading any one of the 38 career
path descriptions, remember that it is a
summary of career paths in similar job
specialties across two or more military
services. Individual career paths may
differ somewhat from the general descrip-
tions in this book. If you are interested in
learning more about a particular service or
occupation you should contact a recruiter
for details.

Career Title

The career title names the military occu-
pation.

Profile

The "Profile" describes the actual duties
and assignments of a military enlisted
member or officer during his or her career.
Because each individual career path is
unique and spans many years, some as-
signments will not be typical or represen-
tative of current policy. However, the
flavor and activities of a full career are
accurately illustrated in the "Profile." The
names in the profiles have been changed
for privacy purposes.

Related Military Occupations

This section identifies other occupa-
tions in the military services with similar
work and career paths. Descriptions of
the related occupations can be found in
the Military Occupations section of this
book.

Military Service Representation

The military services, listed next to the
title, offer employment and training oppor-
tunities in the occupation.

Introduction

The "Introduction" summarizes the job
duties and the career path for the military
occupation.

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS

Profile: David Martinez

David Martinez was concerned about
his future career at the hometown paper
mill in Maine. was marred and had
children. I needed some education and a
fob,' he explains. So David enlisted in the
Marine Corps with a guarantee to work in
aviation He was selected for air traffic
control. After basic training. David went to
school in Glencoe. GA, to learn tower and
radar air traffic control. Since federal
censes are needed I or this typed work. he
also earned his Federal Aviation Admire-
shaken (FAA) operator's certificate. Ob-
taming his FAA operator's license started
David on the road toward becoming FAA
qualified to work in air traffic control.

At Fastest assignment in New River, NC.
David was a tower air traffic controller
trainee. He started in ground control. but
soon his duties expanded to include local
control (control in the air within a Smile
radius of the airfield). He also passed his
test to become FAA qualified in tower con.
trol and for the New River tower. He then
became watch supervisor at the facility In
his 2 years at New River. he advanced
from private first class through sergeant

David continued to expand his qualdica.
Lions at his next duty station in Okinawa.
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He became qualified in radar control and
facility rated. which meant that he could
work any air traffic control position in the
facility He also spent a short time in
Yuma. AZ. as a controller and was pro-
moted to staff sergeant

The next 8 years went last. David's
assignments were split between Japan
and New River. Sometimes he only spent
a year in one place, and he had to
requality to work at each new facility. but
his career was taking off. He was pro-
moted to gunnery sergeant and moved
into positions of greater responsibility.
from radar controller and assistant ap-
proach controller. to facility watch super.
visor, to senior enlisted person at his
facility. When he was finally assigned to
a 3-year tour in Kaneohe. HI. it was as
crew chief and radar approach controller.

Now Gunnery Sergeant Martinez is
crew chief at Cherry Point. NC. He has
qualified In the radar air traffic control
facility and is working to qualify as a radar
approach controller as well. David will be
retiring soon. but he believes he hasdone
well in his sometimes hectic career
had no prior civilian lob experience. but
worked hard and persevered: he says.

ARMY
-NAVY
AIR FORCE
MARINE CORPS

Ait traffic controllers work in the nerve
center of a military airfield. As an air

traffic controller. you direct aircraft into, out
of. and around airfields or aircraft carriers.
You begin your career under close super-
vision learning to direct takeoffs. landings.
and runway traffic from a control tower or
radar center. As you gain expenence and
skill. you work more independently and
take on more difficult tasks There are
opportunities for advancement to super-
visor of a control tower or radar center and
perhaps to facility supervisor in charge of
air traffic control for an entire airfield.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Air traffic controllers usually work in the
control tower or radar center of a military
airfield. Some controllers work aboard
aircraft earners or at temporary landing
strips near combat zones. The services
have airfields all over the United States.
There is also good opportunity for assign-
ment at one of the many overseas United
States service airfields or at an airfield run
by allied forces, where English-speaking
controllers are sometimes needed.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in air traffic control.
you may also want to consider a career as
a space systems specialist. flight opera-
tions specialist, radar and sonar operator.
.or aircraft launch and recovery specialist
See the Military Occupations section of
this book for descriptions of these occupa-
lions.

Military Careers
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Duty Assignment

Throughout their careers, military per-
sonnel are assigned to new duties and
locations. This section describes the type
of military organizations and installations
where people in this career may be as-
signed. It also discusses the opportunities
for overseas assignments. Any major
exceptions to the typical career path are
noted at the end of this section.

Advancement

Military careers typically advance
through three to five career levels. Promo-
tion to each level requires improving job
skills and accepting more responsibility.
This section describes the skills, qualities,
and abilities needed to advance through
the career levels.

ADVANCEMENT

The safety of an airfield de-
pends on the ability of the con
troller to make quick. decisive.
and correct judgments under
stress. Air traffic controllers
must know the many air traffic
rules and procedures required to
direct the pilots who fly military
aircraft. They must also be able
to monitor and direct the move-
ment of several aircraft at the
same time. At each airfield they
are assigned to. controllers must
learn the local terrain (moun-
tains. towers, and other ob-
stacles) and prevailing weather
conditions to safely direct pilots.
Controllers who learn both tower
and radar operations increase
their chances for advancement.

Air traffic controllers must be
certified by the Federal Aviatron
Administration (FAA) and must
maintain this certification
throughout their careers. Pre.
liminary certdicabon is awarded
at the completion of initial job
training: final certification is
earned through on.thejob train.
ing by an expenenced controller.
At all levels of career, air
Vedic controllers must maintain
excellent physical condition to
pass stringent physical exams.
After mastering the basic skills.
the willingness to assume lead-
ership roles helps air traffic con-
trollers advance through the
supervisory levels of this career.

SPECIALIZATION

Air traffic controllers may spe.
cialize in tower or radar opera.
bonsalthough they usually be
come qualified in both. Tower
controllers direct ground and air
traffic by sight: radar controllers
track aircraft with radar. often at
a center away from the control

4
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tower. Air traffic controllers may
also specialize in combat or air.
craft earner operations. Carrier
controllers direct takeoffs and
landings on aircraft carriers.
Combat controllers set up and
run air traffic contol centers in
combat areas and at temporary
landing strips.

TRAINING .--
The services provide appren

rice controllers with 9 to 15
months of basic and initial job
training It combines classroom
instruction and practice using
computers that simulate real air
traffic control operations. In.
shoe/Ion stresses navigation, air
traffic rules. and communication.
In addition, trainees receive in.
struchon in radar operations and
ground-controlled approach pro.
cedures Air traffic controllers
may take advanced training in
specialized air traffic and radar
operabons. Those preparing for
specialized work in combat or on
aircraft carriers must take further
training

Air traffic control supervisors
may receive training in manag-
ing the operahonsol an air traffic
control center or tower. Training
topics include managing person-
nel. maintaining operational
readiness, and establishing and
reviewing work procedures.

During their careers. air traffic
controllers learn supervisory
skills through leadership training
and job experience. This train
mg continues through the facility
supervisor level with courses in
management and administra-
tion Typically. these courses
address budgeting. personnel
management. and training pro-
gram deveropment

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

FACILITY SUPERVISOR

Facility supervisors are in charge of air traffic
operations at an airfield facility. They:

Plan, direct, and organize air traffic control at an
airfield
Set air traffic control terminal procedures
Inspect airfields for operational readiness
Prepare air traffic control training programs

SUPERVISOR

Highly qualified air traffic controllers may become
supervisors of towers or radar centers. Air traffic
supervisors:

Supervise a shift in a control tower or radar center
Brief staff on weather. local field conditions, run-
ways to be used. and other situations echng
aircraft
Coordinate air traffic control with of r airfields
Inspect runways and airfield facilities

CONTROLLER

As their skills increase. what're controllers take on
more difficult tasks. Typically. =hollers:

Conduct instrument flight approaches in bad
weather
Conduct radar control of aircraft dunng ground or

i."'-cfilotit neatmee;Celeanrccheasnd rescue missions with air
crews
Give on -the -fob training and technical help to new
air traffic controllers

APPRENTICE CONTROLLER

After initial job training. apprentice controllers work
under the direct supervision of an experienced con-
troller They.

Tracii air traffic by sight or with radar equipment
Give clearances. weather conditions. and air traffic
information to pilots
Contact pilots and give takeoff, approach. and
landing instructions
Direct vehicle and aircraft movement on runways
and around airfields
Give inflight emergency helo to aircraft
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Training

This section summarizes the military
training provided to personnel at all career
levels. It describes initial job training,
advanced skill training, training for job
specialties, and leadership training.

Typical Career Path

This section describes the typical levels
of advancement within the occupation. A
description of the typical job duties is pro-
vided for each level. Because job special-
ties may differ among the services, some
of the job titles and duties listed may not
apply to all services. Each title shown in
the "Typical Career Path" is descriptive of
the duties for that level and is not a specific
military job title.

Timeline

The "Timeline" illustrates the average
time it takes to move through career lev-
els. The time for each individual career will
differ according to an individual's per-
formance and the needs of the specific
military service. It is important to re-
member that only qualified individuals are
promoted to each level.

Specialization

This section describes the types of job
specialties available in this career and
summarizes the career possibilities across
the services. The career path and job
duties for individual job specialties may
differ somewhat from the "Typical Career
Path" described in this book.
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As you read the career profiles that are included in Military
Careers, remember that each person's career is unique because
no one has exactly the same set of experiencespersonal,
educational, or job-relatedas anyone else. Individuals grow,
and their interests often change as they gain more knowledge and
skills. The work environment also changes, and that has never
been more true than in today's world.

Career planning involves exploring careers or work situations
that interest you and developing a plan to reach your desired
career or work situation. Following the steps listed below, you can
begin developing your own plan. Completing these activities will
require time and energy on your part. Once you have finished all
the steps, you will have developed an initial career plan.

Step 1: Imagine your ideal career or work situation

Describe the ideal career or work situation you would like to
have five years from now. Think of this as your career goal.

You may want to use reference books available from your
school counselor such as the Occupational Outlook
Handbook for information on various occupations, or, if one
is available, you may wish to use your school's computerized
career information system.

Outline a plan for obtaining the education/training or skills for
reaching your desired career or work situation. Organize the
information into the following format:

Ideal Work Situation/Career Plan

Career title or work situation

Career description

Education/training/skills required

Plan for reaching my goal

Developing Your
Own Career Plan

Step 2: Share your goals and plan with others for their
reactions

Ask two or three friends for their views about your plan

Ask your counselor and/or teachers if they think your plan is
realistic

Discuss your career goal and plan with your parents and ask
their advice

interview one or two people whose work is similar to your
career goal to learn the experiences they have had over the
years

Asking for feedback from others tests your ideas and helps you
determine how realistic your plans are. Ask specific questions
(e.g., Does my plan seem to build on my past experiences? Will
this.career result in a lifestyle I want? Will I be able to complete
the education and training requirements?), and be sure that you
understand the reasoning of those advising you.

Step 3: Revise your goal and plan

Evaluate the feedback you received from others and make
changes in your plan if necessary

- Perhaps you will need to seek more career information
before doing so

Step 4: Take action

Begin actions to implement your plan

Develop a timetable to monitor and evaluate your progress

Share your timetable and progress with others such as your
parents or career guidance counselor

Continue to review your goal and plan as you learn more

Developing a career plan is not a one-time experience. It is a
process that you will repeat many times in your life as you acquire
more information about yourself and careers and as you experience
new problems and opportunities. Your school counselor has
additional information available to help you learn more about
exploring the world of work and planning for your future.

Military Careers
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Examining Enlisted
Career Path Descriptions

Deciding to join the military is typically an initial career deci-
sion; the career path of each enlisted person is different because
it reflects the interests, skills, and abilities of that individual and
availability of different military occupations. As you read the
specific career descriptions that follow, keep in mind that indi-
viduals who choose the military as their work place have many
opportunities for change and advancement.

Read the profile for Juan Delgado under "Computer Pro-
grammers" on page 372. Several examples mentioned show the
uniqueness of Juan's experiences in the military. For example:

Juan did not join the military right after graduating from high
school. He tried many things, including college and the
National Guard, before deciding to enlist.

Upon enlistment, Juan did not start in computer programming.
He spent his first four years in the infantry, moving to computer
programming after reenlisting:

After computer school, Juan started as a programmer/analyst.
While working in that position, he learned technical writing
in other words, Juan was preparing himself for advancement
while carrying out his job responsibilities.

Juan notes that he likes "interacting with other programmers/
analysts." Juan's ability to work with people as well as com-
puters should help him if he decides to seek advancement into
supervisory positions.

Juan Delgado's first assignment was overseas everi though
most military computer programmers work in the United
States.

Questions to Consider

Ask yourself the following questions as you read each enlisted
career description:

a) Would I like to have a career in this occupation?

If what you read in the description and typical career path
interests you, learn more about it and related enlisted occupations
by reading the Computer Programmer Description in the Military
Occupations section of Military Careers.

b) How much training and retraining is necessary to
succeed in this career?

Computer programmers receive training and retraining
throughout their careers because of changing technology. The
military is also supportive of those who take the initiative to obtain
training on their own.

c) How can I advance in rank and responsibility?

In computer programming, as in most careers, advancement
usually includes taking on supervisory responsibilities. Look at
the average timelines for advancement. Remember that not all
people advance at this rateadvancement is dependent upon
succeeding in training and job performance and receiving the
recommendation of one's command:1a:
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Sample of Military Enlisted
Career Path Descriptions



ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT
SPECIALISTS

Profile: Ray Lee

Ray Lee joined the Coast Guard on the
recommendation of an older brother who
had already joined. After boot camp, he
was sent for his general duty assignment
to the United States Coast Guard
(USCG) Yard, Baltimore, MD. As a
seaman apprentice, he worked on ves-
sels at the yard and learned basic sea-
manship. He was also selected to be in
the color guard representing the Coast
Guard in parades and other ceremonies.

While in Baltimore, Ray took a Coast
Guard correspondence course in admin-
istrative support and became a trainee in
this yield. This is when his career really
began. He started out in a personnel
office, typing correspondence, maintain-
ing service records, preparing forms, and
operating computers and word proces-
sors. He liked his new career. "I enjoy
working with people and I like a desk job,"
he explains.

After 2 years at the Yard, Ray was
assigned to USCG Headquarters, Wash-
ington, DC, in the legal administration
division, where he worked processing
and preparing legal documents. He was
selected for a 16-week course at the
Defense Race Relations Institute,
Patrick Air Force Base, FL, where he

trained to be an equal opportunity special-
ist and military civil rights counselor/fa-
cilitator. Ray says, "I enjoy providing a
service to people, when I help someone
or solve a problem." After 5 1/2 years at
Headquarters, Ray was assigned to ship-
board duty.

To prepare for his new assignment,
Ray was given advanced training in the
computerized systems used on board
Coast Guard ships. He was then as-
signed to the USCG cutter Hamilton. As
the cutter's yeoman, he handled 180 ser-
vice records and maintained and updated
all publications for the cutter. Ray was on
board when the cutter went on search and
rescue, pollution cleanup, and law en-
forcement missions.

After 2 years on the cutter, Ray was
again assigned to USCG Headquarters,
this time in the command post exercise
division. Working with classified informa-
tion, he helped coordinate and plan war-
games for 2 years. He was then person-
ally selected by the Master Chief Petty
Officer of the Coast Guard to be his aide.
Since he works for the top enlisted person
of the Coast Guard, he feels he must
know everything. "I have to be ready to
carry on when he's not there," says Ray.

356
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ARMY
NAVY
AIR FORCE
MARINE CORPS
COAST GUARD

The services need accurate and up-
to-date information to make sound

planning and management decisions.
Written and automated records are kept on
almost all aspects of the military, including
funds, supplies, personnel, and equip-
ment. As an administrative support spe-
cialist, you maintain files, record informa-
tion, and type reports and correspon-
dence. You begin your career performing
typing and clerical duties. As you gain
experience, you may help manage office
operations. There are opportunities to ad-
vance to clerical supervisor and perhaps to
office manager positions.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Administrative support specialists usu-
ally work in office settings on land and
aboard ship. Many work in small groups,
giving clerical help to small- or medium-
sized military units. Others are assigned to
large administrative offices that provide a
broad range of clerical services. Those
who work in these consolidated offices are
likely to work with civilian employees.
Many specialists are also assigned to as-
sist in the administration of personnel, fi-
nance, or supply units. Most administra-
tive specialists work at military bases in the
United States, but opportunities are good
for overseas duty.

ADVANCEMENT

Because administrative support spe-
cialists work closely with other people, they
must have good communications skills
and be able to work easily with others. The
ability to do neat and accurate work is
essential. Since administrative support
specialists must work with many different
military forms and regulations, they must
be logical, well organized, and have a good
memory for detail. They must also have
excellent typing skills and a superior
knowledge of spelling, grammar, and
punctuation. After mastering the basic
skills, the willingness to assume leader-
ship roles and additional responsibilities
helps administrative support specialists
advance through the supervisory levels of
this career.
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TRAINING

The services provide adminis-
trative support specialists with
10 to 14 months of basic and
initial job training. It combines
classroom instruction and on-
the-job training. Classroom
training emphasizes typing and
updating manuals and regula-
tions. On-the-job training in-
cludes such topics as filing sys-
tems, office practices, and spe-
cial requirements for routing
administrative materials. De-
pending on their assignment,
administrative support special-
ists may be trained to operate
computer terminals, teletype
machines, or word processing
equipment.

During their career, adminis-
trative support specialists learn
supervisory skills through lead-
ership training and job experi-
ence. This training continues
through the level of office man-
ager with courses in manage-
ment and administration. Typi-
cally, these courses address
budgeting, personnel manage-
ment. and training program de-
velopment.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in admin-
istrative support work, you may
want to consider a career as an
accounting specialist, court re-
porter, data entry specialist, pay-
roll specialist, or personnel spe-
cialist. See the Administrative
Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this
book.

Military Careers

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

OFFICE MANAGER

Office managers supervise consolidated office
facilities or serve as senior supervisors at command
or staff headquarters. They:

Plan and control administrative; support
Implement or recommend new office procedures
Obtain office furniture, equipment, and supplies
Develop operating budgets and track expenses

CLERICAL SUPERVISOR

Administrative technicians may advance to be-
come clerical supervisors responsible for supervis-
ing one or more administrative support sections.
They:

Train new personnel
Prepare directives, job descriptions, and standard
operating procedures
Review and edit correspondence before routing for
signature
Divide the work load among personnel
Sign for, log, inventory, file, and safeguard clas-
sified documents

ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNICIAN

Administrative technicians perform responsible
clerical duties and give technical assistance to ad-
ministrative clerks. They may:

Proofread typed material for errors in spelling,
punctuation, sentence structure, and missing or
unnecessary information
Route copies of letters, memos, and forms for
rework or signature
Maintain logs, duty rosters, and leave records
Compose and type routine correspondence
Take and transcribe dictation

ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK

After initial job training, administrative clerks per-
form clerical duties. They:

Use a word processor to type regulations, di-
rectives, requisitions, correspondence, and similar
materials from notes, drafts, and instructions
Check draft and final copies for spelling, grammar,
typing errors, proper format, and use of authorized
abbreviations
Greet and direct visitors to the proper office
Answer telephones and take messages
Open, sort, route, and deliver mail and messages

timeline

17-19.
. yrs
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AIR CREW MEMBERS

Profile: Dennis Goelf

At 22, Dennis Goelf had finished high
school and had been working for 4 years
when he decided to join the Air Force. At
first he thought he wanted to be an aircraft
mechanic, but during basic training, he
volunteered to go to loadmaster school.
He says, 'That way I could be a mechanic
and I could fly." He completed 3 months of
training in Savannah, GA, and then spent
3 more years maintaining air cargo and
airdrop equipment. He also flew missions
to drop supplies for use in field exercises.

After 4 1/2 years, Dennis decided he
wanted an Air Force career. He liked his
job, the security it provided, and the oppor-
tunity it gave him to get ahead. By re-
enlisting, Dennis also knew he would go
overseas on his next assignment. For
nearly 2 years, he flew out of Okinawa,
delivering food, supplies, and troops
sometimes dropping supplies to troops in
the field.

For the past 10 years, Dennis has been
assigned first to Travis Air Force Base
(AFB), CA, then to McGuire AFB, NJ.
During both of these assignments, he has
held many different jobs and has traveled

worldwide. He has also completed an
associate's degree through courses of-
fered on base and a bachelor's degree
through a special on-base program run
by a private college.

Dennis has advanced during his career
as a loadmaster. Shortly after arriving at
Travis AFB, he became crew leader. He
then worked his way up the ladder in his
squadron, taking on more responsibility.
As a trainer at McGuire AFB, he prepared
new loadmasters for work on C-141
aircraft. He advanced to flight examiner
and then to assistant chief of
loadmasters. After 2 years, Dennis
became an air crew operations manager.
This position brought him his most
challenging assignmentmanaging all
Air Force cargo and passenger equip-
ment from the Mississippi River to Egypt.
Dennis made sure that the right type of
equipment, from cargo containers to
passenger seats, was available at the
right airfield when it was needed. For the
past several years, Dennis has been the
chief of loadmasters for several different
squadrons, managing loadmasters
carrying supplies throughout the world.
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personnel in each service can "earn
their wings" and qualify as a member

of a flight crew. Air crew members perform
specialized duties for many different mili-
tary missions. As an air crew member, you
may operate in-flight refueling systems,
defensive guns on bombers, or submarine
detection systems. You may also perform
rescue and recovery missions or direct
cargo and passenger loading, unloading,
and airdrops. You begin your career per-
forming the tasks of your specialty that you
will continue to perform throughout your
career. As you develop leadership skills,
there are opportunities to advance to air
crew leader and perhaps to air crew op-
erations supervisor.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Air crew members work in all types of
aircraft, from cargo planes and bombers to
helicopters. Air crews operate from air-
fields or ships anywhere in the world, but
the specialty an air crew member selects
affects the assignments available. For
example, loadmasters are assigned to
airlift squadrons whose missions of mov-
ing cargo and passengers take them on
flights all over the world. Gunners, on the
other hand, are assigned only to squad-
rons flying large bombers and usually re-
turn to their home base at the end of each
mission. Overseas assignment opportuni-
ties may be limited for some specialties,
but most air crew members travel as part of
their job.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in becoming an air
crew member, you might also want to
consider a career as a flight engineer or an
aircraft launch and recovery specialist.
See the Transportation and Material Han-
dling Occupations cluster in the Military
Occupations section of this book.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Air crew members must have
a genuine interest in flying and
be in excellent physical condi-
tion. They must pass periodic
flight physical examinations to
keep their qualifications to fly.
Air crew members must master
the duties of their specialty to
gain the confidence of the air-
craft commander and other crew
members. They must also be
able to work efficiently as a
member of a team, sometimes
during hazardous and stressful
situations. Because there is little
room for error in aircraft flight
crew operations, they must be
able to perform their duties in a
calm and deliberate manner.
After mastering the basic skills,
the willingness to assume lead-
ership roles and to accept addi-
tional responsibilities helps air
crew members advance through
supervisory levels of this career.

SPECIALIZATION

Air crew members specialize
in such areas as:

In-flight refueling extending
fuel hoses from the tail section
of a tanker aircraft to the re-
ceiving port of the aircraft to be
fueled and operating controls
to pump fuel loads
Defensive gunnery operat-
ing aircraft gun systems to
repel and destroy enemy at-
tack aircraft
Antisubmarine warfare op-
erating acoustic sensors (ma-
chines that detect sounds),
airborne radar or sonar, or in-
frared equipment (machines
that detect heat) on jets or
helicopters to find and identify
submarines

Military Careers

Rescue and recovery oper-
ating helicopter hoists to lift
equipment and personnel
from land or sea
Air transport planning and
directing the loading, unload-
ing, and weight distribution of
cargo or personnel, including
directing cargo or troop air-
drops

TRAINING

The services provide aircrew
members with 8 to 13 months of
basic and initial job training. It

combines classroom instruction,
practical exercises, and on-the-
job training. Depending on the
air crew specialty, classroom
training covers operation and
maintenance of equipment as
well as flying duties. Specialties
may also require courses in air
crew survival, scuba diving,
combat crew training, or aircraft
emergency procedures.

On-the-job training is con-
ducted by air crew leaders. This
training continues throughout
the career through special mis-
sion flight operations and de-
briefing sessions conducted by
the aircraft commander and the
air crew operations supervisor.
Over the course of their careers,
air crew members may return to
school for training in new aircraft
or airborne equipment used in
their specialties.

During their careers, air crew
members learn supervisory
skills through leadership training
and job experience. This training
continues through the air crew
operations supervisor level with
courses in management and
administration. Typically, these
courses address budgeting, per-
sonnel management, and train-
ing program development.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

AIR CREW OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR

Highly skilled air crew leaders may become supervi-
sors of air crew operations. They:

Plan and organize air crew activities
Assist in planning in-flight operations and training
missions
Conduct mission briefings and prepare operations
orders
Inspect and evaluate unit activities and facilities
Review air crew records and reports for accuracy
and completeness

AIR CREW LEADER

Skilled air crew members may become crew lead-
ers. At this level, they:

Plan, schedule, and assign work duties
Instruct air crew members about equipment
changes
Conduct in-flight and ground air crew training pro-
grams
Conduct inspection of airborne systems and
equipment
Prepare in-flight mission reports and logs

AIR CREW MEMBER

Depending on their specialty after initial job train-
ing, air crew members may:

Conduct the preflight check or verify the air-
worthiness of airborne equipment
Operate and control tanker aircraft in-flight refuel-
ing systems
Operate aircraft missile or gun systems on strate-
gic bombers
Operate airborne antisubmarine detection and
tracking equipment
Perform helicopter-assisted rescue and equip-
ment recovery operations
Prepare plans for loading aircraft fuel, cargo, and
passengers
Perform operational maintenance on specialized
airborne equipment
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Profile: David Martinez

David Martinez was concerned about
his future career at the hometown paper
mill in Maine. "I was married and had
children. I needed some education and a
job," he explains. So David enlisted in the
Marine Corps with a guarantee to work in
aviation. He was selected for air traffic
control. After basic training, David went to
school in Glencoe, GA, to learn tower and
radar air traffic control. Since federal li-
censes are needed for this type of work, he
also earned his Federal Aviation Admini-
stration (FAA) operator's certificate. Ob-
taining his FAA operator's license started
David on the road toward becoming FAA
qualified to work in air traffic control.

At his first assignment in New River, NC,
David was a tower air traffic controller
trainee. He started in ground control, but
soon his duties expanded to include local
control (control in the air within a 5-mile
radius of the airfield). He also passed his
test to become FAA qualified in tower con-
trol and for the New River tower. He then
became watch supervisor at the facility. In
his 2 years at New River, he advanced
from private first class through sergeant.

David continued to expand his qualifica-
tions at his next duty station in Okinawa.

He became qualified in radar control and
facility rated, which meant that he could
work any air traffic control position in the
facility. He also spent a short time in
Yuma, AZ, as a controller and was pro-
moted to staff sergeant.

The next 8 years went fast. David's
assignments were split between Japan
and New River. Sometimes he only spent
a year in one place, and he had to
requalify to work at each new facility, but
his career was taking off. He was pro-
moted to gunnery sergeant and moved
into positions of greater responsibility:
from radar controller and assistant ap-
proach controller, to facility watch super-
visor, to senior enlisted person at his
facility. When he was finally assigned to
a 3-year tour in Kaneohe, HI, it was as
crew chief and radar approach controller.

Now Gunnery Sergeant Martinez is
crew chief at Cherry Point, NC. He has
qualified in the radar air traffic control
facility and is working to qualify as a radar
approach controller as well. David will be
retiring soon, but he believes he has done
well in his sometimes hectic career. "I
had no prior civilian job experience, bui I
worked hard and persevered," he says.
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A it traffic controllers work in the nerve
center of a military airfield. As an air

traffic controller, you direct aircraft into, out
of, and around airfields or aircraft carriers.
You begin your career under close super-
vision learning to direct takeoffs, landings,
and runway traffic from a control tower or
radar center. As you gain experience and
skill, you work more independently and
take on more difficult tasks. There are
opportunities for advancement to super-
visor of a control tower or radar center and
perhaps to 'acility supervisor in charge of
air traffic control for an entire airfield.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Air traffic controllers usually work in the
control tower or radar center of a military
airfield. Some controllers work aboard
aircraft carriers or at temporary landing
strips near combat zones. The services
have airfields all over the United States.
There is also good opportunity for assign-
ment at one of the many overseas United
States service airfields or at an airfield run
by allied forces, where English-speaking
controllers are sometimes needed.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in air traffic control,
you may also want to consider a career as
a space systems specialist, flight opera-
tions specialist, radar and sonar operator,
or aircraft launch and recovery specialist.
See the Military Occupations section of
this book for descriptions of these occupa-
tions.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

The safety of an airfield de-
pends on the ability of the con-
troller to make quick, decisive,
ano correct judgments under
stress. Air traffic controllers
must know the many air traffic
rules and procedures required to
direct the pilots who fly military
aircraft. They must also be able
to monitor and direct the move-
ment of several aircraft at the
same time. At each airfield they
are assigned to, controllers must
learn the local terrain (moun-
tains, towers, and other ob-
stacles) and prevailing weather
conditions to safely direct pilots.
Controllers who learn both tower
and radar operations increase
their chances for advancement.

Air traffic controllers must be
certified by the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and must
maintain this certification
throughout their careers. Pre-
liminary certification is awarded
at the completion of initial job
training; final certification is
earned through on-the-job train-
ing by an experienced controller.
At all levels of this career, air
traffic controllers must maintain
excellent physical condition to
pass stringent physical exams.
After mastering the basic skills,
the willingness to assume lead-
ership roles helps air traffic con-
trollers advance through the
supervisory levels of this career.

SPECIALIZATION

Air traffic controllers may spe-
cialize in tower or radar opera-
tionsalthough they usually be-
come qualified in both. Tower
controllers direct ground and air
traffic by sight; radar controllers
track aircraft with radar, often at
a center away from the control

Military Careers

tower. Air traffic controllers may
also specialize in combat or air-
craft carrier operations. Carrier
controllers direct takeoffs and
landings on aircraft carriers.
Combat controllers set up and
run air traffic control centers in
combat areas and at temporary
landing strips.

TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice controllers with 9 to 15
months of basic and initial job
training. It combines classroom
instruction and practice using
computers that simulate real air
traffic control operations. In-
struction stresses navigation, air
traffic rules, and communication.
In addition, trainees receive in-
struction in radar operations and
ground-controlled approach pro-
cedures. Air traffic controllers
may take advanced- training in
specialized air traffic and radar
operations. Those preparing for
specialized work in combat or on
aircraft carriers must take further
training.

Air traffic control supervisors
may receive training in manag-
ing the operations of an air traffic
control center or tower. Training
topics include managing person-
nel, maintaining operational
readiness, and establishing and
reviewing work procedures.

During their careers, air traffic
controllers learn supervisory
skills through leadership training
and job experience. This train-
ing continues through the facility
supervisor level with courses in
management and administra-
tion. Typically, these mines
address budgeting, personnel
management, and training pro-
gram development.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

FACILITY SUPERVISOR

Facility supervisors are in charge of air traffic
operations at an airfield facility. They:

Plan, direct, and organize air traffic control at an
airfield
Set air traffic control terminal procedures
Inspect airfields for operational readiness
Prepare air traffic control training programs

SUPERVISOR

Highly qualified air traffic controllers may become
supervisors of towers or radar centers. Air traffic
supervisors:

Supervise a shift in a control tower or radar center
Brief staff on weather, local field conditions, run-
ways to be used, and other situations affecting
aircraft
Coordinate air traffic control with other airfields
Inspect runways and airfield facilities

CONTROLLER

As their skills increase, air traffic controllers take on
more difficult tasks. Typically, controllers:

Conduct instrument flight approaches in bad.
weather
Conduct radar control of aircraft during ground or
in-flight emergencies
Coordinate search and rescue missions with air
crews
Give on-the-job training and technical help to new
air traffic controllers

APPRENTICE CONTROLLER

After initial job training, apprentice controllers work
under the direct supervision of an experienced con-
troller. They:

Track air traffic by sight or with radar equipment
Give clearances, weather conditions, and air traffic
information to pilots
Contact pilots and give takeoff, approach, and
landing instructions
Direct vehicle and aircraft movement on runways
and around airfields
Give in-flight emergency help to aircraft
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AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND
RECOVERY SPECIALISTS

Profile: Jim Griffith

Jim Griffith's decision to follow his broth-
ers into the service seemed the best an-
swer to limited job opportunities. He
joined the Navy with the idea of becoming
an electrician, but his first assignment
changed his mind. After basic training, he
was assigned to the aircraft carrier USS
Coral Sea, where he worked on the flight
deck with a catapult crew. He enjoyed his
work repairing and maintaining the me-
chanical equipment so much that he
asked for formal training in this field. His
request was granted, and he went to
Philadelphia for classes in becoming a
catapult operator.

Jim liked his new job; still, he left the
Navy after his 4-year enlistment to go
home and get married. Within 3 months,
he had reenlisted .because, as he puts it,
"There were few its that offered me a
chance to make something of myself."
Following reenlistment, Jim spent nearly 2
years as catapult crew leader on the USS
Wasp, where one of his older brothers was
also assigned. He then spent a year in
Lakehurst, NJ, as a crew leader testing
new parts and newly designed catapult
systems.

Jim's next assignment took him to the
West Coast and the USS Bennington. He

was responsible for a crew of 40 men who
maintained and operated two catapults.
One big job involved supervising work on
the catapult system for a major ship over-
haul. He also served aboard the USS
Rangeron several cruises to Vietnam as
supervisor of a catapult operation.

Jim was then selected to become an
instructor at the Navy's school at
Lakehurst. For 4 years, he taught the
basics of operating and maintaining cata-
pult systems to 250 students a year. He
was also promoted to chief petty officer
the goal he had set for himself when he
joined the Navy. Following an assign-
ment on the USS Roosevelt, Jim was
promoted to flight deck supervisor and
served on the USS Independence and
then the USS Forrestal, where he man-
aged a flight deck crew of up to 550
sailors.

For the past several years, Jim has
been back at Lakehurst managing the
launch and recovery school. Jim enjoys
teaching and working with younger
people to help them establish them-
selves in their career. He believes he has
made a significant contribution to the
Navy. "But then," he says, "the Navy has
rewarded me in turn."
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Takeoffs and landings on an aircraft
carrier are far from routine, even in

the best weather. As an aircraft launch and
recovery specialist, you work on the flight
deck operating and maintaining catapults
(plane launching devices), arresting gear
(devices that slow down landing planes),
barricades, and other equipment to launch
and land aircraft safely. You begin your
career working as an apprentice team
member performing duties at designated
launch or recovery stations. As your skills
increase, you take greater responsibility
and repair and overhaul equipment. There
are opportunities to advance to crew su-
pervisor and perhaps to flight deck super-
visor.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Aircraft launch and recovery specialists
work on aircraft carriers at sea and at ports
of call all over the world. Some launch and
recovery specialists also work at ad-
vanced-based landing fields set up near
infantry training sites or combat zones to
provide air support to combat troops.
When assigned to airfields on land, launch
and recovery workers install land-based
crash barriers and barricades and main-
tain runway lighting systems. They also
operate equipment that helps pilots take
off or land on sinrt runways.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career as an
aircraft launch and recovery specialist, you
may also want to consider a career as a
flight operations specia'ist, air traffic con-
troller, or radar and sonar operator. See
the Military Occupations section of this
book for descriptions of these occupa-
tions.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Launch and recovery
specialists must be accurate and
safety-minded because the lives
of aviators and flight deck
workers depend on their work.
They must have the technical
skills to maintain and repair one
type of flight deck equipment. To
advance, specialists need to
develop the ability to diagnose
problems and repair different
types of flight deck equipment.
They must also be able to
operate this equipment and be
prepared to act quickly in case of
equipment malfunctions or
emergencies.

After mastering the basic
skills, the willingness to assume
leadership role helps launch
and recovery specialists ad-
vance through the supervisory
levels of this career. Launch and
recovery crew supervisors who
apply to become flight deck su-
pervisors must compete with
aircraft handling and fueling
supervisors for promotion.
Hence, a familiarity with and
understanding of these other oc-
cupations is important; however,
the chief consideration for ad-
vancement is the individual's
ability to give overall direction to
carrier flight deck operations.

Military Careers

TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice launch and recovery special-
ists with 6 to 18 months of basic
and initial job training. It starts
with a short course covering the
basic elements of aviation, in-
cluding how planes take off and
land. Carrier-based personnel
take additional cou es in oper-
ating and maintaining specific
types of arresting gear or cata-
pults. These courses also cover
hydraulics and the flight deck
duties of the launch and recov-
ery specialist. Later in their ca-
reers, specialists may take addi-
tional training to become familiar
with a system used in a new
assignment. Advanced training
is available covering the opera-
tion, inspection, and mainte-
nance of different types of cata-
pults, barricades, and arresting
gear.

Individuals who work at expe-
ditionary airfields take the same
aviation basics course as thos,
working on aircraft carriers.
These individuals then receive
specialized instruction in install-
ing, inspecting, and operating
land-based arresting gear and
barricades.

During their careers, aircraft
launch and recovery specialists
learn supervisory skills through
leadership training and job expe-
rience. This training continues
through the position of flight deck
supervisor with courses in man-
agement and administration.
Typically, these courses ad-
dress budgeting, personnel
management, and training pro-
gram development.

4 71

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

FLIGHT DECK SUPERVISOR

Flight deck supervisors plan and direct operation,
maintenance, and safety programs for all aspects of
carrier launch and recovery work, including crash
rescue, damage control, aircraft handling, and avia-
tion fueling. Flight deck supervisors:

Organize, schedule, and evaluate training pro-
grams
Administer long-range maintenance programs
and monitor maintenance schedules
Conduct inspections to ensure that scheduled
maintenance has been performed
Predict requirements for personnel, equipment,
and materials
Review the performance of aircraft handling, crash
rescue, and damage control crews

CREW SUPERVISOR

Skilled launch and recovery specialists may be-
come crew supervisors. At this level, they:

Supervise equipment inspections before and after
launch and recovery operations
Give technical advice and help crew members
Prepare schedules for preventive maintenance
Examine faulty parts to determine repair or re-
placement needs
Help launch and recovery specialists analyze mal-
functions and plan corrective action

LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SPECIALIST

As their skills increase, launch and recovery spe-
cialists perform more difficult tasks. They:

Perform or direct difficult repairs and machinery
and equipment overhauls
Inspect cables, fittings, and wire-rope sockets
Prepare weekly preventive maintenance sched-
ules
Inventory supplies, spare parts, and equipment
Post changes and additions to maintenance and
accounting records

APPRENTICE LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
SPECIALIST

After initial job training, apprentices work under
close supervision at designates launch and recovery
work stations. They:

Inspect equipment before and after launch and
recovery operations
Operate controls to fire catapults, raise and lower
blast deflectors, or operate arresting gear
Direct personnel in aircraft launch hookups
Perform preventive maintenance and complete
maintenance records

This career is open only to men.
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AIRCRAFT MECHANICS

Profile: Bill ROrthe

When he graduated from high school,
Bill Roche got his parents' permission to
join the Air Force. "I wanted to see differ-
ent places," he says. After 23 years and
15 different locations, travel is still one of
the aspects he likes most about his mili-
tary career. Bill has lived in Canada,
England, Holland, Vietnam, Hawaii, and
all over the United States.

Being mechanically inclinedhe had
always enjoyed working on carsBill
asked to be trained in aircraft mechanics.
After basic training, he went to aircraft
mechanic's school and was assigned to
Andrews Air Force Base (AFB) near
Washington, DC. There he also com-
pleted an additional field training course
on the Air Force T-33 trainer jet aircraft.
After 2 years of performing unscheduled
maintenance (pilot-reported problems),
Bill went to Goose Bay, Canada, for
another field training course on the F-102
aircraft.

Bill returned to the United States on an
assignment to Scott AFB. IL, to work on
the T-39 Saber liner, a private passenger
jet. He went on flying status as the chief
mechanic and flew around the country.
He was also responsible for making or

supervising repairs. Bill decided at this
time to make his career in the military.
Having just married, he saw the Air Force
as a chance to get ahead. But, as Bill
says, "It was having a job I really liked and
being able to fly as well that really sold
me."

Bill was promoted to staff sergeant and
spent a year in Vietnam. In his first super-
visory job, he coordinated flight line main-
tenance for a fighter squadron. Then, 2
years after his return to the States, he was
selected as an instructor in aircraft me-
chanics. During this time, he earned an-
other promotion and volunteered to go to
Europe. Although most of his 4 years was
spent in England and Holland, he and his
family were able to travel all over Europe.

Bill and his family had been home for
only a year when he volunteered to go to
Hawaii. He was promoted there to senior
manager and served as the Pacific Air
Force Command manager for several
types of aircraft, ensuring that materials
and supplies reached Air Force units in the
Pacific. Bill recently returned to the main-
land as assistant manager of a mainte-
nance unit capable of supporting F-15
fighters anywhere in the world.
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The confidence that military flight
crews have in their aircraft is a trib-

ute to the mechanics who maintain them.
As an aircraft mechanic, you inspect,
'service, and repair aircraft to keep them
airworthy. You begin your career per-
forming routine maintenance and simple
repairs under close supervision. As your
skills develop, you may be assigned more
difficult duties, such as troubleshooting
and performing complicated repairs.
There are opportunities to advance to
shop supervisor and perhaps to supervisor
of an entire aircraft maintenance opera-
tion.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Aircraft mechanics work in aircraft han-
gars and repair shops on air bases and
landing fields or aboard aircraft carriers.
They may sometimes work outside on run-
way flight lines and carrier flight decks.
Most aircraft mechanics are assigned to
aircraft maintenance units in the United
States. However, since the services have
military airfields throughout the world and
carriers at sea, there is good opportunity
for overseas or sea duty assignment.

ADVANCEMENT

Wherever aircraft land or are based,
aircraft mechanics are there to keep them
safe and ready to fly. Because even a
small error may cause a crash, aircraft
mechanics must be accurate and thorough
in their work. They must have the technical
skill to diagnose and fix problems that often
affect more than one system of the aircraft.
The complexity of aircraft systems and the
precision needed to make repairs and ad-
justments means that mechanics must rely
heavily on technical manuals and guides.
Aircraft mechanics must be able to find
information in the manuals, interpret dia-
grams, and follow the written work proce-
dures precisely. After mastering the basic
skills, the willingness to assume leader-
ship roles helps mechanics advance
through the supervisory levels of this ca-
reer.

Military Careers



SPECIALIZATION

Typically, mechanics special-
ize in a single type of aircraft,
such as fighter planes, bombers,
cargo or passenger planes, or
helicopters. Airplane mechanics
specializing on planes often fur-
ther specialize in particular parts
or systems, such as aircraft en-
gines (jet or propeller), airframes
(aircraft structural parts),
pneudraulic systems, which are
a combination of pneumatic (air)
and hydraulic (fluid) pressure
systems, or aircraft landing gear
systems. Depending on the ser-
vice, a helicopter mechanic may
specialize in one syst^m or work
on the entire aircraft.

TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice aircraft mechanics with 6 to
13 months of basic and initial job
training. It includes instruction in
general aviation maintenance
practices and procedures. This
training stresses practical expe-
rience as a way of learning to
identify aircraft components and
systems, what they do, and how
they work. It also covers the use
of tools, test equipment, and au-
tOmated performance analyz-
ers. Additional training covers
the skills needed for individual
specialties. Engine mechanics
learn procedures for inspecting,
disassembling, and repairing or
rer acing engines. Airframe
mechanics learn to repair alumi-
num, steel, titanium, plastic, and
fiberglass airframes and cover-
ings. Apprentice mechanics
also get training on the type of
aircraft they will work on during
their first assignment. Through-
out their careers, aircraft me-
chanics may receive training on
many different aircraft.

Military Careers

Advanced training is available
for mechanics in trou....vshooting
techniques, certification training
for inspectors, and technical
training on specific aircraft sys-
tems. During their careers, air-
craft mechanics learn supervi-
sory skills through leadership
training and job experience.
This training continues through
the level of aircraft maintenance
supervisor with courses in man-
agement and administration.
Typically, these courses ad-
dress budgeting, personnel
management, and training pro-
gram development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in me-
chanics, you may also want to
consider a career as an automo-
bile mechanic, automotive body
repairer, engine mechanic,
heavy equipment mechanic,
marine engine mechanic, or
powerhouse mechanic. See the
Vehicle and Machinery Me-
chanic Occupations cluster in
the Military Occupations section
of this book for descriptions of
these and other similar occupa-
tions.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR

At this level, aircraft mechanics are in charge of
large aircraft maintenance and repair facilities. They:

Plan and direct repair, inspection, maintenance,
service, and modification of aircraft
Analyze reports and meet with supervisors to find
and resolve bottlenecks
Develop training and safety programs
Prepare technical, personnel, and administrative
reports

SHOP SUPERVISOR

Highly skilled mechanics become shop supervi-
sors in charge of maintenance and repair for specific
types of aircraft. They:

Develop standard operating procedures
Conduct or direct on-the-job training programs
Assign and reassign personnel to handle in-
creased work loads and changing work schedules
Collect data and prepare productior and status
reports

MECHANIC

Aircraft mechanics perform more complex repairs
and assist other mechanics. At this level, they:

Help apprentice mechanics identify malfunctions
and fix problems
Perform complicated or unusual tests using spe-
cial test equipment
Analyze frequently occurring malfunctions and
determine changes that should be made to proce-
dures or equipment
Disassemble aircraft engines and repair or replace
valves, cylinders, and turbine blades

APPRENTICE AIRCRAFT MECHANIC

After initial job training, new aircraft mechanics
work under close supervision and perform routine
repair and maintenance duties. Typically, apprentice
mechanics:

Repair airframe parts using drills, rivet guns, weld-
ing rigs, and sheet metal machines
Tighten connections on air and fluid lines and
hoses using hand tools
Flush crankcases, clean screens, and grease
moving parts to perform routine aircraft servicing
Record service, maintenance, and repairs in main-
tenance log records
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Profile: David Jones

When Gunnery Sergeant David Jones
was a senior in high school, he knew he
didn't want to go to college, but he wasn't
sure what he wanted to do. So David
enlisted in the Marine Corps. Joining the
Marines offered him a break from the
routine he saw in civilian life.

David entered the infantry even though
he knew it was not what he wanted as a
career. After basic and initial infantry
training, he became a rifleman and was
sent overseas to Okinawa, Japan. It was
then that he found what he really wanted
to do. On many marches, David saw
trucks parked by the side of the road.
When he asked why the trucks were not
being used, he was told that they were
deadlined (not working) waiting for repair.
He was frustrated because he wanted to
be able to fix them. After 4 years in the
infantry and reaching the rank of ser-
geant, he decided to reenlist. At the same
time, he asked to switch his occupation to
motor transport mechanic.

To qualify for his new occupation, David
took the basic automotive maintenance
course. He then began troubleshooting
problems in jeeps, trucks, and trailers at

Camp LeJeune, NC. David also used his
training to help fix his friends' cars. In fact,
they started calling him Jones, M.D. (for
Mechanical Doctor). Because of his good
work, David was promoted to shop chief,
responsible for supervising several me-
chanics.

After 2 years at Camp Lejeune as a
mechanic and another promotion, David
went back to Okinawa as a maintenance
chief. He scheduled all vehicles for main-
tenance and ensured the safety of the
shop. Even though he was overseas, he
was able to play his favorite sports
tennis and footballon base. One year
later, he moved to the Marine Corps
Logistics Base in Albany, GA, as an
inspector. He traveled to all the Reserve
units from Texas to the East Coast
inspecting vehicles. During his 3 years in
Albany, David took the motor transport
staff noncommissioned officer (NCO)
course. On the series of tests he took
there, he achieved the highest individual
average in the school's history and
graduated with honors. David was re-
cently promoted to gunnery sergeant
and reassigned to Marine Corps Head-
quarters.
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Automobile mechanics repair all
types of motor vehicles, from basic

jeeps, to small attack vehicles. As an
automobile mechanic, you service and
repair all parts of a vehicle, including en-
gines, transmissions, and fuel and electri-
cal systems. You begin your career doing
simple repairs and servicing on one type of
vehicle. As your skills develop, you per-
form more challenging duties, such as
overhauling engines and troubleshooting
difficult problems. There are opportunities
to advance to shop supervisor and per-
haps to vehicle repair supervisor in charge
of an entire automotive maintenance or-
ganization.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Automobile mechanics usually work in
auto reoair shops and garages, but may do
some outdoor work while making repairs in
the field. Mechanics also work in small- to
medium-sized motor pools or in larger
maintenance and repair centers. Auto-
mobile repair units are usually part of a
mechanical maintenance organization
that services all types of vehicles, includ-
ing fire trucks, construction equipment,
and tanks. Work in these organizations is
usually organized by vehicle type(s). Most
auto mechanics are assigned to military
bases in the United States; however, since
the services have automotive vehicles all
over the world, there is good opportunity
for overseas assignment.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in mechanics, you
may also want to consider a career as an
engine mechanic, automotive body re-
pairer, heavy equipment mechanic, air-
craft mechanic, marine engine mechanic,
or powerhouse mechanic. See the Vehicle
and Machinery Mechanic Occupations
cluster in the Military Occupations section
of this book for descriptions of these occu-
pations.



ADVANCEMENT

Mechanics must know their
vehicles. They need to have the
technical skills needed to find out
what is wrong and fix it. They
must be able to figure out what is
wrong with an automobile or
truck from driver descriptions,
written work orders, or visual in-
spection of a running vehicle.
Good vision, sharp hearing, and
hand-eye coordination are
needed to spot minor flaws, de-
tect the sounds of faulty opera-
tion, and make precise adjust-
ments. Mechanics must also be
able to disassemble, inspect,
and repair the major systems,
such as fuel, brake, transmis-
sion, and electrical systems.

After mastering the basic
skills, the willingness to assume
leadership roles helps automo-
bile mechanics advance through
the supervisory levels of this
career. Knowing about many
different types of vehicles, in-
cluding trucks and heavy equip-
ment, is an asset for advance-
ment to vehicle repair super-
visor. These senior managers
are responsible for the repair
and maintenance of all types of
vehicles.

SPECIALIZATION

Depending on their assign-
ment, automobile mechanics
often develop specialized skills
for working on one or more types
of vehicles. A mechanic might
specialize, for example, in re-
pairing jeeps, autos, and light
trucks; wrecker trucks and forklift
equipment; or aircraft towing and
ground support equipment.

Military Careers

TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice auto mechanics with 6 to 13
months of basic and initial job
training. It combines classroom
and on-the-job instruction.
Classroom instruction empha-
sizes shop procedures, basic
repairs, and the use of manuals
and repair diagrams. Experi-
enced mechanics provide on-
the-job training on a one-to-one
basis. This training covers the
use of hand tools, power tools,
and test equipment and com-
mon procedures for repairing
brakes, transmissions, carbure-
tors, and fuel and electrical sys-
tems. Depending on the first job
assignment, additional- training
may be given on a specific type
of vehicle. Throughout their
careers, auto mechanics may
receive specialized training on
many different ',Thicles. Ad-
vanced training is also available
for mechanics to sharpen their
troubleshooting and fault isola-
tion skills. Shop supervisors may
take courses that cover the latest
auto and vehicle maintenance
techniques.

During their careers, auto-
mobile mechanics learn super-
visory skills through leadership
training and job experience.
This training continues through
the vehicle repair supervisor
level with courses in manage-
ment and administration. Typi-
cally, these courses address
budgeting, personnel manage-
ment, and training program de-
velopmer t.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

VEHICLE REPAIR SUPERVISOR

Successful shop supervisors may advance to di-
rect repair operations for many different vehicles. At
this level, they:

Coordinate the activities of a major vehicle repair
facility
Identify ways to reduce costs for more effective
programs
Monitor repair orders for recurring problems
Monitor the use of parts and supplies
Ensure that proper records are kept on vehicles
and shop personnel

SHOP SUPERVISOR

Qualified mechanics who show leadership poten-
tial may advance to become supervisors of repair
shops. They:

Give technical help and advice in troubleshooting
difficult problems
Conduct training on the newest maintenance pro-
cedures and techniques
Design and layout work stations and equipment
Assign and schedule work to meet deadlines
Inspect and approve repaired vehicles

MECHANIC

8-10

By developing their skills and becoming familiar
with different vehicles, mechanics take on trou-
bleshooting and more difficult repairs. They:

Isolate the causes of vehicle problems and deter-
mine repair needs
Conduct on-the-job training for new mechanics in
how to use tools and diagnostic test equipment
Inspect alignments and adjustments of transmis-
sions and electrical systems
Prepare vehicle maintenance schedules
Perform major repairs and engine overhauls

APPRENTICE MECHANIC

After initial job training, apprentice mechanics are
assigned to repair shops, where they perform routine
maintenance and repairs. At this level, they:

Perform service on vehicles, following mainte-
nance specifications
Test vehicles for electrical problems and replace
batteries and voltage regulators as needed
Inspect and replace worn belts, hoses, and wiring
Change oil and tune engines
Repair or replace parts as directed on repair orders
or by senior mechanics
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Profile: Mike Gaynor

Mike Gaynor was living in an orphanage
in Georgia when he decided to join the
Navy. "I saw the Navy as a place to learn
and a way to travel," he says. He enlisted
under the delayed entry program while he
was still in high school and entered the
Navy the following winter.

Mike's initial job training taught him the
basics of operating a boiler. His first
assignment was on the KK Vesole, a de-
stroyer with a manual boiler system. He
started as a messenger learning to take
pressure and temperature readings. As a
burnerman, the next step, he ensured that
the boiler pressure and fuel pressure were
up. As a checkman, he maintained the
water level in the boiler. Finally, he be-
came the top watch in charge of his boiler
section. Mike has repeated this process
several times during his career. Since
each ship's boiler system is different, he
has had to learn a new system each time
he was assigned to a new ship.

In his first assignment, Mike was pro-
moted to petty officer third class. Having
mastered a manual boiler system, he then
went to school for advanced training in
repairing and operating automatic com-
bustion control machinery. Mike was

assigned to shore duty at the San Diego
Naval Station, CA. He worked in several
shops repai.-:ng and checking valves and
other parts. During this time, he was
promoted to petty officer second class.

Mike then spent 4 years assigned to the
destroyer USS Blandy. He worked his
way up to top watch and also became
engineering officer of the watch. Mike
considers this his best assignment so far.
"We were like a close-knit family," he
says. On this tour, Mike made petty officer
first class and got to see Europe, Africa,
and the Middle East. Mike advanced to
work center supervisor on his next ship,
the aircraft carrier USS America. He was
in charge of 25 boiler technicians and the
two boilers and their equipment. He was
also the top watch and chief of the watch
when the ship was in port.

Now Mike is assigned to the Wash-
ington Navy Yard in Washington, DC,
developing task inventories and occu-
pational standards for Navy enlisted
careers. Mike has enjoyed his time on
board ship. "The hours can be long, I've
worked hard," he says, "but I've learned a
lot and I've been everywhere."
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Boiler technicians run the power
plants that turn turbines and gen-

erators to drive ships. As a boiler techni-
cian, you run and maintain boilers and
auxiliary equipment, such as pumps, tur-
bines, and compressors. You begin your
career operating and maintaining boilers
under close supervision. As you gain
experience, you take on more responsible
duties, such as inspecting boilers and
turbines and testing and setting safety
valves. There are opportunities to ad-
vance to fireroom (boiler room) supervisor
and perhaps to engineering assistant.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Boiler technicians are usually assigned
to a ship's engineering department, where
they work in the fireroom. Shipboard duty
involves work anywhere on the high seas
and at the ship's home port. Boiler tech-
nicians may also be assigned to shore
duty to assist crews with repairs while
ships are in port. While on shore duty,
boiler technicians may also work in base
power plants.

ADVANCEMENT

Since boilers are a vital part of the ship's
power plant, boiler technicians must be
alert to report unusual water levels and
pressure readings on boiler gauges. A
good performance record in standing
watch (operating and monitoring the
boiler operations while the ship is under
way) is essential. Boiler technicians must
learn preventive maintenance on all parts
of the ship's propulsion system, including
boilers, turbines, and auxiliary equipment.
They also need to develop the technical
skills to find the cause of an equipment
malfunction and fix it. After mastering the
basic skills, the willingness to assume
leadership roles helps boiler technicians
advance through the supervisory levels of
this career.

Military Careers



TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice boiler technicians with 9 to
15 months of basic and initial job
training. Training includes
classroom instruction and on-
the-job training in a shipboard
fireroom. Classroom instruction
in basic propulsion engineering
concepts and procedures in-
cludes maintenance principles
and procedures and the use of
technical manuals, hand tools,
and precision instruments.
Training also emphasizes the
operation of boiler components,
such as pumps and compres-
sors. Further training is given on
the job by experienced boiler
technicians and fireroom super-
visors. Senior boiler technicians
may receive advanced training
in maintenance and repair of fire-
room equipment, including blow-
ers, governors. condensers,
regulators, steam turbines,
machinery controls, and dis-
tilling equipment. They learn to
log water levels and steam pres-
sures for manual and automated
boilers while working from boiler
control stations. Some courses
also include techniques used in
intermediate maintenance ac-
tivities (such as shipyards).

Military Careers

During their careers, boiler
technicians learn supervisory
skills through leadership training
and job experience. This train-
ing continues through the engi-
neering assistant level with
courses in management and
administration. Typically, these
courses address new technical
references, personnel man-
agement, maintenance docu-
mentation, and training program
development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in working
with your hands and with ma-
chines, you may also want to
consider a career in the closely
related occupation of marine
engine mechanic. Other related
occupationsmachinist and
power plant operatorare de-
scribed in the Machine Operator
and Precision Work Occu-
pations cluster in the Military
Occupations section of this
book.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

ENGINEERING ASSISTANT

Engineering assistants manage and organize the
operation and maintenance activities of a ship's
engineering department. They:

Administer long-range training and maintenance
.management programs
Advise engineering officers of vessel operational
limitations when equipment is being repaired
Assist in managing the ship's engineering depart-
ment
Review equipment, material, and personnel rec-
ords to predict future requirements
Supervise fireroom inspection and decide on any
needed corrections

Timeline

FIREROOM SUPERVISOR

Experienced boiler technicians may advance to
become fireroom supervisors. At this level, they:

Oversee all maintenance and repair
Conduct or assist in on-the-job training
Give technical advice and help
Prepare maintenance schedules and reports, not-
ing the progress of maintenance and repair work

BOILER TECHNICIAN

As apprentice boiler technicians' skills increase,
they take on more responsible duties. Boiler techni-
cians:

Inspect boilers, turbines, steam pipes, and water
feed
Instruct personnel in approved procedures and the
use of engineering and technical manuals
Help apprentice technicians install boiler furnace
brickwork and insulation
Adjust water level and pressure indicator gauges
Test and set or overhaul safety valves and pres-
sure relief devices

r APPRENTICE BOILER TECHNICIAN

After initial job training, apprentice boiler techni-
cians:

Operate and perform preventive maintenance on
boilers
Disassemble, clean, grease, and lubricate valves,
pumps, turbines, boilers, boiler fittings, and forced-
air blowers
Repair and align air, fuel, and water piping systems
Test fuels, water, and lubricating oils for quality
Stand watches and log pressure readings, being
alert for abnormal operations and emergency con-
ditions
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Profile: Frank Dalton

Frank Dalton worked in construction
during his summer breaks from school.
He found that he liked working with his
hands. So when he joined the Air Force,
he asked to sign on as a structural tech-
nician. Because of his previous experi-
ence, he was able to take a test that
allowed him to bypass initial training and
go directly to his first duty assignment
after basic training.

Frank started as a carpenter's appren-
tice at Maxwell Air Force Base (AFB), AL.
From there, he was sent to Korea, where
he renovated buildings and built roads,
shelters, and maintenance hangars.
Looking back, he feels that this was one
of his most interesting experiences in
the military. "I really got to see how the
people there lived." Back in the States at
Seymour Johnson AFB, NC, he per-
formed minor construction and mainte-
nance, such as paneling, patching roofs,
and replacing floor tiles. With this expe-
rience behind him, Frank then transferred
to the planning section, where he learned
to plan and construct buildings.

Frank's next assignments placed him
as crew leader. At Keesler AFB, MS, he
was promoted to staff sergeant and led a
crew of carpenters who carried out main-
tenance for the base. At Rhein Mein AB,
Germany, he was in charge of a crew that
built a hobby shop, a squadron com-
pound, a recreation center, and a
communications facility. He then became
the noncommissioned officer in charge
(NCOIC) of a 3-person shop at the North
Charleston Air Force Station, SC. We did
everythingroofing, plumbing, painting,
maintenance, and renovation."

Promoted to technical sergeant, Frank
became the NCOIC of carpentry shops,
first at Homestead AFB and then at
Hurlburt Field in Florida. At Homestead,
his shop renovated the officers' open
mess and the headquarters building, an
improvement that won the base an award
as the "Best Base in Tactical Air Com-
mand of the Air Force." At Hurlburt Field,
his crew constructed 11 buildings, reno-
vated the base marina, and rebuilt a Boy
Scout camp as a community relations
project. Frank is now on temporary duty
assignment at Myrtle Beach AFB, SC,
where his crew is moving and recon-
structing an old hangar.
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Carpenters help translate blueprints
and drawings into finished struc-

tures. As a carpenter, you may make
cabinets, lay floors, roof buildings, erect
and finish walls, or build piers, bunkers,
and other timber structures. You begin
your career performing rough carpentry,
such as framing walls and performing
simple repairs. As you develop your skills,
you may take on more responsibility and
more difficult tasks. There are opportuni-
ties to advance to trades supervisor and
perhaps to trades superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most carpenters work on military bases,
but the actual work site depends on the job.
Carpenters may work in woodworking
shops, inside a new building, or outdoors
constructing temporary buildings and tim-
ber structures. Most carpenters work at
large military bases in the United States,
but there is also a good opportunity for
overseas assignment maintaining build-
ings on military installations or working at
temporary advanced-base sites used in
training exercises or combat.

ADVANCEMENT

Carpenters are skilled craftspersons
who must learn and master the use of tools
of the tradesaws, squares, hammers,
and power tools. They must also perform
many different construction tasks, such as
painting, roofing, masonry, and framing
walls and floors. Carpenters are judged by
the quality of their work and their ability to
make decisions on how to complete a job.
In order to advance, carpenters must be
able to read work orders and estimate the
time and materials needed to complete a
job. After mastering the many different
carpentry skills, the willingness to assume
leadership roles helps carpenters advance
through the supervisory levels of this
career.

Military Careers



TRAINING

The services provide carpen-
ters with 6 to 12 months of basic
and initial job training. It com-
bines classroom instruction and
on-the-job experience. Class-
room instruction includes the
basics of carpentry and wood-
working: reading blueprints, ap-
plying mathematical formulas,
and using and maintaining hand
and power tools. On-the-job
training is conducted under the
supervision of a more experi-
enced carpenter on actual repair
and construction projects. On
these projects, carpenters gain
experience in all carpentry skills,
including performing general
maintenance tasks, repairing
floors and roofs, making forms
for a foundation, and finishing
doors and window frames. Crew
leaders may take advanced
training in basic supervision and
planning work projects.

Military Careers

During their careers, carpen-
ters learn supervisory skills
through leadership training and
job experience. This training
continues through the trades
superintendent level with
courses in management and
administration. Typically these
courses address budgeting,
personnel management, and
training program development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are ir,:erested in con-
struction work, you may also
want to consider a career as a
bricklayer and concrete mason,
building electrician, or plumber
and pipefitter. See the Construc-
tion Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations section of
this book for descriptions of
these and other construction oc-
cupations.

$

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

TRADES SUPERINTENDENT

Trades superintendents supervise large construc-
tion and maintenance units. At this' level, they:

Plan personnel and equipment needs for construc-
tion andrepair jobs
Set up and carry out quality control standards and
work procedures
Plan work priorities and timetables
Direct inspections of completed systems, struc-
tures, and facilities
Develop training programs for construction work-
ers and equipment operators

TRADES SUPERVISOR

Crew leaders who show skill and motivation may
become trades supervisors who oversee the work of
several construction trades, including electricians,
plumbers, and other construction workers. They:

Help plan repair and construction projects
Coordinate construction and support unit opera-
tions
Inspect completed or nearly completed projects
Carry out training programs and assign trainers for
new workers
Prepare technical, work progress, and cost control
records and reports

CREW LEADER

Skilled carpenters who show leadership ability
may advance to lead carpentry crews. At this point,
they:

Assign jobs and help in work start-up
Train new carpenters in iool and equipment use
and carpentry operations
Help in on-site construct i and carpentry shop

111111,"MPF inspections
Interpret drawings and blueprints to plan and lay
out work
Keep records of the time and materials spent on
projects and predict future needs

" ,111,
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CARPENTER

After initial training, carpenters are assigned to
construction and maintenance units. Working under
close supervision, they:

Repair or build piers, timber bridges, bunkers, or
temporary structures
Make forms for pouring concrete and erect wood
framing for buildings
Repair floors and roofs using wood, tile, asphalt,
and shingles
Hang sheetrock or drywall to finish interior walls
and ceilings
Repair and install doors, windows, and cabinets
and install locks and doorknobs
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Profile: Juan Delgado

When Juan Delgado joined the Army,
he had been out of high school for 6 years.
During this time, he had gone to college for
1 1 /2 years and had served in the National
Guard, but he needed something to get
him started. So Juan decided to enlist.

Juan did not become a programmer/
analyst immediately. During his first 4-
year enlistment, he served as a cannon
crewman, assistant gunner, and forward
observer in the artillery at Fort Campbell,
KY, and Camp Essayons, South Korea,
where he moved up through the ranks to
sergeant. When the time came for Juan to
reenlist, he looked through the Army
careers catalogue. The computer career
field appealed to him most, so he asked
permission to reenlist as a programmer/
analyst. His request was granted, and the
Army sent him to computer school to learn
his new job.

At the 4-month computer school at Fort
Benjamin Harrison, IN, Juan learned
COBOL, systems analysis, problem
solving, and the Army's job control
language. He enjoyed the challenge of
learning the latest technology.

Juan's first assignment in his new ca-
reer field was at the Army's data pro-
cessing center in Yongsan, Korea. For
2 1 /2 years, Juan was the analyst in
charge of the Standard Army Multi-
Command Management Information
Systems (STAMMIS). He also pro-
grammed in COBOL, worked with the
Army's job control language, and, while
analyzing problems and reporting them,
learned the basics of technical writing.
During this tour, he was promoted to staff
sergeant.

From Korea, Juan went to his present
assignment at the Army's Information
Systems Engineering Command. Work-
ing specifically in quality assurance, he
monitors the development of new com-
puter systems and gives technical guid-
ance. He also writes documentation, such
as user's guides.

Juan enjoys following the developments
of new technology in hardware, especially
in microcomputers. "Programming is so
complex no one can know it all," he says.
"I like interacting with other programmer/
analysts to share knowledge."
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Acomputer can solve problems in
fractions of a second and store vast

amounts of information, but it takes a pro-
grammer to make it work. As a program-
mer, you communicate with the computer
using language it understands. You begin
your career by writing and testing simple
programS. As you gain experience, you
learn to apply your skills to more difficult
programming tasks. There are opportuni-
ties to advance to programming supervisor
and perhaps to supervisor of an entire data
processing facility.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most programmers work on advanced
computer equipment in large data proc-
essing centers. These facilities are usually
in office settings, but centers may also be
located in missile facilities, space com-
mand centers, or aboard ships. While
there is some opportunity for overseas
assignment, most computer programmers
work at data processing centers in the
United Status.

ADVANCEMENT

Computer programmers need a high
level of creativity and intelligence to write
and test complex computer programs.
Programmers must also have good math
skills and the ability to think logically to
write the codes that instruct computers.
Since the smallest mistake can cause a
program to fail, programiners must pay
close attention to detail while ceding and
debugging programs. Keeping up on con-
stantly changing computer technology and
being able to work with mar, lifferent
computer systems are import' or ad-
vancement.

After mastering basic programming
skills, the willingness to assume leader-
ship roles helps programmers advance
through supervisory levels of this career. A
familiarity with the entire range of com-
puter operations (for example, telecom-
munications, data entry, and specialized
equipment) is important to advance to the
level of data processing supervisor. Data
processing supervisors manage entire
computer centers, including programming
and computer operations.

Military Careers



TRAINING

The services provide com-
puter programmers with 6 to 18
months of basic and initial job
training. It includes classroom
instruction and practical exer-
cises in prograMming and data
processing.

Instruction stresses the dif-
ferent types of programming
languages. These languages
include operating systems (in-
structions that control computer
operations), assembler, BASIC,
COBOL, and FORTRAN.
Hands-on exercises demon-
strate the basic tools and tech-
niques used to code, structure,
and debug programs.

Training continues on the job
under the direction of program-
mer/analysts and supervisors.

Experienced programmers
and programmer/analysts may
take advanced training in level-

. oping programs to automate
manual budgeting and account-
ing procedures. instruction em-
phasizes analysis techniques,
such as flow diagrams and deci-
sion tables.

Throughout their careers,
computer programmers may
receive additional training in
specific computer systems and
computer programming lan-
guages. The type of advanced
training depends on the skills
n. tided in a duty assignment.
For example, programmers
assigned to technical, scientific,

or special purpose programming
may receive training in special
programming languages. This
training covers methods for writ-
ing input-output routines (data
entry and reports) and sub-
program call and return state-
ments (special instructions for
repetitive program calculations).
Programmers often receive
training in new computer sys-
tems directly from the manufac-
turer.

During their careers, com-
puter programmers learn super-
visory skills through leadership
training and job experience.
This training continues through
the level of data processing su-
pervisor with courses in man-
agement and administration.
Typically, these courses ad-
dress budgeting, personnel
management, and training pro-
gram development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in working
with computers, you may also
want to consider career as a
computer systems analyst, com-
puter operator, or computer
equipment repairer. See the Ad-
ministrative Occupations clus-
ter, the Engineering, Science,
and Technical Occupations
cluster, and the Electronic and
Electrical Equipment Repair
Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this
book for descriptions of these
and other related military occu-
pations.

Military Careers
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TYPICAL CAREER PATH

DATA PROCESSING SUPERVISOR

Data processing supervisors may manage entire
data processing organizations, including program-
mers and computer operators. They:

Plan and direct computer operations and program-
ming
Assign projects, set priorities, and monitor work
load
Develop budgets, track expenses, and predict
equipment requirements
Develop staff training programs

PROGRAMMING SUPERVISOR

Skilled programmer/analysts who show leadership
ability may advance to become programming super-
visors. At this level, they:

Assign staff and organize teams for major projects
Help programming staff with technical problems
Review and approve proposed system and pro-
gram designs
Train or direct the training of new programmers
Check user requests and set up project budgets
and deadlines

PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

Experienced programmers may advance to be-
come programmer/analysts who design computer
applications for military organizations. Programmer/
analysts:

Meet with supervisors and system users to deter-
mine system objectives
Define inputs, outputs, and data elements for pro-
posed systems
Write system design and programmer instructions
Test and debug programs using test data and
analysis techniques
Put new programs and systems into operation

PROGRAMMER

After initial job training, programmers work with
more experienced staff developing routine pro-
grams. Programmers:

Write simple programs using standard, prewritten
program segments
Enter programs using computer terminal input
devices
Prepare documentation for users, computer op-
erators, and other programmers
Code programs into computer language to perform
needed actions
Help prepare, edit, and test programs

385
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ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT
REPAIRERS

Profile: Catherine Glidden

Petty Officer First Class Catherine
Glidden joined the Navy for travel and an
education. The Navy recommended ad-
vanced electronics to her because she
scored highest in that area on the ASVAB.

Catherine took initial ;ob training
courses in electricity and electronics,
intermediate avionics, advanced elec-
tronics, and ARN52 (navigational gear).
She then went on her first duty assign-
ment to Guantanamo, Cuba, where she
tested, maintained, and repaired cof:i-
munication navigation gear. There she
met her future husband, also an aviation
electronics technician in the Navy.

Catherine's next assignment was in
Rota, Spain, where she worked on A-3
and P-3 aircraft and maintained electronic
countermeasures gear for VQ-2 (fleet air
reconnaissance) squadron planes. She
worked on control boxes, switching units,
and antennae displays. She was also an
inspector responsible for checking re-
paired gear and reviewing the work of
others. "When I was in Spain, I bought a
Eurail pass and toured Norway, Belgium,
Sweden, Holland, France, Germany,
Austria, and England," says Catherine.

After Spain, Catherine trained as an
instructor and was then assigned to the
Norfolk Naval Air Station, VA, for further
on-the-job training. She received her cer-
tification, and now, with only 11 years in the
Navy, she teaches electronic assembly
repair courses (basic and advanced), a
supervisor's course, and an instructors
certification course. She also travels to
training sites in the southeastern United
States to recertify sites and instructors.
She enjoys teaching. As she says, "Be-
fore, I learned a lot through school and
strengthened my technical skills. Now, as
an instructor, I'm strengthening my com-
munications skills."

Catherine was not only the first female
instructor but also the first woman at her
present detachment. She is one of only 10
aviation electronics technicians and the
only female aviation electronics technician
ever to have reached the "A" level of certi-
fication ("A" is the highest of six levels).
Catherine has no problem being first. As
she says. "I strive to do the best I can in
every job I do."
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Precise electronic instruments are
vital in military communications, air-

craft navigation, and weapons targeting.
They are also used in medical research,
weather forecasting, and electronic war-
fare. As an electronic instrument repairer,
you diagnose and repair malfunctions on
one type of electronic instrument. You
begin your career performing routine
maintenance and repair on a single instru-
ment. As you gain experience and skill,
you may advance to work on more than
one instrument, doing more complicated
repairs and helping others solve complex
problems. There are opportunities to ad-
vance to shop supervisor and perhaps to
electronic maintenance superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Electronic instrument repairers work in
electronic repair shops all over the world.
The military uses electronic devices in all
areas, so repairers are found working
aboard ships or aircraft and at most military
installations. The instruments that repair-
ers learn to fix may determine their duty
assignments. For example, repairers who
work on flight control instruments are
usually assigned to the electronics section
of an aircraft squadron or aircraft main-
tenance unit. Repairers who work on
biomedical equipment (used in medical
testing and research) are usually stationed
at large medical facilities.

ADVANCEMENT

Electronic instrument repairers diag-
nose problems and make repairs to state-
of-the-art electronic instruments. To do
this, they must understand the electronic
principles behind the workings of highly
technical equipment. They also need skills
in reading schematic diagrams and using
test instruments to find faulty parts. To
advance, repairers must develop the ana-
lytical skills needed to solve complex
repair problems and expand their
knowledge of related electronic equip-
ment. After mastering the basic skills, the
willingness to assume leadership roles
helps electronic instrument repairers
advance through the supervisory levels of
this career.

Military Careers



SPECIALIZATION

From the time they begin their
training, electronic instrument
repairers specialize in one type
of complex equipment. Special-
ties include avionic systems
(electronic systems on aircraft),
biomedical equipment (medical
diagnostic or research), elec-
tronic communications equip-
ment, and electronic warfare
systems.

TRAINING

The services provide elec-
tronic instrument repairers with 9
to 24 months of basic and initial
job training. It combines class-
room instruction and intensive
on-the-job training. The class-
room instruction consists of two
courses. The first covers basic
electrical and electronic theory
and principles. Trainees also
learn how to use and care for
electronic tools, instruments,
and equipment. The second
course gives details about the
specific equipment the repairer
has selected as a specialty. For
example, biomedical equipment
repairers learn about X-ray
equipment, laboratory instru-
ments, and patient monitoring
systems. During on-the-job
training, repairers learn how to

Military Careers

inspect, maintain, and perform
simple, routine repairs on elec-
tronic instruments. Advanced
classroom training for senior re-
pairers covers advanced elec-
tronics, troubleshooting tech-
niques, and new repair proce-
dures.

During their careers, elec-
tronic instrument repairers learn
supervisory skills through lead-
ership training and job experi-
ence. This training continues
through the level of electronic
maintenance superintendent
with courses in management
and administration. Typically,
these courses address .Judget-
ing, personnel management,
repair shop operations, and
training program development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in elec-
tronic instrument repair, you may
also want to consider a career as
a radio equipment repairer, com-
puter equipment repairer, or
electronic weapons systems re-
pairer. See the Electronic and
Electrical Equipment Repair
Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations-section of
this book for descriptions of
these and other related military
occupations.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE
SUPERINTENDENT

Highly qualified shop supervisors may advance to
plan and manage electronic systems maintenance
facilities. They:

Plan for needed personnel, equipment, parts, and
supplies
Set up quality control guidelines and maintenance
and repair standards
Conduct safety and quality control inspections
Develop and write technical and administrative
reports and orders
Develop training programs and procedures

SHOP SUPERVISOR

Skilled instrument repairers who show leadership
ability may become supervisors of electronic repair
shops. At this level, they:

Schedule and make work assignments
Coordinate repair and support activities to meet
work deadlines
Give technical guidance in electronic system main-
tenance and repair
Inspect completed repairs
Conduct training programs and assign trainers for
new repairers

SENIOR REPAIRER

As their skills increase, electronic instrument re-
pairers take on more responsibility and perform more
complicated repairs. Senior repairers:

Set up and run electronic testing equipment and
machines
Align and calibrate (adjust) testing equipment and
instruments
Interpret diagrams and use troubleshooting tech-
niques to find faulty parts or wiring
Test repaired instruments and systems using
probes and oscilloscopes (devices that measure
variations in electrical current)
Replace faulty parts, such as loose wires and
printed circuit boards (prewired electrical circuits)

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIRER

After initial job training, electronic instrument re-
pairers perform routine maintenance and simple re-
pairs on electronic instruments. Working under close
supervision, they:

Use wiring diagrams to find faulty parts and test
electronic instrument components (parts)
Check for faulty wiring and connections using
probes and other test instruments
Replace parts using common and special hand
tools
Repair printed circuits and electric connectors
using precision soldering tools
Clean and maintain electronic testing equipment
and instruments
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ELECTRONIC WEAPONS
SYSTEMS REPAIRERS
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Profile: Fred Quincy

Master Sergeant Fred Quincy sees
himself and the other airborne electronic
weapons systems repairers as a "special
breed." They like to work independently.
and they enjoy a challenge. Even though
they may work on only a few systems in
their careers, they are constantly learning.
As Fred says, "We never see the same
problem twice."

For his first 11 years in the Army, Fred
worked mainly on one weapon system:
the Chaparral. His training on this system
began soon after he joined the military.
During a series of assignments in the
United States and Germany, he advanced
from technician to assistant Chaparral
system mechanic to senior mechanic. He
was also promoted through the ranks to
staff sergeant As senior mechanic, ne
reported to the Commander on weapon
status and supervised training in mainte-
nance and troubleshooting. He also
monitored the stock of weapons and
made sure that forms and the log book
were kept up to date. In one assignment,
he was the noncommissioned officer-in-
charge (NCOIC) of projects to prepare a
directory for training and to develop a

mechanic's manual for the Chaparral
system.

At this point in his career, Fred felt that
he needed to get experience in another
system, so he requested training in the
Vulcan weapon system. He also re-
quested parachute trainingsomething
he had always wanted to do. Both re-
quests were granted. Fred is proud of the
"wings" on his uniform that show that he is
parachute qualified. He earned them
when he was 32 years old, 12 years after
he joined the military.

Fred spent the next several years as a
senior Vulcan mechanic. Now, with sev-
eral years of Army experience behind him,
he is at Fort Bragg, NC, with the 82nd
Airborne, a rapid deployment force. He is
maintenance control NCOIC and yard
master in charge of all missile support for
the division. He supervises over 130 men
and controls the work flow of jobs on sev-
eral electronic weapons systems. Since
the division must be ready to deploy at a
moment's notice, he and his crew ensure
that the electronic weapons are always
ready to go.
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Most modern weaponsfrom bal-
listic m issiles to field artilleryhave

electronic parts. As an electronic weapons
systems repairer, you perform electrical,
mechanical, and electronic repairs on one
type of weapons system. You begin your
career performing maintenance and re-
pairs under close supervision. As you gain
experience and skill, you work more inde-
pendently and perform more complicated
repairs. There are opportunities to ad-
vance to shop supervidor and perhaps to
maintenance superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Electronic weapons systems repairers
work in specialized maintenance and re-
pair units. These units may be part of the
infantry, the artillery, an air squadron, or a
ship's crew. Repairs are generally per-
formed in specially equipped workshops,
but, depending on the type of weapon,
repairers may also work in aircraft han-
gars, missile silos, or outdoors to inspect,
remove, and reinstall electronic parts.
Electronic weapons systems repairers are
assigned wherever military weapons are
found. There is good opportunity for over-
seas assignment.

ADVANCEMENT

Modern weapons systems arc complex;
they include electronic guidance and con-
trol modules as well as mechanical and
electrical parts. To find and fix a problem,
repairers must understand how all these
parts work together. They need to be able
to follow maintenance and repair guides
precisely and know how to use special
electronic test instruments. They must
become skilled at working with hand tools
to adjust mechanical parts and replace
defective wiring. To advance, repairers
must develop the analytical skills needed
to diagnose the cause of system failure.
After mastering the basic skills, the willing-
ness to assume leadership roles helps
electronic weapons systems repairers
advance through the supervisory levels of
this career.
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SPECIALIZATION

Electronic weapons systems
repairers usually specialize in
one or more weapons systems.
They may specialize in:

Antiaircraft weapons used to
protect military positions from
attacking aircraft
Ballistic missiles used for
intercontinental (long-range)
warfare
Artillery used for conventional
land-based warfare
Aircraft weapons used for
air-to-ground and air-to-air
combat

TRAINING

The services provide elec-
tronic weapons systems repair-
ers with 9 to 24 months of basic
and initial job training. It com-
bines classroom instruction and
on-the-job training. Classroom
instruction covers basic mech-
anical, electrical, and electronies
theory and principles. It also
includes hands-on training in a
particular weapons system and
in the use of special tools. On-
the-job training conducted by
senior repairers and shop super-
visors emphasizes using tech-
nical guides for performing main-
tenance and repair. Early in their
care ars, repairers typically re-
turn to the classroom for ad-

vanced training. These courses
help them sharpen their trouble-
shooting skills and learn main-
tenance and repair procedures
for replacement systems or
major equipment modifications.
In some cases, repairers return
to the classroom for training in
other weapons systems.

During their careers, repairers
learn supervisory skills through
leadership training and job expe-
rience. This training continues
through the maintenance super-
intendent level with courses in
management and administra-
tion. Typically, these courses
address budgeting, personnel
management, repair shop op-
erations, and training program
development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in elec-
tronic and electrical equipment
repair, you may also want to con-
sider a career as a radar and
sonar equipment repairer, air-
craft electrician, ship electrician,
electronic instrument repairer, or
computer equipment repairer.
See the Electronic and Electrical
Equipment Repair Occupations
cluster in the Military Occupa-
tions section of this book for
descriptions of these and other
related military occupations.

Military Careers

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

MAINTENANCE SUPERINTENDENT

Highly qualified shop supervisors may advance to
manage electronic weapons systems maintenance
units. They:

Develop training programs and set training priori-
ties
Help officers plan for maintenance unit personnel
and material needs
Set work priorities and coordinate maintenance
and support unit activities
Develop quality control procedures and conduct
maintenance inspections
Oversee the preparation of inspection reports and
personnel and technical records

SHOP SUPERVISOR

Titneljnt,

Experienced repairers who show leadership ability
may become shop supervisors in electronic mainte-
nance units. At this level, they:

Schedule and make work assignments
Inspect repaired electronic weapons systems
Review maintenance and repair logs for accuracy
Give technical assistance to shop personnel solv-
ing malfunctions in complex weapons systems
Assign trainers to instruct new electronic weapons
systems repairers

18-20

SENIOR REPAIRER

As their skills increase, repairers perform more
difficult repairs. Senior repairers:

Set up and run electronic test and weapons system
support equipment
Install and calibrate (adjust) guidance, telemetry,
and electronic fire control subsystems
Use troubleshooting techniques to find faulty parts
and causes for system breakdowns
Use electronic test equipment and performance
analyzers to test repaired systems and subsys-
tems
Train new repairers and help with difficult system
repairs

9.12
yrs

WEAPONS SYSTEMS REPAIRER

After initial training, electronic weapons systems
repairers work under close supervision performing
simple electronic repairs and routine maintenance.
At this level, they:

Read maintenance manuals and wiring diagrams
to find system parts and subassemblies
Replace sights, gyroscopes (stabilizing devices),
printed circuit boards (prewired electrical circuits),
and other parts using special hand tools
Use electronic equipment and test probes to check
missile, aircraft, and other fire control and guid-
ance systems
Repair mounts, launchers, and platforms for com-
puter-controlled guns, torpedoes, artillery, and
guided missiles

389
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FOOD SERVICE SPECIALISTS

Profile: Jim Johnson

Jim Johnson joined the Navy right after
high school. He and a friend joined the
Navy to travel and to learn a trade. Jim
found his career in his first assignment in
Bainbridge, MD, as a seaman apprentice:
after spending part of his tour working in
the mess hall, he discovered that cooking
was what he wanted to do. From
Bainbridge, he was assigned tc the USS
Waldron in Norfolk, VA, where he worked
in the ship's galley.

Jim reenlisted because the Navy gave
him the opportunity to go to cooking
school, where he learned menu planning
and nutrition and improved his cooking
skills. After school, he spent a year and a
half in the bakery at the Naval Hospital in
Guam. From Guam he went to Vietnam,
where he supervised a team of food serv-
ice specialists providing meals to tugboat
crews. By the end of his tour, Jim had been
promoted to petty officer first class.

Jim spent the next 3 years managing the
inventory of a commissary store. He was
not sure if his career in the Navy was going
anywhere, but after some friendly advice
from his Chief, he decided not to leave. His

decision paid off. During his next assign-
ment aboard the USS O'Callahan, he was
in charge of running the entire mess,
something he had always wanted. He was
also promoted to chief petty officer. Jim
says the most important day of his career
was the day he "put on the hat." (The lower
ranks, Jim explains, wear sailor caps; only
chiefs may wear "the hat.")

After making chief, Jim spent 3 years as
an instructor in the Navy cooking school in
San Diego. He and his fellow instructors
won first place in the San Diego Culinary
Show. On Saturdays, Jim ran a cooking
school for Explorer Scouts. By the end of
this assignment, Jim had been promoted
to senior chief.

Jim has spent the past 4 years as food
services supervisor on several ships. On
the USS New Orleans, he managed a 35-
person staff that fed 580 crew members
and, at times, 1,800 Marines (nearly 7,000
meals a day). Aboard his last ship, the
USS Wadsworth, he went on a 7-month
cruise of the South Pacific, with stops in
Hawaii, Guam, Korea, Hong Kong, the
Philippines, Australia, New Zealand,
Tonga, and Samoa.
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The military serves thousands of
meals each day in dining halls,

aboard ships, or in tents in the field. As a
food service specialist, you help prepare
these meals: you may bake the bread, cut
the meat, prepare the main courses, or
make the sandwiches. You begin your
career by preparing food under the close
supervision of experienced cooks and
chefs. As you gain experience, you may
plan meals and order supplies. There are
opportunities to advance to chef and per-
haps to food service supervisor.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Food service specialists work in clean,
sanitary kitchens and dining halls on mili-
tary bases and ships. They may work in a
galley preparing food for a small unit, in a
hospital cafeteria, or in a large dining hall
where several hundred or several thou-
sand people are served at each meal.
Food service specialists may also work
under field conditions preparing and serv-
ing meals outside in large tents. Most food
service specialists work at military bases in
the United States, but there is good oppor-
tunity for overseas assignment. Food
service specialists are likely to work with
civilian employees sometime during their
careers.

ADVANCEMENT

The quality of the food prepared for
service members affects their health and
morale. Food service specialists need to
make an extra effort to see that the food
they prepare is appetizing and nutritious.
To do this, they must master cooking
meals using standard recipes. They must
also understand the characteristics and
nutritional values of ingredients so that
they can adjust recipes for large or small
volumes and plan menus. At supervisory
levels of the career, food service special-
ists also need to master the basics of
managing a food service operation, such
as ordering supplies and properly storing
food. After mastering the basic cooking
skills, the willingness to assume leader-
ship roles helps food service specialists
advance through the supervisory levels of
this career.
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SPECIALIZATION

While food service specialists
typicallls begin as kitchen work-
ers, they may specialize as bak-
ers, butchers, or cooks. De-
pending on the military service,
they may also spend their ca-
reers preparing special meals for
hospital patients. These meals,
which require special attention,
are usually ordered by a physi-
cian or a dietitian to meet a
patient's special need for low-
calorie or salt-free food.

TRAINING

The services provide cooks
with 10 to 18 months of basic and
initial job training. It combines
classroom and on-the-job train-
ing. Classroom training focuses
on the basics of kitchen opera-
tions, sanitation, food storage,
and the use of standard and
special diet menus and recipes.
Hands-on exercises at the
school involve preparing and
cooking standard menu meals.
Intensive on-the-job training in
preparing, arranging, and serv-
ing is given by experienced
workers and chefs. Most chefs
return to school for advanced

_
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training in food production and
management of a food service
facility. Courses may also be
taken in specialized cooking,
such as preparing gourmet
meals, baking using advanced
techniques, or cooking for pilots
and flight crews.

During their career, food serv-
ice specialists learn supervisory
skills through leadership training
and job experience. This train-
ing continues through the food
service supervisor level with
courses in pricing, nutrition, ac-
counting, sanitation, inventory
control, and personnel manage-
ment.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a serv-
ice career where you work
closely with others, you may also
want to consider other occupa-
tions such as Lodging Specialist
or Payroll Specialist. See the
Administrative Occupations
Cluster for descriptions of these
and other related Military Oc-
cupations. The Service Occu-
pation Cluster may also contain
related military occupations.

fr
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TYPICAL CAREER PATH

FOOD SERVICE SUPERVISOR

Highly qualified chefs may advance to direct and
control large food service facilities. Food service
supervisors:

Set food service standards, policies, and work
priorities
Plan and develop food service training programs
Inspect food service facilities and evaluate work
procedures
Plan and prepare budgets and monitor food serv-
ice expenses
Determine personnel, equipment, and food supply
needs
Prepare standard operating procedures and ad-
ministrative reports on food service activities

Timeline

CHEF

As their skills in food service increase, cooks take
on more responsibility. As chefs, they:

Plan and prepare standard and dietetic food
menus and recipes
Direct kitchen staff in a food serving facility
Prepare work schedules and assign food service
duties
Set food serving procedures and plan layouts for
dining areas
Determine food and supply needs and prepare
order forms and records
Conduct training classes and assign trainers to
new cooks

COOK

After initial training, food service specialists begin
their careers working as cooks. Working under the
supervision of experienced chefs, they:

Receive, inspect, and store beverages, food items,
and food service supplies
Cook meat, fish, poultry, and vegetables
Bake cakes, pies, bread, and pastries
Make soups, salads, and sandwiches
Serve food in a hospital, dining hall, field kitchen, or
aboard ship
Clean dining areas, kitchen utensils and equip-
ment

15-21
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As an infantryman, you live with a
challenge. You learn to push your-

self to do things you never thought pos-
sible. Your main focus is on teamwork,
discipline, and physical conditioning. You
begin by learning to read maps, fire weap-
ons, and prepare for enemy attacks. By
demonstrating leadership skills, there are
opportunities to advance to platoon ser-
geant -and perhaps to company/battalion
sergeant.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Infantrymen are most often assigned to
infantry units at military bases in the United
States, but many are stationed in Western
Europe and the Pacific Islands. Not all
assignments for infantrymen are with in-

. fantry units; at some time in their career,
experienced infantrymen are usually as-
signed to other positions. The most popu-
lar assignments include recruiter, drill in-
structor, and headquarters staff.

Profile: Michael Fry

Asa civilian, Staff Sergeant Michael Fry
had a good job as a pipe layer, but his work
was the same every day. Mike joined the
Marines because, as he puts it, "I was
looking for a challenge and wanted to go
different places and do different things."
More importantly, Mike says, "I wanted to
belong."

For Mike, teaching other Marines the
skills he has learned has been the most
important part of his infantry career. He
believes that leadership and training are
the basic roles of all noncommissioned
officers (NCOs). During his career, Mike
has actively sought assignments that al-
low him to share what he has learned.

During his initial infantry training, Mike
was one of 10 Marines selected for bar-
racks duty. Assigned to the Marine Bar-
racks in Norfolk, VA, for a year, his squad
provided security for the many naval in-
stallations in that area. From Norfolk, Mike
went to marksmanship school at the Dam
Neck Rifle Range. He did so well that the
school asked him to stay on for a year as
an instructor.

When Mike was bent to Okinawa as part
of the 3rd Marine Brigade, his experience
at the rifle range qualified him to become
company armorer in charge of the
company's small weapons. While in Oki-
nawa, Mike was promoted to sergeant and
volunteered for duty as drill instructor. The
following year he recalls as the most re-
warding of his career. "I was proud to be
able to take someone off the streets and
turn him into a Marine," he says. While a
drill instructor, he also taught water sur-
vival to new recruits. Mike spent the next 3
years as a platoon sergeant in Hawaii
training 40 Marines on land and on ship.
He led the platoon in many different train-
ing exercises and on several cruises.

Mike is currently an instructor at the
Marine Corps Officer Candidate School in
Quantico, VA, where he trains college
students who will one day become offic-
ers. He also works at the NCO school
teaching leadership to other noncommis-
sioned offs -ers. Mike knows that he is due
for another assignment in the near future
and says he and his family are trying to
decide where they want to go.
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ADVANCEMENT

The nature of combat calls for infantry-
men to be able to take charge and lead
squad members to reach their goals. Good
leadership skills are the key to advancing
in the infantry. To advance, infantrymen
must show that they could motivate and
lead others in combat. They must begin
developing these skills at basic training
and apply them by ',lading the men of their
squad or platoon in exercises and maneu-
vers. The willingness to assume leader-
ship roles and take on additional responsi-
bilities helps an infantryman advance
through the supervisory levels of this ca-
reer.
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SPECIALIZATION

Infantrymen specialize in
parachute jumping to qualify for
assignment to an airborne divi-
sion or in special battle tactics tc
qualify for assignment to a
ranger battalion.

TRAINING

The services provide infantry-
men with 6 to 12 months of basic
and advanced infantry training.
Following basic training, they
continue to develop infantry
skills. They learn about weap-
ons, map reading. military law.
and hand-to-hand combat tech-
niques. They also undergo a
tough physical conditioning pro-
gram. Advanced training is usu-
ally given in specific weapons.
such as mortars, machine guns.
and truck-mounted weapons.
Specialized training is also avail-
able in parachute jumping and
special battle tactics.

As platoon sergeants. infan-
trymen take training in leading
an infantry platoon. They learn
about infantry combat opera-
tions, leadership. communica-
tions. and information gathering.
Company: attalion sergeants
take advanced training in plan-
ning and directing infantry op-
erations. They learn about
weapons. military tactics. unit
readiness, and effective leader-
ship.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a com-
bat career. you may also want to
consider a career in the special
operations forces or as an artil-
lery crew member. combat engi-
neer, or tank crew member. See
the Combat Specialty Occu-
pations cluster in the Military
Occupations section of this book
for descriptions of these occu-
pations.
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TYPICAL CAREER PATH

COMPANY /BATTALION SERGEANT

Companytattalion sergeants plan and direct the
several platoons that make up an infantry company
or battalion. Typically. they:

Plan and conduct training programs
Help decide how and when troops and equipment
will be used
Supervise operation of the unit command post
Prepare situation briefings. combat orders, and
other reports

PLATOON SERGEANT

Qualified squad leaders are promoted to supervise
platoons. each consisting of several squads. At this
level, they:

Supervise a rifle. machine gun. or other infantry
group
Receive and give combat or training exercise or-
ders
Help develop battle plans
Coordinate the movement of troops. supplies. and
weapons
Direct the storage and issue of ammunition

SQUAD OR FIRE TEAM LEADER

Infantrymen who show leadership potential may
become squad leaders of small groups of infantry-
men. Squad or fire team leaders:

Motivate and give on-the-job training to new infan-
trymen
Coordinate the squad's collection of information
about the enemy and the battlefield
Read maps and photographs taken from aircraft to
locate enemy forces
Request artillery or aircraft support fire
Carry out combat or training exercise orders

INFANTRYMAN

After initial job training. infantrymen train and take
part in combat exercises. They:

Fire and maintain rifles, machine guns, and other
weapons
Stand watch at observation posts to observe en-
emy troop movement
Stand watch at roadblocks and man bunkers and
gun positions
Drive trucks to transport troops. weapons. and
supplies
Place and arm antipersonnel and antitank mines

This career is open only to men.
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MACHINISTS
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Profile: Nancy Pruitt

Staff Sergeant Nancy Pruitt has en-
joyed her 10 years on active duty. She
says her Army career has provided her
the opportunity "to travel, meet different
people, leam the latest technologies, and
just have fun."

Nancy joined the Army Reserves for
training so she could do something differ-
ent from her civilian job as a clerk typist.
After basic training. she went to Fort Sam
Houston. TX, for training as a medical
service technician. For a year. she
worked several weekends a month with
her Reserve unit: then she volunteered
for active duty. "I enjoyed my time on duty.
and I saw the Army as a place to get
ahead. she explains.

When Nancy joined the Active Army.
she asked to receive training as a machin-
ist. She thought the work would be chal-
lenging and different and would allow her
to prove herself. She went through initial
training at Aberdeen Proving Ground.
MD, where she learned the basic skills
required of all machinists. Her first assign-
ment was at Fort Eustis. VA. where she
worked in the maintenance company.
helping make repairs to everything from
radios to helicopters. She was able to

learn her trade quickly and became famil-
iar with some of the other occupations in
the maintenance shop.

At Fort Eustis. VA. Nancy also worked
for a year in her second specialty as a
medical technician. She was then as-
signed to a maintenance company in Ko-
rea for a year, where she was promoted to
sergeant. She returned to the States as a
shop foreman in the services section of an
armored division at Fort Knox. KY. In this
position. she supervised a crew that re-
paired jeeps. tanks. and other armored
equipment.

Nancy has been assigned to Aberdeen
Proving Ground for the past five years as
an instructor and noncommissioned offi-
cer in charge of student control. In addi-
tion to teaching metalworking courses.
she processes students entering training
and assigns them to their various classes.
Nancy was recently promoted to staff ser-
geant and looks forward to being one of
the top-ranking females in the main-
tenance field. When asked about being
a female in a nontraditional job. Nancy
reeks, "I like the challenge of being the
only female in the unit.
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Machinists make engine parts so
precise that their quality is meas-

ured to one one-thousandth of an inch. As
a machinist. you make and repair parts for
mechanical equipment. such as engines
and generators. to keep them in running
condition. You begin your career learning
to use lathes, grinders, drill presses, and
other metalworking machines under close
supervision. As your skills develop. you
may also learn the art of tool and die
making and how to plan machining jobs
and lay out work materials. There are op-
portunities to advance to machirie shop
supervisor and perhaps to mechanical
maintenance superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Machinists usually work in a machine
shop that is part of a larger maintenance
organization. Depending on the service.
machine shops may be part of an aircraft
maintenance unit. a ship tender. or a ve-
hicle repair and maintenance unit. Machin-
ists may also be assigned to the mainte-
nance section of a large combat unit.
where they work with mobile equipment
during field exercises. Machinists are
needed in units all over the world, so there
is good opportunity for overseas duty.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in metalworking.
you may also want to consider a career as
a welder. shipfitter. or sheet metal worker.
See the Machine Operator and Precision
Work Occupations cluster in the Military
Occupations section of this book for de-
scriptions of these occupations. Other re-
lated occupations may be found in the
Vehicle and Machinery Mechanic Occupa-
tions cluster in the Military Occupations
section.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Because machinists are
called on to make precision parts
for sophisticated equipment,
they need to develop an atten-
tion to detail and craftsmanship
not required in many jobs. They
must master the methods of
crafting various parts, learn the
use and properties of different
metals. and develop skill in oper-
ating the 'many different ma-
chines in a shop. Learning to
read blueprints and visualize
parts from technical instructions
is important in the early part of
this career. Pursuing civilian
courses in mathematics or ap-
plied sciences will help a ma-
chinist develop these skills.

After mastering the basic
skills, the willingness to assume
leadership roles helps machin-
ists advance through the super-
visory levels of this career.
Learning about other occupa-
tions, such as mechanics, in-

creases a machinist's chances
for promotion since superinten-
dents manage entire mainte-
nance units.

Military Careers

TRAINING

The services provide machin-
ists with 6 to 9 months of basic
and initial job training. It includes
both classroom and on-the-job
instruction. Classroom instruc-
tion includes the basics of metal-
working, including the properties
of metals and the use of machine
tools. such as lathes, drill
presses. and milling machines.
Class work also includes training
in interpreting blueprints and
using precision measuring de-
vices. Expert machinists direct
on-the-job training on each ma-
chine tool and instruct new ma-
chinists in planning, laying out.
and completing machining jobs.
Advanced training is available
for senior machinists interested
in more complex machining
techniques and the art of tool
and die making.

During their careers. machin-
ists learn supervisory skills
through leadership training and
job experience. This training
continues through the mechani-
cal maintenance superintendent
level with courses in manage-
ment and administration. Typi-
cally. these courses address
budgeting. personnel manage-
ment, machine shop operations.
and training program develop-
ment.

f

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

MECHANICAL MAINTENANCE
SUPERINTENDENT

Machine shop supervisors may advance to plan
and direct activities of entire mechanical mainte-
nance units. Superintendents:

Plan personnel needs and organize placement of
equipment in the shop
Develop training programs and procedures for
shop personnel
Set up programs to ensure quality work produs
Manage unit administration, including filing, pre-
paring reports, and maintaining publications that
contain part descriptions or work procedures

MACHINE SHOP SUPERVISOR

Skilled senior machinists who show leadership
ability may become supervisors of machine shops. At
this level, they:

Plan and schedule projects to use personnel and
equipment efficiently
Conduct training programs and assign trainers to
new machinists
Oversee shop operations
Inspect finished machined parts and work pieces
for quality
Design. make, and repair special machine tools,
including dies and jigs

SENIOR MACHINIST

By mastering basic machining skills and abilities,
machinists can become senior machinists. They:

Assign work to machinists to meet work deadlines
Conduct on-the-job training and show new work-
ers how to operate machines
Interpret work orders and specifications and help
with complex machine jobs
Perform difficult machine setup and operation for
precision work
Lay out, mark, and make metal and nonmetal parts

MACHINIST

After initial job training, machinists learn to use
metalworking machines to make and repair metal
parts. Working under close supervision, they:

Read blueprints, sketches, diagrams, and work
specifications
Measure and mark parts and materials for machin-
ing
Lay out common work pieces and set up standard
machine tools
Operate lathes. grinders. shapers. and milling
machines
Test completed work using precision devices,
such as gauges. calipers, and micrometers
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Profile: George Ivionch

George Monch grew up in Cape May.
NJ. home of the Coast Guard Training
Center. His love for the sea and familiarity
with the Coast Guard directed him toward
a Coast Guard career. Even now. after 16
years. Chief Monch still says. "I can't be
too far from the water."

Out of boot camp. George went to York-
town. VA. for a 4-month course in engi-
neering. His first assignment was back
home in Cape May aboard the cutter Alert.
As George explains it. his first duty as-
signment was "basic engine cleaning."
However. it was not long before he was
promoted in both rank and responsibility.
He was assigned to overhauling small
boilers and maintaining the fresh water
system. He also helped repair auxiliary
engine equipment.

George's next assignment was a 1-
year tour in Japan. He started out as a
watchstander and advanced to supervise
the overhaul of engines and auxiliary
equipment. He then returned to Cape May
to become part of the Aids to Navigation

j Team. responsible for operating and
maintaining several boats. lighthouses.
and navigation buoys.
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George left active duty after 8 years. but
stayed in the Coast Guard Reserve. work-
ing weekends as a small boat operator on
search and rescue missions. Three years
later. seeking greater job security. he de-
cided to go back on active duty. He was
assigned to the Eagle. the Coast Guard
Academy's training vessel. In the winter.
George supervised the modernization of
the ship's auxiliary equipment (engines
that are used in place of the sails). In the
summer. as the Eagle sailed across the
Caribbean and the Atlantic to Europe. he
gave the cadets instruction in seamanship
and the ship's auxiliary equipment.

George's next assignment was on the
West Coast. where he was the engineer-
inc, supervisor on the Point Ledge. a ves-
sel used for search and rescue and drug
enforcement along the California coast.

For the past 2 years. Chief Monch has
worked at the Coast Guard shipyard in
Baltimore. MD. In charge of equipment for
a variety of vessels, he orders parts and
advises the ship's crew on how to replace
broken parts and repair equipment.
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arine engine mechanics keep the
ship's engines running. As a ma-

rine engine mechanic, you maintain and
repair ship or small boat engines, propul-
sion machinery, and other shipboard me-
chanical equipment. You begin your ca-
reer performing routine maintenance and
repairs under close supervision. As you
gain experience, you take greater respon-
sibility and perform more difficult repairs.
There are opportunities to advance to
engine room supervisor and perhaps to
marine engine superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Marine engine mechanics work aboard
ships or at land-based repair centers.
Shipboard duty may involve work any-
where on the high seas or at the ship's
home port. A large number of marine en-
gine mechanics work on launches (small
boats) and amphibians (vessels able to
move on water and over land). Some me-
chanics work on cutters that patrol the
coastal waterways.

ADVANCEMENT

Marine engine mechanics must under-
stand different kinds of equipment. They
must have the technical skills needed to
find the cause of a malfunction and fix it.
Good eyesight. sharp hearing, and hand-
eye coordination are important since me-
chanics must be able to spot damaged or
broken parts. detect the sounds of faulty
operation. and make precise adjustments.
They must be able to read blueprints and
follow standard maintenance procedures.
Marine engine mechanics mu,..4 also have
a good job performance record in standing
engine room watches. To do this well. they
must be alert for unusual conditions and
understand emergency procedures. After
mastering the basic skills. the willingness
to assume leadership roles helps marine
engine mechanics advance through the
supervisory levels of this career. The op-
portunity for advancement is usually in-
creased by experience in working on more
than one type or class of vessel.

Military Career s



TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice marine engine mechanics
with 9 to 14 months of basic and
initial job training. It combines
classroom instruction and on-
the-job training. Classroom in-
struction includes the theory and
operation of internal combustion
engines and propulsion machin-
ery. Experienced mechanics
and engine room supervisors di-
rect on-the-job training aboard
ships or at repair centers. Ad-
vanced training is available for
experienced marine engine me-
chanics to increase their trou-
bleshooting skills and refresh
their knowledge of maintenance
and repair procedures.

During their careers, marine
engine mechanics learn supervi-
sory skills through leadership
training and job experience. This
training continues through the
marine engine superintendent
level with courses in manage-
melt and administration. Typi-
cally. these courses address
budgeting. personnel manage-
nient. and training program de-
velopment.

Military Careers

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in working
with your hands and with ma-
chines, you may also want to
consider a career in the closely
related occupation of boiler tech-
nician. Other related occupa-
tionsmachinist, aircraft me-
chanic, automobile mechanic,
and powerhouse mechanic
can be found in the Vehicle and
Machinery Mechanic Occupa-
tions cluster and the Machine
Operator and Precision Work
Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations section of
this book.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

MARINE ENGINE SUPERINTENDENT

Superintendents plan and direct maintenance and
repair activities of marine engine mechanics on ships
or at repair centers. They:

Organize training programs and long-range main-
tenance programs
Issue orders and instructions for attaining objec-
tives
Predict personnel, equipment, and material needs
Develop and monitor safety programs
Review and update requirements for watch-
standing qualifications

ENGINE ROOM SUPERVISOR

Marine engine mechanics who master the techni-
cal skills and demonstrate leadership qualities can
advance to become engine room supervisors. At this
level, they:

Supervise repair of engines, propulsion machin-
ery, and shipboard mechanical equipment
Prepare reports on machinery repairs and per-
formance
Give technical advice and help
Adjust work assignments for personnel develop-
ment and cross-training
Supervise an engine room watch and make sure
that watchstanders maintain proper qualifications

MARINE ENGINE MECHANIC

Mechanics perform more complicated engine re-
pairs and help apprentice mechanics. At this level,
they:

Find the causes for inefficient engine and power
plant operations
Determine repairs needed and perform or direct
repair work
Instruct mechanics in operational procedures and
in damage and casualty control
Check main engine bearing and thrust clearance
Clean, inspect, and repair mechanical and hydrau-
lic governors (speed limiting devices)

APPRENTICE MARINE ENGINE MECHANIC

After initial job training, apprentice mechanics work
under close supervision to perform maintenance and
repair. They:

Clean and repair or replace hydraulic filters and
fuel oil injectors
Study blueprints and drawings to trace, locate, and
inspect piping systems, valves, and other machin-
ery parts
Inspect and repair engine parts, such as rings,
pistons, bearings, and cylinder heads
Verify clearances between engine parts, using
gauges and micrometers
Service and repair hoisting machinery, ship eleva-
tors, and refrigeraticn and air conditioning equip-
ment
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Profile: Larry Roberts

Larry Roberts feels that his career as an
Army medical service technician has
made the most of his abilities. "I'm good
with people." he says. "and I react well in
emergencies." His first assignment was
with the 65th Medical Group. near
Yongsan, Korea. In the beginning, he
worked in the dispensary (clinic), caring
for patients under the direction of a physi-
cian. When needed. he was sent to the
demilitarized zone (DMZ) to treat casual-
ties. Within a year. he had been promoted
from private first class through sergeant
and had become a medical noncommis-
sioned officer (NCO).

From Korea, Larry was assigned to
Letterman Army Medical Center. CA.
where he cared for patients in special care
units and the emergency room. He gave
medications, changed dressings. main-
tained supplies, and helped patients after
surgery. Larry liked working in the emer-
gency room best. "There was always
something happening." he says. "It kept
me sharp and nimble."

Even though he enjoyed his work, Larry
decided at this point to leave the Army. He
was a civilian for only 83 days. He realized
he liked his career: it interested him more
than any others he saw, so he reenlisted.

Larry was sent back to the DMZ in
Korea for a year to be in charge of a
dispensary. He was then transferred to
the 377th Medivac Squadron, a helicopter
squadron that picked up patients from all
over Korea. His job was to keep the pa-
tients alive until they got to the hospital.
Back in the States. Larry was assigned to
an Army medical center. He started in the
emergency room. where he performed
emergency patient care and went on
ambulance runs. and ended his tour in the
burn unit

Larry s next
more into a
Larry ha
sergean
experience. he feels. was at Letterman
Army Medical Center, where he was
NCOIC of the department of ambulatory
care. "Everything came together there."
he says. "I had a goad group. and I felt
good about what I could do."

L.z,ments took him
on By this time.
ted . through staff

list class His best

Larry is now the career advisor NCO for
medical service technicians. With 18
years of travel and adventure behind him.
he uses his wide knowledge of the field in
helping select people for schools and as-
signments.
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Medical service technicians help
treat the sick, injured, and

wounded. As a medical service technician,
you assist doctors and nurses in giving
medical care to service members and their
families. You begin your career performing
medical procedures, such as giving shots,
providing emergency first aid. and taking
patients' vital signs (pulse. temperature.
respiration, and blood pressure). Later you
may perform minor surgery. give emer-
gency treatment. or provide treatment for
the critically ill. There are opportunities to
advance to medical service supervisor and
perhaps to medical services coordinator in
a large health care facility.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Medical service technicians may be
assigned to a hospital. clinic, emergency
room. or ship's dispensary. They may also
be assigned to a search and rescue unit or
field hospital. Medical service technicians
are assigned in both the United States and
overseas. Technicians who specialize in a
particular field of medicine may be limited
to hospitals with medical departments in
their specialty. As technicians advance in
rank, most assignments are made to
medical facilities where there are large
staffs to manage.

ADVANCEMENT

Since someone's life may hang in the
balance, medical service technicians must
be sure and precise in their work. During
emergencies or combat. a technician may
be called on to make life or death deci-
sions. Medical service technicians must
master handling. treating. and caring for
patients and assisting medical officers.
They must also become skilled at carrying
out basic medical procedures.

Medical service technicians who
choose one field of medicine as a specialty
must complete advanced training and gain
additional job experience to qualify in that
specialty. After mastering the basic skills,
the willingness to assume leadership roles
helps technicians advance through the
supervisory levels of this career.

986
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SPECIALIZATION

Just as doctors specialize in
specific fields of medicine, so
may the medical service techni-
cians who assist them. Medical
fields that technicians choose as
specialties include neurology
(treating brain and nervous sys-
tem disorders), allergy/immunol-
ogy (treating patients with aller-
gies), and aerospace physiology
(assisting flight surgeons in car-
ing for flight crews). Technicians
may also specialize in a particu-
lar type of duty, such as emer-
gency room and ambulance ser-
vice, air search and rescue, or
aeromedical evacuation (help-
ing to transport patients and giv-
ing in-flight medical care). Some
technicians train for independ-
ent duty to provide medical care
at remote locations where doc-
tors may not be available.

TRAINING

The services provide medical
service technicians with 9 to 24
months of basic and initial job
training. It includes both class-
room instruction and clinical (on-
the-job) experience. Classroom
instruction stresses the basics of
patient care, emergency first aid,
and medical and administrative
service procedures. Clinical
training, which takes place under
a doctor's supervision, gives
technicians experience in help-
ing doctors examine and treat
patients and the skills needed to
give shots, take patients' vital
signs, and collect blood, tissue
cultures, and other samples for
laboratory tests. This training in-
cludes the completion of medical
history forms and other adminis-
trative procedures.

Military Careers

Advanced technical training is
available for medical service
technicians in surgical proce-
dures, preventive medicine, or
medical diagnosis and treat-
ment. At this point, technicians
may also train for a specific field
of medicine or in a particular duty
assignment.

During their careers, medical
service technicians learn super-
visory skills through leadership
training and experience. Spe-
cific training emphasizes evalu-
ating personnel, planning and
assigning duties, and supervis-
ing medical service operations.
Such training continues through
the medical services coordinator
level with courses in manage-
ment and administration of large
hospitals and medical centers.
Typically, these courses ad-
dress budgeting, personnel
management, and training pro-
gram development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a medi-
cal career, you may also want to
consider other military medical
occupations described in the
Health Care Occupations cluster
in the Military Occupations sec-
tion of this book.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

MEDICAL SERVICES COORDINATOR

Expert supervisors may advance to the most sen-
ior level, where they coordinate supply, administra-
tive, and paramedical activities. They:

Help medical staff plan and direct patient care and
treatment
'Plan and set up training, health care, and disaster
control programs
Oversee and inspect training, administrative, and
patient care operations
Set work priorities and procedures for medical
service activities
Recommend ways to improve facility operations
and working conditions

MEDICAL SERVICE SUPERVISOR

Highly skilled medical service technicians who
show leadership ability are assigned supervisory
responsibilities. Supervisors:

Plan and schedule work, personnel, and training
assignments
Inspect medical service operations
Write technical, personnel, and patient reports and
records
Help select sites and set up field medical facilities

Timeline

MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIAN

By increasing their skills, medical service aides
may assume additional duties. As technicians. they:

Train new workers in basic first aid and emergency
medical care
Treat shock victims and wounded, injured, or criti-
cally ill patients
Drive ambulances and care for patients until they
are admitted to a medical facility
Perform minor surgery, suture wounds, and make
and apply casts to broken limbs
Prepare patients for surgery and perform preop-
erative and postoperative care

MEDICAL SERVICE AIDE

After initial job training, medical service aides are
assigned to a medical services unit. Working under
close supervision, they:

Fill out patients' medical history forms and other
records
Take and record patients' temperature, pulse,
respiration, and blood pressure
Assist in examining and treating patients who have
minor injuries or common diseases
Collect blood, cultures, and other specimens
Provide emergency first aid and change bandages
and dressings
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MILITARY POLICE

MP/

Profile: Harold Peters

When Harold Peters joined the military,
he knew he wanted to be a Marine. He
actually began his career in the infantry. It
was not until 14 years after he joined
after serving several tours in Vietnam and
Japan and after receiving a number of
decorationsthat he became a military
policeman (MP). "I felt I would be a good
MP." he explains. "because I thought I

could set a good example."

Harold had some previous experience
serving special duty as a patrolman and
desk sergeant in Japan, so he knew what
to expect on his first assignment at Camp
Pendleton, CA. As senior patrol sergeant
and desk sergeant, he ensured base se-
curity and supervised the units on the
base. He also enforced regulations. "As
an MP, the only thing I did not like," he
says. "was seeing young marines get in
trouble, but sometimes I could talk to them
and help them."

Harold was next assigned to correc-
tions as a deck warden in the maximum
security correctional facility. When he was
reassigned back to MP duty, he became

operations chief at Camp Pendleton. He
moved up to inspector and then to support
operations ufficer in charge of weapons
and materials. One assignment during
this time was particularly important to him:
he was placed in charge of police enforce-
ment for a Vietnamese refugee camp.

Master Gunnery Sergeant Peters is now
provost sergeant to the provost marshal
for the morale, welfare, and performance
of all enlisted personnel at Camp Lejeune,
NC. In this position, he serves as liaison to
the provost marshal on military police
matters, conducts inspections of MPs, and
assigns them to their duties.

Harold has given 29 years of service to
the Marine Corps and his country. As he
approaches his retirement, he says that he
has liked helping young Marines, guiding
them in their duties and responsibilities,
and giving them encouragement. He is
looking forward to his next (and last) as-
signment, which will be in Japan. "I've had
an exciting career in the Marine Corps," he
says. "I only wish it could last longer."
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Military police (MPs) must always
be ready 'for the unexpected. As

an MP, you stand guard, conduct patrols,
control traffic, arrest suspects, and enforce
military laws and regulations. You begin
your career performing duties as part of a
base police force. As you gain experience
and develop leadership skills, you may
direct a small squad. There are opportuni-
ties to advance to law enforcement super-
visor and perhaps to law enforcement
superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

MPs are most often assigned to a secu-
rity or law enforcement unit at a military
base. The size of the base determines the
size of the military police force and the
duties of the MPs. At small bases, the
force is small, and MPs usually carry out
many different duties. At larger bases,
where the force is larger, MPs are likely to
be assigned to a specific duty. Most MPs
are assigned to bases in the United States,
but there is good opportunity for assign-
ment to a base overseas, particularly in
Europe.

ADVANCEMENT

MPs must be able to think and react
quickly in dangerous situations. They
must master skills in patrolling, self-de-
fense, and emergency response. MPs
must show good judgment and a sense of
responsibility, and remain calm under
stress while performing their duties. To
advance, MPs must master law enforce-
ment responsibilities, such as crowd con-
trol, traffic enforcement, and crime preven-
tion. Experienced police can choose to
take additional training to qualify as detec-
tives. After mastering the basic skills, the
willingness to assume leadership roles
helps MPs advance through the supervi-
sory levels of this career.

In the Navy, a military police career
starts at the supervisory level. Individuals
may enter the military police at this point
from almost any job in the Navy.

Military Careers



SPECIALIZATION

Military police may specialize
in one of several areas of law
enforcement. For example,
some MPs work with specially
trained dogs to conduct patrols
and detect drugs or explosives.
Others work as security special-
ists to protect aircraft, missiles,
nuclear weapons, and property
from enemy and terrorist at-
tacks.

TRAINING

The services provide military
pol:::e with 9 to 12 months of
basic and initial job training. The
MP's career begins with a basic
law enforcement or security op-
erations course that includes in-
struction and practical exercises
in traffic control, self-defense,
security patrols, convoy escorts,
and suspect arrest and control.
MPs also get on-the-job training
from their squad leader and su-
pervisor. Advanced training
courses in traffic law enforce-
ment, accident investigation,
patrol techniques, and base se-
curity activities are available
throughout a military police ca-
reer.

Military police may also re-
ceive training focusing on spe-
cialized military duties. Dog han-
dlers train to work with and care
for their dogs. They learn obe-
dience techniques and how to
use a dog in law enforcement or
security patrols. Security spe-
cialists train in the use of special
weapons, security operations,
and small unit tactics.

During their careers, MPs
learn supervisory skills through
leadership training and job expe-
rience. Leadership training de-
velops skills in supervising secu-
rity or general law enforcement
programs and scheduling work
activities. Training continues
through the level of law enforce-
ment superintendent, with
courses in planning, managing,
budgeting, and evaluating law
enforcement activities.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If work in the protective ser-
vices interests you, you may also
want to consider a career as a
detective, corrections specialist,
or firefighter. See the Service
Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this
book for descriptions of these
occupations.
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Timeline

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPERINTENDENT

Law enforcement superintendents manage mili-
tary police forces on large bases. At the most senior
level, they:

Decide where military police support is needed
Coordinate military police work with civilian agen-
cies
Set police force goals and objectives
Study accident reports and plan traffic safety pro-
grams

LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPERVISOR

By demonstrating leadership skills, squad leaders
advance to supervise several squads. At this level,
they:

Develop crime prevention programs
Help MPs with problem cases
Plan work schedules and make duty assignments
Prepare technical and personnel reports

SQUAD LEADER

Through experience and training, MPs advance to
direct a small squad of police. Squad leaders:

Give on-the-job training to new MPs
Carry out traffic safety programs
Direct crowd control operations
Inspect squad members for proper uniform and
equipment

18-20

8-11
yrs

MILITARY POLICE

In their first assignments on a base police force
after initial training, new f\.'

Patrol areas on foot, by jeep, or by boat
Direct the movement of people and traffic
Investigate traffic accidents
Arrest crime suspects
Prepare criminal and accident reports

4-6
yrs
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PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS

Profile: Donna Grant

Technical Sergeant Donna Grant gets
shocked, but positive, reactions when
people discover she is a career woman in
the military. She likes the opportunities
open to her in the military and feels that
they are basically the same for women as
they are for men. She believes that "if you
give it everything you've got, the Air Force
will give you all it has to offer."

Donna finished the self-paced initial
training course for personnel specialists
in just 6 weeks, because she already
knew how to type. Her first assignment
was at Lowry Air Force Base (AFB), CO.
where she scheduled testing for person-
nel eligible for promotion. She quickly
advanced to airman and then to airman
first class. At Lowry, she met and married
her husband, who is also in the Air Force.

On her next assignment at the Royal Air
Force in Upper Heyford. England, she
was responsible not only for test sched-
uling, but also for reviewing, maintaining,
and organizing records for all the enlisted
and officer promotion programs. "At this
point, I really dug into the career field,
started learning things for myself, and
began building a good work reputation."
She achieved senior airman and sergeant
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and soon became the assistant non-
commissioned officer in charge (NCOIC).

Over the next several years, Donna's
assignments took her into various areas of
personnel administration. At Offut AFB.
NE, she was the NCOIC of processing
base personnel leaving the Air Force.
Here, she received the Meritorious Service
Medal for the high quality of her work and
was also promoted to staff sergeant.
Donna was head of quality force on her
next assignment at Thule AFB, Greenland,
a small base 600 miles south of the North
Pole. "There were only a few people in our
office. so we all had alot of responsibilities
and got some really good experience. But
our 4th of July baseball game was played
in the snow."

Donna worked on separations and re-
tirements on her next assignment at Davis
Monthan AFB, AZ. As part of her duties.
she implemented computer programs and
gave briefings on promotions. Through
her efforts. the base personnel office was
able to make significant improvements in
its promotions and testing process. Tech-
nical Sergeant Donna Grant is now the
NCOK of the promotion branch at Scott
AFB. IL.
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The military recruits, trains, promotes,
reassigns, and retires over a million

people each year. As a personnel special-
ist, you help in the process of matching
service requirements with individual
needs. You begin your career performing
clerical duties, such as adding information
(duty assignments, health information,
and promotions) to service records and
centralized data bases. As you gain expe-
rience, you may enter records into a com-
puter and give advice and assistance to
service members and their dependents.
There are opportunities to advance to
personnel specialist and perhaps to per-
sonnel supervisor.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Personnel specialists work in office set-
tings on military bases or aboard ship,
although some specialists may accorn-
pany their units in the field during special
exercises. Personnel offices range in size
according to the number of service mem-
bers assigned to the base or unit; most
large personnel offices also have some
civilian employees. While most personnel
specialists work at military bases in the
United States, there is good opportunity for
overseas assignment.

ADVANCEMENT

Since personnel specialists work closely
with people, they need to have good
communications skills and to be able to
work easily with others. To handle the
volume of paperwork and detailed infor-
mation needed for personnel actions, they
must be logical, well organized, and have
a good memory for details. They must
show good judgment when processing
requests for duty assignments or training.
The ability to type and work with computers
is particularly important for advancement
in this career. After mastering the basic
skills, the willingness to assume leader-
ship roles helps personnel specialists ad-
vance through the supervisory levels of
this career.

Military Careers



TRAINING

The services provide person-
nel specialists with 9 to 11
months of basic and initial job
training. It combines classroom
instruction and on-the-job train-
ing. Classroom training empha-
sizes typing, interviewing tech-
niques, test interpretation, clas-
sification testing, and routing
and filing of forms and records.
Supervisors give on-the-job
training focusing on office proce-
dures and the operation of per-
sonnel computer systems. Self-
study also helps clerks learn
about military careers and the
services' needs for personnel in
critical job areas.

During their career, personnel
specialists learn supervisory
skills through leadership training
and job experience. This train-
ing continues through the per-
sonnel supervisor level with
courses in management and
administration. Typically, these
courses address budgeting, per-
sonnel management, and train-
ing program development.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

Ifyou are interested in becom-
ing a personnel specialist, you
may also want to consider a ca-
reer as an administrative support
specialist, recruiter, or payroll
specialist. See the Administra-
tive Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations section of
this book for descriptions of
these and related occupations.

Military Careers

Timeline

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

PERSONNEL SUPERVISOR

Personnel supervisors supervise the staff of a
personnel office or advise commanders on person-
nel matters. They:

Evaluate personnel office procedures and work
load
Organize and schedule training programs
Orient new personnel clerks and assign them to
supervisors for on-the-job training
Develop operating budgets and track expenditures
Advise supervisors and commanders on person-
nel matters

PERSONNEL SPECIALIST

Personnel clerks who have mastered the work
routine may become personnel specialists. At this
level, they:

Supervise the processing of personnel action
forms (promotions. awards, and reassignments)
and the maintenance of service record files
Train and assist new personnel clerks
Assign work to personnel clerks and monitor their
job performance
Conduct preretirement seminars
Assist servicemembers and dependents who have
special problems, such as a need for special
medical care

PERSONNEL CLERK

After initial job training, personnel clerks perform
routine clerical and administrative support duties to
collect and maintain military personnel records.
They:

Interview incoming personnel and test and evalu-
ate their qualifications
Prepare and maintain servicemember personnel
record files
Prepare and type requests for orders. correspon-
dence, personnel action forms, and related rec-
ords and reports
Maintain files and review personnel records with
servicemembers
Use computers to store and retrieve personnel
information
Process paperwork for promotions, retirements,
reenlistments, separations (discharges). and re-
classifications (changes in job specialties)
Discuss training courses. duty assignments. and
educational materials with servicemembers
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RADAR AND SONAR
EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS

Profile: Richard Block

Richard Block selected electronics as
his occupation when he joined the Air
Force because, as he says, "I like working
with my hands, and I like to see the results
of my efforts." He was assigned to be-
come an aircraft control and warning ra-
dar specialist.

After basic training, Richard was sent to
Kees ler Air Force Base (AFB), MS, for a
10-month training course in repairing air-
craft control and warning radar. His first
assignment as a radar repairman took
him to West Germany, where he worked
as part of a mobile tactical squ.adron that
was often sent on missions to other parts
of Europe. Richard liked the travel"a big
change from high school"and he also
liked working with a small group. He says
a NATO exercise in Spain was the high-
light of his 3-year tour.

For the next 5 years, Richard's assign-
ments alternated between duty overseas
and in the United States. He worked in
Ajo, AZ, on height finder radar and then
moved up to assistant maintenance sup-
port supervisor of repairs on aircraft radar
at Palermo, NJ. The Air Force then sent

him to Korea for 15 months, where he
maintained supporting radar equipment,
such as scopes, mappers, trainers, coder/
decoders, and interrogator sets. Back in
the United States, Richard was assigned
to coordinate radar maintenance between
his division and the work centers. He then
returned overseas to Okinawa for a year
as assistant auxiliary maintenance super-
visor.

The next 8 years at Cape Charles, VA,
were important for Richard. He found
himself moving quickly into positions of
greater responsibility. Starting as height
maintenance radar supervisor for an air
division, he advanced to quality control
supervisor. In this position, he evaluated
personnel, inspected work centers for
maintenance, and monitored schemes
(which show the placement of equipment).

Richard is now stationed at Warner
Robbins AFB, GA, but has retrained to
work on air traffic control radar. As main-
tenance support supervisor, he coordi-
nates the maintenance of radar equip-
ment near the airstrip and air traffic control
tower.

ARMY
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Radar and sonar equipment is used to
detect objects in the air, under wa-

ter, or at long distances that could not
otherwise be seen. As a radar and sonar
equipment repairer, you maintain and re-
pair parts of these complex systems. You
begin your career working under close
supervision repairing simple parts and
units on one system. As you gain experi-
ence and skill, you take more responsibility
and make more difficult repairs. There are
opportunities to advance to repair supervi-
sor and perhaps to electronic repair super-
intendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Radar and sonar equipment repairers
work in repair units on military installations
or aboard ships or aircraft. They may be
assigned to units that use radar and sonar
equipment or to large facilities equipped to
repair, overhaul, or modify complex sys-
tems. Repairers work at military installa-
tions across the nation and overseas.
There is good opportunity for overseas
assignment.

ADVANCEMENT

Radar and sonar equipment repairers
find and fix malfunctions in complex elec-
trical and electronic systems. They start by
mastering a single radar or sonar system.
To do this, they need to understand the
principles of electronics and how the
equipment works. They must develop
skills in reaa:rig schematic diagrams, fol-
lowing detailed work procedures, and us-
ing special tools and test instruments. To
advance, repairers must develop the ana-
lytical skills needed to diagnose the cause
of equipment failure. After mastering the
basic skills, the willingness to assume
leadership roles helps radar and sonar
equipment repairers advance through the
supervisory levels of this career.
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SPECIALIZATION

Radar and sonar equipment
repairers usually specialize in
equipment designed for a spe-
cific purpose, such as:

Air defense radar used around
the world to detect enemy mis-
siles, planes, and satellites
Air traffic control radar used to
identify and manage aircraft
takeoffs, landings, and flight
patterns
Submarine or ship sonar used
for underwater detection and
surveillance

TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice radar and sonar equipment
repairers with 6 to 24 months of
basic and initial job training. Ini-
tial job training is usually pro-
vided in two phases. The first
phase consists of basic electrical
and electronics training, includ-
ing electronic theory and prin-
ciples. The second phase con-
sists of both classroom and
hands-on training in a single ra-
dar or sonar system., Classroom
instruction focuses on applying
electronic principles to the spe-
cific system. Hands-on training
with actual equipment gives ex-
perience in the practical applica-
tion of classroom instruction.
Radar and sonar repairers may
take advanced electronics
courses or training on additional
systems.

Military Careers

During their careers, radar
and sonar repairers learn super-
visory skills through leadership
training and job experience.
This training continues through
the level of electronic repair su-
perintendent with courses in
management and administra-
tion. Typically, these courses
address budgeting, repair shop
operations, training program de-
velopment, and personnel and
work load management.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in elec-
tronic and electrical equipment
repair, you may also want to con-
sider a career as a radio equip-
ment repairer, aircraft electri-
cian, ship electrician, electronic
weapons systems repairer, or
computer equipment repairer.
See the Electronic and Electrical
Equipment Repair Occupations
cluster in the Military Occupa-
tions section of this book for a
description of these and other
related military occupations.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

ELECTRONIC REPAIR SUPERINTENDENT

Electronic repair superintendents plan, direct, and
control activities at radar or sonar repair shops. They:

Coordinate repair reports and requests for parts
Prepare personnel, technical, and administrative
reports
Determine needs for personnel, equipment, and
spare parts
Conduct safety and quality control inspections

REPAIR SUPERVISOR

Skilled radar and sonar repairers may advance to
become supervisors of electronic repair units. At this
level, they:

Develop standard operating procedures
Assign and reassign work to reduce slowdowns
and meet schedules
Evaluate and train apprentice repairers
Inspect work and give technical guidance
Instruct workers in major changes to existing
equipment

RADAR AND SONAR REPAIRER

As their skills increase, repairers perform more
difficult tasks. Radar and sonar repairers:

Find problems, using troubleshooting techniques
and test equipment
Replace broken electrical and electronic parts
using hand tools
Align and adjust electromechanical assemblies to
needed settings
Test repaired equipment, using special test equip-
ment, such as circuit analyzers (tools that test
circuit boards) and continuity meters (tools that
trace the flow of electricity)
Calibrate (adjust) test equipment

APPRENTICE RADAR AND SONAR
REPAIRER

After initial job training, apprentice radar and sonar
repairers work under close supervision. They learn
preventive maintenance and simple electronic re-
pairs. At this level, they:

Read repair tags and maintenance orders to deter-
mine work tasks
Check for loose mountings, poor connections, and
cracked resistors
Replace faul,y tubes, wiring, semiconductors, and
circuit boards
Clean and lubricate mechanical parts and connec-
tions
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RADAR AND SONAR
OPERATORS
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Profile: Jeff Lightner

Jeff Lightner has always been fas-
cinated by submarines. So after enlisting
in the Navy in advanced electronics, he
volunteered for submarine duty. 'After 16
years," Jeff says. "I'm still glad I made that
decision."

Jeff's trip to boot camp was his first
airplane ride and his first trip away from
home. After this, things began to happen
fast. By the time he left boot camp, he had
been promoted to seaman. He then went
to submarine school for training in elec-
tricity. electronics. sonar. and a specific
sonar system. On leaving. he was se-
lected class leader and became a_ petty
officer third class.

Jeff's first assignment was on the USS
Wahoo. operating and maintaining the
sonar system. Life aboard the submarine
was all Jeff hoped it would be. He liked the
camaraderie among the men, and he en-
joyed learning to stand all the different
watches. During his second year on the
Wahoo. he was promoted to petty officer
second class and soon after became so-
nar supervisor. After his tour on the Wa-
hoo. Jeff went back to school in San Diego
for 6 months of training on a new sonar
system. He made petty officer first class

soon after he arrived and did so well in the
course that he was asked to stay on as an
instructor.

Jeff went back to sea on the USS Wil-
liam H. Bates, a nuclear submarine. as the
Leading Petty Officer of a 12-man division.
Since he had never operated the ship's
particular sonar system. he had to qualify
to operate it through on-the-job training.
He then became sonar supervisor. When
the sonar system was replaced during a
ship refit, Jeff monitored the installation of
the new system and conducted training for
other operators. He was able to use this
experience on his next assignment
monitoring the installation of sonar equip-
ment on the new PCU Houston. He also
wrote the training plan for the equipment
and trained the entire sonar division. Two
years later, he made chief petty officer and
remained on board as the chief sonar
technician.

Jeff likes his career in sonar. The new
technology keeps me challenged." he
says. He is also proud to see the success
of people he has trained. Jeff says he has
one last ambition for his Navy careerto
be the Chief of the Boat, the top enlisted
person aboard a submarine.
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The information provided by radar
and sonar operators is used to alert

air squadrons; to direct missile, mortar.
artillery, and naval gunfire; and to help U.S.
forces evade enemy detection. As a radar
or sonar operator, you identify, classify,
and track objects according to their char-
acteristic echoes (sonar) or displays (ra-
dar) on your headphones or screen. You
begin your career by working closely with
an experienced operator to develop your
skills in identifying and classifying objects.
As you become more experienced, you
work more independently and take greater
responsibility. There are opportunities to
advance to radar or sonar supervisor and
perhaps to operations superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Radar and sonar operators work in op-
erations centers or command and control
facilities on land or aboard aircraft, ships,
or submarines. They work at military
bases throughout the world, on coastal
waterways, and on the high seas. In some
radar and sonar specialties, operators
must qualify for flight or submarine duty.

ADVANCEMENT

Tracking objects by radar or sonar re-
quires constant vigilance. Radar and so-
nar operators must be able to concentrate
in order to identify and track one object on
a screen full of images. They must be alert
for interference, jamming, and masking
techniques used by enemy forces to dis-
rupt equipment operations. Once an ob-
ject has been determined to be a potential
enemy threat. it must be rapidly identified:
the operators must classify the object and
determine the relative strength of the at-
tack. They must then maintain a constant
vigil to find the location, course, bearing.
and speed of the enemy threat. Operators
must also learn to recognize natural ob-
jects. such as sea life, land masses, and
rain squalls or thunderstorms. After mas-
tering the basic skills, the willingness to
assume leadership roles helps operators
advance through the supervisory levels of
this career.
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SPECIALIZATION

Operators specialize in either
radar or sonar systems, and both
types of operators may special-
ize in a particular military func-
tion. Many operators monitor the
early warning defense systems
at isolated radar posts or in air-
borne command centers. Others
operate long-range air search
radar aboard ships or work with
field radar units directing mortar,
antiaircraft, and artillery fire from
helicopters. Some operators
conduct antisubmarine searches
from helicopters. Others work
on ships or submarines to detect
enemy ships and navigation ob-
stacles.

TRAINING

The services provide appren-
tice radar or sonar operators with
6 to 18 months of basic and initial
job training. Through a combina-
tion of classroom instruction and
on-the-job training, trainees
learn how radar and sonar
equipment works, how to identify
different objects, and how to
operate equipment. Most equip -
merit operators are trained to
perform some maintenance of
the systems they operate; sonar
operators are fully trained to
maintain and repair their equip-
ment. At any time during their
careers, radar and sonar opera-
tors can expect to be retrained
as new equipment becomes
available. For sonar operators,
retraining to maintain and repair
equipment may be extensive.

Military Careers

During the early part of their
careers, operators who will be-
come flight crew members are
given specialized training in
swimming, parachuting, air crew
survival, and aircraft emergency
procedures. Sonar operators
who want to qualify for subma-
rine duty must also complete
specialized training.

During their careers, radar
and sonar operators learn super-
visory skills through leadership
training and job experience.
This training continues through
the operations superintendent
level with courses in manage-
ment and administration. Typi-
cally, these courses address
budgeting, personnel manage-
ment, and training program de-
velopment.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career
as a radar or sonar operator, you
may ak3o want to consider a ca-
reer in a related occupation,
such as air traffic controller,
weather observer, space sys-
tems specialist, radio operator,
or radio intelligence operator.
See the Engineering, Science,
and Technical Occupations
clust',r in the Military Occupa-
tions section of this book for de-
scriptions of these occupations.

Timeline

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

OPERATIONS SUPERINTENDENT

Radar and sonar operations superintendents per-
form administrative and technical duties. They:

Plan, schedule, and evaluate training programs
Assign personnel to duty positions and determine
work priorities
Inform and advise superiors on the use and capa-
bilities of personnel, equipment, and material
Prepare reports, correspondence, and technical
instructions

RADAR OR SONAR SUPERVISOR

Operators who master the work routine and dem-
onstrate leadership qualities may advance to be-
come supervisors of ground, airborne, or shipboard
radar or sonar units. They:

Supervise training of personnel who operate,
maintain, and repair radar or sonar equipment
Give technical advice and assistance to operators
Help superiors develop tactical procedures (re-
sponses to potential war situations)
Conduct tactical training exercises

RADAR OR SONAR OPERATOR

Skilled apprentice operators may advance to be-
come radar or sonar operators. At this level, they:

Ensure that radar or sonar stations are manned
during watch and rest periods
Help operators in multi-target operations and
execises
Train and instruct operators in the use of equip-
ment
Operate radar and sonar computer equipment
Test and replace faulty components (parts) and
assemblies (major sections) of equipment

18-21

APPRENTICE RADAR OR SONAR
OPERATOR

After initial job training, radar and sonar operators
find, classify. and track the movement of airborne,
surface, and underwater objects. They:

Observe objects that appear on radarscope or
sonarscope display screens
Determine the position and movement of objects
Identify radar or sonar contacts as aircraft, mis-
siles, ships. submarines, or natural objects
Relay information to pilots, gunners, and naviga-
tors by internal communications or radio equip-
ment
Keep records on objects identified and perform
preventive maintenance on equipment
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RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS

Profile: Brian Chen

Staff Sergeant Brian Chen says that he
is never bored with his career as a ground
radio technician because "there is always
something new to learn." The constantly
changing technology, he says, makes his
job a challenge.

Brian liked electronics when he took it in
high school. so when he joined the Marine
Corps, he asked for guaranteed training in
ground electronics. After boot camp and
a promotion to private first class, Brian
had a year of training at 29 Palms. CA. in
basic electronics, cryptologic repair, radio
fundamentals. and ground radio repair.
At the end of the course, he was promoted
to Lance Corporal.

Brian's first assignment was at
Kaneohe Bay. HI, repairing and maintain-
ing ground radios. It was not long before
he became shop chief and then the
technical chief of the shop. His duties
included performing corrective and pre-
ventive maintenance procedures, modifi-
cations. calibrations, and supply transac-
tions. Brian enjoyed the travel during this
tour. He went on missions to the Philip-
pines. Korea, Thailand. Australia. Guai.i.
Wake Island, and China. He was also part
of the tear., that returned the hostages

from Iran. An experience from his travels
that stands out in Brian's mind is the time
in Singapore when he and his fellow crew
members played some New Zealand ma-
rines in a rugby match. During his 3 years
in Hawaii, Brian was promoted to corporal
and then to sergeant.

On his next assignment. Brian was se-
lected for instructor duty at 29 Palms, CA,
to teach the ground radio course. He was
also promoted to staff sergeant. During his
2 years as an instructor, Brian went to the
Staff Noncommissioned Officer Academy
in Quantico, VA, where he graduated first
in a class of 150. Brian then went back to
being a student at the technician theory
school, also at 29 Palms, to learn the
engineering side of radio equipment re-
pair. In his spare time, he took lessons in
rodeo riding.

After his advanced training. Brian was
made staff sergeant in charge of the multi-
channel VHF system at Camp Lejeune,
NC. His battalion gave general support to
20.000 Marines and went on many deploy-
ments. He is now maintenance chief of 12
technicians supporting a battalion of 1,000
Marines.
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Radio communications are vital in co-
ordinating sea, land, and air forces.

As a radio equipment repairer, you install,
maintain, and repair aircraft, land-based.
ship-to-shore, or large satellite and micro-
wave relay communications systems.
You begin your career working under
close supervision to perform maintenance
and repairs on a specific radio communi-
cations device. As you learn more about
radio equipment, you take greater respon-
sibility and perform more complicated
tests and repairs. There are opportunities
to advance to repair shop supervisor and,
perhaps, to radio repair superintendent.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Radio equipment repairers are as-
signed to maintenance units or laborato-
ries aboard ships or on military installa-
tions all over the world. Repairs are gen-
erally performed in large repair shops
equipped to perform complete repair jobs
and system modifications. but repairers
may also work out of doors or in the field
when repairing microwave, satellite, or
mobile radio equipment. There is good
opportunity for overseas assignmei it.

ADVANCEMENT

Radio equipment repairers find and fix
malfunctions in complex modern commu-
nications equipment. To do such work,
they must understand the principles of
electronics and how state-of-the-art radio
equipment works. They must be able to
read schematic diagrams, follow detailed
work procedures. and use hand and
power tools. To advance, repairers must
develop the analytical skills needed to di-
agnose the cause of equipment failure.
After mastering the basic skills, the willing-
ness to assume leadership roles helps
radio equipment repairers advance
through the supervisory levels of this ca-
reer.
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SPECIALIZATION

Repairers usually specialize
in one of the many types of com-
plex communications equip-
ment. Specialties include:

Avionicsrepairing modular,
lightweight electrical and elec-
tronic radio communications
devices used on modern air-
craft
Microwaverepairing fixed-
base electromagnetic wave
signal towers that relay infor-
mation over long line-of-sight
distances
Satelliterepairing satellite
dishes used to send and re-
ceive signals to and from dis-
tant points

TRAINING

The services provide radio
equipment repairers with 6 to 18
months of basic and initial job
training. It combines classroom
instruction and on-the-job train-
ing. Classroom training includes
electronic principles and con-
cepts and the use of technical
guides, tools, and test equip-
ment. On-the-job training is
given by senior repairers and
shop supervisors. After gaining
experience on the job, repairers
usually return to the classroom
for further training in repairing a
specific type of equipment. Ad-
vanced training for repairers
covers troubleshooting tech-
niques, repair of modernized re-
placement equipment, or addi-
tional types of radio equipment.

Military Ca,ers

During their careers, radio
equipment repairers learn su-
pervisory skills through leader-
ship training and job experience.
This training continues through
the radio repair superintendent
level with courses in manage-
ment and administration. Typi-
cally, these courses address
budgeting, personnel manage-
ment, repair shop operations,
and training program develop-
ment.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in radio
equipment repair, you may also
want to consider a career as an
electronic instrument repairer,
computer equipment repairer, or
radar and sonar equipment re-
pairer. See the Electronic and
Electrical Equipment Repair
Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this
book for descriptions of these
and other related military occu-
pations.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

RADIO REPAIR SUPERINTENDENT

Highly qualified shop supervisors may advance to
help officers in managing communications equip-
ment maintenance units. Radio repair superinten-
dents:

Coordinate communications equidment repair
and maintenance with the support unit
Develop training programs and set training stan-
dards and procedures
Conduct maintenance unit and repair shop in-
spections
Help so!ve maintenance, supply, and personnel
problems

REPAIR SHOP SUPERVISOR

Skilled repairers who show leadership ability may
supervise radio and communications equipment re-
pair shops. Repair shop supervisors:

Plan and prepare work schedules and make job
assignments
Decide on repair shop work priorities
Observe and help repairers in work techniques
Assign trainers for on-the-job instruction of new
repairers

RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIRER

As their skills increase, repairers take on more
responsibility and perform more complicated tasks.
At this level, they:

Tune, align, and adjust communications equip-
ment for best performance
Use troubleshooting techniques and interpret wir-
ing diagrams to find equipment problems
Calibrate (adjust) electronic test equipment and
other units, such as receivers and amplifiers
Train apprentice radio equipment repairers and
help with more difficult repairs
Test radio equipment using meters, oscilloscopes
(devices that measure variations in electrical cur-
rent), and other equipment and instruments

APPRENTICE RADIO EQUIPMENT
REPAIRER

After initial job training, apprentice repairers per-
form maintenance and simple repairs on voice and
signal communication systems. Working under close
supervision, they:

Check equipment visually and with test instru-
ments
Use manuals and wiring diagrams to find faulty
equipment parts
Use hand tools to replace tubes, circuits, speak-
ers, and parts
Set up and operate radio equipment
Clean and service receivers, transmitters, and
other communications equipment and units
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RADIOLOGIC (X-RAY)
TECHNICIANS

Profile: Ernie Hughes

When Ernie Hughes joined the Navy,
he had a guarantee of training in the
medical field. He knew he would eventu-
ally sp-..ialize, but following boot camp,
he fi; st went to school to become a hospi-
tal corpsman. At the Great Lakes Naval
Training Center, Waukegan, IL, he got
what he calls "a working knowledge" of
anatomy, nursing, and pharmacological
chemistry. His first assignment was at the
Naval Regional Medical Center, Milling-
ton, TN, caring for patients in the intensive
care unit. He also worked in medical
records and the dispensary, checking
throats, taking temperatures, and send-
ing patients to a doctor if he found a
problem.

After a year, Ernie was assigned to the
medical records unit at the Naval Re-
gional Medical Center, New Orleans, LA.
He also worked part-time in the pediatric
clinic and the emergency room. As an
extra duty, he flew on sea/air rescue mis-
sions with the Coast Guard. For this, he
was commended for work done above
and beyond the call of duty. "My time
spent flying with the Coast Guard," Ernie
says, "was some of the best of my career."
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With 3 years as a hospital corpsman
behind him, Ernie began his training for a
specialty in nuclear medicine. The training
was in two parts. First, Ernie attended
classes in math, chemistry, anatomy,
physics, and radiopharmacy at the Naval
Schoo: of Health Sciences, Bethesda,
MD. Then he went to the Naval Regional
Medical Center, San Diego, CA, for on-
the-job training in his new specialty. Under
guidance, he operated and maintained
radioactive isotope therapy apparatus to
do imaging, blood work, and laboratory
tests.

Ernie's first, and current, assignment as
a clinical nuclear medicine technician is at
the Armed Forces Radiobiology Research
Institute, Bethesda, MD. Ernie helps
medical officers prepare and conduct
radioactive isotope research. His work
has included studies of the effects of
various levels of radiation on organs of the
body and research on neuroreceptors in
the brain.

Petty Officer First Class Ernie Hughes
likes his specialty. "I had to work hard to
get here," he says, "but now I have a
respected career that challenges me. I am
in a position to make decisions and to work
on my own."
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Radiology (the use of X-rays) helps
doctors detect injuries and illnesses

and even treat some diseases. As a radio-
logic technician, you may take X-rays or
give tests using radioisotopes (radioactive
liquids) and radiation scanners (Geiger
counters). You begin your career perform-
ing X-ray procedures under the supervi-
sion of a physician. As you develop and
master your radiologic skills and work
techniques, you are assigned more diffi-
cult duties. There are opportunities to
advance to radiologic supervisor and ra-
diologic services coordinator.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Radiologic technicians may be assigned
to a medical service unit aboard ship, to a
base hospital or clinic, or to a mobile
medical unit. Nuclear medicine techni-
cians and radiologic supervisors are usu-
ally assigned to large hospitals, since the
equipment and work load at these facilities
require such skilled workers. Most radio-
logic technicians are assigned to units in
the United States, but there is good oppor-
tunity for overseas duty, especially early in
a career.

ADVANCEMENT

Since X-rays expose patients to radia-
tion, radiologic technicians must be pre-
cise and careful in each procedure. They
must be able to work with sick and injured
patients and obtain the proper X-rays for
study by a doctor. To do this, they must be
able to position patients, follow doctors'
orders, and operate X-ray equipment.
Mastering different techniques, such as X-
ray, ultrasound, or computerized scan-
ning, is also important for advancement in
this career. Radiologic technicians show
their mastery of basic skills through certifi-
cation by the American Registry of Radio-
logic Technicians. Certification is awarded
to technicians who complete the class-
room training given by the military and
work for 1 year under the supervision of a
radiologist. After mastering the various
radiologic techniques and procedures, the
willingness to assume leadership roles
helps technicians advance through the
supervisory levels of this career.

Military Careers



SPECIALIZATION

Radio logic technicians may
specialize as either X-ray or
nuclear medicine technicians.
X-ray technicians operate sensi-
tive equipment to take X-rays for
doctors to 7'icly. Nuclear medi-
cine specialists help doctors di-
agnose and treat patients
through procedures that use ra-
diation-producing materials.
They may administer solutions
or operate equipment that gives
measured radiation therapy to
cancer patients.

TRAINING

The services provide
radiologic technicians with 12 to
24 months of basic and initial job
training. It combines classroom
instruction and clinical (on-the-
job) experience. Classroom in-
struction stresses developing X-
ray film, operating fixed and
mobile X-ray units, and taking
routine X-rays of the arms, legs,
trunk, and skull. Clinical training
is conducted under the supervi-
sion of a radiologist (M.D.) and a
senior radiologic technician.
This on-the-job training includes
moving and positioning patients,
completing and maintaining pa-
tients' records, and conducting
soft tissue radiographs and bone
surveys. Radiologic technicians
may take advanced training in
specialized techniques, such as
angiography (images of blood
vessels), xeroradiography (ma-
chines producing positive expo-
sures), and computerized axial
tomoguiphy (CAT) scans (im-
ages of a specified level in the
body).

Military Careers

Specialists in nuclear medi-
cine need an additional year of
training. This training includes
16 weeks of classroom instruc-
tion in physics, chemistry, math-
ematics, and the laboratory pro-
cedures needed to work with
radioactive liquids. Training also
includes operating and main-
taining equipment for nuclear
medicine diagnosis and therapy.
The rest of the year is spent in
clinical (on-the-job) training to
learn the application of safety,
chemical, and medical tech-
niques for different nuclear
medicine studies.

During their careers,
rac Jlogic technicians learn su-
pervisory skills through leader-
ship training and job experience.
This training continues through
senior management levels with
courses in management, ad-
ministration, and advanced
technical skills. Typically, these
courses address budgeting, su-
pervisory techniques, training
program development, and re-
cent advances in the field of ra-
diology.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in using
modern technologies to help
others with medical problems,
you may also want to consider a
career as a medical laboratory
technician, cardiopulmonary or
electroencephalographic (EEG)
technician, or an operating room
technician. See the Health Care
Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this
book for descriptions of these
occupations.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

RADIOLOGIC SERVICES COORDINATOR

At the most senior level, radiologic technicians
supervise large radiology departments. At this level,
they:

Plan and direct training programs for radiologic
aides and technicians
Coordinate radiology programs and activities with
other health specialists
Develop guidelines for conducting standard radio-
logic procedures and setting work priorities
Inspect radiology departments and monitor work
procedures

RADIOLOGIC SUPERVISOR

Skilled radiologic technicians who show leader-
ship ability may be assigned to supervisory positions.
As supervisors, they:

Give technical help to aides and technicians
Assist doctors with difficult cases
Plan and schedule work assignments
Prepare technical, personnel, and administrative
reports
Supervise radiation surveying, monitoring, a.id
decontamination control duties

RADIOLOGIC TECHNICIAN

By mastering basic skills and completing additional
training, radiologic technicians are assigned more
difficult duties. At this level, they:

Train new personnel to use X-ray equipment
Maintain and adjust X-ray equipment
Collect X-rays and other tests for physicians' use
Complete patients' files and store X-ray film
Approve the radiograph techniques and computa-
tions of new technicians

RADIOLOGIC AIDE

After initial job training, new radiologic staff are
assigned to radiology departments of hospitals, field
units, or ship dispensaries. Working under close
supervision, they:

Move patients to and from the radiology unit
Position patients on X-ray tables
Load and position film holders, set controls for
power and time, and take X-rays
Move and set up mobile X-ray machines
Develop X-ray film

8-10
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RELIGIOUS PROGRAM
SPECIALISTS

k

Profile: Mike Kowalski

Sergeant First Class Mike Kowalski en-
listed in the Army for three reasons: "I

wanted to serve God, serve my country,
and get experience." As a chaplain assis-
tant, he feels he is doing all three.

In training, Mike learned the two sides of
his job: administration and religious sup-
port. On his first assignment at Fort Car-
son, CO, Mike supported the Jewish
chapel program, which included maintain-
ing a kosher kitchen. At his second job
there, he supported programs at the divi-
sion artillery chapel. This job also took him
with the troops on training exercises. He
helped set up the field chapel tent, orga-
nize field services, and provide moral sup-
port to the troops. "This is what the job is
all about," Mike says, "helping support the
individual soldier." During this assign-
ment, Mike rose to the rank of sergeant.

Mike was next assigned to a military
hospital in Landstuhl, West Germany.
where he served as the non-
commissioned officer in charge (NCOIC)
of the hospital chaplain's office. This was
a busy time for Mike and his wife. Not only
did they provide support to hospital pa-
tients and their families, but they also
organized a full-scale chapel program for

the Landstuhl community. This included
conducting chapel services, religious edu-
cation programs, and activities in music
and drama. Mike also supervised chaplain
assistants and was responsible for the
chaplains' fund.

Back in the States, Mike went to Fort
Knox, KY, as the NCOIC of the main post
chapel. As a staff sergeant, he provided
support for all the chapel programs, super-
vised and trained the chaplain assistants,
and took care of the chapel and its equip-
ment. When Mike was switched to the staff
chaplain's office, he handled budgeting
and contracting for material and equip-
ment for the 12 chapels on the post.

Mike is now assigned to the U.S. Army
Chaplains' Center and School, Fort Mon-
mouth, NJ, as an instructor. He teaches
new chaplain assistants how to support
chapel activities. Mike recently returned
from the Army Airborne School, where he
became parachute qualified.

Mike feels that his career has provided
him a unique opportunity. "I love people,"
he says. "My job has given me a chance
to be with them and help them."
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Religious program specialists help
chaplains meet the pastoral needs

of military personnel and their families. As
a religious program specialist, you keep
the chaplain's office running smoothly, co-
ordinate religious activities, and manage
the chapel. You begin your career typing,
filing, and performing clerical duties in
chapel offices. As you gain experience,
you take more responsibility for organizing
religious activities, such as chapel serv-
ices, weddings, baptisms, and funerals.
There are opportunities to advance to
chapel supervisor and perhaps to chapel
operations coordinator.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most religious program specialists work
on large military bases at base chapels
and in chaplains' offices. They may also
serve aboard ships or with combat forces
in the field. Most religious service special-
ists work at bases in the United States, but
there is opportunity for overseas assign-
ment.

ADVANCEMENT

Because religious program specialists
represent the chaplain in day-to-day activi-
ties, they must be mature, sincere, and
dependable. They must have good typing
and clerical skills and a good command of
business math to run the religious program
office efficiently. Religious program spe-
cialists must understand the principles of
different faiths to arrange ceremonies.
They must also be able to work easily with
people of all backgrounds. Administrative
and organizational skills become more
important as a service member advances
in this career. The willingness to assume
leadership roles and take on added re-
sponsibility helps religious program spe-
cialists advance through the supervisory
levels of this career.

Military Careers



TRAINING

The services provide religious
program specialists with 6 to 9
months of basic and initial job
training. Training focuses on
developing clerical and adminis-
trative support skills. Depending
on the assignment, training may
be given in religious support du-
ties. Chapel supervisors and
chapel operations coordinators
may receive advanced training
in accounting, personnel man-
agement, and the preparation of
special administrative records
and reports.

During their careers, religious
program specialists learn super-
visory skills through job experi-
ence and leadership training.
This training continues through
'he level of chapel operations
coordinator with courses in man-
agement and administration.
Typically, these courses ad-
dress budgeting, personnel
management, and training pro-
gram development.

Military Careers

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in service-
oriented and people -to- people
work, you may also want to con-
sider other occupations in the
Human Services Occupations
cluster or the Service Occupa-
tions cluster in the Military Occu-
pations section of this book.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

CHAPEL OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

Supervisors may advance to become chapel op-
erations coordinators responsible for religious pro-
gram activities in subordinate commands. At this
level, they:

Prepare and conduct command briefings on reli-
gious programs
Coordinate worship schedules and educational
materials development
Set goals. objectives, and priorities
Visit, monitor, and review the performance of reli-
gious program specialists
Prepare and route consolidated reports on reli-
gious program activities
Coordinate programs with hospitals, welfare agen-
cies, and confinement facilities

CHAPEL SUPERVISOR

Skilled specialists may advance to become chapel
supervisors responsible for organizing and leading
chaplains' offices. Chapel supervisors:

Oversee religious program specialists
Train personnel and assign them their duties
Coordinate and supervise volunteers and part-
time workers
Review correspondence and reports for accuracy
and completeness
Prepare religious packets for prisoners and hospi-
tal patients
Coordinate recruitment and training of ushers, lay,
readers, and religious school teachers

RELIGIOUS PROGRAM SPECIALIST

After initial job training, new personnel are nor-
mally assigned to a base chapel where they learn to:

Type letters, marriage records, certificates, and
confirmation, baptism, and funeral records
Prepare the chapel for religious services or special
ceremonies, such as weddings, funerals, and
memorial services
Help the chaplain conduct religious services and
ceremonies
Help recruit and train ushers and religious school
teachers
Schedule the chaplain's appointments and receive
visitors in the chaplain's office
Type bulletins for worshippers and maintain office
files
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REPORTERS AND NEWSWRITERS

Profile: Charles Wright

Air Force newswriter Charles (Chuck)
Wright described his six month deploy-
ment to Saudi Arabia as a combat re-
porter as the most rewarding experience
in his 22-year career. As a senior reporter
he had orders allowing him to travel any-
where Air Force personnel were sta-
tioned. His stories were carried by the
major wire services and appeared in
newspapers across the United States.
Two things make that experience stand
out for Chuck. First, as a military reporter,
he was doing everything for which he had
been trained. Second, the combat expe-
rience allowed him to get to know the
many airmen who became the subjects of
his stories. Chuck likes being a reporter
because he enjoys writing and using his
imagination. Being a reporter has al-
lowed him to meet all types of people and
deal with different events every day.

In his first assignment, Chuck ad-
vanced from "cub" reporter to sports and
family page editor for the base paper at
Blytheville Air Force Base (AFB), AR.
During this assignment, he married his
high school sweetheart and found time to
complete training at the U.S. Army Infor-
mation School. Not long after he was

married, Chuck and his wife moved to
Spain. There, after only 5 years in the Air
Force, Chuck became senior reporter of
the base newspaper Alert Strip. In addition
to supervising three reporters, he spent 4
days each week working with Spanish-
speaking "cahistas" (typesetters and print-
ers) to print the paper.

Back in his home state of Florida, he
spent 3 years managing publicity for over
75 Air Force recruiters. He was respon-
sible for advertisements, managing direct
mail campaigns, and working with local
newspapers throughout th6 state. He
moved back to Texas as the editor of The
AF Recruiter, the newspaper of the Air
Force Recruiting Command. During this
assignment, Chuck also became the
speechwriter for the generals who com-
manded the recruiting service.

For the past 4 years. Chuck has been a
public affairs coordinator, first at Osan
AFB in Korea and then for the headquar-
ters of the Air Force Reserve at Robins
AFB, GA. He manages all aspects of
public affairs, including liaison with news-
papers and television.
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Reporters and newswriters keep ser-
vice members, the local community,

and the folks back home informed about
important events. As a reporter or news-
writer, you prepare news releases, home-
town news stories, feature articles, and
editorials for publication or radio/television
broadcast. You begin your career devel-
oping skills in researching, gathering, and
organizing information. As you gain expe-
rience, you may write feature stories or
news scripts.. There are opportunities to
advance to editor of a military newspaper
and perhaps to public affairs coordinator
for a large military base.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Reporters and newswriters work at mili-
tary bases, but the stories they cover may
take them all over the world. Many work at
large installations, where they write press
releases and public relations articles for
the public affairs office. Others work for
base newspapers, radio/television sta-
tions, or magazines. Most reporters and
newswriters work at military bases in the
United States, but there is good opportu-
nity for C. prseas assignment, particularly
for those assigned to the Armed Forces
Radio/Television Network.

ADVANCEMENT

Reporters and newswriters must be able
to interpret facts, issues, and opinions and
use them to write interesting scripts, sto-
ries, and articles. They must relate easily
to people with different backgrounds,
since they research stories on all aspects
of military life. They must also be able to
select photographs and illustrations to en-
hance their stories and articles. Skills in
public relations are also important in gain-
ing access to service members and story
locations and in dealing with the civilian
media. After mastering the basic journal-
ism skills, the willingness to assume lead-
ership roles helps reporters and newswrit-
ers advance through the supervisory lev-
els of this career.
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TRAINING

The services provide report-
ers and newswriters with 9 to 12
months of basic and initial job
training. It combines classroom
instruction and on-the-job train-
ing. Classroom instruction fo-
cuses on interviewing tech-
niques. research sources, writ-
ing style, story lines, and for-
mats. Intensive on-the-job train-
ing given by editors and senior
reporters and newswriters helps
the individual progress from
simple stories to difficult or un-
usual assignments. Many spe-
cialized training courses are
available for senior reporters
and newswriters in editing, pho-
tojournalism, public affairs. me-
dia relations. and radio/televi-
sion scriptwriting.

1
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During their careers, reporters
and newswriters learn supervi-
sory skills through leadership
training and job experience.
This training continues through
the public affairs coordinator
level with courses in manage-
ment and administration. Typi-
cally. these courses address
budgeting. personnel manage-
ment, and training program de-
velopment.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in writing
and news reporting, you may
also want to consider a career as
a radio and television an-
nouncer, photographer, or
audiovisual production special-
ist. See the Media and Public
Affairs Occupations cluster in
the Military Occupations section
of this book for descriptions of
these occupations.
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TYPICAL CAREER PATH

PUBLIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR

Public affairs coordinators assist staff officers in
directing military public affairs operations. They:

Plan, organize, and direct military news and infor-
mation operations
Determine training needs and set up public affairs
training programs
Establish information-gathering procedures and
news story reporting and writing standards
Inspect public affairs units and make recommen-
dations to improve program operations
Prepare administrative, personnel. and technical
reports for officers

EDITOR

Highly skilled reporters and newswriters who show
leadership ability are assigned supervisory responsi-
bilities. Editors:

Set work priorities and assign personnel to meet
news deadlines
Review work and give technical assistance
Coordinate military and civilian news media and
public information activities
Teach classes in the principles of journalism and
writing styles and techniques
Prepare public affairs information and historical
program activity records

SENIOR REPORTER/NEWSWRITER

As their skills in journalism increase. reporters and
newswriters are given more responsibility. Senior
reporters and newswriters:

Schedule and conduct special interviews, news
conferences, and tours for civilians
Plan and design layouts for newspapers, bulletins,
and magazines
Proofread news releases and other material for
information content and accuracy
Edit written material and taped interviews for radio
and television
Conduct research to gather information for in-
depth feature news stories

REPORTER/NEWSWRITER

After initial training. reporters and newswriters
gather information and prepare news features and
stories for military and civilian use. At this level, they:

Interview individuals and attend meetings and
events to gather information
Write sports and news stories, editorials, and news
releases
Compose scripts for radio/television news reports,
speeches. and commentaries
Process and select photographs for magazines,
newspapers, and publicity materials
Write captions for pictures and compose headlines
for news stories
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES

Profile: Tom Wilson

When Tom Wilson received his draft
notice, he could have easily received a
student deferment. "But I wanted to do my
part," he says, "so I decided to join the
Army." Because he was small, his family
and friends teased him about enlisting. To
prove himself, he decided to enlist for
what he thought was the toughest training
availableairborne. Then, while he was
at Fort Gordon training to be a heavy
weapons specialist, he heard about the
special forces. He applied because it was
an even bigger challenge. "By the time I
finished airborne and special forces
training." Tom says, "I felt there wasn't
anything I couidn't do."

For the next 6 years. Tom was a
member of a special forces team with
assignments in Fort Bragg (NC). Vietnam,
and Fort Devins (MA). He started as a
junior demolition man and advanced to
team engineer. Tom describes his as-
signments as continuous training. He
went on field exercises all over the world,
learning jungle operations in Panama and
northern warfare in Alaska. He even went
to school to learn French and Spanish.
Vietnam. Tom says, was the time he was
finally able to put his training to work, a
modest statement from a Green Beret

with a purple heart and two bronze stars.
Throughout his career, Tom has had fur-
ther training in operations and intelligence,
advanced engineering, and leadership,
but he feels that he learned the most during
his years as a member of a special forces
team.

Tom spent the next 3 years as an engi-
neering sergeant for Army battalions on
Okinawa and at Fort Bragg, NC. He coor-
dinated with other Army units to supply
equipment and support for battalion activi-
ties. At Fort Bragg. Tom was promoted to
first sergeant and assigned as operations
sergeant for a special force:, team. He was
then assigned as a first sergeant at the
Headquarters of a battalion in Korea. In
this job, Tom supervised over 200 people
providing administrative support to the bat-
talion. He returned to the States as battal-
ion intelligence sergeant for the 82'4 Air-
borne.

In his current job as a combat develop-
ment project noncommissioned officer
(NCO). Tom evaluates new techniques,
equipment, and methods for the special
forces. He was recently promoted to ser-
geant majora goal he set for himself after
returning from Vietnam.
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Special operations teams are small,
highly trained combat units. They

carry out especially difficult and dangerous
missions. To qualify for special opera-
tions, you must complete an intense physi-
cal conditioning program. As a special
operations team member, you practice
combat and survival tactics in all types of
climates and environments (in jungles,
swamps, deserts, or underwater). You
may raid enemy positions, go on scouting
or rescue missions, or undertake demoli-
tion operations. There are opportunities to
advance to special operations team leader
and perhaps to special operations coordi-
nator.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

After qualifying for special operations,
the new team member is assigned to the
special operations unit for his service: the
Army Green Berets, the Navy SEALs, the
Air Force Pararescue Teams, or the Ma-
rine Corps Force Reconnaissance Teams.
The units are small select forces, and the
number of duty assignments are limited.
However, the units may be deployed to
train or perform missions anywhere in the
world.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a special opera-
tions career, you may also want to con-
sider the other Combat Specialty Occupa-
tions described in the Military Occupations
section of this book. Other similar military
occupations are found throughout the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this book.
These occupations include medical ser-
vice technician, diver, radio operator,
blasting specialist, and air crew member.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

The competition for getting
into and advancing in the special
operations forces is keen. To
succeed, special operations
team members must be deci-
sive, creative, and self-reliant.
They must show resourceful-
ness and quick action in rapidly
changing and dangerous situ-
ations. They must be able to
communicate ideas effectively,
recall detailed instructions, and
analyze new problems quickly.
In addition, team members must
keep themselves in top physical
condition.

All special operations candi-
dates are required to complete
job training in another military
occupation before entering this
career. Many serve for several
years in another occupation be-
fore volunteering for special op-
erations forces. Many also re-
turn to their original occupation
after serving in special opera-
tions.

Advancement to more senior
levels of special operations calls
for the ability to direct and coor-
dinate several critical activities at
the same time. For example, an
individual may coordinate the
ground activities of a special
operations team while directing
close tactical air support or cargo
delivery.

Military Careers

SPECIALIZATION

The demanding nature of spe-
cial operations missions calls for
team members to focus their
training. Search and rescue mis-
sions call for skills in survival,
parachuting, and evasion of en-
emy forces. Underwater demo-
lition missions require skills in
scuba diving and the use of ex-
plosives. Guerrilla warfare re-
quires training in special weap-
ons and small group combat and
infiltration tactics.

In special operations units,
each team member usually con-
centrates on one area, such as
engineering, intelligence, com-
munications, or medical serv-
ices. However, most are trained
and skilled in more than one area
to back up other team members.

TRAINING

The services provide 12 to 24
months of special qualifications
training to volunteers selected
for special operations duty. The
initial phase of training stresses
physical conditioning. This is
among the most challenging
training given by the services;
not everyone who attempts this
training can meet the strict re-
quirements for completion.

In addition to physical condi-
tioning, training is given in recon-
naissance, unconventional war-
fare, small unit tactics, and the
use of special weapons. Special
skills training may also be given
in parachuting, scuba diving,
and survival techniques. On-
the-job training is conducted
through practical field exercises
in different climates and terrain,
including mountains, swamps,
and winter conditions. Special-
ized training is also given to pre-
pare teams for individual mis-
sions.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

SPECIAL OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

Team leaders may advance to coordinate the
activities and training of special operations forces
teams. At this level, they:

Plan unit training or formal special operations
forces training courses
Plan and coordinate multiteam operations
Assign teams to specialized areas of assignment
Develop and evaluate new procedures and tech-
niques
Recruit and organize friendly foreign personnel for
special operations
Advise special forces commanders on planning
missions

TEAM LEADER

Highly skilled and motivated team members can
advance to become team leaders. Special opera-
tions team leaders:

Train team members in communications, combat
tactics, and intelligence gathering
Assign specific mission tasks to team members
Instruct allied (friendly) forces in the use of weap-
ons and guerrilla tactics
Collect, interpret, and distribute intelligence infor-
mation
Plan air rescue, air delivery, and other airborne
operations
Plan and lead sabotage and combat raids in en-
emy territory

TEAM MEMBER

After initial special operations training, special
operations team members are assigned to small elite
units where they continually train to improve their
special skills. Team members:

Go on reconnaissance (scouting) missions to iden-
tify terrain features and spot enemy troop and gun
positions
Infiltrate (go behind) enemy lines to carry out
demolition raids or attack enemy positions
Plant or clear mine fields on land and under water
Carry out rescue and recovery operations for
stranded or trapped servicemen
Give regular and emergency medical treatment in
the field

This career is open only to men.
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Examining Officer
Career Path Descriptions

Officers have typically chosen a career direction before enter-
ing the military and usually have a college education. Opportuni-
ties to build on this foundation through further education and
training enables individuals to advance in their chosen careers
while serving their country. As you read the specific career path
descriptions that follow, keep in mind that the military offers many
opportunities for change and advancement.

Read the profile for Lance Hogan on page 412 in the descrip-
tion of "Airplane Pilots." His experiences illustrate how one
person advanced as an officer. For example:

Lance made a decision early in life to be a military airplane
pilot. He prepared by completing college before joining the Air
Force.

Because Lance chose to specialize as an attack flyer, he had
several duty assignments overseas.

Competition for promotion in this field is stiff. Lance demon-
strated that he was not only a superior pilot, but also a capable
manager.

Throughout his career, Lance has received continual technical
training. In preparation for meeting his goal of commanding a
squadron, Lance is completing a master's degree.

Lance was selected to fly with the Thunderbirds flight demon-
stration team. This is an accomplishment very lew pilots
achieve.

Questions to Consider

Ask yourself the following questions as you read each officer
career description:

a) Would I like to have a career in this occupation?

If what you read in the description and typical career path
interested you, learn more about it and related officer occupations
by reading the Airplane Pilots description in the Military Occupa-
tions section.

b) How much training and retraining is necessary to
succeed in this career?

All officers receive training throughout their careers. Lance
Hogan not only chose to obtain a great deal of advanced technical
training, but also took advantage of graduate education offered
through the military.

c) How can I advance in rank and responsibility?

Military officers must have consistently excellent performance
appraisals to advance. In studying the typical career path for an
airplane pilot, you find that it indicates that becoming a command
pilot requires not only being an outstanding pilot but also a leader
who can handle planning, management. and decision-making
responsibilities.
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Sample of Military Officer
Career Path Descriptions
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AIRPLANE NAVIGATORS

Profile: Greg Martin

Greg Martin grew up in Oklahoma, the
son of a former Marine. He went to college
on a football scholarship and after gradu-
ation, he decided to become an officer in
the Marines. Greg went to Officer Candi-
date School and says, The school was all
I expected, challenging, to say the least."
His career ambition was to fly, and he
earned his "wings" as a navigator in
Pensacola, FL. Greg and his wife particu-
larly enjoyed their first tour of duty in
Hawaii.

Greg flew with several F-4 Phantom
squadrons. His assignments took him to
the Marine Corps Air Station at Beaufort,
SC; Iwakuni, Japan; Europe; and other
bases around the United States. Greg
also flew with his pilot to learn how to land
on Navy aircraft carriers.

Professionally, Greg loved flying, but
he also liked leading the maintenance
troops in his squadron. He led the radar
shop and later the avionics division, han-
dling all electronic equipment. "There is a
real sense of accomplishment in taking a
group of men, a bunch of parts, and work-
ing together to produce 'up' (fully capable)
airplanes."

A highlight of Greg's career came when
he was selected to attend the Navy Fighter
Weapons School, popularly called "Top
Gun," in Miramar, CA. He and his pilot
spent 5 weeks flying every air combat
maneuver possible. They then went on as
a team to the Marine Corps Weapons
Training Instructor Course in Yuma, AZ.
There they practiced F-4 attack missions,
including electronic warfare and air com-
bat.

Greg held a number of increasingly re-
sponsible jobs in each squadron, ending
with an assignment as squadron mainte-
nance officer. This assignment was the
best of his career. Greg says, "An officer
must be a leader. We manage things, but
we lead people. There is nothing more
rewarding."

Today Greg is completing a tour at Ma-
rine Headquarters in Washington, DC. As
a lieutenant colonel, he is looking forward
to returning to flight operations and hopes
eventually to command a squadron.
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Airplane navigators are vital flight
crew members of some of the world's

most sophisticated airplanes. As a naviga-
tor, you will operate complex electronic
navigation systems to bring your airplane
safely through its missions. You may also
operate weapons systems. You begin
your career in a .squadron, flying on mis-
sions such as air combat, ground attack,
submarine hunting, paratroop, or cargo
delivery. As you become more experi-
enced and skilled, you will serve in posi-
tions of increasing responsibility. There
are opportunities to become a squadron
commander.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Airplane navigators fly in airplanes to
and from military bases in the U.S. and
overseas. Some fly in airplanes that take
off and land on aircraft carriers at sea.
Navigators are usually assigned to flying
squadrons made up of 10 to 25 airplanes
and the crews needed to fly and maintain
them. Navigators who fly on long-range
airplanes such as bombers, tankers, and
transports are usually assigned to bases in
the U.S. These navigators have good op-
portunities for overseas flights. Navigators
of fighter, fighter-bomber, or ground attack
airplanes have excellent opportunities for
overseas duty, particularly in Europe and
the Pacific Islands. At some point in their
careers, navigators are usually assigned
to jobs that do not require them to fly.
These assignments may be with head-
quarters staff or in a different occupation
entirely.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career as an
airplane navigator, you may also want to
consider a career as a helicopter pilot or
airplane pilot. See the Transportation
Occupations cluster in the Military Occu-
pations section of this book for descrip-
tions of these occupations. The career of
airplane pilot is also described in the next
military career description.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Airplane navigators must
have excellent concentration to
operate sophisticated electronic
navigation, communications,
computer, and radar equipment
for long periods of time. They
must be able to keep their con-
centration during strenuous
flight maneuvers. They need to
know manual navigation tech-
niques as a backup for auto-
mated equipment. They may
also have to locate and track
aerial, submarine, or surface tar-
gets and to operate weapons
systems. The ability to work as a
team with their pilot and other air
crew is essential.

To advance in rank, navi-
gators must have superior rec-
ords of performance throughout
their careers and be proven
leaders. They must use their
initiative to develop their skills,
complete advanced education,
and seek leadership positions
within their squadrons. Their
performance in nonflying duty
assignments will also be critical
for advancement.

Navigators compete with their
peers for promotions and career-
enhancing assignments. Only
the best-qualified personnel are
selected for advancement, and
competition intensifies with each
increase in rank.

SPECIALIZATION

Airplane navigators usually
specialize in one type of airplane
throughout their career. The
basic airplane types include:

High-performance jet fighters,
fighter-bombers, or ground
attack planes
Long-range, strategic bomb-
ers
Large tanker airplanes that
provide in-flight refueling
Special high-altitude recon-
naissance planes
Medium- or long-range anti-
submarine patrol planes

Military Careers

Long-range, multi-engine
heavy transport planes

When assigned to nonflying
duty tours, airplane navigators
often specialize in areas that will
help them in senior staff posi-
tions later in their careers. These
"second careers" may be in ar-
eas such as engineering, com-
puter science, or personnel
management.

TRAINING

Initial training for airplane nav-
igators includes about 12
months of demanding class-
room and in-flight training.
Training covers navigation.
communications, principles of
flight, major airplane systems,
meteorology, and flight oper-
ations. Student navigators are
given experience in day, night,
aerobatic, and basic military air-
plane missions. After initial train-
ina, navigators are given ad-
vanced training in one type of
airplane, such as a fighter,
ground attack, bomber, recon-
naissance, or transport plane.
Navigators must continue on-
the-job flight training throughout
their careers.

Advanced training is available
in areas such as ground attack
tactics, dogfighting (air-to-air
combat tactics), and air battle
management. Navigators re-
ceive transition training when-
ever their airplane is modified or
replaced by a new airplane.
There are opportunities to attend
graduate school for advanced
technical or management de-
grees.

Navigators are also given op-
portunities for professional mili-
tary education to prepare them
for senior officer positions.
These programs include study of
military subjects such as strat-
egy, tactics, and planning large-
scale operations. They may be
cmpleted either by correspon
dence or full-time study.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

SQUADRON COMMANDER

Flight operations directors who have excellent
navigation experience and who are outstanding lead-
ers may advance to senior positions. At this level,
they:

Command a squadron, flight operations group, or
air facility
Advise headquarters commanders on squadron
operations matters
Fly missions to maintain their skills
Direct flight operations of a major command

FLIGHT OPERATIONS DIRECTOR

Senior navigators who are experts in navigation
and their flying missions and who are outstanding
leaders may advance to become flight operations
directors. At this level. they:

Plan squadron flight missions
Teach flight crews advanced mission operations
and tactics
Manage a squadron department, such as mainte-
nance, training, or safety
Advise squadron commanders on readiness of
aircraft and crews
Evaluate officers' flying. leadership. and manage-
ment skills

SENIOR NAVIGATOR

After mastering the requirements of their assigned
mission area and gaining experience as leaders,
navigators may advance to become senior naviga-
tors. At this level, they:

Plan and accompany their pilots on operational
missions
Instruct new navigators in their squadron duties
and responsibilities
Guide strategic bombers to their targets
Teach student navigators how to use weapons
systems and navigate
Explain mission plans and assignments to flight
crews

NAVIGATOR

Navigators who earn their wings are assigned to a
flying squadron. Depending on the type of airplane
and mission. they:

Locate and track land targets, aircraft, ships, or
submarines
Monitor automated navigational systems using
manual navigation techniques
Operate communications equipment
Plan missions and tactics with their pilots. consid-
ering weather, fuel. and aircraft loading
Practice normal and emergency operating proce-
dures
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AIRPLANE PILOTS

Profile: Lance Hogan

Lieutenant Colonel Lance Hogan knew
he wanted to be a fighter pilot from the time
he was young. Hearing the stories of his
two uncles who had flown fighter planes in
World War II and seeing the Thunderbirds
flight demonstration team sparked his in-
terest. Lance worked his way through col-
lege in Louisiana. When he received his
degree, he joined the Air Force.

Lance was first in his flight training class.
He chose to specialize in the A-7 Corsair II
attack fighter, flying as the on-scene com-
mander for search and rescue operations.
His first assignment was to one of the
original Flying Tiger squadrons.

Lance really enjoyed the demanding
search and rescue missions. He practiced
ground attack and coordinating artillery,
naval gunfire, air strikes, and other re-
sources required to rescue air crews shot
down in enemy territory. During this tour
he was promoted to captain.

After a year of special staff training in
Washington, D.C., Lance went back to
flying, this time in the F-4 Phantom II.
Lance served a 1-year tour at Taegu
Airbase in Korea. As the squadron sched-
uling officer, he managed all flight training

requirements for the squadron. During
this tour, he was promoted to major.

His duties at Taegu prepared him for his
next assignment at Mac Dill Air Force
Base (AFB), FL. Here, Lance taught pilots
who had just earned their wings air-to-
ground combat tactics. He also learned to
fly the new F-16 fighter and became one
of the first instructor pilots for this aircraft.

At Mac Dill, Lance was selected for very
special duty. He and his family moved to
Nellis AFB, NV. In an unusual tour, Lance
flew 4-1/2 years with the elite Thunder-
birds flight demonstration team. Nor-
mally, pilots who are selected to join the
Thunderbirds stay only 2 years. Lance
toured Europe, South America, and al-
most all 50 states, including Alaska and
Hawaii.

Now with Air Force staff at Langley
AFB, VA, Lance coordinates all activities
of Air Force tactical demonstration aircraft
and squadrons worldwide. In . 's off-duty
time, he is completing a master's degree
in aerospace science. "I like my job now,"
he says, but I am looking forward to flying
again." He hopes to command a squad-
ron sometime in the near future.
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Military pilots fly the most sophisti-
cated combat and transport air-

planes in the world. As a pilot, you will plan
flying missions, brief your aircrews, and fly
frequently to keep your performance at its
peak. You begin your career in a squad-
ron, flying the airplane you were trained to
flya supersonic jet fighter, high-altitude
reconnaissance plane, or huge cargo
transport. As you gain experience. and
skill, you will serve in positions of increas-
ing responsibility. There are opportunities
to become a squadron commander.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Airplane pilots fly their airplanes to and
from military bases in the U.S. and over-
seas. Some fly airplanes that take off and
land on aircraft carriers at sea. Pilots are
usually assigned to flying squadrons made
up of 10 to 25 airplanes and the crews
needed to fly and maintain them. Pilots of
long-range airplanes, such as bombers,
tankers, and transports are usually as-
signed to bases in the U.S. These pilots
have good opportunities for overseas
flights. Pilots of fighter, fighter-bomber, or
ground attack airplanes have excellent op-
portunities for overseas duty, particularly
in Europe and the Pacific. At some point in
their careers, pilots are usually assigned to
jobs that do not require them to fly. These
assignments may be with headquarters
staff or in a different occupation entirely.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a flying career,
you may also want to consider a career as
a helicopter pilot or an airplane navigator.
See the Transportation Occupations clus-
ter in the Military Occupations section of
this book for descriptions of these occupa-
tions. The career of airplane navigators is
also described in the previous military offi-
cer career description.
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ADVANCEMENT

Airplane pilots must be out-
standing fliers. They must be
able to fly their airplanes safely
through the maneuvers required
by their missions. They must be
experts in their plane's fuel, flight
control, electrical, and weapons
systems. All pilots are regularly
tested on their knowledge of air-
plane systems in written exami-
nations, "check flights," and in-
flight simulators.

To advance, pilots must be
superb aviators and maintain
their skills throughout their ca-
reers. They must have consis-
tently excellent flying records
and be proven leaders. Pilots
are expected to use their initia-
tive to develop their skills, com-
plete advanced education, and
seek leadership positions in their
squadron. Their performance in
nonflying duty assignments will
also be critical for advancement.

Pilots compete with their
peers for promotion and career-
enhancing assignments. Only
the best-qualified personnel are
selected for advancement, and
competition intensifies with each
increase in rank.

SPECIALIZATION

Airplane pilots usually special-
ize in one type of airplane
throughout their careers. The
basic airplane types include:

High-performance jet fighters,
fighter-bombers, or ground
attack planes
Long-range, strategic bomb-
ers
Large tanker airplanes that
provide in-flight refueling
Special high-altitude recon-
naissance planes
Medium- or long-range anti-
submarine patrol planes
Long-range multi-engine heavy
transport planes
Lightweight utility planes

Military Careers

When assigned to nonflying
duty tours, airplane pilots often
specialize in areas that will help
them in senior staff positions
later in their careers. These
"second careers" may be in ar-
eas such as engineering, com-
puter science, or personnel
management.

TRAINING

Initial training for pilots in-
cludes up to 18 months of de-
manding classroom and in-flight
training. Student pilots learn
principles of aerodynamics, ma-
jor airplane systems, meteorol-
ogy, navigation, communica-
tions, and federal and service
flight rules and regulations.
They practice flying in all types of
weather, day and night. They
also practice flying in formation
and basic aerobatics. After initial
training, pilots are given ad-
vanced training in one type of
airplane, such as a fighter,
ground attack, bomber, recon-
naissance, or transport plane.
Pilots must continue on-the-job
flight training throughout their
careers.

Advanced training is available
in areas such as ground attack
tactics, dogfighting (air-to-air
combat tactics), and directing air
strikes. Pilots receive transition
training whenever their air-
planes are modified or replaced
by new generation airplanes.
There are opportunities to attend
graduate school for advanded
technical and management de-
grees.

Pilots are also given opportu-
nities for professional military
education to prepare them for
senior officer positions. These
programs include study of mili-
tary subjects such as strategy,
tactics, and planning large-scale
operations. They may be com-
pleted either by correspondence
or full-time study.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

COMMAND PILOT

Excellent flight leaders who have broad experi-
ence in flying operations and who are outstanding
leaders may advance to senior positions. At this
level, they:

Command a squadron, flight operations group, or
air facility
Direct flight operations of a major flying unit
Fly missions to maintain expert flying skills
Advise headquarters commanders on squadron
operations

FLIGHT LEADER

Pilots who are expert in their flying mission and
demonstrate outstanding leadership qualities may
advance to become flight leaders. At this level, they:

Lead several airplanes on flying missions, such as
airstrikes, patrols, or transporting cargo
Instruct pilots in squadron missions and tactics
Evaluate pilots' flying, leadership, and manage-
ment skills
Manage a squadron department, such as mainte-
nance, training, or safety
Manage combat missions, planning target selec-
tions and personnel utilization

SENIOR PILOT

After mastering the requirements of their assigned
mission area and gaining experience as leaders,
pilots may advance to become senior pilots. Senior
pilots:

Plan and fly operational missions
Fly as first pilot in a large airplane
Lead flights of two or more aircraft on missions
Instruct new pilots in their squadron duties and
responsibilities
Teach student pilots to fly
Explain mission plans and assignments to flight
crews

PILOT

Pilots who earn their wings are assigned to a flying
squadron. Depending on the type of aircraft and
mission, they:

Plan flights, considering weather, fuel, and aircraft
loading
Fly missions alone, as part of a group of airplanes,
or as copilot in a large airplane
Plan missions and tactics
Practice emergency and normal operating proce-
dures
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CIVIL ENGINEERS

Profile: Philip Thompson

Phil Thompson joined the Navy Re-
serves while he was in college studying
civil engineering. "I looked into the Navy's
Civil Engineer Corps," he says, "and liked
what I saw." After graduation, he went to
Officer Candidate School in Newport, RI,
and then to Civil Engineer Corps Officer
School in Port Hueneme, CA.

Phil's first assignment was to Guam. As
a new Civil Engineer Corps ensign (0-1).
Phil had 400 civilians working for him. He
also had a large budget and responsibility
for maintaining all Navy and Marine build-
ings and housing on the island. In his
second year he was assigned as the Ac-
tivities Civil Engineer (ACE). He man-
aged a budget of $4 million and a large
number of civilian workers. Phil liked the
job so much that he asked to extend his
tour of duty.

Phil enjoyed the public works side of
civil engineering. For his next assign-
ment, he went to the Naval Air Station
Whidbey Island, WA. There, he directed
facility maintenance forces, maintained
three runways, two outlying airfields,
roads, water, power, transportation, and
everything needed to keep the base oper-
ating year-round.

Assigned next to Vietnam, he directed
the construction of housing for Vietnam-
ese military personnel and their depend-
ents. His crews for this project were the
famous Navy "SeaBee" construction bat-
talions.

Phil's most memorable tour was at the
naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. He
directed contractors building a water de-
salinization plant and an addition to the
power plant. But his greatest satisfaction
came from completely remodeling every
home on the base. "We gutted and re-
made hot, uncomfortable houses into
modern, fully air-conditioned units. It was
really appreciated by the Navy and Marine
Corps personnel and dependents living at
Guantanamo," Phil says.

From his post in the Pentagon, where he
monitors Navy planning and construction
in the entire continental United States,
Commander Phil Thompson is looking for-
ward to taking some time off when he
retires this fall. Looking back he says, "It's
been 22 years of fun."
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Civil engineers are the military's build-
ers. In their varied careers they may:

build air strips in the jungle; direct con-
struction or main .enance of military bases:
or work alongside combat troops, physi-
cally altering the battlefield to help them
advance or hold their positions. You begin
your career managing construction con-
tracts, directing base utility and main-
tenance services, or leading a group of
enlisted combat engineers. As you gain
experience, you will serve in positions of
increasing responsibility. There are op-
portunities to become director of engineer-
ing at a military base or to command a
battalion of combat engineers.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Civil engineers work primarily in engi-
neering offices or temporary construction
facilities on military bases in the U.S. and
overseas. Civil engineers assigned to
combat engineering units may spend
much time in the field during combat exer-
cises and field maneuvers. Most have
opportunities for overseas assignment,
particularly in Europe and the Pacific Is-
lands.

SPECIALIZATION

Civil engineers typically spend their ca-
reer developing expertise in several areas.
Major areas include combat engineering,
contract management, and public works.
In each assignment, civil engineers use
their engineering background, career
experience, and increasing leadership
ability.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career as a
military civil engineer, you may also want
to consider a career in another technical
field. See the Engineering, Science, and
Technical Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this book for
descriptions of these occupations.
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ADVANCEMENT

To perform their wide range of
duties, military civil engineers
must be flexible, excellent lead-
ers, and have superior analytical
and communications skills.
They may come from any of sev-
eral engineering backgrounds.
They apply their education and
abilities to solve problems, su-
pervise contractors, lead troops,
and give advice on contracts and
designs.

To advance, civil engineers
must have excellent profes-
sional skills and managerial
abilities. To build a record of
excellent performance, they
must win the confidence of the
people for whom they work and
thOse who work for them. As
they gain experience, they serve
in positions of greater responsi-
bility. They manage larger con-
tracts, lead more people, and
direct projects of increasing
complexity. An excellent per-
formance record is essential to
success. An advanced engi-
neering or management degree
may increase chances for pro-
motion.

Engineers compete with their
peers for promotion and career-
enhancing assignments. Only

the best-qualified personnel are
selected for advancement and
competition intensifies with each
increase in rank.

TRAINING

Initial training for civil engi-
neers is a combination of class-
room and field training. Courses
are taught in: managing con-
tracts, budgeting, combat engi-
neering techniques, and leader-
ship. To prepare for their next
assignment, some engineers re-
ceive specialty training in such
areas as environmental protec-
tion, fire prevention/protection,
or mapping (cartography).

Advanced training is available
in leadership and combat engi-
neering. Civil engineers may
earn a graduate engineering
degree in a program funded by
their service. Many others ob-
tain degrees on their own time.

Civil engineers are also given
opportunities for professional
military education to prepare
them for senior officer positions.
These programs include study of
military subjects such as strat-
egy, tactics, and planning large-
scale operations. They may be
completed by correspondence
or full-time study.

Military Careers

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Engineering staf: officers with outstanding records
of leadership and technical expertise may be se-
lected to direct major engineering activities or units.
At this level, they:

Command combat engineering or construction
battalions of 500 to 750 military personnel
Direct civil engineering c .erations at a military
base
Advise base or area commanders on civil engi-
neering matters
Evaluate construction bids submitted by civilian
contractors
Direct planning and management of major engi-
neering projects

rimelire

ENGINEERING STAFF OFFICER

Senior engineers who show excellent leadership
and technical ability may advance to become engi-
neering staff officers. At this level, they:

Analyze and recommend design specifications for
buildings, bridges, roads, and other structures
Determine construction project costs
Lead other civil engineers in managing construc-
tion and maintenance contracts for a military base
Advise senior commanders on combat and other
engineering matters

SENIOR ENGINEER

Civil engineers who have performed well in their
first assignments may advance to become senior
engineers. At this level, they:

Command combat engineering companies of 65 to
200 enlisted personnel
Plan and manage programs to maintain utilities,
buildings, or roads on a military base
Train new civil engineer officers
Review plans and designs for engineering projects

CIVIL ENGINEER

After initial training, civil engineers are given their
first duty assignment. Here they may:

Direct military and civilian personnel in maintaining
and constructing buildings
Lead combat engineers in missions such as build-
ing fortifications, assembling mobile bridges, or
preparing mine fields
Monitor contractors to ensure their work meets
contract specifications
Lead and train enlisted personnel in construction
techniques

15 16
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INFANTRY OFFICERS

Profile: Wayne Garvey

Growing up in a small town in Texas,
Wayne Garvey enjoyed working outdoors
and knew he would like the life of a soldier.
During his ROTC training at the Virginia
Military Institute (VMI), Wayne heard an
infantry officer talk about his profession. "I
was impressed by his orientation to peo-
ple and the emphasis the Army places on
individual and team effort, professional-
ism, and dedication."

Wayne graduated from VMI, earning a
commission in the Reserves. He qualified
for a delayed entry to active duty, and
used the time to go to law school. After
admission to the bar, he began active
duty. His first assignment following basic
infantry and airborne training was to the
101st Airborne, Fort Campbell, KY, as a
weapons platoon leader. Wayne also
served as a company executive officer
and as battalion adjutant, monitoring
administration.

His next tour was in Vietnam, as a
platoon leader with the 1st Air Cavalry.
Wayne led his platoon in many combat
actions and earned several decorations,
including the silver star, the nation's third
highest award for gallantry. He also spent

part of his tour on the headquarters staff
before returning home. During this tour, he
advanced to captain.

With his service obligation complete,
Wayne left the Army. He practiced law and
was very successful. "But," he says, "I
missed the Army every day of those 2
years." He and his wife made the decision
together to return to Army life.

Back on active duty, Wayne returned to
Vietnam, commanding a rifle company.
He again earned several decorations. Fol-
lowing this tour, Wayne returned to the
States to teach tactics at the Army Military
Academy at West Point.

Since West Point, Wayne has served
several tours on various Army staffs; in
one tour he assigned infantry officers to
positions throughout the world. He also
commanded an infantry battalion in Korea.
"This was a real milestone," he says, "a
real highlight of my career to date."

Recently selected for the highest level
officers' courses at the Army War College,
Wayne says about his service, "Even the
bad days have been good. I have really
enjoyed my career!"

ARMY
MARINE CORPS

Infantry officers lead their troops
through rigorous training and maneu-

vers. As an infantry officer, you will make
sure your men are in top shape, well
trained, and properly equipped. You begin
your career leading a platoon of 30 to 50
infantrymen. As you gain leadership and
tactical experience, you will serve in posi-
tions of increasing responsibility. There
are opportunities to become battalion
commander.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Infantry officers serve in infantry units at
military bases in the U.S. and overseas.
They work in offices and spend much time
in the field. The new officer's first assign-
ment is to train and lead a platoon of 30 to
50 soldiers. Later in their career, infantry
officers command a company of 100 to 200
soldiers and perhaps a battalion of 500 to
1,000 soldiers. There are excellent oppor-
tunities for overseas assignment in Europe
and the Pacific Islands.

SPECIALIZATION

Infantry officers may specialize in am-
phibious warfare (attacking land from the
water), airborne operations (parachuting
into battle), special operations, or Ranger
operations (Rangers are special units
skilled in combat in many different geo-
graphical areas). Infantry officers may
also develop secondary career specialties
through advanced education or special
experience.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a combat career,
you may also want to consider a career as
an artillery, tank, missile systems, or spe-
cial operations officer. See the Combat
Specialty Occupations cluster in the Mili-
tary Occupations section of this book for
descriptions of these occupations.
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ADVANCEMENT

Infantry officers must be
quick-thinking, aggressive lead-
ers to be able to train and moti-
vate the soldiers they command.

To be successful platoon
leaders, infantry officers must
master infantry operations and
weapons and show outstanding
leadership abilities. To advance
to company commander, they
must master all tactical aspects
of the infantry, and demonstrate
ability to coordinate combat ac-
tions with artillery. armor, airlift,
and air strike support units. To
advance to senior command
positions, they must have suc-
cessfully commanded and dem-
onstrated potential at the com-
pany level. Outstanding per-
formance in every duty assign-
ment is essential for advance-
ment. Officers with the broadest
range of infantry skills and best
records of leadership have the
best chance for promotion.

Infantry officers compete with
their peers for promotion and
career-enhancing assignments.
Only the oest-qualified person-
nel are selected for advance-
ment and competition intensifies
with each increase in rank.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Initial training for infantry offi-
cers includes up to 6 months of
training in the classroom and in
the field. Training covers infantry
weapons, combat tactics. infan-
try organization, and military
leadership. Many officers also
receive specialized training to
prepare them for their first as-
signment. They may be trained
in combat skills such as para-
chute jumping, Ranger training,
or amphibious landings.

Advanced training is provided
to prepare infantry officers for
more senior leadership roles.
Courses are taught primarily in
coordinating infantry and mech-
anized infantry with other combat
units.

Infantry officers are also given
opportunities for professional
military education to prepare
them for senior officer positions.
These programs include study of
such military subjects as strat-
egy, tactics, and planning large-
scale operations. They may be
completed by correspondence
or full-time study.

A

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

BATTALION COMMANDER

Outstanding officers with a broad range of infantry
experience may advance to senior officer positions.
At this level, they:

Command an infantry battalion of 500 to 1,000
men
Plan training exercises or missions
Instruct company commanders on mission assign-
ments and objectives
Coordinate battle plans with armor, artillery, and air
support units

INFANTRY STAFF OFFICER

Company commanders with demonstrated leader-
ship skills may advance to become infantry staff
officers. In this position. they:

Assist their battalion commander in administration
and management duties
Manage a specialized function such as logistics or
operations for a battalion or headquarters staff
Teach infantry courses
Resolve unit supply, maintenance. or personnel
problems
Advise senior commanders on infantry operations
and readiness

COMPANY COMMANDER

Platoon leaders who have shown leadership ability
may advance to be -nme company commanders. At
this level; they:

Command an infantry ccrnpany consisting of sev-
eral platoons
Develop and carry out battle plans to support
battalion objectives
Develop, schedule, and carry out training plans
and field exercises
Explain battle plans and assign objectives to pla-
toon leaders

PLATOON LEADER

After initial training, infantry officers are assigned
to lead a platoon. Platoon leaders:

Train and lead an infantry platoon of 30 to 50
soldiers
Inspect troops, barracks, and equipment
Plan daily conditioning programs for the platoon or
the entire company
Lead the platoon on combat training exercises
Direct the care and maintenance of weapons,
radios, and other equipment assigned to the pla-
toon

This career is oper. only to men.
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Profile: Theresa Alvarez

Theresa "Teri" Alvarez signed up for a
Marine training program one summer in
college. "It sounded interesting." she
says. and it carried no obligation." Teri
and 6 friends went to training that sum-
mer. After graduation. 3 of them went on
to Officer Candidate School and became
Marine officers.

Teri decided to enter the intelligence
field as an interrogator/translator. She
was assigned to Hawaii as an intelligence
analyst for Southeast Asia. As part of her
duties, she prepared and gave briefings to
senior officers served by her unit.

To further develop her leadership abili-
ties. she was assigned to the Officer Can-
didate School in Quantico, VA. There.
Teri taught several classes and coun-
seled women officer candidates. She
says. "I watched the women walk in and
become Marine officersleaving more
confident and professional. It was one of
my most enjoyable assignments."

After attending a special 9-month intel-
ligence school to prepare her for assign-
ment to the Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA), Teri reported for duty in Washing-
ton, D.C. as a Marine captain. In this post

she developed a situational model to alert
intelligence planners to developing threats
all over the world. She also prepared a
training course for threat analysts in differ-
ent intelligence agencies. For her work
during this tour, she was awarded the
newly authorized Defense Meritorious
Service Medal.

After being selected for promotion to
major, Teri went full-time to Command and
Staff College. She was then assigned as
the first woman to hold a position as a
division level (0-2) intelligence officer.
She directed the group that provided intel-
ligence services to the 2nd Marine Divi-
sion: roughly one-third of the Marine Corps
fighting force.

Later assignments included Okinawa
and the Marine Headquarters in Washing-
ton. D.C., where she works now, planning
and analyzing Marine Corps intelligence
activities. As a lieutenant colonel, she is
looking forward to her next assignment.
She says. "I am eager for more responsi-
bility. I really like the challenge and the
opportunity to advance in a field that is so
important to the Marine Corps and the
nation."
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intelligence officers are the eyes and
ears of the military. The information

they deal with is vital to our national secu-
rity. As an intelligence officer, you will
analyze information on the military forces.
governments, and people of other coun-
tries. You begin your career collecting and
giving combat commanders briefings on
information from sources such as satellite
and aerial photographs, intercepted corn:
munications, and observers in the field. As
you gain experience, you will serve in
positions of increasing responsibility.
There are opportunities to become in-
telligence operations director of an intelli-
gence-gathering unit or of a large combat
force on land or sea.

DUTY ASSIGNMENTS

Most intelligence officers work at military
bases in the U.S. and overseas. Many
work in electronic data processing and
evaluation centers or photographic inter-
pretation labs. Some work aboard ships or
airplanes with sophisticated intelligence-
gathering equipment. Many intelligence
officers have an opportunity to work in
Washington, D.C., where much intelli-
gence planning and evaluation takes
place. Intelligence officers have good op-
portunities for overseas duty.

SPECIALIZATION

Intelligence officers typically specialize
in one area of intelligence early in their
career. They expand on that foundation as
they advance. Areas of specialization in-
clude communications intelligence (infor-
mation from intercepted radio voice com-
munications), signals intelligence (data
from non-voice coded radio and radar sig-
nals). imagery intelligence (information
from satellite and aircraft images). combat
intelligence, and human intelligence (infor-
mation provided by agents and other indi-
viduals in the field).

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Intelligence officers serve in
positions of great sensitivity.
They analyze information vital to
national security and prepare it
for combat commanders around
the world. Intelligence officers
must be aggressively resource-
ful and analytical. and have ex-
cellent speaking and writing abil-
ity. In perhaps no other occupa-
tion is so much trust placed in
individuals so early in their ca-
reers. After mastering the basic
analytical skills. intelligence offi-
cers apply them in positions of
increasing responsibility.

To advance, intelligence offi-
cers must have a record of con-
sistently superior performance.
Because military operations de-
pend on accurate intelligence.
there is no room for mistakes.
Intelligence officers must win the
respect and trust of their com-
manders and prove themselves
as good leaders. They must
often learn computer and related
skills.

Intelligence officers compete
with their peers for promotion
and career-enhancing assign-
ments. Only the best-qualified.
personnel are selected for ad-
vancement, and competition in-
tensifies with each increase in
rank.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Initial training for intelligence
officers includes up to 6 months
of intensive classroom study.
Officers learn how to analyze
data and prepare briefings.
They are trained in techniques
for gathering intelligence and
learn the kinds of information
combat commanders need to
make decisions in battle. They
also are briefed on world situ-
ations. Intelligence officers may
receive specialized training in
areas such as electronics, com-
munications, or satellite photo-
graphic intelligence gathering.

Advanced training is avail-
able, usually to prepare intelli-
gence officers for a specific as-
signment. Other advanced
courses may be in special anal-
ysis of intelligence information
from many sources.

Intelligence officers are also
given opportunities for profes-
sional military education to pre-
pare them for senior officer posi-
tions. These programs include
study of military subjects such as
strategy, tactics, and planning
large-scale operations. These
military courses may be com-
pleted either by correspondence
or full-time study.

A
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TYPICAL CAREER PATH

INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS DIRECTOR

Outstanding intelligence staff officers may ad-
vance to become intelligence operations directors.
Here they:

Direct intelligence services for air, land, or sea
commands
Coordinate their intelligence with other military and
civilian intelligence agencies
Determine the intelligence needed to support large
combat forces
Evaluate intelligence sources for accuracy and
usefulness
Brief top-level military leaders in areas of personal
expertise

INTELLIGENCE STAFF OFFICER

Senior intelligence officers with excellent records
of performance and leadership ability may advance
to become intelligence staff officers. Typically, they:

Brief senior-level staff and combat commanders
on activities of enemy forces
Direct a team of officers and enlisted personnel.
compiling and analyzing intelligence information
from all sources
Confer with intelligence officers from other serv-
ices and nations to share information
Teach military intelligence courses

SENIOR INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

Intelligence officers with an excellent performance
record may advance to become senior intelligence
officers. At this level, they may:

Analyze information from many sources of intelli-
gence and prepare briefings or reports
Gather information to support combat exercises
and maneuvers
Analyze potential security problems
Train new intelligence officers in job duties

INTELLIGENCE OFFICER

After initial training, intelligence officers are as-
signed to specialized intelligence units or to air. sea.
or ground combat units. Here they may:

Research enemy force locations. size. and capa-
bility
Analyze weaknesses and strengths of enemy
forces
Brief combat commanders or aircrews on research
results
Direct a small team of enlisted personnel intercept-
ing and analyzing voice or other radio signals
Interpret aerial and satellite photographs
Debrief aircrews or ground combat teams return-
ing from missions or patrols
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Profile: Leighton Pierce

After college, Leighton Pierce was not
challenged by his job with a large com-
puter firm. After talking with a Marine
officer friend, he decided to give the Ma-
rines a try. He graduated near the top of
his officer training class and then spent a
tour in Vietnam, after which he decided to
make the Marine Corps his career.

However, cancer forced him from ac-
tive duty. The Marine Corps treated him
and, while he was on a temporary retire-
ment, provided him with 100 percent med-
ical disability pay and benefits. He took
the opportunity to go to law school.

When he was given a clean bill of
health, the Marines asked him if he would
like to return to active duty as a lawyer.
"My wife and I enjoyed the friends we had
made and the travel," Leighton says, "so
we decided to go back," leaving behind a
successful civilian law practice.

He started his Marine law career with
Naval Justice School, before practicing
law for the military.

Leighton especially enjoyed courtroom
practice in prosecution and defense, but
was challenged by other legal service as-
signments as well. A high point in his
career was a tour in Okinawa. "We loved
the life there," he says. In that tour, he
served as senior defense counsel, direct-
ing all trial defense cases and acting as the
lead defense lawyer in many trials.

Since then, he and his family have en-
joyed assignments in the United States
and a tour in the Philippines. Leighton is
now a lieutenant colonel in charge of legal
support services, 2nd Force Service Sup-
port Group, directing 34 lawyers and 83
enlisted legal specialists. His group han-
dles all military justice and administrative
law for thousands of Marine Corps person-
nel stationed at Camp Lejeune, NC. He is
looking forward to continuing his challeng-
ing and rewarding career.
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ilitary lawyers, known as Judge
Advocates General's (JAG) Corps

officers, work for the largest "legal firms" in
the world. As a military lawyer, you will
prosecute or defend military personnel in
courts-martial, counsel personnel on legal
problems, and advise commanders in mat-
ters of law. You begin your career handling
trials and providing legal services. As you
gain experience, your assignments will
become more challenging. There are
opportunities to become a legal services
director or a judge in a military court.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most military lawyers work in legal of-
fices and courtrooms on military bases in
the U.S. and overseas. Some serve
aboard large ships at sea or on the flagship
of a fleet commander. Legal services
officers and directors normally work at
major command headquarters, on large
military bases, or in Washington, D.C.
There are good opportunities for overseas
assignments.

SPECIALIZATION

Lawyers may gain special expertise
through experience or advanced educa-
tion. They may specialize in contract,
labor, international, maritime, or criminal
law.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Military lawyers must speak
and write with ease and author-
ity. They must be familiar with
civilian and military law, as well
as courtroom strategy. Creativ-
ity and perseverance are essen-
tial to research complex legal
rulings and use them in court
cases.

To advance, lawyers must
continue to increase their knowl-
edge of military, criminal, and
civil law. They should have ex-
cellent legal performance and
leadership records. Most law-
yers obtain advanced degrees
or specialties. However, they
are also encouraged to broaden
their experience through a
variety of assignments. In later
assignments, lawyers lead jun-
ior JAG officers as well as en-
listed legal personnel.

Lawyers with a legal specialty
and outstanding records of per-
formance in a variety of assign-
ments have the best opportuni-
ties to advance to senior posi-
tions. Only the best-qualified
personnel are selected for ad-
vancement and competition in-
tensifies with each increase in
rank.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Lawyers entering the military
must be graduates of an accred-
ited law school. Initial training for
lawyers is conducted by the
service Judge Advocate Gen-
eral's school. Courses include
introduction to military law. the
military justice system. and offi-
cer leadership and management
responsibilities. New lawyers
train on the job in courtrooms
and legal service offices.

Lawyers are expected to keep
up with changes in laws, regu-
lations, and legal procedures.
They must continue to study and
attend symposiums, confer-
ences, and seminars throughout
their careers. Many lawyers
have opportunities to acquire
specialties and advanced de-
grees. Advanced training typi-
cally opens up a range of assign-
ments that would otherwise be
unavailable.

Lawyers are also given oppor-
tunities for professional military
education to prepare them for
senior officer positions. These
programs include study of mili-
tary subjects such as strategy,
tactics, and planning large-scale
operations. These military
courses may be completed by
correspondence or occasionally
by full-time study.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

LEGAL STAFF DIRECTOR

Legal staff officers with outstanding records of
leadership and legal expertise may advance to be-
come legal services directors. Here they may:

Direct all activities of a legal services (Judge Advo-
cate General's) office supporting local operational
commands
Set up prosecution or defense in courts-martial
Advise senior staff and combat commanders on
legal matters
Serve as a judge on courts-martial

LEGAL STAFF OFFICERS

Outstanding senior lawyers may advance to be-
come legal staff officers. At this level, they may:

Advise commanders on specific legal topics (con-
tract, labor, maritime. or international law)
Defend or prosecute personnel in courts-martial
that require lawyers of senior rank and expertise
Direct lawyers and enlisted legal specialists in
providing services to military personnel and their
dependents
Review contracts to determine if they meet legal
requirements

SENIOR LAWYER

Lawyers who demonstrate the ability to interpret
and work with law may advance to become senior
lawyers. At this level, they:

Advise commanders and senior staff officers on
general legal issues
Make sure policies and procedures comply with
civil and military law
Investigate liability claims
Advise military personnel on legal matters

LAWYER

Following initial training, lawyers are assigned to
Judge Advocate General's offices. Here they:

Prosecute and defend military personnel in courts-
martial
Research cases using law libraries and computer-
ized references
Interview defendants and witnesses
Prepare wills, adoption papers, and other personal
legal documents
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Profile: Brian Christopher

As a child, Brian Christopher lived on a
small farm and liked to watch the weather.
He remembers trying to figure out what
the weather would be when he was just 8
years old. However, it was not until he was
working his way through college that Brian
really decided meteorology was the ca-
reer he wanted. He also had another goal

to serve in the Air Force.

His first assignment was to Plattsburg
Air Force Base (AFB) in northern New
York. There he developed and briefed
weather forecasts for B-52 bomber and
KC-135 tanker aircrews. The aircrews
depended on the accuracy of his fore-
casts to fly safely and to protect planes on
the ground from damage by severe
weather. After 15 months, Brian became
a weather officer for all of the bomber
squadrons at the base. He briefed the
wing commander daily and made sure the
squadrons received good support con-
cerning weather conditions.

Brian applied and was selected for fully
funded studies at St. Louis University and
earned a master's degree in meteorology.
"After my degree, the technical assign-
ments really opened up," he says. He
became a technical consultant at

Andrews AFB, MD, near Washington,
D.C. There he developed new methods for
using satellite data to predict weather in
areas of the world with no ground observa-
tion stations. He also kept himself in-
formed on what was going on in civilian
meteorological science.

As he advanced, Brian filled more lead-
ership roles. He played a part in the
weather service's support in developing
new weapons systems. As a major, he
commanded a large weather station serv-
ing the Tactical Air Command's busiest
training base, Luke AFB, AZ. He worked
with the North American Air Defense Com-
mand in Colorado Springs and he was a
key individual in efforts to modernize Air
Force weather service equipment.

Today, Lieutenant Colonel Brian Chris-
topher leads 65 meteorologists and en-
listed weather specialists at the Global
Weather Center at Offut AFB in Omaha,
NB. His group serves all the armed serv-
ices and supports missions ranging from
major NATO exercises to missile launches
and testing all over the world. "I enjoy my
role as a leader," he says, "but I still like to
pit my forecasting skills against Mother
Nature."
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Accurate weather forecasts can save
lives and equipment in military op-

erations. As a meteorologist, you super-
vise enlisted weather observers and fore-
casters and advise operational command-
ers on changing weather conditions. You
begin your career directing data collection
and interpreting weather maps, observa-
tion data, and satellite information. As you
gain leadership and forecasting skills, you
will serve in positions of increasing respon-
sibility. There are opportunities to become
director of a major meteorological center in
charge of a group of weather stations.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most meteorology officers work in
weather stations or weather support units
at military bases in the U.S. and overseas.
Some work in global weather centers. Oth-
ers work in command and control centers
aboard ships at sea. There are good
opportunities for overseas assignment to
military bases and outposts throughout the
world, from the tropics to the north and
south poles.

SPECIALIZATION

Meteorologists may specialize in the
field in which they have an advanced de-
gree. Specialties include oceanography,
astrophysics, geophysics, and computer
science. Typically, meteorologists serve
in a variety of assignments, returning peri-
odically to their specialty.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career as a
meteorologist, you may also want to con-
sider a career in oceanography or some
other scientific or technical occupation.
See the Engineering, Science, and Tech-
nical Occupations cluster in the Military
Occupations section of this book for de-
scriptions of these occupations.
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ADVANCEMENT

Meteorologists must be able
to forecast the weather accu-
rately and to apply their exper-
tise to research, military exer-
cises, and strategic planning.
Meteorologists begin by practic-
ing short-term and extended
forecasting, briefing flight crews,
and directing enlisted weather
observers. After mastering
these skills, they work in larger
weather stations serving more
people and missions. In the
Navy, meteorologists will also
apply their knowledge to the field
of oceanography.

To advance, meteorologists
must make consistently accu-
rate forecasts and show excel-
lent leadership and manage-
ment skills. Most senior meteor-
ologists have an advanced
degree in areas such as math,
geophysics, astrophysics,
oceanography, meteorology,
and computer science.
Outstanding performance and
advanced education are keys to
advancement in meteorology.

Meteorologists compete with
their peers for pro -notion and
career-enhancing as:.ignments.
Only the best qualified person-
nel are selected for advance-
ment and competition intensifies
with each increase in rank.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Initial training for meteorolo-
gists includes up to 12 months of
classroom instruction in weather
observation, analysis, and fore-
casting. Instruction is also given
on the impact of weather on mili-
tary operations and the informa-
tion needed by combat com-
manders. Military leadership is
an important part of initial train-
ing.

Advanced training is given in
such areas of specialization as
interpreting satellite weather
data and computer applications
to forecasting. Most meteorolo-
gists earn advanced degrees in
areas such as meteorology,
oceanography, geophysics, as-
trophysics, or computer science.
They may specialize in such
f;elds as environmental effects
on electronic equipment, solar
forecasting, or acoustics in wa-
ter. Some attend schools in pro-
grams funded by their service,
while others obtain degrees on
their own time.

Meteorologists are also given
opportunities for professional
military education to prepare
them for senior officer positions.
These programs include military
subjects such as strategy, tac-
tics, and forecasting require-
ments for planning large-scale
operations. They may be com-
pleted by correspondence or full-
time study.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

METEOROLOGY DIRECTOR

Meteorology staff officers with superior technical
expertise and leadership ability may advance to
direct meteorological centers. At this level, they may:

Direct personnel predicting and monitoring global
weather patterns
Advise top-level military commanders on weather
conditions
Manage staff and weather planning for large geo-
graphic areas (such as northern Europe)
Inspect weather facilities under their command

METEOROLOGY STAFF OFFICER

Senior meteorologists with records of excellent
performance may advance to become meteorology
staff officers. They may:

Command large weather stations
Advise scientists and technicians designing, de-
veloping, and testing new weapons systems
Direct weather computer centers
Confer with oceanographers to support operations
at sea
Advise combat commanders and their staffs on
weather conditions

SENIOR METEOROLOGIST

Meteorologists who have excellent technical and
leadership skills advance to become senior meteor-
ologists. At this level, they may:

Command a small weather station or outlying
weather facility
Train and evaluate new meteorologists and en-
listed personnel
Send hazardous weather warnings
Direct preparation of weather forecasts and local
advisories

METEOROLOGIST

After initial training, new meteorologists are as-
signed to base weather stations or outlying weather
support facilities. Here they:

Direct enlisted personnel gathering weather data
from surface instruments, balloons, radar, and
satellites
Analyze data and information from charts and
other weather stations
Prepare short-term and long-range weather fore-
casts
Brief aircrews on weather conditions
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Career nuclear engineers conduct
research and develop projects using

the most advanced technology. As a
nuclear engineer, you may work with la-
sers, particle beams, weapons effects, or
space environments. Your contributions
will be vital to maintaining the nation's
defense. You begin your career in a labo-
ratory. You will work with and learn from
some of the world's foremost nuclear engi-
neers. As you develop your knowledge
and leadership abilities, you will take on
greater responsibility. There are opportu-
nities to advance to director of a military
research laboratory.

h
DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Profile: Peter Flambeau

Lieutenant Colonel Pete Flambeau en-
joyed physics in high school. The man
who was his physics teacher and football
coach suggested college and a major in
physics. Pete decided to take his advice
and graduated with honors from a college
in Massachusetts.

Pete joined the ROTC in his junior year
in college. When he completed his bach-
elor's degree, he requested and received
a delayed entry to active duty so he could
complete a master's degree in nuclear
physics. When he entered active duty as
a second lieutenant, the Air Force needed
many officers as weapons controllers. He
trained at Tyndall Air Force Base (AFB),
FL, and then for 2 years controlled fighter
interceptors from Mac Dill, FL and Myrtle
Beach, SC.

Pete and his family enjoyed Air Force
life. When his service obligation ended,
he decided to continue a career in the
service. Pete wanted to redirect his ca-
reer to physics, so he applied to the Air
Force Institute of Technology in Dayton,
OH. He was accepted and completed
studies for a doctoral degree (Ph.D.) in
nuclear effects. He was promoted to
captain while he was at school.

To conduct research for his Ph.D., he
was assigned to the Air Force Weapons
Laboratory in Albuquerque, NM. He also
worked on other projects, including com-
puter predictions of nuclear weapons ef-
fects.

Once Pete earned his Ph.D., his leader-
ship duties increased. He led research for
several important projects, including the
MX ballistic missile program. He also
spent a tour teaching physics at the Air
Force Academy. "I really enjoyed working
with the cadets," Pete says. "It was a
rewarding tour." Promoted to major, he
was selected to attend Air Force Com-
mand and Staff College full time for ad-
vanced professional military education.

Today Pete is deputy director of Space
Physics at the Air Force Geophysics Lab-
oratory in Hanscom, MA. Smiling, he
says, "After assignments all over North
America, I now live 5 miles from the place
I was born and raised."

Pete says his career has been exciting.
"I have had variety and challenges con-
ducting research and leading the scien-
tists who worked for me." He looks forward
to being the chief director of critical space
systems projects over the next several
years.

Nuclear engineers work in laboratories,
offices, and sometimes in the field. During
a typical career, a nuclear engineer per-
forms and directs research and serves with
military staffs. Almost all assignments are
in the United States. However, there are a
few opportunities for assignment abroad.

SPECIALIZATION

Nuclear engineers specialize in military
applications of nuclear energy. They con-
duct research, direct design and develop-
ment projects, and manage purchasing
contracts. Most seek to become an expert
in one area of the field. Some areas of
research are:

Nuclear reactor design for ships, sub-
marines, or land (safety, performance,
theory, and testing)
Nuclear reactor operation
Nuclear safety (storage and handling of
fuel, reactors, and weapons)
Nuclear effects on electronic and other
equipment
Technical aspects of nuclear weapons
policy

As nuclear engineers advance to senior
officer positions, they maintain their spe-
cialized knowledge and increase their gen-
eral knowledge of the field.
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ADVANCEMENT

Nuclear engineers conduct
research, design weapons and
related systems, and manage
projects critical to the nation's
defense. They must understand
the fundamental principles of
physics, math, and other areas
of science. They must master
the most recent advances of an
incredibly complex technologi-
cal profession. They also need
to become excellent leaders and
managers.

To advance, nuclear engi-
neers must develop their re-
search skills. They must be able
to design research programs,
tests, and experiments. They
work constantly to keep abreast
of innovations in the field. It is
essential for nuclear engineers
to have an advanced degree
(master's or doctorate) and there
are many opportunities for fully-
funded education to achieve this
career milestone. Nuclear engi-
neers must also develop their
leadership skills to advance to
the most senior levels in the pro-
fession.

The Air Force is the only serv-
ice with a distinct career path in
nuclear engineering. In the
Army, Navy, and Marine Corps,
officers typically enter nuclear
engineering after qualifying in
another occupation. They most
often enter the field after 6 to 10
years of service and attending
graduate school for a nuclear
engineering degree. In these
cases, nuclear engineering is a
secondary occupational spe-
cialty and not a career, although
officers may periodically return
to assignments related to nu-
clear engineering.

Military Careers

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career
in nuclear engineering, you may
also want to consider a career as
a physicist, computer systems
engineer, electrical and elec-
tronics engineer, or chemist.
See the Engineering, Science,
and Technical Occupations
cluster in the Military Occupa-
tions section of this book for de-
scriptions of these occupations.

TRAINING

Initial training for most nuclear
engineers is on the job at a mili-
tary-run laboratory. Nuclear en-
gineers typically enter the serv-
ice with a master's or bachelors
degree in physics, nuclear engi-
neering, or a related field. After
one or two tours in a laboratory,
most nuclear engineers attend
graduate school funded by their
service. They earn a Ph.D. or a
master's degree. The course
work for their degree usually in-
cludes research in an area of
direct interest both to them and
to the service.

Nuclear engineers are en-
couraged to complete profes-
sional military education pro-
grams to prepare them for senior
officer positions. These pro-
grams involve study of military
subjects such as leadership,
strategy, tactics, and planning
large-scale operations. They
may be completed by correspon-
dence or full-time study.

4

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

LABORATORY DIRECTOR

Outstanding nuclear engineering staff officers with
career-long records of top performance as leaders,
managers, and expert nuclear engineers may ad-
vance to become laboratory directors. At this time in
their career. they:

Command a research laboratory. monitoring re-
search, directing research, and leading teams of
scientists and technicians
Develop and consult on military service research
and development strategy
Provide expert advice to national-level staffs
Manage government weapons acquisition pro-
grams

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING STAFF OFFICER

Senior nuclear engineers who have excellent re-
search and managerial skills may advance to be-
come nuclear engineering staff officers. Here they:

Manage research projects, directing civilian and
military scientists
Provide senior military staffs with expert advice on
matters concerning nuclear weapons
Assist scientists from many other disciplines in
solving shared research or production problems
Conduct independent research in a special area of
expertise

SENIOR NUCLEAR ENGINEER

Nuclear engineers who have demonstrated techni-
cal proficiency and the potential to become excellent
researchers and leaders may advance to become
senior nuclear engineers. At this level, they may:

Conduct basic and applied research in a laboratory
Complete a master's degree or Ph.D. in an area of
nuclear engineering
Teach courses in their field or specialty
Provide technical direction for research performed
by contractors, universities, or government re-
search laboratories.

NUCLEAR ENGINEER

Following initial training, new nuclear engineers
are assigned to research and development laborato-
ries, test sites, or nuclear reactor prototypes. Nuclear
engineers:

Work with experienced research scientists on
projects such as effects of the outer space electro-
magnetic environment on people and electronic
equipment, laser and particle beam technology,
weapons design, or effects of nuclear weapons on
military equipment
Develop professional research skills
Give technical support to projects demanding
knowledge in nuclear engineering
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Profile: Anthony Rugieri

Tony Rugieri enjoyed biology and
wanted to become a doctor. He chose the
Army because of the educational opportu-
nities it offered for obtaining a medical
degree. "The Army internship gave doc-
tors a chance to rotate in departments and
to practice many medical specialties," he
says. Tony's first assignment was direct-
ing emergency room services at a large
hospital near Washington, D.C.

In his next assignment, Tony went to
Vietnam. He found the life of a combat
doctor challenging. He earned two
bronze stars; one for valor and one for
exceptionally meritorious service. After
this tour, he decided to "stay awhile" in
Army medicine.

Returning from Vietnam, Tony was se-
lected for a fully-funded advanced training
program in internal medicine. He stayed
on at the hospital where he trained and
served a year as staff physician in internal
medicine.

After a tour with the Office of the Army
Surgeon General in Washington, D.C..
Tony and his family enjoyed a tour in
Germany together. Tony was the chief of
internal medicine at an Army hospital and
followed this assignment with a position as
chief of hospital clinics and community
health services.

In Germany, Tony qualified for certifica-
tion :n family practice medicine. This was
a new program in military medicine. As
one of the first doctors qualified, Tony
returned to the United States and became
the chief of family services at a large
hospital on the East Coast. He also di-
rected a residency program for doctors in
advanced training.

Today. Tony is a colonel, directing qual-
ity assurance for the Surgeon General of
the Army. Tony says, "One of the best
things about my career has been the op-
portunity to work in many different jobs. I

am always looking forward to my next
assignment."
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ilitary physicians and surgeons
lead health care teams in the field

and in military hospitals and clinics around
the world. As a physician or surgeon you
will diagnose and treat military personnel
and their family members. You begin your
career treating patients under the direction
of an experienced staff doctor. As your
knowledge and skills increase, you will
specialize in a medical field. There are
opportunities to become medical director
of a hospital or clinic.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most physicians and surgeons work in
clinics. hospitals, and medical centers at
military bases in the U.S. and overseas.
Some work aboard naval vessels or hospi-
tal ships. Many serve temporary duty
assignments in field hospitals during
combat exercises and maneuvers. The
military services strive to provide doctors
with a stable work environment. As a
result, physicians and surgeons often
serve extended duty assignments at a
single hospital in the U.S., Europe, or the
Pacific.

SPECIALIZATION

Physicians arid surgeons specialize as
they gain experience and education. For
physicians, typical specialties include fam-
ily practice, pediatrics (providing care from
birth to adolescence), and endocrinology
(treating disorders caused by imbalances
and diseases of the body's system of inter-
nal glands). Surgeons begin in general
surgery and typically specialize in neuro-
surgery (surgery involving the brain and
central nervous system). heart surgery. or
cosmetic/reconstructive surgery.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Military physicians and sur-
geons must have outstanding
stamina, perseverance, and a
desire to serve others. They
must be scientifically astute and
able to communicate well in
speaking and writing. They are
expected to learn and train con-
tinually throughout their career.

. To advance, physicians and
surgeons must be superb medi-
cal practitioners. They must be
expert observers to diagnose ill-
ness or injury. They need excel-
lent skills in gathering, organiz-
ing, and analyzing information to
make accurate diagnoses and
plan treatments. Their profes-
sional skills must continue to
develop, and they must demon-
strate their ability to lead and
train younger doctors. When
assigned to teaching hospitals,
doctors are evaluated on their
ability to instruct in both class-
room and patient situations.

Physicians and surgeons who
have excellent records of per-
formance, leadership, and con-
tinuing education may advance
to senor positions. Only the
best-qualified personnel are
selected for advancement, and
competition is intense for promo-
tions and career-enhancing duty
assignments.

Military Careers

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a medi-
cal career, you may also want to
consider other military medical
occupations. See the Health Di-
agnosing and Treating Practitio-
ner Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations section of
this book for descriptions of
these occupations. The nursing
career is also described in the
next military officer career path
description.

TRAINING

Initial training for physicians
and surgeons includes basic
orientation in military medical
service administrative, profes-
sional, and military policies.
Throughout their careers, physi-
cians and surgeons are ex-
pected to keep pace with ad-
vances in medicine by attending
professional symposiums and
seminars and by reading techni-
cal literature.

Almost all physicians and sur-
geons will attend fully funded
programs to obtain advanced
medical specialties. Physicians
specialize in a nonsurgical
branch of medicine, and sur-
geons in a branch of surgery.
Specialty education may take
place in military or civilian teach-
ing hospitals. Programs may
require 1 or more years to com-
plete.

Physicians and surgeons are
also given opportunities for pro-
fessional military education to
prepare them for senior officer
positions. These programs in-
clude study of military subjects
such as strategy, tactics, and
planning large-scale operations.
These courses are usually :;om-
pleted by correspondence, but a
few doctors attend full-time
courses.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Staff doctors with outstanding medical or surgical
ability and outstanding records of leadership may
advance to become medical directors. Typically,
they:

Direct medical services at a military hospital or
large clinic
Conduct a limited practice to maintain their skills
Direct training of interns and residents
Confer with staff doctors to verify diagnoses and
treatments
Evaluate staff doctors

STAFF DOCTOR

Resident doctors who complete specialty training
may become staff doctors. At this level, they may:

Practice in their specialty
Supervise and advise residents, general medical
officers, interns, and students
Serve as chief of a clinic or medical department
Evaluate resident doctors

RESIDENT DOCTOR

General medical officers with 1 to 3 years of
excellent performance return to military or civilian
teaching hospitals to gain medical specialties. As
residents, they may:

Complete rigorous programs of study in a specialty
Instruct interns and medical students
Conduct medical "rounds" to supervise interns and
students and care for their own patients
Meet with hospital staff to discuss cases and
procedures

GENERAL MEDICAL OFFICER

Doctors who complete their internships are usually
assigned to hospitals, clinics, or, possibly, large ships
as general medical officers. They:

Examine patients, and diagnose and treat ill-
nesses
Order X-rays, tests, and medication
Conduct medical "rounds"

INTERN

Medical school graduates who have not completed
their internship training serve as interns in a super-
vised program of medical practice training. Here
they:

Work in a teaching hospital, diagnosing and treat-
ing patients
Accompany resident and staff doctors on medical
"rounds" to evaluate patient condition
Help train medical students
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REGISTERED NURSES

a

Profile: Janice Kendall

When she was 3 years old, Navy cap-
tain Janice Kendall had an attack of
appendicitis. She spent months in the
hospital. She says, "I was so impressed
with the nurses who cared for me that I
knew I wanted to be one too."

Janice, a Canadian, went to diploma
school, then did more work to train in
psychiatric nursing. After practicing sev-
eral years, she tried nursing in the United
States. There, an uncle in the Navy sug-
gested she try Navy nursing. Feeling the
2-year commitment wasn't too bad,
Janice joined.

Because of her previous experience,
Janice was commissioned as a lieuten-
ant, junior grade (0-2). She began her
career monitoring seven psychiatric
wards as part of a close-knit team with the
psychiatrist at the Navy hospital in San
Diego.

Her second tour was in Subic Bay, the
Philippines. She used her emergency
skills there, handling many cases from the
Vietnam conflict. The hours were long,
but rewarding. During this assignment
she used her leave to tour the Far East
Hong Kong, Bangkok, India, and Japan.
She also met her husband, when he was
on leave from Vietnam.

Janice was recognized not only as an
outstanding nurse, but as an excellent
leader. Her next few tours took her to
hospitals where she directed other nurses
and trained Navy hospital corpsmen.
Training the hospital corpsmen has been a
favorite activity for Janice. Navy corpsmen
are often the only medical people on board
submarines, small ships, and marine com-
bat units.

Janice was selected for further educa-
tion. After earning her baccalaureate de-
gree in nursing, she was assigned to Camp
Pendleton, CA, and then to Okinawa, a
Japanese island. In Okinawa she served
as assistant director of nursing services
and director of family advocacy for all Navy
and Marine Corps families on the island.

Today, Janice assists the admiral who
directs the Navy Nurse Corps. She has
been at the hub of Navy nursing activity
over the past several years. She says, "My
experience has given me a lot to share with
the young nurses I will be directing in my
next tour." She is looking forward to serv-
ing as assistant director of nursing at one
of the largest naval hospitals in the world.

Looking back over 24 years of service,
she says, "I like everything about it. It's
never the same, you constantly gain expe-
rience, see new places, and never lose
seniority."
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Military registered nurses care for
the sick, injured, and wounded.

They are a vital part of the military health
care team. As a military nurse, you begin
your career administering medications
prescribed by doctors, monitoring patients'
progress, and training and directing en-
listed medical technicians. As you gain
experience and your skills increase, you
will serve in positions of increasing respon-
sibility. There are opportunities to become
director of nursing care activities at a hos-
pital or clinic.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most military nurses work in clinics, hos-
pitals, and medical centers at military
bases in the U.S. and overseas. Some
work aboard naval vessels and hospital
ships. Many are assigned to temporary
duty in field hospitals during combat exer-
cises and field maneuvers. Others serve in
ambulances, evacuation helicopters, or
medivac transport planes. There are good
opportunities for overseas assignments,
particularly in Europe and the Pacific Is-
lands.

ADVANCEMENT

Military registered nurses must want to
serve others. They must be able to deal
with their patients' emotional well-being
as well as their medical needs. They also
need to develop leadership and training
skills. Initiative is needed to maintain a
high level of patient care.

To advance, nurses must be highly
skilled professionals. They must master
basic nursing and leadership skills quickly.
Seeking varied assignments will increase
their professional expertise. Almost all
nurses specialize, either by acquiring an
advanced degree or through specialty
training programs. An excellent perform-
ance record, combined with specialization
and a variety of increasingly responsible
positions, is the key to advancement.

Nurses compete with their peers for pro-
motion and career-enhancing assign-
ments. Only the best-qualified personnel
are selected for promotion and competi-
tion intensifies with each increase in rank.

Military Careers



TRAINING

Initial training for nurses in-
cludes orientation in military
medical administration, nursing
programs and procedures, and
leadership. Nurses continue to
attend seminars, short formal
courses, and conferences
throughout their careers to im-
prove their nursing and patient
care skills. In addition to these
programs, they study on their
own to stay abreast of advance-
ments in the field.

Almost all nurses have oppor-
tunities to Obtain nursing special-
ties and advanced degrees, of-
ten in fully funded programs.
Clinical programs educate
nurses in anesthesiology, pedia-
tric nursing, or other clinical
specialties. Educational spe-
cialties enable nurses to teach
other nurses, patients, or en-
listed medical technicians. Spe-
cial programs in administration
train them to manage nursing
and hospital programs. Marty
military nurses will have the op-
portunity to pursue an advanced
degree in a nursing specialty.

Nurses are also given oppor-
tunities for professional military
education to prepare them for
senior officer positions. These
programs include study of mili-
tary subjects such as strategy,
tactics, and planning large-scale
operations. They are usually
completed by correspondence.

SPECIALIZATION

After gaining experience as
staff nurses, registered nurses
may specialize in such fields as
mental health, anesthesiology,
operating room nursing, nursing
education, pediatrics, or nursing
administration.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a medi-
cal career, you may also want to
consider other military medical
occupations. See the Health
Care Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations section for
descriptions of these occupa-
tions. The career of physician
and surgeon is also described in
the previous military officer ca-
reer description.

Military Careers

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

DIRECTOR OF NURSING CARE

Nurses with outstanding performance records and
managerial skills may become directors of nursing
care activities at hospitals or other medical treatment
facilities. At this level, they:

Manage all nursing services at their hospital or
facility
Advise medical staff and hospital administration on
nursing services
Direct nursing staff in maintaining approved stan-
dards of patient care
Direct nursing orientation and training programs

PATIENT CARE COORDINATOR

Charge nurses who have excellent managerial
skills may advance to coordinate nursing services for
wards or clinics. Here they:

Assign nurses to shifts and wards
Determine the adequacy of nursing care
Inspect rooms and wards
Accompany doctors on medical "rounds" to keep
informed of special orders
See that drugs, solutions, and equipment are or-
dered and records are maintained
Investigate problems of patients, nurses, and en-
listed medical technicians

CHARGE NURSE

Staff nurses with excellent patient care skills who
show leadership ability may advance to become
charge nurses. They are responsible for all nursing
activity on a hospital ward. At this level, they:

Discuss patient conditions and nursing activities
during change-of-shift meetings
Assign staff nurses to patients
Consult with the patient care coordinator on un-
usual nursing problems
Participate in nursing orientation and training pro-
grams
Evaluate performance of staff nurses

STAFF NURSE

After initial training, registered nurses are assigned
to patient care duty at a clinical service ward of a
hospital or medical center. Typically, staff nurses:

Take and record "vital signs" of patients, such as
temperature, pulse, and blood pressure
Administer medication prescribed by doctors
Observe patient condition and reaction to drugs
Assist doctors during examinations and treat-
ments
Change or direct the changing of bandages and
dressings
Direct enlisted medical and nursing technicians in
routine patient care
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Profile: James Stoddard

From the time Jim Stoddard was in high
school in New York City, he wanted to be
a Navy submarine officer and qualified to
attend the Naval Academy. "I felt the
discipline at the academy would help me
get the most out of my education." Adapt-
ing well to academy life, he graduated
near the top of his class with a degree in
Naval Architecture.

After submarine school in Groton,
Connecticut, he went on his first subma-
rine to the Western Pacific. Here, he felt
the first thrill of command responsibility as
an Officer of the Deck. On watch, he
directed the "sailing" and safe operations
of his submarine. "The Officer of the Deck
is completely trusted by the submarine's
captain," Jim says. "I was representing the
captain and in charge of the vessel and
her crew."

Jim worked hard and advanced rapidly.
As a lieutenant, he was assigned to
graduate studies at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution. He went
on to nuclear power school and tours in
several nuclear-powered ballistic missile
submarines.

Jim served tours in all the major depart-
ments of a submarine. He mastered engi-
neering, weapons, and operations. As he
gained experience, he became a master
tactician and assisted the captains of the
submarines on which he served. They
used their knowledge of the underwater
environment to keep their submarine hid-
den while carrying out missions assigned
to their vessel. He was decorated several
times for submarine operations and lead-
ership.

During his career Jim and his wife have
enjoyed a unique part of Navy life, and a
special commitment to each other. When-
ever possible. she joined him at the ports
his submarines would visit. They spent
time together in Australia, England, Ger-
many, and many ports elsewhere in the
world.

Today he is the captain of a nuclear
attack submarine. Jim says he has most
enjoyed the responsibility of each assign-
ment. "And," he adds, "I have really seen
the world."
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Ship and submarine officers sail the
world's most powerful vessels, from

fast-attack submarines to huge aircraft
carriers. As a ship or submarine officer,
you will lead highly trained enlisted spe-
cialists in maintaining and operating the
ship's systems. You begin your career
leading a team of 10 to 50 enlisted person-
nel. You may be responsible for maintain-
ing and operating the ship's power plant,
missiles and guns, or radar. You will learn
to navigate the ship in all weather, day and
night. As you gain experience, you will
serve in positions of increasing re-
sponsibility. There are opportunities to
become captain of a surface ship or sub-
marine.

ADVANCEMENT

Ship and submarine officers direct the
sailing and combat operations of their ves-
sel. They must complete extensive quali-
fications programs, learning to navigate
and operate their ships in all weather, in
any area of the world's oceans. They
direct enlisted specialists who maintain
and operate the ship's radar, power plants,
or weapons systems. Ship and submarine
officers must be aggressive, self-moti-
vated, and excellent leaders.

To advance, ship and submarine offi-
cers must complete all shipboard qualifica-
tions and have outstanding leadership and
management records. They must also
develop special skills. They may get train-
ing in a warfare specialty, such as hunting
submarines, or they may pursue an ad-
vanced degree.

Ship and submarine officers compete
with their peers for promotion and career-
enhancing assignments. Outstanding per-
formance in every assignment is the key to
success. Only the best-qualified person-
nel are selected for advancement, and
competition intensifies with each increase
in rank.

Only the Navy offers a career in subma-
rines. In the Army there are duty assign-
ments involving directing units of landing
craft and tugboats. However, there is no
typical career path for ship officers.

Military Careers



DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Ship and submarine officers
live and work in their vessels at
sea. While in port, they spend
the workday aboard their ship.
They may travel to locations
around the world, and some
ships and submarines have
"home ports" in the Pacific Is-
lands or Scotland. At regular
points in their careers, officers
are assigned to a job on shore,
usually in offices. Ship and sub-
marine officers typically serve a
number of. tours on sea duty
throughout their career.

SPECIALIZATION

Officers of surface ships must
have a broad knowledge of their
vessel. In addition, they usually
focus on one specific area of
their ship, such as engineering
(power plants, pumps, or fuel
systems), combat systems
(weapons or electronics opera-
tion and maintenance). or opera-
tions (tactics and navigation).
Some ships are nuclear-pow-
ered and require officers trained
in nuclear reactor operation. All
submarine officers are nuclear
qualified. As they advance to
senior-level assignments, ship
officers are expected to learn
about more areas in greater
depth.

Because a submarine is a
smaller self-contained unit, sub-
marine officers must have a de-
tailed knowledge of their vessel
and all its systems.

When assigned ashore, offi-
cers often specialize in areas
that will help them in senior staff
positions later in their career.
These "second careers" may be
in personnel management, fleet
operations planning, or manage-
ment of programs to develop or
buy large weapons systems.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Initial training for ship officers
includes 15 weeks of classroom
instruction. Training covers ship
operations, naval tactics, navi;
gation, and the responsibilities
of each department aboard
ships. After they attend "Surface
Warfare Officer School," officers
may be further trained for their
first assignment aboard ships
such as cutters, destroyers,
battleships, or aircraft carriers.

Training for submarine offi-
cers begins with 12 months of
courses on nuclear power. Fol-
lowing nuclear power school,
they attend submarine basic
school to learn submarine op-
erations and tactics.

Both ship and submarine offi-
cers receive advanced training
throughout their careers. They
often get technical training in
such areas as sonar, radar, mis-
sile systems, and power plants.
They may attend graduate
school for advanced degrees.

Ship and submarine officers
also have opportunities for pro-
fessional military education to
prepare them for senior officer
positions. These programs in-
clude study of military subjects
such as strategy, tactics, and
planning large-scale operations.
They may be completed either
by correspondence or lull-time
study.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career
as a ship or submarine officer,
you may also want to consider a
career in transportation man-
agement or some other trans-
portation occupation. See the
Transportation Occupations and
Executive. Administrative, and
Managerial Occupations clus-
ters in the Military Occupations
section of this book for descrip-
tions of these occupations.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

SHIP CAPTAIN

Executive officers who have consistently shown
outstanding leadership and technical ability may be
selected to be ship or submarine Captains. At this
level, they:

Command the operations of a ship or submarine
and crew
Study orders and plan exercises and maneuvers to
carry out missions
Direct daily operations and plan tactics
Direct the planning of fleet operations exercises as
part of a naval staff

EXECUTIVE/STAFF OFFICER

Department heads with broad experience and out-
standing leadership abilities may advance to second-
in-command (executive officer) of a ship or subma-
rine. At this level, they:

Issue orders and instructions to assist the ship's
captain in daily operations
Manage administrative and maintenance activities
Command the ship or submarine in the captain's
absence
Plan fleet exercises as part of a naval staff

DEPARTMENT HEAD

Division officers who show leadership potential in
several ship divisions may advance to become de-
partment heads. Department heads:

Manage a major department such as engineering,
navigation/operations, or combat systems
Train new officers in seamanship and leadership
Plan and coordinate the department's activities
Conduct drills to evaluate the department's per-
formance in emergency or combat situations
Evaluate the performance of division officers

DIVISION OFFICER

After initial training, new ship and submarine offi-
cers are assigned to their first vessel as division
officers. Here they:

Lead a division of 10 to 50 sailors
Stand watches in the engine room, ship's bridge, or
ship's weapons systems control center
Plan daily and long-term work schedules
Plan and monitor the training of sailors in their
division
Evaluate performance of enlisted personnel
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SUPPLY AND WAREHOUSING
MANAGERS

Profile: Benjamin Travis

Ben Travis wanted to serve in the mili-
tary. He also wanted a college education
and a chance to play college basketball.
So he applied for and was selected to
attend the U.S. Coast Guard Academy,
where he lettered in basketball 3 years.

Like many Coast Guard officers, Ben
served two tours of general duty before he
specialized. He requested for his first
assignment a tour as gunnery (or weap-
ons) officer on a Coast Guard cutter going
to Vietnam. His ship gave gunfire support
to U.S. soldiers and Marines on land.

Back in the States. Ben married his
girlfriend, whom he had met while he was
a cadet at the Academy. They enjoyed
living in Miami Beach, the site of his next
tour. Here, Ben commanded a 95-foot
patrol boat and a crew of 15 men. He and
his crew rescued stranded boats and en-
forced customs and maritime law in the
Miami area.

Ben's next assignment was to graduate
school, where he earned an M.B.A. in one
intense year of study. Always interested
in finance, he specialized in supply and
warehousing management. (The Coast
Guard calls supply officers "comptrol-
lers.")

As a lieutenant, his first comptroller as-
signment was with the 7th Coast Guard
District in Miami, developing and manag-
ing a budget of $35$45 million. Ben says.
"I really enjoyed the independence and
responsibility of that job."

As he advanced, he served in positions
of more authority. As a lieutenant com-
mander in Washington, D.C., he briefed
congressmen, senators. and other gov-
ernment officials on Coast Guard budget
and procurement plans. He also enjoyed
several general duty tours outside his
occupational specialty. He especially en-
joyed a tour as executive officer of a large
Coast Guard cutter.

Now in Washington, D.C., with the rank
of commander, Ben develops comptroller
policies for the Coast Guard and oversees
procurement of every item the Coast
Guard buys, anywhere in the world. Re-
flecting on his career he says, "So far, I

honestly haven't had an assignment that I
didn't enjoy. The variety, the challenges,
and the responsibility have been tremen-
dously rewarding."
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No military force can function without
supplies. Supply and warehousing

managers make sure our military units
around the world have the food, weapons,
uniforms, trucks, airplanes, fuel, and spare
parts they need to fulfill their missions. As
a supply and warehousing manager, you
will buy, store, issue, and keep track of vast
quantities of equipment and material. You
begin your career leading a small group of
enlisted specialists in one type of supply
such as food, petroleum, or parts. As you
gain experience, you will serve in positions
of increasing responsibility. There are
opportunities to become the supply and
warehousing director of a large military
base or major command area.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Most supply and warehousing
managers work in offices, warehouses,
and material-handling facilities at military
bases in the U.S. and overseas. They work
in facilities similar to wholesale, retail, and
warehouse operations in the civilian world.
Some supply and warehousing managers
are assigned to ships or air units. Many
serve temporary duty assignments in the
field during combat exercises and maneu-
vers. There are significant opportunities
for overseas assignments, particularly in
Europe and the Pacific Islangls.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career as a
supply and warehousing manager, you
may also want to consider a career in
purchasing and contract management,
transportation management, or a related
field. See the Executive, Administrative,
and Managerial Occupations cluster in the
Military Occupations section of this book
for descriptions of these occupations. The
career path of a transportation manager is
described in the next military officer career
path description.

Military Careers



ADVANCEMENT

Supply and warehousing
managers are vital to every mili-
tary operation. They must be
excellent planners, organizers,
and leaders. From the first, they
are entrusted with large quanti-
ties of valuable materials. They
must become expert at using the
supply system. Basic skills in-
clude purchasing, storage, and
accounting for supply items.

To advance, supply and ware-
housing managers must have
excellent records of perform-
ance. Their accounting skills
must be outstanding, supplies
must arrive at the right places at
the right time, and they must
show excellent leadership. As
they master the supply system,
they are assigned to positions of
greater responsibility. They
manage larger areas and lead
more supply personnel. To ad-
vance to the most senior posi-
tions, supply and warehousing
managers must seek out, and do
well in, leadership and command
positions. An advanced degree
is helpful when combined with a
record of outstanding perform-
ance.

Supply and warehousing
managers compete with their
peers for promotion and career-
enhancing assignments. Only
the best-qualified personnel are
selected for advancement, and
competition intensifies with each
increase in rank.

SPECIALIZATION

Supply and warehousing
managers may specialize in
such areas as bulk petroleum
storage and handling, aerial de-
livery of supplies, or supply and
material management. With an
advanced degree. they may also
specialize in such areas as
computer science, financial
management, or weapons and
material contracting and pur-
chasing.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Initial training for supply and
warehousing managers in-
cludes 3 to 6 months of intensive
classroom instruction. Officers
are trained to use and manage
their services' supply system.
Budget management, ordering,
storage, distribution, and leader-
ship are some of the subjects
they study. Depending on their
assignment, supply and ware-
housing managers may also be
trained in petroleum manage-
ment, food management, or
aerial cargo delivery.

Advanced training prepares
supply and warehousing man-
agers for more responsible posi-
tions. Officers may be trained to
operate computerized inventory
and planning systems, to man-
age large warehouses and stor-
age depots, or to prepare and
manage major contracts with
companies supplying the armed
forces.

Almost all supply and ware-
housing managers earn ad-
vanced degrees. Some attend
schools in programs funded by
their service, others obtain de-
grees on their own after duty
time. Degrees in computer sci-
ences, industrial management,
and business administration are
particularly helpful.

Supply and warehousing
managers are also given oppor-
tunities for professional military
education to prepare them for
senior officer positions. These
programs include study of mili-
tary subjects such as strategy,
tactics, and planning large-scale
operations. They may be com-
pleted either by correspondence
or full-time study.

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

SUPPLY AND WAREHOUSING DIRECTOR

Supply staff officers with outstanding records may
advance to direct major supply and warehousing
activities. At this level, they:

Command a supply facility or direct the supply
operations at a military base
Advise senior service commanders on logistics
and supply management
Evaluate bids and proposals submitted by suppli-
ers
Conduct inspections of supply units

SUPPLY STAFF OFFICER

Senior supply officers who have demonstrated
leadership in a series of assignments may advance
to become supply staff officers. At this level, they:

Assist the supply and warehousing director in
administrative and management duties
Help headquarters staff officers plan supply re-
quirements for operational missions
Analyze purchasing and distribution patterns
Direct and evaluate studies to improve supply
methods

SENIOR SUPPLY OFFICER

Supply officers who do well in a variety of supply
assignments advance to more demanding supply
management duties. At this level, they:

Manage a supply or warehouse operation, direct-
ing other officers and enlisted personnel
Train new supply officers
Advise commanding officers of supply require-
ments
Inspect their supply facilities

SUPPLY OFFICER

After initial training, new supply officers are assigned
to a supply unit, where they gain experience in supply
and warehouse operations. At this level, they:

Direct civilian or military personnel in ordering,
receiving, and issuing equipment and supplies
Direct task assignments and prepare duty assign-
ment and management reports
Inspect storage facilities, giving instructions on
material handling and safety
Evaluate the performance of personnel working
under their leadership
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Profile: Dennis Kronchek

Dennis Kronchek went to work on an
automobile assembly line right after high
school. Knowing he would probably be
drafted, he chose the Army and enlisted.
Dennis did so well in aircraft maintenance
training, he was encouraged to apply for
Officer Candidate School, where he
earned his commission. He chose the
transportation corps because he wanted
to stay close to aircraft and maintenance.

Dennis spent his first tour in Vietnam,
leading a platoon in aircraft maintenance.
After that tour he held several more re-
sponsible positions in the United States.

At the end of his obligated service,
Dennis went back to civilian life and at-
tended school full-time on the GI Bill.
After 2 years, the Army offered him the
chance to return to active duty. He and
his wife thought it over. Remembering
the variety and challenge of Army life,
they decided to return.

Dennis spent a year in Vietnam, then a
long tour in Okinawa, where his family
joined him. He then returned to the
States, where he completed his bache-
lor's degree with full funding from the
Army and the GI Bill, and his master's
degree in transportation management,
with partial funding from the Army.

Dennis also earned a secondary spe-
cialty in the supply field and began a series
of assignments leading units of increasing
size. In one of these jobs he directed the
transportation of all personnel and sup-
plies for an armored division.

A high point in his career was a 2-year
tour as Army port and air terminal expert
with the Navy. Dennis arranged the trans-
portation to move people and supplies to
and from the U.S. scientific research sta-
tions in Antarctica. He says, "I worked with
private and government transportation
agencies and officials from the United
States, Australia, and New Zealand."

Dennis has spent the past several years
at the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., as
chief logistician for the Pacific. He is the
expert on all Army transportation and sup-
ply activity in the Pacific.

Just selected for his next assignment,
Lieutenant Colonel Dennis Kronchek will
assume command of one of the 6 Army
transportation movement control centers
in the world. "It's going to be fun," he says.
"It's a new challenge, in a new area for me.
My command will control movement of
Army personnel, equipment, and supplies
through the transportation network to des-
tinations around the world."

ARMY
NAVY
AIR FORCE
MARINE CORPS
COAST GUARD

Transportation managers run the
trucking, air, rail, and sea transpor-

tation system that moves military equip-
ment, supplies, and personnel all over the
world. As a transportation manager, you
will direct a part of that system. You begin
by leading a team of trained enlisted spe-
cialists. You may direct heavy trucking,
landing.craft, or air terminal operations. As
you gain experience, you will serve in
positions of greater responsibility, direct-
ing larger operations. There are opportu-
nities to become director of transportation
for a group of military bases or a major
command area.

DUTY ASSIGNMENT

Transportation managers work in a vari-
ety of locations at military bases in the U.S.
and overseas. Their "office" may be the
deck of a large landing craft or the flight line
of an air cargo terminal. They may also
work in an office at a port or a truck motor
pool. Many transportation managers sup-
port troops in the field during combat exer-
cises and maneuvers. Some managers
work in Washington. D.C., where most of
the military's logistics planning takes
place. There are good opportunities for
overseas assignments, particularly in
Europe and the Pacific Islands.

RELATED MILITARY
OCCUPATIONS

If you are interested in a career in trans-
portation management. you may also want
to consider a career in transportation main-
tenance or supply and warehousing man-
agement. See the Executive, Administra-
tive, and Managerial Occupations cluster
in the Military Occupations section of this
book for descriptions of these occupa-
tions. The career in supply and warehous-
ing management is also described in the
previous military officer career description.
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ADVANCEMENT

Transportation managers
must be excellent leaders, plan-
ners, organizers, and problem
solvers. They must understand
military and civilian air, land, and
water transportation systems.
Good judgment and careful co-
ordination are needed to avoid
costly and time-consuming "bot-
tlenecks" in the system.

To advance, transportation
managers must have an out-
standing performance record in
positions of increasing responsi-
bility. They must get people and
cargo to the right destination at
the right time. As they master the
transportation system, they are,
assigned positions directing
larger and more diverse trans-
portation units. Many trans-
portation managers obtain ad-
vanced degrees. An advanced
degree, when combined with
excellent performance, in-
creases the chances for promo-
tion.

Transportation managers
compete with their peers for pro-
motion and career-enhancing
assignments. Only the best-
qualified are selected, and com-
petition intensifies with each
increase in rank.

In the Navy and Coast Guard,
there are duty assignments in-
volving transportation manage-
ment. However, there is no true
career path for transportation
managers.

SPECIALIZATION

Some transportation manag-
ers specialize in a particular
mode or type of transportation
operation. Specialties include
ground and rail transportation;
air, marine, and sea terminal
operations; and traffic manage-
ment.

Military Careers

TRAINING

Initial training for transport-
ation managers includes up to 5
months of both classroom and
field instruction. Training covers
transportation policy, mainte-
nance and operation of vehicles
and equipment, planning, and
leadership. This instruction pre-
pares officers for their first as-
signments.

Transportation officers have
opportunities for advanced train-
ing to prepare them for future
assignments. Courses may in-
clude budgeting, combined
transportation specialty opera-
tions, or management develop-
ment. Many transportation
managers also receive specialty
training in areas such as marine
terminal operations, air trans-
portation management, or truck
transportation.

Most transportation manag-
ers earn master's degrees.
Some attend school in a pro-
gram funded by their service,
others obtain degrees on their
own after duty time. Degrees in
transportation management,
computer sciences, logistics
management, and systems
analysis are particularly helpful.

Transportation managers are
also given opportunities for pro-
fessional military education to
prepare them for senior officer
positions. These programs in-
clude study of military subjects
such as strategy, tactics, and
planning large-scale operations.
They may be completed either
by correspondence or full-time
study.

Timeline

TYPICAL CAREER PATH

TRANSPORTATION DIRECTOR

Outstanding transportation staff officers may ad-
vance to become transportation directors. At this
level, they may:

Command a truck or boat transportation battalion
Direct an air transport terminal at a major air base
Advise major base and senior area commanders
on transportation matters
Direct inspection programs for transportation ac-
tivities they command

TRANSPORTATION STAFF OFFICER

Senior transportation officers with leadership ex-
perience and excellent records of performance may
advance to become transportation staff officers.
Here they may:

Coordinate with other military services to transport
supplies from air, sea, or land bases to troops in the
field
Develop long-range plans for use of transportation
equipment and personnel
Evaluate new transportation procedures and
equipment
Advise combat commanders on transportation
matters
Teach transportation courses

15-18

SENIOR TRANSPORTATION OFFICER

Transportation officers who perform well and who
are good leaders may advance to become senior
transportation officers. At this level, they:

Inspect transportation, maintenance, or opera-
tions facilities
Command companies of trucks, landing craft, or
tugboats
Plan missions and operations to support base and
field operations
Evaluate the performance of transportation offi-
cers and senior enlisted personnel .

TRANSPORTATION OFFICER

After initial training, transportation officers are as-
signed to truck, air, boat. port (harbor), or terminal
units. Typically, they:

Direct enlisted personnel in operating and main-
taining transportation equipment
Schedule equipment use
Train personnel in transportation procedures
Prepare reports showing the use and costs of
operations

44/
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As you progress in your career, you will probably move to new
jobs or positions. For civilians, this often means changing
employers. For those in the military, this involves a change in duty
assignments, or jobs, every few years.

It is often assumed that change must mean advancement
taking on more difficult work assignments or added responsibili-
ties, such as supervising others. In addition to moving upward in
organizations, some people also make lateral and downward
moves at some time in their lives. Not all people are motivated by
change to a higher status position or one offering more responsi -..
.bility and money. For some people, it is more important to learn
additional skills or to work in an area that is personally satisfying.

One way to analyze a person's work experiences is to create
a "career map." On the following pages are the career maps of
four individuals. Figures A and B illustrate the job changes of two
individuals who began their careers as apprentice carpenters.
Gary Caruso is a civilian; Frank Dalton has been with the Air Force
since he enlisted in 1970. Their profiles appear on page 438.
Roberta Mathews and Phil Thompson, whose career maps are
shown in Figures C and D, are engineers. Roberta is a civilian,
while Phil has spent his entire work life in the Navy. Their profiles
are on page 439.

To understand the career maps, begin on the left side of the
page. The individual's first jobs, employer or location, and the
time spent there are shown in the first column. Each new job or
position is indicated by a different box. If the person changed
employers or locations, this change appears in a new column. If
the change was an upward, downward, or lateral move, this is
reflected by showing it at a higher, lower, or similar place either
within or across columns.

Career Mapping

As you review these four maps, look for the following:

Types of changes made note that all made lateral and
upward moves. Figure A shows that Gary Caruso also made
a downward move when he left Eckman Construction, Inc. and
joined KLM Land Developers.

Number of changes made because people in the military
change duty assignments every few years, the career maps of
Frank Dalton and Phil Thompson have more columns than
their civilian counterparts. This continuing opportunity for
change in work type and location is what attracts many people
to the military. Roberta Mathews had fewer employers, but she
made changes within the organizations for which she worked.

Future changes these maps only reflect the past and
present. It is also useful to create career maps that include the
future. Imagine next steps for each of the four individuals. At
some point Frank and Phil will leave the military. What options
do you think they will have when they return to civilian life?

You can use the "Typical Career Path" and "Profile" sections
to create career maps for any of the career path descriptions in
this book. You can also develop career maps by interviewing
people whose careers interest you. Finally, you may want to
create your own career map. It is another resource to help you as
you plan for your future.

Military Careers
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Figure C
Career Map for Roberta Mathews
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Figure D
Career Map for Commander Phil Thompson
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Glossary of Military Terms

Active Duty - Continuous duty on a daily basis. Comparable to-full-time" as used in reference to a civilian job.

Allowances - Money, other than basic pay, to compensate in certain specified situations for expenses such as meals,
rent, clothing, and travel. Also, compensation is given for maintaining proficiency in specific skill areas such as flying
or parachuting.

Artillery - Large cannons or missile launchers used in combat.

ASVAB Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery. A test that provides students with academic and vocational
aptitude scores to assist them in career exploration and decision-making. ASVAB scores are used by the military
services to determine enlistment eligibility and assign occupational specialties.

Base A locality or installation which a military force relies on for supplies or from where it initiates operations.

Basic Pay The amount of pay a military member receives, as determined by pay grade and length of service. Basic
pay does not include other benefits such as allowances and bonuses.

Basic Training A rigorous orientation to the military lasting from six to ten weeks which provides a transition from
civilian to military life.

Civilian Anyone not on active duty in the military.

Commissary A store on a military base that sells groceries and other items at a substantial discount to military
personnel.

Commissioned Officer A member of the military holding the rank of second lieutenant or ensign or above, Their
role in the military is similar to that of a manager or executive.

DEP Delayed Entry Program. A military program where an applicant delays entry into active duty for up to one year,
for such things as finishing school, etc.

Drill To train or exercise in military operations.

Duty - Assigned task or occupation.

Enlisted Member Military personnel below the rank of warrant or commissioned officers. Their role is similar to that
of a company employee or supervisor.

Enlistee Someone who has been accepted by the military and has taken the Oath of Enlistment.

Enlistment Agreement/Enlistment Contract A legal contract between the military and an enlistment applicant,
which contains information such as enlistment date, term of enlistment, and other options such as a training program
guarantee or a cash bonus.

GI Bill Benefits A program of education benefits for individuals entering the military. This program enables service
persons to set aside money to be used later for educational purposes.

Inactive Reserve Duty Affiliation with the military in a non-training, non-paying status after completing minimum
obligation of active duty service.

442 ...r
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Infantry - Soldiers trained, armed, and equipped to fight on foot.

Job Specialty A specific job or occupation in one of the five services.

MEPS Military Entrance Processing Stations, which are located around the country. The enlistment process occurs
at each of these stations.

NCO - Non-commissioned Officer. An enlisted member in pay grades E-4 or higher.

Obligation - The period of time one agrees to serve on active duty, in the reserve, or a combination of both .

OCC Officer Candidate School. Program for college graduates with no prior military training who wish to become
military officers. Also, qualified enlisted members who wish to become officers may attend OCS. After successful
completion, candidates are commissioned as military officers.

OTS (OTG) - Officer Training School (Group). See OCS, Officer Candidate School.

Officer - See commissioned officer.

Pay Grade - A level of employment, as designated by the military. There are 9 enlisted pay grades and 10 officer pay
grades through which personnel can progress during their career. Pay grade and length of service determine a
service member's pay.

Quarters Living accommodations or housing.

Recruit - See enlistee.

Regular Military Compensation Total value of basic pay, allowances, and tax savings, which represents the
amount of pay a civilian worker would need to earn to receive the same take home "pay" as a service member.

Reserves - The Reserves are those people in the military who are not presently on full-time, active duty. In a national
emergency, reservists can be called up immediately to serve on active duty because they are highly trained by the
services and drill regularly. During peacetime, they perform functions in support of the active duty forces in our
countries defense, such as installation and repair of communications equipment. Reservists are also entitled to some
of the employment benefits available to active military personnel.

ROTC Reserve Officers Training Corps. Training given to undergraduate college students who plan to become
military officers. Often they receive scholarships for tuition, books, fees, uniforms, and a monthly allowance.

Service Classifier A military information specialist who helps applicants select a military occupational field.

Service Obligation The amount of time an enlisted member agrees to serve in the military, as stated in the enlist-
ment agreement.

Station - A place of assigned duty.

Tour of Duty A period of obligated service. Also used to describe a type of duty tour, such as a "Mediterranean
tour."

Military Careers 443
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DOT Code Index (by DOT Number)

This index lists civilian counterparts to the 197 military
occupations described in the Military Occupations
section. The 719 civilian occupations listed here are
in numerical order by their Dictionary of Occupational
Titles (DOT) codes. The DOT, published by the U.S.
Department of Labor, defines and classifies over 12,000
civilian occupations found in the U.S. labor force. Civilian
occupations involve performance of essentially the same
tasks and require the same knowledge, skills, and abilities
as their counterpart occupations in the military.

The page number listed for each DOT code and title
indicates the location of that military occupational descrip-
tion in the Military Occupations section. This index is
useful when you know a DOT code and want to find out
whether it has a military counterpart. The index is also
useful as a general reference list of civilian occupations
that have military counterparts described in the Military
Occupations section.

001.061-010 ARCHITECT 300, 308 015.061-018 RESEARCH ENGINEER, NUCLEAR
001.061-014 ARCHITECT, MARINE 308 EQUIPMENT 310
002.061-010 AERODYNAMIST 297 018.131-010 SUPERVISOR, CARTOGRAPHY 315
002.061-014 AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER 297, 314 018.167-010 CHIEF OF PARTY 100
002.061-018 AERONAUTICAL TEST ENGINEER 297 018.167-014 GEODETIC COMPUTER 100
002.061-022 AERONAUTICAL- DESIGN ENGINEER 297 018.167-018 LAND SURVEYOR 315
002.061-026 AERONAUTICAL-RESEARCH ENGINEER 297 018.167.022 MANAGER, LAND SURVEYING 315
002.061-030 STRESS ANALYST 297 018.167-026 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEER 315
002.167-018 AERONAUTICAL PROJECT ENGINEER 297 018.167-034 SURVEYOR ASSISTANT, INSTRUMENTS 100
003.061-010 ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 303 018.167-038 SURVEYOR, GEODETIC 100, 315
003.061-030 ELECTRONICS ENGINEER 303 018.167-046 SURVEYOR, MARINE 100
003.061-034 ELECTRONICS-DESIGN ENGINEER 303 018.261-010 DRAFTER, CARTOGRAPHIC 100
003.061-042 ELECTRONICS-TEST ENGINEER 303 018.261-014 DRAFTER, TOPOGRAPHICAL 100
003.167-062 SYSTEMS ENGINEER, ELECTRONIC 018.261-018 EDITOR, MAP 100

DATA PROCESSING 253. 254, 302 018.261-022 MOSAICIST 100
003.167-070 ENGINEERING MANAGER, ELECTRONICS 303 018.261-026 PHOTOGRAMMETRIST 100
005.061-014 CIVIL ENGINEER 300 018.281-010 STEREO-PLOTTER OPERATOR 100
005.061-030 SANITARY ENGINEER 288. 300 019.061-010 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER 288, 300
005.261-014 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN 89, 100 019.061-022 ORDNANCE ENGINEER 328
005.281-010 DRAFTER. CIVIL 89 019.061-026 RELIABILITY ENGINEER 304
005.281-014 DRAFTER, STRUCTURAL 89 019.167-010 LOGISTICS ENGINEER 269
011.261-018 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTER 95 019.261-010 BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN .... 145. 146
011.281-014 SPECTROSCOPIST 92 020.067-014 MATHEMATICIAN 312, 314
012.061-014 SAFETY ENGINEER 304 020.067-018 OPERATIONS-RESEARCH ANALYST 312, 328
012.067-010 METROLOGIST 304 020.162-014 PROGRAMER, BUSINESS 87, 106, 301
012.167-026 FIRE-PROTECTION ENGINEER 304 020.167-018 PROGRAMER, CHIEF. BUSINESS 301
012.167-030 INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER 304 020.167-026 STATISTICIAN, APPLIED 312
012.167-034 INDUSTRIAL-HEALTH ENGINEER 288, 300, 304 020.187-010 PROGRAMER, INFORMATION SYSTEM 301
012.167-042 MANUFACTURING ENGINEER 304 022.061-010 CHEMIST 299
012.167-046 PRODUCTION ENGINEER 304 022.261-010 CHEMICAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 92
012.167-050 PRODUCTION PLANNER 304 023.061 -014 PHYSICIST 313, 314
012.167-054 QUALITY-CONTROL ENGINEER 304 024.061-018 GEOLOGIST 311
012.167-058 SAFETY MANAGER 304 024.061-030 GEOPHYSICIST 311
012.167-062 SUPERVISOR, VENDOR QUALITY 304 024.061-034 HYDROLOGIST 311
012.167-066 SYSTEMS ANALYST. ELECTRONIC 025.062-010 METEOROLOGIST 309

DATA PROCESSING 88, 106, 301 025.267-010 OCEANOGRAPHER, ASSISTANT 101
014.061-010 DESIGN ENGINEER, MARINE EQUIPMENT 308 025.267-014 WEATHER OBSERVER 101
014.061-014 MARINE ENGINEER 308 029.081-010 ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST 288
014.061-018 RESEARCH ENGINEER, MARINE EQUIPMENT . 308 029.167-010 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER 93, 305
014.061-022 TEST ENGINEER, MARINE EQUIPMENT 308 029.261-010 LABORATORY TESTER 92
014.167-014 PORT ENGINEER 308 029.280-010 PHOTO-OPTICS TECHNICIAN 146, 152
015.061-014 NUCLEAR ENGINEER 310 040.061-010 AGRONOMIST 307
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041.061-026 BIOCHEMIST 307 073.061-018 VETERINARY BACTERIOLOGIST 284
041.061-046 ENTOMOLOGIST 307 073.061-022 VETERINARY EPIDEMIOLOGIST 284
041.061-058 MICROBIOLOGIST 307 073.061-026 VETERINARY PARASITOLOGIST 284
041.061-070 PARASITOLOGIST 307 073.061-030 VETERINARY PATHOLOGIST 284
041.061-074 PHARMACOLOGIST 290, 307 073.061-034 VETERINARY PHARMACOLOGIST 284
041.061-078 PHYSIOLOGIST 307 073.061-038 VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGIST 284
041.061-094 STAFF TOXICOLOGIST 307 073.061-042 VETERINARY VIROLOGIST 284
041.167-010 ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGIST 307 073.101-010 VETERINARIAN 284
045.061-010 PSYCHOLOGIST, DEVELOPMENTAL 283 073.101-018 ZOO VETERINARIAN 284
045.061-014 PSYCHOLOGIST, ENGINEERING 283 074.131-010 DIRECTOR, PHARMACY SERVICES 290
045.067-010 PSYCHOLOGIST, EDUCATIONAL 283 074.161-010 PHARMACIST 290
045.067-014 PSYCHOLOGIST, SOCIAL 283 074.381-010 PHARMACIST ASSISTANT 80
045.067-018 PSYCHOMETRIST 283 074.387-010 PHARMACY HELPER 80
045.107-018 DIRECTOR OF COUNSELING 266 075.117-014 DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY-HEALTH NURSING.... 258
045.107-022 PSYCHOLOGIST, CLINICAL 283 075.117-018 DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL, COMMUNITY-
045.107-026 PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSELING 283 HEALTH NURSING 267
045.107-030 PSYCHOLOGIST, INDUSTRIAL- 075.117-022 DIRECTOR, NURSING SERVICE 258

ORGANIZATIONAL 283 075.117-030 DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 293
045.107-046 PSYCHOLOGIST, CHIEF 283 075.121-010 NURSE, INSTRUCTOR 266
052.067-022 HISTORIAN 277 075.124-014 NURSE, STAFF, COMMUNITY HEALTH 293
059.167-010 INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST 305 075.127-018 NURSE, HEAD 293
059.267-010 INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST 93,252 075.127-022 NURSE, SUPERVISOR 293
059.267-014 INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST 93,305 075.127-026 NURSE, SUPERVISOR. COMMUNITY-
070.0E1-010 PATHOLOGIST 281 HEALTH NURSING 293
070.101-010 ANESTHESIOLOGIST 281 075.137-010 NURSE, SUPERVISOR, OCCUPATIONAL
070.101-014 CARDIOLOGIST 281 HEALTH NURSING 293
070.101-018 DERMATOLOGIST 281 075.264-010 NURSE PRACTITIONER 293
070.101-022 GENERAL PRACTITIONER 281 075.264-014 NURSE-MIDWIFE 293
070.101-026 FAMILY PRACTITIONER 281 075.371-010 NURSE ANESTHETIST 293
070.101-030 FLIGHT SURGEON 281 075.374-010 NURSE, GENERAL DUTY 293
070.101-034 GYNECOLOGIST 281 075.374-014 NURSE, OFFICE 293
070.101-038 INTERN 281 075.374-022 NURSE, STAFF, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
070.101-042 INTERNIST 281 NURSING 293
070.101-046 MEDICAL OFFICER 281 07.101 -010 AUDIOLOGIST 294
070.101-050 NEUROLOGIST 281 76.104-010 VOICE PATHOLOGIST 294
070.101-054 OBSTETRICIAN 281 076.107-010 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST 294
070.101-058 OPHTHALMOLOGIST 281 076.121-010 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST 289
070.101-062 OTOLARYNGOLOGIST 281 076.121-014 PHYSICAL THERAPIST 291
070.101-066 PEDIATRICIAN 281 076.224-010 PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT 81
070.101-070 PHYSIATRIST 281 076.264-010 PHYSICAL-INTEGRATION PRACTITIONER 81

070.101-074 PHYSICIAN, HEAD 281 076.364-010 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT 75
070.101-078 PHYSICIAN, OCCUPATIONAL 281 077.127-010 COMMUNITY DIETITIAN 287
070.101-086 PROCTOLOGIST 281 077.127-014 DIETITIAN, CLINICAL 287
070.101-090 RADIOLOGIST 281 077.127-018 DIETITIAN, CONSULTANT 287
070.101-094 SURGEON 1 281 078.221-010 IMMUNOHEMATOLOGIST 71

070.101-098 UROLOGIST 281 078.261-018 ORTHOTIST 79
070.107-010 ALLERGIST-IMMUNOLOGIST 281 078.262-010 PULMONARY FUNCTION TECHNICIAN 69
070.107-014 PSYCHIATRIST 281 078.264-010 HOLTER SCANNING TECHNICIAN 69
072.061-010 ORAL PATHOLOGIST 279 078.281-010 CYTOTECHNOLOGIST 71

072.101-010 DENTIST 279 078.361-010 DENTAL HYGIENIST 70
072.101-014 ENDODONTIST 279 078.361-014 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST 71

072.101-018 ORAL SURGEON 279 078.361-018 NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST 82
072.101-022 ORTHODONTIST 279 078.361-022 ORTHOTICS ASSISTANT 79
072.101-026 PEDODONTIST 279 078.361-030 TISSUE TECHNOLOGIST 71

072.101-030 PERIODONTIST 279 078.361-034 RADIATION-THERAPY TECHNOLOGIST 82
072.101-034 PROSTHODObITIST 279 078.362-010 AUDIOMETRIST 73
072.101-038 PUBLIC-HEALTH DENTIST 279 078.362-018 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TECHNICIAN 69
072.117-010 DIRECTOR, DENTAL SERVICES 279 078.362-022 ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC
073.061-010 VETERINARIAN, LABORATORY ANIMAL CARE . 284 TECHNOLOGIST 69
073.061-014 VETERINARY ANATOMIST 284 078.362-026 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST 82
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078.362-030 CARDIOPULMONARY TECHNOLOGIST
078.367-010 CARDIAC MONITOR TECHNICIAN
078.381-010 MEDICAL-LABORATORY ASSISTANT
078.381-014 MEDICAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
079.021-010 HEALTH PHYSICIST
079.021-014 MEDICAL PHYSICIST
079.101-018 OPTOMETRIST
079.101-022 PODIATRIST
079.117-010. EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

COORDINATOR

69
69
71

71

313
313
280
282

258

132.267-014 EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
137.267-010 INTERPRETER
137.267-018 TRANSLATOR
141.061-018 GRAPHIC DESIGNER
141.061-022 ILLUSTRATOR
141.061-026 ILLUSTRATOR, MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
143.062-010 DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
143.062-014 PHOTOGRAPHER, AERIAL
143.062-022 PHOTOGRAPHER, MOTION PICTURE
143.062-030 PHOTOGRAPHER, STILL

66
61, 305

61

60
60
60

275
62, 64

62
64

079.117-018 SANITARIAN 288 143.062-034 PHOTOJOURNALIST 64
079.161-010 INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST 288, 304 143.362-010 BIOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHER 64
079.164-010 SUPERVISOR, CENTRAL SUPPLY 265 149.061-010 AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION SPECIALIST 59
079.167-014 MEDICAL-RECORD ADMINISTRATOR 258 152.041-010 MUSICIAN, INSTRUMENTAL 63
079.361-010 RESPIRATORY THERAPIST 83 152.047-010 CHORAL DIRECTOR 63,276
079.364-014 OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT 77 152.047-014 CONDUCTOR, ORCHESTRA 63,276
079.364-018 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT 73, 292, 294 152.047-022 SINGER 63
079.367-010 MEDICAL ASSISTANT 73 152.067-010 ARRANGER 63,276
079.367-014 MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIAN 72 152.067-014 COMPOSER 63,276
079.367-018 MEDICAL-SERVICE TECHNICIAN 73 153.227-014 INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICAL 121, 2R6
079.371-010 DENTAL ASSISTANT 70 153.227-018 INSTRUCTOR, SPORTS 121

079.374-010 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN 73 159.067-010 DIRECTOR, MOTION PICTURE 275
079.374-014 NURSE, LICENSED PRACTICAL 74 159.067-014 DIRECTOR, TELEVISION 275
079.374-022 SURGICAL TECHNICIAN 76, 78 159.117-010 PRODUCER 275
079.374-026 PSYCHIATRIC TECHNICIAN 74 159.147-010 ANNOUNCER 65
090.117-010 ACADEMIC DEAN 266 159.147-014 DISK JOCKEY 65
090.117-018 DEAN OF STUDENTS 1 267 159.167-014 DIRECTOR, RADIO 275
090.117-026 DIRECTOR, EXTENSION WORK 267 160.162-014 AUDITOR 251

090.167-010 DEPARTMENT HEAD, COLLEGE OR 160.167-010 ACCOUNTANT 251

UNIVERSITY 266 160.167-014 ACCOUNTANT, BUDGET 251

090.227-010 FACULTY MEMBER, COLLEGE OR 160.167-018 ACCOUNTANT, COST 251

UNIVERSITY 266 160.167-026 ACCOUNTANT, SYSTEMS 251

097.167-010 DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL TRAINING 267 160.167-034 AUDITOR, INTERNAL 251

097.227-014 INSTRUCTOR, VOCATIONAL TRAINING 121 161.117-010 BUDGET OFFICER 256
099.117-010 DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 267 161.117-014 DIRECTOR, RECORDS MANAGEMENT 259
099.117-026 SUPERVISOR, EDUCATION 267 161.167-010 MANAGEMENT ANALYST 259,265
099.167-018 DIRECTOR, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL 267 161.167-018 MANAGER, RECORDS ANALYSIS 259
099.167-022 EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST 121 161.267-030 BUDGET ANALYST 256
099.227-022 INSTRUCTOR, MILITARY SCIENCE 266 162.117-014 CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR 262
109.067-010 INFORMATION SCIENTIST 254 162.117-018 CONTRACT SPECIALIST 262
110.107-010 LAWYER 306 162.157-038 PURCHASING AGENT 262
110.107-014 LAWYER, CRIMINAL 306 162.167-022 MANAGER, PROCUREMENT
110.107-018 LAWYER. ADMIRALTY 306 SERVICES 262, 264, 265
110.117-022 LAWYER, CORPORATION 306 163.167-026 PROPERTY-DISPOSAL OFFICER 262
110.117-026 LAWYER. PATENT 306 165.067-010 PUBLIC-RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE 277
110.117-038 TAX ATTORNEY 306 166.067-010 OCCUPATIONAL ANALYST 260
111.107-010 JUDGE 306 166.117-010 DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS 260
119.267-026 PARALEGAL ASSISTANT 94 166.117-018 MANAGER, PERSONNEL 260
120.007-010 CLERGY MEMBER 271 166.167-026 MANAGER, EDUCATION AND TRAINING 267
129.107-018 DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES 56, 104 166.167-030 MANAGER, EMPLOYMENT 260
129.107-026 PASTORAL ASSISTANT 56 166.167-042 SENIOR ENLISTED ADVISOR 113
131.067-022 EDITORIAL WRITER 66 166.227-010 TRAINING REPRESENTATIVE 121, 266
131.087-018 SCREEN WRITER 66 166.267-010 EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWER 115, 260
131.267-010 NEWSCASTER 66 166.267-018 JOB ANALYST 260
131.267-014 NEWSWRITER 66 166.267-022 PRISONER-CLASSIFICATION
131.267-018 REPORTER 66 INTERVIEWER 125, 317
132.017-010 EDITOR, MANAGING, NEWSPAPER 66 166.267-026 RECRUITER 115, 263
132.017-014 EDITOR, NEWSPAPER 66 166.267-038 PERSONNEL RECRUITER 115, 263
132.037-018 EDITOR, DEPARTMENT 66, 277 168.167-010 CUSTOMS PATROL OFFICER 317
132.037-022 EDITOR, PUBLICATIONS 66. 277 168.167-014 EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY REPRESENTATIVE 260
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168.264-018 GAS INSPECTOR 92, 188 189.167-038 SUPERINTENDENT, AMMUNITION STORAGE ... 265

168.267-042 FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTOR 91 189.167-050 SUPERINTENDENT, PLANT PROTECTION 318

168.267-054 INSPECTOR, INDUSTRIAL WASTE 91, 288 193.162-018 AIR-TRAFFIC-CONTROL SPECIALIST, TOWER .... 85

168.267-086 HAZARDOUS-WASTE MANAGEMENT 193.167-010 CHIEF CONTROLLER 298

SPECiALIST 91, 288 193.167-018 SUPERINTENDENT, RADIO

169.127-010 CIVIL PREPAREDNESS TRAINING OFFICER 255 COMMUNICATIONS 253

169.167-030 MANAGER, ELECTRONIC DATA 193.262-022 RADIO OFFICER 98, 183

PROCESSING 253, 254, 302, 303 193.262-030 RADIOTELEGRAPH OPERATOR 98

169.167-034 MANAGER, OFFICE 259, 328 193.262-034 RADIOTELEPHONE OPERATOR 98

181.117-010 MANAGER, BULK PLANT 265 193.362-014 RADIO-INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR 93, 97, 98, 183

184.117-010 DIRECTOR, PUBLIC SERVICE 277 193.382-010 ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE

184.117-014 DIRECTOR, TRANSPORTATION 269 OPERATIONS SPECIALIST 93, 96, 97

184.117-038 MANAGER, FLIGHT OPERATIONS 269 194.062-010 TELEVISION TECHNICIAN 59, 86

184.117-042 MANAGER, HARBOR DEPARTMENT 269 194.262-010 AUDIO OPERATOR 86

184.117-050 MANAGER, OPERATIONS 269 194.262-018 SOUND MIXER 86

184.117-082 SUPERINTENDENT, COMMUNICATIONS ... 253, 303 194.282-010 VIDEO OPERATOR 86

184.117-086 MANAGER, CAR INSPECTION AND REPAIR 269 194.362-010 RECORDING ENGINEER 86

184.167-026 DIRECTOR, PHOTOGRAMMETRY FLIGHT 195.107-010 CASEWORKER 55

OPERATIONS 315 195.107-022 SOCIAL GROUP WORKER 272

184.167-030 DIRECTOR, PROGRAM 275 195.107-030 SOCIAL WORKER, MEDICAL 272

184.167-042 GENERAL AGENT, OPERATIONS 269 195.107-034 SOCIAL WORKER, PSYCHIATRIC 272

184.167-058 MANAGER, CARGO-AND-RAMP-SERVICES 269 195.117-010 ADMINISTRATOR, SOCIAL WELFARE 260, 272

184.167-062 MANAGER, COMMUNICATIONS STATION . 253, 314 195.137-010 CASEWORK SUPERVISOR 55

184.167-066 MANAGER, FLIGHT CONTROL 269 195.167-042 ALCOHOL-AND-DRUG-ABUSE-ASSISTANCE

184.167-082 MANAGER, STATION 269 PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR 272

184.167-094 MANAGER, TRAFFIC 269 195.267-014 HUMAN RELATIONS OR DRUG AND

184.167-114 MANAGER, WAREHOUSE 265 ALCOHOL COUNSELOR 55, 272

184.167-118 OPERATIONS MANAGER 265 195.367-034 SOCIAL-SERVICES AIDE 55

184.167-122 PORT TRAFFIC MANAGER 269 196.167-014 NAVIGATOR 322

184.167-174 SUPERINTENDENT, MAINTENANCE 265, 268 196.223-010 INSTRUCTOR, FLYING 1 324

184.167-182 SUPERINTENDENT, MARINE 269 196.223-014 INSTRUCTOR, PILOT 324

184.167-186 SUPERINTENDENT, MARINE OIL TERMINAL 265 196.263-014 AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL 314, 324, 340

184.167-214 SUPERINTENDENT, TERMINAL 269 196.263-038 HELICOPTER PILOT 326

184.167-226 SUPERINTENDENT, TRANSPORTATION 269 196.263-042 TEST PILOT 324

184.167-230 SUPERVISOR OF COMMUNICATIONS 253 197.130-010 ENGINEER 330

184.167-262 TRAIN DISPATCHER 122 197.133-026 PILOT, SHIP 189

184.167-266 TRANSPORTATION-MAINTENANCE 197.133-030 TUGBOAT CAPTAIN 189

SUPERVISOR 268 197.167-010 MASTER, SHIP 328

184.167-282 DIVISION ROAD SUPERVISOR 269 199.267-010 BALLISTICS EXPERT, FORENSIC 319

185.167-010 COMMISSARY MANAGER 116, 264 199.267-014 CRYPTANALYST 93, 305

185.167-018 MANAGER, DISTRIBUTION WAREHOUSE . 264, 265 199.267-026 POLYGRAPH EXAMINER 319

185.167-046 MANAGER, RETAIL STORE 116, 264 199.361-010 RADIOGRAPHER 95

186.117-014 CONTROLLER 256 199.384-010 DECONTAMINATOR 90

186.117-070 TREASURER, FINANCIAL INSTITUTION 256 199.682-010 AEROSPACE PHYSIOLOGICAL TECHNICIAN 73

187.117-010 ADMINISTRATOR, HOSPITAL 258 201.362-010 LEGAL SECRETARY 104

187.117-018 DIRECTOR, INSTITUTION 317 201.362-030 SECRETARY 104

187.117-038 MANAGER, HOTEL OR MOTEL 110 202.362-010 SHORTHAND REPORTER 107

187.117-058 DIRECTOR, OUTPATIENT SERVICES 258 202.362-014 STENOGRAPHER 104

187.161-010 EXECUTIVE CHEF 257 202.362-022 STENOTYPE OPERATOR 107

187.167-046 EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER 258 203.362-010 CLERK-TYPIST 104

187.167-106 MANAGER, FOOD SERVICE 128, 257 203.362-022 WORD-PROCESSING-MACHINE OPERATOR 104

187.167-126 MANAGER, LIQUOR ESTABLISHMENT 257 203.582-018 CRYPTOGRAPHIC-MACHINE OPERATOR ....98, 120

187.167-174 PRODUCER 275 203.582-026 DATA-CODER OPERATOR 105

187.167-198 VETERANS CONTACT REPRESENTATIVE 113 203.582-030 KEYPUNCH OPERATOR 105

188.117-022 CIVIL PREPAREDNESS OFFICER 255 203.582-050 TELEGRAPHIC-TYPEWRITER OPERATOR 120

188.117-106 FOREIGN-SERVICE OFFICER 252 203.582-070 VERIFIER OPERATOR 105

188.167-066 POSTMASTER 261 203.582-078 NOTEREADER 104

189.117-014 DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT .. 262 205.362-010 CIVIL-SERVICE CLERK 113

189.117-030 PROJECT DIRECTOR 293, 328 '05.362-014 EMPLOYMENT CLERK 113

189.167-034 SECURITY OFFICER 318 205.362-018 HOSPITAL-ADMITTING CLERK 72
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205.362-030
209.362-026
209.562-010
210.382-010
210.382-014
213.132-010
213.362-010
213.382-010

215.482-010
216.382-010
216.382-022
216.382-034
216.382-062
216.482-010
219.362-010
219.367-026
219.367-034
221.362-010
221.367-038
221.367-066
222.137-018
222.137-030

222.137-038
222.367-038
222.367-042
222.387-026
222.387-034
222.387-050
222.387-058
222.387-062
235.462-010
235.662-010
235.662-022
238.167-010
238.362-010
238.362-014
238.367-010
243.362-010
243.367-014
245.362-010
245.362-014
248.362-014
248.367-010
248.367-018
248.387-010
249.167-014
249.367-066
249.367-090
249.387-014
290.477-014
299.367-014
310.137-018
313.131-014
313.361-014
313.381-010
313.381-030
315.361-010
316.681-010

OUTPATIENT-ADMITTING CLERK 72 316.684-018 MEAT CUTTER 128
PERSONNEL CLERK 106. 113 319.137-030 KITCHEN SUPERVISOR 128
CLERK. GENERAL 104 352.367-010 AIRPLANE-FLIGHT ATTENDANT 122
AUDIT CLERK 103 352.377-010 HOST.HOSTESS. GROUND 122
BOOKKEEPER 1 103 355.354-010 PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE 81

SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS 254 355.374-014 MEDICATION AIDE 73
COMPUTER OPERATOR 106 355.377-010 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AIDE 75
COMPUTER-PERIPHERAL-EQUIPMENT 355.377-014 PSYCHIATRIC AIDE 74

OPERATOR 106 355.674-014 NURSE AIDE 74
PAYROLL CLERK 112 355.674-018 ORDERLY 74
ACCOUNTING CLERK, DATA PROCESSING 103 372.137-010 CORRECTION OFFICER. HEAD 129
BUDGET CLERK 103 372.667-018 CORRECTION OFFICER 125
COST CLERK 103 372.667-034 GUARD. SECURITY 129
STATISTICAL CLERK 103 372.667-038 MERCHANT PATROLLER 129
ACCOUNTING CLERK 103 373.364-010 FIRE FIGHTER 127
ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK 104 373.367-010 FIRE INSPECTOR 127
PROGRAMER, DETAIL 87 373.663-010 FIRE FIGHTER. CRASH. FIRE. AND RESCUE .... 127
STOCK-CONTROL CLERK 118 375.117-010 POLICE CHIEF. 317
AIRCRAFT-LOG CLERK 111 375.167-026 HARBOR MASTER 317
MAINTENANCE DATA ANALYST 111 375.167-034 POLICE CAPTAIN. PRECINCT 317
SCHEDULER. MAINTENANCE 108 375.167-042 SPECIAL AGENT 319
MAGAZINE SUPERVISOR 265 375.263-014 POLICE OFFICER 1 129
SHIPPING-AND-RECEIVING 375.263-018 STATE-HIGHWAY POLICE OFFICER 129

SUPERVISOR 264. 265 375.267-010 DETECTIVE 126. 319
STOCK-CONTROL SUPERVISOR 264.265 375.387-010 FINGERPRINT CLASSIFIER 319
MAGAZINE KEEPER 118 376.267-018 INVESTIGATOR. PRIVATE 126
PARTS CLERK 118 377.117-010 SHERIFF. DEPUTY. CHIEF 317
INVENTORY CLERK 118 377.137-014 DEPUTY SHERIFF. COMMANDER.
MATERIAL CLERK 118 CRIMINAL AND PATROL DIV 317
SHIPPING AND RECEIVING CLERK 117 377.167-010 DEPUTY SHERIFF. CHIEF 317
STOCK CLERK 118 377.263-010 SHERIFF. DEPUTY 129
STOREKEEPER 118 378.227-010 MARKSMANSHIP INSTRUCTOR 121
CENTRAL-OFFICE OPERATOR 119 378.227-014 RECRUIT INSTRUCTOR 121
COMMAND AND CONTROL SPECIALIST 119 378.227-018 SURVIVAL SPECIALIST 121
TELEPHONE OPERATOR 119 378.267-010 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT 93. 126. 319
TRAVEL CLERK 122 378.267-014 DISASTER OR DAMAGE CONTROL
HOTEL CLERK 110. 116 SPECIALIST 90
RESERVATION CLERK 122 378.281-010 TARGET AIRCRAFT TECHNICIAN 194
GATE AGENT 122 378.363-010 ARMOR RECONNAISSANCE SPECIALIST.. 198. 202
COURT CLERK 107 378.367-010 ARTILLERY OR NAVAL GUNFIRE OBSERVER ... 194
POST-OFFICE CLERK 114 378.367-014 FIELD ARTILLERY OPERATIONS SPECIALIST .. 194
MEDICAL-RECORD CLERK 72 378.367-022 INFANTRY OPERATIONS SPECIALIST 198
WARD CLERK 72 378.367-026 OPERATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
WEATHER CLERK 101 ASSISTANT 194
AIRPLANE-DISPATCH CLERK 109 378.367-030 RECONNAISSANCE CREWMEMBER 198
CARGO AGENT 117 378.382-010 AIRBORNE SENSOR SPECIALIST 93
FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALIST 109 378.382-014 DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS
DISPATCHER. MOTOR VEHICLE 108 OPERATOR 183
PROCUREMENT CLERK 118 378.382-018 UNATTENDED-GROUND-SENSOR SPECIALIST 93
ASSIGNMENT CLERK 104. 113. 115 378.464-010 ANTITANK ASSAULT GUNNER 198
INTELLIGENCE CLERK . 93 378.663-01d VULCAN CREWMEMBER .. 194
SALES CLERK 116 378.682-010 REDEYE GUNNER .. 194
STOCK CLERK, SELF-SERVICE STORE 116 378.682-014 SMOKE AND FLAME SPECIALIST . . . 198
STEWARD STEWARDESS 128 378.683-010 AMPHIBIAN CREWMEMBER ... 202
CHEF 128 378.683-014 POWERED BRIDGE SPECIALIST . . . 196. 202
COOK . . 128 378.683-018 TANK CREWMEMBER . . 202
BAKER .. 128 378.684-014 COMBAT RIFLE CREWMEMBER 198
COOK. SCHOOL CAFETERIA 128 378.684-018 FIELD ARTILLERY CREWMEMBER 194
COOK 128 378.684-022 INFANTRY INDIRECT FIRE CREWMEMBER . 198
BUTCHER. MEAT 128 378.684-026 INFANTRY WEAPONS CREWMEMBER ....... 198
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378.684-030 LIGHT AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY 711.281-014 INSTRUMENT MECHANIC, WEAPONS
CREWMEMBER 194 SYSTEM 152

378.687-010 COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET 712.381-018 DENTAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN 170
ACQUISITION CREWMEMBER 194 712.381-034 ORTHOTICS TECHNICIAN 79

379.384-010 SCUBA DIVER 200 712.661-010 ORTHOPEDIC ASSISTANT 78
381.687-010 CENTRAL SUPPLY WORKER 118 713.361-014 OPTICIAN, DISPENSING 1 172
454.684-018 LOGGER, ALL-ROUND 196 714.281-014 CAMERA REPAIRER 150
529.137-014 SANITARIAN 91, 288 714.281-018 MACHINIST, MOTION-PICTURE EQUIPMENT .... 150
549.364-010 TESTER, COMPRESSED GASES 169 714.281-022 PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN 150
549.387-010 CARGO INSPECTOR 188 714.281-026 PHOTOGRAPHIC-EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
549.587-010 COMPRESSED-GAS-PLANT WORKER 169 TECHNICIAN 150
552.362-014 OXYGEN-PLANT OPERATOR 169 715.281-010 WATCH REPAIRER 152
559.665-030 PRESS OPERATOR 169 716.280-014 OPTICIAN 172
599.687-034 DRUM CLEANER 188 719.261-010 BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN 146
600.280-022 MACHINIST 171 719.261-014 RADIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST 145, 146
600.280-042 MAINTENANCE MACHINIST 171 720.281-018 TELEVISION-AND-RADIO REPAIRER 145, 146
600.380-018 MACHINE SET-UP OPERATOR 171 721.281-018 ELECTRIC-MOTOR REPAIRER 145
620.131-014 SUPERVISOR, GARAGE 268 721.484-010 ELECTRIC-MOTOR WINDER 145
620.261-010 AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC 132 724.684-018 ARMATURE WINDER, REPAIR 145620.261-022 CONSTRUCTION-EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 137 726.130-010 SUPERVISOR, ELECTRONICS 303
620.281 -010 AIR-CONDITIONING MECHANIC 136 726.281-014 ELECTRONICS TESTER I 152
620.281-034 CARBURETOR MECHANIC 132 729.281-010 AUDIO-VIDEO REPAIRER 86, 146
620.281-058 TRACTOR MECHANIC 135 729.281-022 ELECTRIC -TOOL REPAIRER 145
620.381-010 AUTOMOBILE-RADIATOR MECHANIC 132 729.281-026 ELECTRICAL - INSTRUMENT REPAIRER 147, 152
620.381-014 MECHANIC, ENDLESS TRACK VEHICLE 137 729.281-030 ELECTROMEDICAL-EQUIPMENT
621.261-010 AIRPLANE INSPECTOR 131 REPAIRER 145, 146
621.261-014 ENGINE TESTER 131 739.381-054 SURVIVAL-EQUIPMENT REPAIRER 178621.261-018 FLIGHT ENGINEER 187 782.684-010 CANVAS REPAIRER 168, 178
621.281-010 AIR-CONDITIONING CHECK-OUT MECHANIC ... 131 785.261-010 ALTERATION TAILOR 168621.281-014 AIRFRAME-AND-POWER-PLANT 785.361-014 GARMENT FITTER 168

MECHANIC 131, 183 785.361-022 SHOP TAILOR 168621.381-022 PNEUMATIC TESTER AND MECHANIC 131 787.682-030 MENDER 168622.381-014 CAR REPAIRER 137 789.684-034 PARACHUTE FOLDER 178623.281-026 MACHINIST, MARINE ENGINE 135 789.684-038 PARACHUTE MENDER 168,178
623.281-034 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC, ENGINE 138 789.687-114 PARACHUTE INSPECTOR 178
623.281-038 MOTORBOAT MECHANIC 135 804.281-010 SHEET-METAL WORKER 176625.281-010 DIESEL MECHANIC 135, 138 805.261-014 BOILERMAKER I 167
625.281-026 GAS-ENGINE REPAIRER 135 805.361-010 BOILERHOUSE MECHANIC 167
630.281-034 SERVICE MECHANIC, COMPRESSED-GAS 806.261-010 INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-ENGINE

EQUIPMENT 169 INSPECTOR 135631.261-014 POWERHOUSE MECHANIC 139 806.261-026 MARINE-SERVICES TECHNICIAN 177632.261-010 AIRCRAFT-ARMAMENT MECHANIC 149 806.281-030 INSPECTOR, MISSILE 147
632.261-014 FIRE-CONTROL MECHANIC 147, 149 806.281-054 TESTER, PLUMBING SYSTEMS 131632.261-018 ORDNANCE ARTIFICER 147, 149, 194 806.381-014 AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, HEAT AND VENT... 131, 136
632.281-010 GUNSMITH 149 806.381-046 SHIPFITTER 177637.261-014 ENVIRONMENTAL-CONTROL-SYSTEM 806.381-054 SKIN FITTER 131

INSTALLER-SERVICER 136 807.261-010 AIRCRAFT BODY REPAIRER 131637.261-026 REFRIGERATION MECHANIC 136, 169 807.381-010 AUTOMOBILE -BODY REPAIRER 133638.381-010 FUEL-SYSTEM-MAINTENANCE WORKER 188 810.384-014 WELDER, ARC 180639.281-010 AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REPAIRER ... 131 819.281-018 WELD INSPECTOR 1 95, 180639.281-018 SEWING-MACHINE REPAIRER 168 819.361-010 WELDER-FITTER 180651.380-010 PRINTER 2 175 819.384-010 WELDER, COMBINATION 180651.482-010 OFFSET-PRESS OPERATOR 1 175 820.261-014 ELECTRICIAN, POWERHOUSE 151653.685-010 BINDERY WORKER 175 821.261-014 LINE MAINTAINER 148710.281-026 INSTRUMENT MECHANIC 146, 152 821.361-010 CABLE INSTALLER-REPAIRER 148710.281-030 INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN 152 821.361-018 LINE ERECTOR 148710.381-042 INSTRUMENT MECHANIC 152 821.361-026 LINE REPAIRER 148710.681-014 CALIBRATOR 1 146, 152 822.261-010 ELECTRICIAN, OFFICE 148711.281-010 INSPECTOR, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT 152 822.261-022 STATION INSTALLER-AND-REPAIRER 119, 156
822.281-010 AUTOMATIC-EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN 154, 157
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822.281-014 CENTRAL-OFFICE REPAIRER 156 910.384-010 TANK-CAR INSPECTOR 188

822.281-018 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC, TELEPHONE . 156, 157 911.131-010 BOATSWAIN 190

822.281-022 PRIVATE-BRANCH-EXCHANGE REPAIRER 156 911.263-010 DEEP SUBMERGENCE VEHICLE OPERATOR ... 189

822.361-010 CABLE TESTER 148 911.363-014 QUARTERMASTER 189

822.361-014 CENTRAL-OFFICE INSTALLER 156 911.364-010 ABLE SEAMAN 190

822.381-014 LINE INSTALLER-REPAIRER 148 911.364-014 BOAT LOADER 1 190

822.381-018 PRIVATE-BRANCH-EXCHANGE INSTALLER 156 911.663-010 MOTORBOAT OPERATOR 189

823.261-018 RADIO MECHANIC 153, 154, 157 911.663-014 STEVEDORE 1 185

823.261-022 ANTENNA INSTALLER, SATELLITE 911.687-022 DECKHAND 190

COMMUNICATIONS 154 911.687-030 ORDINARY SEAMAN 190

823.281-010 AVIONICS TECHNICIAN 98, 144, 146, 147, 912.167-010 DISPATCHER 85

153, 154, 157 912.367-010 FLIGHT - INFORMATION EXPEDITER 109

823.281-014 ELECTRICIAN, RADIO 154 912.367-014 TRANSPORTATION AGENT 122

823.281-018 METEOROLOGICAL-EQUIPMENT 912.662-010 IN-FLIGHT REFUELING OPERATOR 183

REPAIRER 146, 152, 154 912.682-010 AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY

823.281-022 RIGGER 148 TECHNICIAN 184

824.261-010 ELECTRICIAN 145, 161 912.684-010 PARACHUTE RIGGER 178

825.281-014 ELECTRICIAN 155 913.463-010 BUS DRIVER 191

825.281-018 ELECTRICIAN, AIRPLANE 143 913.663-010 CHAUFFEUR 191

825.281-026 ELECTRICIAN, LOCOMOTIVE 145 914.167-014 DISPATCHER, OIL 188

828.161-010 SUPERVISOR, ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS 914.382-014 PUMPER-GAGER 188

MAINTENANCE 328 914.384-014 GAGER 188

828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC 98, 99, 144, 146, 147, 914.667-010 LOADER 1 188

149, 152, 153, 154, 157 920.484-010 CRATER 117

828.281-018 MISSILE FACILITIES REPAIRER 147, 153 920.587-018 PACKAGER, HAND 117

829.261-014 DENTAL-EQUIPMENT INSTALLER 920.685-078 PACKAGER, MACHINE 117

AND SERVICER 146 921.260-010 RIGGER 140

829.281-014 ELECTRICAL REPAIRER 145 921.663-058 TRACTOR-CRANE OPERATOR 186

829.281-022 SOUND TECHNICIAN 146 921.663-062 TRUCK-CRANE OPERATOR 188

829.361-010 CABLE SPLICER 148 921.683-050 INDUSTRIAL-TRUCK OPERATOR 117, 118, 185

844.364-010 CEMENT MASON 160 921.683-082 WINCH DRIVER 185

845.381-014 PAINTER, TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT 133 922.687-090 STEVEDORE 2 185

850.683-010 BULLDOZER OPERATOR I 186 929.687-030 MATERIAL HANDLER 185

850.683-030 POWER-SHOVEL OPERATOR 186 929.687-058 BANDER, HAND 117

850.683-038 SCRAPER OPERATOR 186 931.261-010 BLASTER 159

850.683-046 UTILITY-TRACTOR OPERATOR 186 950.382-010 BOILER OPERATOR 174

853.663-010 ASPHALT-PAVING-MACHINE OPERATOR 163 950.382 -018 GAS-ENGINE OPERATOR 174

853.663-014 CONCRETE-PAVING-MACHINE OPERATOR 163 950.382-026 STATIONARY ENGINEER 174

859.261-010 BLASTER 159 952.362-010 AUXILIARY-EQUIPMENT OPER/ OR 174

859.362-010 WELL-DRILL OPERATOR 165 952.362-022 POWER-REACTOR OPERATOR 174

859.682-010 EARTH-BORING-MACHINE OPERATOR 186 952.382-010 DIESEL-PLANT OPERATOR 174

859.683-010 OPERATING ENGINEER 186 954.382-010 PUMP-STATION OPERATOR, WATERWORKS ... 179

859.683-030 ROAD-ROLLER OPERATOR 186 954.382-014 WATER-TREATMENT-PLANT OPERATOR 179

860.381-022 CARPENTER 159, 162 955.362-010 WASTEWATER-TREATMENT-PLANT

861.381-018 BRICKLAYER 160 OPERATOR 179

862.261-010 PIPE FITTER 164 962.264-010 EDITOR, FILM 66

862.281-022 PIPE FITTER 164, 179 972.381-010 LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE MAKER 175

862.381-018 PIPE FITTER 164 972.381-022 STRIPPER, PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC 175

862.381-030 PLUMBER 164 972.382-014 PHOTOGRAPHER, LITHOGRAPHIC 175

869.281-010 FURNACE INSTALLER-AND-REPAIRER, 976.267-010 QUALITY-CONTROL TECHNICIAN 173

HOT AIR 136 976.360-010 PRINT CONTROLLER 173

869.683-014 RIGGER 140 976.382-014 COLOR-PRINTER OPERATOR 173

869.687-026 CONSTRUCTION WORKER 2 196 976.382-018 FILM DEVELOPER 173

891.687-022 TANK CLEANER 188 976.681-010 DEVELOPER 173

899.261-010 DIVER 134 976.685-026 PRINT DEVELOPER, AUTOMATIC 173

903.683-018 TANK-TRUCK DRIVER 191 979.382-018 GRAPHIC ARTS TECHNICIAN 60

904.383-010 TRACTOR-TRAILER-TRUCK DRIVER 191

905.663-014 TRUCK DRIVER, HEAVY 191

906.683-022 TRUCK DRIVER, LIGHT 191
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DOT Code Index (by Occupation)

This index lists civilian counterparts to the 197 military
occupations described in the Military Occupations
section. (The organization of this index is similar to the
organization of the military occupations in the Table of
Contents.) Below each military occupation, the counter-
part civilian occupations are listed according to their
Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT) codes.

The DOT Code Index is useful when you want to find
civilian counterparts to the military occupations described
in this guide. Knowledge of how military training and
employment relates to civilian employment may be helpful
in career planning. DOT codes may also be used to help
locate additional information in othE r publications about
any civilian counterpart occupatinn (for example, the
Dictionary of Occupational Titles and Occupational
Outlook Handbook).

HUMAN SERVICES OCCUPATIONS

CASEWORKERS AND COUNSELORS 55
195.107-010 CASEWORKER
195.137-010 CASEWORK SUPERVISOR
195.267-014 HUMAN RELATIONS OR DRUG AND ALCOHOL

COUNSELOR
195.367-034 SOCIAL-SERVICES AIDE

RELIGIOUS PROGRAM SPECIALISTS 56
129.107-018 DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
129.107-026 PASTORAL ASSISTANT

MEDIA AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS OCCUPATIONS

AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION SPECIALISTS 59
149.061-010 AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION SPECIALIST
194.062-010 TELEVISION TECHNICIAN

GRAPHIC DESIGNERS AND ILLUSTRATORS 60
141.061-018 GRAPHIC DESIGNER
141.061-022 ILLUSTRATOR
141.061-026 ILLUSTRATOR, MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC
979.382-018 GRAPHIC ARTS TECHNICIAN

INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATORS 61

137.267-010 INTERPRETER
137.267-018 TRANSLATOR

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA OPERATORS 62
143.062-014 PHOTOGRAPHER. AERIAL
143.062-022 PHOTOGRAPHER. MOTION PICTURE

MUSICIANS 63
152.041-010 MUSICIAN, INSTRUMENTAL
152.047-010 CHORAL DIRECTOR
152.047-014 CONDUCTOR. ORCHESTRA
152.047-022 SINGER
152.067-010 ARRANGER
152.067-014 COMPOSER

PHOTOGRAPHERS 64

143.062-014 PHOTOGRAPHER, AERIAL
143.062-030 PHOTOGRAPHER, STILL
143.062-034 PHOTOJOURNALIST
143.362-010 BIOLOGICAL PHOTOGRAPHER

RADIO AND TELEVISION ANNOUNCERS 65
159.147-010 ANNOUNCER
159.147-014 DISK JOCKEY

REPORTERS AND NEWSWRITERS 66

131.067-022 EDITORIAL WRITER
131.087-018 SCREEN WRITER
131.267-010 NEWSCASTER
131.267-014
131.267-018
132.017-010
132.017-014
132.037-018
132.037-022
132.267-014
962.264-010

NEWSWRITER
REPORTER
EDITOR, MANAGING. NEWSPAPER
EDITOR. NEWSPAPER
EDITOR, DEPARTMENT
EDITOR. PUBLICATIONS
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
EDITOR, FILM

HEALTH CARE OCCUPATIONS

CARDIOPULMONARY AND EEG TECHNICIANS 69
078.262-010 PULMONARY FUNCTION TECHNICIAN
078.264-010 HOLTER SCANNING TECHNICIAN
078.362-018 ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TECHNICIAN
078.362-022 ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPHIC

TECHNOLOGIST
078.362-030 CARDIOPULMONARY TECHNOLOGIST
078.367-010 CARDIAC MONITOR TECHNICIAN

DENTAL SPECIALISTS 70
078.361-010 DENTAL HYGIENIST
079.371-010 DENTAL ASSISTANT

MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 71

078.221-010 IMMUNOHEMATOLOGIST
078.281-010 CYTOTECHNOLOGIST
078.361-014 MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
078.361-030 TISSUE TECHNOLOGIST
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078.381-010 MEDICAL-LABORATORY ASSISTANT
078.381-014 MEDICAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIANS 72
079.367-014 MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIAN
205.362-018 HOSPITAL-ADMITTING CLERK
205.362-030 OUTPATIENT-ADMITTING CLERK
245.362-010 MEDICAL-RECORD CLERK
245.362-014 WARD CLERK

MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIANS 73
078.362-010 AUDIOMETRIST
079.364-018 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT
079.367-010 MEDICAL ASSISTANT
079.367-018 MEDICAL-SERVICE TECHNICIAN
079.374-010 EMERGENCY MEDICAL TECHNICIAN
199.682-010 AEROSPACE PHYSIOLOGICAL TECHNICIAN
355.374-014 MEDICATION AIDE

NURSING TECHNICIANS 74
079.374-014 NURSE, LICENSED PRACTICAL
079.374-026 PSYCHIATRIC TECHNICIAN
355.377-014 PSYCHIATRIC AIDE
355.674-014 NURSE AIDE
355.674-018 ORDERLY

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALISTS 75
076.364-010 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSISTANT
355.377-010 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AIDE

OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIANS
079.374-022 SURGICAL TECHNICIAN

ENGINEERING, SCIENCE, AND TECHNICAL
OCCUPATIONS

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 85
193.162-018 AIR-TRAFFIC-CONTROL SPECIALIST, TOWER
912.167-010 DISPATCHER

BROADCAST AND RECORDING TECHNICIANS 86
194.062-010 TELEVISION TECHNICIAN
194.262-010 AUDIO OPERATOR
194.262-018 SOUND MIXER
194.282-010 VIDEO OPERATOR
194.362-010 RECORDING ENGINEER
729.281-010 AUDIO-VIDEO REPAIRER

COMPUTER PROGRAMERS 87
020.162-014 PROGRAMER, BUSINESS
219.367-026 PROGRAMER, DETAIL

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 88
012.167-066 SYSTEMS ANALYST, ELECTRONIC DATA

PROCESSING

DRAFTERS 89
005.261-014 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
005.281-010 DRAFTER, CIVIL
005.281-014 DRAFTER, STRUCTURAL

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS 90
76 199.384-010 DECONTAMINATOR

378.267-014 DISASTER OR DAMAGE CONTROL SPECIALIST

OPTOMETRIC TECHNICIANS 77
079.364-014 OPTOMETRIC ASSISTANT

ORTHOPEDIC TECHNICIANS 78
079.374-022 SURGICAL TECHNICIAN
712.661-010 ORTHOPEDIC ASSISTANT

ORTHOTIC SPECIALISTS 79
078.261-018 ORTHOTIST
078.361-022 ORTHOTICS ASSISTANT
712.381-034 ORTHOTICS TECHNICIAN

PHARMACY TECHNICIANS 80
074.381-010 PHARMACIST ASSISTANT
074.387-010 PHARMACY HELPER

PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALISTS 81

076.224-010 PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
076.264-010 PHYSICAL-INTEGRATION PRACTITIONER
355.354-010 PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE

RADIOLOGIC (X-RAY) TECHNICIANS 82
078.361-018 NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
078.361-034 RADIATION-THERAPY TECHNOLOGIST
078.362-026 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST

RESPIRATORY THERAPISTS q3

079.361-010 RESPIRATORY THERAPIST

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPECIALISTS 91

168.267-042 FOOD AND DRUG INSPECTOR
168.267-054 INSPECTOR, INDUSTRIAL WASTE
168.267-086 HAZARDOUS-WASTE MANAGEMENT SPECIALIST
529.137-014 SANITARIAN

FUEL AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 92
011.281-014 SPECTROSCOPIST
022.261-010 CHEMICAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
029.261-010 LABORATORY TESTER
168.264-018 GAS INSPECTOR

INTELLIGENCE SPECIALISTS 93
029.167-010 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER
059.267-010 INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST
059.267-014 INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST
193.362-014
193.382-010

199.267-014
249.387-014
378.267-010
378.382-010
378.382-018

RADIO-INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR
ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

SPECIALIST
CRYPTANALYST
INTELLIGENCE CLERK
COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT
AIRBORNE SENSOR SPECIALIST
UNATTENDED-GROUND-SENSOR SPECIALIST

LEGAL TECHNICIANS 94
119.267-026 PARALEGAL ASSISTANT
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NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTERS 95
011.261-018 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTER
199.361-010 RADIOGRAPHER
819.281-018 WELD INSPECTOR 1

RADAR AND SONAR OPERATORS 96
193.382-010 ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

SPECIALIST

RADIO INTELLIGENCE OPERATORS 97
193.362-014 RADIO-INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR
193.382-010 ELECTRONIC INTELLIGENCE OPERATIONS

SPECIALIST

RADIO OPERATORS 98
193.262-022 RADIO OFFICER
193.262-030 RADIOTELEGRAPH OPERATOR
193.262-034 RADIOTELEPHONE OPERATOR
193.362-014 RADIO-INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR
203.582-018 CRYPTOGRAPHIC-MACHINE OPERATOR
823.281-010 AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

SPACE SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS 99
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

SURVEYING AND MAPPING TECHNICIANS 100
005.261-014 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNICIAN
018.167-010 CHIEF OF PARTY
018.167-014 GEODETIC COMPUTER
018.167-034
018.167-038
018.167-046
018.261-010
018.261-014
018.261-018
018.261-022
018.261-026
018.281-010

SURVEYOR ASSISTANT, INSTRUMENTS
SURVEYOR, GEODETIC
SURVE 'OR, MARINE
DRAFTER, CARTOGRAPHIC
DRAFTER, TOPOGRAPHICAL
EDITOR, MAP
MOSAICIST
PHOTOGRAMMETRIST
STEREO-PLOTTER OPERATOR

WEATHER OBSERVERS 101

025267-010 OCEANOGRAPHER, ASSISTANT
025.267-014 WEATHER OBSERVER
248.362-014 WEATHER CLERK

ADMINISTRATIVE OCCUPATIONS

ACCOUNTING SPECIALISTS 103
210.382-010 AUDIT CLERK
210.382-014 BOOKKEEPER 1
216.382-010 ACCOUNTING CLERK, DATA PROCESSING
216.382-022 BUDGET CLERK
216.382-034 COST CLERK
216.382-062 STATISTICAL CLERK
216.482-010 ACCOUNTING CLERK

ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SPECIALISTS 104
129.107-018 DIRECTOR OF RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
201.362-010 LEGAL SECRETARY
201.362-030 SECRETARY
202.362-014
203.362-010
203.362-022
203.582-078
209.562-010
219.362-010
249.367-090

STENOGRAPHER
CLERK-TYPIST
WORD-PROCESSING-MACHINE OPERATOR
NOTEREADER
CLERK, GENERAL
ADMINISTRATIVE CLERK
ASSIGNMENT CLERK

COMPUTER DATA ENTRY SPECIALISTS 105
203.582-026 DATA-CODER OPERATOR
203.582-030 KEYPUNCH OPERATOR
203.582-070 VERIFIER OPERATOR

COMPUTER OPERATORS 106
012.167-066 SYSTEMS ANALYST, ELECTRONIC DATA

PROCESSING
020.162-014 PROGRAMER, BUSINESS
209.362-026 PERSONNEL CLERK
213.362-010 COMPUTER OPERATOR
213.382-010 COMPUTER-PERIPHERAL-EQUIPMENT

OPERATOR

COURT REPORTERS 107
202.362-010 SHORTHAND REPORTER
202.362-022 STENOTYPE OPERATOR
243.362-010 COURT CLERK

DISPATCHERS 108
221.367-066 SCHEDULER, MAINTENANCE
249.167-014 DISPATCHER, MOTOR VEHICLE

FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALISTS 109
248.367-010 AIRPLANE-DISPATCH CLERK
248.387-010 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALIST
912.367-010 FLIGHT-INFORMATION EXPEDITER

LODGING SPECIALISTS 110
187.117-038 MANAGER, HOTEL OR MOTEL
238.362-010 HOTEL CLERK

MAINTENANCE DATA ANALYSTS 111

221.362-010 AIRCRAFT-LOG CLERK
221.367-038 MAINTENANCE DATA ANALYST

PAYROLL SPECIALISTS 112
215.482 .010 PAYRO' 1 CLERK

PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS 113
166.167-042 SENIOR ENLISTED ADVISOR
187.167-198 VETERANS CONTACT REPRESENTATIVE
205.362-010 CIVIL-SERVICE CLERK
205.362-014 EMPLOYMENT CLERK
209.362-026 PERSONNEL CLERK
249.367-090 ASSIGNMENT CLERK
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POSTAL SPECIALISTS
243.367-014 POST-OFFICE CLERK

RECRUITING SPECIALISTS
166.267-010 EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWER
166.267-026 RECRUITER
166.267-038 PERSONNEL RECRUITER
249.367-090 ASSIGNMENT CLERK

114 238.167-010 TRAVEL CLERK
238.362-014 RESERVATION CLERK
238.367-010 GATE AGENT

115 352.367-010 AIRPLANE-FLIGHT ATTENDANT
352.377-010 HOST/HOSTESS, GROUND
912.367-014 TRANSPORTATION AGENT

SALES AND STOCK SPECIALISTS 116

185.167-010 COMMISSARY MANAGER
185.167-046 MANAGER. RETAIL STORE

238.362-010 HOTEL CLERK
290.477-014 SALES CLERK
299.367-014 STOCK CLERK, SELF-SERVICE STORE

SHIPPING AND RECEIVING SPECIALISTS 117

222.387-050 SHIPPING AND RECEIVING CLERK
248.367-018 CARGO AGENT
920.484-010 CRATER
920.587-018 PACKAGER, HAND

920.685-078 PACKAGER, MACHINE

921.683-050 INDUSTRIAL-TRUCK OPERATOR

929.687-058 BANDER, HAND

STOCK AND INVENTORY SPECIALISTS
219.367-034
222.367-038
222.367-042
222.387-026
222.387-034
222.387-058
222.387-062
249.367-066
381.687-010
921.683-050

STOCK-CONTROL CLERK
MAGAZINE KEEPER
PARTS CLERK
INVENTORY CLERK
MATERIAL CLERK
STOCK CLERK
STOREKEEPER
PROCUREMENT CLERK
CENTRAL SUPPLY WORKER
INDUSTRIAL-TRUCK OPERATOR

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

CORRECTIONS SPECIALISTS
166.267-022 PRISONER-CLARSIFICATION INTERVIEWER

372.667-018 CORRECTION OFFICER

125

DETECTIVES 126

375.267-010 DETECTIVE
376.267-018 INVESTIGATOR, PRIVATE
378.267-010 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT

FIRE FIGHTERS 127

373.364-010 FIRE FIGHTER
373.367-010 FIRE INSPECTOR
373.663-010 FIRE FIGHTER, CRASH, FIRE, AND RESCUE

118 FOOD SERVICE SPECIALISTS 128

187.167-106 MANAGER. FOOD SERVICE
310.137-018 STEWARD/STEWARDESS

TELEPHONE OPERATORS 119

235.462-010 CENTRAL-OFFICE OPERATOR
235.662-010 COMMAND AND CONTROL SPECIALIST
235.662-022 TELEPHONE OPERATOR
822.261-022 STATION INSTALLER-AND-REPAIRER

TELETYPE OPERATORS 120

203.582-018 CRYPTOGRAPHIC-MACHINE OPERATOR
203.582-050 TELEGRAPHIC-TYPEWRITER OPERATOR

TRAINERS 121

097.227-014 INSTRUCTOR, VOCATIONAL TRAINING

, 099.167-022 EDUCATIONAL SPECIALIST
153.227-014 INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICAL
153.227-018 INSTRUCTOR, SPORTS
166.227-010 TRAINING REPRESENTATIVE
378.227-010 MARKSMANSHIP INSTRUCTOR
378.227-014 RECRUIT INSTRUCTOR
378.227-018 SURVIVAL SPECIALIST

TRANSPORTATION SPECIALISTS 122

184.167-262 TRAIN DISPATCHER
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313.131-014
313.361-014
313.381-010
313.381-030
315.361-010
316.681-010
316.684-018
319.137-030

CHEF
COOK
BAKER
COOK. SCHOOL CAFETERIA
COOK
BUTCHER, MEAT
MEAT CUTTER
KITCHEN SUPERVISOR

MILITARY POLICE 129

372.137-010 CORRECTION OFFICER. HEAD
372.667-034 GUARD, SE3URITY
372.667-038 MERCHANT PATROLLER
375.263-014 POLICE OFFICER 1
375.263-018 STATE-HIGHWAY POLICE OFFICER

377.263-010 SHERIFF, DEPUTY

VEHICLE AND MACHINERY MECHANIC
OCCUPATIONS

AIRCRAFT MECHANICS
621.261-010
621.261-014
621.281-010
621.281-014
621.381-022
639.281-010
806.281-054
806.3814'14

AIRPLANE INSPECTOR
ENGINE TESTER
AIR-CONDITIONING CHECK-OUT MECHANIC
AIRFRAME-AND-POWER-PLANT MECHANIC
PNEUMATIC TESTER AND MECHANIC
AVIATION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
TESTER, PLUMBING SYSTEMS
AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, HEAT AND VENT
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806.381 054 SKIN FITTER
807.261-010 AIRCRAFT BODY REPAIRER

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 132
620.261-010 AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC
620.281-034 CARBURETOR MECHANIC
620.381-010 AUTOMOBILE-RADIATOR MECHANIC

AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRERS 133
807.381-010 AUTOMOBILE-BODY REPAIRER
845.381-014 PAINTER, TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT

DIVERS 134
899.261-010 DIVER

ENGINE MECHANICS 135
620.281-058 TRACTOR MECHANIC
623.281-026 MACHINIST, MARINE ENGINE
623.281-038 MOTORBOAT MECHANIC
625.281-010 DIESEL MECHANIC
625.281-026 GAS-ENGINE REPAIRER
806.261-010 INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-ENGINE INSPECTOR

HEATING AND COOLING MECHANICS 136
620.281-010 AIR-CONDITIONING MECHANIC
637.261-014 ENVIRONMENTAL-CONTROL-SYSTEM

INSTALLER-SERVICER
637.261-026 REFRIGERATION MECHANIC
806.381-014 AIRCRAFT MECHANIC, HEAT AND VENT
869.281-010 FURNACE INSTALLER-AND-REPAIRER,

HOT AIR

HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANICS 137
620.261-022 CONSTRUCTION-EQUIPMENT MECHANIC
620.381-014 MECHANIC, ENDLESS TRACK VEHICLE

' 622.381-014 CAR REPAIRER

MARINE ENGINE MECHANICS 138
623.281-034 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC, ENGINE
625.281-010 DIESEL MECHANIC

POWERHOUSE MECHANICS
631.261-014 POWERHOUSE MECHANIC

RIGGERS
869.683-014 RIGGER
921.260-010 RIGGER

ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
REPAIR OCCUPATIONS

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS
825.281-018 ELECTRICIAN, AIRPLANE

ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS REF: 145
019.261-010 BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
719.261-014
720.281-018,
721.281-018
721.484-010
724.684-018
729.281-022
729.281-030
824.261-010
825.281-026
829.281-014

RADIOLOGICAL EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TELEVISION-AND-RADIO REPAIRER
ELECTRIC-MOTOR KIPAIRER
ELECTRIC-MOTOR WINDER
ARMATURE WINDER, REPAIR
ELECTRIC-TOOL REPAIRER
ELECTROMEDICAL-EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
ELECTRICIAN
ELECTRICIAN, LOCOMOTIVE
ELECTRICAL REPAIRER

ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 146
019.261-010 BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
029.280-010 PHOTO-OPTICS TECHNICIAN
710.281-026 INSTRUMENT MECHANIC
710.681-014 CALIBRATOR 1
719.261-010
719.261-014
720.281-018
729.281-010
729.281-030
823.281-010
823.281-018
828.281-010
829.261-014
829.281-022

BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
RADIOLOGICAL-EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST
TELEVISION-AND-RADIO REPAIRER
AUDIO-VIDEO REPAIRER
ELECTROMEDICAL EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
METEOROLOGICAL-EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
ELECTRONICS MECHANIC
DENTAL-EQUIPMENT INSTALLER AND SERVICER
SOUND TECHNICIAN

ELECTRONIC WEAPONS SYSTEMS REPAIRERS 147
632.261-014 FIRE-CONTROL MECHANIC
632.261-018 ORDNANCE ARTIFICER
729.281-026 ELECTRICAL-INSTRUMENT REPAIRER
806.281 -0Z. INSPECTOR, MISSILE
823.281-010 AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC
828.281-018 MISSILE FACILITIES REPAIRER

LINE INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS
821.261-014 LINE MAINTAINER

139 821.361-010 CABLE INSTALLER-REPAIRER
821.361-018 LINE ERECTOR
821.361-026 LINE REPAIRER

140 822.261-010 ELECTRICIAN, OFFICE
822.361-010 CABLE TESTER
822.381-014 LINE INSTALLER-REPAIRER
823.281-022 RIGGER
829.361-010 CABLE SPLICER

148

ORDNANCE MECHANICS
632.261-010 AIRCRAFT-ARMAMENT MECHANIC
632.261-014 FIRE-CONTROL MECHANIC

143 632.261-018 ORDNANCE ARTIFICER
632.281-010 GUNSMITH
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS 144
823.281-010 AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

..149
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PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS 150
714.281-014 CAMERA REPAIRER
714.281-018 MACHINIST, MOTION-PICTURE EQUIPMENT
714.281-022 PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
714.281-026 PHOTOGRAPHIC-EQUIPMENT-MAINTENANCE

TECHNICIAN

POWER PLANT ELECTRICIANS 151

820.261-014 ELECTRICIAN, POWERHOUSE

PRECISION INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS
029.280-010 PHOTO-OPTICS TECHNICIAN
710.281-026 INSTRUMENT MECHANIC
710.281-030 INSTRUMENT TECHNICIAN
710.381-042
710.681-014
711.281-010
711.281-014
715.281-010
726.281-014
729.281-026
823.281-018
828.281-010

INSTRUMENT MECHANIC
CALIBRATOR 1
INSPECTOR, OPTICAL INSTRUMENT
INSTRUMENT MECHANIC, WEAPONS SYSTEM
WATCH REPAIRER
ELECTRONICS TESTER 1
ELECTRICAL-INSTRUMENT REPAIRER
METEOROLOGICAL-EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

CONSTRUCTION OCCUPATIONS

BLASTING SPECIALISTS 159
859.261-010 BLASTER
860.381-022 CARPENTER
931.261-010 BLASTER

BRICKLAYERS AND CONCRETE MASONS
844.364-010 CEMENT MASON

150 861.381-018 BRICKLAYER

RADAR AND SONAR EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS 153
823.261-018 RADIO MECHANIC
823.281-010 AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC
828.281-018 MISSILE FACILITIES REPAIRER

RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS
822.281-010 AUTOMATIC-EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
823.261-018 RADIO MECHANIC
823.261-022 ANTENNA INSTALLER, SATELLITE

COMMUNICATIONS
AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
ELECTRICIAN, RADIO
METEOROLOGICAL-EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

823.281-010
823.281-014
823.281-018
828.281-010

154

SHIP ELECTRICIANS 155
825.281-014 ELECTRICIAN

TELEPHONE TECHNICIANS
822.261-022 STATION INSTALLER-AND-REPAIRER
822.281-014 CENTRAL-OFFICE REPAIRER
822.281-018 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC, TELEPHONE
822.281-022 PRIVATE-BRANCH-EXCHANGE REPAIRER
822.361-014 CENTRAL-OFFICE INSTALLER
822.381-018 PRIVATE-BRANCH-EXCHANGE INSTALLER

160

BUILDING ELECTRICIANS 161

824.261-010 ELECTRICIAN

CARPENTERS 162
860.381-022 CARPENTER

163PAVING EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
853.663-010 ASPHALT-PAVING-MACHINE OPERATOR
853.663-014 CONCRETE-PAVING-MACHINE OPERATOR

PLUMBERS AND PIPE FITTERS 164
862.261-010 PIPE FITTER
862.281-022 PIPE FITTER
862.381-018 PIPE FITTER
862.381-030 PLUMBER

WELL DRILLERS 165
859.362-010 WELL-DRILL OPERATOR

MACHINE OPERATOR AND PRECISION WORK
OCCUPATIONS

BOILER TECHNICIANS
805.261-014 BOILERMAKER 1
805.361-010 BOILERHOUSE MECHANIC

CLOTHING AND FABRIC REPAIRERS
639.281-018 SEWING-MACHINE REPAIRER
782.684-010 CANVAS REPAIRER

156 785.261-010 ALTERATION TAILOR
785.361-014 GARMENT FITTER
785.361-022 SHOP TAILOR
787.682-030 MENDER
789.684-038 PARACHUTE MENDER

TELETYPE REPAIRERS 157
822.281-010 AUTOMATIC-EQUIPMENT TECHNICIAN
822.281-018 MAINTENANCE MECHANIC. TELEPHONE
823.261-018 RADIO MECHANIC
823.281-010 AVIONICS TECHNICIAN
828.281-010 ELECTRONICS MECHANIC

COMPRESSED GAS TECHNICIANS
549.364-010 TESTER, COMPRESSED GASES
549.587-010 COMPRESSED-GAS-PLANT WORKER
552.362-014 OXYGEN-PLANT OPERATOR
559.665-030 PRESS OPERATOR
630.281-034 SERVICE MECHANIC, COMPRESSED-GAS

EQUIPMENT
637.261-026 REFRIGERATION MECHANIC

167

168

169
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DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 170 WELDERS 180

712.381-018 DENTAL-LABORATORY TECHNICIAN

MACHINISTS 170

600.280-022 MACHINIST
600.280-042 MAINTENANCE MACHINIST
600.380-018 MACHINE SET-UP OPERATOR

OPTICIANS 172

713.361-014 OPTICIAN, DISPENSING 1
716.280-014 OPTICIAN

PHOTOPROCESSING SPECIALISTS
976.267-010 QUALITY-CONTROL TECHNICIAN
976.360-010 PRINT CONTROLLER
976.382-014 COLOR-PRINTER OPERATOR
976.382-018 FILM DEVELOPER
976.681-010 DEVELOPER
976.685-026 PRINT DEVELOPER, AUTOMATIC

810.384-014 WELDER, ARC
819.281-018 WELD INSPECTOR 1
819.361 010 WELDER-FITTER
819.384-010 WELDER, COMBINATION

TRANSPORTATION AND MATERIAL HANDLING
OCCUPATIONS

AIR CREW MEMBERS
173 193.262-022 RADIO OFFICER

193.362-014 RADIO-INTELLIGENCE OPERATOR
378.382-014 DEFENSIVE FIRE CONTROL SYSTEMS

OPERATOR
AIRFRAME-AND-POWER-PLANT MECHANIC
IN-FLIGHT REFUELING OPERATOR

183

POWER PLANT OPERATORS 174

950.382-010 BOILER OPERATOR
950.382-018 GAS-ENGINE OPERATOR
950.382-026 STATIONARY ENGINEER
952.362-010 AUXILIARY-EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
952.362-022 POWER-REACTOR OPERATOR
952.382-010 DIESEL-PLANT OPERATOR

PRINTING SPECIALISTS 175

651.380-010 PRINTER 2
651.482-010 OFFSET-PRESS OPERATOR 1
653.685-010 BINDERY WORKER
972.381-010 LITHOGRAPHIC PLATE MAKER
972.381-022 STRIPPER, PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC
972.382-014 PHOTOGRAPHER, LITHOGRAPHIC

SHEET METAL WORKERS 176

804.281-010 SHEET-METAL WORKER

SHIPFITTERS 177

806.261-026 MARINE-SERVICES TECHNICIAN
806.381-046 SHIPFITTER

SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 178

739.381-054 SURVIVAL-EQUIPMENT REPAIRER
782.684-010 CANVAS REPAIRER
789.684-034 PARACHUTE FOLDER
789.684-038 PARACHUTE MENDER
789.687-114 PARACHUTE INSPECTOR
912.684-010 PARACHUTE RIGGER

WATER AND SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
OPERATORS 179
062.281-022 PIPE FITTER
954.382-010 PUMP-STATION OPERATOR, WATERWORKS
954.382-014 WATER-TREATMENT-PLANT OPERATOR
955.362-010 WASTEWATER-TREATMENT-PLANT

OPERATOR

621.281-014
912.662-010

AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SPECIALISTS 184

912.682-010 AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY
TECHNICIAN

CARGO SPECIALISTS 185
911.663-014 STEVEDORE 1
921.683-050 INDUSTRIAL-TRUCK OPERATOR
921.683-082 WINCH DRIVER
922.687-090 STEVEDORE 2
929.687-030 MATERIAL HANDLER

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 186

850.683-010
850.683-030
850.683-038
850.683-046
859.682-010
859.683-010
859.683-030
921.663-058

BULLDOZER OPERATOR 1
POWER-SHOVEL OPERATOR
SCRAPER OPERATOR
UTILITY-TRACTOR OPERATOR
EARTH-BORING-MACHINE OPERATOR
OPERATING ENGINEER
ROAD-ROLLER OPERATOR
TRACTOR-CRANE OPERATOR

FLIGHT ENGINEERS 187
621.261-018 FLIGHT ENGINEER

PETROLEUM SUPPLY SPECIALISTS 188
168.264-018
549.387-010
599.687-034
638.381-010
891.687-022
910.384-010
914.167 -014
914.382-014
914.384-014
914.667-010
921.663-062

GAS INSPECTOR
CARGO INSPECTOR
DRUM CLEANER
FUEL-SYSTEM-MAINTENANCE WORKER
TANK CLEANER
TANK-CAR INSPECTOR
DISPATCHER, OIL
PUMPER-GAGER
GAGER
LOADER 1
TRUCK-CRANE OPERATOR

QUARTERMASTERS AND BOAT OPERATORS 189
197.133-026 PILOT, SHIP
197.133-030 TUGBOAT CAPTAIN
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911.263-010 DEEP SUBMERGENCE VEHICLE OPERATOR
911.363-014 QUARTERMASTER
911.663-010 MOTORBOAT OPERATOR

SEAMEN 190

911.131-010 BOATSWAIN
911.364-010 ABLE SEAMAN
911.364-014 BOAT LOADER 1
911.687-022 DECKHAND
911.687-030 ORDINARY SEAMAN

TRUCK DRIVERS 191

903.683-018 TANK-TRUCK DRIVER
904.383-010 TRACTOR-TRAILER-TRUCK DRIVER
905.663-014 TRUCK DRIVER, HEAVY
906.683-022 TRUCK DRIVER, LIGHT
913.463-010 BUS DRIVER
913.663-010 CHAUFFEUR

COMBAT SPECIALTY OCCUPATIONS

ARTILLERY CREW MEMBERS 194
378.281-010 TARGET AIRCRAFT TECHNICIAN
378.367-010 ARTILLERY OR NAVAL GUNFIRE OBSERVER
378.367-014 FIELD ARTILLERY OPERATIONS SPECIALIST
378.367-026
378.663-010
378.682-010
378.684-018
378.684-030
378.687-010

632.261-018

OPERATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE ASSISTANT
VULCAN CREWMEMBER
REDE IT GUNNER
FIELD ARTILLERY CREWMEMBER
LIGHT AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY CREWMEMBER
COMBAT SURVEILLANCE AND TARGET

ACQUISITION CREWMEMBER
ORDNANCE ARTIFICER

COMBAT ENGINEERS 196
378.683-014 POWERED BRIDGE SPECIALIST
454.684-018 LOGGER, ALL-ROUND
869.687-026 CONSTRUCTION WORKER 2

INFANTRYMEN 198
378.363-010 ARMOR RECONNAISSANCE SPECIALIST
378.367-022 INFANTRY OPERATIONS SPECIALIST
378.367-030 RECONNAISSANCE CREWMEMBER
378.464-010 ANTITANK ASSAULT GUNNER
378.682-014 SMOKE AND FLAME SPECIALIST
378.684-014 COMBAT RIFLE CREWMEMBER
378.684-022 INFANTRY INDIRECT FIRE CREWMEMBER
378.684-026 INFANTRY WEAPONS CREWMEMBER

SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES 200
379.384-010 SCUBA DIVER

TANK CREW MEMBERS 202
378.363-010 ARMOR RECONNAISSANCE SPECIALIST
378.683-010 AMPHIBIAN CREWMEMBER
378.683-014* POWERED BRIDGE SPECIALIST
378.683-018 TANK CREWMEMBER

EXECUTIVE, ADMINISTRATIVE, AND MANAGERIAL
OCCUPATIONS

ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS 251

160.162-014 AUDITOR
160.167-010 ACCOUNTANT
160.167.014 ACCOUNTANT, BUDGET
160.167-018 ACCOUNTANT, COST
160.167-026 ACCOUNTANT, SYSTEMS
160.167-034 AUDITOR, INTERNAL

ATTACHES 252
059.267-010 INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST
188.117-106 FOREIGN-SERVICE OFFICER

COMMUNICATIONS MANAGERS 253
003.167-062 SYSTEMS ENGINEER, ELECTRONIC DATA

PROCESSING
169.167-030 MANAGER, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
184.117-082 SUPERINTENDENT, COMMUNICATIONS
184.167-062 MANAGER, COMMUNICATIONS STATION
184.167.230 SUPERVISOR OF COMMUNICATIONS
193.167-018 SUPERINTENDENT, RADIO COMMUNICATIONS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS MANAGERS 254
003.167-062 SYSTEMS ENGINEER, ELECTRONIC DATA

PROCESSING
109.067-010 INFORMATION SCIENTIST
169.167-030 MANAGER, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
213.132-010 SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT OFFICERS 255
169.127-010 CIVIL PREPAREDNESS TRAINING OFFICER
188.117-022 CIVIL PREPAREDNESS OFFICER

FINANCIAL MANAGERS 256
161.117-010 BUDGET OFFICER
161.267-030 BUDGET ANALYST
186.117-014 CONTROLLER
186.117-070 TREASURER, FINANCIAL INSTITUTION

FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS 257
187.161-010 EXECUTIVE CHEF
187.167-106 MANAGER, FOOD SERVICE
187.167-126 MANAGER, LIQUOR ESTABLISHMENT

HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATORS 258
075.117-014 DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY-HEALTH NURSING
075.117-022 DIRECTOR, NURSING SERVICE
079.117-010 EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES

COORDINATOR
079.167-014 MEDICAL-RECORD ADMINISTRATOR
187.117-010 ADMINISTRATOR, HOSPITAL
187.117-058 DIRECTOR, OUTPATIENT SERVICES
187.167-046 EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER

MANAGEMENT ANALYSTS 259
161.117-014 DIRECTOR, RECORDS MANAGEMENT
161.167-010 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
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161.167-018 MANAGER, RECORDS ANALYSIS TRAINING AND EDUCATION DIRECTORS 267
169.167-034 MANAGER, OFFICE

PERSONNEL MANAGERS
166.067-010 OCCUPATIONAL ANALYST
166.117-010 DIRECTOR, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
166.117-018 MANAGER, PERSONNEL
166.167-030 MANAGER, EMPLOYMENT
166.267-010 EMPLOYMENT INTERVIEWER
166.267-018 JOB ANALYST
168.167-014 EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY REPRESENTATIVE
195.117-010 ADMINISTRATOR, SOCIAL WELFARE

POSTAL DIRECTORS
188.167-066 POSTMAS-F.R

075.117-018 DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL, COMMUNITY-
HEALTH NURSING

260 090.117-018 DEAN OF STUDENTS 1
090.117-026 DIRECTOR, EXTENSION WORK
097.167-010 DIRECTOR, VOCATIONAL TRAINING
099.117-010 DIRECTOR, EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM
099.117-026 SUPERVISOR, EDUCATION
099.167-018 DIRECTOR, INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL
166.167-026 MANAGER, EDUCATION AND TRAINING

TRANSPORTATION MAINTENANCE MANAGERS 268
184.167-174 SUPERINTENDENT, MAINTENANCE

261 184.167-266 TRANSPORTATION-MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
620.131-014 SUPERVISOR, GARAGE

PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING MANAGERS 262 TRANSPORTATION MANAGERS 269
162.117-014 CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
162.117-018 CONTRACT SPECIALIST
162.157-038 PURCHASING AGENT
162.167-022 MANAGER, PROCUREMENT SERVICES
163.167-026 PROPERTY-DISPOSAL OFFICER
189.117-014 DIRECTOR, RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

RECRUITING MANAGERS 263
166.267-026 RECRUITER
166.267-038 PERSONNEL RECRUITER

STORE MANAGERS 264
162.167-022 MANAGER, PROCUREMENT SERVICES
185.167-010 COMMISSARY MANAGER
185.167-018 MANAGER, DISTRIBUTION WAREHOUSE
185.167-046 MANAGER, RETAIL STORE
222.137-030 SHIPPING-AND-RECEIVING SUPERVISOR
222.137-038 STOCK-CONTROL SUPERVISOR

SUPPLY AND WAREHOUSING MANAGERS 265
079.164-010 SUPERVISOR, CENTRAL SUPPLY
161.167-010 MANAGEMENT ANALYST
162.16' 022 MANAGER, PROCUREMENT SERVICES
181.117-010
184.167-114
184.167-118
184.167-174
184.167-186
185.167-018
189.167-038
222.137-018
222.137-030
222.137-038

MANAGER, BULK PLANT
MANAGER, WAREHOUSE
OPERATIONS MANAGER
SUPERINTENDENT, MAINTENANCE
SUPERINTENDENT, MARINE OIL TERMINAL
MANAGER, DISTRIBUTION WAREHOUSE
SUPERINTENDENT, AMMUNITION STORAGE
MAGAZINE SUPERVISOR
SHIPPING-AND-RECEIVING SUPERVISOR
STOCK-CONTROL SUPERVISOR

TEACHERS AND INSTRUCTORS 266
045.107-018
075.121-010
090.117-010
090.167-010
090 227-010
039.227-022
153.227-014
166.227-010

DIRECTOR OF COUNSELING
NURSE, INSTRUCTOR
ACADEMIC DEAN
DEPARTMENT HEAD, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
FACULTY MEMBER, COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY
INSTRUCTOR, MILITARY SCIENCE
INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICAL
TRAINING REPRESENTATIVE

019.167-010 LOGISTICS ENGINEER
184.117-014 DIRECTOR, TRANSPORTATION
184.117-038 MANAGER, FLIGHT OPERATIONS
184.117-042 MANAGER, HARBOR DEPARTMENT
184.117-050
184.117-086
184.167-042
184.167-058
184.167-066
184.167-082
184.167-094
184.167-122
184.167-182
184.167-214
184.167-226
184.167-282

MANAGER, OPERATIONS
MANAGER, CAR INSPECTION AND REPAIR
GENERAL AGENT, OPERATIONS
MANAGER, CARGO-AND-RAMP-SERVICES
MANAGER, FLIGHT CONTROL
MANAGER, STATION
MANAGER, TRAFFIC
PORT-TRAFFIC MANAGER
SUPERINTENDENT, MARINE
SUPERINTENDENT, TERMINAL
SUPERINTENDENT, TRANSPORTATION
DIVISION ROAD SUPERVISOR

HUMAN SERVICES OCCUPATIONS

CHAPLAINS 271
120.007-010 ClefiQy MEMBER

SOCIAL WORKERS 272
195.107-022 SOCIAL GROUP WORKER
195.107-030 SOCIAL WORKER, MEDICAL
195.107-034 SOCIAL WORKER, PSYCHIATRIC
195.117-010 ADMINISTRATOR, SOCIAL WELFARE
195.167-042 ALCOHOL-AND-DRUG-ABUSE-ASSISTANCE

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
195.267-014 HUMAN RELATIONS OR DRUG AND ALCOHOL

COUNSELOR

MEDIA AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS OCCUPATIONS

AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTORS 275
143.062-010 DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY
159.067-010 DIRECTOR, MOTION PICTURE
159.067-014 DIRECTOR, TELEVISION
159.117-010 PRODUCER
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159.167-014 DIRECTOR, RADIO
184.167-030 DIRECTOR, PROGRAM
187.167-174 PRODUCER

BAND MANAGERS 276
152.047-010 CHORAL DIRECTOR
152.047-014 CONDUCTOR, ORCHESTRA
152.067-010 ARRANGER
152.067-014 COMPOSER

PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICERS 277
052.067-022 HISTORIAN
132.037-018 EDITOR, DEPARTMENT
132.037-022 EDITOR, PUBLICATIONS
165.067-010 PUBLIC-RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
184.117-010 DIRECTOR, PUBLIC SERVICE

HEALTH DIAGNOSING AND TREATING
PRACTITIONER OCCUPATIONS

DENTISTS 279
072.061-010 ORAL PATHOLOGIST
072.101-010 DENTIST
072.101-014 ENDODONTIST
072.101-018 ORAL SURGEON
072.101-022 ORTHODONTIST
072.101-026 PEDODONTIST
072.101-030 PERIODONTIST
072.101-034 PROSTHODONTIST
072.101-038 PUBLIC- HEALTH DENTIST
072.117-010 DIRECTOR, DENTAL SERVICES

OPTOMETRISTS 280
079.101-018 OPTOMETRIST

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS 281

070.061-010
070.101-010
070.101-014
070.101-018
070.101-022
070.101-026
070.101-030
070.101-034
070.101-038
070.101-042
070.101-046
070.101-050
070.101-054
070.101-058
070.101-062
070.101-066
070.101-070
070.101-074
070.101-078
070.101-086
070.101-090
070.101-094

PATHOLOGIST
ANESTHESIOLOGIST
CARDIOLOGIST
DERMATOLOGIST
GENERAL PRACTITIONER
FAMILY PRACTITIONER
FLIGHT SURGEON
GYNECOLOGIST
INTERN
INTERNIST
MEDICAL OFFICER
NEUROLOGIST.
OBSTETRICIAN
OPHTHALMOLOGIST
OTOLARYNGOLOGIST
PEDIATRICIAN
FdYSIATRIST
PHYSICIAN, HEAD
PHYSICIAN, OCCUPA1 IONAL
PROCTOLOGIST
RADIOLOGIST
SURGEON 1

070.101-098 UROLOGIST
070.107-010 ALLERGIST-IMMUNOLOGIST
070.107-014 PSYCHIATRIST

PODIATRISTS 282
079.101-022 PODIATRIST

PSYCHOLOGISTS 283
045.061-010 PSYCHOLOGIST, DEVELOPMENTAL
045.061-014 PSYCHOLOGIST, ENGINEERING

PSYCHOLOGIST, EDUCATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGIST, SOCIAL
PSYCHOMETRIST
PSYCHOLOGIST, CLINICAL
PSYCHOLOGIST, COUNSELING
PSYCHOLOGIST, INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZATIONAL
PSYCHOLOGIST, CHIEF

045.067-010
045.067-014
045.067-018
045.107-022
045.107-026
045.107-030
N5.107-046

VETERINARIANS 284
073.061-010 VETERINARIAN, LABORATORY ANIMAL CARE
073.061-014 VETERINARY ANATOMIST
073.061-018 VETERINARY BACTERIOLOGIST
073.061-022
073.061-026
073.061-030
073.061-034
073.061-038
073.061-042
073.101-010
073.101-018

VETERINARY ...EPIDEMIOLOGIST
VETERINARY PARASITOLOGIST
VETERINARY PATHOLOGIST
VETERINARY PHARMACOLOGIST
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGIST
VETERINARY VIROLOGIST
VETERINARIAN
ZOO VETERINARIAN

HEALTH CARE OCCUPATIONS

DIETITIANS 287
077.127-010 COMMUNITY DIETITIAN
077.127-014 DIETITIAN, CLINICAL
077.127-018 DIETITIAN, CONSULTANT

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS 288
005.061-030 SANITARY ENGINEER
012.167-034 INDUSTRIAL-HEALTH ENGINEER
019.061-010 BIOMEDICAL. ENGINEER
029.081-010
079.117-018
079.161-010
168.267-054
168.267-086

529.137-014

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST
SANITARIAN
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST
INSPECTOR, INDUSTRIAL WASTE
HAZARDOUS-WASTE MANAGEMENT

SPECIALIST
SANITARIAN

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 289
076.121-010 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST

PHARMACISTS 290
041.061-074 PHARMACOLOGIST
074.131-010 DIRECTOR, PHARMACY SERVICES
074.161-010 PHARMACIST
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PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
076.121-014 PHYSICAL THERAPIST

PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS
079.364-018 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT

REGISTERED NURSES
075.117-030 DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING
075.124-014 NURSE, STAFF, COMMUNITY HEALTH
075.127-018 NURSE, HEAD
U75.127-022 NURSE, SUPERVISOR
075.127-026 NURSE, SUPERVISOR, COMMUNITY-HEALTH

NURSING
075.137-010 NURSE, SUPERVISOR, OCCUPATIONAL

HEALTH NURSING
075.264-010 NURSE PRACTITIONER
075.264-014 NURSE-MIDWIFE
075.371-010 NURSE ANESTHETIST
075.374-010 NURSE, GENERAL DUTY
075.374-014 NURSE, OFFICE
075.374-022 NURSE, STAFF, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH

NURSING
189.117-030 PROJECT DIRECTOR

291

292

293

SPEECH THERAPISTS 294
076.101-010 AUDIOLOGIST
076.104-010 VOICE PATHOLOGIST
076.107-C10 SPEECH PATHOLOGIST
079.364-018 PHYSICIAN ASSISTANT

ENGINEERING, SCIENCE, AND TECHNOLOGICAL
OCCUPATION

AEROSPACE ENGINEERS 297
002.061-010 AERODYNAMIST
002.061-014 AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER
002.061-018 AERONAUTICAL TEST ENGINEER
002.061-022 AERONAUTICAL-DESIGN ENGINEER
002.061-026 AERONAUTICAL-RESEARCH ENGINEER
002.061-030 STRESS ANALYST
002.167-018 AERONAUTICAL PROJECT ENGINEER

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL MANAGERS
193.167-010 CHIEF CONTROLLER

CHEMISTS
022.061-010 CHEMIST

020.162-014 PROGRAMER, BUSINESS
020.167-018 PROGRAMER, CHIEF, BUSINESS
020.187-010 PROGRAMER, INFORMATION SYSTEM

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 302
003.167-062 SYSTEMS ENGINEER, ELECTRONIC DATA

PROCESSING
169.167-030 MANAGER, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS 303
003.061 -010' ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
003.061-030 ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
003.061-034 ELECTRONICS-DESIGN ENGINEER
003.061-042
003.167-070
169.167-030
184.117-082
726.130-010

ELECTRONICS-TEST ENGINEER
ENGINEERING MANAGER, ELECTRONICS
MANAGER, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING
SUPERINTENDENT, COMMUNICATIONS
SUPERVISOR, ELECTRONICS

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS 304
012.061-014 SAFETY ENGINEER
012.067-010 METROLOGIST
012.167-026
012.167-030
012.167-034
012.167-042
012.167-046
012.167-050
012.167-054
012.167-058
012.167-062
019.061-026
079.161-010

FIRE-PROTECTION ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL-HEALTH ENGINEER
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER
PRODUCTION ENGINEER
PRODUCTION PLANNER
QUALITY-CONTROL ENGINEER
SAFETY MANAGER
SUPERVISOR, VENDOR QUALITY
RELIABILITY ENGINEER
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENIST

INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS 305
029.167-010 AERIAL-PHOTOGRAPH INTERPRETER
059.167-010 INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH SPECIALIST
059.267-014 INTELLIGENCE SPECIALIST
137.267-010 INTERPRETER
199.267-014 CRYPTANALYST

LAWYERS 306
110.107-010 LAWYER
110.107-014 LAWYER, CRIMINAL

298 110.117-018 LAWYER, ADMIRALTY
110.117-022 LAWYER, CORPORATION
110.117-026 LAWYER, PATENT

299 110.117-038 TAX ATTORNEY
111.107-010 JUDGE

CIVIL ENGINEERS 300
001.061-010 ARCHITECT
005.061-014 CIVIL ENGINEER
005.061-030 SANITARY ENGINEER
012.167-034 INDUSTRIAL- HEALTH ENGINEER
019.061-010 BIOMEDICAL ENGINEER

COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS 301

012.167-066 SYSTEMS ANALYST, ELECTRONIC DATA
PROCESSING

LIFE SCIENTISTS 307
040.061-010 AGRONOMIST
041.061-026
041.061-046
041.061-058
041.061-070
041.061-074
041.061-078
041.061-094
041.167-010

BIOCHEMIST
ENTOMOLOGIST
MICROBIOLOGIST
PARASITOLOGIST
PHARMACOLOGIST
PHYSIOLOGIST
STAFF TOXICOLOGIST
ENVIRONMENTAL EPIDEMIOLOGIST
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MARINE ENGINEERS 308

001.061-010 ARCHITECT
001.061-014 ARCHITECT, MARINE
014.061-010 DESIGN ENGINEER, MARINE EQUIPMENT
014.061-014 MARINE ENGINEER
014.061-018 RESEARCH ENGINEER, MARINE EQUIPMENT
014.061-022 TEST ENGINEER, MARINE EQUIPMENT
014.167-014 PORT ENGINEER

METEOROLOGISTS 309

025.062-010 METEOROLOGIST

NUCLEAR ENGINEERS
015.061-014 NUCLEAR ENGINEER
015.061-018 RESEARCH ENGINEER, NUCLEAR EQUIPMENT

310

OCEANOGRAPHERS 311

024.061-018 GEOLOGIST
024.061-030 GEOPHYSICIST
024.061-034 HYDROLOGIST

OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYSTS AND
MATHEMATICIANS 312

020.067-014 MATHEMATICIAN
020.067-018 OPERATIONS-RESEARCH ANALYST
020.167-026 STATISTICIAN, APPLIED

PHYSICISTS 313

023.061-014 PHYSICIST
079.021-010 HEALTH PHYSICIST
079.021-014 MEDICAL PHYSICIST

SPACE OPERATIONS OFFICERS 314

002.061-014 AERONAUTICAL ENGINEER
020.067-014 MATHEMATICIAN
023.061-014 PHYSICIST
184.167-062 MANAGER, COMMUNICATIONS STATION
196.263-014 AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL

SURVEYING AND MAPPING MANAGERS 315

018.131-010 SUPERVISOR, CARTOGRAPHY
018.167-018 LAND SURVEYOR
018.167-022 MANAGER, LAND SURVEYING
018.167-026 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC ENGINEER
018.167-038 SURVEYOR, GEODETIC
184.167-026 DIRECTOR, PHOTOGRAMMETRY FLIGHT

OPERATIONS

SERVICE OCCUPATIONS

LAW ENFORCEMENT DIRECTORS 317

166.267-022 PRISONER-CLASSIFICATION INTERVIEWER
168.167-010 CUSTOMS PATROL OFFICER
187.117-018 DIRECTOR, INSTITUTION
375.117-010 POLICE CHIEF

375.167-026
375.167-034
377.117-010
377.137-014

377.167-010

HARBOR MASTER
POLICE CAPTAIN, PRECINCT
SHERIFF, DEPUTY, CHIEF
DEPUTY SHERIFF, COMMANDER, CRIMINAL

AND PATROL DIVISION
DEPUTY SHERIFF, CHIEF

SECURrY OFFICERS 318

189.167-034 SECURITY OFFICER
189.167-050 SUPERINTENDENT, PLANT PROTECTION

SPECIAL AGENTS 319

199.267-010 BALLISTICS EXPERT, FORENSIC
199.267-026 POLYGRAPH EXAMINER
375.167-042 SPECIAL AGENT
375.267-010 DETECTIVE
375.387-010 FINGERPRINT CLASSIFIER
378.267-010 COUNTERINTELLIGENCE AGENT

TRANSPORTATION OCCUPATIONS

AIRPLANE NAVIGATORS 322

196.167-014 NAVIGATOR

AIRPLANE PILOTS 324

196.223-010 INSTRUCTOR, FLYING 1
196.223-014 INSTRUCTOR, PILOT
196.263-014 AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL
196.263-042 TEST PILOT

HELICOPTER PILOTS 326

196.263-038 HELICOPTER PILOT

SHIP AND SUBMARINE OFFICERS 328

019.061-022 ORDNANCE ENGINEER
020.067-018 OPERATIONS-RESEARCH ANALYST
169.167-034 MANAGER, OFFICE
189.117-030 PROJECT DIRECTOR
197.167-010 MASTER, SHIP
828.161-010 SUPERVISOR, ELECTRONICS SYSTEMS

MAINTENANCE

SHIP ENGINEERS 330

197.130-010 ENGINEER

COMBAT SPECIALTY OCCUPATIONS

SPECIAL OPERATIONS OFFICERS 340

196.263-014 AIRPLANE PILOT, COMMERCIAL
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Title Index

This index is an alphabetical listing of occupational titles
that represent military occupations described in Military
Careers. The page number listed next to each title indi-
cates where the occupation is described. The titles in
capital letters and bold print are the main titles of the 197
military occupations described in the book. The remainder
of the titles are alternate names for these occupations
or specialties within them. The alternate titles were drawn
from several sources including: (1) Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles occupations; (2) titles found in civilian career
information resources, such as the Occupational Outlook

Handbook and computerized career information delivery
systems (CIDS); and (3) commonly used job titles.

The Title Index is useful if you know the name of an
occupation and want to find out whether it is available in
the military. For any title listed in the index, you can read
the description of what the occupation is like in the military
by turning to the page number listed next to it. If you do
not find the exact title you are interested in, try to find a
similar title under which the same occupation might be
listed.

A

Able Seamen 190
ACCOUNTANTS AND AUDITORS 251
Accounting Clerks 103
ACCOUNTING SPECIALISTS 103
Acetylene Plant Operators 169
Administrative Assistants 104
ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT SPECIALISTS 104
Admitting Clerks 72
Adult and Vocational Education Teachers 266
Aerial Photographers 64
Aeronautical Engineers 297
AEROSPACE ENGINEERS 297
Affirmative Action Coordinators 260
Air Conditioning Mechanics 136
AIR CREW MEMBERS 183
Air Pollution Analysts 288
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL MANAGERS 298
Air Traffic Control Specialists, Station 85
Air Traffic Control Specialists, Tower 85
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS 85
Air Traffic Coordinators 298
AIRCRAFT ELECTRICIANS 143
AIRCRAFT LAUNCH AND RECOVERY SPECIALISTS ....184
AIRCRAFT MECHANICS 131
Airframe and Powerplant Mechanics 131
Airline Radio Operators 98
Airplane Dispatch Clerks 109
AIRPLANE NAVIGATORS 322
AIRPLANE PILOTS 324
AnalysVProgrammers 87
Analysts, Intelligence 93
Anesthesiologists 426
Announcers 65
Applications Software Engineers 301
Arc Welders 180
Architects 300
Architectural Drafters 89
Armor Officers 342
Arrangers 63
ARTILLERY CREW MEMBERS 194

ARTILLERY OFFICERS 334
Artists, Commercial 60
Asphalt Paving Machine Operators 163
Assaultmen 200
Astronauts 314
ATTACHES 252
Attorneys 306
Audio Operators 59
Audiologists 294
AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTORS 275
AUDIOVISUAL PRODUCTION SPECIALISTS 59
Audit Clerks 103
Auditors and Accountants 251
AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS 132
AUTOMOTIVE BODY REPAIRERS 133
Avionics Technicians 147

B

Bakers 128
Band Leaders 276
BAND MANAGERS 276
Band Members 63
Barge Captains 328
Barge Hands 190
Bindery Workers 175
Biochemists 307
Biologists 307
Biomedical Equipment Technicians 146
BLASTING SPECIALISTS 159
Boat Engine Mechanics 138
Boatswains 190
Body and Fender Repairers 133
Boiler Operators 167, 174
BOILER TECHNICIANS 167
Bomb Disposal Experts 149
Bookkeepers 103
BRICKLAYERS AND CONCRETE MASONS 160
BROADCAST AND RECORDING TECHNICIANS 86
Broadcast Directors 275
Broadcasters 65
Budget Clerks 103
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Budget Officers 256
BUILDING ELECTRICIANS 161

Bulldozer Operators 186
Bursars 256
Bus Drivers 191

Butchers and Meat Cutters 128
Buyers 262

C

Cable Installers 148
Calibration Specialists 152
Camera Operators 62
Camera Repairers 150
Cannery and Frozen Food Workers 128
Canvas Repairers 168
Carburetor Mechanics 132
Cardiograph Operators 69
Cardiologists 281
CARDIOPULMONARY AND EEG TECHNICIANS 69
Career Counselors 115
Cargo Agents 117
CARGO SPECIALISTS 185
CARPENTERS 162
Cartographers 100
Cartographic Technicians 100
Cartography Supervisors 315
CASEWORKERS AND COUNSELORS 55
Cashiers 116
Cement Masons 160
Central Office Operators 119
Central Office Repairers 156
Certified Public Accountants 251

CHAPLAINS 271

Chefs 128
Chemical Laboratory Technicians 92
CHEMISTS 299
Chief Deputy Sheriffs 317
Chief Inspectors 317
Choral Directors 276
City or County Auditors 251
CIVIL ENGINEERS 300
Clergy 271

Clerk Typists 104
Clerks, Accounting 103
Clerks, General Office 104
Clerks, Hospital Admitting 72
Clerks, Medical Record 72
Clerks, Shipping and Receiving 117
Climate Control Mechanics 136
Clinical Laboratory Technologists and Technicians 71

Clinical Psychologists 283
CLOTHING AND FABRIC REPAIRERS 168
Club Managers 257
College Teachers 266
Columnists/Commentators 66
COMBAT ENGINEERS 196

Combination Welders 180
Commercial and Industrial Electronic Equipment Repairers 146
Commercial Artists, Lettering 60
Commissary Managers 257
Communications Equipment Mechanics 147
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGERS 253
Company Treasurers 256
Composers 276
Compositors and Typesetters 175
COMPRESSED GAS TECHNICIANS 169
Comptrollers 256
COMPUTER DATA ENTRY SPECIALISTS 105
COMPUTER EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS 144
COMPUTER OPERATORS 106
Computer Peripheral Equipment Operators 106
COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS 87
Computer Repairers 144
Computer Service Technicians 144
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ANALYSTS 88
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT OFFICERS 301

COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERS 302
COMPUTER SYSTEMS MANAGERS 254
Computer Systems Technicians 144
Concrete Masons 160
Concrete Paving Machine Operators 163
Conductors 276
Construction Blasters 159
Construction Drafters 89
Construction Equipment Mechanics 137
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT OPERATORS 186
Construction Machinery Operators 186
Cooks 128
Copy Writers 66
Corporate Communications Specialists 277
Corporate Recruiters 263
Corrections Officers 125
CORRECTIONS SPECIALISTS 125
Correspondents 66
Cost Accountants 251

Cost Clerks 103
Counseling Psychologists 283
Counselors 55
Counselors and Case Workers 55
Counselors, Vocational Rehabilitation 55
Counterintelligence Officers 305
Counterintelligence Specialists 93
Court Clerks 107
COURT REPORTERS 107
Crane Riggers 140
Cryptanalysts 93
Cryptographic Equipment Repairers 157
Cryptographic Machine Operators 120

Deckhands 190
Deep Sea Divers 134
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Deep Submergence Vehicle Operators
Dental Assistants
Dental Equipment Repairers
Dental Hygienists
DENTAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS

328
70

146
70

170

Electronic Intelligence Operations Specialists
ELECTRONIC WEAPONS SYSTEMS REPAIRERS
Electronics Engineers
Electronics Mechanics 144, 146, 147, 153,
Electronics Technicians 144, 147, 153,

97
147
303

154, 157
154, 157

DENTAL SPECIALISTS 70 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT OFFICERS 255
DENTISTS 279 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT SPECIALISTS 90
Dermatologists 281 Emergency Medical Technicians 73
Designers, Graphic 60 Employment Interviewers 115
DETECTIVES 126 Employment Managers 260
Developers, Film 173 Employment Relations Directors 260
Developmental Psychologists 283 Endless Track Vehicle Mechanics 136
Diesel Mechanics 135 Endocrinologists 281
Diesel Plan Operators 174 Endodontists 279
Diesel Powerplant Mechanics 139 ENGINE MECHANICS 135
DIETITIANS 287 Engine Mechanics, Aircraft 131

Directors, Audiovisual Productions 275 Engineers, Civil 300
Disaster Control Specialists 90 Engineers, Computer Systems 302
Disaster Planning Managers 255 Engineers, Electrical and Electronic 303
Disaster Planning Specialists 90 Engineers, Industrial 304
Disc Jockeys 65 Engineers, Marine 308
DISPATCHERS 108 Engineers, Nuclear 310
Dispensing Opticians 77 Engineers, Recording 86
Dispensing Opticians 172 Engineers, Ship 330
Distribution Warehouse Managers 264 Engineers, Software 301
DIVERS 134 Entomologists 307
Doctors of Medicine 281 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH OFFICERS 288
DRAFTERS 89 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SPECIALISTS 91

Drill Operators 165 Environmental Scientists 288
Drillers, Rotary 165 Equal Opportunity Program Managers 260
Drug and Alcohol Counselors 55 Excavation Blasters 159
Druggists 290 Executive Chefs 257
Drywall Workers and Lathers 162 Executive Controllers 256
Dump Truck Drivers 191 Experimental Psychologists 283

Explosives Experts 149
E Eye Specialists 77

EEG Technicians 69 F
EKG Technicians 69
Editors 66 Fabric and Clothing Repairers 168
Educational Program Directors 267 Faculty Members, University 266
Educational Psychologists 283 Film Developers 173
EEO Representatives 260 FINANCIAL MANAGERS 256
Electric Motor Repairers 146 FIREFIGHTERS 127
Electric Tool Repairers 146 Flight Attendants 122
ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEEPS 303 FLIGHT ENGINEERS 187
Electrical Instrument Repairers 146 Flight Kitchen Manager 257
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS REPAIRERS 145 Flight Operations Managers 269
Electricians, Aircraft 143 FLIGHT OPERATIONS SPECIALISTS 109
Electricians, Automotive 132 Flight Surgeons 281
Electricians. Building 161 Food Advisors 287
Electricians, Power Plant 151 Food and Drug Inspectors 91
Electricians, Ship 155 FOOD SERVICE MANAGERS 257
Electrocardiograph Technicians 69 FOOD SERVICE SPECIALISTS 128
Electroencephalographic Technicians 69 Foreign Service Officers 252
Electromedical Equipment Repairers 146 Freight Handlers 117
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 146 Fry Cooks 128
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FUEL AND CHEMICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS

G

Galley Cooks
Garage Mechanics
Garment Fitters
General Duty Nurses
General Office Clerks
General Practitioners
Geodetic Computers
Geologists
Geologists, Petroleum
Geophysicists
Gospel Workers
Graphic and Fine Artists
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS AND ILLUSTRATORS
Group Workers
Guards
Gunsmiths
Gynecologists

H

Health and Safety Inspectors
HEALTH SERVICES ADMINISTRATORS
Health Services Managers
HEATING AND COOLING MECHANICS
HEAVY EQUIPMENT MECHANICS
Heavy Equipment Operators
Helicopter Mechanics
HELICOPTER PILOTS
Helmsmen
Historians
Hook Tenders
Hospital Administrators
Hotel Clerks
Human Relations Counselors
Hydrologists
Hygienists, Dental

Illustrators
Immunologists
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
Industrial Hygienists
Industrial Machinery Repairers
Industrial Psychologists
Industrial Relations Directors
Industrial Truck and Tractor Operators
Industrial Truck Operators
Industrial-Organizational Psychologists
INFANTRY OFFICERS
INFANTRYMEN
Information Processing Engineers
Information Systems Managers

92

128
132
168
293
104
281
100
311
311
311

56
60
60
55

125
149
281

91

258
258
136
137
186
131

326
189
277
140
258
110
55

288
70

60
307
304
288
171

283
260
191

188
283
336
198
302
254

Inhalation Therapists 83
Instructors 266
Instrument Mechanics 152
Instrumentalists 63
Insulation Workers 162
INTELLIGENCE OFFICERS 305
INTELLIGENCE SPECIALISTS 93
International Relations Officers 252
Internists 281
INTERPRETERS AND TRANSLATORS 61
Inventory Clerks 118

J

Jailkeepers 125
Jet Mechanics 131
Journalists 66
Judges 306

K

Keypunch Operators 105
Kitchen Helpers 128

L

Laboratory Technicians, Chemical 92
Landing Gear Mechanics 131
LAW ENFORCEMENT DIRECTORS 317
Law Enforcement Officers 129
LAWYERS 306
Lawyers, Corporation 306
Lawyers, Probate 306
Legal Assistants 94
Legal Clerks 94
Legal Secretaries 94, 104
LEGAL TECHNICIANS 94
Licensed Practical Nurses 74
LIFE SCIENTISTS 307
LINE INSTALLERS AND REPAIRERS 148
Lithograph Photographers 175
Lithographic Plate Makers 175
Locomotive Crane Operators 86
LODGING SPECIALISTS 110
Logistics Planners 312
Logistics Supply Officers 269

M

Machine Erectors 140
Machinegunners 198
Machine Repairers 171
Machine Tool Operators 171
MACHINISTS 171
Mail Carriers 114
MAINTENANCE DATA ANALYSTS 111
MANAGEMENT ANALYSTS 259
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Managers, Department Store 264 NON-DESTRUCTIVE TESTERS 95
Marine Architects 308 NUCLEAR ENGINEERS 310
MARINE ENGINE MECHANICS 138 Nuclear Medical Technologists 82
MARINE ENGINEERS 308 Nuclear Powerplant Mechanics 139
Marine Services Technicians 177 Nuclear Reactor Operators 174
Marine Surveyors 100, 308 Nurse Aides 74
Masons 160 Nurse Practitioners 293
Material Handlers 185 Nurse-Midwives 293
Mathematicians 312 Nurses, Office 293
Meat Cutters 128 Nurses, Private Duty 293
Mechanical Drafters 89 Nurses, Staff Occupational Health Nursing 293
Mechanical Engineers 297 Nurses, Staff, Community Health 293
Mechanics, Air Conditioning 136 Nursing Administrators 258
Mechanics, Aircraft 131 Nursing Home Administrators 258
Mechanics, Aircraft Heat and Vent 131 NURSING TECHNICIANS 74
Mechanics, Aircraft Plumbing and Hydraulics 131 Nutritionists and Dietitians 287
Mechanics, Automobile 132
Mechanics, Electronic 144, 146, 147, 153, 154, 157 0
Mechanics, Engine 135
Mechanics, Heavy Equipment 137 Obstetricians 281
Mechanics, Marine Engine 138 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS 289
Mechanics, Ordnance 149 Occupational Therapy Aides 75
Mechanics, Powerhouse 139 Occupational Therapy Assistants 75
Mechanics, Truck 137 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY SPECIALISTS 75
Medical Assistants 71 Oceanographer Assistants 101
Medical Doctors 281 OCEANOGRAPHERS 311
Medical Laboratory Assistants 71 Offset Duplicating Machine Operators 175
MEDICAL LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 71 Offset Printing Operators 175
MEDICAL RECORD TECHNICIANS 72 Operating Engineers 186
MEDICAL SERVICE TECHNICIANS 73 OPERATING ROOM TECHNICIANS 76
Medical Technologists 71, 307 OPERATIONS RESEARCH ANALYSTS AND
Menders 168 MATHEMATICIANS 312
Metallurgical, Ceramic and Materials Enginears 304 Operations Managers 253,312
Meteorological Equipment Repairers 146 Operations Researchers 312
Meteorological Technicians 101 Operators, Telephone 119
METEOROLOGISTS 309 Opthalmic Laboratory Technicians 172
Microbiologists 307 Opthalmologists 281
MILITARY POLICE 129 Optical Mechanics 172
Ministers 271 OPTICIANS 172
Missile Facilities Repairers 147 Optometric Assistants 77
MISSILE SYSTEM OFFICERS 338 OPTOMETRIC TECHNICIANS 77
Mission Control Officers 314 OPTOMETRISTS 280
Mortarmen 198 Oral Pathologists 279
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA OPERATORS 62 Oral Surgeons 281
Motion Picture Equipment Machinists 150 Oral Surgeons 279
Motorboat Operators 189 Orchestra Leaders 276
Music Directors 276 Orchestra Musicians 63
MUSICIANS 63 Orderlies 74

ORDNANCE MECHANICS 149
N Orthodontists 279

Orthopedic Assistants 78
Navigators 322 Orthopedic Surgeons 281
Navigators, Ship 189 ORTHOPEDIC TECHNICIANS 78
Neurologists 281 Orthotic Assistants 79
News-Wire Photo Operators 86 ORTHOTIC SPECIALISTS 79
Newscasters 65 Orthotic Technicians 79
Newswriters 66 Orthotists 79
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Osteopathic Physicians
Otolaryngologists
Oxygen Plant Operators
Oxygen-Equipment Technicians

Parachute Riggers
Paralegal Assistants
Paramedics
Parasitologists
Paratroopers
Parts Clerks
Pastoral Workers
Pastry Chefs
Pathologists
PAVING EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
Payroll Clerks
PAYROLL SPECIALISTS
PBX Operators
PBX Repairers
Pediatricians
Pedodontists
Performing Artists
Periodontists
PERSONNEL MANAGERS
Personnel Officers
Personnel Recruiters
PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS
Personnel, Training Specialists
PETROLEUM SUPPLY SPECIALISTS
PHARMACISTS
Pharmacologists
PHARMACY TECHNICIANS
Photogrammetric Engineers
Photogrammetrists
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Photographers, Motion Picture
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS
Photographic Equipment Technicians
Photojounalists
PHOTOPROCESSING SPECIALISTS
Physical Security Managers
PHYSICAL THERAPISTS
Physical Therapy Assistants
PHYSICAL THERAPY SPECIALISTS
PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS
PHYSICISTS
Physiologists
Pilots, Airplane
Pilots, Helicopter
Pilots. Ship
Pipe Fitters
Placement Interviewers
Plant Protection Superintendents
PLUMBERS AND PIPE FITTERS

290,

281
281
169
169

178
94
73

307
198
118
56

128
281
163
112
112
119
156
281
279

63
279
260
260
263
113
267
188
290
306

80
315
100
64
62

150
150
64

173
318
291

81

81
292
281
313
307
324
326
189
164
115
318
164

PODIATRISTS 282
Police Captains, Precinct 317
Police Chiefs 317
Police Inspectors 317
Police Inspectors 1 318
Police Officers 129
Port Engineers 308
Postal Clerks 114
POSTAL DIRECTORS 261
POSTAL SPECIALISTS .114
Postmasters 261
POWER PLANT ELECTRICIANS 151

POWER PLANT OPERATORS 174
POWERHOUSE MECHANICS 139
Practical Nurses 74
'Preachers 271

PRECISION INSTRUMENT REPAIRERS 152
Press Officers 277
Priests 271
Print Developers 173
PRINTING SPECIALISTS 175
Prison Wardens. 317
Private Detectives 126
Private Investigators 126
Procurement Services Managers 262
Producers, Audiovisual Productions 275
Production Engineers 304
Production Line Welders 180
Production Planners 304
Programer/Analysts 88
Programers 87
Programers, Information System 87
Projectionists 62
Prosthodontists 279
Psychiatric Aides 74
Psychiatric Social Workers 272
Psychiatrists 281
PSYCHOLOGISTS 283
Public Health Inspectors 91

Public Health Nurses 293
PUBLIC INFORMATION OFFICERS 277
Public Information Specialists 66
Public Relations Representatives 277
Public Relations Specialists 277
Public Relations Workers 277
Pulmonary Therapists 83
Pumpstation Operators 179
Purchase Price Analysts 262
Purchasing Agents 262
PURCHASING AND CONTRACTING MANAGERS 262
Purchasing Directors 262

0

Quality Control Engineers 304
QUARTERMASTERS AND BOAT OPERATORS 189
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R Sales Clerks
Scientists, Dairy

116
288

Rabbis 271 Scientists, Soil 288

RADAR AND SONAR EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS 153 Scout-Snipers 198

RADAR AND SONAR OPERATORS 96 Scuba Divers 134

Radio and TV Service Technicians 154 Seals 200

Radio and Television Equipment Operators 86 SEAMEN 190

RADIO AND TV ANNOUNCERS 65 Secretaries 104

Radio Electricians 154 Security Guards 129

RADIO EQUIPMENT REPAIRERS 154 SECURITY OFFICERS 318

RADIO INTELLIGENCE OPERATORS 97 Sewage Treatment Plant Operators 179

Radio Mechanics 154 Sewing Machine Operators 168

RADIO OPERATORS 98 SHEET METAL WORKERS 176

Radio Station Managers 253 SHIP AND SUBMARINE OFFICERS 328

Radiographers 92, 95 Ship Captains 328

RADIOLOGIC (X-RAY) TECHNICIANS 82 SHIP ELECTRICIANS 155

Radio logic Technologists 82 SHIP ENGINEERS 330

Radiologists 281 Ship Masters 328

Radiotelegraph Operators 98 Ship Pilots 189

Radiotelephone Operators 98 SHIPFITTERS 177

Range Ecologists 307 SHIPPING AND RECEIVING SPECIALISTS 117

Rangers 200 Shipping Clerks 117

Receiving Clerks 117 Shop Mechanics 171

Receptionists 104 Short Order Cooks 128

Recording Engineers 86 Shorthand Reporters 116

RECRUITING MANAGERS 263 Silviculturalists 288

RECRUITING SPECIALISTS 115 Singers 63

Refrigeration Mechanics 136 Small Business Operators 264

REGISTERED NURSES 293 Social Welfare Administrators 272

RELIGIOUS.PROGRAM SPECIALISTS 56 SOCIAL WORKERS 272

Repairers, Body and Fender 133 Social Workers, Medical 272

Repairers, Electric-Meter 152 Software Engineers 301

Repairers, Electrical Appliance 146 Soils Analysts 288

Repairers, Electrical-Instrument 146 Soldiers 198

Repairers, Electromedical-Equipment 146 Sonar and Radar Equipment Repairers 153

Repairers, Instrument (Telephone and Telegraph) 157 Sonar Operators 96

Repairers, Precision Instruments 152 Sound Mixers 86

Repairers, Radio and Television 147 SPACE OPERATIONS OFFICERS 314

REPORTERS AND NEWSWRITERS 66 SPACE SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS 99

Reservation and Transportation Ticket Agents 122 SPECIAL AGENTS 319

Reservation Clerks 122 SPECIAL OPERATIONS FORCES 200

RESPIRATORY THERAPISTS 83 SPECIAL OPERATIONS OFFICERS 340

Retail Sales Workers 116 Speech Pathologists 294

Retail Store Managers 264 SPEECH THERAPISTS 294

Riflemen 198 Station Installers and Repairers 156

RIGGERS 140 Station Managers 253

Road Paving Machine Operators 163 Stationary Engineers 174

Rocket-Engine Testers 338 Statistical Clerks 103

Roofers 162 Statisticians 312
Steam Roller Operators 163, 186

S Stenographers 104
Stenotype Operators 116

Safety Engineers 304 Stevedores 185

Sailors 190 Still Photographers 64

Sales and Service Managers 264 STOCK AND INVENTORY SPECIALISTS 118

SALES AND STOCK SPECIALISTS 116 Stock Clerks 116, 118
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Stock Control Clerks 118 TRAINING AND EDUCATION DIRECTORS 267
STORE MANAGERS 264 Translators and Interpreters 61

Storekeepers 118, 264 Transmission Mechanics 132
Stress Analysts 297 Transmitter Operators (Radio and TV) 86
Studio Technicians 86 Transportation Agents 122
Submarine Officers 328 TRANSPORTATION MAINTENANCE MANAGERS 268
Supervisors, Recreation 263 TRANSPORTATION MANAGERS 269
SUPPLY AND WAREHOUSING MANAGERS 265 TRANSPORTATION SPECIALISTS 122
Supply Managers 262 Travel Clerks 122
Surgeons 281 Truck and Heavy Equipment Mechanics 137
Surgical Technicians 76 TRUCK DRIVERS 191

SURVEYING AND MAPPING MANAGERS 315 Truck Mechanics 135
SURVEYING AND MAPPING TECHNICIANS 100 Truck-Crane Operators 186
Surveyor Assistants 100 Tugboat Navigators 189
Surveyors, Geodetic 100 Typesetters 175
SURVIVAL EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS 178 Typists 104
Switchboard Operators 119
Systems Analysts 88, 301 U
Systems Analysts, Electronic Data Processing 88
Systems Programmers 88 Undercover Agents 126, 319

Underwater Demolition Team Members 200
T Urologists 281

Utility Tractor Operators 186
Tailors 168
TANK CREW MEMBERS 202 V
TANK OFFICERS 342
Tank Repairers 137 VETERINARIANS 284
Tax Accountants 251 Video Camera Operators 62
TEACHERS AND INSTRUCTORS 266 Video Operators 59, 86
Teachers, Adult Education 266 Vocational Counselors 55
Telegraph Operators 120 Vocational Instructors 121
Telephone Answering Service Operators 119 Vocational Training Directors 267
Telephone Installers and Repairers 148
Telephone Maintenance Mechanics 156 W, X, Y
TELEPHONE OPERATORS 119
TELEPHONE TECHNICIANS 156 Warehouse Managers 265
TELETYPE OPERATORS 120 Warehouse Workers 117, 118
TELETYPE REPAIRERS 157 Wastewater Treatment Plant Operators 179
Television and Radio Equipment Operators 86 WATER AND SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
Television Announcers 65 OPERATORS 179
Television Camera Operators 62 Water Quality Analysts 288
Television Station Managers 253 Water Treatment Plant Operators 179
Testers, Non-Destructive 95 Watercraft Operators 189
Therapists, Occupational 289 Weather Clerks 101
Therapists, Respiratory 83 Weather Forecasters 309
Therapists, Speech 294 WEATHER OBSERVERS 101
Ticket Agents 122 WELDERS 180
Tilesetters 162 Welders and Cutters 180
Topographical Drafters 100 WELL DRILLERS 165
Tow Motor Drivers 117, 185 Wire Installers 148
Toxicologists 307 Word Processing Machine Operators 104
Tractor Operators 186 X-Ray Technologists 82
Tractor-Trailor Truck Drivers 191 Yard Riggers 140
Traffic Managers 269
Traffic, Shipping and Receiving Clerks 117
TRAINERS 121
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